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PREFACE 

During the great restoration ofBarahudur {igoj—igii), a complete series 
photographs of the monument was made; they were intended as illus- 

ations for a new monograph to succeed the one by Leemans in iSyj. The q%ies- 
on of how this monograph should be compiled was discussed already in 
}og. It was evident that a complete explanation of all that is depicted on 
arabudur would be impossible; therefore it was at first proposed that only 
t architectural description should be published, while at the same time the 
productions of the reliefs should be placed in the hands of competent scholars 
ho were to collect data from all available sources for a future archaeological 
ascription. 
The Government however, supported by expert advice from the Institutes, 

nsidered it advisable for the benefit of further research, that the archaeo- 
gical description should appear at once, even though for the present it would 
• incomplete. Therefore in igii the „Koninklijk Instituut voor de Taal-, 
znd- en Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indie” was commissioned to pu- 
ish both parts of the monograph. The architectural part was assigned to 
W. T. van Erp who as director of the restoration work was eminently 
lalified for the task. This part is still in preparation. 

! For the archaeological part Dr. J. Ph. Vogel had already been approached 
in igx2, he was at that time Superintendent of the Archaeological Survey in 
British India. Inigi4 he undertook the work, but after becoming Professor at 
Leyden he was obliged in igi^ to resign the task, which was then entrusted to 
the present writer. 

Dr. Vogel’s intention was to make the description as complete as possible by 
a preliminary—naturally very lengthy—research into Sanskrit, Tibetan and 
Chinese literature, but I have considered it more suitable to begin by record¬ 
ing all that is known so far about the significance of Barabudur and what can 
he gained from the sources available at the present day. Dr. Vogel undertook 
to continue his study of the documents above-mentioned, while the author of 
this work compiled the archaeological survey which was completed in igiS 
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and under the authorization of the Netherlands Government was published 
by the Koninfdijk Instituut in igzo. 

An English edition of this work was to have been included in the govern¬ 
ment publication, for which purpose a larger number of copies of the plates 
was printed than was required for the Dutch edition. However the Covern- 
meni eventually did not undertake this and the plates were taken over by Mr. 
Nijhoff, publisher at the Hague, who charged himself with the entire publi¬ 
cation of the English edition at his own expense. 

This English edition is not in all respects the same as the Dutch text. To 
begin with though closely following the Dutch it is considerably curtailed 
with regard to the description of reliefs that are still unidentified; these abridge¬ 
ments are shewn in the notes at the foot of the page, so that the Dutch text 
can be consulted when necessary. Secondly I have been able to supplement 
the text here and there with references to literature that had been overlooked 
and to new books and papers that have been published since igi8. In some 
cases these are worked into the text, otherwise they are given in the notes. 

Knowing that the examination of Barabudur is far from complete, the 
author is well aware of the fact that this work^can be only of a temporary 
character. The portfolio of plates will always retain its value and the archi¬ 
tectural description may achieve something definite. The archaeological part 
fulfils a more humble task; it is intended for an expedient to further in¬ 
vestigation which it hopes to assist by recording the present position of re¬ 
search at Barabudur: what is already established, what is doubtful and what is 
still altogether obscure. The sooner this book shall be out of date, the sooner it 
will have achieved its purpose. 

Leyden, December ig26 N. J. KROM 



CHAPTER I 

FOUNDATION AND HISTORY OF BARABUDUR 

Namo Buddhaya! Hail Buddha! 
No words more suitable than these could be found with which to begin 

our description of this mighty monument. How often they must have 
echoed through the galleries and over the terraces of the Barabudur! 
To comprehend fully the meaning of this most splendid creation of Hin- 
du-Javan culture, we must transport ourselves, as far as possible, into 
the mind and spirit of those who 1100 years ago, worshipped reverently 
at the feet of “the Lion of the ^akya-race, the Omniscient, the Protector 
of the Earth in divine majesty” ^). 

The grandeur of the Barabudur, — and every visit made confirms the 
impression — is something immense, sphinxlike, incomprehensible and 
yet so fascinating. It overpowers us with a sense of our incapacity to 
give an adequate description of is, its enigmas are too many and too 
great for us to solve, and yet it exercises such a powerful charm over us, 
lays such hold on the mind that we are irresistibly compelled to use all 
our powers to discover something of its mysterious being. 

This impression may be only p>ersonal. Many and various are the 
opinions expressed by different visitors during the last century and not 
a few have been published; I will refrain from quotations, but it is 
remarkable that even among the most able judges, the first impression 
was not always favorable. Brumund, the best authority of his time on 
Javanese antiquities, speaks of it as “a gloomy, depressing, rather squat 
building” *); Foucher, the art expert on Buddhist iconography, compares 
it to a badly risen pie *). These unfavorable opinions must be credited as 

‘) These words are taken from N&garakrt&gama» Canto 43. 
•) See p. 551 of Leemans' monograph. 
•) Bull. Ec. Fr. Extr. Or. 9 (1909) p. 4. Also Yule in Joum. Asiat. Soc. of Bengal31 (1862) 

p. 20 sajrs „At first sight it seems little better than a vast and shapeless cairn of stones.'* 
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the honest expression of the effect produced, and are worth far more than 
the insincere praise and bombastic admiration, met with elsewhere, fbr 
example in the "Barabudur by Moonlight” which descends to the com¬ 
monplace. 

We give an instance of genuine admiration in the simple language of 
the soldier Hoepermans. “TheTemple here”, he writes in 1866'), “this 
splendid work of art, the glory of old Java, stands in its grey antiquity 
loaded with images and festoons; built up in storeys and galleries, re¬ 
presenting the whole life and acts of Buddha in carved reliefs; the mag¬ 
nificence, the great skill, the genius, the conception, all that was in and 
around this old temple is far beyond imagination, no wonder it draws 
people from all parts of the world to see it. Lovers of art and antiquity 
will find all they want in the study of this old religion pourtrayed so 
vividly, in so many forms; — those who know the arts must exclaim 
"0 Javans of the ages what mighty artists you were!” 

These words, not written for publication, but only for the eyes of 
his chief in a report, well express how deeply an ordinary man was moved 
by the grandeur of the Barabudur. There have been many others, who 
have expressed themselves, may be with more elegance, but»few as 
vividly. The appreciations come almost without exception from the 
West. Not until quite recently has the Javan learnt to raise his eyes to 
the memorial of his great past; fortunately among the few are some who 
are sensitive to the devotion which this sacred edifice arouses *). 

It has often been remarked that the founders of the Hindu-Javan 
temples bestowed great care on the choice of a site for their erection and 
generally succeeded in laying hands on most beautiful positions. 
This is particularly noticeable of the Barabudm. The natural hill round 
which the temple is built, is situated in a beautiful landscape, the centre 
of the fertile plain of KSdu, siurounded by a decorative circle of mount¬ 
ains. Through the green country where groups of palm-trees mark the 
position of the villages, flows from N. to S. the Praga, over which river 
the road from the E. leads to the temple not far from where it receives 
the waters of the Ela, next most important river of K6du. The river, so 
deep in its bed, cannot now be seen from the top of Barabudur, though 
at such a short distance away; the only thing which strikes the eye in 
the whole stretch of plain is on the N. the Tidar of MagSlang, the smooth 
round hill known to the natives as the head of the nail that holds the is- 
land of Java fast to its place among the great waters. The plain is bound- 

*) See Rapp. Oudh. Dienst 1913 p. 131. 
•) For example Note Soeroto in Het Ned. Ind. Huis, Oud en Nieuw, 2 (1914) p. 85. 
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on the S. and S. W. by the sharp pointed lines of the Minoreh Mts.; 
the N.W. in the far distance rise Sfindara and Sumbing, nearer on 

|he E. and N. E. Mgrapi and Mgrbabu. A line of smoke from the former 
lews the volcano is still active, yet the peaks, with their brown, grey 

jtnd green coloring, fading at evening to blue, lend a peaceful aspect to 
le panorama, softening the grandeur of the mighty Barabudur, throned 

^n the wide plain and guarded by its circle of mountains. 
Eleven centuries ago, the monk or pilgrim looking out from the sacred 

j^uilding, saw much more than we see now. A burial-place, it seems, 
ly at the foot of the monument; and the indispensable monastery must 

|iave stood close by. From the eastern entrance of the temple courtyard 
wide road led along Pa won across the river Praga and took its way to 
le Mgndut. We shall give account of this later on. Besides all that was 
direct contact with the Barabudur itself, on the plain where the villages 

re now hidden by foliage, could be seen against the evenly tinted 
^illsides, a mass of sacred buildings and temples of which only a few 
races remain. The plain of Kgdu with the surrounding country, was 
len one of the centres of the Hindu-Javan community. On the hill 
(^ukir, E. of Barabudur, rose the old Qiva-temple where king San¬ 
iya according to his inscription, the earliest dated document of 

)[ava in 732 caused a lingga to be established, and in that year there 
|lready long existed the principal sanctuary of Java that was brought 
^ver from the fatherland Kunjarakunja in South-India. Around 

is, on all sides grouped themselves the numberless buildings that 
re found enumerated in the existing inventary of the Archaeological 

purvey ®). 
In so far as their foundations enable us to judge, none of these build- 

igs were large and they probably did not differ much from small 
smples like Selagriya; one of such dimensions as the Mfindut will have 

|j>een an exception. The Barabudur must have towered above them all, 
dominating the whole plain as it still does, even without its piimacle. 

The name by which we distinguish the monument, Barabudur, is the 
)mmon native one. How the sanctuary was called in the old Javan 

jime is entirely unknown, none of the inscriptions give us the least indi- 
ition. The name appears for the first time in a report dated 1709 or 1710 *) 

exactly the same form now used by the Javan; the curious varia- 

*) Kem in Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 4: X (1885) p. 125—138 and Verspr. Geschr. VII (1917) p. 
tlS—128. 

') For these remains consult Inventaris van Hindu-oudheden I (1914) p. 211 etc. 
*) In the Babad Tanah Djawi ed. Meinsma II* (1899) p, 238 etc. 
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tions Borobodo, Burubudur and such, have all been invented by West¬ 
ern people. Efforts have repeatedly been made to find an explanation 
of the name, but none of the etymological solutions are such as can be 
accepted. 

Raffles has three times offered an explanation. The first time he 
mentions the temple, whose name he writes as B6ro B6do, he says that 
this is the name used by the people of the neighboring villages and 
states that Boro is the name of the district, and b6do means ancient . The 
second time he offers the supposition that it is probably a corruption of 
B4ra Bddha, the Great Budh *). Finally, on a third occasion, he enlarges 
on his first attempt and states that the temple is situated in the dis¬ 
trict of Boro which gives it the first part of its name, while Bodo is 
a term of abuse used by the Mohammedans, or it might be an erroneous 
pronunciation of budho which means ancient or heathen*). 

These explanations roused the criticisms of the experts. Crawfurd 
remarks^), that it is true Boro which he gives correctly as Bara, is the 
name of the district (now-a-days the division has been altered, and the 
monument comes into the district of Salaman, in the province of Magfe- 
lang) but it is not certain whether the temple is named after the district 
or vice versa; while judging by similar cases it is more likely the district 
has taken its name from the temple. That Budor, as he spells it, is a 
corruption of Buddha, he thinks very doubtful, it would be the only 
example of such an impertinent alteration of a Sanskrit word and espec¬ 
ially the curious addition of the final r makes it seem very unlikely — 
besides, in every other case the word buddha is accurately pronounced in 
Javanese. Later however Crawfurd appears to favor the idea that in budor 

something of buda may be concealed; as for boro, he states that it 
means a kind of fish-trap in Javanese — but with regard to the name 
Boro Budor as a whole, he comes no nearer to a conclusion than that 
it is probably a corruption ®). Von Humboldt joins in the criticism of 
Raffles' conjectures; and though he considers the transition from 
buddha to budor not altogether improbable, nevertheless he thinks it 
very unlikely because in the same district, the word buddha as "old” 
is pronounced correctly. Fiuther, he objects to the explanation Bara 

•) History of Java (1817) II p. 29 note. 
*) Ibidem p. 62. 

») Memoir of life and public services of Sir Thos. S. Raffles etc (1830) p. 159. 
*) On the ruins of Boro Budor in Java. Transactions of the Lit. Soc, of Bombay 2 (1820) 

p. 164 (= p. 173 etc. of reprint of 1878). 

•) A descriptive dictionary of the Indian islands and adjacent countries (1856) p. 66. 
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Buddha, in the sense of "the great Buddha”, an interpretation that, in 
his opinion, must have been given by Raffles’ authorities on the strength 

f of being similar to Bharadwaja, but supposing this combination of 
bhara with buddha has ever been made, it would surely occur mother 
places. This expert too doubts the possibility of ever finding the right 
jinterpretation. In these days when so much more Sanskrit as well 
as Kawi is known, we are able to supplement these remarks. We know 
jnow that bhara does not mean „great” in Sanskrit, so this interpretation 
‘dn any case can be dismissed. It is also certain that bud{dh)a, meaning 

old”, is no Kawi, but only modern Javanese and only in such a way as they 
; speak of the pre-islamite age, institutions, or remains, as of the “buddha 
age” etc.; the transition of meaning from the age of Buddha to the old 
•time is comprehensible enough for modern Javanese, but in the Kawi 
language Buddha is never anything else but the name of the Saviour ®). 
The meaning of “old” therefore, can only be used in explaining the 
name of the temple, if we admit that name to be of modern origin; 
should we consider the name Barabudur as a more or less degenerated 
original one, and the second part of it as a corruption of "buddha”, then it is 
Buddha with a capital B, but never old or heathenish. It is needless to 
say that the “fish-trap” is of no use though there is actually a Kawi 
word, bara, with that meaning; all that is left of these suggestions is, 
that bara may be a name that cannot be accounted for, while budur is 
possibly a corruption of Buddha. 

Altogether different is the explanation of the Javanne.se authority 
Winter to be found under bara in the dictionary of Gericke en Roorda ®). 
Barabudur would mean, may be with reference to the images of that 
temple, a gigantic statue, a colossus; as evidence is given the expression 
„(^purre kaya barabudur”, a great heavy-limbed creature, and,,kaya 
rfitja budur” stiff motionless figure like a scarecrow. 

Neither of these examples seems in the least convincing. In the second, 
the addition of ritja already shews that budur alone cannot be accepted 
as „statue”, the scarecrow is compared to a budur image, and if this be 
taken as the name of the temple, the natural explanation is: Barabudur- 
image. This does not give any indication of the real name of the edifice. 
The same appears to be the case with the first example: the colossal form 
of the person mentioned is compared, not to a statue but to the Barabu- 

Ueber die Kawi-Sprache auf der Insel Java I (1836) p. 189. 
•) There is also Budha, never spelt with ddh, the name of the planet (Mercury) from 

which Wednesday is named. 
•) Javaansch-Nederl. Handw. II (1901) p. 664. 
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dur; „a figure like the Barabudur” is an expression easily understood if 
one wants to give an idea of anything very big, just as we ourselves 
might speak of "a fellow like a church tower”. We can only come to 
the conclusion that Winter’s explanation is merely an invention "pour 
le besoin de la cause” and that in the expressions quoted, harahudur BXiA 
hudur is nothing but the name of the temple which remains as vague 
and incomprehensible as ever. 

Finally, there is one more explanation, suggested first, I believe 
by Wilsen in 1853 and since adopted by others*); according to which 
Barabudur is derived from Parabuddha, the many or collected Buddhas. 
All further links of this interpretation are missing so that we are con¬ 
fronted with the same difficulty as pointed out by Crawfurd; how to trace 
the transition from buddha to hudur, and whether this is really admis- 
sable. This objection is of more importance than the change from bar a 
to para for if this change seems improbable, there is still the word 
hhara or hhdra known both in Sanskrit and Kawi, which means, among 
other things, "many, numerous”; in this way we can render Bhara- 
buddha as "the many Buddhas”. On Javan authority it is suggested 
that hara is taken from vihdra in accordance with the custom of Su¬ 
matra to call the remains of the old monuments found there Haro *), in 
which case we should all the same be dealing with a modem name, be¬ 
cause Barabudur is certainly not a vihdra in the old Ja vanese sense and we 
wonder why the word vihdra which, though used in Sumatra, in Java is 
obsolete, should only be used in this one instance. There is another possibil¬ 
ity, that we should accept bara to be the same word that has become 
b{h)ra in later Javanese; the temple would then be called Bhra Buddha, 
the Lord Buddha and with still more probability we are brought to 
think of Vara-Buddha, the Excellent Buddha(s) *). But in all these 
instances the curious transition of buddha into budur remains unex¬ 
plained. 

I am forced to admit as my personal opinion that all efforts to 
interpret Barabudur are vain. It is entirely imcertain if the name is 
really analogous to the original one of the monument; but if we accept 

*) See Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 1 (1853) p. 290. Friederich follows him in the same periodical 2 
(1854) p. 1 and 23 (1876) p. 66. 

•) Spaan in Not. Bat. Gen. 1877 p. 128; Groneman, Indische Gid8 9, vol. I (1887) p. 
120, also in the Barabudur guides published since 1892 (latest edition English version 
1912). Groneman adopted this suggestion from the Regent of Magikng, Danoe ning rat. 

•) Poerbatjaraka, Hand. Iste G>ngres Taal, Land- and Volkenk. (1919), p. 287—290. 
•) Finot, BEFEO 20 (1920) p. 138. 
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that this is really the case, we need not suppose the name to be neces¬ 
sarily a corrupted one. This opinion is supported by the fact that both parts 
of it are also found in other words. Names of places such as Barat&igah and 
others, shew that the first half of the name Barabudur is not unique but was 
in use elsewhere. Besides Budur is given as the name of a sacred place of the 
secular Buddhist priesthood in the NagarakitSigama ; for a moment we 
may be inclined to inquire if the famous sanctuary might here be alluded 
to, but this idea must be dismissed at once ®), as it further appears 
the poem concerns only East Java conditions. The great stupa of Central 
Java, if it was referred to, would be surely mentioned otherwise than 
at the end of a list of all sorts of small sanctuaries and the similarity of name 
between places in Middle and East Java occurs not unfrequently, for 
instance, the name of Tigawangi, known as that of a temple in K6diri, 
is found again in a record of the neighborhood of Mag6lang ®). 

There is thus every reason to believe that Barabudur can have been 
the old name, both parts of it are old-Javanese and we need not assume 
it to be corrupted. To hunt after its etymology, while there are so few 
data to draw upon, seems as hopeless a task as that of trying to identify 
any of the numberless other native names found on inscriptions. Mean¬ 
time let us be satisfied that there is nothing to prevent us supposing 
that we are here confronted with an old-Javanese name. If this is really 
the case there is every chance that we have before us not the name but 
one of its names, for it is most probable that the monument will at the 
same time, have had a name in Sanskrit; this is known to be the case 
of other temples and may surely be expected of this one, judging by the 
fact that what is represented on the stupa is derived entirely from Indian 
sources. The official name in Sanskrit is of course in no way obliged to 
have resembled the Indonesian one, so that it is wasted effort to guess 
at it *). It is not to be wondered at that the strange name should have 
been lost and the native one — assuming all the time that Barabudur is 
really the native one — preserved; we see the same thing, citing an 
already-given example, in the temple of Tigawangi, which is nowal- 

•) Canto 77 : 3. 
•) Dr. Bosch differs Not. Bat. Gen. 1920 p. 53 etc. 
*) See Brandes, Oud-Javaansche oorkonden. Verb, Bat. Gen. 60 (1913) p. 16. 

Nevertheless I offer a supposition. The old-Javan foundation records often give us 
a great number of names of places situated near the sanctuary with which they were con-^ 
nected. We possess among others some records from the neighborhood of Magelang, thus only 
a few miles from Barabudur, some of them of a date at which Barabudur undoubtedly existed. 
On one of these (Cohen-Stuart, Kawi Oorkonden, 1875 No. 15) we find the name Dharma- 
p u r a. The supposition that this might be the old name of the stfipa seems worth considering. 
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ways so called, while the official name Kusumapura is quite for¬ 
gotten. 

The above reasoning bears also on our spelling of Barabudur. As long 
as it remains uncertain if this is the old name, we shall retain the com¬ 
mon Javanese one, for which there is the more reason, now the possibility 
exists of it being the same used in old-Javan times. If there may be Sans¬ 
krit elements hidden in the name, is far too doubtful to allow our 
spelling to be influenced thereby. 

We shall next discuss the question of what was the aim and intention 
of the monument. Barabudur is a stupa, as is amply set forth in the ar¬ 
chitectural part of this monograph; there the reader will find a defini¬ 
tion of the stupa form in general and the way in which it has been ap¬ 
plied in the Barabudur. It is our part to consider what was the purpose 
of this stupa. 

The nature of a stupa can be very varied. Texts as well as excava¬ 
tions show that there are all sorts of possibilities, that stupa’s are found 
sometimes with contents and sometimes without anything inside; 
while the contents, where found, are by no means of the same charac¬ 
ter, consisting may be of human ashes often mingled with gold, silver 
or precious stones, or again, of a few bones in a small box or vase, evid¬ 
ently relics; sometimes there are utensils without any human remains 
and occasionally it is only some copy of the Holy Writings. It is the 
work of a French scholar, Foucher, that has brought order into the 
confused mass of these indications and shewn clearly what a stupa 
was actually intended for ^), while de Groot in a masterly manner 
has explained the esoteric meaning of these monuments *). Most 
of the stupa's that have been examined contained human remains 
and are therefore really tombs; tradition too relates how the remains of 
the Buddha were preserved in stupa’s and that the same honor was paid 
to his most famous disciples and other saints. Monks too might be 
buried in stupa’s near where they had lived; these of course were of smal¬ 
ler size, many such have been found round about the great shrines and 
places of pilgrimage. Now it is evident that the large stupa’s with the 
ashes of the Buddha and his holy followers received the highest honors and 
that these were considered not as mere tombs, but far more as the shrines 
of great relics whosecontents weresacred. Later on, stupa’s came to be built 

‘) L’Art gr^-bonddhique du Gandh&ra I (1905) p. 47—62. 
•) Der Thupa (1919). 
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upon other relics which were not the human remains of sanctified persons 
but for instance utensils used by them, alms-bowl, staff or suchlike. The 
monument then is not only intended to preserve the remains, but quite as 
much to keep these great figures in remembrance, it is a memorial. It is easy 
to understand how the worship of the mass of followers became trans¬ 
ferred from the contents to the building itself. When the stupa is con¬ 
sidered specially as a memorial then it is evident how they came to be 
built first as cenotaph when there were no mortal remains of the sanc¬ 
tified persons, and so on generally as memorials of great events in the 

; lives of the holy men on the spot where the events had taken place; in 
such cases of course there would be no contents, though there was 
nothing to prevent other things being placed there, the Holy Writings 
or some portion of them, or perhaps the so-called Confession of 
faith. Finally we encounter the worship of the stupa for itself, whatever 
the contents may be or whatever it may commemorate; thus the buil¬ 
ding of a stupa became a meritorious act. 

As regards Barabudur some of the above mentioned purposes for 
which stupa’s were built, may be dismissed at once. That it should 
be merely a memorial erected on the spot where the Buddha perform¬ 
ed some special act, or where something happened to him, is of 
course out of the question; nor can it commemorate the place where 
any remarkable event occured in the history of his eminent followers. 
That the body of one of these holy men may have been transported to 
Java and placed there, is not very likely, nor is it in any way a ceno¬ 
taph. Only two possibilities are thinkable which may have given reason 
for the erection of this monument. Either, there was no other motive 
than to honor the Buddha and the Church by building a stupa on such 
a magnificant scale, to be the most important holy edifice in the new 
fatherland, symbol of the creed of the Saviour, and at the same time, 
as de Groot expresses it “ein Leuchtthurm des Weltgesetzes” — or, 
it must have been the repository of some mbst sacred relic brought from 
across the sea; then considering the majesty of the building and the skill 
and care bestowed on it, probably a relic of the Saviour himself. 

In the first case there is all likelihood that the interior of the stupa 
contains nothing, or at most some holy inscription or something similar; 
in the second case it is certain that the monument must have concealed 
within, a repository for relics. Unfortunately we can never gain any cer¬ 
tainty of this. When in 1814, the first Europeans visited the monument, 
there was already a crack in the central-stupa wide enough to enter and 
naturally the natives had made their way in. On more careful examination 
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of the floor of this stQpa, which took place in 1842, it appeared that the 
whole space had been overhauled. Some objects were found there which 
will be discussed in Chapter X; they were certainly not relics. An un¬ 
finished image of a Buddha was also found which in my opinion did 
not belong there, and had been brought from elsewhere, as will 
be explained. It is therefore possible that the relics which may have 
been placed imder the floor of the stupa, were removed by former ex¬ 
cavators and have been entirely lost, but equally p>ossible that nothing at 
all has ever been there. To make sure of this, Mr. van Erp during the resto¬ 
ration, searched the floor under the central-stupa and dug under the surfa¬ 
ce of the hill round which the monument is built, but without any result. 
This shews the idea of Friederich according to whom a series of small 
chambers below each other, might be found under the central-stupa ^), to 
be incorrect. In spite of all this, it is still possible that relics may be 
hidden in the monument. It is known that on the examination of the 
celebrated stupa of Kaniska, near Peshawar, search for relics continued 
for a long time without any result and they were not found till excava¬ 
tion was made at the exact centre of the building, deep down, two feet 
below the foundation ®). The case of Barabudur differs in so far that the 
stupa of Kaniska was built upon flat ground, so that they could 
begin by first making a repository for the relics, above and around which 
the rest of the building was erected; while the centre of Barabudur 
is a natural hill. But it seems not improbable that the old custom may 
have been followed in Java and the relics deposited very deep in the same 
position as found in the Kaniska stupa and others. For that purpose a 
deep cavity would have to be dug at the top of the hill to the level of the 
temple foundation, the relics placed therein, it being then filled up, and 
on that would be built the central-stupa of the monument that surrounds 
the whole hill. We have not the least evidence or authority to assure us 
that it was so done but, taking ever5dhing into consideration it seems 
not impossible. The case can only be proved by digging another hole at 
the centre of the central-stupa down into the hill and only when this has 
been made to the level of the buried base, and nothing is found, 
can we be sure the relics of Barabudur either never existed or have 
been stolen away. 

It has already been mentioned that in the neighborhood of many of 

*) Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 19 (1870) p. 417 or 23 (1876) p. 367. 
•) Spooner, Excavations at Sh§ii-jl-ki-DhSri, Annual Report, Archaeol. Survey 1908—^9, 

p. 48. 
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the great Buddhist monuments in India itself, small stupa’s are found, 
most likely the burial-places of monks or pious la)nnen, — in any case 
people who were desirous of making their last resting-place in holy 
ground. They were foimd near the above-mentioned stupa of Kani^ka, 
the temple of Mahabodhi where the Saviour became Buddha, in the 
deer-park at Samath where he first preached his creed, at Kapila- 
vastu, his birthplace, and elsewhere. It is again Foucher to whom we 
owe these researches, he has shown us the real nature of these stupa's, 
known hitherto as "votive-stupa’s”^). It need not astonish us if the same 
characteristics appear near Barabudur, the largest and most famous 
sanctuary in Java. Traces of such have actually been found. On the 
East side of the base of the temple hill, de Vink in 1911 discovered a 
rectangular foundation of red brick about 60 c.M. below the surface. 
In the middle of this little terrace, in a row, were three circular cavities, 
surrounded by bricks. The holes had a diameter of 56 c.M., the outer 
edge of the brick border 1.10 M.; the bricks forming the border were 29 
c.M. long and on the outside 24 c.M. in width. In the most northerly 
cavity, at the depth of 1.20 M, the stone lid of anum was found 
and near it the fragments of a bronze urn; enough of these were 
left to reconstruct the urn that proved to be of a round-bellied shape 
with an upright edge and an opening of 8 c.M. In the middle as 
well as the S. cavity, an empty um was found made of soft yellow-grey 
stone, a kind of hard "wadas”. The one in the middle hole had a round 
space for ashes, the other, a square opening; lids were not found, though 
they must have belonged to them, for the urns had an inside ledge. It was 
plainly to be seen that the holes had already been tampered with. 

Thus far Mr. de Vink’s information *). I think it extremely probable 
that he had lighted upon the burial-place belonging to the mon¬ 
ument and that the urns, evidently sepulchreJ-ums, had contained the 
ashes of three persons there buried; also near the already-mentioned 
sanctuaries of India, a number of tombs are often found together, on a 
terrace of vaiying size. The actual monument has disappeared, but the 
round shape of the opening in which the um was placed makes it admis- 
sable that it may be small stupa’s, just of the same kind as those in the 
motherland. The examination was not carried on into the adjacent 
groimd and the data now available are of course not enough for us to be 
able to affirm the existence of such a burial-place, but we may go so far 

*) See Foncher 1.1. p. 51. 
*) His report is to be found in Not. Bat. Gen. 1912 p. 24—26. 
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as to suppose that, on this point, Barabudur is likely to have followed the 
custom of the great sanctuaries of India. Let us hope that a thorough and 
systematic examination of the whole temple site may soon be made. 

What we can safely conjecture will not have been absent, is the 
“sahgharama”, the monastery, nearly always found in connection with a 
stupa. It is true that examples are known of isolated stupa’s without 
any monastery, but these are erections of small size that required no 
special care, or were of little importance, so that when the founder 
paid no more attention to it, there was no reason to maintain or hold 
it in honor; we frequently read in the sacred legends of ruined and ne¬ 
glected stupa's. It was a different thing with the great sanctuaries erec¬ 
ted in famous places. The athmosphere of sanctity that enveloped them 
was strong enough to bring monks to live round the spot and attracted 
as well crowds of pilgrims, among whom those who belonged to the 
Congregation enjoyed the hospitality of the monastery, those who were 
laymen most likely proved their piety by the offer of gifts. Besides, such 
a large and complex monument required careful maintenance, for which, 
in the first place, the monks will have been responsible and later on, 
slaves were made use of — but slaves who were selected for the Con¬ 
gregation and were under supervision of the monks ^). All these factors 
combined to form a domicile for a number of monks belonging to the 
stupa, whose duties were to take care of the building and give accomoda¬ 
tion and assistance to those who visited it. Of course, not the least im¬ 
portant of their duties was the service of the sanctuary itself, consisting 
chiefly in decking it with garlands, banners, mirrors and sunshades, and 
in stately circulations according to the “pradaksina” i. e. with the right 
side turned towards the temple, to do it honor. Doubtless, Barabudur, 
the largest and most mighty sanctuary of Java has been the object of 
great veneration, constantly visited by those in search of holiness from 
other parts, and it is quite evident that it would require careful daily 
supervision. Monks certainly must have been employed here and of ne¬ 
cessity it follows that a monastery must have existed in the neighbor¬ 
hood. 

Now there is one place which may be considered the chosen-spot for a 
monastery and that is the spur of the Barabudur hill, at the N. W. cor¬ 
ner, now occupied by the "pasanggrahan” (dak bungalow). This fulfils all 
the requirements, it is quite near the sanctuary without being so close as to 

*) For account of the hospitality of the monasteries and the inferior help they employed, 
the most important details are given by Foucher, LI. page 167. 
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be a hindrance and thereby on the same level as the stupa; thus most con- 
v^enient for performing the daily services and much easier than from the 
plain. In short, every reason which has led to the placing of the pasang- 
grahan there and nowhere else, must have been still more evident in 
choosing the site for a monastery. We may be inclined to suppose that 
5ven if the hiU had not originally possessed this natural continuation, 
there would have been every motive for making it for the sake of a 
monastery. Sofar as we know, it has never been investigated in how far 
the piece on which the pasanggrahan stands is actually natural sub¬ 
stance of the hill, or may have been artificially added to it. 

The fact that the pasanggrahan was already there, has prevented 
any systematic examination being carried out during the last restora¬ 
tion work; as far as was possible, some slight excavation was made*), 
but only a few bricks were discovered, two heavy brass nails i 18 c.M. 
long, some half-womout ones of a smaller size, and a very fine tra- 
chite stone bolt, ornemented on four sides. No traces of the found¬ 
ations of a building were discovered, but that is no proof that one may 
not have stood there. To begin with, only a small part of the ground 
mentioned was examined and it is quite possible that the monastery 
may have been built of less durable material than the stupa. From Chinese 
sources we know that wood was used for the building of houses in Java*); 
we see the monks of Burma housed in wooden monasteries and the same 
may have been the case with the Javan bhiksu's; the nails may 
also confirm this indication. We need draw no comparisons with the brick 
„monasteries’' of Sari and Plaosan; those buildings were not intended 
for monks dwellings but to house sacred and venerated images; if 
we distinguish them by the name of “vihara” according to the usual 
practice of the Kawilanguage we must hesitate to translate it as ,,mon¬ 
astery”. ®) 

The total want of data as to the appearance of the monastery if it has 
stood on this spot, makes it useless for us to inquire how it was arranged. 
It will of course have contained cells for the monks large enough to 

A short report of these excavations will be foundin the Restoration Report by van Erp, 
3rd and 4th quarterly 1911. An unfinished 4-armed goddess image was also found. 

■) Groeneveldt, Notes on the Malay Archipelago and Malacca, Verh. Bat. Gen. 39 (1876) 
p. 12 etc. Second ed. in Miscell, Papers relating to Indo-China and the Ind. Archipelago 
2d series (1887). 

•) As far as can be traced, in Java „vih§.ra” is the name for the combination of a (Buddhist) 
sanctuary and the dwelling of the monks belonging thereto, without regard to being separate 
buildings or not. Later the meaning was extended; in Sumatra „biaro'' is used equally for sanc¬ 
tuaries dedicated to ^iva. 
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accomodate the prescribed furniture ^), a low bed, a bench to sit on, a 
board to lean against, a spittoon and a few mats. Whether the cells like 
those in GandhSra, were built round an open square, is uncertain; if 
it were a wooden building, it would undoubtedly be a storied one. Be¬ 
sides the cells, there is sure to have been the “uposathagara” or “upa- 
sthana?ala”, the meeting-room for the monks on the occasion of the bi¬ 
monthly uposatha festival, which was held for reading all together 
the rules of the order and for public confession ofsins. The necessary 
outbuildings must also have been there. 

After recalling to mind that the MU which lies beMnd the pasang- 
grahan, where sometime ago, bricks and a smaUraksasa had been found, 
was examined by Brandes as well as van Erp without shewing any trace 
of former habitation •); — we now turn to the East side of the temple. 
TMs was the front, not to be distinguished by the style or decoration, 
wMch are the same on all sides of the stupa, but from the texts illustrated 
in the series of reliefs, which all begin on the left of the entrance to the 
galleries on the East side. In tMs way on the East side we every time 
ascend a new gallery turning each time of course to the left and keeping 
our right side, according to the prescribed rule of the pradaksina, to¬ 
wards the centre of the sanctuary, and in this way on the East side the 
lowest court and at the same time the monument itself, is entered. Maybe 
in the old time, there were other tokens of this being the entrance, for 
instance, by an extension of the stupa courtyard on the plain. According 
to tradition, it was also on the East side that the great road led up to 
the monument. Native legend also relates that long ago a brick-paved 
road led from the Barabudur to the M6ndut with waUs on both sides 
and several chapels built into them. 

Referring to this, Brandes remarks that tMs road must naturaUy have 
led across the Praga and that it is stiU plainly to be seen how on the 
bank of the river, on the MSndut side, near the old ford, a stone building 
must formerly have stood. The large riverstones at that spot are so cut 
down that it is plain some structure of large slabs has rested on them, 
the flat-hewn blocks stiU lie there equally level, and are such that they 
positively suggest their having been used to support some construction. 
The mass, as a whole, does not give the impression of being the bed of a 
staircase, wMch would there seem very apropriate; and as the opposite 
bank is some distance off and very steep — possibly this may not alwa3rs 

*) CuUavagga VIII 1, ^—4; in the trans. Rhys Davids-Oldenberg SBE 20 (1885) p. 275— 
279* 

*) ^^PP* Oudheidk. Comm. 1905 p. I etc. For the r&k^asa see below. 
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have been the case — a bridge does not seem very likely. Brandes leaves 
it an open question^), but calls attention to the great number of bricks 
found in the ground between the two temples. *) 
: During the work of restoration Mr. v. Erp again took the matter in 
jh^nd. *) He was encouraged to do so by the coincidence that when, for 
jidie survey of the orientation of Barabudur, a theodolite was fixed on to 
|he central-stupa and the position of the Mgndut brought into range, the 
landu-alas-tree, which at that time was growing on the ruins of Pa- 
|von, came exactly into the focal line of the telescope. The three build¬ 
ings are therefore situated in one straight line. This might be acciden¬ 
tal, yet in conjunction with the tradition about a road, may be of some 
significance. It is noticeable, that in the field to the East of the village 
Barabudur-wetan, close to the route the alleged road must have taken, 
a headless unfinished, seated image of the Buddha was found, which 
judging by the size (85 c.M. high), cannot have belonged to the stupa 
itself, but may easily have had a place in one of the chapels along the 
road. Moreover, attention should be paid to the situation of the en¬ 
trance to the temple-courts of Pa won and Mendut, both of which face 
N. W. while all other known Buddhist temples of Central Java, more or 
less accurately, face E. or W.; Barabudur itself as was shown. East, with 
a very slight divergance, as the axis varies South-North 1 towards 
West from the actual North. Now to the temple-court from Pa won which 
faces N. W., only one entrance was found, consisting of a brick stair¬ 
case on S. W. — thus just in the direction of the alleged road of com¬ 
munication. To the temple of Mendut, itself carefully orientated in the 
same way, only one entrance was found in the enclosure of the founda¬ 
tions, also on the S. W. and thus facing the road side. *) 

Judging by the above details, there was then every motive for exami¬ 
nation and experiment to prove if any remains of the road could be 
discovered, especially in places where the ground was heaped up and 
there seemed a chance of something being hidden below. In 1911 such 
an experiment actually took place at different points between Barabu¬ 
dur and Pa won, near the latter temple. It was quite without any result.*) 
We can therefore go no further than the statement that the existence 

») Rapp. Oudh. Comm. 1903 p. 75 etc. 
•) Since 1903 must have been changes, neither M. v. Erp nor the author could find the 

stones mentioned by Brandes, when visiting the place. 
•) Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 53 (1911) p. 582—^85. 
*) Rapp. Oudh. Comm. 1903 plate 58 and 62. 

Rapp. 1911 p. 25. 
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of such a road is very probable judging by the position of the buildings, 
though direct evidence of it is entirely wanting. It is surely more than 
likely, apart from the supposition of the road, that a pilgrim who set 
out to honor the Barabudur, would be sure to pay the same homage 
to the Mfindut, not 3 K.M. away, where he could worship the great image 
of the Teacher between his two most famous Bodhisattvas. The impres¬ 
sion that this beautiful and sublime group still makes on the uninitiated 
of to-day, will have been far deeper to the believer of ancient times. 
On the stupa is pictmed the life-story of the Buddha but there was no 
separate image of the Saviour placed to receive the adoration of his fol¬ 
lowers and satisfy the yearning which every faithful pilgrim would un¬ 
doubtedly feel; while this they could find at the M6ndut. To this end 
the Mendut might be considered as a completion of the Barabudur and 
there is certainly resemblance between the two temples both in decora¬ 
tion and the execution of various details. For other reasons as well, the 
two buildings can be put down as about the same age, chiefly because of 
the character of the inscriptions that were incised on the buried base 
of Barabudur and at the MSndut on a loose block of stone. This stone, 
inscribed with portions of the so-called Confession of faith, according 
to Brandes must have been fixed above the entrance to the temple 
and unquestionably belongs to the edifice, being found above the N. 
porch wall during the restoration. 

The character of the MSndut writing is very old Kawi, the virama is 
still given by a stroke above the letter. Whether this is the same in that of 
Barabudur, is not quite certain, for by chance, no virama is really in¬ 
cluded in the remaining inscriptions®). Yet on comparing the rest of 
the letters, it appears that the Mfindut inscription is just as old as that 
of Barabudur, possibly a httle older. We may go so far as to suppose 
that the two buildings formed part of one great plan, actually built for 
the purpose, but in any case, it is quite explicable that two Buddhist 
temples erected about the same time so near each other, should bear 
points of resemblance in many ways; on the contrary, it would be strange 
if the designers and builders had never imitated one another. It 
would be quite impossible to include the M6ndut in the examina¬ 
tion here; we refer the reader, for this building, to our Introduction to Hin¬ 
du-Javan Art chapter VIII ®), while we shall in due time speak of its 

*) See Rapp. Oudh. Comm. 1902 p. 7. 
*) I think it not unlikely that on the very indistinct inscription 150 a (see below) there is 

actually a vir&ma to be found; and an old-fai^oned one too. 
*) Inleiding tot de Hindoe-Javaansche kunst (second edition, 1924). 
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characteristics with relation to Javanese Buddhism, and the way in which 
they may supplement those shewn by Barabudur ^). 

The connection between Barabudur and the small Tjandi Pawon, 
is still closer than that of Barabudur and M6ndut. Wilsen con¬ 
siders this small building was intended as a place for the pilgrim, before 
visiting the holy hill, to meditate and free his mind from all impure 
thoughts *), and van Erp is inclined to agree with this conjecture, 
especially as the sculptures of Pawon are in the same spirit as those 
of Barabudur. In the article in which the latter makes this obser¬ 
vation ®), he endeavours to investigate more particularly the meaning of 
this temple. He remarks that some of the sculpture can be connected 
with the god of riches Kuvera. This god, very popular in Java to judge 
by the many little bronze images of him that exist, was specially hono¬ 
red in the domestic rehgion, and though not exclusively a Buddhist one, 
was much venerated by the Buddhists. He is found.asljzermanhas*) 
already made known, in the porch of the M6ndut; Kuvera bronzes with the 
Buddhist confession of faith ®) occur frequently; we know even of a 
special Kuvera-temple, viz. the Tjandi Asu, the before-mentioned eastern 
front temple of the Buddhist sanctuary Tjandi Sewu, where no less 
than five images of the god of riches have been found*). At Tjandi 
Pawon we find first, on the only remaining side of the staircase, a kal- 
pavrksa with treasure-vases at the foot, a “wishing-tree” designed in 
the usual style of Javanese art, hung with garlands and shaded by an 
umbrella. Again, in the tympanum above the entrance, there is a pair 
of human figures with twisted legs such as might be expected of the 
followers of the deformed Kuvera, each of them bearing a treasure 
vase, the contents of which they pour out, while other vases are stand¬ 
ing and l5dng behind them. Finally, on the centre-panels, back and 
sides, of the temple another “wishing-tree” is seen with the tra¬ 
ditional treasure-pots and flanked by a pair of kinnara. It is true, as 

See Chapt. XIII of this vol. of the monograph, and compare van Eerde in Bijdr. Kon. 
Inst. 65 (1911) p. 22 note. 

•) Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 1 (1853) p. 301; and Leemans p. 9 etc. It is of no importance to the 
value of his conjecture that Wilsen was partly led to it by the mistaken etymology given him 
by the Regent of Magfelang (we refer to him in Chapt. X) for the name of the desa Bradja- 
nalan where tlie small temple is situated; i, e. from „pradja'' ,sliarp* and „naham'* ,heart' = 
^cleansed heart". 

•) Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 53 (1911) p. 585—597. 
*) Beschrijving der oudheden nabij de grens der residenties Soerakarta en Djogdjakarta 

(1891) p. 92. 
•) E.g. Nederlandsch-Indi£ Oud en Nieuw vol. I (1916—17) p. 391 plate 2 and 3. 
•) IJzermanl.l. 

Barabudur 2 
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will be seen later on, that the "wishing-tree” with kinnara at Barabu- 
dur is specially a representation of heaven, generally the heaven of the 
king of the gods, ^)akra — but on the other hand Kuvera also has his 
paradise, Indian mythology represents him with kinnara's, and in the 
porch of the Mfindut where the chief panels depict Kuvera and his 
spouse, the smaller side-panels shew just such a wishing-tree with 
treasure pots and kinnara’s. If we further take into consideration that 
Kuvera is the chosen god of porches — to van Erp's reference to Hindu¬ 
stan, we may add that in the rock-temples of the Western Ghats whose 
Buddhism has a decided resemblance to that of Java Kuvera is also 
to be found at the entrance — that the already-mentioned Kuvera 
temple Tjandi Asu, is the eastern front temple of the great sanctuary 
Tjandi Sewu and that the Pa won also lies East of Barabudur; then the 
possibility is not to be denied that we might look on Tjandi Pa won also 
as a Kuvera-temple and that it has once contained an image of the god 
of riches. 

We must allow that van Erp’s explanation is most attractive and 
we have no evidence to bring against the conjecture being correct. The 
site of Tjandi Pa won was so carefully examined during the restoration of 
that small temple, that we can be well assured no Kuvera image or frag¬ 
ment thereof could now be found in the ground, and the strict inquiries 
during the restoration among the natives after images or reliefs that may 
have been preserved, prevents any surprise being possible from that 
quarter. The image (or images) of Tjandi Pawon is gone and will prob¬ 
ably never be seen again. Stone images of Kuvera are very rare in Java; 
of the few examples known, there is only one that, to judge by the size, 
could have been the chief image of a small temple. This image is to be 
seen in the museum at Batavia®) and was brought there from the grounds 
of the residency of Jogjakarta and of course, though it is not quite im¬ 
possible that it may have got there from K6du, it is a much more likely 
conjecture that it comes from the plain of Prambanan. Certainty as to 
the intention of Tjandi Pawon is therefore not to be obtained in any way, 

*) Van Erp’s suggestion that the figure with halo kneeling by this tree, behind whom is a 
follower holding a lemon, the known attribute of Kuvera, is a representation of this god, does 
not seem quite acceptable. To begin with (as the author himself admits) Kuvera should be 
corpulent, secondly we are not altogether convinced that the object is really a lemon, thirdly, 
an attribute loses in value if not held by the person it concerns, fourthly, what reason could 
there be for the giver of all riches, to be kneeling in homage by that tree with treasure vases ? 

•) Compare chapt. XIII of this work, and chapt. IV of our Introduction to Hindu*Java¬ 
nese Art. 

•) No. 207 of Groeneveldt's Catalogue (1887) and Van Kinsbergen's photogra|^ no« 179 
(also Archaeological Service No. 520). 
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but according to my opinion, in any case, it can be considered proved 
that the small temple stood in connection with Barabudur, while the 
supposition that it was a sub-temple dedicated to Kuvera, if not ac¬ 
tually proved, yet is least of all improbable. 

After dealing with the situation, name and intention of the stupa, we 
still have to consider the existing data that may help us to fix the time 
at which the sanctuary was built. 

No record of the foundation of Barabudur has been discovered, nor is 
mention made of it in any other inscription. We must call special atten¬ 
tion to this last statement, as it appears that an unfortunate sup¬ 
position, founded on a mistaken interpretation has existed until 1910 in 
an archaeological handbook ^). A Sumatra inscription made known by 
Friederich in 1856 ®) was supposed to bear the date 656 ^aka (AD 734) and 
to speak of the founding of a vihara of seven storeys and this was taken to 
be Barabudur. As early as 1872 Kem was able to prove*) that this state¬ 
ment was founded on a mistake and that the inscription mentioned, a stone 
from Bukit Gombah, now standing in Pagarruyung *) is in reality dated 
:1356. By that, any possibility that it can refer to Barabudur is lost be¬ 
cause of the fact that a good four centuries before that date the Middle 
Java period of Hindu Javanese Art had already come to an end. Besides, 
jbne glance at the transcription ®) is enough to convince us that the vihSra 
of seven storeys was also built on a mistake and the whole record refer¬ 
red to a Sumatra and not a Javanese temple. 

Javanese tradition such as it is given in the chronicles, knows nothing 
of the building of Barabudur and first mentions the sanctuary in AD 
4709. However, one or two tales which are related by the dwellers in the 
neighborhood of the monument about the origin of the temple shall be 
mentioned. They have no value and bear signs of much later date, 
Ithey cannot even be rated as tradition, and possibly were only invented 
lor the benefit of inquisitive Europeans, but it may be as well to include 
|ome account of them in this monograph. 
I According to the first ®) a certain king Devakusuma, had given 
I- 
If. ') Fergusson, History of Indian and Eastern Architecture revised etc. by J. Burgess and R. 
|phen6 Spiers (1910) Up.419 and 424. 
I •) Verb. Bat. Gen. 26 (1857) p. 18etc.; Zeitschr. der Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. 10 (1856) 
i. 594 etc. 
p •) Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 3: VII (1872) p, 295 etc.; see adso Verspr. Geschr. VI (1917) p. 262. 
I *) No. 23 of Inventary of Antiquities in Oudh. Versl. 1912 p. 42. 
» *) Brandes in Verh. Bat. Gen. 60 (1913) p. 258 etc.; differs slightly from our own in Oudh. 
liTersl. 1.1. p. 51 etc. 

•) Brumund, Tijdschr. v Ned. Indifi 1858 (2) p. 353—355. 
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offence to one of his courtiers, who in revenge stole the king’s two-year- 
old daughter. No traces of her could be found. Twelve years later, the 
king met a beautiful young girl whom he married and who bore him a 
child, after which he was told by the courtier that it was his own daugh¬ 
ter whom he had taken to wife. In despair, the king consulted the priests, 
who laid on him the punishment that he, with the mother and child, 
should spend the rest of their lives in penance, shut up within four walls. 
One thing only would save him from this; if he could build a Barabudur 
within ten days then the punishment would not be enforced. He set to 
work with all the artists and workmen in the kingdom and in ten days 
the work was completed, but when the images came to be counted, — 
there was one short. The building, therefore, was not perfect, the king 
could not escape his fate and changed into stone, with his wife and child, 
posterity now sees him in the images of the MSndut. A second version 
of the tale exists^). The woman’s name is MSndut, and the events take 
place in the 14th cent. The punishment was for the victims to be built 
in and fed with rice and water lowered to them from the top, while the 
means of escaping the punishment was not the building of a Barabudur 
but a great temple with a thousand images of virgins. For each missing 
image, some member of the guilty family would be changed into stone. 
Of course, at the end of the fatal time three images were missing. The 
priests then declared that three persons must be selected to be turned into 
stone; but the king escaped, and he went away with his wife and child. 
In answer to the prayer of the priests for vengeance, the gods intervene 
and the they are soon turned into stone. 

It is not worth while to consider how these, evidently two versions of the 
same tale, originated. That it is clearly a modem invention is shewn by 
the fact that it is founded on the three images of the Mfindut, the exis¬ 
tence of which no Javan had the least idea of until the clearing of 
that temple in 1834. Hoepermans remarks *) that the saga may 
have been invented by those who first put it into print, but it is more 
reasonable to suppose that they themselves were deceived and ac¬ 
cepted in good faith the tale that was dished up for them. *) 

*) Contributed by Buddingh in Tijdschr. v. Ned. Ipdie, I, 2 (1838) p. 401 etc.; more fully 
treated by Wilsen Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 1 (1854) p. 294—296 and Hoepermans (1864—1867), 
Rapp. Oudh. Dienst 1913 p. 135. 

•) P. 135. 

*) This may also be confirmed by the first note on p. 475 of Leemans, where mention is made 
of a ^tradition*' about the MSndut, invented on purpose by a Ruropean functionary and a 
native Regent for an expected Dutch traveller who was quite taken in by it and puUiahed it. 
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A second tale of the same sort is as follows — The prince of Bara 
or Barabudur asked the prince of Mfindut for his daughter in marriage 
for his son. The latter agreed on condition that the prince should 
build „a barabudur”. When the building was finished and the princess 
with her father came to look at it, she said to her suitor: “The images 
are beautiful but they are dead, they cannot love and neither can I feel 
love for you.” Therepon she withdrew leaving the unfortunate suitor 
alone with his Barabudur. 

This feature, the great building erected by the lover to win his mis¬ 
tress, is found elsewhere, and is for instance localised in the Prambanan 
plain where the origin of the Lara Djonggrang group as wellasof Tjandi 
Sewu is recounted on the same lines. Also the particulars of the other 
tale about the thousand images, one of which is missing, a detail specially 
appropriate to Barabudur with its many separate images, is not wanting 
at Prambanan: the maiden so as not to be forced to accept the undesired 
suitor, prevents the building from being finished at the time fixed and 
is then cursed by him and compelled to put the finishing touch to it by 
being herself turned into stone. We need not explain the variations; that 
at Prambanan the building is ascribed to supernatural assistance, and 
at Barabudur there is no mention of such a thing, will be mere chance. 
In our opinion the older version seems to be that of Prambanan, whose 
temples have remained better known to the people and inspired their 
fancy more than the isolated Barabudur which, though not altogether 
forgotten, has been left longer unnoticed by the native population. 

However it may be, these ,traditions' are of little importance to the 
history of the temple. Equally unreliable, I believe, are the so called dates 
that are to be found on the monument itself, on the beginning of the balu¬ 
strade of the first and the end of the balustrade of the 4th gallery, so that 
they give the beginning and end of the building (read rather, decoration) 
pf these galleries. Friederich who offers this supposition*), speaks with 
great caution of the first, according to him, "alleged” date which Wilsen 
discovered: it is more like an omement than the three figures 7, 8, and 1 
j— the 7 heis a superfluous stroke, the 8 (like the Kawi letter p) is too 
thin and the 1 made of two separate figures, one of which has an extra 
^own stroke. 
I I was not able to find this "date” and as Friederich himself says it 
[was written on two stones that did not fit together any more, it seems 
dot impossible that during the work of putting loose stones into place 

•) Wilsen 1.1. p. 291—293; Brumund 1.1. p. 355. 
•) Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 19 (1870) p. 420 etc. or 23 (1876) p. 370 etc. 
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and removing what did not belong there, during van Erp's restoration, 
they have disappeared. In any case Friederich’s own criticism may be taken 
as hnal, a date so disguised may only have looked like ciphers. The other 
relief is IV B 66; it depicts a half-moon, seven stars and a sun. This 
would be a "sengkala” (a date given in words with a fixed cipher value), 
in which the seven stars signify 7 and the sun 1. The moon should be 1 as 
well, but as 171 would be a ridiculous date, the flower omement inside the 
half-moon must be considered which consists of 8 (some say 9) parts; 
in this way we get the date 871. The forced method of this conclusion 
is evident. Apart from the fact that the sun is the sign not for 1 but for 12 
in Javanese "sfingkala”, it would be very strange if we did not take 
the ordinary meaning of the moon as 1, but only had to consider the 
omement that moreover looks as if it consisted of more than 8 or 9 parts. 
Besides both sun and moon are depicted on other reliefs and there is no 
reason why they should here, and not in other places, appear as s6ng- 
kala, for neither do they form the end of the series of reliefs. In short, 
we cannot put any faith in Friederich’s suggestion. 

Finally, there is only one way left — except jx)ssible evidence of an 
architectural sort which cannot be treated of here — by which to cal¬ 
culate the age of the temple. That is by means of the letters in the inscrip¬ 
tions which are found on the buried base of the monument. The fact 
too, that during the building, the piling up of stones round the base was car¬ 
ried out, gives us certainty that we can fully rely on these letters because 
they must of necessity have been put there during the building and not 
later, a possibility that would have to be taken into consideration if the 
inscriptions occurred on one of the open galleries. In describing the row of 
reliefs round the buried base, we shall treat more fully the discovery of 
these inscriptions and their meaning; we are now only concerned with 
the date of the letters and must endeavour by comparison with 
already known dated inscriptions from elsewhere, to establish the time 
in which these characters were in use. A reproduction of the inscriptions 
will be found on two plates in the first portfolio, while a tabulated 
account of the alphabetical signs is published on 17—18 in the Dutch 
edition of this work. 

Two authorities have given their opinion about the time in which 
these letters were in use. As to the first-discovered inscriptions Braudes^) 
considers that they will not be of much help in fixing the date of Bara- 
budur; it being the ordinary Old-Javanese writing used in KMuand 

*) Not. Bat, Gen. 1886 p. 28 etc. 
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Jogjakarta; these characters are not found on inscriptions later than 
850 ^aka (AD 928); but the long stretch of about two centuries during 
which they were in use, leaves too wide a margin and more evidence 
would be needed to arrive at the correct period. 

At that time, Brandes considered the evidence was not available. 
Ten years later, Kem thought it possible to get further ^). He finds 
such close resemblance between these letters and those of Cohen Stuart's 
Kawi Records XI of AD 878, X of 880, XIV of 881, IX of 886, that he 
thinks it not presumptuous to reckon the inscriptions of the Barabudur 
to be of about the same date. But it is probable that the Barabudur 
characters are somewhat older on account of the way in which the e and o 
are formed. The date of the inscriptions and the understructure may 
thus approximately be fixed at 850 AD, and as the building of the whole 
temple must have taken several years, the completion would be later, say 
about 900 AD. Later on Brandes without further argument accepted 
Kern’s reckoning ^), so that for the present it is almost universally 
agreed that the inscriptions date from about AD 850 and the comple¬ 
tion of the building somewhat later. 

The discovery of new data in the meantime gave us the opportunity 
of again taking the matter in hand. We begin by stating that, though it 
is easy to be seen that these inscriptions are the work of several hands 
and that the same letters shew slight variations here and there, yet on 
the whole the characters are of the same kind and that we actually have 
to deal only with one t5T)e of Barabudur writing. 

As the only exception we may mention the once left-open-at-the-top 
dh, which in every other place is closed in the ordinary way; this devia¬ 
tion we think is due only to carelessness. In other places as well we are at 
once struck by the carelessness of the writing, but that is no wonder, 
seeing they were not intended to stand, their use being only to give instruc¬ 
tions to the sculptors and then be scratched out; so there was not the 
least reason for any care being needed by those who cut the letters, as 
long as they were only legible. This of course increases the value of the 
evidence; while in the case of official records there is alwa}^ the chance 
that some elegant or ancient characters may have been used, here in 
Barabudur without doubt we have before us the letters used in ordinary 
daily life. 

It is hardly necessary to state that at the first glance, these letters veri- 

') Versl. Med. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch., Aid. Lett. 3rd series 12 (1896) p. 128; Verspr. 
Geschr. VII (1917) p. 156. 

•) Not. Bat. Gen. 1898, p. 83. 
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fy the correctness of Kern’s observation, that in spite of resemblance 
to the inscriptions of the second half of the 9th century, mentioned by 
him (with which we can now compare some documents of the same date 
on plates 4 and 5 of Brandes’ Old-Javanese Records), we can see that 
the Barabudur inscriptions must surely be reckoned of an older date. 
The year 878 is doubtless a fixed terminus ante quern. 

To find what is nearest to the Barabudur writing, we must first investi¬ 
gate the group of stone inscriptions dated 847 to 874 which with only 
the interval of a few years, form a complete chain; until recently these 
were the oldest reliable material for Kawi-epigraphy. Of the four known 
older inscriptions, the first is a very short one (843), the 2nd is a forged 
record on copper (840), the 3rd, also a copper plate, has a very uncertain 
date (824), while the 4th, again a stone one, has its front face too much 
worn off to be able to distinguish the type of letters and the back has 
only three short lines, so this gives very little material®).Comparisons 
with the group mentioned 847—874, examples from which are repro¬ 
duced in photo 182 of the van Kinsbergen collection and plate 2 and 3 of 
the Old-Javanese Records, shew that the e and o mentioned by Kem re¬ 
semble the type of the Barabudur, so that where the other letters too 
shew a great likeness, it would follow that the alphabet of Barabudur 
may be considered to belong to this group. This would then agree with 
the date 850 AD. 

It is evident that this reckoning may be a little hasty when we come 
to examine a new specimen made known in 1904, the inscription of 
Dinaya dated 760, the oldest monument of Kawi-writing®). It is 
reproduced on photo 743of the series Archaeol. Survey, plate I of Old-Java¬ 
nese Records and again in the articles by Dr. Bosch who published it ^). 
He points out the resemblance of this writing to three other records 809, 
847,863. When we carefully examine the likeness with regard to the e and o 
which have been of such service in shewing the difference between the 
inscriptions before and after about 878, here also it appears striking. Both 
letters (just like ai) are already in 760 just exactly the same as a century 
later. Thus, as far as the e and o is concerned, the Barabudur inscrip=- 
tions might just as well date 750 as 850. 

Meanwhile there are other trifles that actually shew the record of 760 

‘) See our list of dated inscriptions of Java, Tiidschr. Bat. Gen. 53 (1911) p. 242 etc. 
•) Ibid. p. 242. 
•) A lately discovered Kawi inscription dated 784, is only a copy of -I- 150 yean later. 

(Oudh. Versl. 1916, p. 87). 

‘) Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 57 (1916) p. 410—444, and 64 (1924) p. 227—291. 
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to represent an older type of writing than the group 847—874; this we 
need not dwell on as we are not now discussing the inscription itself. 
When compared with the Barabudur-writing, there is no doubt of 
the Dinaya being of an older t3^e; though we shall do well to be careful 
in our conclusions as it is also possible there may be some provincial dif¬ 
ference between an East-Javanese and Middle-Javanese variety of the 
Kawi alphabet. Considered one by one, the letters shew very little dif¬ 
ference, taken as a whole, the Dinaya writing gives a decidedly more an¬ 
cient impression and we believe that the year 760 may be accepted as the 
terminus a quo of the Barabudur writing. The difficulty now is to fix the 
date of this more correctly in the period 760—880, because the great 
likeness between the Dinaya writing and that of a century later, does 
away with any reason for placing the Barabudur writing exactly in the 
last half of this period. 

This great resemblance also makes me very unwilling, where important 
divergences are really wanting, to place too much value on the slight 
variations in the type of letters; they can be pointed out but there is 
nothing to prove that they are not due to chance. In that way we 
might easily base our conclusions on absolutely unreliable foundations. 
Maybe the already-mentioned M6ndut inscription can assist us. It be¬ 
longs as we have seen to the great temple and as this in its decoration, 
and other ways, closely follows the Barabudur, inscriptions of the temple 
and stupa can differ only a short period of time. The M6ndut inscrip¬ 
tion shews the old-fashioned virSma above the letter; the stone of 809 
still has it too i) but it seldom appears later. This gives reason to place 
the writing of the M6ndut before the group 847—874. Taking into 
consideration that the of Barabudur differs from the group mentioned 
as well as from the writing usual in the inscriptions following on these 
in date, and that the au has a very old-fashioned style, I am 
inclined, in any case, to place Barabudur prior to this group. On the 
other hand, the evident difference in some of the letters as kh and 
m, perhaps also gh and pasangan th ®), makes it advisable not to place 
Barabudur too near Dinaya. Taking it altogether, I should think it 
most probable that the inscriptions on the covered base of Barabudur were 
cut in the 2nd half of the 8th century A. D. It does not seem advisable 
to fix any closer date, but we may be justified in accepting that the 

See photo van Kinsbergen No. 146. On p. 16, note 2, we mentioned the possibility that 
the old-fastioned vir&ma would also be found on Barabudur. 

•) These letters, each of which appear only once in Barabudur as well as Dinaya, are not 
distinct enough on the reproductions of the last mentioned inscription. 
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period until now ascribed to them, ± 850 AD, is too late for these ins¬ 
criptions. Judging by the letters, the monument must then have long 
been completed. 

Seen from the Barabudur, the profile of the Minoreh Mts, just where 
they rise highest, somewhat resembles a human face. The natives say 
this is the image of the creator of Barabudur, the face of Gupadharma. 
In other places too, admiration for a great work of art has led later 
generations to seek for some actual indication of the mighty creator, it 
is a common human tradition and of no further value to the monument 
itself, than to shew, if testimony were needed, the deep impression an edi¬ 
fice such as the Barabudur has continued to make on the people who 
lived within sight of it, even after the meaning of the stupa was com¬ 
pletely lost. Yet the name is notable, a pure Sanskrit name, especially 
when we compare with it the numberless native legends about the dif¬ 
ferent, more or less saintly persons who in all sorts of places are said to 
have made themselves conspicuous by penances or some other worthy 
occupation, and who are all named by native or naturalized native 
names. This makes us suspect that the tradition about Gupadharma 
may be rather ancient and who can say if, in this case as an exception, 
some famous name of ancient times may have been kept alive and the 
celebrated designer of Barabudur was really a man called Gupadharma. 

However it may be, it is more than probable that the building of a 
work of such a compass must have lasted too long for the designer to 
have been able to see its completion. To begin such a gigantic work of 
art with the probability, almost the certainty, of not being able to fi¬ 
nish it, may in other cases with all trust in the future and the personal 
labor it expresses, have something tragic for the builder; but as regards 
the Barabudur, we can only hope for the designer that he never lived 
to see the completion of the monument because to transfer work into 
other hands is still far less tragic than to be condemned by circumstan¬ 
ces to carry out the work in some other and inferior way than that 
in which the sublime design was conceived, which is, in a way to 
spoil it. This was obliged to happen to Barabudur; before the building 
was completed, it appeared that the base of the structure, the foot 
of the stupa, was not strong enough to withstand the pressure from 
above and to avoid greater disaster, it had to be decided to build up 
a broad embankment round the base of the temple; by which, not 

*) See van Kinsbergen’s photo No. 11 and that of Cephaa (buried reliefs) No. 93; also Arch. 
Survey No. 1122. 
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only did the whole mass of building assume a much heavier aspect and 
the style of the contour was half-spoiled, but a whole series of 160.nearly- 
finished reliefs were sunk out of sight. Thereby much more than the art 
value was lost, for the worshipper missed altogether the message those 
lowest reliefs were intended to convey. The carvings on the base of the 
monument formed, as we shall see, the foundation on which the religious 
teaching represented in the following galleries, was built. 

These reliefs have been protected from the damage that would result 
from the fixing of the new mass of masonery, even while they were to 
be buried under its embankment. Only in the flat spaces between the 
reliefs a small socket has been cut out to give a hold for the new stones; 
besides this they were first carefully protected with a layer of clay 
and the square stones placed against that ^). Such pious care for what 
had to be abandoned has been rewarded, the reliefs were now found, 
for the most part, uninjured and the possibility remained of our being 
able to discover the original purpose of the Barabudur by means of the 
complete series of the texts represented. Only on 14 of the panels, pieces 
have been cut out of the sculpture in order to fix particular stones into 
the work. 

Thus the first fact to be noted in the history of the stupa is the cover¬ 
ing up of the base with a wide embankment of stone 11600 M®, which 
was done before the building was completed. This is proved, not only 
by the unfinished state of some of the reliefs — for a few of them in the 
higher galleries are also unfinished so that it might be said the monu¬ 
ment is incomplete at the present day — but by the fact that the short 
inscriptions placed above the different panels, evidently meant for 
instructions to the sculptors had some of them not yet been scratched out. 
With the exception of four other places, these inscriptions are to be 
found especially in the last quarter of the series; on the preceeding three 
quarters only traces of inscriptions are to be seen, partly erased, but not 
enough to leave the stone quite smooth. The only explanation of this 
fact must be that while the inscriptions on the higher galleries (for there 
is no reason to think that the manner of working on the other reliefs 
should have been different to that on the series round the base) are 
all carefully erased so that no trace can be seen, work was still going on 
at the lowest circle though so far completed that the inscriptions above 
three quarters of the series had already been erased but without the 
stone being made quite smooth and with the exception of four pla- 
ces where the inscriptions were still legible, perhaps ^cause the panels 

*) IJzerman, Tijdscbr. Bat. Gen. 31 (1886) p. 266; Meyer in Not. Bat.Gen. I890p. 129. 
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had been finished later than the others. The obliteration of the inscrip¬ 
tions on the last quarter had still to be begun when it was suddenly de¬ 
cided to sacrifice the whole series. There was of course no reason for 
having them completed, on the contrary we can fancy how inevitable 
the tragic ultimatum must have been, when the whole base of the stupa 
was built over, just as it was. 

We have already alluded to the character of these inscriptions and 
shall discuss their meaning later on. For description and details of the 
building over of the base we refer the reader to the architectural part of 
this monograph. 

It appears that before the sculptors had finished their work on the build¬ 
ing, some other alterations were made in the original plan. During the 
restoration of the terraces, van Erp^) discovered that round the whole of 
the first terrace on the inside of the plain straight wall, the beginning of a 
profiled base was made, consisting of a plinth and part of a bell-shaped 
ogive. Before the latter was quite finished it was altered into a vertical un¬ 
decorated wall. A second alteration was found on the stupa’s of the highest 
terrace which disclosed on the inside marks exactly corresponding to pro¬ 
file stupa’s of smaller size, up to the top of the lotus-cushion. The absence 
of all omement on the cushion shewed as well that the alteration was 
made before the completion of the original stupa’s. The old and new 
stupa’s were not concentric in the ground plan, they just touch each 
other on the outer side. For further particulars on these questions, the 
architectural part of this monograph must be consulted. We cannot even 
surmise the reason for the first alteration, but the last may have been 
made because the original stupa’s looked too small compared with the 
domes lower down. The cushion on the principal stupa was at first smaller 
and enlarged later by making a cover over it. 

There was evidently still another alteration made in the plan during the 
building. The series of reliefs on the balustrades of the galleries now con¬ 
tinue along the back of the small niche temples with Dhyani-Buddha’s 
and the intervening sunken panels. In the upper row of the balustrade 
on the first gallery it can now be clearly seen that, in the original plan, 
only the small niche temples were to have had reliefs; their sides are cover¬ 
ed by an omement which has later, where necessary, been cut away in or¬ 
der to place the sunken panels in between. As this was done without 
firm adjustment, consequently some of these panels have disappeared. 
In contrast to this, in the higher galleries, panels and niche-temples 

*) According to statement in the Report of Restoration first quarter 1909. 
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were built at the same time in continual connection. From this we can 
notice that the alteration in the plan was made when the first balustrade 
was finished, all but the reliefs, but the second was still to be begun. 
The reason may have been that they wished to give more, or more de¬ 
tailed, texts than were first contemplated. 

The same may also have been the reason for the addition of the 
whole lowest row on the first balustrade which shew no traces of 
whether they were put in during or after the work of building; if 
this has any connection with the alteration in the plan of the top 
row of reliefs, then of course it must have been done during the 
building. To avoid repetition, we refer to the description of these 
series of reliefs in Chapter VI, only remarking that the curious 
position of these reliefs, as well as the carelessness of their division — 
treated of later, in the chapter mentioned — shew that they could not 
possibly have belonged to the original plan. Again in this instance we 
have before us, a later alteration which must be noted in the history of 
the monument. 

As regards the rest, we know absolutely nothing about the vicis¬ 
situdes of the Barabudur during Hindu-Javanese times. Its erection may 
reasonably be brought into connection with the kingdom of the ^ailen- 
dra’s that flourished in Middle Java about 750—850 but for the rest both 
inscriptions and tradition have nothing to tell about it. This is not sur¬ 
prising for, though the sanctuary as the largest and most important of 
the Buddhist foundations and as the spiritual centre of the Mahayana in 
Java, will have played the most important part in its religious life, it is 
not very likely that important events should have taken place with it or 
near it. During the later century and a half of the Middle-Java period, 
the stupa must have stood in its place, undisturbed, the object of the 
pious adoration of thousands. Only in fancy can we picture in our minds 
how the mighty temple silently watched the generations come and go, 
receiving the homage of all those Javan kings of whom we know 
hardly anything but their names, from the ^ailendra’s probably — if 
our reckoning may be accurate, — till king Tulodong, the last monarch 
whom we may presume to have reigned over Middle-Java. 

With the fall of the last Middle-Java kingdom, which we know from 
inscriptions as the kingdom of Mataram, the decay of the Barabudur 
must have begun. If we knew more of the causes which brought about 
the ruin of this monarchy, maybe the fate of many sanctuaries would 
be revealed to us. Now, we can know nothing but the one fact, that in 
a very short space of time, the apparently flourishing Middle-Java 
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kingdom fell into decay and East-Java became the central seat of 
Hindu-Javanese culture. 

The history of this transition is obscure. East-Java had already been 
colonized by Hindus for about two centuries and when the Qailen- 
dra's, the d5masty best known as ruling the Sumatra kingdom of ^rl- 
vijaya, erected the great MahaySnist monuments in Middle-Java, East 
Java was the refuge of their Hindu-Javanese predecessors; it was 
from East-Java that in the course of the IXth century they managed 
to regain their rule in Middle-Java owing to the already-weakening 
power of the ^ailendra’s. On a copper record of 919 we find for the last 
time a reference to Middle Java in the mention of the Dihyang, the Difing 
Mts, while the connection with East-Java is shewn much clearer in the 
person of the chancellor mentioned on the record, the well-known later 
East-Java king, Sindok. Afterthisinscriptionof919 A. D. issued by king 
Tulodong everything is East-Javanese and we may consider the Middle- 
Java period ended. Not till many centuries later, towards the end of the 
Hindu-Javanese rule, do we find signs of habitation in Middle-Java, un¬ 
important history, compared to the splendid period which, in our Xth 
century ended in such swift and complete ruin. 

It is just this absolute silence of Middle-Java in the first centuries 
after 919 that demands our attention with regard to the fate of the monu¬ 
ments. It has been surmised that the country was entirely deserted as 
the result of some catastrophe, such as a violent eruption of M6rapi 
would be; political causes have also been suggested, for instance, the 
necessity for a “no man’s land” between the kingdom of Java and the 
west of the island which remained under Sumatra influence, but it is all 
mere guess-work, the truth remains unknown, the only fact established 
being that after 919 no sign of life appears in Middle-Java. 

It is true that successive Java kings call themselves, “prince of the 
whole island of Java”, but in most cases it will have been merely a title, as 
we know for instance, that Sunda took very little notice of East-Java 
rulers. How little Javanese culture extendi beyond the actual East- 
Java, is plainly shewn by a poem like the NSgarakitagSma which 
is a hymn of praise for the mightiest king during the most powerful 
period of the kingdom of Java. King Hayam Wuruk ruled a coimtry of 
about the same extent as that now under Dutch rule and we can easily 
accept him as the only ruler also in Middle-Java. But nevertheless all the 

See for the Sumatra failendra’s Coedds „Leroyaumede Crlvijaya", BEFEO 18,6 (1918) 
and Ferrand ,.L'empire Sumatranais de ^rivijaya’* Joum. Aaiat. 11:20 (1922) p. I and 161; 
on the results as regards Java my inaugural oration (1919). 
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different things mentioned about the actual kingdom of Java that can be 
geographically verified, refer exclusively to East-Java. No notice is ta¬ 
ken of Middle-Java by the poet or his hearers, it appears to have no 
existence for them. Elaborate descriptions are given of all sorts of East- 
Java sanctuaries but it seems as if the poet had never heard of the larger 
and more important temples of Middle-Java. As it happens, this very 
poet filled the high office of superintendant of the Buddhist clergy, such 
a person must have known the great stupa of Barabudur if it was still an 
actual sanctuary; yet he gives no sign of doing so. 

All this gives us reason to suppose that the decay of the Middle-Java 
temples must have begun in our IXth cent., and that in the East- 
Java period as little notice was taken of the monuments as during the 
rule of Islam. They have not been destroyed, there was no reason for 
that on the removal of the centre of culture to the East. We can imag¬ 
ine that still for a long time some priests and monks remained behind at 
the temples and certainly longest at the holy stupa. But the 
time came at last when Barabudur was no longer cared for or main¬ 
tained and it was left to the ravages of nature, the insiduous attacks of 
atmosphere and vegetation. It would not need many rainy seasons to 
overwhelm the monument, loosen its joints, soften the masonry and 
bring down its pinnacles. Volcanic eruptions and the heaping up of 
the ground every where visible did the rest. Then for many long cen¬ 
turies it was given over to decay. 

It is not till the beginning of the 18th cent, that we are able to resume 
its history. In the prose version of the Babad Tanah Djawi ^), mention 
is made of a certain Mas Dana who rebelled against Susuhunan Pakubu- 
wana I; as Brandes convincingly proves®), this must have taken place in 
1709 or 1710. On this occasion Mas Dana was forced to retreat on to 
"the Mt. of Barabudur" {ridi Barabudur), his pursuers surrounded the 
Mt. and the rebel was captured. As the name Barabudur does not appear 
anywhere else, there is no reason to doubt that the hill mentioned is the 
one under which Barabudur was concealed, and the way in which the 
hill only is spoken of without allusion to any building, shews plainly 
enough how little of it must have been visible. Yet it would be a mistake 
to think that the stupa was altogether buried and people had forgotten 
this hill was no ordinary hill. The contrary is proved fifty years later 

') Published by Meinsma 2rd edition (1899) II p. 238 etc. 
•) Tijdachr. Bat. Gen. 44 (1901) p. 73—80. 
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by a Javanese manuscript from which Poensen extracted some 
information ^). This document refers to the Jogja crownprince who 
died in 1758 and describes what happened to him in 1757, or perhaps ear¬ 
lier, according to the impression of Brandes who drew attention to this 
incident as ^ta for the history of the monument *). The crown prince, 
it is related, journeyed to the Barabudur to see the 1000images {ningalU 
rStja sewu), in spite of the prophecy to his ancestors that if a prince 
should see these images it would inmediately be fatal to him, for there 
was one representing a "satrija” shut up in a cage, and it became the 
destiny of the Pangeran Dipati that he was determined to see this image. 
The prophecy was fulfilled and we read later how the prince after a dis¬ 
sipated life in K6du was brought back to his father’s court and soon died. 

The mention of the 1000 images evidently proves that there was much 
more to be seen of Barabudur than a hill, and the image mentioned as 
“k§atriya” in a cage {ing dalim kurungan) undoubtedly indicates 
one of the Dhyani-Buddha's in the trellace-worked stupas on the ter¬ 
races. Brandes suggests *) that the image alluded to will be the same as 
that now called "Bima", sitting on the lowest terrace, next and on the 
north of the east entrance, still honored by that name and believed to be 
endowed with magic powers by numbers of natives, Chinese and Indo- 
Europeans who hope to attain their desires through "Bima’”s inter¬ 
vention. 

If this conjecture is right, then as Brandes observes, the superstition 
attached to this image, must be of older date than 1757, as the "ances¬ 
tral prophecy” of the tale has no meaning unless some former Mataram 
prince had been doomed to misfortune and consequently the sight of 
the image had become "ilaila” to his race. 

As to the condition of the monument in the 18th cent., we can gather 
from these two documents that the Barabudur was for the most part 
hidden under earth and vegetation and had become a hill, but that the 
Dhyani-Buddha’s, a great many of them, were still visible, especially 
on the terraces. 

The temple was much in the same condition when in 1814 the first 
European visited the ruins and the first scientific examination was be¬ 
gun by order of the English governor. Sir Thos. Stamford Raffles, a 
man who did most important service to Javan antiquity and whose 
interest in the past history of Java laid the foundation of the actual ar- 
chaeological research. In Jan. 1814 the Lieut. Governor was living at S6- 

*) Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 6: 8 (1901) p. 287. 
•) L.I. p. 80—84. 
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Imarang when news was brought to him of the existence of the ruins of 
p great temple near the desa Bumi S6gara. With his usual energy, Raf- 
|Eles at once took the necessary steps to have the ruins examined, and en- 
Itrusted H. C. Cornelius, an officer of the Engineers, who had seven years 
ibefore distinguished himself by his survey of Prambanan, with the task 
lof inspecting, surveying, and making plans with an explanatory des- 
Ibription, of these ruins. This document was entitled: Beschrij ving van de 
^ines, bij den inlander bekend onder de benaming van Borro-Boedoer 
||Description of the ruins called by the natives, Borro-Boedoor) a copy 
pf which will be found in the Archaeological Dept, at Batavia ^). 
I By the middle of Jan. after the necessary preparations, Cornelius was 
idready on the way to MagSlang, where he was told that the heavy rains 
inade it impossible to begin the work for the present; a messenger he dis¬ 
patched, returned with the news that it was not possible to start working 
ps the ruin was covered over with earth and even large trees were grow- 
fcg on it which would have to be carefully removed, and that only in 
petter weather, before a survey could be made. The waiting lasted long- rthan expected; it was five months later before the work began. 

For a month and a half, more than 200 coolies were at work felling 
§he trees, removing the rubbish and burning the brushwood. We must 
acknowledge with gratitude that Cornelius went to work carefully, 
pn places where the walls of the galleries bulged out too far and threat- 
pned to collapse if the earth and rubbish which supported them were tak- 
|Bn away, he was wise enough to stay his hand. Another proof of the 
pkill with which the first uncovering was carried out, is to be seen in the 
pact that the fragments of stone which came to light on all sides, were 
prought down and deposited on the same side of the monument as they 
fwere found. On more careful inspection however it appears that further 
|sorting of the stones was not made *) and they were flung rather rough¬ 
ly down the sides of the hill, by which many of the carved ones were da- 
|naged. If only each gallery had been systematically dealt with, all the 
Iprofiled and decorated stones sorted out and a list made of the place 
ivhere they were found, a vast deal of trouble and expense would have 
)een saved. Fortunately the resemblance and symmetry in the upper parts 
lave made it possible to replace many of them correctly. 

: Cornelius, according to the instructions given him, made a chiefly archi- 
fCctural survey, the results of which need not be discussed here. At 
ihe time he left, the monument was so far uncovered as was necessary 

The last part is missing; the document goes no further than the 4th gallery. 
•) This was noted by van Erp in his Restoration Report. 

Barabudur 3 
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for the making of his plans and drawings. The terraces and galleries had 
been brought into sight and their direction could be followed, but a com¬ 
plete clearing-out had not been effected. The fact must specially be 
noted that the chief stQpa in the centre of the sanctuary was al¬ 
ready damaged when uncovered by Cornelius andthat through an open¬ 
ing in the upper part of the dome, just at the beginning of the square 
pedestal of the pinnacle (already fallen), entrance could be made. 

That the monument was not entirely uncovered is evident from 
an account of the second visit of the Gov. General van der Cappellen 
to Barabudur in 1822. We read^) that since the governor’s first visit 
in 1817, the temple had been noticeably embellished; the improve¬ 
ment consisting in the clearing out of what had fallen away and the 
uprooting of trees and all kinds of growth, in fact a continuation of 
Cornelius’ work. At this clearing out, a quite unknown gallery came into 
sight, which, for fear of weakening the building, could not be entirely 
exposed. This gallery is described as similar to the other four. 

This information might seem rather strange seeing that there are in 
all only four galleries, but at that time the platform above the buried base 
was reckoned as a gallery and in this way five were to be counted. Thus 
in 1822 the whole of the monument was known, and at the same time 
Holland was able to form an opinion of the Barabudur art in 1823 by 
the placing of the Javanese antiquities in the Archaeological Cabinet of 
the Leyden University. Among these were two heads of the Buddha’s 
from Barabudur now still in the Ethnographical Museum ®). 

The Java War (1825—1830) which broke out three years later, might 
have brought the Barabudur into serious danger as fighting frequently 
occurred in its neighborhood. It was fortunate that the stupa, in these 
days of modem weapons, was less suitable for a fort than in the time of 
Mas Dana. Fortifications were erected near to it ®), which evidently did 
not include the temple; it does not appear to have suffered from the mil¬ 
itary operations. 

On the restoration of peace in the island, the residency of KSdu had 
the good fortune to come under the rule of the noteable C. L. Hart¬ 
mann who in every way did so much for the archaeology of his province 
and is known, among other things, as the discoverer of the MSndut and 
Selagriya. Naturally the Barabudur, largest and most important of the 
monuments in K^du and situated so near the chief townMagSlang, rous- 

>) Tijdschr. V. N«erl. Indie 4,1 (1842) p. 148. 
*) See Juynboll, Catalogue of museum mentioned, V, Javan antiquities (f909), p. 37 etc. 
•) Vgl. Louw, De Java-oorlog, I (1894) p. 496; II (1897) p. 217, 403. 
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ed his keenest interest. In 1834 or 1835 he began the further clearing- 
out of the sanctuary, especially of the upper galleries that were still 
partially choked up with earth and rubbish so that the reliefs could 
hardly be seen. This brought to light numerous hitherto-unknown reliefs. 
Not until the work of Hartmann could it be said that the Barabudur 
was entirely known ^). 

Another important work carried out by Hartmann was the examina¬ 
tion of the interior of the central stupa which took place in 1842. It is part¬ 
icularly to be regretted that in this case no report was made of the result 
of this examination. With every respect for Hartmann's achievements, 
he can justly he blamed for this neglect; to have undertaken such an 
important investigation without giving a careful account of what was 
done and what was found there, is an actual suppression of scientific 
data, probably of the greatest importance. All we now know of this in¬ 
vestigation is what is published in Leemans’ monograph®), an account 
taken from a manuscript of Brumund and an article by Wilsen dated 
1853®). Brumund, it is true, had known Hartmann personally and can 
have gained his information from the man himself, as well as from others 
who were present at the examination, the Regent of Magfilang to begin 
with. But he wrote his account long after the event, 1856 or 1857; while 
Wilsen, before he came to Barabudur in 1847, had never taken any 
interest in the monument and consequently acquired his information 
from hearsay. Added to this, both Friederich and Hoepermans give a 
somewhat different account of the affair *) and it becomes impossible to 
establish what took place. A concise report made by the leader of the 
examination would have preventend any uncertainty. The matter is of 
great importance because this investigation brought to light the unfinish¬ 
ed image of Buddha, known since then as the chief image of Barabudur, 
In the description of this image in Chapt. X we shall endeavour to 
trace the circumstances of its discovery. 

The want of a report of the work done in the galleries is naturally of 
less importance, yet we should welcome more information about it. It 
was, as some old inhabitants were able to tellBrandes®), at Hartmann's 
same great clearing out, that the many lions were brought down which 

*) Hartmann's name in connection with the clearing out of the galleries is mentioned,,with 
gratitude" by Junghuhn, Tijdschr. v. N€erl. Indie, 6,2 (I844)p. 357; compare Leemans 
p, 96 and 518. 

•) P. 96 and following. 
•) Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 1 (1863) p. 235-^. 

Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 2 (1654) p. 4 and Rapp. Oudh. Dienst 1913 p. 132 etc. 
*) Rapp. Oudh. G^mm. 1903 p. 5. 
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now Stand at the side of the road between the monument and the 
pasanggrahan. Luckily it has been possible to decide by other means 
where these lions belonged, and that is on each side of the gates where 
grooves are still to be seen; yet if these had not happened to be there 
we could have searched without any indication of where these lidhs had 
been placed, while if a note of their position when found, had been made 
in the report of the excavations, their original place might soon have 
been located. What happened with the lions may easily have happened 
with other things; the clearing out seems to have been very radical and 
many things that belonged there will have been turned out with the 
rubbish. 

However it may be, Hartmann's efforts resulted in the temple being 
almost entirely freed from the accumulated rubbish; the galleries and 
terraces were pretty well cleared out and most of the reliefs that were still 
in their place, came into sight. Gradually Barabudur came to be known 
and visited and this brought with it new difficulties. The extra¬ 
ordinary mania of so many tourists for collecting “souvenirs" even to the 
damage of the admired monument, must have been extensive even in 
those early days, to judge by the number of fragments that have found 
their way into private collections; and for the benefit of these same 
tourists, who must be allowed to enjoy the fine view from the top of the 
chief stupa, the very highest point of the sanctuary, a hut was made 
with a stone seat, to be reached from the highest terrace by a stone 
staircase. This is first mentioned in a description of 1850 ®). 

Matters were not improved by the fact that no provision was made 
either for the safety or preservation of the temple ®). Tropical vegetation 
laid hands on it again and moreover the want of a system for draining off 
the water in the rainy-season had the most disaisterous effect. The 
natives round about were free to pick up any stones they needed for their 
housebuilding and even though smooth stones were more suitable, frag¬ 
ments of the reliefs were just as often carried away. To sum up, the land 
just round the temple near the covered base, was a very suitable grazing 
ground for the cattle and we can imagine that the youthful cowherds 
played their games here in the same way they do to this day round other 

>) A few fine pieces were taken to the Residents house at MagSlang. Van Erp treats of the 
lions in Oudh. Versl. 1923 p. 39—64. 

•) Bleeker in Tijdschr. v. Nderl.-lndid 1850,2, p. 227. 
•) The Government decree of Oct. 10th 1819 by whioh two desas were freed from land- 

tax on condition that they should supply workmen for the preservation of Barabudur, seems 
to have had very little result. See Ind. Gen. 1922 p. 2 and foil. 
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remnants of antiquity. Not altogether to its advantage was the sanct¬ 
uary dragged from the old earth’s protecting embrace. 

Meantime the immense importance of the monument impressed itself 
on the world and demands were made for an accurate survey, not only 
architectural, but with regard to omement and reliefs, the result to be 
published for the benefit of science and art. No architectural survey had 
been made since Cornelius, though several drawings and pictures of 
various aspects and details were made; among others, some five oil- 
paintings by Sieburgh (1837—1842) and fifteen drawings by some one 
unknown, presented by the resident of K6du Le Clercq (1821—1825) to 
minister Baud *), all now in the Ethnographical Museum in Leyden. 
Something different was now wanted, nothing less than a complete 
survey, scientifically planned. The probable length of time, great expen¬ 
se and the need of suitable men, above all, the fact that no practicable, 
feasible plan was forthcoming, kept this undertaking in abeyance. 

Goodwill there was, even from the Government, and when in 1844 Mr. 
A. Shaefer was sent to India by the Colonial Secty, to take pictures 
according to the method of Daguerre, of the works of art, natural objects, 
landscape etc., the idea was at once suggested of making use of Shaefer 
for the Barabudur. After making pictures of various antiquities in the 
Batavia Museum, he was commissioned to make some of Barabudur by 
way of experiment. In 1845 Shaefer took 58 impressions on 13 glasses 
which were not much approved of, and not unjustly, for only in a 
few instances, the instrument could be placed at sufficient distance to 
get a whole relief on one plate. 

As there was practically not much to be expected from these daguerreo¬ 
types and as Shaefer was very exacting, this attempt was abandoned. *) 

Fortunately the matter was not left at this, but other means were 
sought after. This is to the credit of Governor General Rochussen who 
started prompt measures to realize the new plans by having drawings 
made, specially of the most important reliefs. In 1849 this task was 
given to a draughtsman in the Engineers, F. C. Wilsen, assisted by 
Schbnberg Muller. These two quickly accomplished their work which 
was begun in April 1849 and towards the end of 1853, the Government 
was in possession of the desired data, 476 pages of drawings, that 
might soon have been ready for publication. But this was delayed for 

») See De Kofdist 1 (1842) p. 384 No. 7—11. 
•) Stated by Leemans p. VII; see his catalogne of Indian antiquities in the Archaeol. Mu¬ 

seum in Leyden (1885) p. 125 and foil. No. 142—-156. 
•) Leemans gives detailed account of this episode p. VIII—XIII. 
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about 20 years; not till 1873 was the great work on Barabudur published, 
consisting of plates with descriptive text. There is no reason to explain 
here the causes that led to this postponement; a full account can be read 
in Leemans’ preface p. XVI—XLV. 

The text had a history of its own. Dr. J. F. C. Brumund who had al¬ 
ready distinguished himself as an authority on archaeology (see his In¬ 
diana), was requested by the Government to write a critical description of 
Barabudur to accompany the plates, and to adapt some of the existing 
articles by Wilsen; but after a good deal of misunderstanding it ended in 
Dr. C. Leemans, director of the Archaeological museum in Leyden being 
officially appointed to write the text of the Barabudur monograph, 
incorporating the data collected by Brumund and Wilsen ^). 

The monograph was at last published by the firm of Brill in Leyden, 
entitled "Boro Boedoer, op het eiland Java” with 17 plates accomp¬ 
anying the text and 393 large plates of the reliefs, architectural plans etc. 
The next year a French translation appeared. 

Notwithstanding the manner in which the monograph was evolved, 
Leemans’ book is a most valuable work. The most heterogeneous mater¬ 
ials gathered from writers who possessed more or less accuracy and 
power of observation, but who never had the opportunity for special 
study of archaeology, had to be worked up into unity by a man who 
though learned in archaeology had not specialized in Indian antiquities. 
Here were all the elements for a worthless compilation from inferior 
sources. Fortunately, the result was something quite different, chiefly 
because the documents, in spite of their defects proved most serviceable 
— Brumund's work in particular is quite admirable—but it is mostly 
owing to Leemans’ own conception of his task that the Barabudur mono¬ 
graph turned out to be a valuable work that gathered together in a 
clear form all the particulars then known about the ancient temple. 

As regards the drawings our opinion can not be as favorable. There are 
doubtless some good plates andthe publication has certainly been so far use¬ 
ful that European savants and others interested could to some extent gain 
information of what was to be found at Barabudur, but taken as a whole 
they are incomplete and not altogether reliable. It is true that, after 
the doubts were raised, Wilsen could give a reassuring account of his 
own work, but he was obliged to make excuses for that of his assistant; 
and in any case the fact is that in his reproductions symbols are omitted, 
male figures with moustaches are shewn on the plate which are female on 

>) For full description of this episode see the Dutch edition of this work, p. 31—*34. 
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the relief and such things. In addition to this, not a few reliefs are ent¬ 
irely left out because they were too much damaged or were buried under 
fragments, or it was feared they might collapse if the earth that covered 
them were removed. 

Yet the chief objection to these drawings is something else, it is as 
Rouffaer pointedly puts it that the real character of Hindu-Javanese 
art in the sculptured reliefs is lost in the feeble style practised by Wilsen 
and SchOnberg Muller; so that what we see before us in these portfolio’s 
of plates, retains but little of the spirit of the original; it has become 
a tame and distorted art. Although these drawings may give some im¬ 
pression of the composition and sequence of the pictures, they certainly 
give no idea of the art value of the reliefs. 

Far different are the photographs taken by van Kinsbergen in 1873, 
the same year that the monograph appeared, unfortunately a small por¬ 
tion of the whole. When he had completed his magnificent collection of 
photographs of Javanese antiquities, among them many that cannot 
be surpassed, even by the improved technique of the present day, it 
was proposed to offer this efficient artist the work of photograph¬ 
ing the Barabudur which was not represented at all in the large 
collection *). Van Kinsbergen began this task in April 1873. The photo¬ 
graphs were taken; the process was very slow, but as was to be 
expected from the result of the large collection, they proved to be perfect 
specimens. Besides some views of the whole building and the various 
Dhyani-Buddha’s, it was chiefly the reliefs on the principal wall of the 
1st gallery that were taken. A list of these 65 negatives, first in the pos¬ 
session of van Kinsbergen himself, then, since 1898, with the Bat. 
Society and now in the Archaeological Dept., is to be found in Notulen 
of the Bat. Soc. 1874 (Supp. F) and in the Oudheidk. Versl. of 1914 
(Supp. E). 

The intention of making casts had to be abandoned for technical rea¬ 
sons. In his report *) van Kinsbergen mentions having begun the work of 

*) A good many seem to have been entirely forgotten. In 1897 Mr. J. van Aalst published a 
list (Not. Bat. Gen. Bijl. II) of reliefs still to be found on the monument, that were not 
represented on the plates of the monograph; from this it appeared that in a total of 1628 reliefs 
983 were reproduc^ and 203 had totally disappeared, but the remaining 442 of which 315 
entirely, and 127 partly had been saved, were undoubtedly to he found on the stupa. That 
is to say therefore, that quite a fourth of the whole number, for some reason or other were 
wanting in the portfolio. 

*) In Encydop. van Ned. Indi6 s. v. Kunst. 
•) Not Bat. Gen. 1872 p. 40—44. 
*) To be found in Not Bat. Gen. 1874 p. 71—74. 
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clearing out superfluous stones that covered up the galleries. The first 
gallery was then dug out 4 ft to the ground floor. It was then seen 
that subsidence had taken place on the 1 st and 3rd gallery; it had become 
impossible to carry off the rain water, and this was remedied by build¬ 
ing up and clearing out the channels. After this the other galleries 
were quite cleared out and the terraces partially, there being no time 
left to finish this work. By these excavations no less than 200 well-pre¬ 
served reliefs were brought to light. Also broken parts of stone were put 
back into their original position and many loose heads of Buddha’s were 
replaced upon their shoulders ^). 

Although at this time the hotel-keeper near the Barabudur, held the 
title of "guardian” of the ruins, there was not much sign of any real care¬ 
taking. In these days originated the wild tales that are still told, of the 
huzars from MagSlang who came to sharpen their swords on the Dhyani- 
Buddha’s, and the gay officers who finished off their dinner parties by 
storming the Barabudur. These tales were probably exaggerated, but 
we can be sure that the care of the stupa was restricted to its more or less 
effective cleaning by the coolies appointed for it, and the prevention of 
the worst kinds of damage. Injury on a small scale, by natives in the 
neighborhood and by tourists, undoubtedly continued, it is a certain 
fact, that until this present century a regular traffic existed in illegally- 
acquired souvenirs, no longer openly: he who responded to the stealthy 
offers of some native of the desa, often a coolie employed in the cleaning, 
would find his fragment or bit of relief in the carriage that took him 
away from the old sanctuary. 

Preservation, in the sense of prevention of further decay, was not 
undertaken. Efforts to alter this were made from time to time and in 
1882 in a report drawn up by Dr. Sollewijn Gelpke, chief-inspector of 
Agriculture, he suggested taking down the temple entirely and preserv¬ 
ing the reliefs in a building made on purpose for them; on the other 
hand, the resident of K6du proposed to try a partial restoration *). The 
following year the government appointed W. P. Groeneveldt to examine 
the monument and in co-operation with the resident of K6du to take the 
measures needed for preventing continual decay. Groeneveldt reported 
the condition not so bad as supposed and that with some small outlay, 
it could be greatly improved; on this, the Government were relieved of 
their anxiety and — did nothing at all *). 

*) Even as many as 200 are spoken of (Not. Bat. Gen. 1877 p. 129). Many found their way 
into the Museums of London, Berlin, Dresden, etc. 

•) Not. Bat. Gen. 1882 p. 97 and 118. 
•) Ibid. 1883 p. 71. 83 and 98; 1888 p. 97 and 122. 
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The year 1885 was a very important one for Barabudur. Then it was 
that Chief Engineer J. W. IJzerman made the discovery that under the 
stone circle round the outside of the monument, there was an original en¬ 
tirely profiled base with a series of reliefs. After a preliminary report in the 
same year ^), a fuller account appeared with more details of the dis¬ 
covery *). On the bell-shaped ogive of the base Mr. IJzerman noticed 
by the dropping off of one stone on the N.side of the building, a joint 
seam that turned inwards apparently without purpose if the ogive was 
intended by the builders in its present form. It appeared that the bell¬ 
shaped ogive had first been a half-circle of which the two top layers of 
stone had been left in that way, while against the others, after cutting 
away a piece out of the 3rd row, the stones of a new ogive were placed. 
Examination was continued and the stones removed for a length of a 
metre and by so doing the whole original base was revealed, a descrip¬ 
tion of which will be found in the architectural part of this monograph. 
The immense importance of this discovery is evident. It was now 
seen that the outline of the stupa as a whole, had originally been quite 
differently planned, a matter that is of special importance in connection 
with the canonical meaning of the stupa form, and in addition to this it 
appeared that a complete series of reliefs had decorated the base of this 
stupa; thus a series that had met the sight of the visitor before all the 
other reliefs and therefore, in a certain sense, was the introduction to the 
whole collection of texts set forth on the monument. As well as this, a 
couple of the small characters, the importance of which we have already 
indicated, were found on the first relief uncovered by IJzerman. 

IJzerman at once advised the examination of the whole base, not of 
course by removing all the embankment at once and in that way bring¬ 
ing back the same dangers which had made the barricade necessary; — 
but by moving away the stones from a few metres at a time and replacing 
them after examination before uncovering the next piece. In 1890 the 
necessary funds were assigned for taking photographs which were made 
by the Javanese photographer Cephas. *) Without attaining the artistic 
value of those made by van Kinsbergen they turned out quite good clear 
pictures, that could at once be used as plates for this new monograph. 

Meanwhile some slight effort was made for the preservation of the 
temple. Injury to the reliefs was again complained of and at last, in 
order to keep more control over the visitors, in 1888, a fence was put 

•) Ibid. 1886 p. 156; compare 1886 p. 27—29. 
•) Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 31 (1886) p. 261—268. 
•) Not. 1886 p. 156 and 187; 1889 p. 90; 1890 p. 100 and 129; 1891 p. 61. 
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round the stQpa, but unfortunately it was only of perishable material and 
a few years later became useless, besides it was placed too near the 
building ^). The decay went on till in 1896 Brandes himself proclaimed 
that the 3rd gallery was falling into a really dangerous condition *). 

Much more serious however, was the injury, done to the stupa in the 
same year 1896 by the Dutch Indian government itself, bound though it 
was to protect it. 

We allude to their presenting to the king of Siam who visited Java 
that year, a number of very important images, some of which could 
never be replaced. A true account of this affair has now been clearly set 
forth by van Erp in his articles in Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 73 (1917) p. 285— 
310 and 79 (1923) p. 492—507.») 

In connection with van Erp’s articles we adjoin a list of what was sent 
away to Siam. To begin with, 5 Dhyani-Buddha’s, one of each kind of 
those placed in the niches; in the end only 4 of the 5 reached Bangkok as 
one slipped out of the ropes during loading in the harbour of Sfimarang 
and disappeared into the sea. Three of these images were taken out of 
undamaged niches and all five must have belonged to the finest speci¬ 
mens; which is very important for there is a great difference in the artis¬ 
tic value between one Buddha and another. There were 2 lions as well, 
the only uninjured group of their type. Then there was a rik§asa 
about which it is not certain if it actually belongs to this temple; it was 
found, as already related, on the top of the hill situated some hundred 
metres N.W. of Barabudur *), and brought over by Wilsen to the Bara- 
budur ground and set up in front of the pasanggrahan ®). According to 
him the image was called ,,Undagi” or "tukang” (workman); Mtinnich 
gives the name of the hill as Daghi. In his account of the affair, Wilsen ex¬ 
presses the hope that this image will guard the temple from the attacks of 
sacrilegious hands: he could never have imagined that this guardian itself 
was doomed to become the prey of "sacrilegious hands”. A photo of this 
image will be seen as plate 3 in the last article by van Erp. Judging by 
the execution the guardian may very well have belonged to the stupa; it 
has the same characteristics as the art of the Barabudur sculptures. 
He is kneeling on his right knee, on which side the right hand with a short 
sword is resting on the thigh; whether the left hand that touches the 

«) Ibid. 1888 p. 62 and 175; 1893 p. 65 and 127; 1894 p. 9, 93 and 103. 
•) Ibid. 1896 p. S3. 
•) For further account see p, 37—39 of the Dutch edition of this monograph. 
<) First mentioned by Mtinnich» Indisch Mag. 2d doz. 1845 p. 179. 
») See Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 1 (1853) p. 302 and foil. 
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raised left knee is holding anything, cannot be seen on the photograph. 
The guardian wears a loin-cloth with girdle, ankle-, wrist- and upper arm 
rings — all quite plain, not, as often with such figures, made of snakes— 
with necklace and round earrings. The hair is smooth, brushed back and 
fastened by a band from one ear to the other, below that it comes out 
in curls. An open mouth, shewing the teeth, arched eyebrows and large 
eyes complete the whole, a good-natured type of rik^asa, of no terror- 
striking aspect, just the sort we should expect from theBarabudur artists 
who like to avoid violence. 

With regard to the ornements taken we are able to state that they 
consisted of; a makara gargoyle from the base, a kala-head gargoyle 
from one of the upper gallery-walls, a kala-head (perhaps two) from 
a niche-temple, and one or two pinnacles of niche-temples. Finally a 
number of relief-stones were taken away, some of which were placed 
together and formed a nearly complete group, probably no. 186 on 
the balustrade of the first gallery, top row. With the exception of the 
pinnacles of which enough remained, the loss of the rest of these pieces 
left a visible blank in van Erp’s restoration, of which we are about to 
speak. 

In the following years, complaints about the condition of the monument 
were more frequent, and it was thought advisable to have it examined 
by an expert. Its maintenance too seemed to be inefficient as the weeds 
grew unchecked and a sprouting waringin tree was found growing on it 
in 1899. 

In the beginning of 19(X), a good fence and more caretakers were pro¬ 
vided ^), but moreover was recognised that the time had come for more 
effective measures to preserve the monument for the benefit of art and 
science. A report from Mr. B. W. van der Kamer, inspector of irrigation 
at Magglang, brought forward the already-suggested plan®) of covering 
the whole building with an enormous roof to protect it from its worst 
enemy, the rains. The Government then formed a committee with Dr. 
J. L. A. Brandes as chairman, a Lieut, of the Engineers T. van Erp and 
Mr. van der Kamer as members, to consider what measures should be 
taken for the preservation of Barabudur. 

The next following years were, in every respect, of the highest import- 

0 Not, Bat. Gen. 19CX) p. 37. The making of a fence was deferred and only in 1911 was the 
enclosure finished, not until some serious damage had been done to a few reliefs during the 
work of restoration. 

•) In Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 1 (1853) p. 239, Wilsen expressed the wish to puttlie whole 
landscape under a glass shade. 
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ance to our knowledge of the monument; they represent the work and 
the examination made under the direction of Dr. J. L. A. Brandes as head 
of the Barabu^ur Gmimission. He was not fortunate enough to see the 
examination completed, and as the results that were already achieved, 
were not collected into a large volume, or even into a comprehensive 
study, it would be easy to underrate the value of his work. Nothing 
would be more injust. Not many have equalled Brandes in knowledge of 
the Barabudur, he knew better than anyone before him, how to estimate 
the scientific value of the monument and the problems it put before the 
archaeologists. All kinds of singularities he brought to light and gave 
particular attention to its ornement. His observations on Barabudur will 
be found mostly in the Reports of the Archaeological Commission; often 
merely incidental, when in speaking of some other building he makes 
some comparison with this stupa and then, generally in a single sentence, 
throws an original and surprising light on some or other peculiarity of 
the monument. For the rest, we will refer to the Bibliography attached to 
this work and only mention the report in the first quarter of 1903^) where 
an analytical description is given of a series of Barabudur photographs 
giving a summary of the decoration and at the same time calling attention 
to the extreme carelessness of the workpeople employed. In a posthumous 
article this last question is again discussed and particular mention 
made of the addition of the lowest series of reliefs on the balustrade of 
the 1 st gallery and the damage done thereby to the monument as a 
whole. During the last months of his life Brandes was again entirely 
absorbed in the examination of Barabudur, a careful scrutiny of the old 
staircase wings had just been completed and a 2nd analytical series of 
photographs, this time of the ornement in the reliefs was made ®) when 
the founder of Javan archaeology was called away by death. 

Barabudur owes still more to Brandes in the Report of the Barabudur 
Commission drawn up under his direction, by which the temple was 
saved from the indignity of being placed under a colossal umbr^a and 
measures were proposed for maintaining it in its ancient state for many 
years to come. The Commission did not arrive at this conclusion without 
a dispute between van der Kamer and the chairman. We may pass 
over the particulars. Probably, part of the dispute might have been 

*) In the Report p. 1—5. 
*) Rapp. Oudh. Dienst 1913 p. 12—23. 
*) Rapp. Oudh. Comm. 1905—1906 p. 1—4. 
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avoided but in any case we can rejoice that the insult to Barabudurthat 
was the cause of the disagreement, was not perpetrated ^). 

In its report of 1902, the technical part of which was furnished by van 
Erp’s careful examination of the building, the Commission first consid¬ 
ered the extent and causes of the decay and debated the various plans 
for arresting it. They declared for a partial restoration and divided the 
needs suggested into three kinds; 1st, urgent measures to ward off im¬ 
mediate danger, for instance the building up of the corners and resto¬ 
ration of the gateways and some of the niches and terrace domes; 2nd, 
plans to maintain the already-improved condition by better draining off 
of the water and flooring; 3nd not actually urgent, but much to be re¬ 
commended plans for the honor of the sanctuary after its long neglect, 
such as the uncovering of the monument to the foot of the hill, the re¬ 
moval of unsightly outbuildings, and the replacing of a pinnacle on the 
chief stupa. 

These proposals were under consideration in Holland when Brandes 
died in 1905. This delayed the decision and not till 1907 was authority 
given: a. to photograph the Barabudur in its present condition, with 
a view to publish a new monograph, h. to preserve it from further 
decay by the measures proposed by the Barabudur Commission, while 
the direction of the intended work was placed in the hands of Mr. T, 
van Erp. 

When Mr. van Erp had been at work for nearly a year, he became 
convinced of the necessity for some further restoration, especially of all 
the trellaced stupa's on the terraces which would add greatly to the ar¬ 
tistic value of the monument, for instance to the form of the silhouette 
that lends so much to the beauty of the whole. 

It would be fascinating to follow van Erp step by step in his clear re¬ 
ports of this work, that entailed such heavy responsibilities, but which 
brought great satisfaction to those engaged in the restoration of Bara¬ 
budur. A few points only must be noted about the work which began, as 
stated, at the end of Aug. 1907, and was finished early in Dec. 1911. 

Gradually and systematically the different repairs were carried out, 
details of which will be found in our Dutch edition, p. 44—45. Mr. van 
Erp judged rightly as to the great importance of the cornices; for the 
architectural beauty of the Hindu-Javan monuments, especially in this 
stupa building, depends largely on the effect of the shadows. Great 

*) It had been warmly supported by Dr. J. Groneman, see Not. Bat. Gen. 1900 p. 123 and 
hisOudh. Aanteekeningen I (1904) p. 37—39; II (1905) p. 14—18, 31—44. 
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emphasis must be laid on the regular and continual horizontal profile, 
in contrast to the ornate niche-temples that are repeated above and 
behind each other, with their elaborate profile and sharp pinnacles. The 
strong shadow of the cornices gives just the repose needed to perfect the 
beauty of the whole. For this reason the cornices, wherever possible were 
restored, with their antefixes. 

The technical details of the restoration are treated by van Erp him¬ 
self in the architectural part of this monograph, here, we shall merely 
formulate the benefits resulting to the monument by this restoration. 
When we say it was rejuvenated thereby, it expresses both what it 
gained and — unavoidably — has lost. The charm of the untouched 
ruin, image of an extinct civilization and an inanimate creed, has in 
great measure disappeared. Let us not forget that the building was 
doomed to decay; the choice had to be made between sacrificing the 
monument to ruin, or saving it at the cost of some of its antique charm. 
It may be well to ask if the restoration has not been allowed to go too 
far and should have been reduced to what was actually a necessity. 
Though one may be, like the writer, convinced that as a rule, the care 
of an old monument ought to be restricted to the prevention of further 
decay, then it must be allowed that the case of Barabudur is one of 
the exceptions that justify more extensive measures. What van Erp 
executed beyond the preservation from decay has given us not only a 
beautiful whole, that satisfies our aesthetic taste, but his work has par¬ 
tially recovered the inevitable loss of charm by the manner in which he 
has treated the silhouette and shadow effects. He has actually succeeded 
in bringing back to the temple some of its ancient splendour, not merely 
by his technical skill, but chiefly by the respect and devotion with which 
he has worked on the monument. It is to van Erp that we owe the real¬ 
ization that the Barabudur stands and will stand for long, once more 
a creation of splendid beauty. 

On the completion of the restoration work at the end of 1911, the 
care of the monument was made over to the Archaeological G^mmission, 
now the Archaeological Dept., which exercises regular supervision over 
it ^). The history of Barabudur comes to an end for the moment; let 
us hope a new chapter may be added after the examination of its sur¬ 
roundings. 

») See Oudh. Veral. 1914 p. 188; 1916 p. 127; 1917 p. 38; 1918 p. 2, 49. 96. 



CHAP'^ER II 

THE RELIEFS ON THE COVERED BASE 

We shall now describe the different series of reliefs, each separately. 
By way of explanation, the order in which we shall take them (the rea¬ 
son for which with appear later) is as follows: 

The covered base; 
Chief wall of 1st gallery, top row (Buddha legend); 
Lowest row of same wall, with which are connected both rows of the 

balustrade of same gallery and the balustrade of 2nd gallery (all ava- 
dSna’s and jataka's); 

Chief wall of 2nd gallery (with new text of other sort); 
Chief wall of 3rd gallery (Maitreya text); 
Chief wall of 4th gallery (Samantabhadra text); 
Balustrade of 3rd and 4th gallery (Bodhisattva texts, especially 

Maitreya, but of less importance). 
To this order it might be objected that in the various galleries, some¬ 

times the chief wall, at others the balustrade, comes first, but it has 
one advantage, which in our opinion is of more importance than con¬ 
sistency in the exterior treatment, and it is this, that as regards the 
chief walls it gives logical sequence to the inner meaning, the balu¬ 
strade-texts falling in as less important additions. On these chief walls 
we find principally, just to mention beforehand what will later be treated 
in detail: 

An image of the Samstra and the carr3dng-out of the law of Kar- 
man; 

The story of the Saviour who shewed the way of escape therefrom; 
A series of acts of faith, in particular those which prepared the Sav¬ 

iour for his task; 
A text that representents how a Bodhisattva ceaselessly endeavours to 

attain the highest wisdom; 
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A text that chiefly refers to the next Buddha whose advent is ex¬ 
pected; 

A text concerning the last Buddha of the Future and connected with 
the system of the DhySni-Buddha’s, the same that appears to be followed 
in the niches above the galleries and the dome-shaped stupa’s of the 
terraces. 

Not only by its peculiar position along the outside of the monument 
instead of one of the closed-in galleries, does the series of reliefs on the 
buried base differ from the rest; but much more by the nature of what it 
pourtrays. It arrests the attention immediately, at the first glance, even 
before we have any idea what it is that makes the difference. In con¬ 
trast to what will follow on the galleries, we here find many scenes from 
the daily life of the common people, scenes of murder and fighting, the 
capture and killing of all kinds of animals etc., the sort of scenes as 
much as possible avoided in other relief-series, even where the text 
requires the representation; finally, particularly in the second half 
of the series, we find a number of panels depicting the horrors of 
hell and the pleasures of heaven. Our first impression is that we see here 
before us an image of the samsSra, hopeless circle of life, of the good 
and evil deeds done therein, with their rewards and punishments, in 
short, the chain of all the forms of existence to which man is subject and 
from which there is no escape. Is there indeed no way of escape, won¬ 
ders the onlooker when among the strange vicissitudes, the one truth 
is ever forced upon him that life is intended to be a burden, that evil 
brings its own punishment and goodness, after being allowed a short 
spell of heavenly happiness, is doomed to another term of mortal exist¬ 
ence and the renewed attacks of sin: can there be no escape from this 
eternal evil? Let him climb the stairs and learn the answer given him 
in the creed of salvation revealed by the Buddha. 

We must now endeavour to make sure if this first impression is actu¬ 
ally the right one. And it is just through these reliefs that we have a 
means, entirely missing elsewhere, in the short inscriptions, cut here 
and there along the top edge of the panels, which we may judge to be 
connected with what is pourtrayed and very likely throw some light on 
its meaning. The important data which the characters of these inscrip¬ 
tions give for fixing the date of the monument is treated of dsewhere, 
we now deal with their meaning. 

The first news of IJzerman's discovery of the covered base will be 
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foundin the "Notulen” Bat. Soc. in 1885^), and already at the meeting 
in Feb. of the next year, Brandes was able to communicate *) that on the 
newly-found reliefs, a couple of short phreises were to be seen, read by 
him as caityavandana, and suvar^avar^a. In the discoverer’s 
article of the same year, a representation of both words was given as 
well as of a third found in the meantime, with Brandes’ reading of the 
latter as ku9ala *). Meantime a few more reliefs with writing were 
brought to light so that in Oct. 1886, the reading of six more inscrip¬ 
tions besides the three already known, could be given *) and the state¬ 
ment made that they were all Sanskrit words. 

Not till 1895 had the whole series been investigated which was done 
by Prof. Kem who made use of Cephas’ photos and published the results 
in an article®). The professor shewed inscriptions found on 33 of the 
reliefs, some quite distinct, others less clear or scarcely legible and 
others no longer decipherable. Important points of general interest 
were, — first, that although the words are Sanskrit, all signs of num¬ 
ber and declension are wanting, secondly that the inscriptions are not 
all by the same hand. At least three different handwritings were 
recognised by Prof. Kern that accounted also for the different spelling, 
a very slight difference and admitted by Panini, e. g. svargga and 
svarga. 

In 1911 Mr. Van Erp noticed that some inscriptions had evidently, till 
then been overlooked. For this reason, and also to make clearer some of 
those already known but too faint to be legible, he had enlargements 
made of the photographs taken of all the inscriptions and sent them to 
Prof. Kem. The-result was that the professor was able to read some ten 
new inscriptions and to give a better reading of a dozen of those already 
deciphered. From this new examination and the accepted readings of 
1895, van Erp made a new list published by the Bat. Soc., the same 
year*). It is this list we follow here; I shall note wherever my opinion 
differs from that of Prof. Kern. Besides this, some slight corrections 
will be made without comment, where evident errors occur, for example 
9aitya and pitaka etc., while Kem’s first reading rightly gives 
caitya and patika etc. 

*) Mr. Groeneveldt on p. 156. 
•) Not. p. 27—29. 
*) Tijdachr. Bat. Gen. 31 (1886) p. 264 fol. 
*) Not. p. 160—165; concerning relief No. 122—127 right (see below). 
•) Vend. Med. Kon. Ak. v. Wet. 3:12 (1896) p. 119—128. 
*) Not. p. XLVII—L; Kem. Verspr. Geachr. VII (1917) p. 14. 

Barabu^ur 4 
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As regards my different readings of a more radical sort, I must state 
that in such cases there always remains a good deal of uncertainty. If 
we place Prof. Kmu’s first list next to his last, it then appears that 
there is often a considerable difference between the readings of the same 
authority, so much so, that for the uninitiated the reading of 1895 does 
not in the least resemble what the same characters appear to mean in 
1911; those who know anything of Kawi-epigraphy, will, in such cases, 
see plainly that only the Latin letters used for the transcription give 
the impression of not resembling each other, not the Kawi letters of the 
inscription itself. The following are striking examples: No. 139, that 
is given first 9aravi and later bhogi, and No. 135 where the old read¬ 
ing mahabhiksu is replaced by pr as 5d it a. I call attention to this 
for two reasons. In the first place, considering the great difference in 
the readings of Prof. Kem himself, it must not be thought strange that 
the suggestions I offer here and there, in appearance very little resem¬ 
ble those of the professor. In the second place to make it quite clear, that 
in my opinion, in these doubtful cases, a new reading does not take away 
the uncertainty; thus I am still aware that where I consider my own 
reading the right one — or of course I should not publish it — it does 
not even in my own eyes attain the mark of something definite, I 
consider it rather as a modest attempt to explain difficulties that are 
often more or less enigmas. 

In addition to those in the following list. Prof. Kem found remains of 
inscriptions, of which not even one letter could be read on the reliefs 76, 
98 and 136. We may go still further and examine if perhaps here and 
there it can be proved that an inscription has been made, even if the 
remains can no longer be called a remnant and only traces can be talked 
of. Such traces we consider can be found, undoubtedly on reliefs No. 8, 
30,39,42,48,54,55,57,58,59.60,61,62,64,67.68,86,97,99,109,111, 
116, 158, 159 and 160, and in a doubtful way on a number of other 
panels that need not be mentioned. The recognition of such traces of 
erased inscriptions is of no use in itself, either for the character of the 
letters or their interpretation. Yet it is of some importance that in this 
way it is shewn that the inscriptions were placed on the whole series and 
were not restricted mainly to the last fourth part. It will not be by 
chance that on this portion they are still legible; they have been every¬ 
where but it was not intended they should remain legible and the work 
of obliterating them was begun and % completed when it was decided to 
build up the embankment and the whole row was withdrawn from sight. 
Two inscriptions have been missed out (by chance?) on No. 21 and 43; 
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the rest on the of the series dealt with were temporarily erased, so that 
only a few letters or traces shew where the inscription has been. We can 
imagine how, when the last ‘^1^ had been rubbed out in the same manner, 
a finishing touch would have been given to the whole series, then all 
would have been made as smooth as the top edge of the panels in the 
upper galleries and balustrades. 

I shall return to this matter of the writing and then erasing of the 
inscriptions later on and give first the list of the inscriptions themselves. 
The explanation attached to them is Prof. Kern's, my own remarks fol¬ 
low separately. 

21. virupa (the deformed, ugly one; the word is also often found as a 
name or nickname of a person). Notice that the word is proceeded 
and followed by two vertical strokes, what the Javanese call ad6g- 
ad6g. None of the other inscriptions have this sign. 

As the relief itself depicts extremely ugly people, the word is 
probably used more for the sort than a personal name. 

24. The letters are so rubbed out that only k a is legible as the begin¬ 
ning of a word. 

29. The inscription is so rubbed off that only the last syllable k a or 
k a is to be seen. 

This syllable looks to me like ka. 
43. mahe9akhyah (eminent person). 

121. right abhidhya (desirableness); left, vyapada (evil intent, 
malice). 

For Kern’s discussion of this and the two following reliefs as 
possibly belonging to No. 124 see further on. 

122. right mitthyadrsti (false creed); left is also a word, the letters 
quite obliterated. 

123. ku9ala (goodness, purity, usefulness). 
124. right, caityavandana (worship of a sanctuary); left, suvar^a- 

v a r 9 a (name of the hero of a avadana). 
The possibility that here may be meant the story related by 
Brandes of a certain Suvarijavariia from the VratavadSna- 
mlla, we shall discuss further on. 

|125. right susvara (as stated by Brandes, a son of Garuda bears 
this name); left, mahojaskasamavadhana (assemblage of 
powerful persons). 

For my opinion of susvara see further. The inscription on the 
left begins, I think, not with maho® but mahau®; the sign 
used everywhere else for this part of the o consists of a single 
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curved stroke, while here the sign ends with a second curve at 
the bottom. The same as in caitya (124) the double stroke 
serves to distinguish the ai from the e, here we notice 
that not o but au is meant. The meaning of the inscription 
is of course not altered thereby, but all the same it is a point 
worth noticing just because the au is in accordance with 
the Sanskrit and the rapid disappearance of this sound 
from the Kawi, makes its use in the Barabudur inscrip¬ 
tions of importance in fixing their date and also that of the 
monument. 

126. right, go, behind which is the trace of some indistinct letter, per¬ 
haps sthi, (gosthi, pleasant talk); left svargga (heaven). 

The remaining fragment of an indistinct letter, I think might 
just as well be bho as go, so it would be the first letters of 
bhogi that appears elsewhere. 

127. right, chatradana (the gift of an umbrella); left, vinaya- 
dharmmakS.yacitta (recognition of or respect for the collection 
(of books) of Discipline and Doctrine). 

The end of the last inscription I too read as “kayacitta, 
the beginning otherwise. The first syllables are in my opinion 
nirupata; the double letter in between I am not sure of, 
it is probably pta and the whole would then be nirupatap- 
takayacitta "the thought of the body not being purified", 
or if we take the sense in another way, a "not purified body 
and mind”, "someone who has a mind and body not purified" 
Such a term would not be misplaced in connection with a pro¬ 
ceeding abhidhya and vyapSda. 

128. mahe95khyasamavadhana (gathering of eminent ones). 
129. cakravartti (ruler of the world). 
130. svargga (heaven). 
131. right, ghaQt^ (bell); left mahe9lkhyasamavadh£na (ga¬ 

thering of eminent ones). 
132. cakravarti (ruler of the world) 
133. the first letters illegible; then follows 9abda9rava9a (the list¬ 

ening to the words) 
Among the first letters I think I recognise v a with the sign for r 
above, s a and j n 3.. Above the s there seems to be the trace of 
a stroke which then represents the anusvSra. What goes be¬ 
fore r V a is most indistinct; it looks most like p 3, so that if we 
have seen correctly, the whole would be purvasaipjii39ab- 
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da^ravaijia, the hearing of the term purvasamjna. This 
term would mean "acknowledgement of the former”, for 
instance a former life. I offer my reading with great diffi¬ 
dence ^). 

134. right go§thi (pleasant talk); left, svargga, (heaven). 
Prof. Kern's former reading of the first word bhogi (living in 
luxury, enjoying, landowner, village chief) seems quite as 
probable as his later one. The character sva of the left in¬ 
scription is carelessly written and not very distinct; but I do 
not know what else it might be. 

135. right, vastradana (gift of clothing); left, prasadita (favored, 
benefited). 

137. svargga (heaven). 
138. kugaladharmabhSjana (virtuous persons i. e. urns of virtuous 

qualities) 
Besides this inscription on the right there is another on the 
left, of which only the end, dan a (gift) is legible. 

139. bhogi (landowner, village chief). 
140. looks something like svarge^a (lord of heaven) but uncertain. 

It seems to me svargga, where an unevenness in the stone 
just in the pasangan has given the effect of a q. 

141. pataka (banner, flag). 
142. adhyabhogi (rich landowner). 
144. syllable s a; no distinct letters could be seen on the enlargement. 
147. svargga (heaven). 
148. right, we see t a n a, but this is not a word, there must be a letter that 

has become illegible; left, indistinct. 
There is an illegible bit before tana. The indistinct word left, 
looks like bhogi. 

149. svargga (heaven). 
150. right, chatradSna (gift of an unbrella); left only mahana is 

distinct. 
It seems improbable that the righthand inscription should be 
chatradSna as on the accompanying relief there is no sign of an 
umbrella to be seen. Of the four characters only the second, t, 
is quite distinct, what is underneath seems more an wthan an r. 
The third looks like na, the fourth an s with a virama (or a 

*) Not impossible it might besarvasaipjfi&, given in the Petersburg Dictionary as 
used by the Buddhists for a high number. As reference is given Hemacandia’s Abhidhanacin- 
tama^i 829; but with the addition ..possibly mistaken". 
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long a). What the whole word is remains obscure. As to the 
phrase on the left, I prefer to retain Kern's former reading 
maharaja than his later one. This is not the end of the in¬ 
scription ; three or four indistinct letters follow, then at the end 
kalya. The whole would thus be: maharaja-kalya, 
"a great king ready for...we can imagine judging by ihe 
nature of what is depicted, that it might be filled in with 
"ready to start on a journey", or "prepared for a visit”. 

151. svarga. 
152. right only the last two syllables certain, vada; probably dha(r)- 

majavada (religious deWe) but the character for r is missing, 
left svarga. 

In the first inscription I read the last two sylables as dan a 
and the whole aspu§padana (gift of flowers). 

153. right, indistinct; left svargga. 
The end of the indistinct word, right, I read asndhaorddha; 
the first letter is more difficult to distinguish but is possibly 
vr, so that the whole word might be, vrddha (old) if it were 
not that none of the figures on the relief appear to be old. 
However I think there is an i to be descried above the last 
character, which would make vrddhi (increase, prosperity, 
also usury) of this word. 

154. right, vasodana (gift of a garment); middle, bhogi (landowner, 
village chief) or gosfhi (pleasant talk) indistinct; left, svargga. 

I accept the middle inscription as bhogi rather than go§thi, 
and for the one on the right maladana (gift of garlands or 
a wreath) more probable. Unfortunately though on the relief a 
dish is being offered, neither any garments or wreaths are to 
be seen, while in other places both sort of gifts are clearly de¬ 
picted by the sculptqrs. 

157. anjali (marks of honor with the hands). 

We must now in the first place make it clear what was the intention of 
placing these inscriptions. I have already called attention above to 
two circumstances, first that they were evidently distributed over the 
whole series of reliefs and not limited to a portion of them, secondly that 
on */4 of the series they were intentionally erased. This erasure has noth¬ 
ing to do with the covering of the reliefs when the banking up was done, 
for then the inscriptions on the last quarter would not have been left on; 
on the contrary, the erasing of the inscriptions actually belonged to the 
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original plan and it was the change in the design that interrupted the 
complete carrying-out of the rule. So we are certain that in no case 
were the inscriptions intended as explanations for the onlooker of 
what is pourtrayed; surely in that case they would not have been 
so quickly and carelessly cut. The only possible explanation of these 
inscriptions is, that they served for directions to the sculptors and 
were put on the uncut panels to give instructions for what was to 
be depicted. That they were actually put on before anything of the 
reliefs was to be seen is most plainly noticeable on No. 135, where the 
word prasaditais placed above a quite untouched piece of the panel. 
They are therefore undoubtedly fingerposts to guide the sculptors, 
and when we see somewhere, for instance “svargga”, it does not mean 
"this is a heaven” but rather “here a heaven must be pictured” ^). 

It naturally follows that we must not expect too much from these 
inscriptions towards the explanation of the scenes pourtrayed. It 
would be very unfair to reproach those who placed the inscriptions 
for not offering a little more assistance to the modern archaeologist 
when they had not even the intention of helping the visitors of their 
own time. We can, as a rule, be sure that we shall not learn anything 
new from the inscriptions as they merely give directions for the compos¬ 
ition of the reliefs, and we see before us the reliefs themselves which 
when finished made the instructions useless. The little these insciptions 
may help to explain the scene is mere chance. No use whatever, of course 
as interpretation are such as gha^ta over a large bell, pataka above 
some banners, cakravarti over a prince with the saptaratnani, 
mahe9§,khya or mahaujaskasamavadhana above a scene where 
anyone can see that eminent persons are in consultation, or such words 
as bhogi, gho§thI, anjali. Inscriptions like chatradana, vas- 
tradtna etc. are of more importance, for though we here see with 
our own eyes that an umbrella, a garment etc. is being presented, 
we now know from the inscription that this gift is just the important 
matter and not an accompanying detail put in by the sculptor as an 
artistic addition to some reception. In this way we are glad to learn 
that an emnient man in a palanquin is called maharaja, which we 
might easily conjecture but could not be sure of; or that the ugly 
people on some relief are intended to be ugly and we need not attri¬ 
bute their unattractiveness to an unskilled sculptor or to injury the 

*) At Prambanan the same way of working was followed; the directions there are not cut 
but put on with paint. 
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figxires have suffered. In the same way svargga is useful, otherwise it 
might not occur to us to think of those scenes always characterized by 
a wishing tree with a couple of kinnara’s as depicting heaven; we may 
even go a step further and believe that reliefs treated in that sort of way, 
even when the inscription has disappeared, are probably intended to 
waft us to heaven. A still more remarkable sort are those inscriptions 
which refer to something not to be seen on the relief, that we can only fit 
into the picture on the authority of the inscription; for instance that the 
persons above whom is written ku^aladharmabhajana are good 
people, while it is impossible to see by their faces whether they are vir¬ 
tuous folk or the greatest rascals. In the same category are the inscrip¬ 
tions which say that something is being listened to or acknowledged; we 
cannot reproach the sculptor with his failure to shew what the persons 
represented hear or think and in such cases the inscription is a valuable 
indication to us especially with a view to the recovery of the text that is 
being followed. We can pity the artists who were given the thankless task 
of delineating the impossible. The same applies to the inscriptions a b h i- 
dhya, vyapada, mitthyadr§til how in the world, we may ask, can a 
sculptor with the technique of the workers on the Barabudur be expected 
to shew in his figures that one or more of them are covetous, or evil speak¬ 
ing or follow a false creed, perhaps more correctly worship "wrong 
views”. Especially the last is an impossible achievement, and if above 
this relief were written “the true creed” it would mean as much to us. At 
the same time let us note that it is just these sort of inscriptions that 
give convincing evidence that these reliefs were grounded on a definite, 
established text, otherwise the directions for the sculptors would have 
been different and more feasible ^). It seems that here the passages to be 
represented actually treated of the vices described by the technical 
terms given; no more was indicated to the sculptor than what the text 
required and he could find out for himself what to make of it. It was 
not his fault that the task soared far beyond his skill. 

*) This sort of words does not recommend the opinion of Stutterheim (Rftma-legenden und 
Rama-reliefs in Indonesien, 1924, p. 22) that these short inscriptions might indicate the names 
of the ^stencils’* to be used by the sculptors. 

•) That mithyadf^ti (also mithy^dar9anam, see below) represents a definite meaning 
in Buddist terminology can be seen for instance Takakusu, Journ. Pili Text. Soc. 1905 p. 97 
and no for the Abhidharma of the Sarvastivadin's; NSg&rjuna's Suh|:llekha, vid. Wenzel in 
Journ. Pali Text Soc. 1886 p. 15, 47 and 51; also Mulamadhyamakakarikas de Nagarjnna, 
ed. De la Vall6e Poussin (Bibl. Buddh. IV 1913) p. 479 note. In the same work on p. 478 and 
484 avidya, same as for instance Takakusu p. 110 (could this term be meant perhaps on 
Barabudur?). For vyapada among others Lalitavistara 59, 19; 248, 10; 349, 5, as one of 
the ten kle9a*s. 
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Two of the reliefs we must discuss separately, as they perhaps are 
names of persons and thereby give an indication of a particular sort as 
to the interpretation. They are No. 124 and 125. 

The first one has two inscriptions as mentioned above, caityavan- 
d a n a and suvarpavarpa. Brandes already thought of a connection 
between these inscriptions and the story of Suvarnavarpa as related in 
Rajendralala Mitra’s Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal. *) Told 
in brief the story is as follows. A certain merchant Divakara by name, 
who had become poor, came to MahSkel^yapa when he was head of the 
church and asked him for advice. The patriarch recommended him to 
perform the ceremony of lak§acaitya, the importance of which had been 
shewn by Buddha himself. The Lord had caused the vision of a crystal 
caitya to appear in the air surrounded by 100,000 other caitya's, brought 
them down to earth and instructed his hearers how to errect such caitya’s 
and honor them. Divakara followed this advice, acquired great riches 
and moreover a son, Suvarpavarpa. Once when his father was on a 
journey the son came into the Vepuvana and heard a monk singing 
gatha’s; the youth longed greatly to be received into the Order, but the 
monk could not allow that before the convert had received his parents 
sanction, so he was obliged to wait. Meanwhile he associated with pap- 
dita's, gramapa’s and brahmans, wrote down what he learned in a book 
and read it in his fathers garden, beyond the town. This garden adjoined 
the vUia of the minister Pracapda, who there enjoyed the company of 
the hetaera Ka^isundari. This lady fell in love with Suvarpavarpa, who 
however despised her. To gain her end she neglected an appointment 
with Pracapda and went into Suvarnavarpa's garden to captivate 
him. Pracapda sent in search of her, ill-treated her and ordered her to 
be put to death; but her executioner took to flight. Then the minister 
himself returned to kill her; she tried to climb over a wall, but failed, 
was knocked down by Pracapda and fell on a poisonous snake that kil¬ 
led her. The minister went to his own house, caused the garden of Su¬ 
varpavarpa to be searched and when the corpse was found the young 
man was arrested for the murder. The sentence of impalement was to be 
carried out, when DivSkara returned from his journey and besought the 
help of Snanda who had in the meantime become head of the church. 
The king revised the sentence but when the messengers arrived at the 
place of execution Suvarpavarpa was already placed on the stake, on the 

*) Not. 1886 p. 162—165. 
’) Calcutta 1882 p. 275—278. The Padma Thang Yig (Joum. asiat. 1923, II, p. 308 etc. 

gives another version of the same tale. 
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point of which however, through Ananda's influence alotuscushionhad 
appeared. Ananda informed SuvarDavar^a of the true state of things, 
Ka9isundari came back to life and was at her own request changed into 
a man. They both renounced the world and achieved the state of arhat 
and Pracartda falling from his high estate, soon followed their example. 

When Brandes made known his opinion that this was the story de¬ 
picted on the relief we speak of, only the reproduction on paper of the 
inscriptions was known to him; he had not seen the reliefs themsel¬ 
ves either in the original or reproduction; and it was indeed very temp¬ 
ting to bring these inscriptions caityavandana and suvanjavarDa into 
connection with a tale in which caitya-worship plays the chief part and 
Suvarijavarpa is the hero. After seeing the panel itself Prof. Kern was 
obliged to state “that the course of the story of Suvanjavarpa is very 
difficult to follow on the sculptures” ^). All the same the professor tried 
to find some incidents of the tale, on the reliefs, but unfortunately the 
wrong numbering of Cephas’ photos caused him to reckon the scenes as 
following each other from left to right, instead of from right to left, 
which as later appeared was the right order, according to the pradak- 
si^jia. It is then no wonder that the attempt was not very successful. The 
worship of the caitya, contrary to the tale, would follow the appearance 
of SuvarDavanja on the scene instead of preceding it; on the next 
relief (123) the left scene was unexplained while the right, an eminent 
person seated on a dais and conversing with two standing brahmans 
under the inscription ku^ala would represent Suvarijavarua learning 
wisdom from the teachers, a very unlikely scene, for we should expect 
to see the young man at his masters’ feet; finally No. 122, a man and 
woman walking in a wood would represent a meeting between Ka9isun- 
dari and Praca^ida or Suvarijavar^a, and this looks impossible for both 
persons: the woman carrying a pot and the man with some tool on his 
shoulder, are dressed in clothes worn by the very poorest natives of the 
desa; they are evidently a labourer and his wife journeying through a for¬ 
est. There is not the least trace of the rest of the story. But when we 
take the reliefs in the right order, it does not turn out any better, ex¬ 
cept that then the caitya precedes the appearance of Suvanjavanja. 
Then follows on No. 125, a man with seversJ women in a pavilion, ser¬ 
vants bearing dishes and making music, with the inscription susvara; 
next to that, a scene described by its inscription as a conversation be¬ 
tween eminent persons; and on No. 126 a heavenly scene with the in- 
disputable inscription svargga. However we consider them, not on any 

*) L.l. page 125. 
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of the adjoining reliefs, either those preceding or those that follow, can 
an5d;hing resembling the above tale of Suvaqiavarria be discovered. We 
can only come to the conclusion that his tale evidently does not give 
the subject for these reliefs. 

In the uncertainty of whether the story that really is represented 
may be found or whether it might possibly be hidden in the tale of 
king Suvanjavanja that occurs, in the Tibetan Jataka collection, 
to the existence of which Prof. Kem has already drawn attention 
(while its contents were unknown to him as well as to us) I will 
suggest a solution that seems not unacceptable. On other reliefs we 
find, as will be seen later, very often just next to each other, some or 
other good or evil deed or attribute and its result, while adjacent reliefs 
depict other deeds and their result, with no other connection than that 
those various separate examples of the law of cause and effect evidently 
follow one another in the text illustrated. So we may consider No. 124 
by itself without connection with the adjoining reliefs which possibly 
illustrate some other effect of the Karman. May not the explanation of 
this relief be simply this, that the virtuous deed of the caitya-worship 
finds its reward in a rebirth like Suvarnavarua? This last word is used 
as a personal name, but as one given to a new-born infant on account 
of some special attribute. Then the whole incident is one resembling the 
story of the 61st tale in the AvadSna^ataka; as reward for meritorious 
conduct in the honoring of a stupa, a person would be reborn into an 
eminent family, quite suffused with a golden glory, and therefore recei¬ 
ves the name of SuvaruSbha. In the same style is also, for instance 
Karma^ataka No. 23, where the heroine is really a female Suvarria- 
varpa and also miraculously bom with her characteristic golden glory. 
We should not wonder if the relief ought to be explained in this kind of 
way, but it can only be verified by the discovery of the text. 

May be the same sort of solution will apply to the second relief with 
a perhaps personal name, the next. No. 125. We read there sus vara, 
and susvara is, as Brandes *) has already noted, the name of a son of 
Garu(^." If theSusvara of the bas relief represents the same person ’ ’, writes 
Kem *), "we are unable to decide without knowledge of the episode de¬ 
picted. The figure is without any feature that resembles the form of Ga- 

') On p. 124. For further details see chapter VI. 
*) Compare I-tsing, A record of the Buddhist religion as practised in India and the Malay 

Archipela^ transl. Takakusu (1896) p. 119and 121. 
*) L. l.pag. 161. 

*) L.l.pag. 124. 
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ruda. This does not say much, for Buddhist art carried the anthropo¬ 
morphism of mythol(^ical beings still further than Brahman art.” 
The wholly human form of the chief figyre would be really no objec¬ 
tion for explaining it to be the son of Garuda, even though Garuda 
himself is always to be identified on the Barabudur by his bird-beak and 
is to be found in that form on this same series of reliefs. Probably 
we need not go so far for the explanation. To begin with, as already 
mentioned, in this scene there are musicians seated and their perfor¬ 
mance might easily be referred to as “melodious”. But in connection with 
what I have said about the former relief, it seems not impossible 
that the chief person bears the name of Susvara because, on account of 
some former service he has come into the world actually as a susvara, 
someone with a beautiful voice, just as the hero of Avadana^ataka No. 
67 is called Dundubhisvara, for the same reason. Here too it only be¬ 
comes us to speak of a , non liquet’; our remark is only intended as a 
warning not to be too positive about the son of Garuda in seeking the 
explanation. 

From this review of the information to be gained from the inscrip¬ 
tions about the nature of what is depicted, however scanty it may be, 
we find it does not deviate from the first impression of the meaning 
of these reliefs; i. e. to represent the hopeless inevitable circle of life 
and rouse the longing to escape from it. While such is the primary in¬ 
tention, the manner in which it is executed obliges us to take something 
else into consideration. As we have seen, some of the inscriptions make 
it very probable that — as it first appeared — a prescribed text has 
been followed; we cannot easily imagine that a text existed whose 
contents would consist only of "the samsara” without the various ma¬ 
nifestations of life being reviewed and explained. Such a text as is here 
illustrated must of course have arranged the diversity of the world of 
phenomena according to a fixed system, and tried to explain the law 
of cause and effect by a fixed rule. And moreover another intention ap¬ 
pears which is this: that in representing this series of good and evil 
deeds with their rewards and punishments which, specially in the second 
half of the reliefs, are clearly to be recognised, the educational element 
it contains will certainly have been considered, the frightfulness of sin, 
that brings its own punishment and the exhortation to virtue that brings 
always its own reward. Taking all this into consideration we are inclined 
to formulate as follows: — With the intention of leading the onlooker to 
contemplate the eternal circle of life and rousing him to long for the un- 
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derstanding of the creed that brings salvation, but at the same time 
in order to benefit his present existence, i. e. to preserve him from evil arid 
set him in the path towards good by examining the results of all deeds, 
— there is on the base of the Barabudur a text sculptured that brings 
before his eyes in regular sequence the working of the Karman, the law of 
cause and effect as it is manifested in reincarnation, in heaven and hell. 

Which text it may be we do not know. The dogma of re-incamation, 
common to all India, forms in its systematic treatment by the Bud¬ 
dhists according to Kern ^), a part of the Abhidharma and it is in parti¬ 
cular the Abhidharma of the Sarvastivadin school, about which some¬ 
thing more is known and that seems to have acquired a certain amount 
of general validity. Takakusu has given a most instructive review on 
the works of this school that remain to Chinese literature ^), they are 
all of comparatively later date. In Sanscrit nothing is left but a commen¬ 
tary on the celebrated Abhidharmakoga of Vasubandhu which, accor¬ 
ding to De la Vallee Poussin, goes back to the 2nd treatise of the Abhi¬ 
dharma of the Sarvastivadin’s®). Vasubandhu, when he wrote the work, 
was actu^ly a Hinayanistic Sarvastivadin, but the Ko^a is regarded 
by all Buddhists as an authority; the commentator Ya9omitra is a 
Sautrantika, Chinese and Japanese Mahayanists also follow this text *), 
We might perhaps presume the validity of such a Abhidharma among 
the founders of Barabudur, from which of course it does not in the least 
fallow that we should find in that document the explanation of this se¬ 
ries of reliefs ®). Various works whose contents refer to something of the 
sort as may be expected at Barabudur, judging by the titles and list 
of contents are actually known, as may be seen from Csoma’s index 
of the Kanjur ®). There we find mentioned in a Saddharmasmrtyupa- 
sthanam, the fruits and results of good and bad deeds, forms of reincarna¬ 
tion, rewards and punishments, with descriptions of heaven and hell ’) 

•) Gesch. V. h. Booddhisme I (1882) p. 334 and 358. 
*) The Abhidharma Literature of the Sarvastivadins, Joum, Pali Text Soc. 1905 p. 67— 

146. For the Abhidharma of other sects compare L6vi-Chavannes in Journ. asiat. 11:8 
(1916) p. 38 etc. 

•) See the article Q>smogony and Cosmology (Buddhist) in Encyclopaedia of Religion and 
EtWcs IV (1911) p. 130 and foil. The Abhidharmako9a is founded on the LokaprajMpti, 
first part of the Praj{iapti9a8tra. An edition of the Abhidharmako9a by de la Vall6e Poussin 
is now being published. 

•) For further details see Sylvain L6vi in Enc. Rel. Eth. I (1908) p. 20. 
•) Finot, B. E. F. E. O. 20 (1920) p. 142. 
•) According to Feer*s translation in Annales du Mus6e Guimet 2 (1881) which is here quo> 

ted. 

») P. 274 etc., Mdo XXII, 20 (fol. 118)—XXV (fol. 348). 
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elsewhere a ^ubhagubhaphalapariksa, a search for the fruits of good and 
evil deeds ^), then a discourse over the cause and effects of good and evil, 
an enumeration of different happy and unhappy conditions of human 
life, all resulting either from pious behaviour or sin in a former exis¬ 
tence *); finally we have in a ^ubh5gubhakarmavipakanirde9a, an¬ 
other work on the effects of good or evil conduct ®). This list might be 
enlarged but it is enough to shew that texts with contents of the same 
kind as what we imagine for the covered base of Barabudur were not 
uncommon. 

Although for the whole series there is at present no actual text at 
our service, one part of it we shall be able to examine with more detail. 
We mean the reliefs on which are found consecutively some scenes in 
hell, No. 86—92*), while the four next-following reliefs that evidently 
represent reincarnations into animals and other non-human beings, are 
connected with them. The heavens too it may be worth while to com¬ 
pare with what can be found in the literature, although the data for 
them are far less clear than what we have for the hells, for, the same 
as with other religions, the Buddhists have given much more care 
to depicting the punishments of the hereafter and the details of the 
fate which there awaits sinners, than in describing the uniform and 
rather monotonous joys of heaven. Besides it is a well-known fact 
that though we can speak of a special Buddhist system of hells, they 
chiefly made use of the general Indian, partly antiquated popular 
ideas, in any case existing before and outside Buddhism. There was 
the more reason for this because the whole idea of hell and al| that 
belongs to it, is quite foreign to the fundamental principle of the Bud¬ 
dhist creed ®). 

It is probably because the Buddhist hells have originated in rather va¬ 
gue and not strictly-defined popular belief, that the descriptions gather- 

*) P. 278, Mdo XXVI, 4 (fol. 193—197). 
«) P. 287, Mdo XXX, 8 (fol. 303—320). 
») Ibid. 9 (fol. 320—336). 
*) IJzerman first called attention to the hell-scenes of Barabudur in Tijdsehr. Aardr. Gen. 

2: 16 (1899) p. 330—334. 
•) Kern, in Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 71 (1916) p. 418 (Verspr. Geschr. V (1916) p. 238). „B^Jd- 

dliism denies the existence of the human soul, and what the living do not possess cannot 
remain alive after death. When man dies, the five elements from which he is formed, the 
Skandha*s, Pali Khanda's, disappear and only the Karman (Pali Kammaip) remains, that is, 
the good and evil deeds which the man has performed during life. This Karman has the 
power to create a new being that is believed to be the rebirth of the deceased whose Karman 
decides its fate. Between a man’s deathand what is looked upon as his rebirth, there is nothing 
but the Karman. If this is so what beings are there who live in heU before their re-birth V* 
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ed from various sources of the torments made use of and the divers sins 
to be punished, differ very much from one another. This holds good not 
only of Northern tradition compared to the Southern but even among 
writings belonging to the same church. Accepted by all, is finally the 
existence of 8 hells with their own fixed names; but even about these 
8 there is no agreement as to what happens in them and what sort of 
people are sent there. The belief is not general that each hell is sur¬ 
rounded by sixteen utsada’s or sub-hells; and besides where the exist¬ 
ence of these is accepted, we search in vain for a description of the 
16 X 8 = 128 utsada's, that were to have been all together; only of 
16 in all is any detailed report given. Thus we find distinctly by the 
Northern and in a more restriced way by the Southern Buddhists, ac¬ 
count given sometimes of 8 more large “cold” hells, in contrast to 
the 8 first-mentioned “warm” ones; the description of these is very 
slight and does not say much more than that sinners are exposed to 
intense cold which torments their bodies in various ways, while the 
difference between these hells consists more in the duration of time 
to be passed there rather than in the pains suffered. To sum up: in 
the detailed descriptions of the Buddhist hells, we find everywhere 
the 8 warm, sometimes the 8 cold, sometimes as well the 16 utsada’s 
or similar places of torture, up to a maximum of 16, thus 32 descrip¬ 
tions at most, out of the number of hells and utsada's or secondary 
hells that are theoretically believed to exist ^). 

In case something systematic is intended in the consecutive pictures 
of hells on the Barabudur, we may expect to find, first of all, the 8 gene¬ 
rally-accepted great warm hells, and then we may see if an5d;hing more is 
represented and if so, whether we can refer it to descriptions of the 
'cold' hells, of the utsada's or some other sort of small hells. It will then 
be advisable to begin by restricting ourselves exclusively to the 8 large 
hells and then of course specially study what is to be learned from the 
Mahayanistic sources; what cannot be accounted for there, we can al¬ 
ways seek in the Hinayanistic literature which may have preserved some 
detail that has been lost elsewhere. While as we have already said, the 
Mahayanistic data do not in the least agree with each other, we can 

*) De la Valine Poussin in his Encyclopaedia article mentions as the most important sources 
of information about Buddhist hells: Abhidharmako9avy&khya fol. 256; Kalpadruma (ed. 
S'arad Chandra, Calcutta 1908) p. 5; MahSvastu (ed. Senart 1882) I p. 4—26; NSgarjuna's 
already mentioned letter in Joum. Pali Text. Soc. 1886; Candragomin's fisyalekhanama 
Dharmaldlvyam pub. by Minayeff in Zapiski 4 (1889) p. 29—52; Paflcagati, ed. Peer (see 
helow).; Beal, Catena (see below) I 138; DivySvadana p. 375; Majjhima No. 129; Kathfivatthu 
X.X, 3. 
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begin for the present by gleaning details here and there from various 
sources and searching among them for anything that coincides with 
what is depicted on the reliefs. 

Now the most important sources, the Indian Mah5y5nistic writings, 
casu quo the original Hinayanistic ones adopted by the MahaySna, 
being mostly lost or not yet found, and those preserved being not 
published, the most accessible are the Chinese translations, first made 
known in a collection by Landresse i) while later Beal in his Catena 
has evidently made use of some collection from the same sources ®). 
This latter is more comprehensive and rather important because he dis¬ 
tinctly states that he follows the school of the above-mentioned 
Sarvastivadin’s. To this we can add the few data to be gleaned from 
the “Friendly Letter” of Nagarjuna ®), especially in the commentary, 
and a Tibetan translation of the Panca^iksani^amsasutra preserved 
in the Kanjur, which has been the foundation of Peer's study on 
L’enfer indien®). Possibly we may find other assistence of quite a 
different sort in the representations of hell on the East side of the 
gallery of Angkor-Vat. This is of course not a Buddhist monument, 
but according to Coedes the 32 hells show a Mahayanist Buddhist 
origin; curiously enough they have also short inscriptions giving 
the name of the place of torment and the people who are being punish¬ 
ed®). There are only about four reproductions of these reliefs to be 
found so that it is impossible for us to judge of the way in which 
these hells are treated; it can only be noted from the inscriptions 
that the sequence is not the accepted one, to which I add my own im¬ 
pression when visiting Angkor-Vat, that the reliefs found there show 
very little resemblance to those of Barabudur. There may perhaps be 
no reason to regret that we are unable to bring these representations in- 

*) In a note to R6musat's Fo5 Koue Ki (1836) p. 296—300. 
*) Beal, A Catena of Buddhist scriptures from the Chinese (1871) p. 56—65. I could not 

get the 2d ed. of this. 
•) Translated from Tibetan by Wenzel in Joum. Pali Text Soc. 1886 p. 1—32, and from 

Chinese by Beal Suh-ki-li-kih-kin (1892). 
*) This work originally borrowed from the Pali canon, is translated by Peer in Annales 

Mus6e Guimet 5 (1883) p. 230—243. 
•) Journ, asiat, 8: 20 (1892) p. 185—232. 
•) Coedds, Les bas-reliefs d'Angkor-Vat, Bull. Comm. arch6oL de ilndochine 1911 p. 203 

—208. 

^) Delaporte, Voyage au Cambodge (1880) p. 227—229; Fournereau, Les mines khmdres 
(1890) pi. 94; De Beyli6, *L'Architecture hindoue en Extreme Orient (1907) p. 103; Aymonier, 
Le Cambodge III (1903) p. 531. A set of photos and cliches are to be seen in Paris, Academic 
des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres. 
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to this examination. Further for the Hinayanist tradition, besides the 
three descriptions of the MahSvastu, there is a Pancagati-dipanam to be 
mentioned as well as an important modern Cambodian writing Trai- 
Phum *). 

The eight great hells are as follows; 
1. Sanjiva. 
Sinners *); who have committed sins of body, mind, words or thoughts; 

(T. M. C.) who have murdered other human beings; (P.) who through de¬ 
sire, folly, fear or anger have killed, used violence or done injury. 

Punishment: they get long sharp iron nails and tear each other with 
them or with knives and swords; (T.) the hell-servants roast them, cut 
them to pieces and pierce them; (N.) they are forked up with sharp in¬ 
struments and their limbs cut off; (M.) also then hung upside down; (P.) 
they are continually flogged. 

2. Kalasutra. 
Sinners: who had no respect for father, mother, Buddha or monks; 

(T.) liars; (M.) those who tortured, killed or burnt living creatures; (A.) 
who sowed the seeds of discord, covetous people; (P.) those who did in¬ 
jury to father, mother or friends, also evil-speakers and liars; (C.) 
thieves. 

Punishment: they are bound with red-hot iron chains, their limbs 
and heads cut off with an iron axe, their limbs sawn asunder; (T.) they 
are tortured with red-hot weapons, cut to pieces and forced to drink 
their own blood: (M. N. P.) they are sawn to pieces like trees and split 
up with tools. 

3. Samghata. 
Sinners: those who have done wickedness by one of the three evil 

deeds from hate, envy and anger; (A.) the murderous and evil minded; 
(P.) those who killed animals especially (M.) insects; (C.) adulterers. 

Punishment: mountains fall on and crush them; iron elephants stamp 
them flat; they are crushed fine in iron mortars, and rocks fall on them; 
(P.) they are tortured in a bloody way (not further described). 

*) Pub. in Joum. Pali Text Soc. 1884p. 152—161;transl. inA.M. G. 1.1. p.514—520. Besides 
sources given in above notes, there is in Jataka 530 a review of the hells. 

•) Comm, by Roesk6, L'enfer cambodgien, Joum. asiat. 11: 4 (1914) p. 587—606. How 
much the more modem hell-pictures can differ even while they return to authentic old tradi¬ 
tion, is to be seen for instance, as regards Tibet in Schreve, Ein Besuch im Buddhistischen 
Purgatorium, Zeitschr. Deutsch. Morg. Gesellsch. 65 (I911).p. 471—486. 

•) We shall keep to the Chinese data and note exceptions as follows: T (Tibetan Paftca^ik- 
axpsasiltra); N (Nagarjuna-commentary); M (Mahavastu); A (Angkor-reliefs); P 

(Paftcagati) and C (Cambodian Trai Phum,). 

Barabudur 5 
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4. Raurava. 
Sinners: murderers and poisoners; (T.) thieves and burglars; (M.)in¬ 

cendiaries etc.; (A.) debtors; (P.) torturers of living animals and decei¬ 
vers; (C.) liars. 

Punishment: they are boiled in iron kettles; (T.) they are fried and 
smoked and (P.) burnt; (N.) they are pushed into an iron house and 
set on fire. 

5. Maharaurava. 
Sinners: heretics and wicked people; (T.) adulterers, also (M.) des¬ 

troyers of serpents etc.; (P.) those who make away with the property 
of gods, brahmans or guru entrusted to them; (C.) those who get dnmk. 

Punishment: after being boiled as in Raurava, or put under iron axes 
and knives, they are roasted and fried; (T.) they climb trees with cruel 
thorns and fight one another; are thrown down on to iron spikes set in 
the red-hot ground; shut up in iron pots; fiery coals forced into their 
mouths; (N.) they are set on fire in a house no bigger than a box; (P.) 
they are tortured in a fiery furnace. 

6. Tapana. 
Sinners: those who have roasted and fried animals for food; (T.) 

drunkards; (M.) those who have caused living beings to be tom to pieces 
by wild animals; (P.) those who set fire to a forest with animals in it 
and (C.) those who kill unawares and destroy kingdoms and villages. 

Punishment: they are burned inside and out, in a space surrounded by 
iron walls; (T.) they are dragged like a fish, on a hook along a red-hot 
floor and molten iron poured down their throats; (N.) they are roasted 
and then beaten with red hot hammers on a hot floor; (M.) stamped fine, 
eaten by animals. 

7. PratSpana. 
Sinners: those who despise and reject what is good and give themsel¬ 

ves over to evU; (P.) those who ignore the law and rejoice over injustice 
and torture living creatures; (C.) those who carry on the five sorts of il¬ 
legal business ^). 

Punishment: they are burnt in a space between red-hot iron walls 
with rivers and hills of fire and stuck up on iron forks as well; (N.) bound 
with red-hot chains, then thrown head-downwards into a cauldron; 
(P.) put into a furious fiery furnace. 

8. Avici. 
Sinners: those who have committed the very worst sins; (T.) liars; 

*) These were 1, exhorbitant prices; 2, products of the chase; 3, weapons, traps; 4, fishes; 
5, drugs and alcohol. 
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(A.) those living in luxury, who do nothing but sin; (P.) those who have 
wronged people of high quality and killed father, mother, guru or a fol¬ 
lower of Buddha, or (C.) caused the blood of a Buddha to flow, or mur¬ 
dered an arhat or violated an arhati or as monk caused schism in 
the congregation. 

Punishment: they suffer indescribable never-ending pains in a place 
where fire flames out of the walls and from of the jaws of the monsters 
that are there, with a seven-corded network of iron, 18 incense vases 
and 7 rows of sword-trees (see below) etc.; (P.) they are tom limb from 
limb and they burn in a terrible fire; (N. M.) it is one great furnace. 

Let us now look at reliefs No. 86 and those following. Up to and in¬ 
cluding 92 we find regularly on each relief four scenes, of which clearly 
two represent crimes and two the corresponding punishments. First of 
all we see two men fighting and as punishment also two men attacking 
one another with long sharpened nails, the asinakha’s, to be found ac¬ 
cording to the preceding review in the first hell, Sanjiva. Then comes 
two people skinning a sheep and as punishment some one’s head is 
being sawn by two hell-servants while a third stands ready with a 
knife for the next torture. This torment seems to belong to the 2nd hell 
Kalasutra and we begin to suspect that the ordinary sequence of the 
hells is that of these reliefs. A bird placed above the asinakha’s may be 
the bird with an iron beak that occurs in Landresse as well as in the 
Pancagati in one of the utsada’s, and in the last-named work is des¬ 
cribed immediately before the asinakha’s. 

The next hell (No. 87) with a mountain falling on the evildoers must 
undoubtedly be the 3rd hell Samghata; besides the miscreants are being 
chased by a beast resembling a dog, may be only intended for one of 
the Yama dogs well-known in Java and Bali, or it may be in particvilar 
one of the dogs or wolves which both Northern and Southern tradition 
(Landresse, NSgarjuna, Pancagati) mention as occuring in a subhell 
and which also on Barabudur are placed outside the great hells, as 
will be seen by relief 92. On the left of the hell-mountain and evidently in 
connection with it, a person sits, smoking out a nest of rats or some such 
animals, with a torch; this can hardly be meant for anything else than one 
of the sins punished in the Samghata, though everywhere else the sins 
are placed on the right of the hells. On the right of the SamghSLta there is 
something else to be seen; a man is being trodden to death by an ele¬ 
phant while a woman sits looking on. Because of its place this might be 

See Peer p. 518, 
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a crime also pimishable in the SaipghSta, but as we found above 
the being-stamped to death by an elephant mentioned as one of the 
punishments in that hell it is quite possibly that we have here also 
not a crime but a torture in hell. The woman as spectator is rather 
unaccounted for. The two scenes on the left of this relief, follow each 
other in regular order: a man who murders another with a sword, and 
as punishment, two men being wounded by gigantic thorns of trees. 
This torture is mentioned above as belonging to Maharaurava; keeping 
to the regular order of hells, they would on the Barabudur be ascribed 
to Raurava, while the Nagarjuna-commentary as well as the Panca- 
gati and the Trai Phum refer this ^almali-wood to an utsada *). 

The first hell of the next relief (No, 88) is evidently the 5th of the list, 
Maharaurava, where the victim leaning forward gets his torn-out tongue 
nailed with a stick to what surely represents something on fire; the 
preceding crime is not as easy to distinguish, two men face each other, 
one of whom holds up his hand before the other who has something like 
a bell or flower in his hand. This much is certain, that the sin is not 
one of bodily violence but rather some sort of swindle or cheating. The 
whole scene resembles what the Trai Phum relates about dishonest mer¬ 
chants whose tongues are tom out and fastened to red-hot irons •). The 
sixth sinner hits his opposite neighbor a blow for which he is punished 
by being chased by a dog and a bird (see above) till he throws himself 
into the burning Tapana. 

The first part of No. 89 is quite clear; two men are boiling fish and 
turtles in a kettle and are then themselves put into a large kettle with 
others on to a cheerfully glowing fire, a scene that may well represent 
Pratapana. The second part of this relief brings us to the most horrible 
of all hells, Avici, and that this is evidently the meaning we see by the 
crime, a man with a sword on the point of killing a woman sitting in 
front of him. The fact of it being a woman agrees with the awful sin of 
matricide punished in Avici. The sinners are dragged by the minions of 
hell into a fiery furnace inside a wall. 

Taking all together there seems no reasonable doubt that on the re¬ 
liefs 86—89 the sculptors have intended to represent the 8 great hells 
with the sins that bring men into their torments. In the main, we may con- 

*) As will be seen here below, the hell-elephant is also known in Bali. 
*) Roesk6*s article p. 601. 
*) See page 600. The Tibetan source gives the pushing and pouring of molten metal, the 

MahEvastu also, but as taking place in a sub-hell. The Suhfllekha too mentions this punish¬ 
ment. 
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sider that sufficient points of resemblance appear in the reliefs and the 
tradition of the sources, while the exceptions in minor matters seem of 
little importance where the sources themselves differ so widely. In any 
cases what is found on the Barabudur becomes valuable on account of 
its being itself a new and unimpeachable document for further research 
in the current representations of the Buddhist hells. A text must of ne¬ 
cessity have existed, a text authorized by the sanction of a distinct sect, in 
contrast to the hitherto known Northern and Southern sources, in which 
the system of Buddhist hells must have appeared exactly such as is 
depicted on the Barabudur. 

There are still three reliefs left that also represent scenes in hell, in 
the same manner as before, giving twice one crime and one hell-torment 
on each panel. There is nothing among them that looks like a cold hell, 
but we see some traces that can be recognised in the descriptions of 
the utsada’s. It is there we must look for the meaning of these follow¬ 
ing scenes. I shall first give a short description of their contents. On 
.No. 90 we see people drinking, one of them embracing a woman; as 
punishment they are standing in water lifting up their feet with signs 
of pain. What follows is indistinct: a figure kneels before two seated per¬ 
sons with some more standing by, the punishment is also very much da¬ 
maged but it is suffered in the water like the one before. The first crime in 
No. 91 shews people in conversation and is probably lying or deceit; the 
criminals in hell are treading on sharp spikes, evidently grass that shoots 
up out of the ground. Next comes the sin of killing birds with clubs and 
blow-pipes; the hell-scene a group of men under a sword tree, the asi- 
patra, whose leaves are swords that fall on to the sinners^). Then we see on 
No. 92, a man and woman embracing near to a seated, evidently sleep¬ 
ing man, possibly a case of adultery; in hell the criminal takes flight 
up a tree pursued by a dog or wolf and a hell-servant with a spear. 
The last part represents murder with a sword and a hell-scene where 
the sinners are chased into the water by executioners armed with clubs 
and swords. 

This can surely be no systematic display of the utsada’s, for there are 
only six scenes of torment represented instead of sixteen. It is, as be¬ 
fore, impossible to refer to a distinct system and we can only examine 
which of the six (or rather five recognisable) tortures can be discovered 
in the literature and in which hell they are there placed. Although just 
these six, from among the various torments of the utsada’s, appear on the 

*) The sequence of walking on pointed swords and spears and the sword-tree is also found 
in Tibetan writings, see ^)arad Candra in Joum, Buddh. Text Soc, I, 3 (1893) p. 14 etc. 
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Baxabu^ur without our being able to know why the others are left out, 
it is surely a noticeable fact that in some of the sources, these same six, 
at least most of them, ^e closely connected and supposed to be enac¬ 
ted near one another in the sub-hell that is generally known by the 
name of the river Vaitarapi. The fullest account we find collected in the 
11th small hell of Landresse ^). There we read of a river that exhales 
poisonous vapors, with iron spikes in it to wound its victims, on its 
banks are sword trees made all of swords and when the wretches press 
on their feet *) their skin and flesh gets tom. Wild beasts attack them, so 
they are forced to throw themselves again into the river. We see here 
collected a good deal of what is represented on the Barabudur and that 
this combination belongs not only to the Chinese sources, or was origi¬ 
nated and elaborated there, is proved by the nearly similar description 
in the Trai Phum *) which speaks even more minutely of the iron spikes 
in the river banks, of flowers as sharp as daggers, and where the hell- 
servants play a more important part by hunting the criminals with 
weapons to make them plunge into the water, just as in the Mahavastu 
they draw their victims on the fiery river bank with iron hooks. This kind 
of thing makes it clear that a tradition must have existed, and that 
an ancient one, when Southern and Northern authorities agree on 
this point, bringing the five torments depicted on the Barabudur into 
close connection; in this way it becomes comprehensible that just 
these and no other utsada torments occur on the monument. The dam¬ 
aged sixth torment, also in a river, shews some pots and pans, this may 
mean the drinking of molten metal, also a custom of Vaitara^ii *). There 
is one difference; that while in the descriptions mentioned above, the 
same criminals imdergo the whole series of torments, on the Barabudur, 
the insertion of a crime between them, makes it probable that in these 
six cases, six different sorts of sinners are intended and therefore per¬ 
haps these torments were not reckoned to be locally connected. 

Before tuijiing to the following reliefs that have nothing to do with 
hell, we ought to fix our attention on what we can learn from a native 
source about the Hindu-Javan conception of hell. This dates from 
some centuries later than Barabu^tu*, but its comparison with the mo¬ 
nument is nevertheless, or perhaps for that reason, very instructive. 
There we find a great many of the punishments pourtrayed on the re- 

*) See page 297. 
*) Grass is not mentioned by naik&e; on the relief this is undoubtedly intended. 
•) Pag. 596. 
*) The commentary on Nag&rjuna's Letter (vs. 79 p. ?3) is very positive on this point. 
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liefs, but without any system, all mixed up and all considered to have 
a place in "the” hell and all inflicted casually upon the sinners without 
any particular punishment being attached to a particular crime. Our 
reference to this source, the Kunjarakarija legend published by Prof. 
Kem is the more justified because, finding such a confused mass of 
hell-descriptions, makes us think that in addition to what was compiled 
from the literature, pictured or sculptured representations must have 
helped to furnish material. We know that this kind of thing has occur- 
ed in another part of Buddhist art, where details depicted by Hellenist 
sculptors of the Gandhtra-reliefs have found their way into literature *). 
In the same way, the casual placing next one another of hell-torments 
in the Kunjarakarua is less easy to explain if they were drawn only 
from written sources, but quite comprehensible if they were compiled 
chiefly from describing what could be seen passing before the eye on a 
monument such as the Barabudur. 

This possible interchange between sculpture and literature, as well as 
the remarkable way in which all sorts of data found on the monument 
appear to be taken into the Hindu-Javan tradition of the Kunjara- 
karua, makes the insertion of a rather lengthy quotation from this work 
seem adviseable. It begins at the moment when the yak§a Kunjarakarria 
at the command of the Jina Vairocana, is visiting hell and turns along 
the wide road that leads to damnation *). "He came to a stand at the 
edge of the field Agnikorova (Agnitorapa?). The boundary was cut 
off by fire in the middle of Bhumipattana. There were the sword-trees, 
whose leaves are swords, their blossoms spikes, and their thorns like 
weapons. Their thickness is that of a pinangtree and their height 10 
cubits. The shadow of them stretches out to 10 lak§a’s over sharp- 
pointed grass; the bushes are daggers and knives. This is where the 
wicked undergo the five sorts of earthly suffering, chased and tortured 
by the servants of Yama. What were the punishments, that Kunjara- 
karua saw there? The head of one sinner was being cut off, others were 
being chained (or tortured), the arse of others cut open, then they were 
beaten with iron clubs, their skuUs split open till the brains fell out, then 
their feet bruised by hundreds, all battered, next pierced on to spears as 
thick as a pinangtree and 10 cubits long, by hundreds at a time. To 
what can we liken them ? They were even as locusts threaded on a string. 

*) In Verhand. Kon. Acad. v. Wetensch., Afd. Letterk. N. R. Ill, No. 3 (1901). A Middle 
Javan poetical version is described by Juynboll, Suppl. Cat. Jav. HS. I (1907) p. 279. 

*) See Foncher, L'art gr6co-bouddhique du Gandh&ra I (1905) p. 361 and 399. 
*) This quotation will be found on p. 25—27 and 31 of Prof. Kern's publication. 
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They wept and sobbed, some calling piteously on their father and mo¬ 
ther, others on their wives and children for help. And there were yak§a- 
birds.^alled Sisantana (Asipatatra?) birds of evil, whose wings were 
knives, whose claws were swords, claws as cruel as the weapon of Indra. 
Hundreds of these creatures flew from the swordtrees and attacked 
the wicked ones, while at the same time they were bitten by thousands 
of yak§a dogs with monstrous heads. Some were bitten on the neck, 
some had their bellies ripped open_All those pursued by the ser¬ 
vants of Yama were caught and stuck on to iron spears as thick as an 
arm and 1 cubit 1 roh long. They were then pierced through from 
the arse to the skull in the last agonies. Some fled for shelter to the 
sword trees, in troops of thousands clustered together. They thought 
the trees would give them shelter when they came there. Then the birds 
shook the trees which were full of sharp blades and those who sought 
shelter were crushed to pieces.... A still greater disappointment was 
prepared for them; the sound of rippling water like the water of a 
lake. That will be good to drink they thought. And they rushed to¬ 
wards it in crowds. But when they came there, their feet trod on sharp- 
pointed grass; their feet were pierced, the blood spurted out and they 
fell as if wounded by weapons. 

Kunjarakarpa stood still. When he turned his eyes to the South he 
saw the Samghata-parvata’s (two) mountains of iron continually grind¬ 
ing one against the other. There the wicked ones were punished, forced 
into the opening between the iron mountains which revolved like a wind¬ 
mill and looked like Smprit birds on the wing. Yet still the servants of 
Yama were not satisfied, therefore again (the evildoers) were tortured, 
beaten with iron clubs as thick as pinangstems. Others were pierced 
with spears of 10 cubits long, by hundreds at a time.... Suddenly the 
sound of blows; thump! thump! they were being beaten continually 
with a club; thump bang! smack! pieces sticking out every where. 
In this manner the servants of Yama did their work, torturing the evil¬ 
doers who groaned with pain. After this they were hung up and fire was 
lighted (beneath them).” 

Later on Kuhjarakarpa asks Yama for what reason a hell-cauldron 
is being prepared. He is told: "As concerning the kettle, the reason it 
is being put on, cleaned out and got ready is that a certain wicked man 
is soon to be placed therein. His sins are innumerable; a hundred years 
long he will be boiled in the cauldron. After he has been bc^ed in the 
cauldron, yak§a-birds with the faces of yak^a’s will seize him and take 
him to the swordtrees pushing and pressing him into their thorns which 
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are vajra’s a cubit and a roh long, and thick as a pinang tree. The 
vajra's are sharp as swords. The Yak§amukha’s bring fire which starts 
into a blaze beneath him. His body smoulders, he is neither dead nor 
aJive. Thus will he be tortured for a thousand years.” 

Such are the torments of hell according to the later Hindu-Javan 
views. Before leaving this text, we must call attention to one theory, not 
directly concerning the hells, but which has importance as regards the 
Javan idea of reincarnation. This is where Yama replies to the question 
whether the dwellers in hell can be bom again on to the earth ^). This is 
actually possible, they return into the world first as obnoxious creatures, 
worms, leeches etc, then as those of a higher scale, beetles, ants etc, after 
that as creatures used for food, such as locusts, moles, snails, then as 
birds and finally as four-footed animals. Then they are on the way to be¬ 
come men, at first deficient ones, blind, deaf or hunchback; at last a 
human being, well-shaped but impotent, epileptic, idiotic or suchlike. 
"These are the distinctive marks of those who come from Yama’s king¬ 
dom.” Prof. Kem has already remarked that this distinctly Darwinian 
theory of evolution is by no means reconciliable with the general Indian 
theories. It is therefore important to note that it is no later-Javan fa¬ 
brication but will be found in less diffuse form in a work quoted by 
Beal’), BuddhSnusmrtisamadhisutra. The fact that this theory is found 
in the Indian work mentioned as well as in the later-Javan one, makes 
it very probable that this may also be the conception familiar to the 
founders of Barabudur. This idea may have little direct importance 
for the explanation of the reliefs, but will surely be of use in the search 
for the text that was followed. 

Another peculiarity, perhaps not unimportant, concerns the shape of 
the cauldrons. They are ordinary oval or oblong metal vessels. Later on 
we find in East Java quite another shape. At the temple Jajaghu near 
Tumpang, dated 1268 or soon after, the hell-cauldrons have the shape of 
a bull whose cut out back is ready to receive the victims doomed to 
torture’). Here we have of course the t3,mragomukha, the cauldron 
with a bull’s head, well-known to literature. This conception must be 
much older than the sanctuary named; for, so far as we know the first 
mention of the tamragomukha, is found already in an inscription that 

‘) Pag. 32 sq. 
') On p. 19 of hia intxoduction. 
*) Catena p. 65. 
*) See Brandea. Tjandi Djago (1904) photo No. 31, 33, 117, 119 and pag. 49, 57, and 73 of 

the tejrt. 
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can be dated before 943 ^), not so very far removed from the Middle- 
Java period. That this shape of cauldron is not found at all on Barabu- 
dur seems to us another proof that the character of the Barabu^ur hells 
is derived clearly and directly from Indian sources, not yet modified by 
native influences. 

The reliefs of Jajaghu are of little use for comparison with Barabu^ur; 
they represent *) the Kunjarakarija legend here alluded to but they are 
not very distinct and little work has been made of details. Quadru¬ 
peds, birds of prey, hell fiends beast-headed, and swordtrees are to 
be seen, but little else; the torture of being hung to a tree by the nose is 
quite a different sort to those belonging to the Indian tradition repre¬ 
sented on the Barabudur. It is quite apparent that in Bali more points 
of resemblance are found with East Java than with the Barabudur sce¬ 
nes; from information given by Juynboll about them®) we note that, be¬ 
sides dogs and birds, there is an elephant that tramples on the victims, a 
noticeable peculiarity with regard to relief No. 87. Swordtrees, and 
mountains that shut together are nor wanting and among the crimes 
punished is the killing of animals with a blow-pipe, just as on Barabu¬ 
dur. Reincarnation into animals or as ghosts, is also described. In addi¬ 
tion to these, all sorts of Malay-Polynesian ideas are mixed up with 
them; it is typical that in the different departments of hell (there is 
only one) every misdeed is punished by a separately appointed bhuta 
with a Balinese i. e. Malay-Polynesian name. 

We now turn to the four reliefs that immediately follow on the hell- 
scenes, No. 93—96. We must avoid extensive description and keep to 
the chief point, that evidently all four panels represent creatures such 
as human beings are bom into, according to their deeds. On No. 93 is 
seen first, a group of birds, peacocks, geese, doves, parrots, then a group of 
quadrupeds, horse, deer, cattle. On No. 94 we find garuda’s and naga’s, 
on No. 95 a figure that with its swollen belly, emaciated body, deformed 
head and unkempt hair must in our opinion represent a preta. No. 96, 
last of this group shews among other things, yak§a's. From 97 onwards 
they give entirely only ordinary human beings, these we shall not dis¬ 
cuss. The four mentioned seem intended to shew how less guilty 
sinners who need not suffer in hell are nevertheless given their deserts 
in reincarnation as birds, quadrupeds, garuda, naga, preta or yak$a. 

*) Brandes, Verb. Bat. Gen. 60 (1913) p. 75. 
>) Ini. Hind. Jav. konst (1923) II p. 116 and foil. 
*) Die Hdlle und die Hdllenstrafen nach dem Volksglauben aof Bali, Baesster-Archiv 4 

(1914) p. 78—86 and 293 etc. The following particnlars are taken from the Bimaswarga. 
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The crimes for which these punishments are given are only here and 
there distinguishable on the relief; the quadruped is someone who has 
beaten a tied-up victim with a stick, while the preta in his former exis¬ 
tence, turned a deaf ear to suppliants. Very little is to be gathered on 
these matters, from Chinese sources; all sorts of preta’s are mentioned 
with the addition that they owe this incarnation to their greedy or 
miserly character, then follows a discourse about the animals and the 
explanation that the kind of animal selected for the reincarnation is de¬ 
termined by the nature of the former existence; no fuller particulars are 
given ^). The Pancagati is more expansive, its Southern tradition na¬ 
turally had no direct influence on the Barabudur pictures, but from this 
we can select some details to give an idea of the ruling opinions in this 
matter *). 

The pleasure-loving reappear as geese, cranes, and donkeys, the fools 
as worms, the angry as snakes, the proud, the haters, as dogs and asses, 
the cowards and envious, as apes, the gossips and shameless as ravens; 
those who ill-treat animals as parrots, scorpions, tigers, jackals, bears, 
vultures etc.; the angry and cruel become naga’s, those who offer sacri¬ 
fice in anger and the haughty, become garuda’s. Then come the different 
kinds of preta's ®), those who deprive others of food, ill-treat or deceive 
the sick, are incurably lazy or greedy, neglect to offer gifts and hinder 
others from doing so, are miserly, desire other men’s goods, speak evil 
words in anger, are cruel, unfeeling or quarrelsome etc. Those who kill 
and eat animals and force others to do the same, become raksasa’s and 
the angry and drunkards become yaksa’s. We need not continue the 
list, but just notice that the becoming a preta as the result of refusing 
to offer gifts, is common to the tradition of the Pancagati as well as that 
of Barabudur. 

As regards the sequence we can learn from Tibetan source that there 
are mentioned consecutively 1. the hells, 2. reincarnation as animals, 
3. preta’s, 4, gods, 5. strangers, especially savages, 6. those afflicted with 
deformity, 7. followers of false creeds (mithyadar9apam) 8. people of a 
Buddha-less period ^). 

Now a few words about the heavens, which are also found in great 

') Beal, Catena p. 67 and foil. 
•) Sec vs, 45—65 of the text or p. 520—523 of Peer's translation. 
•) According to Nftg&rjuna's Letter, preta's in general suffer through greed, hunger and 

thirst, heat and cold» exhaustion and fear. ^ 
*) ^^arad Candra Das, 11. p. 5 note. In other places the hell conies at the end. after gods, de¬ 

mons. man^ aniinals and preta's. 
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numbers on the Barabu^ur, in many cases identified by the inscription 
svargga ^). This shall be done briefly because what the sources tell 
us about the Buddhist heavens gives very little help for explaining the 
reliefs. It is true the system of the heavens is pretty well fixed, but we 
hear nothing of the difference between the different sorts of heavens 
and need not be surprised that all the heavens on the Barabudur 
resemble one another and are nearly all distinguished in the saitne 
way by a wishing tree with or without kinnara's. Meanwhile let us add 
a short review of the system of these heavens; especially because in 
the Lalitavistara on the first gallery, various kinds of heavenly gods 
appear, it will be better to give some attention to their place in the 
Buddhist cosmos. 

The heavens are divided into three kinds, those of the KSmadhitu, the 
Rupadhatu, and the Arupadhatu. This last, the shapeless world, naturally 
cannot be represented. In the Kamadhatu is the lowest heaven half-way 
on Meru that which belongs to the guardians of the four points of the com¬ 
pass, the so-called Four Great Kings with their attendant Caturmahara- 
jakayika-gods. Then comes, on the top of Meru, the heaven of the Trayas- 
trim^a’s, the three and thirty gods with Qakra or Indra, king of the gods 
at their head. Beyond that, .disappearing into the clouds, we find one 
after the other the Yama’s, the Tu§ita’s where the future Buddha lives 
before his last incarnation, the Nirma^arati’s and the Paranirmitavaga- 
vartin’s (or ParanirmaDava^in’s). The Rupadhatu or Brahma-world con¬ 
tains the heavens of four sorts of dhyana. Those of the first dhyana 
are the heavens of the Brahmapar§adya’s or Brahmakayika’s, Brahma- 
purohita’s and Mahabrahma^a’s; in the second are found consecutively, 
the Parittabha's, the Apramauabha's and the Abhasvara’s; in the third, 
the Paiitta9ubha's, Apramaija^ubha’s and Qubhakrtsna’s. Finally the 
heavens of the fourth dhyana contain the Anabhraka’s, Pu^yapra- 
sava’s, BrhatphaJa’s, Avrha’s, Atapa’s, Sudr^a’s, Sudar^aija’s and Aka- 
ni§tha’s*). The five last-mentioned gods are also called collectively 
^uddhavasa’s. 

We surmise of course that it is virtue alone that can open the gates of 

‘) According to Candra Das p. 7, this would mean ,,state of worldly happiness", but for 
Java we must undoubtedly keep to the only meaning there used: „heaven". 

*) The same monotony is noticeable in the Buddhist heavens of the stfipa at S&lichi, see 
Grhnwedel, Buddhistische Kanst in Indien* (1901) p. 60 and fdi. and Foucher, La porte 
orientale du sthpa de S4nchi, Mas. Guim. Bibl. de Vulg. 34 (1910) p. 18 and lol. 

*) See de la Vall6e Poussin in above^uoted article. 
*) Chinese sources (Peer l.L 531—536; Beal, Catena p. 83--^5) give ofw heaven more for the 

4th dhy&na placed by Beal with the name Asangisattra's after the B^hatphala's. In the same 
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heaven, but exactly which virtue earns a place in which of the various 
heavens, is not clear. Speaking generally, the following qualifications are 
required for a rebirth into heaven: obedience to the ten commandments 
or gifts of garments, incense and food, the practice of religious exercises, 
refraining from murder, desire and anger, hospitality to monks and 
nuns. Some slight difference is made between the virtues and their re¬ 
ward ; those who kill no animals come to the Four Great Kings, those who 
as well do not steal, to the Trayastrimga's, those who do not commit adul¬ 
tery to the Y3.ma’s, and those who in addition never tell Ues, to the 
Tu§ita's, those who keep all the commandments and practice the seven 
virtues of speech and body to the Nirmaijarati’s and Paranirmitava^a- 
vartin’s ^). Also by placing the standard a bit higher, obedience to 
the ten commandments finds its reward in Caturmaharajakayika’s and 
Trayastrim^a’s, the exercise of kSmarupasamadhi into the higher heavens; 
and according to another authority, the ten commandments bring the 
virtuous into the K^madhatu, the samadhi into the Rupadhatu, and 
absolute control of mind into the Arupadhatu. 

All this gives little towards the explanation of the reliefs, no more 
than the Southern tradition that rewards a simple unselfish conduct of 
life, with the heaven of the Great Kings, the honoring of father and 
mother, devotion and tolerance with the Trayastrim^a’s, avoidance of dis¬ 
pute and quarrels with the Yama’s, obedience to the law and search after 
salvation with the Tu|ita's, striving with great personal effort after good 
conduct (^ila) and religions observance (vinaya) with the Nirma^iarati's, 
freedom of mind and subjugation of the senses with the heaven of the 
Paranirmitava9avartin’s *). 

Let us now consider the reincarnation into the human world, the 
explanation of which will also be found in former good or evil deeds. 
We quote a few cases from the Southern tradition *) which without gi¬ 
ving direct indication for the solution of this or that relief, gives all the 
same a correct idea of the line of thought that has formed the founda¬ 
tion of the text illustrated on the Barabudur. It must be noted that 
there is often a very direct connection between the deed and the reward, 

Avfha's and Atapa's have changed places. The Tibetan system given by Waddell, Lamaism 
(1895) p. 85, puts above the Ariipa-heavens that of the Jina's and above that again the 
heaven of the Adi-Buddha, which appears to be the same as that of the Akanii^a*s. Com- 
pare Koeppen, Pie Religion des Buddha 1 (1857) p. 260 etc. 

*) See Chinese sources Beal, p. 80 and fol. and Peer p. 537. 
«) Beal p. 86. 
•) See Paficagati vs. 102—108; Peer p. 527. 
«} Same vs. 70-^102 and p. 523--526. 
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in such a manner that the blessing gained is in the same spirit of the 
good deed performed, while besides, in reference to our remarks about 
the inscription s us va^r a on page 60, we draw attention to the statement 
that those who in their former lives made gifts of musical instruments 
are reborn with a beautiful voice. 

We find the following. Leprosy, consumption, fever, madness, are the 
result of blows given, deeds of violence, imprisoning. Those who laid 
hands on another’s goods and never shewed compassion, however much 
they try, will never become rich; those who have gathered riches by dis¬ 
honest means but are benevolent, will be reborn poor; those who have 
not become rich by dishonest means yet are not compassionate, will be 
able by trying hard to attain riches; those who have achieved prosperity 
by the same means and give generously, will without trouble have conti¬ 
nual good fortune. Those who give food, become strong, wise, healthy 
and happy; those who give clothing become beautiful, loved by all and 
receive fine clothes; those who have given a dwelling, are served wil¬ 
lingly by all; those who dig wells and make pools are happy and never 
suffer heat or thirst; those who give a garden are always f^ted with flo¬ 
wers ; he who spreads knowledge is bom again as learned man; those who 
have tended the sick, remain always in good health. The gift of a lamp 
brings good sight in the next life; of musical instruments, a fine voice; 
who gives beds and seats, will always have comfort. The gift of a cow or 
other milky creature brings strength and long life; of a girl, brings great 
pleasure and numerous servitors; he who gives land shall roll in riches 
and grain. But those who give their gifts with an eye to heaven's favor 
or from fear, ambition or self-interest, receive no benefits; gifts must be 
the sign of compassion, the virtue rated as the source of all happiness. 
He who lusts not after other men’s wives obtains the spouses he desires; 
he whose desires ran after the wives of others, shall become a woman, 
but the woman who despises her womanhood, lives unsullied and forms 
no earthly bonds, shall be reborn as man. The pure and humble shall be 
exalted, perfect in conduct, honored even by the gods. Those who obey 
the commands of their guru's and distinguish good from evil, their wor^ 
shall be of weight everywhere. To despise others brings degradation, the 
opposite, promotion; the conferring of benefits brings happiness, to 
cause suffering will bring misfortune. Those who deceive others become 
dwarfs, hunchbacks, the same as those who are proud of their beauty; 
he who has never spread his knowledge, becomes stufM, those who do 
not respond to affection become dumb, those who are offended at good 
advice, blind and lunatic. Hius pain is made the result of sin. and happi- 
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ness of virtue and every deed brings its own suitable consequences. 
We have here given the tradition from a Southern source, not only 

because what this offers agrees better with what we learn about the 
hells, reincarnation into non-human forms and the heavens, from the 
same source, but also because the way in which the connection between 
cause and effect is shewn appears to coincide with the way in which that 
law is demonstrated on the Barabudur, more than is the case with a source 
like the KarmavibhSga i) though that is such an important one. This 
text gives first the results and then various causes which lead thereto. 
For instance, the question is put how it comes that someone is often ill, 
and the answer is given that there may be ten reasons: a blow with a 
stick, hand etc.; repeated blows therewith; praise of such beating; the 
desire to do it; nursing ill-feeling towards father and mother or those af¬ 
flicted with great sorrow; joy over the afflictions of one's enemies; or 
the non-recovery of those we dislike; giving injurious medicines; eating 
without chewing. Thus 52 questions are asked and answered, some very 
remarkable ones among them, yet it is clear that the text of the Barabu¬ 
dur is expressed in some other way. The same is the case with the con¬ 
tinuation of the KarmavibhSga, where just the other way about, every 
deed is mentioned with a number of possible results, for instance: for 
gifts of food the reward is long life, power, strength, good memory and 
eloquence, one’s presence brings joy into company, rejoices gods and 
men, brings riches and prosperity, rebirth in heaven is achieved and soon 
afterwards the nirvapa. It seems hardly worth while to make any longer 
study of these and similar texts, we can gather from the reliefs that the way 
of treatment, with them, has been different, and for the present be satis¬ 
fied that without knowing the text followed on the monument, we know 
now to some extent the meaning of what we see there before us. Now 
and then the relief is articulate enough, even without its inscription, to 
shew us what is the deed and how it finds reward or punishment. 

Now if this Law of the Karman is an absolutely inexorable one, 
without the least chance of escape from the result of one's evil deeds, 
then we can realize that the impression these scenes made on the 
beholder must have been rather a depressing one. True, he would find 
the solution of much that was obscure in human life and be at the same 
time encouraged to walk in the path of virtue for the future, but all the 
same the punishment for the sins already committed was inevitable. 
The Hindu-Javan conception seems to have discovered a means to mit- 

•) Mdo XXVI (fol. 465—481), Peer 1.1. p. 250—279 (cf. 492—513). 
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igate the evil already committed. This is ctearly expressed in the Kuh- 
jarakar^a where by favor of the high Buddha Vairocana, a repentant 
sinner is shewn the w^y, not to avoid the well-deserved punishment, but 
considerably to modify it; he must plunge into the hell-cauldron but 
after a short torture, the cauldron bursts asunder and in its place comes 
a kalpataru ^). Do we see something of this sort in relief No. 110, where 
the victims are making off with signs of a joyful deliverance? It looks 
rather like it. In the Kunjarakarpa it is the redeeming influence of the 
Higher Wisdom that works the miracle. What the idea on the Barabu- 
dur may be, must be left doubtful; if it resembles that given by the wri¬ 
ter of the Kuhjarakar^a, then we might see in the reliefs of the buried 
base, not only an image of the sa^isSra, and encouragement to virtuous 
living but also a signpost towards the Higher Wisdom of which the pious 
beholder of the highest galleries can have some conception. 

In later chapters we shall describe, with the recognised texts, each 
relief separately, but in the unknown ones we shall restrict ourselves 
to a review of the reliefs as a whole, which has the advantage that 
the most striking and probably most important among the scenes 
come more to the front and in this way just those points are prominent, 
which can be of value later on for the search of the text followed. For 
detailed description of the reliefs we refer the reader to the Dutch edition 
of this monograph. 

The first fact noticeable in the series of the covered base, is the entire 
absence of any introduction, the more strange because it is here not 
merely the beginning of a particular series but the first scenes of the 
whole monument. Several of the panels contain two or more conse¬ 
cutive pictures which often apparently have no connection with each 
other and in which further on, as we have seen, the good and evil deeds 
and their results are combined. Further it has already been noticed 
(p. 48) thdt a good many of the reliefs give scenes depicting very hum¬ 
ble folk, the life and labor of the desa-man, sometimes people of better 
standing, probably village officiab or lower-class townspeople, but 
hardly ever the great ones of the earth. 

Rehef No. 1 brings us into a scene of fishing, combined with the 
sale of fish. Fish are bdng brought on poles and in traps, dii^f^yed 
and bargained over. A man with a drum round his neck suid beating 
with a little hammer, acts as town-crier, just as we see one dsewhece 

See pag. 13,19 and 42. Compare the changing of the helUcauMron unto a podi in Avalo* 
kite9vara*s visit to the hell Avfci^ as described in the Kara^^hvjrliha. 
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in processions. No. 2 contains three scenes, right, a hunter, at any rate a 
figure with bow and arrows, stands talking with others, one of whom also 
has arrows; in the centre, some people sit conversing, while in the fore¬ 
ground two men prepare a meal, one blowing up the fire on which a pot 
boils, the other, with a knife getting the fish ready, maybe the fish off 
No. 1 and so connecting the two reliefs. Left, is a covered bench with 
a child, its head on the lap of a woman, while two men also seated on the 
bench, both with curious turbans on, look attentively at the child, the 
front one examining its neck; it looks like a sick child being attended 
to *) but of course it is only guessing. The next relief is not finished, the 
figures are only given in outline; right, we see an indistinct group of 
people and one figure reclining with legs drawn up; in the centre, a wo¬ 
man massaging another’s body; left, some more people by a recumbent 
figure, possibly a corpse. No. 4 also is not cheerful, two men with swords, 
one holding a noose put round the neck of a victim sitting between them 
and away on the left a remarkable picture of a graveyard, where lie two 
corpses, a skull and bones, a jackal and a raven. A very much disabled 
figure of a man is just walking away. No. 5 is in quite another style, four 
men armed with swords and shields (one has a lance) are performing a 
dance before some spectators; in a group left, a man and woman holding 
a recumbent child. The following two reliefs are not expressive, only con¬ 
versation and receptions. No. 8 shews, right some five men standing, ra¬ 
ther indistinct, the one on the extreme right with a sword on his shoul¬ 
der and the next looks as if his hands were bound; left, a reception with 
a child seated beside the chief person, behind the child’s head a crescent¬ 
shaped ornament, often seen with the representation of children and 
to be discussed later on. 

On No. 9 the animal world reappears. Two men right, leading a pig by a 
rope, two others bearing bowls, in one a couple of fish. Their intentions 
seem to be friendly, for a fifth man kneels beside a pond and lets the 
fish swim away out of the bowl. This must mean the good deed of letting 
animals free; what the fowls on the edge of the pond are doing is not 
clear ®). No. 10 is a very striking scene in which a ruffian or murderer 
armed with a sword attacks three j>edestrians, one is already on the 
ground, another who tries to defend himself with his umbrella is caught 
by the ankle, evidently with the intention of throwing him down. From 

*) Aa such scence is depicted by von Rdnier» Historische Schetsen, IV Congress, Far 
Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine (1921) fig. 218 and p. 306. 

•) The combination of fowls and pig calls to mind a place in the Milinda-pamha {IV, 8, 7) 
where these are both mentioned among the things not suitable for gifts. 

Barabu^ur ^ 
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the right, three men better-dressed, come as if to the rescue. The fol¬ 
lowing very crowded reliefs, are several conversations and similar scenes. 
We note that on No. vll, among other things, a distribution of food 
is taking place under the direction of a landowner or some such per¬ 
son, sitting with a woman and two children on a bench under an awn¬ 
ing. No. 12 shews a monk or person extremely like one, receiving 
food, drink and other good gifts. No. 13 is damaged, thus not very 
clear, a man is being brought by two others towards a group of peo¬ 
ple conversing, on the extreme right another reclines lazily on a 
bench; on No. 14 a figure asks pity from a man standing near him 
with a sword in his hand and left, apparently without any connection, 
another sits at a wellspread table: a large ball of rice with a couple 
of fishes on top is set among dishes with other food and the man for 
whom the meal is ready is just lifting a bowl, into which drink is being 
poured. No. 15 shews a pot on the fire being stirred with a spoon under 
the direction of a brahman seated; a little further is a woman beside a 
man seated with a dish before him, the fare looks too like rice with fish. 
On No. 16 an ascetic is speaking, he can be recognised by the usual style 
of hairdressing with a twisted top-knot on his head, while a conference 
of brahmans is going on. No. 17 shews also a conference. 

No. 18 and 19 on their right, are very similar. Both shew as chief fig¬ 
ure a man in the centre, subject of special attention to a group of knee¬ 
ling, sitting, and standing persons, on 18 chiefly women, on 19, men. It 
looks like a sick man or invalid whom all are concerned about, they hold 
his arms, support him, and bring dishes or bowls with food or medi¬ 
cine. No. 20 shews again a young child with well-dressed parents, on 
the left a meal is set out and copious drinking goes on. The result ap¬ 
pears the same as later given on a J§takam^a-relief representing drunken¬ 
ness: there are people of respectable appearance, brahmans among 
them, dancing in the wildest manner, one making unseemly advances to 
a young woman. The next two reliefs are those depicting ugly deformed 
persons as mentioned above (p. 51 and 55) and according to the ins¬ 
cription, virupa, intended as such; evidently they do nothing but talk. 
Note the cat on No. 22 in the right hand comer, sitting opposite a not mis¬ 
shapen man and to judge by its prominent position, intended as an actor, 
not mere decoration in the scene. On No. 23 wehavetherecurranceof a 
family with a child. No. 24 is remarkable for a building, probably a tem¬ 
ple, to judge by the monumental lamp set up next to it, on both sides ap¬ 
pear a group of men armed with swords, sticks and blow-pipes, evidently 
ready to attack, whether each other or the temple is not clear. Discord is 
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the subject of No. 25 though without weapons; right, some people are 
evidently in dispute, left, the object of the general indignation seems to be 
an old woman advancing with a stick in her hand, and a child on her back. 

The next scenes are again not very expressive. No. 26 another ascetic 
and again distribution of garments and money to brahmans among others. 
No. 28 three ascetics who in an outlined rocky wilderness seem to re¬ 
ceive the homage of a company of visitors. Then comes on No. 28 a 
temple with a stambhl next to it, being honored by two persons, one on 
each side of it, on the right, one who throws flowers down from a dish, on 
the left, certainly a woman with a scallop and aspergillum in her hand. 
No. 30 gives quite another sort of building, a dwelling in the common sort 
of rice-shed style, with a porch. Within, several men sit talking, one is 
climbing a ladder to the upper storey, another comes towards the build¬ 
ing from the right with a pikulan on his shoulder. The seated man on the 
left is a queer figure, altogether out of scale, for his forehead touches the 
roof of the porch; he has a hammer in his hand. On No. 31 another building, 
most likely a monastery, as a monk sits in the doorway with his hands on 
his knee, an incense stand next to him, while he receives the homage of a 
man who is kneeling, probably a brahman, attended by a man and woman. 

The two next-following reliefs take us into the highest rank of society 
with lofty tiaras, splendid omements and rich surroundings. One of these 
important p)eople on No. 32 stands, with wife and child beside him, oppo¬ 
site to a very poor old man with a stick in his hand and a bundle on his 
shoulder; another rich man on No. 33 appears next to a temple, he has 
two women and two servants with him one of the latter bearing a stand¬ 
ard crowned with a cakra, the other a vase with a spout such as used 
at the presentation of gifts. No. 34 and the next, bring us back to the 
desa and we see continual groups of more or less well-to-do people; their 
appearance and surroundings vary here and there, as well as their way 
of sitting and talking, but what may be the subject of the conversation 
is too difficult to make out. I will mention only a few peculiarities. 
On No. 37 two ascetics conversing in a wilderness each with a parrot 
behind him on the rocks; in these cases, it is of course impossible to say 
if the figures of animals or other things are mere decoration or actually 
play a part in the text. By mentioning them we might perhaps give them 
too much importance, but by. taking no notice of them we might possibly 
neglect an important point and lose a valuable indication that could 
eventually l^d to the discovery of the real meaning. On the same No. 
37, we see left, some three men with small pots beside them. On No. 38 
among other things a poor man walking with his wife and child, he car- 
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ries the child in a slendang and leads the woman, who has a bundle 
on her head, by the hand. No. 39 is most important because here we are 
introduced to pastoral music in contrast to the court and heavenly me¬ 
lodies such as will be met with chiefly in the upper galleries. Here we 
see, right, some musicians before a village headman and his wife, one 
plays on an oblong board with notes with a small stick, another holds up 
a sort of long, hollow, basin that contains some rods with little knobs 
at the end. Left, the audience consists of very low-class people, two of 
the performers play on a mouth organ, a third dances, on the ground 
a basin with rods, the same as in the last scene, and another round 
instrument with a twisted opening. 

Nos. 40 and 41 are partly damaged and partly unfinished, on the first 
of the two we see a family of importance with two children, on the se¬ 
cond, as far as we can discern, umbrellas being presented to monks; 
monks as well on No. 42 sit listening respectfully to the discourse one of 
them is preaching, seated above in a niche. Then on No. 43 some more 
humble folk, one of whom carries a curious object on each end of his pi- 
kulan, a receptacle with legs and a cone-shaped lid: in front of a gateway, 
a sSmbah is being made towards these objects, so there must be something 
particular inside them. On the other side of the gateway sits the "emi¬ 
nent person” of the inscription with his company. No. 44 shews a man 
and woman poorly-dressed, receiving homage amid rocky scenery, left, 
a damaged scene, a couple of women with children can be descried. Nos. 
45 and 46 are very much damaged; as they shew persons that look like 
monks, we are inclined to think the figures on the right hand scene of 
No. 47, must be bhik§u’s as well. Here we have two buildings inside a 
fence, one like a rice-shed with stairs to the upper floor, and one, the 
usual open wooden building with smooth sloping roof, on beams curved 
and leaning outwards. In both buildings men are sitting and l5dng, their 
heads are like monks though the figures are too small to see if they have 
the other monkish attributes, but the fact that some of them plainly 
wear earrings, makes us think that after all they are not intended for cleric¬ 
al persons. 

On No. 48 we notice, as well as two groups of persons in conversa¬ 
tion, the arrival, left, of three lower-class men with bundles over the 
shoulder, who look like manual laborers but may be musicians, as 
one of them carries an oblong-shaped instrument with a stick, such as 
we saw being played on a former relief. On No. 49 two men with umb¬ 
rellas and two others seated who have a dog with them. What looks 
most interesting, is on the left, of which the lower half is unfortunately 
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entirely damaged. Above appear three cylinder-shaped poles and three 
men standing with their backs to them, there are bands round the poles 
and over the heads of the men, just at the height of the skull, there is a 
disk on each of the poles. We can’t see the meaning of this; to look at them, 
the men might be monks. Next, in the middle of No. 50 is a breadfruit 
tree, from which a man has gathered fruit and is tying them together; left, 
is a portable table with a flat semicircular object, under which sits the 
owner, further to the left, some merchants all damaged, the first with his 
wares on a carr3dng-pole with an umbrella on it, the second has his goods 
in a large covered tray on his head. Then comes No. 51, a complete undeci- 
ferable wreck. No. 52 shews first, three ascetics in their usual costume 
and one la3anan; then a group of performing jugglers, such as we shall 
see again on the balustrade of the 1st gallery; a woman dancing, a man 
balancing a large oblong block on his chin and two others beating drums 
and cymbals. The left part of the next relief seems as if connected with 
this latter; there is also a musician, this time with a mouth organ and 
two men with sticks appear. One of the spectators has a little dog sit¬ 
ting next him. In the following reliefs, all conversation and suchlike, we 
notice the very respectful greeting of a woman and next to that the 
presentation of an object like a paper-bag — similar to one found only 
on the 1st balustrade — then a tray of moneybags on No. 54; on No. 55 
some monks teaching and the saluting of a couple of brahmans, one of 
whom holds a flower in his hand. 

We pass over some less striking scenes and only call attention to No. 59 
representing a desa-man offering a branch of pisangs to some of his fellows, 
more likely displaying them, as no-one offers to touch them though all are 
evidently interested. On the righthand scene of No. 60, two men seem to 
be trying to take away from a third something he has under his arm; a 
fourth rouses the attention of a person sitting on the ground, takes him by 
the wrist, while he remains quite uninterested; I need-not repeat every 
time that the conclusions we draw merely from the attitudes of the fi¬ 
gures, may of course turn out in the end to be something entirely dif¬ 
ferent. On No. 61 we see right, a fruit garden, inside of its fence a woman 
with a man outside, just about to rush at two others. No. 64 brah¬ 
mans again, being received by an eminent person and his wives. 

The left side of No. 65 gives us something quite new. It shews a field 
of maize loaded with grain, among which a lot of rats are eating their fill, 
on the left of the field a very primitive little building with a grain-shed 
built on piles, underneath which two people are sitting, while below 
them lies a large animal, perhaps a watchdog. On No. 66 right, anasce- 
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tic sits discoursing and on the left, the house of a rich man; look at the 
big chest and the vessels filled with valuables near him. The next reliefs 
also drew us rich people with treasures stored mthe same way. No. 67, one 
of them is talking to two monks, further up, a few more receiving homage 
and gifts which others distribute among all sorts of poor people. The 
figures on No. 67 right, who are accepting gifts, look like monks but they 
are certainly wearing a loincloth, no monks frock, so they must be an¬ 
other sort of folks with shaved heads, not bhik§u's. This kind of scene 
with rich and benevolent persons, goes on up to No. 73; on No. 72 we see 
a dancing party, same as usual, but on a small scale, the not very grandly 
dressed dancing-girl displays herself on a small platform, near her, two 
women with bells and a musician beating On a pot-shaped drum. The 
high and mighty individual, with men and women attendants, in whose 
honor the party is given, looks rather bored. 

Beginning with No. 74, we come to another sort of scene, chiefly to do 
with the lower classes. No. 74, right, a man and woman in close converse 
in the presence of another man on a cushion, while a pig is being killed 
in the foreground; impossible to make out, without the text, what this 
represents. In the centre, again a woman with two men, one has hold of 
her, while at the same time the other gives or receives a ring. This may 
naively signify some undignified intrigue. Notice the peculiar hairdres¬ 
sing of the eminent person seated among his followers on No. 75, he 
wears it twisted in a knot in the style of an ascetic, yet he is dressed fashion¬ 
ably like a man of the world. Further on are numerous conversations, 
shewing men resembling monks but who are probably something else. On 
No. 77 the chief person has a large book before him on a lectern. No. 78 
right, a man and woman seated on a dais, she holds the hand and arm 
of the man, next to them another couple standing, holding each other’s 
right hand while the woman with her left, holds up a small dish and the 
man points with his left hand to the fimt couple. Another man stands 
on the left with a dish in both hands. On the left hand scene of this relief, 
two men standing lay their hands on the heads of two seated ones and a 
fifth standing by, calls attention with a gesture to the seated figures; 
I am unable to make out the meaning of this scene. 

Books are very evident on the five next-following reliefs; on No. 79 
a man plainly-dressed, is sitting with a large kropak on a lectern before 
him, discoursing to some others also holding palmleaf books in their 
hands and on the next reliefs all sorts of people with books in their 
hands or in front of them, are lecturing, la3nnen, bralimans,also an ascetic; 
the audience as well, often have books with them. And so on till No. 85, 
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where we find a person without a book giving a lecture, in full dress with 
a halo round his head, therefore probably a Bodhisattva. No. 83 is the 
only one of this series where no book is to be seen, but the lectures are 
in full swing, given by a monk on the right and an ascetic on the left. 

The reliefs No. 86—96 have been fully discussed above (p. 62—75), I 
shall only call to mind that in my opinion No. 86—89 depict the eight 
great hells with the sins that lead to them, that on No. 90—92 in the 
same way, the torments of one or various sub-hells are seen, and on 
No. 93—96, among other things, reincarnation into the animal-world as 
garuda, nSga, preta and yak§a. 

Let us now continue the series with No. 97. Here someone is just sit¬ 
ting down to a luxurious meal, a large ball of rice with fish on top and 
various sidedishes, as we have seen several times already, and a ser¬ 
vant bringing a bottle of liquor. In the background is a scaffolding with 
a crescent-shaped object, similar to the one on No. 50, here with a pair 
of birds in front of it; the object is not smooth, so there might be reason 
to think it a birdcage. Then comes the offering of a tray with money¬ 
bags to a brahman, and next to it some four groups, each one a sepa¬ 
rate man with wives and servants seated on a dais on No. 98; the most 
noticeable thing on No. 99 is a large omemented pot out of which chains 
of precious stones are hanging and the same kind of chain is being shewn 
by a man standing near and offered to the eminent personage, with 
his wives, sitting by. No. 100 shews the giving of alms, and in the centre 
a small building like a temple. 

The next scenes seem, at least partly, to bring us to the heavens. 
No. 101 as well as No. 102 shew in the centre of the relief a kalpadruma 
with a pair of kinnara’s on the traditional money pots placed at the 
foot of the tree. On the tree of 101 lies a tiara on an open lotus-flower, 
under an umbrella. On No. 102, plainly to be seen, the left hand scene rep¬ 
resents heaven; next to the tree sit a pair of musicians, one with the 
vhna, the other with a pair of bells, and on a throne of state, left, sits a 
man surrounded by women, gorgeously dressed with a halo round his 
head, surely a god. The lefthand scene of No. 101, two eminent men 
with wives, by itself might just as well represent a scene on earth. The 
one on the right might be in both cases, such things as lead to admit¬ 
tance into heaven: on No. 101, gifts to a brahman, and 102 exercise of be¬ 
nevolence by persons with bald heads who look like monks. The right- 
hand scene on N, 103 is the same kind of picture of charity, on the left 
there is no kalpadruma, yet possibly a heaven, here too a haloed man 
sits in fine clothing among several women, a small temple can be seen 
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near, the whole enclosed in a palissade. Though somewhat different in 
style, No. 104 must be connected with the foregoing, right, a gift to some 
brahmans, and six men with haloes on the left, certainly gods. 

No. 105 is quite taken up with a picture of rocks and plants. In the 
middle four persons in the costume of monks, this time undoubtedly 
bkik^u’s, each seated in a separate niche with hands in their lap in medi¬ 
tation. Between them and along the lower edge, to enliven the scene 
forest animals are carved. On the next relief a bunch of pisangs appears, 
on both scenes it is seen, with a tree between (not a wishing tree) and 
jewel pots. Right, the bunch is being offered to three men with shaved 
heads sitting on a bench, here no monks because of their earrings, on the 
right, a servant holds the pisangs in a dish near a man and woman in 
full dress both wearing a halo and seated on the same couch. Nos. 107 
and 108 give, right, charitable deeds, here performed not by servants 
but by the high-bom givers themselves; on No. 107 two in number, on 
108 a whole group. On the left in both cases, a rich man with his treasure 
is depicted; the one on No. 108 is rejecting the suppliants approaching, 
with a wave of his hand. 

In both the next reliefs we must return to hell for a moment. No. 109 
gives us, right, a forest scene with deer and apes and then a pond filled 
with fish, where fishermen are doing very well with the nets, for we see 
the catch being taken away on canying-poles. Punishment is at hand: 
away on the left, they themselves are being boiled in a cauldron while a 
hell fiend armed with a club is waiting for them ^). In No. 110, two of 
hell's minions armed with swords are going to attack a couple of men 
taking refuge in a comer; in the centre a bearded man is preaching from 
a throne to a kneeling congregation; on the left we see the remarkable pic¬ 
ture of the victims scrambling joyfully out of the cauldron as already 
mentioned on p. 80. The three next-following are very much alike, 
right, presentation of gifts, left, a rich man seated among wives and 
servants, possibly the two scenes are connected and riches is the reward 
of former benevolence. No. 111, we notice in the lefthand comer, a very 
poorly-dressed couple going to the left, the man carries the child on his 
shoulder, the woman a bundle on her head and in the left hand a round, 
pointed object, may be a hat or a vessel for boiling rice such as is still 
used in Java. As we see on this No. 111 right, besides the charitable people 
one or two who are not giving anything away, we may presume that the 
benevolent ones on the left are reborn in prosperity as the result of their 

*) It is of course also possible that the hell is visible to the fisherman as a warning and 
guidance. With this representation can be compared I Ba 17, 
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good deeds and the avaricious have fallen into poverty. No. 114 is 
partly not carved at all and partly just shews the scene in outline. 

On No. 115 and 116 are, right monks or monk-like persons receiving 
homage and gifts, and left, men, rather well-to-do, sit among their house¬ 
hold listening to petitioners, who on 115 seem to be rejected but get 
something on 116. On No. 117 it is the righthand scene that represents 
poor people applying for a dole; and here too is plainly to be seen that 
they are refused both by master and servant. The avaricious man on the 
left of the same relief re-bom into poverty, might be the punishment of 
the above shewn conduct: there we see a grass cutter, his scythe and 
bundles of grass beside him, sitting under a tree with a woman and 
child, while two other natives of the desa stand by, one pla5dng the 
flute. Trapping andkillingofanimalsisthecrimeonNo. 118 where fisher¬ 
men with traps and fishing rods are at work and hunters with bow 
and arrow are shooting at birds; quite on the left a very poor man and 
woman are walking through a plantation, the first with a carpenter’s or 
ploughman’s tool on his shoulder, the woman with a bowl in her hand. 

( No. 119 shews right, a man and woman arm in arm walking away from 
an unfinished person with a sword, next to them on a rocky eminence, 
il simple desa-house on piles, with trees round it, and left, various per¬ 
sons sit and stand talking to one another; among them notice a pair who 
have their hands over their mouths. Of No. 120 only the right part is 
finished, also a conversation. 

With No. 121 we begin the last quarter of this series of reliefs, for 
which, as mentioned before, some information can be gathered from the 
inscriptions. The very first ones shew us plainly what hopeless work it is 
to attempt the explanation of the reliefs by themselves, without having 
the text on which they are founded, to refer to. No. 121 right, gives us 
some unfinished figures in a p6ndap4, and a man and woman on their 
way to a maize field; it would never occur to anyone to connect this 
scene with “covetousness” and yet such is the meaning. And how could 
we tell that the intentions of the four persons in conversation in a wood 
on the left are actually "malevolent” ones? No. 122 is still more queer 
in this way, a man with two women is sitting under a shed with a meal 
set out, rice, fish and side dishes ; servants are coming with a jug and a 
garment, other people are seated on the ground, a little more to the left 
is a man with an umbrella talking to another who carries a club. All 

There seems to be a mouse on one of them. From N&garakrtSgama 89 : 5 and 90 : 2 it 
appears that these animals, at that time according to the books of Indian Law were forbidden 
food, but nevertheless were set before the guests at a Royal banquet. 
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these represent, no-one would ever guess it, "false creed" or "mistaken 
views.” Quite away on the left the same couple as on No. 118 are walking 
in a plantation, the man with some tool on his shoulder, and the woman 
carrying a bowl. 

No. 123 with its inscription ku^ala gives a tutor, non-clerical, in fine 
clothing discoursing to brahmans standing and servants with pots knee¬ 
ling, this we noticed on p.58; next to this some men sit listening to some 
one under a pent house within a palissade and further, left, is a cultivated 
garden. Then comes No. 124 on the right, the worship of a caitya in the 
shape of a small temple (also already mentioned), and left Suvarpavar- 
pa with two wives sitting on a bench in front of some visitors or ser¬ 
vants; while No. 125 gives Susvara seated on a bench with women, 
servants at his side with dishes and musicians with string-instruments, 
right; and a conversation between important men on the left in a 
pendapa. In the centre of No. 126 a wishing-tree with jewel pots and 
kinnara’s shews again a heaven as indicated by the inscription "hea¬ 
ven” above the figure of a god with a halo sitting on the left with some 
women; on the right we see another such man in full drees with a halo, 
sitting on a bench in the company of ladies, this one besides is talking to 
some standing and kneeling men, probably brahmans by the look of 
their smooth brushed-back hair twisted into a knot on the top of their 
heads. On No. 127 right, we can see plainly an lunbrella being presented, 
as the inscription says, to a person who looks like a brahman, on the left 
sits an important person with his train, about whose identity the ins¬ 
cription says nothing: it merely alludes to what he hears or thinks. 
No. 128 is a conversation between two men of high position each with 
one or two wives sitting opposite one another in a p6ndapa. 

A "ruler of the world” occupies the whole of relief No. 129, himself 
and his company; he is sitting with a halo round his head, on a seat in 
the middle, at his side the "jewel of a queen” also haloed, among the rest 
of the seven gems belonging to thecakravartin are the elephant and horse 
set up on the right, above which on lotuscushions the cintfLmapi and the 
cakra hover; on the left sit female, on the right, male subjects but 
among the latter the jewel of a minister or a general or a common house¬ 
holder are not to be distinguished from one another. We shall see too 
elswhere that of the seven gems only four or five can be correctly recog¬ 
nised and the males are missing or else lost in the great crowd. No. 130 
shews a presentation of gifts, right, and left a heaven with wishing-tree, 
jewel-pots and kinnara’s but without any figure of a god with halo; it 
may be that all on this relief is one scene and the god of this heaven is 
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the damaged figure on the right, the same to whom the gifts are presen¬ 
ted. On No. 131 appears a large bell, fixed to a stand beneath which 
men are kneeling paying homage to a temple crowned with lotus-ome- 
ment, in the centre of the relief; on the left, again two important men 
in conversation in a pSndipi. For the second time a cakravartin appears 
on the scene on No. 132, again sitting in a circle of women among whom 
the queen is no more to be identified than the male gems among the 
company placed on the right, with a horse and elephant; left, are kneeling 
the female courtiers and the disc and precious stone float above on 
their lotus-cushions. The chief person here has no halo. 

No. 133, conversation between important men, and an individual in 
full dress with a halo, in front of whom a group offering dishes; then too 
on No. 134 a high individual with a halo, receiving homage from sub¬ 
jects or visitors, then next a man and woman sitting back to back on a 
bench under a tree in the midst of their followers. We should not take 
this for a heavenly scene if the inscription did not mention it. On the 
right hand of No. 135 is, according to the inscription, a brahman being 
presented with a garment, the left, that should have depicted a prasa- 
dit a is not carved. No. 136 also partly finished, shews again an eminent 
personage sitting among his wives and receiving homage. 

Relief No. 137 is entirely dedicated to a heavenly scene, the chief per¬ 
son sits in the centre, women and courtiers around him and on each side 
rises the kalpataru with its kinnara’s and jewelpots. No. 138 gives a 
presentation to three men and as left hand scene some four monks sit¬ 
ting under an awning, turning towards four ordinary people who listen 
respectfully; the inscription calls our attention to the virtue, either of 
the monks or their audience or both. No. 139 gives a great personage 
with many followers and servants; No. 140 right, another rich man with 
his wives. On the left a heaven is indicated, not by the usual wishing- 
tree but by the figure of a god standing next to a temple, before whom 
a servant holds up a bowl of flowers. On No. 141 again a small temple 
and a number of people sitting and standing near it with banners, particu¬ 
larly noted as such on the inscription. The two nejct-following reliefs 
shew as we have so often seen, an important personnage in the midst 
of wives and followers; No. 143 quite on the left, there is as well a wish- 
ing-tree with kinnara’s and treasure pots and in the tree a tiara under 
an umbrella. Possibly this is meant for a heaven, but there is no 
inscripti(m svargga. Then No. 144 gives us a meal served up, this time 
without any fish, and, separated from it by a palissade another impor¬ 
tant man with his cdmpany; No. 145 a conversation between some im- 
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portant men, and No. 146 a man with several women seated on a bench 
beneath an awning; nobody is wearing a tiara, but they are dressed 
just the same as some of their followers with hair brushed back and 
twisted together at the back of the head. 

With No. 147 we begin a part of the series in which heavenly scenes 
become very numerous, we get seven heavens on nine reliefs. No. 147 
gives from right to left the traditional wishing-tree with its attributes, 
the figure of a god walking to the left in the company of women, a small 
temple in a line of cloud, above which the inscription and a lotus pond 
among trees in the background. No. 148 shews first, the pouring of 
drink into a bowl for a couple of the respectable poor, and next to that a 
repetition of the eminent gentleman with wives and servants. Then 
comes No. 149 with a heaven and a temple, the usual wishing-tree and 
between the two, a dance performed for the amusement of some fortu¬ 
nate god of the heavens; the dance is just the same style as practised 
upon the earth, a dancing-girl on a small platform, women with bells 
standing by, with musicians with pot-shaped drum and cymbals sitting 
on the ground. Both scenes on No. 150 give a presentation to a couple 
of brahmans and a king taking a journey in a palanquin; he is preceded 
by a horse and an elephant and strange to say the first is larger than the 
last animal. On No. 151 we have, right, a man in full dress with two wives 
near a building given only in outline and on the left a heaven with a 
tree, but no pots or kinnara's; the heavenly beings, some of them making 
music, are all of earthly aspect. No. 152 gives on the right, again the honor¬ 
ing of a temple and as the inscription indicates, with flowers, left, a 
heaven, we should not think it, but the inscription assures us it is so; 
there seems no sign of anything heavenly about the figures here sitting 
and standing, they look like ordinary inhabitants of the earth.The same 
can be said of the left hand scene, marked s vargga, of No. 153, whose 
right hand picture shews the presentation of gifts’); just like the right- 
hand scene on No. 154 whose heaven on the left has a wishing-tree with 
umbrella, though it is without any pots and kinnara’s. It looks rather 
strange somehow not to find the inscription s vargga on No. 155, where 
we see again the kalpadruma with the jewel-pots, while dwarfish figures 
take the place of the kinnara's. The tree with its god and godesses is 
on the left; in the middle is a large temple with stairs and double door, 
panels with pillars, side-gables on either hand, a storey with niches and 
a five-fold roof-top; on the right is a monumental lamp and in the cor- 

*) The appearance of the heaven makes it not likely that the inscription vfddhi actu¬ 
ally means „usury*' (see above p. 54). 
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ner a group of male and female worshippers both standing and sitting. 
The two next reliefs are similar in design, both consisting of three scenes 
of which the middle and left ones shew an eminent man with his com¬ 
pany ; on the right of No. 156 is the presentation of a stool to a brahman, 
on No. 157 homage in s6mbah (a h j a 1 i) to a man standing with a red lotus 
in his hand and followed by an umbrella-bearer. No. 158 on the right, a 
house, surrounded by a fence, built in the rice-shed style, a porch at the 
side with two persons sitting under it; a third climbs up a ladder to the 
storey above, three others, large ones — they are as tall as the house — 
are seen outside the building on the right. The scene on the left, unfinish¬ 
ed and worn-off, is again a man in full dreiss with wife and company. 

Of the two last reliefs No. 157 is all in one scene, with another cakra- 
vartin. He is seated in the midst of wives and female attendants. On 
each side is a separate pedestal, the one on the right with a woman sit¬ 
ting, of course the queen; left, a man, but no indication which of the 
masculine gems he may represent. He holds a flower in his hand, this 
peaceful emblem looks more fit for a statesman than a field-marshal. 
Above him hovers the disc on a lotuscushion and traces of the precious 
stone can be seen. On the right next to the queen are the elephant and 
horse. In the comers right and left, are servants seated, one of whom 
holds a sword, but is too plainly-dressed to do for a general. The last 
relief is divided into two scenes. In a pavilion on the right sits a man 
grandly dressed, with a couple of wives, a little to the left of them a 
group of females wearing high tiaras but apparently servants with flo¬ 
wers, fly-fan and bowl in theirhands. Persons of such distinction acting as 
servants is only possible in a heaven, therefore the traditional tree with 
kinnara’s appears next to these. The last figures of this series of 
reliefs are, left, some four men, with trees in the background, seated, 
their hair is worn twisted into a knot on the top of their heads, in the 
style of ascetics, but they cannot be ordinary ones because of the earrings, 
necklace and sash. Two of them have their hands in their lap in medi¬ 
tation. It is impossible to guess what they mean, but it will certainly 
not be by chance, that after all this show of heavenly and earthly glory, 
the whole series closes with these quiet figures lost to the world in medi¬ 
tation ^). 

High above the series of reliefs on the covered base, the visitor used to 
see like a frieze, the panels, which now by walking on the platform can 

*) For detailed description of the relteis see the Dutch edition of this work p. 79—119. 
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be looked at close to. Originally, this was not intended; the eyes of 
those making the pradak^inS round the base of the monument were 
to be-fixed on the series, of reliefs pourtrayed down below just in front 
of them. The text there illustrated was what mattered; in that was the 
lesson they must take to heart. The frieze above had of course its part 
to play in the whole plan of Barabudur but this consisted chiefly in 
the rich allegorical decoration it gave to the sanctuary. It is impor¬ 
tant to form a cleiar idea about this. Walking along the embankment 
and taking these reliefs carefully one by one, without anything else 
to distract us, it is easy to give these panels more meaning than they 
possess, and consider them as a connected continuous series of scenes 
like the reliefs on the galleries. We must first do away with the embank¬ 
ment, then only can we get a clear idea of what the founders of Bara¬ 
budur intended: the chief thing is the series now out of sight; what 
we have before us, clearer and nearer than was intended in the design 
of the monument, is only of secondary importance, meant chiefly as 
decoration. 

The discussion of these panels is more suited to the architectural part 
of this monograph, where all the omement is treated of in connection 
with the architectural design of the stupa. We shall here give only a 
moments attention to it. This omement is of an unusual kind, be¬ 
cause it consists of human figures and in that way it is connected with 
the reliefs. Besides, it is of course not without reason and intention that 
these figures are placed there; special beings have been carved in spe¬ 
cial places, and it is conceiveable that the choice of the figures was not 
fixed only by the requirements of the decoration, but there has prob¬ 
ably been another reason for selecting just those very forms and no 
other for the place in which they appear, when any other would have 
done as well as far as omement goes. In other words, the panels of this 
frieze, though chiefly of a decorative character, may at the same time 
have a meaning and embody ideas that combine with the whole teach¬ 
ing and imagery of Buddhism that is to be found in the design, the 
statues and reliefs of Barabudur. 

As is to be expected in a decorative series, there is a great deal of repe¬ 
tition of the same motifs, but then, in obedience to a never-neglected 
law of Hindu-Javan art there is endless variety of detail as well. 

As a mle, on each of the eight panels between the stairs and comer of 
the stupa, there are two sorts of decoration, each repeated 14 times. 
The first consists of three i>anels divided by flat bands, one brmtdone 
between two narrower ones. On the middle panel is the figure of a man 
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(human being, rak§asa, nlga) between two women; on each of the side 
panels, a female figure with some emblfem, a flower, fly-fan etc., the 
flower often coming out of a plant designed into a sort of pedestal on the 
left of the figure. All five figures are standing. This style of three panels, 
described in the architectural part as a, b, c, etc. alternates with the 
second numbered 1, 2, 3, etc. that consists of only one panel framed in 
pillars with makara’s in outline above, facing inwards, and surmounted 
by a monster’s head in the centre with pendant bunch of flowers at the 
sides. On this panel we see one figure, a man, well-dressed but not al¬ 
ways in ceremonial robes, kneeling or sitting, the face turned in the di¬ 
rection of the gateway and holding some or other emblem in his hand. 
This general description does for all the panels, though we must bear in 
mind that 3 and 9 are taken up by the gargoyles and d and j at the cor¬ 
ners, consist of only two panels, narrow.ones, without a centre panel, 
while at n, near the furthest corner, the last panel is altogether left out ^). 

If we confine ourselves first to the chief figures from the reliefs with 
three panels, the result is as seen below: 

First 
part. 

Second 
part. 

Third 
part. 

* 

raksasa’s. 6 6 6 6 6 4 5 5 
naga's. 1 1 1 3 5 2 
human figure . . . 4 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 
raksasa, or human (in¬ 

distinct) . 1 1 
woman. 1 

From this list it is to be seen directly that one thing is very evident: 
they can never have been intended for in4ividual, recognisable persons. 
Consider the great number of rak^asa’s. Buddhist art has never tried to 
individualize these beings and distinguish one rtk^sa from another; 
there was no reason for such a distinction where the texts as well, sel¬ 
dom give a name to the rak$asa’s they introduce but in general only 
speak of "a rak§asa”. There can be no possibility that here on Bara- 
budur 44 different rak$asa’s each with in^vidual characteristics, should 
have been carved; the sculptors only intended 44 times to represent 
"a rak§asa”; if it were not so, they would not so monotonously re- 
semble one another. That some of them have a club and others not, has 

') A review of these panels will be found in the Dutch edition p. 121—127. 
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probably no iconographic meaning and is merely owing to the style of 
decoration, variation in detail being required in the repetition of the 
general type; nor will there be anything particular in the fact that 
some of them are holding a gem. 

If this is correct then two things are the result. First, it is not very 
likely that where in half the number of chief figures it is decided there is 
no individualizing, in the other half we should suppose there is. In the 
second place let us notice that the women in the sidepanels next to the 
raksasa’s, shew the same variety of emblems, flowers, fans, and some¬ 
times jewels, as those in the remaining panels; if now in the figures 
near the rSksasa’s this variation gives no proof for distinguishing one 
person from the other, then we may certainly believe that the variation 
has no such intention with the female figures placed elsewhere. Even 
the jewel, that we might think to have more significance than the flo¬ 
wers or camara, seems to have its most important place just near the 
raksasa’s; if in this place it has no particular meaning, then it surely 
has none elsewhere. 

To be brief, the circumstance that nearly half of the chief figures are 
raksasa’s as well as the resemblance of their attendants to those on the 
other similar panels, seems to show plainly that the sculptors intended 
to place not persons but types in the positions indicated. Among the 
types we recognise first of all rak§asa's and naga's. It is not so easy to see 
what the human figures actually represent; Mr. van Erp calls them 
gandharva; probably the presence of the one-stringed instrument that 
an occasional one of them has, may be a reason for calling these per¬ 
sons heavenly musicians. At the same time this instrument occurs very 
seldom, not enough to signify all these people as gandharva’s, and as we 
on one hand can accept, by reason of their position on one line with 
raksasa’s and naga's and the halo behind the head of several women 
in the sidepanels, that these are no ordinary people and yet on the 
other hand find insufficient reason for deciding them to be actually gan¬ 
dharva’s, let us give the preference to calling them heavenly beings of 
some kind, and of the lower ranks, some of the demi-gods, half-divine 
beings of which Indian mythology has so many and to which the gan¬ 
dharva’s also belong. 

Among the semi-divine beings, such as siddha's or vidyadhara's — 
these were specially popular in Java—or any othars, we can also place the 
figures that appear on the panels of the second type.Though richly-dressed, 
they are not wearing the attire of great gods, and being entirely without 
haloes, they can never be Bodhisattva’s or gods, but either heavenly 
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beings of lower rank or human beings. Which of the two is not to be de¬ 
cided from the panels themselves. If they were intended to be human, 
we might expect something else than only persons of the same age 
and class, young men, dressed alike, not in princely robes, yet like 
people of high rank. At the same time this is the very costume for hea¬ 
venly second-class beings; they share the youthful aspect of the gods 
but must dress more soberly, being of lower rank. That is why we 
should put the figures from these panels among the heavenly beings and 
perhaps, if the chief-figures of the other type of panels are gandharva's 
and suchlike creatures, place them with the vidyadhara's. 

In any case here too we can exclude the idea of individuality; it is 
equally improbable that 96 actual persons are pourtrayed, — who bear 
anyhow an extraordinary likeness to each other — as that 96 vidy- 
Sdhara’s, to be recognised by name, should be carved there. It is cer¬ 
tainly only repetition of a type. We might hesitate about this con¬ 
clusion, if we saw only figures such as E.S. 10 (plate DO 11) with a 
book in one and a jewel in the other hand, E. S. 13 with a jewel on a 
utpala, S. W. 1 with rosary and fly-fan, W. S. 8 with a jewel on a lotus- 
cushion (plate DO 22) or N. E. 13 (plate DO 32) with a wreath: all which 
seem to be the marks of one distinct figure, emblems that belong to no 
other. But when we examine the whole series, then these appear to be 
special cases. There is certainly great variety and all sorts of combinations 
to be fotmd, of lotuses, censers, rosaries,fly-whisks, jewels etc. but on closer 
inspection frequent repetitions are seen, for instance, padma and jewel, 
padma and rosary, padma with right hand on thigh, all these occuring 
several times, padma and censer, padma with the other hand raised, 
that occurs 5 times, padma with other hand on the knee, 7 times; and 
there are a few cases, where emblems are entirely wanting. I consider 
therefore that in these panels too only a type was planned, and that 
the sculptors have succeeded with unusual skill in introducing some 
variation. 

This frieze therefore consists entirely of representations of all kinds of 
non-human beings, heavenly ones, r?Uc§asa’s and nSga's. They chiefly 
seem to be intended as decoration to the architecture; if any other task 
is demanded of them it may be found in the pious homage of the figures 
on the panels of the 2nd type, maybe also in the gesture of the hand that 
invites entrance to the sanctuary (the same kind of thing is found on the 
M&idut); while some of the rak§asa's, their finger raised in warning, 
seem to enforce the lesson of the sculptured text below. Thus the desig- 
nca: has arranged that this frieze while fulfilling the more important task 

Barabu^nr 7 
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of decoration, also cooperates, though in a modest way, with the great 
teaching of the reliefs and images. 

In connection with the figures of what was called here above the 2nd 
t5rpe, I will also mention the decorative scenes on the outside of the 
balustrades above, between the niches with Dhylni-Buddha’s, all of 
the same character, panels decorated only along the upper side, con¬ 
taining a single human figure with emblems and vases or censers, 
the same as on the frieze. The chief difference is that here women 
are among them and that several, in particular women, but men 
as well, have haloes; moreover the dress is often really gorgeous 
raiment. If all these figures were in fuU dress with haloes, then we 
should be inclined to think they must be Tara's and Bodhisattva’s. 
As there are so many among them without a halo and in less splen¬ 
did clothes, it would not be correct to put them all in the same class. 
Perhaps it will be best to identify these figures as superhuman un¬ 
earthly beings of higher rank than those depicted on the frieze, without 
racking our brains to discover to which category of superior beings they 
properly belong. The question is of no vital importance, for here the in¬ 
tention of these panels is even more decorative than of those lower 
down. 

‘) For description of these panels, see Dutch edition of this work p. 129—131 (series 
D B'). 



CHAPTER III 

THE STORY OF THE LIFE OF BUDDHA 

{First gallery, chief wall, top series) 

It has long been known that the top row of reliefs on the chief wall 
of the first gallery represents the life-story of the historic Buddha, and it 
seems quite unnecessary to discuss this fact again. As far as we know, 
it was Wilsen who first attempted to trace this more or less consecutive 
story by means of the reliefs ; his article, offered to the Batavian Socie¬ 
ty for publication, was never printed but put into the hands of Leemans 
who inserted it in his monograph. It was not until 1901 that a careful 
comparison of the scenes depicted on the monument with the text 
followed, took place; this was done by C. M. Pleyte in his: "Die Buddha- 
Legende in den Skulpturen des Tempels von Bord-Budur” ^). This text 
is the Lalitavistara, which on being compared bit by bit with Wilsen’s 
drawings, with a few unimportant exceptions, gives the key for the 
explanation of the reliefs. The sculptors of Barabudur have not had 
exactly the same version of the text before them that we now possess, 
but at any rate, a sutra that in all essentials agrees with it. ®). 

Pleyte's very useful work does not however relieve us from the task 
of examining the text and reliefs anew, especially because for both, we 
now have at our disposal much more reliable material than was avai¬ 
lable twenty-five years ago. Pleyte, as mentioned, was restricted to Wil¬ 
son's drawings. It is true that a visit to the monument enabled him to 
correct various inaccuracies in these drawings which were adjusted 
before reproduction in his book*), but nevertheless the drawings though 

‘) Amsterdam, De Bussy 1901, in 12 parts. 
•) A parallel to such an illustrated history of Buddha will be found in the reproduction 

of the Avidurenidana at Pa^an which SeidenstCicker treats of in his Stidbuddhistische Studien 
I, Mitt, aus dem Mus. f. Vdlkerk. in Hamburg IV (1916). 

•) Vorwort p. V. 
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only incorrect in minor details, proved incomplete as foimdation for 
a copiparison with the text ^). As for the text itself Ple5rte had to manage 
with translations ; even if he had wanted to consult the original 
Sanskrit text, the results would hardly have been satisfactory on ac¬ 
count of Rdjendraldla Mitra's inadequate edition, at that time the only 
one in existence. We are much better off now-a-days, van Erp’s excel¬ 
lent photographs can be used, and the maybe not perfect, but on the 
whole reliable edition of Lefmann ®) is at our disposal. 

Other differences too, will be found between the method of treat¬ 
ment followed here below, and that of Ple5de. As the title of his work 
indicates, he is concerned only with the ‘Buddha-legende' as illustrated 
by the reliefs on this gallery, while on the contrary, my aim is chiefly 
to explain the reliefs themselves. For instance, if we find, quite rightly, 
in Ple5d;e a rather elaborate discussion of portions of the text that are 
not depicted on the reliefs, but which nevertheless are indispensable 
for the coherence of the story as a whole, in this archaeological descrip¬ 
tion I consider elaboration justified only in what concerns the scenes 
that appear on the monument so that as regards ever5d;hing not there 
depicted, a mere reference will be sufficient. Further I have carefully 
tried to make it possible for the reader to form his own opinion as 
to the correctness of the identifications. As it would be of little use to fill 
up this description with quotations from the Sanscrit, I think the best 
way to make it clear will be to translate, as literally as possible, those 
portions of the text that are represented on the relief, giving besides 
this portion of the text, a short description of the relief itself, that 
is, of the manner in which the sculptors have depicted the passage in 
question and then of course to indicate the divergence of detail between 
text and relief. 

Still this way of treatment is not quite safe. It is always dif¬ 
ficult enough to discern which particular details must be considered 
essential in a description, and though in some cases this difficulty can be 

*) Jochim after visiting the Barabu<}ur, draws attention to some inaccuracies in Tijdschr. 
Bat. Gen. 48 (1905) p. 13—20. As these drawings need no longer be made use of, we need 
not call attention to the remarks of Jochim or any later authority; notwithstanding their 
evident unreliability, in 1922 another ^Verkleinerte Wiedergabe d«: Umrissseichnungen 
von F. C. Wilsen** appeared in Germany under the title .,Die Buddha legende auf den 
Flachreliefs der ersten Galerie des St^pa von Boro-Budur." 

*) Anhang p. 177. 

•) I (Text) Halle 1902. The objections are mentioned by Speyer, Museum 10 (1903) 

p. 146—151. A French translation of the Lalitavistara is given by Foucaux in AnnalesMus^e 
Guimet 6 (1884). 
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avoided by an unabridged translation of the whole piece of text under 
discussion, on the other hand it is not advisable to do this if the scene 
represented on the relief consists of whole pages of the Lalitavistara. 
In such cases abridgment in inevitable and for these I have used my 
own judgment. Of course I have tried everywhere to be as careful 
as possible to maintain an objective point of view, but the reader must 
be warned that where it has not been possible to quote the whole 
Lalitavistara, here and there, in reliefs that include large portions of 
the text, some bits of useful data can still be found in the portions that 
have been left out in my quotation. In the few cases where the relief 
could not be explained from the text or in which it was not clear 
which of two similar passages was the one represented, the fact is 
carefully noted. 

1. The Bodhisattva in the Tusita-heaven 

The Bodhisattva dwelt in the pleasant abode of the Tu§ita (heaven), 

worthy of honor and adored, having received the consecration, 

lauded, honored, praised and glorified by a hundred thousand gods. 

When he was seated there beatified, in that great palace which 

resounded with the music of a hundred thousand million kofi’s of 

apsaras (nymphs), while jyotis-, malikS- and sumanas-blossoms 

exhaled their perfume and which was so placed that a hundred thou¬ 

sand million koti’s of gods fixed their eyes thereon, there rose up 

from the sounds of harmony of eightyfour thousand turya's (musical 

instruments), as a fruit of the accumulation of the Bodhisattva’s 

former good deeds, these inspiring h5unns.... "Now is the time 

come, let it not pass unused” (7:21; 10:19,22; 11:3,7; 13:5)^). 

On the relief we see the Bodhisattva between four apsaras, seated 
on a throne in a sort of pavilion. That this building bears little resem¬ 
blance to the description (not given above) of the splendors of the mag¬ 
nificent palace in the Tu§ita-heaven, is due only to the fact of it being 
utterly impossible to represent all that grandeur on a relief, where 
of course the persons must remain of the most importance. As was to 
be expected, the Bodhisattva is clothed in the ceremonial robes appro- 
piate to gods and princes. Right and left of the pavilion, we see in two 

0 Pages and Uaes of the edition-Leimann. 
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rows the homage-paying inhabitants of the heaven, among them many 
apsaras and musicisms; to give a distinct heavenly touch to the 
scene the front persons of the top row are placed upon clouds. The 
first nymph on the left holds an incense-bumer, one of the next a dish 
with jewels; what the nearest on the right holds is not distinct, the 
second one seems to have a tiara. Among the music instruments we 
see, as usual on such occasions, viija, cither, flute, cymbals and a 
great many drums. May be these represent the turya’s of the text. Not 
quite in agreement with the performing apsaras there mentioned, is the 
fact that all the musicians are men, and therefore gandharva's. Both 
the persons in front on the clouds, on both sides, are not wearing the 
usual god’s dress but what resembles that of brahmans; so they are 
recognisable as dwellers of Brahma’s heaven. 

2. The Bodhisattva announces his approaching human birth 

Leaving the great vimana the Bodhisattva sat down in the great 

palace called Dharmoccaya and expounded the LawtotheTu§ita- 

gods. He entered this palace and seated himself upon the lion- 

throne called Sudharma. Thereupon all the gods sons who share the 

state of the Bodhisattva and are found in the same Vehicle, entered 

the palace. And the Bodhisattva’s of the ten winds came together, 

those who follow the same rule of life as the Bodhisattva, with the 

gods sons; they also entered the palace and set themselves each on 

his own lion-throne. As soon as the crowds of apsaras and the lesser 

gods sons were departed, they were a company of sixty eight thou¬ 

sand koti’s all sunk together in pious meditation. Thai (were the 

words uttered): "After twelve years shall the Bodhisattva descend 

into a mother’s womb’’ (13:9). 

The Bodhisattva is seated on a throne in a pavilion with one female 
attendant near him, while, in a distinctly conversational attitude, 
he turns to the company of gods and Bodhisattva’s seated under a 
p€ndap4, the first man of which is making a sSmbah. The third 
wears a rather unusual headdress which it is not easy to see the meaning 
of; was the intention to distinguish in some way the costume of the gods 
from that of the Bodhisattva's, then this person would not have been 
the only one. Quite on the right of the pavilion are seated two more 
listeners; the first one is also making a sSmbah, the second holds an 
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utpala; these persons are also put under a p6nd&pa-roof and evidently 
belong to the same company of gods and Bodhisattva’s. None of them 
are sitting on the lion-thrones required by the text nor does the seat 
of the Bodhisattva shew any sign of the lion-throne mentioned. 

3. The sons of the gods, as brahmans, give instruction in the veda's 

Thereupon the ^uddhiLvasa i) gods sons, betook themselves to 

India and after laying aside their divine forms and assuming the 

dress of brahmans, they gave instruction to the brahmans in the 

veda’s (13 : 21). 

Then follows the description of what was taught, chiefly concerning 
the manner in which the Bodhisattva, should he after his birth wish to 
become ruler of the world, might acquire the seven jewels of the cakra- 
vartin. 

This relief is very much damaged and part of it is entirely missing. 
Right, at the top, two heavenly beings on clouds; undoubtedly the 
descent to India. The rest of the scene is taken up with the lecture, 
given by a brahman (a god of course in brahman dress) seated, with 
a pupil, in a small pSndipa, to the company seated in front of him. 
This company consists of two groups. In front sit the real brahmans 
recognisable by their style of hairdressing; note the rich ornements 
they wear. Only a few have beards and most of them hold lontar- 
leaves in their hand. Of this group only those seated in the foreground 
have been saved; behind these were also some figures standing, most 
of them have disappeared. Quite on the right, under the hovering gods, 
the second group are seated, the pupils, some holding the folded and 
square vessels often seen with brahman-pupils. 

4. The disappearance of the Pratyekabuddha’s 

Meanwhile other gods sons descended to India and informed the 

Pratyekabuddha’s; "O reverend ones, leave open the field for the 

Buddha. After twelve years the Bodhisattva will descend into a 

mother’s womb.” 

At that time there lived in Benares in the deer-park at R|ipa- 

') Conceniing the various sorts of inhabitants of heaven that appear in the Lalitavistara, 
aee p. 76 above. 
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tana, five hundred Pratyekabuddha’s. On hearing these words, 

they rose to the height of seven tala-trees in the air, and reaching 

the kingdom of fire, they were extinguished like meteors (18:11,20). 

Below, on the left, we see by the two gazelles couched under the trees, 
that the deerpark at Benares is meant; above this the gods sons 
are descending from the air to announce the coming of the Buddha 
to the Pratyekabuddha’s. These are seated, three of them, in dhyana- 
mudra, each on a lotus-cushion beneath a tree, they look just like 
ordinary Buddha's. A fourth, quite to the right, has already risen from 
his lotus-cushion and is ascending to reach the nirvaua. Pleyte’s ob¬ 
servation (on p. 10) that the three objects on the right hand of the 
still-seated Pratyekabuddha’s, i. e. a plant without flower, a plant 
in bloom, and a lighted lamp, may have some relation to the three 
yana’s, viz. the ^ravaka’s, Pratyekabuddha’s and Bodhisattva’s, 
is not acceptable seeing that the text as well as the relief shew that the 
persons in question are exclusively Pratyekabuddha’s and not ^rava- 
ka’s or Bodhisattva’s. 

The Bodhisattva now takes into consideration the time, the part 
of the world, the country and family into which he shall be bom. The 
last question is also discussed by the gods sons and the Bodhisattva’s 
and they request the Bodhisattva that it may be as the son of king 
^uddhodana and queen Maya. It is not impossible that this discussion 
is depicted on the next relief; because otherwise the 4th chapt. of the 
Lalitavistara would not be represented on any relief. 

5. The Bodhisattva instructs the Tusita-gods in the Introduction to the 
perception of the Law 

And when the Bodhisattva had thus fixed the family for his 

human birth, it was the great palace called Uccadhvaja in the 

Tu§ita-heaven spreading over sixty-four yojana’s, wherein seated 

the Bodhisattva was explaining the Law to the Tu§ita-gods.... 

All the Tu§ita-gods sons and the hosts of apsaras were gath¬ 

ered together in that palace.... There the Bodhisattva seated 

himself on the lion-throne adorned by the stream of his ripened 

merits. 

Thereupon the Bodhisattva again addressed that great com¬ 

pany of gods and spake thus: "Give ear, most worthy ones, as 
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sign of the descent and to the joy of the gods, to the Introduction 

to the perception of the Law which the Bodhisattva’s teach to 

these gods sons. One hundred and eightfold, o reverend ones, is 

this Introduction to the perception of the Law, which of necessity, 

at the time of his descent, must be proclaimed by a Bodhisattva 

to the congregation of gods.”(29:13; 30:1,7;31:8). 

The Bodhisattva is here too in a separate pavilion, seated with his 
right hand (knocked off) raised, teaching. On the front of his throne 
there are two rosettes. Right and left sit the divine auditors, a few trees 
appear in the background; the first on the right holds an incense- 
burner with a fan, the left one a flowerbud, several of them are making 
a s6mbah. The lion-throne of the text is here also missing; ^ls well as 
the apsaras mentioned, for the company consists of men only; a 
fact that might be used to identify this relief as the above mentioned 
discussion about the family to be selected, but seeing the latitude 
taken in so many details, I think it not convincing. Notice further 
that the persons sitting on the left, like the Bodhisattva himself, for 
all we can distinguish wear a wide sash, not those on the right; as 
this attribute is found elsewhere especially on Bodhisattva’s, it is 
possibly meant for a distinction between the Bodhisattva’s and the 
gods who make up the audience. In that case it is noticeable that on 
No. 2 where the text clearly mentions the two sorts, this distinction 
is not given and on No. 5, where only gods are mentioned, it is 
put in. 

The teaching in the Tu§ita-heaven is also the subject of a relief at 
AmarSvatl ^). There, the Bodhisattva also sits on a throne in the 
middle and the gods are gathered round him; not in the same two, 
long seated rows as on Barabudur, but, most likely because of the 
shape of the relief, in a group kneeling, sitting and standing in front, 
at the sides and behind the throne. The vitarka-mudra of the 
Bodhisattva and the reverent manner of the listeners, plainly indi¬ 
cate here that he is preaching. Different is a Gandhara-relief shewing 
a meditation in the Tu§ita-heaven *) : the Bodhisattva is repre¬ 
sented in dhySna-mudra while on each side of him four gods, in 

') Fergusson, Tree and Serpent Worship (1873) pi. 74 and Burgess, The Buddhist 
stApas ol Amar&vat! and Jaggayyapeta, Arch. Surv. New Ser. 6 (1887) fig. 17 on pag. 
64. See also Foncher, L*art gr6oo-bouddhique du Gandhdxa I (1906) fig. 146 pag. 287. 

*) Foucher, Les basreliefs du stApa de Sikii, Joum. Asiat. 10 : 2 (1903) no. 8, and A.G.Bi 
fig. 145 pag. 286. 
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adoring attitude, are standing. This scene also occurs at Aja^ti- ')• 

6. The Bodhisattva giiies his tiara to his successor Maitreya 

Thus spake the Bodhisattva to the blessed company of gods: 

"Most honorable ones, I will go to India.... It would ill become 

me and shew ingratitude, did I not acquire the most high and per¬ 

fect Wisdom”. Whereupon the Tusita-gods sons wept and clasped 

the feet of the Bodhisattva saying unto him: "This dwelling of 

Tufita, o noble one, when thou art departed, will not shine any 

more”. Then the Bodhisattva spoke as follows to the great com¬ 

pany of gods: “Behold, here, the Bodhisattva Maitreya, he shall 

instruct you in the Law.” Upon this the Bodhisattva removed the 

tiara from his head and placed it upon the head of the Bodhisattva 

Maitreya (saying): „After me, o noble one, shalt thou attain the 

most high and perfect Wisdom.” (38: 14, 17). 

The middle of the relief is taken up by a (very much damaged) palace 
with a p6ndapa next to it, in which both the chief persons are placed, 
the one, sitting on a plain seat wearing the ordinary headdress, the 
other standing before him bare-headed, with the tiara in his hands. 
It seems that the text has not been followed literally, the Bodhisattva 
does not put the tiara straight on to the head of Maitreya, and we 
can not be sure which of the two is the Bodhisattva and which Mai¬ 
treya. One might think that the person seated on a throne here, as 
elsewhere, must be the Bodhisattva, but the gesture of the hands of 
this figure is not that of some one who has offered something, but much 
more like some one who holds out his hands to receive something; the 
figure standing is thus evidently the Bodhisattva who has just removed 
hfe tiara and is on the point of giving it to Maitreya. The headdress 
of the latter does not shew the stupa that characterises Maitre3ra, and 
the tiara that is being handed over (what is left of that damaged object) 
has neither any sign of this emblem. Right and left are seated the Tu§ita- 
gods with flowers and trays full of omements in their hands ; quite 
on the right is one with a vase of lotuses; behind, two are standing, 

») Foucher, Lettre d’Ajapta, Joum. Asiat. 11:17 (1921) p. 223; compan Griffiths, Pain¬ 
tings in tbfi Buddhist Cave temples of Aja9t3> (1896) pi. 25 and 26. This work is not to be 
found in any library in Holland, so that I was unable to verify the quotations. For PagSnaee 
Seidenstilcker abb. 1 and p. 26, 80 and 88. 
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while on the left, in the background, is a tree. The objects on the trays 
do not resemble any of the offerings that constantly appear on so many 
reliefs, but are more like personal omements; observe what seem 
to be bracelets on the front tray. Possibly the sculptor was following a 
version of the story unknown to us in which other omements than 
the tiara are given or received. 

No representation of Maitreya's investiture is known to us in the old 
Buddhist art; it does occur in the comparatively modem Tibetan 
painting, part of a series of pictures of the life-story of the Buddha, 
published by Hackin ^). Naturally this series differs widely in its 
manner of delineation from Barabudur and it would be useless to quote 
from it every time ; nevertheless I draw attention to its existence as it 
may furnish data for the evolution of Buddhist art in its post-Indian 
period. On this pointof course the results of the researches in Turkestan 
are of special importance; a number of pictures from the life of ^akya- 
muni are, as will be seen, found by Stein. 

7. The Bodhisattva consults with the gods over what form he shall assume 

When the Bodhisattva had installed the Bodhisattva Maitreya in 

the Tu§ita palace, he spoke again to the great congregation of gods: 

“In what form, o worthy ones, shall I descend into the mother 

womb?” Then answered some of them:” O divine one, inhuman 

form”. But others said : etc. 

Among them was a Brahmakapka gods son, by name Ugrateja, 

in a former birth a rei and one who did not .turn away from (the 

stmggle after) the most high and perfect Wisdom; he spake thus: 

"So as it is given in the mantra-, veda- and 95stra-books of the 

brahmans, in such form must the Bodhisattva descend into the 

*) Les sctoes iigur^es de la vie du Buddha d'apr^ des peintures tib^taines, M^moires 
concemant TAsie Orientale, II (1916) pag. 9—2S and pi. I—IV and IX (so far as concerns 
the episodes to compare with the Lalitavistara). A number of incidents are brought together 
on one picture. Plate I, for instance gives as chief scene the birth of the Bodhisattva, and 
above on the left the investiture of Maitreya. right, the Bodhisattva*s descent as a white 
elephant towards Queen MSyi. asleep (also right); left, below is the space used for the scenes 
following the birth, the bath and the seven steps. On II the sojourn in the women's apart¬ 
ments, the contests that precede the marriage, the four encounters and the Great Departure, 

mre all combined, and so on. 
•) Ruins of desert Cathay (1912) II pi. VI; Serindia II (1921) p. 865 foU. and pi. 

lxxiv—lxxvii. 
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mother-womb. And what is that form? The mighty shape of a 

splendid elephant, with six tusks, as if enclosed in a golden net, 

brightly shining, Mth a head red and most beautiful with the sap 

that oozes from its forehead.” (39:6,13). 

On this relief it is easy to see that no lecture or sermon, but a confe¬ 
rence is going on as the attitudes of the figures plainly shew. The 
Bodhisattva sits with a incensestand in front of him in the middle of 
his pavilion, the gods are seated on both sides imder the trees, some 
listening, others joining in the discussion. It seems impossible to dis¬ 
tinguish Ugrateja among the company (as Pleyte does 1.1. p. 16, 
misled by a fault in the drawing). 

The text now brings us again to earth, and shews us several omens 
within the palace of ^uddhodana. Then follows: 

8. Mdyd’s conversation with Qtiddhodana 

Queen MayS after bathing herself and anointing her body, her 

arms decorated with various omements and wearing splendid soft 

and fine garments, full of joy, contentment and happiness, with a 

company of ten thousand women, came into the presence of king 

Quddhodana, who was seated pleasantly in his music room and 

advancing towards him, she seated herself at his right hand on the 

throne covered with jeweled gauze and spoke with smiling face, with 

unfrowning eyebrows and laughing mouth, the following verses to 

king f uddhodana (41:8). 

Her request, that is too elaborate for literal quotation, is that the 
king will permit her to perform a vow of selfdenial and virtue, to 
which he agrees. 

The king and queen are seated in a pavilion in the middle of the re¬ 
lief ; there is no sign of this being his majesty’s music room; on the 
contrary, according to the trees on both sides, it should be in a garden. 
The ten thousand women are represented by three sitting and two 
standing, all on the lefthand of the pavilion, thus behind the queen, 
who in agreement with the text is sitting at the king’s right hand. One 
of those sitting holds a dish with a lid, one of the standing ones, a 
dish with a wreath. Right of the pavilion, near the king sits a bearded 
man, his hair dressed-up brahman-fashion, but wearing more omements 
than becomes an ordinary brahman; he seems by his gestures to be 
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taking part in the conversation, and it is possible that, as Ple)de 
suggests (1.1. p. 17) it may be the court-chaplain, but it may be also, 
as on no. 13, the officer of the guard. Behind him, just as quite on 
the left behind the women, is the armed guard with sword and shield; 
quite to the right is another servant with a large bowl, in the shape 
of the cuspidors that are still used. 

9. Maya in her chamber; visit of the gods daughters 

The best of kings gave command to his followers: "Bring rich de¬ 

corations to omement the top of this most eminent palace, splendid 

with the flowers strewn about it, with delicious incense and per¬ 

fumes, with umbrellas and banners and ripe t5la-trees. Let twenty 

thousand splendidly-armoured warriors with javelins, lances, arrows, 

spears and swords, surround the softly-echoing DhrtSrSjya to guard 

it vigilantly and keep the queen from fear. Let the queen, sur¬ 

rounded by her women, like a daughter of the gods, her body bathed 

and anointed and adorned with splendid garments, recline like a 

godess on the pleasant couch, the feet of which are omemented 

with all sorts of costly jewels, and that is strewn with many blos¬ 

soms, while a thousand turya’s discourse sweet music.” 

Then in the Kamadhatu-gods daughters who had seen the 

perfection of the body of the Bodhisattva, arose this thought: 

"What shall she be like, the young woman who is to bear this 

perfectly pure being ?” And full of curiosity they vanished in 

a moment from their dwelling in the abode of the gods and in 

the most magnificent of great cities, named Kapila, adorned with 

a hundred thousand gardens, in the palace of king ^uddhodana 

in the great pavilion Dhrtara§tra, that resembles the abode of 

the inunortals, these gods daughters wearing soft swa5dng robes, 

adorned with the immaculate lustre of beauty, their arms glit¬ 

tering with heavenly jewels, pointed with their fingers to queen 

MS3r2t reclining on her splendid couch and spoke to one another 

in verses (43:15; 48: 17, 21). 

Both passages here quoted are separated by several pages in the text 
where, among others, the episode of the next relief appears. It 
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is not expressly stated that the king’s command is carried out 
and MUySl retires to the chambers made ready for her, but on the visit 
of the gods daughters, she is shewn already installed there. 

She sits in her pavilion with two attendants; it is not actually a 
couch on which she is seated and the splendid decoration, as well 
as the music, is missing, unless we may consider the object held by 
the seated person quite on the right, to be a musical instrument ^). 
The attendant women are there; one standing on the right with a 
fly-whisk, the others kneeling on both sides holding trays with toilet 
requisites as well as a water jug with a spout *). Right and left of the 
women are the soldiers mentioned in the text. Then above on clouds, 
two godesses come flying to behold the future mother. 

10. The gods decide to accompany the Bodhisattva 

In the meantime were gathered together the four Great Kings (see 

p. 76) and ^akra the king of the gods, and Suy§ma the gods son 

etc. etc., these and many others, himdreds and thousands of gods, 

speaking together as follows: "It were not becoming of us, o worthy 

ones, and would betoken ingratitude should we allow the Bodhi¬ 

sattva to depart alone and unattended. Who among us, o worthy 

ones, is able faithfully and continually to attend the Bodhisattva?” 

On hearing these words there gathered together eighty-four 

thousand gods (from the heaven) of the four Great Kings.... And 

moreover, hundreds and thousands of gods from the East, the 

South, the West and the North gathered together. And the highest 

gods sons among them spake unto that great company of gods in 

these verses: “Hearken, o rulers of the immortals, to these our 

words and consider which is our irrevocable decision. Forsaking 

riches, love and pleasure and the great happ^ess of meditation, 

we shall bind ourselves faithfully to this pure being.” (44: 9, 

13;46:19;47:2). 

Nearly the whole of the relief is taken up by a large hall or p6nd4p&; 

It will be the kind of cither omemented with tassels or bells that is to be seen more 
distinctly on No. 52. 

*) In some ways this resembles the scenes ofMftyft’s dream atPagfin^seeSeidenstficker 
1.1. abb. 2—6 and pag. 27 an^ 88. 
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only on the right is a building in the usual temple-form with a fine 
monster-head above the entrance, rampant lions at the comers and a 
roof in tiers; this is undoubtedly a palace of the gods. In the hall, the 
gods are sitting in two opposite groups, in consultation; the 
absence of a central figure plainly shews that the Bodhisattva is nof 
present and that it is a party exclusively of gods. They are all in the 
dress of gods, without any special divine attribute, so that it is quite 
impossible to distinguish the different sorts mentioned in the text. 

11. The other Bodhisattva’s render homage to the Bodhisattva 

Then at the time of the Bodhisattva's descent, many hundred 

thousands of Bodhisattva's from the East, all bound to only one 

birth and dwelling in the beautiful Tusita abode, gathered them¬ 

selves together at the place where the Bodhisattva was, to render 

him homage. Also from the countries of the ten winds came many 

hundreds of thousands of Bodhisattva’s all bound to only one 

birth and dwelling in the beautiful Tu|ita abode, to the place 

where the Bodhisattva was to render him homage. And from the 

assembly of the gods of the four Great Kings etc. etc. came eighty 

four hundred thousand apsaras with the sound of music from many 

turya’s to the place where the Bodhisattva was to render him 

homage. (50: 15 ; 51 : 1). 

In this relief only the homage of the Bodhisattva’s is shewn, and 
nothing of the apsaras. The Bodhisattva sits here not in a separate 
pavilion but his throne is set up in a large hall that fills up the whole 
of the relief and where the Bodhisattva’s are also seated. Next to him is 
a burning incense stand. The figures seated on the right and left are 
all in ordinary god's dress, so that without the text it would have been 
impossible to make out that these are Bodhisattva's and not gods. 

12. Descent of the Bodhisattva 

After the Bodhisattva had placed himself on the lion-throne 

Crigarbha, that originates from all his merits, in the sight of all the 

gods and nS.ga’s in his vast pavilion, he set out on his journey with 

these Bodhisattva’s, surrounded by a hundred thousand millions 

ko^i's of gods, nSga’s and yak§a’s, from the beautiful Tu§ita abode. 
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Without being touched, hundreds of thousands of millions 

koti’s of divine and human music-instruments offered sweet sounds. 

A hundred thousand ten thousands of koti's of gods bore the great 

pavilion on their hands, their shoulders and heads. And the hun¬ 

dred thousands of apsaras, everyone making her own music, 

placed themselves in front, behind, left and right of the Bodhisattva, 

praising him with the melody of their harmonious songs. (51 : 4; 

52: 16). 

In the middle of the relief in dhyana-mudrS in a double pavilion (the 
one he is sitting in being surrounded by a second one) sits the Bodhi¬ 
sattva and is carried down to the earth. This is shewn by the clouds 
that are seen beneath the building which hovers in the air, as well as 
by the figures of gods holding it on either side ; this they do only with 
their hands, not head and shoulders. On both sides of the pavilion 
also on clouds that appear here and there, are the escorting gods with 
umbrellas, banners, fans, incense-burners and flowers in the hand. 
The nSga’s and yaksa’s the text speaks of are not there ; but on the left 
we can see the apsaras are present. Whether these are singing we cannot 
tell, but there are no music instruments. The sculptor has succeeded 
by the hovering attitude of the gods and the flutter of the ban¬ 
ners and fans in giving an impression of the swift motion through 
the air. 

Javanese art is considered to have been greatly influenced by that 
of AmarSvati, but we can here see that as regards the descent of 
the Bodhisattva, an essential difference exists between the two 
schools. It wUl be seen that at AmarSvati ^) the Bodhisattva has 
already assumed the form of a white elephant on leaving heaven, while 
at Barabudur according to the Lalitavistara text he still retains his 
divine shape. I shall refer later to this fact. At AmarSvatl too the 
Bodhisattva is carried in a pavilion; it is borne by yak§a’s and sur¬ 
rounded by the gods in attitudes of flying, dancing, and making music. 

13. The conception 

When the winter was over, in the month of Vaifikha, the 

Bodhisattva descended from the beautiful Tu?ita abode, entered 

the womb of his mother, on the right side, in the shape of a white 

>) T.S.W. pi. 74, also Burgess fig. 7 on p. 35 and A.G.B. Ifig. 147 pag.289;otiMnrilli»tra- 
tion Burgess pi. 11. 
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elephant with six tusks, his head cochenille colored, teeth streaked 

with gold, complete with all limbs and parts of limbs and fault¬ 

less in every organ. On entering there he leaned against the right 

side and in no way to the left. Queen MSya sleeping gently on her 

couch, dreamed this dream: "Like snow and silver, with six tusks, 

beautiful legs, a fine trunk and a red head, a magnificent elephant 

has entered my womb, graceful of motion and with limbs strong 
as diamonds." 

And in the same night that the Bodhisattva entered his mothers 

womb, in that same night a lotus rose up from beneath the mass 

of water and splitting the great earth over sixty eight hundred 

thousand yojana's ascended to the heaven of Brahma. 

And no man saw this lotus but the Leader, the best of men, and 

the Great Brahma, ruler of ten times hundred thousands. Every 

germ of the three thousand great thousands of worlds, all their 

power, their essence or quintessence, was contained like a drop 

of honey in that great lotus. When the great Brahma had put that 

drop into a fair bowl of lapislazuli he offered it tcKthe Bodhi¬ 

sattva who took it and drank it up in deference to the great 

Brahma (54: 18 ; 55 : 2; 64: 11). 

These two passages are a good distance apart in the text; their 
being placed together on one relief is explained by their chronological 
sequence; as the text specially mentions that the lotus roseupinthe 
night of the conception, while the intervening events (relief 15—^21) 
took place after that night, it was logical to put the lotus-episode where 
it chronologically belongs. 

The queen is still in the upper chamber as before in relief No. 9, 
the details of which are now for the first time clearly discernible: 
on the ground floor we see the closed door, the guard sitting before the 
palace and above, the chamber of M5ya lying on her couch and sur¬ 
rounded by her waiting women, one of whom holds a fan. At the head 
of the bed is a lamp, and a water jug with a lotus. The queen is lying 
on her right side, which differs from the account given in the text, in so 
far as the Bodhisattva is to enter the womb on that side, and the posi¬ 
tion of the royal lady, makes this no easy task, as Foucher remarks ^). On 

’) 1.1. pag. 293. 

Barabo^ur 8 
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the right of the chamber is a balcony on which two more attendants are 
standing, still more to the right, under the trees and outside the building, 
some soldiers of the guard are sitting and standing, the same as was to be 
seen on relief no. 9. Like the guard on No. 8 here is also a bearded man 
who in this case is armed with sword and shield and therefore belongs 
to the soldiers. From the upper corner, left, the Bodhisattva is descen¬ 
ding towards his future mother, in the shape of an elephant, surrounded 
by flowers and shaded by an umbrella, with feet on lotus cushions. 
Beneath sit three persons in devotion before a tree stem rising high in 
front of them, and terminating in a lotus, which must be the giant lotus 
of the text. On top of it is a bowl, certainly the lapislazuli bowl in which 
Brahma puts the drop of honey from the lotus flower to offer the Bo¬ 
dhisattva. That three persons are paying homage to the lotus, does not 
agree with the statement that only Brahma and the Bodhisattva 
saw the wonder-plant; neither is there the least indication that one 
of these figures is Brahma. The first one holds an ordinary lotus,'the 
last one is making a s6mbah and it is not improbable that they do not 
specially belong to the great lotus but are intended for divine witnesses 
of the conception. In that case Brahma does not appear at all and the 
sculptor has considered the wonderplant with the bowl on top, enough 
to represent the second passage. 

The head of the elephant is rather wom-away; if the drawing by 
Wilsen is reliable, then the animal was carved with only two instead 
of the requisite six tusks; this might be expected, as nowhere in Indian 
art are the six tusks to be found. No more the wrong position of MayS. 
is due to carelessness of the Barabudur artist, for it is found just as 
well in other Indian representations, the same with the proportion 
of the elephant towards the mother that is much too large: in both 
cases, the Gandhara art as well as that of Amaravati sometimes give a 
more natural picture. The peculiarity. that the Bodhisattva who 
appears on the previous relief in divine shape, is here shewn as an 
elephant and has therefore changed his appearance on the way, is, accor¬ 
ding to Foucher’s convincing explanation (A.G.B. Ipag. 291—296) the 
result of the fact of what was first a dream being later accepted as 
reality; in this way the texts became confused, which naturally affected 
the monuments as well. The later Chinese art solved the difficulty by 
trying to unite both representations, putting the Bodhisattva in divine 
shape upon a white elephant. 

*) So already in Tun-Huang; see Stein, Saindia 11 (1921) p. 855 and pi. LX XIV. 
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The oldest representation of the conception known to us, is that 
of Bharhut ^), with the inscription ; bhagavato okkamti. Very simple 
and at the same time very unnatural: a plain bench, upon which the queen 
lies on her right side with three sitting attendants near her, while a 
lamp shews that it is night. Above her hovers an elephant nearly 
the same size as his future mother. It is not much better at SSnchi *), 
where her majesty too lies on her right side with a palace in the back¬ 
ground and the head and front legs of a gigantic elephant appear in the 
air. There is an Amaravati relief®) with the same position of the queen and 
size of the elephant, where she is guarded by four womenslaves and the 
four Guardians of the world. On another relief of the same stupa, the queen 
is seen in the right position and the elephant in the right size; the Guar¬ 
dians of the world and attendant women are also here present *). In 
the art of GandhSra®) the position is right, but the elephant rather too 
large, though the proportion is nowhere as bad as in the older Indian 
school; generally the queen reclines quite alone on her couch in a 
chamber supported by pillars where in the wings a couple of yavanikS’s 
keep watch. A relief discovered at SarnSth *) on the contrary, returns 
entirely to the older representation; the queen reclining on her right and 
the elephant very large; in its design too this scene is inconsistent, 
being a combined picture of the conception and the birth, while the 
persons of the two scenes are not kept separate. At Ajapta the concep¬ 
tion is twice represented ^), and it is also found at PagSn ®). 

14. The gods do homage to the Bodhisattva {?) 

In the mother, when the entering of the womb has taken place, 

there appears directly on the right side a ratnavyuha-pavilion. 

And further, in that pavilion remains the Bodhisattva, descended 

from the Tu|ita, sitting with legs crossed. For the body of a Bo- 

Cunningham, The stiipa of Bharhut (1879) pi. 28; also reproduced elsewhere, for instance 
pi. 42 of The Cambridge History of India I. 

•) T.S.W, pi. 33; also Foucher, La porte orientale du stdpa de S&nchi (1910), pi. 6. 
•) Burgess pi. 28. 

*) T.S.W. pi. 74, Burgess fig. 18 on p. 65, A.G.B. Ifig. 148 p, 294; see alsoT.S.W. pi. 91, 
Burgess pi. 32. 

•) A.G.B. I fig. 149 p. 296; fig. 160 p. 313. 
•) PL 4 in the article Archaeological Exploration in India 1906—7, Journ. Roy. As. Soc. 

1907, 

Foucher, Lettre p. 223; coU. Griffiths Paintings pi. 25 and 48. 
•) Seidenstiicker, abb. 7 and p. 27 and 89. 
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dhisattva in his latest existence has not the nature of the fleshly 

substance of a foetus but he appears seated complete with all 

his limbs and parts of limbs and with all the (requisite) tokens. 

When midday was past and the afternoon was come, then appeared 

Brahma SahSpati attended by some hundred thousands of Brahma- 

ka3dka gods sons with the divine drop of essence and approached 

the place where the Bodhisattva was, to behold him, to adore him 

and serve him and hear the Law. When the Bodhisattva had seen 

that they were seated, he instructed them with a discourse on 

the Law, made it clear to them, encouraged them and filled them 

with joy (65 : 19; 69: 15 ; 70:3). 

As after the conception, in the text follow the scenes given on the 
reliefs 15—21, without intermission, it becomes difficult to explain 
No. 14 ; it may only be looked for in the part of the text that follows 
on the scene depicted on No. 21, yet it remains doubtful whether in 
guessing what it represents we may have hit on the right incident. 

On the relief, in the middle is seen in a pavilion, a god or Bodhisattva 
seated on a lotus cushion with the right hand in a sort of vitarka- 
mudra of third finger and thumb. Right and left a similar figure stan¬ 
ding, on the right with a lotus and left with a bowl. Next on each side 
a number of seated gods, the right with richly-adorned headdress, 
the left hand ones with a somewhat different hairdressing made up 
with plaits. On both sides two heavenly ones are hovering in the air; 
those on the right fl)dng towards the pavilion, the left ones, away 
from it. 

Pleyte (1.1. pag. 27) calls this relief; „^akra und die Beherrscher der 
Windgegenden” and describes the text relating to it as follows: „In 
derselben Nacht begaben sich die vier Beherrscher der Windgegenden, 
acht und zwanzig Yakshaanfiihrer und der Haiiptling der Guhyaka’s, 
die Yaksharace welcher Vajrapaui entstammte, zu Qakra und nachdem 
sie Rath gepflogen hatten, beschlossen sie alle zusammen dieM§ly2l- 
Devi zu liberwachen.” Thus he considers the person in the middle to 
be Qakra, the flying figures as the Guardians of the winds, while mis¬ 
led by the drawing, he conjectures there is a vajra on the lotus of the 
standing god, which would indicate him to be VajrapSui. But if we 
consult the text itself, it then appears that the translation used by 
Pleyte was not a very good one, for to begin with it is not there stated 
to have taken place on the night of the conception, nor do we find that 
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the persons came to ^akra and there consulted, but only (66 : 4), that 
^akra, the Guardians of the world and the yak§a-leaders mentioned, 
were continually on guard over the Bodhisattva concealed in the 
mother’s womb ^). There is thus no consultation, nor is any mention 
made of any special part played by ^^akra on this occasion, and final¬ 
ly there is no explanation for the advancing and returning flight of the 
Guardians. 

Following in the footsteps of Barth*), I am led to seek the solution 
elsewhere, guided specially by the unusual shape of the pavilion which 
is really a sort of pavilion within another pavilion and this is 
just the building described in the text, the ratnavyuha-pavilion ®), 
with this difference that there ought really to be a third pavilion 
enclosing it. 

The central figure seated on the lotuscushion, can be no other than 
the Bodhisattva, as in the text, with legs crossed and expounding the 
Law to the gods visiting him. There are several groups of gods who come 
consecutively to do him reverence; the reason for my quoting the above 
passage about Brahma’s visit is the possibility that the bowl held 
by the figure on the left may be intended as the same sort of bowl in the 
former relief, in which Brahma offers the essence and which according 
to the text he now has with him. Which visit of the gods is indicated, 
does not either matter very much ; the flying figures are perhaps meant 
to shew the coming of one and the going away of another group of 
divine worshippers. The great difficulty, the great objection to my 
interpretation is of course that the Bodhisattva with the ratnav5mha 
and all, is supposed to be within the mother’s womb. We must allow 
that it was utterly impossible for the sculptor to depict this, and being 
given the episode of the ratnavyuha for his subject, he was compelled 
to do it in some such sort of way as on No. 14. 

15. Maya retires to the agoka-wood 

Then queen M&yt rose up from her splendid couch, wearing ome- 

ments and soft garments, cheerful in mind and body, filled with joy, 

vitality and contentment, and surrounded and followed by her com- 

•) The Southern tradition also gives the guarding of Maya by four of the gods, but after 
the teQing of the dream; represented at Pagan, Seidenstilcker abb. 9 and p. 28 and 89. 

•) Bulletin des religions de ITnde 4-^ (1902) p. 73. 
') The same sort of pavilion served, as we saw, for the descent. 
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pany of women she descended from the top of the magnificent 

palace and betook herself to the a^oka-wood. As soon as she had ente¬ 

red it, as she Wished, she dispatched a messenger to king ^uddho- 

dana; "May it please your majesty to come, the queen desires to 

see you." (55:11). 

On the right is seen the palace just vacated by the queen, crowned 
with the trifula motif; on both sides are sitting guards with a tree in 
the background. On the left, stands the queen just arrived at the first 
tree of the a^oka-wood, her women following. One kneels with an um¬ 
brella, a second holds up a mirror, two others carry the fly-whisks. Be¬ 
neath the tree three figures are kneeling; both those behind are servants, 
the front one is much damaged but to see by the headdress it was a man. 
He puts his hands respectfully on the ground in front of him and the 
queen is evidently turning towards him; so he must be the messenger 
who is to take the message to the king. 

16. The king comes to the queen 

When king ^uddhodana had heard these words he betook himself 

cheerful of mind, after stretching his body and rising from his magni¬ 

ficent throne, surrounded by councillors, citizens, attendants, and 

relations to where the a^oka-wood was situated; but when he was 

come there he became incapable of entering the a^oka-wood. He see¬ 

med to have become too heavy. Pausing at the entrance he spoke after 

a moment’s reflection, at this time, the following verse: “Never can I 

recollect, even when leading my soldiers, that ever I felt my body so 

heavy as now. I am not able to enter the abode of my own family; what 

will overtake me here and to whom can I turn for advice ?” (55; 16). 

Out of the air some of the gods sons inform him that the cause there¬ 
of is the presence of the Bodhisattva in MSya’s womb. 

If the connection between text and reliefs was not so clear, no-one 
could have any idea that this and the next scene are placed in the a^oka- 
wood, for there is not a tree to be seen. It looks much more likely that the 
queen is in a palace, the right hand of the relief is occupied by a build¬ 
ing crowned with tri9ula motifs, in which the queen sits on a lofty 
throne; an attendant with a fan behind her, other women kneeling 
round. In the right lower comer a guard is seated, and there are two 
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others on the left of the building in the adjoining courtyard that is 
closed by a gateway, more to the left. In front of the gateway we see 
a sitting and a standing person, belonging to the king’s suite that 
takes up the left half of the relief; their rich garments make it probable 
they are the royal councillors or relations. It even looks as if they 
might be gods, who, though not from the air, are speaking to the 
king, but the respectful sSmbah of the front one is not becoming for 
a god. The king stands in a reflective attitude and is evidently depic¬ 
ted, musing over the strange occurrence. His suite sits on the left 
behind him and in the backgrond is his elephant, hung with bells, 
its driver on its back with the angku9a in his hand. 

17. The queen relates her dream and asks for its interpretation 

With hands clasped in a sgmbah and bent head, the king entered 

and looking at Maya who shewed no sign of pride or presumption 

(said unto her): "Say, what am I so do for thee, what matter 

is this ? Speak!” And the queen answered him: “Like unto snow and 

silver, exceeding the glory of sun and moon, with stately pace and 

well-built, with six tusks and noble, his limbs as firm as diamonds and 

full of beauty, a splendid elephant has entered my womb. Discover 

the meaning thereof.... It will be well, o prince, to send swiftly 

for the brahmans who can expound the veda's and interpret dreams 

and who know the rules of astronomy; let them come and 

reveal the truth of my dream, if it may bring me happiness or 

if it might foretell evil to our race.” (56:9; 57 : 1). 

In the middle of the relief sit the king and queen (the latter kneeling) 
in a p6ndap4, each on a throne and turning towards one another; 
the queen makes a s6mbah and is certainly asking that the interpreters 
of dreams may be sent for. On both sides of the pSndapa are the atten¬ 
dants in a sitting and a standing row ; on the right, among others, the 
queen’s women with garlands, left, the men attendants of the king, 
bearing garments and jewels. In the last group notice those in the 
foreground who wear no headdress; the seated one has his hair 
done up brahman-fashion in a twist, of the standing one facing us no hair 
is to be seen ; also the figure next to him wears an unusual headdress 
in the shape of a diadem at the back of his head. All three have a 
moustache and do not look like ordinary attendants; probably they are 
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brahmans. For the rest, the attendants on both sides carry the usual 
objects. 

Perhaps this scene is also depicted at Amaravati^); but it is possible 
that there a later conversation is intended, one that takes place before 
the journey to LumbinI and is not represented at Barabudur. It is 
a court scene; the king sitting in the centre on a large throne, the queen 
adorned by a nimbus on a separate seat at his right hand. Courtiers are 
sitting on seats, male and female attendants stand round them. The 
fact that at Barabudur the story of the dream is given but not the 
conversation before the journey to Lumbini, proves that the first conver¬ 
sation was considered the most important, and makes it probable, that at 
AmarSvati the same conversation may be intended as on relief no. 17 at 
Barabudur. At Ajapta this scene is given twice *) and at Pagan it is also 
found. ®j. 

18. The interpretation of the dream 

When the king heard these words, he commanded the brahmans 

to be sent for, learned in the veda's and skilled in the inter¬ 

pretation of ^astra’s. And Maya standing before them, spoke to 

the brahmans and said: “I have seen a dream, expound the meaning 

thereof to me.” And the brahmans spoke: „Relate, o queen, 

what dream thou hast seen; after hearing it, we may understand 

it.” Then the queen answered: “Like unto snow and silver, exceeding 

the glory of sun and moon, with stately pace and well-built, with 

six tusks and noble, his limbs as firm as diamond and full of beauty, 

a splendid elephant has entered my womb. Reveal to me the me¬ 

aning of this.” 

On hearing these words, the brahmans spake as follows: “Behold, 

a great joy shall befall thee, it brings no misfortune to your race, 

A son shall be bom imto thee, his body adorned with tokens, 

worthy descendant of the royal race, a noble ruler of the world. 

When he forsakes love, royal power and palace and without giving 

any more thought to them wanders forth in pity for the whole 

world, he will become a Buddha to be honored by the three worlds and 
•) T.S.W. pi. 65. 
•) Foucher, Lettre p. 223; Griffiths, Paintings pi. 25 and 47. 
*) Seidenstdcker, abb. 8 and p. 27 and 89. 
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he will make glad the universe with the marvellous nectar of 

immortality”. (57:5). 

Left on the scene are the brahmans explaining the dream; one sits 
on a chair under a tree, a second kneels a bit more to the right, 
resting his hands in front of him on the ground. In the lefthand comer 
some attendants, sitting and standing. The pgndapa is separated from 
the seated brahman by an incense-buraer; within, both king and 
queen are seated; below the dais on which the thrones are placed, 
some four other attendants sit on the ground, their faces turned to¬ 
wards the kneeling brahman. On the right of the p6ndapa a female 
servant kneels with a folded tray on a bench, beneath which is a box, 
and behind that more of the royal suite are sitting; there are two 
ordinary servants with umbrella and sinte-leaf, the rest is the armed 
guard. In the background on the left is a tree and on the right we see 
the upper part of a palace. 

The interpretation of the dream is also to be found on a couple of 
reliefs at Gandhara, where king and queen as here are on the right 
sitting next each other and opposite on the left a brahman. Another 
version shews the king between an old and a young ascetic and 
gives the explanation of the dream to the r§i Asita who rightly ought 
not to appear until after the birth of the Bodhisattva®). At Barabudur 
there was no cause for such confusion; according to the text, we now 
have the interpreters of the dream before us and presently on No. 31 
Asita will appear on the scene. 

19. The reward of the brahmans 

When king ^uddhodana heard this from the brahmans, sooth¬ 

sayers, interpreters of tokens, skilled in the explanation of dreams, 

he rejoiced and was satisfied, glad, gay, cheerful, happy and joyful 

and refreshed those brahmans with a banquet of deliciously-prepared 

viands, presented them with garments in which he made them 

attire themselves and dismissed them. (58:3). 

The design of this relief is very similar to the last one; the palace 
on the right, the pSndipi of the king in the middle, the brahmans on 
the left. Here too the king sits with his throne on a dais and below that 

•) A.G.B. I fig. ISO p. 297 and fig. 160 p. 313. 
') A.G.B. I fig. 151, and text on p. 299 etc. This scene is also found at AjaiitS;Foucher, 

Lettre p. 223, Faintiags pi. 27. 
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are two more servants, one of them now armed ; behind these a little 
dog appears. Rather lower than the king sit two other persons also 
inside the p6ndapa; a bearded man, his hair done up in a loop, looking 
like a brahman but holding the folded tray generally carried by ser¬ 
vants in attendance, and a very much damaged person in full dress, 
according to Pleyte (1.1. p. 33) on the authority of van Kinsbergen’s 
photograph, a woman, of course the queen, though it is difficult to explain 
why she, now the future mother of the Bodhisattva, is placed lower 
than her spouse. In the right of the pfindapa two more servants and 
two guards. On the left of the relief in front sits a brahman under a 
palmtree on a high seat; he holds out his hands to receive a packet, 
a kind of purse, which also might contain food, that is being handed to 
him by a standing servant. A second and third brahman are quite on 
the left, one standing with an umbrella and one sitting who has al¬ 
ready received his bag and a folded garment. The rest of the space 
between those already described and the p6ndapa is occupied by a 
fourth brahman standing, and by servants, one carrying a bowl with 
gifts towards the three brahmans, two others turning towards the 
king for orders. 

20. The gods offer their palaces to Quddhodana 

■ Then the question occurred to king ^uddhodana : "In which 

building should queen May a dwell, pleasantly and undisturbed?” 

• At the same moment the four Great Kings approached king ^ud- 

dhodana and spoke thus: „Have no care, o king, be not disturbed 

nor distress thy mind about this ; for we shall prepare a house for 

the Bodhisattva.” Then came Qakra, the king of the gods, to king 

^uddhodana and spake thus: "Small is the pavilion of the Guardians 

of the world ; the best is the palace of the three and thirty gods ; 

I shall give the Bodhisattva a dwelling like that of Vaijayanta.” 

(58:12). 

Four other gods make the same offer. 
A great hall or pfindapa. On the right the king on his throne, his 

attendants are sitting and standing on the same side next to the hall. 
The gods eire on the left, making their offers, seven of them. There is 
no noticeable difference in their dress, so that it is impossible to make 
out which may be Qakra. The sculptor has not attempted to give any 
thing more than "the gods” in general. 
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21. Mayd shews herself in the various palaces 

Thus in the splendid great city named Kapila, all the KamS- 

vacara-rulers of the gods each built a palace in honor of the Bo- 

dhisattva. And king ^uddhodana prepared a dwelling that exceeded 

all human buildings in splendor and resembled nothing less than 

the heavenly ones. Upon which the Bodhisattva, the Great Being, 

by the power of the mahavyuha-meditation caused M§ya to appear 

in all the buildings. While the Bodhisattva remained in the womb 

of queen Maya he continued to be on the right side, sitting with 

legs crossed. And all the rulers of the gods thought to themselves: 

“It is in my palace that the mother of the Bodhisattva is living and 

nowhere else.” (59; 16). 

Three palaces are erected on the relief next to one another, all 
richly decorated as might be expected from divine architects, with 
many tri^ula- and jewel-motifs. In each of the three buildings the queen 
sits on a throne with cushions on it; she here wears a halo for the first 
time. In the two outer palaces, attendants with fly-whisks stand at her 
side; and on the extreme right and left other female figures are kneeling 
tmder a tree, also servants but very much injured and wom-away, 
though we can see the first on the right carries an incense-bumer and 
a fan, and some others are holding flowers. Their dress is too plain 
for them to be godesses who, according to a later passage in the text 
(66 : 7) served the Bodhisattva, four of them; but these would more 
likely be the four standing figures. 

22. The queen heals the sick 

And all those in the splendid great city named Kapila, or in 

other countries, who were possessed by a god, naga, yak§a, gan- 

dharva, asura, garuda, or bhuta, women, men, boys or girls, when 

they saw the mother of the Bodhisattva, recovered their senses 

immediately and got back their memory, those who had lost their 

human shape, recovered it on the spot. And those beings suffering 

from various diseases, on them the mother of the Bodhisattva 

laid her right hand upon their heads and immediately on being 

toudied the sickness disappeared and they returned to their 

homes. At last queen MSyS took a handful of grass from the 
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ground and gave it to the exhausted creatures and as soon as they 

took hold of it there was no trace of their disease left. (71:17; 72:4). 

Beginning on the right, we see on this relief first, three of the guard, 
sitting under a tree, and then a small building with the roof of a temple, 
that we might consider to be a little chapel, but on other reliefs this 
kind of building is used for a gateway. A little further the queen is 
sitting on a throne with three attendants behind her; apparently in 
front of the gateway to the palace grounds and in the open air; observe 
the clouds above her and the trees further to the left. She raises her 
hand towards the person sitting in front of her, who is holding his 
right upper-arm with the left hand, maybe one of the sick who is to be 
cured by the laying on of hands ; this is not certain for his dress is the 
same as the other attendants of the queen and not the ordinary cos¬ 
tume of the desa-folk invalids depicted. The group which occupies 
the left side is not quite in keeping with the text as it seems more to 
represent a distribution of food and medecine by the attendants than 
any laying on of hands by the queen. One sits with a pot in front of him 
and a spoon in his hand; and another stands with a dish serving out 
something with a spoon. Among the sick, one is half lying on the ground 
and holds his hand to his head, two others sit and stand with hands 
upraised, then another is crouching, feeling a sore place on his shoulder 
and two more are leaning on a crutch. Thus it is quite plain that these 
are sick and helpless ones, not just only poor who receive alms from the 
queen. 

23. Distribution of alms 

All the ^akya’s and other beings in the splendid great city called 

Kapila ate and drunk, amused themselves, lived pleasantly, gave 

gifts and performed meritorious work. (72:17) 

The sculptor or rather the one who ordered the design, has clearly 
suggested the more edifying part of the ^akya’s life, the giving of alms, 
for the picture, as nothing else is represented on this relief. On the right 
a building, a dwelling house of two storeys with closed in niches below, 
windows with trellis-work above, an oblique sloping roof with top-orna¬ 
ments and above the entrance a balcony with projecting roof. On the rest 
of the relief against a background of trees, we see a picturesque group: 
the ^)5kya's^) recognisable by their rich garments, who are distributing 
valuables and food from trays held by their servants, to a crowd of poor 

‘) The one standing on the right might be the king, judging by his attitude. 
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of all ages and sexes depicted in all sorts of attitudes. The sculptor has 
succeeded in giving a natural and animated scene, by here not dividing 
the givers and receivers on each side as on so many of the reliefs, but 
shewing them in a mingled group. 

24. The king as hrahmacSrin {?) 

And king Quddhodana living the life of a brahmacarin without 

attending to the affairs of state, perfectly pure as those who retire 

to the forest of repentance, was concerned only with the exercise 

of the Law. (72:20). 

Only the sequence of the text makes it probable that the above 
passage may really be depicted upon this relief; but it is not clear and 
the identification remains very doubtful. On a throne, right, under 
a canopy, a plainly-dressed person is sitting, unfortunately rather 
damaged, this might be the king who has retired from the world; he 
makes a gesture of refusal to the group before him, separated by an 
incense-bumer. This group consists of a number of women, also plainly- 
dressed and surely no ladies of the harem, unless they have followed 
their masters example; they are kneeling on a platform with a few trees 
behind it. Quite in front, below the nearest woman, a person (sex 
doubtful) has thrown himself at the feet of the king. 

On the platform follow some sitting and kneeling men, some of them 
bearded, none of them well-to-do, some with smooth brushed-back- 
hair and some with hair tied up. These too are turning towards the 
king. Quite on the left stand three better-dressed men, the first with 
a dish full of wreaths, the next with a fly-whisk; perhaps royal servants, 
perhaps some of the festive ^akya’s mentioned in the text of the 
previous relief. As the text gives no decisive statement about what 
these people are up to and there is evidently something on hand not 
included in the above quotation from the text, this must remain an 
unsolved mystery. 

25. The miracles at Kapilavastu 

Now when ten months had passed in this way and the time for 

the Bodhisattva's birth was come, there appeared in the palace 

and the park of king Quddhodana two and thirty omens.... 

From the slopes of the Himalaya came young lions continually and 

after pacing round the excellent city named Kapila with rejoiced 
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greetings, keeping the city on their right, they lay down on the 

thresholds of the gates without doing harm to any one. Five hundred 

yoimg white elephants came and saluted king Quddhodana’s feet with 

the end of their trunks. Children of the gods with girdles round their 

waist appeared in king ^uddhodana's private appartments and sea¬ 

ted themselves on the lap of first one and then another. (76:8,16). 

Only the three omens shewn on the relief are quoted out of the thirty 
two; the lions, the elephants and the divine infants. The scene 
with the lions is on the right; two lions sit before the usual style 
of gateway, next to them are the guards and three other persons stand¬ 
ing, perhaps also guards, expressing their wonder. On the left a p6n- 
d4p4, in the right end of which the king is sitting; the space between 
him and the gateway is taken up by elephants about the size of dogs, one 
of which, as the text says, touches the king’s foot with his trunk. 

The king has a divine infant on his knee, a second stands near and a 
third on the king's other side; they all have a band crossed over the 
middle of the breast, fastened with a large clasp, and are indicated 
further by a crescent behind the head. To the left of the pgndapa are 
three female attendants, inside the pgndapa three more female figures 
are kneeling whom, to judge by the grander costume of the front one, 
we may consider to be the queen with two of her women. According 
to Pleyte (1.1. p. 41) they are the gods daughters who are mentioned 
in the description of other tokens ; if this were correct, then the sculp¬ 
tor must have deviated from the text which tells us that these apparitions 
remained part of them in the air and part of them carried specially- 
named emblems that do not appear on the relief. 

26. The preparation for the journey to Lumbinf 

Now when queen M5y§. by the power of the Bodhisattva's radian¬ 

ce knew that the time of his birth was near, she betook herself in 

the early vigil of the night to king ^uddhodana and spoke unto 

him these verses: 

"It behoves me, o king, to retire to the pleasure garden. It is the 

best of seasons, the spring, when women adorn themselves. Mid the 

hum of the bees, the song of the koldla and peacock is heard; dear, 

glittering and radiant is spread the glory of the blossoms. Come, 

give command, let us set off without delay f” 
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When the king had heard these words of the queen, he spake, 

pleased and light of heart to his retinue; “Make ready a troup of 

horses, elephants, carriages and attendants; decorate LumbinI, the 

place of most perfect quality” (78:1,11). 

On the relief we do not find just what the text quoted leads us to 
expect; it is not the conversation of the king and queen that is 
given ^), but what follows thereon. The scene is divided by a gateway 
into two unequal parts, on the right, the smaller, sits the queen, clearly 
indicated by a halo, on a throne in a niche; kneeling before her, a small 
tree in the back ground, are two attendants, the front one holding a 
bowl, perhaps containing ornements. The queen is probably preparing 
herself for the journey, even if the text does not literally say so, and the 
passage in Pleyte (p. 42): “Inzwischen war Maya-Devi nach ihrem 
Zimmer zuriickgekehrt und hatte sich von ihren Dienerinnen die schftn- 
sten Gewander anlegen lassen” is not to be found in the original Sans¬ 
crit. On the left of the gateway a quite mutilated figure is sitting in a 
pgndapa whom Pleyte rightly recognises as the king; a servant kneels 
behind him with the usual folded* vessel in his hand; opposite to them 
sitting and standing, a large number of attendants. In this scene as 
well, Pleyte thinks of adornment and entitles the whole relief as “Der 
KOnig und die Kbnigin schmiicken sich.” He has been misled by 
Wilsen’s drawing on which someone is holding ready a headdress; 
where, in reality, as clearly shewn on the photograph, a very much 
damaged attendant is wearing it on his own head. As for the rest, there 
is only one attendant who has ornements on a tray; the nearest one 
standing, carries a bouquet, another a box; the lowest row are quite 
without any articles in their hands. Adorning himself, or making 
any toilet, we see no traces of in this scene, and there is no reason for 
the king to trouble about his dress as he is not going with the party to 
LumbinI. I am much more inclined to think we here have only the 
king giving orders to his attendants, in preparation for the queen’s 
journey. 

27. MSya betakes herself to the Lumbint-park 

"Let queen M§ya alone be seated in the splendid carriage and no 

other man or woman ride in it. And let women in various garments 

draw that carriage.” 

*} As at Pagan; Seidenstttcker, abb. 10 and p. 29 and 89 etc. 
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Then did queen MSLya pass, accompanied by 84,000 horse- 

carriages decorated with all sorts of omements and by 84.000 

elephant-carriages decorated with all kind of omements, escorted 

by 84,000 warriors, brave, warlike, well-favored, hansome, clad in 

mail and armour, followed by 60,000 ^akya-women, guarded by 

40,000 ^akya’s of the family of king Quddhodana, old, young and 

middle-aged, accompanied by 60.000 persons of king ^^uddhodana's 

private appartments, who made harmonious music consisting of 

singing and the sound of all sorts of instruments, surrounded by 

84,000 gods daughters, 84,000 n5ga-daughters, 84,000 gandharva- 

daughters, 84,000 kinnara-daughters, and 84,000 asura-daughters, 

adorned with differently composed omements who sang all kinds 

of songs of praise.” (80:9; 81 :21). 

Not much is seen on the relief of the enormous procession that escor¬ 
ted the queen to Lumbini according to the text. She sits in a com¬ 
fortable arm chair with cushions on a four-wheeled carriage, and she 
sits there quite alone. This agrees with the text in the first words of 
the king quoted above; the rest of his orders was not carried out by 
the sculptor, for it is not women who draw the carriage but two horses 
hung with bells, upon one of which is the charioteer. In front walks a troop 
of partially-armed men who to judge by the fine clothes, will be ^a- 
kya's; behind and next to the carriage are servants with umbrellas and 
leaf-fan and these too are armed with swords, some of them. Finally 
come the queen’s women. The other carriages with horses and elephants 
are not there and the music as well as the attendant daughters of the 
demi gods are left out. At Ajaijt:^, the queen sits in a palanquin and 
begins taking her bath *), at Pagan too the vehicle is a palanquin 
borne by men. 

28. The birth of the Bodhisattva 

Now when queen Malya had entered the Lumbini-park, and 

had descended from that splendid carriage, surrounded by human 

and divine women, she moved from one tree to the other, from 

*) That is unless the attendant whose half figure appears between the horses and the side 
of the carriage, is considered to be sitting in the carriage. 

•) Foucher, Lettre p. 225; Paintings pL 28. 
») Seidenstiicker, abb. 11 and p. 29 and 90. 
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one thicket into another, looking at one tree after the other, 

and came gradually to the place where that great plaksa, jewel of 

all great trees, grew. Thereupon the plak§a-tree, moved by the 

jx)wer of the Bodhisattva's glory, bowed down and saluted her. 

Queen Maya stretched out her right arm like a flash of lightning 

in the air, laid hold of a branch of the plak§a and stood there 

without any effort gazing up to heaven with her mouth slightly 

open. At that moment appeared 60.000.000 apsaras of the 

KSLmSvacara gods and formed a train to serve queen Maya. 

Attended by such miracles the Bodhisattva formerly had entered 

the mother's womb; now he appeared, at the end of ten full months, 

out of his mother’s right side, in possession of memory and knowledge, 

unsullied by the impurity of the mother’s womb. At the same mo¬ 

ment came ^akra, the king of the gods, and Brahma Sahapati and 

stood before him. With the greatest respect they received the 

Bodhisattva in a divine ka9ika-garment, recognising him in all 

his limbs and parts of his body, and knowing him. Immediately at 

his birth the Bodhisattva descended to the ground. As soon as 

the Bodhisattva, the Great Being, touched it a great lotus appeared 

splitting open the great earth. Nanda and Upananda, the naga-kings, 

shewing the upper part of themselves in the air, caused two stre¬ 

ams of water to appear both hot and cold and bathed the Bo¬ 

dhisattva. It was Qakra, Brahma and the Guardians of the world, 

with many more himdred thousands of the gods sons, who bathed 

the Bodhisattva directly after birth, sprinkled him with all sorts of 

perfumed water and strewed him with blossoms; fly-whisks appeared 

in the air and an umbrella adorned with jewels. He placed himself on 

the lotus and looked towards the four winds. 

Without any man’s help the Bodhisattva took seven steps to 

the East (and said): "Behold I shall be the first of all dharma’s who 

are the roots of Salvation”. And as he walked the divine white 

large umbrella and the two magnificent fans moved above him 

in the air unsupported. At every spot where the Bodhisattva set his 

foot sprung up lotuses. And he took seven steps to the South 

etc. (82 : 14 ; 83 : 3, 12, 19 ; 84 : 15). 
Barabu^ur 9 
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It is certainly remarkable that while everywhere else the sculptors 
of the Barabudur do not hesitate when the text allows, to spend a new 
relief on scenes that are very similar, they have here chosen to combine 
the three important events, the birth, the bathing and the seven steps, 
into one panel. In the middle of the relief the plak|a-tree is designed, 
shaded by an umbrella and decorated with hanging strings of jewels. 
On the right is the queen with attendants; the birth was just taken 
place as is shewn by her standing in the prescribed attitude; the right 
arm raised and holding a branch of the tree. One attendant supports 
her left arm, a second kneels before her with a water-jug, a third is 
behind her with some fotir other of her women. To the left of the plak§a- 
tree, the bathing is ingeniously combined with the seven steps. Here 
seven lotuses have sprouted up, strangely enough out of the familiar, 
but here quite misplaced, jewel pots. On two of these flowers the Bo- 
dhisattva sets his foot; thus the seven lotuses that sprout up under his 
seven footsteps are clearly indicated. At the same time, above his 
head floats a cloud from which streams of water and flowers pour 
down on to him. 

Here the Bodhisattva has already reached the stature of a growing 
youth, and wears besides the usual dress of high-bom boys the cres¬ 
cent ornement behind his head. On the left of the scene is a row of gods, 
standing, among whom is no figure that can be distinguished as Qakra 
or Brahma, and a row of kneeling women, with high headdress, thus 
no servants but probably the apsaras mentioned at the birth. They 
have some objects in their hands, but this part of the relief is too damaged 
for us to see what they are. 

We can see plainly that to make a whole of all this, the sculptor has 
had to sacrifice a good deal. At the birth-scene, the new-bom infant 
himself, and the two gods who fold him in the cloth are missing ; the 
two nSga-kings are not present at the bath, though they are responsible 
for the water. There was no room either for the large lotus on which the 
Bodhisattva rested before the seven steps were taken and the umbrella 
and the two fly-whisks are not given at all. 

Deviations of this sort are very extraordinary when it concerns such 
an important incident as the birth of the Bodhisattva, for we should 
imagine both the Bodhisattva and the two gods who receive him, to be 
so deeply-rooted in the tradition that it was impossible to leave them 
out of the picture. This is the more striking because in other Indian art, 
all three, or at least the new-bom infant and one of the gods, appear, 
and while, in other respects, the Barabudur sculptor so evidently adheres 
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to the existing tradition, even where the text omitted the particulsu' in 
question: for example, the presence, known also in GandhSra art ^), of the 
standing woman who supports the young mother, and that of the atten¬ 
dant holding a water jug. In connection with my remarks on No 13 it is 
noticeable that at Amaravatl too the child is sometimes left out and the 
two gods Qakra and BrahmS are replaced by four gods all alike, who 
nevertheless hold a cloth and are therefore not reduced to the role of 
spectator, like the five divine persons on the Barabudur scene*). Also as 
regards the placing of these three incidents on one relief, the Javan artist 
is not as original as might be thought, examples of two, the birth and 
seven steps, are known in Gandh^a; and when we see there j ust below the 
Bodhisattva coming out of Maya's side, another image of him making the 
seven steps, the Barabudur scene is surely to be preferred, that represents 
the child only once. Even with the lotuses the Javan sculptor has not 
been original for this is to be found in Magadha ®), but the way in which 
they are shewn is a vast improvement on that of his colleague in Hindustan 
who piles the lotuses stupidly on top of one another ; the most sensible 
way is the later Tibetan manner of placing the lotuses in a cross towards 
the points of the compass. Finally it is curious that neither does the 
bath incident exactly imitate the Indian examples. As above quoted, 
the text describes first that the naga's let the streams of water faH and 
afterwards ^akra, Brahma and other gods pour out their water and flowers. 
It is known that the Gandhara art adheres to the latter and shews the 
bath being performed by the gods, while the later Indian art prefers to 
give it to the naga’s. On Barabudur there are no naga's, nor either any 
signs of the two gods who pour water over the Bodhisattva in Gandhara. 
There is nothing to be seen but the gods as spectators who have no 
hand in the bathing, though perhaps the shower of blossoms may be 
an indication that the sculptor intended the bath by the gods, not the 
naga’s, the flowers being mentioned in the text only for the gods. The 
impression of the whole is, that in spite of being boimd by text and 

') Representations of the birth in the Gandhara art, generally with a good deal of resem¬ 
blance among them, are to be found A.G.B. I fig. 152 p. 301, 164 p. 306, 15dp. 311,164 p. 
321, 208 p. 412, the seven steps fig, 156 p. 307, and the bath fig. 156 p. 309, 157 p. 310. 
Also Burgess, The Gandhara sculptures, Journ. of Ind. Art. and Industry 8 (1898) pi. 10; 
Grilnwedel-Burgess, Buddhist Art in India (1901) fig. 64 and 65; Burgess, The ancient 
monuments, temples and sculptures of India (1897) pi. 98, 126, 134. 

•) T.S.W. pL 65 and 91 ; Burgess pi. 32 (= 91). From Amaravatl is also A.G.B. II fig. 506 p. 
563. 

•) See Foucher, Etude sur Tlconographie bouddhique de ITnde I (1900) fig. 28 p. 160; 
also from Magadha A.G.B. II fig. 500 p. 545. 
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tradition, the artist of the Barabudur exhibits a surprising amount of 
originality. 

In other Buddhist art as well, the birth of ^akyamuni remains a 
favorite subject, in that of Sanchi^), Samath®), Ajauta*) Cambodia*), 
Pagan ®), the Indian miniatures®), the Serindian’), the elder Chinese*), 
the later Tibetan®) art. As Barabudur by the singular combination of 
three incidents is so exceptional, there is no reason for comj)aring 
with the other examples. With all the variations, one chief thing has 
remained the same; the tree and the queen holding it with one hand 
(later always the right, in the older art sometimes the left hand) in 
the middle, with her attendants on her left side and the gods on her 
right; if necessary the two groups are reduced to one representative 
for each. As for the rest, this scheme could be combined in various ways 
with whatever text was followed by the sculptor. 

29. The congratulations and feasting of rsi’s and brahmans 

Then all the r§i’s from other parts, who were present in India 

and acquainted with the fivefold knowledge came flewing through 

the air to king Quddhodana, set themselves before him and gave 

utterance to their wishes for health and prosperity. And all the 

troups of ^akya’s gathered together and uttered cries of joy, gave 

gifts, performed meritorious deeds, and every day satisfied two and 

thirty hundred thousand brahmans; whatever each of them needed, 

it was given unto him. f akra, the king of the gods, and BrahmS took 

>) A.G.B. II fig. 474 p. 387. 
•) A.M.I. fig. 67, 68; A.G.B. I fig. 209 p. 413; II fig. 498 p. 539; fig. 507, p. 563; I.B.I, 

fig. 29 p. 163; Joum. Roy. As. Soc. 1907 1.1. pi. 4. 
») Foucher, Lettre p. 223; comp. Paintings pi. 28. 
*) A.G.B. I fig. 153 p. 303. 
‘) Seidenstttcker, abb. 12—18, p. 29, 84—86, 90. 
•) I.B.I. pi. X, 3. 
’) Griinwedel, Altbuddh. Kunstst. Turkest. fig. 383 (A.G.B. II fig. 523 p. 605); Stein, 

Serindia II p. 855 foil, and pi. LXXIV (Tun-Huang). 
•) Chavannes, Mission arch6ologiqae dans la Chine septentrionale, Publ. Ec. fran$. 

d’ Extr. Or XIII, 2 (1915) fig. 275 and pag. 319 (Yun-Kang), fig. 1735 and pag. 555 (Long- 
men); fig. 432 and pag. 590. In all three of these cases the bath (by the nfi^'s) gmd the seven 
steps follow immediately. 

S« ill. in Griinwedel, Buddhistische Kunst in Indien (1900) abb. 50 on p. 105, or My- 
thologie des Bnddhismus in Tibet und der Mongolei (1900) abb. 7 pag. 16; mote modem 
Hacldn 1.1. pi. I; compare above pag. 107. 
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the foremost seats in that conclave of brahmans, after assuming 

the human form, and pronounced these verses of congratulation 

(96: 17, 21). 

On the extreme right, in front of a very much damaged building, are 
sitting armed guards and unarmed servants of the king who sits on his 
throne a little to the left, in a pfindapa. According to Wilsen’s drawing 
this little building was a gateway, but there may be some imagination 
about that. Opposite to the king also on a dais in the same pgndapa, is a 
r§i, to be recognised by his untidy, done up-high mass of hair but other¬ 
wise rather delapidated ; between them a dish of food(?). The left hand 
of the relief gives the feasting of the brahmans. These are sitting in the 
left hand comer under a small p§ndapa-roof, one of them is seated a 
little higher, a second sits on the ground, a pupil stands behind with 
an umbreUa, the (very indistinct) head and arm of a fourth seem to be 
sticking up above the seat. Both the first-mentioned have each a meal 
set before them, among which the large balls of rice and dishes with 
sambalan’s and other things can be descried. Between this group and the 
pfindapa of the king the distributors of food are sitting or standing, they 
look just like servants, not at all like Qakya’s of distinction as given by 
the text. The sitting ones have in their hands a water-jug with a spout, 
a box, and a bowl; the first of the standing ones is ready to serve out 
from a basin, with a spoon, while those behind him are bringing 
dishes and bowls. A tree in the background. 

30. Gautami undertakes the care of the Bodhisattva 

Seven days after the birth of the Bodhisattva, his mother, queen 

Maya died. After her death she was bom again among the three 

and thirty gods. Thereupon five hundred ^akya-women spoke each 

to herself in this wise: „I shall take on myself the care of the 

prince”. But the eldest ^akya’s, both men and women, said: „ All these 

women are young, beautiful, well-formed and proud of their youth 

and beauty ; they are not suited to bring up the Bodhisattva as it 

befits. None other than MahSprajapati Gautami here, the sister 

of the prince's mother, is able to bring up the prince in a wholly 

satisfactory maimer, and to assist king Quddhodana”. As soon as 

they were agreed upon this, they encouraged MahaprajSpati Gauta¬ 

mi. Therefore she brought up the young prince. And two and thirty 
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nurses were appointed to the Bodhisattva, eight to carry him, eight 

to give him milk, eight to bathe him and eight to play with him”. 

(97:3; 100 : 10). 

The middle of the relief is taken up by a large pavilion ; within sits 
king ^uddhodana with his son on his knees, on'each side of him a group 
of women. The Bodhisattva again has the half-moon ornement behind his 
head. Among the women a few hold a bowl or dish and must be servants 
as can be noticed by their dress ; the one sitting directly in front of the 
king has nothing to distinguish her from the others, so there would be no 
reason to think she is the princess Gautami. Although it is most probable, 
considering the position of the relief between the feasting of the brah¬ 
mans and the visit of Asita, that the choice of a foster-mother is here inten¬ 
ded, there is still a good deal of doubt, because also the old ^akya’s of the 
text are omitted. Right and left of the pavilion, servants are sitting im- 
der a palm-tree, armed guards onlyontheright. In connection with the 
possibility that we may have here before us some other scene than the 
text suggests, I must mention that the return from LumbinI to Kapila- 
vastu, a favorite scene in sculptured art, at least in that of Gandhixa ^), 
that should have found a place here, is altogether missing on Barabudur, 
notwithstanding the elaborate description in the Lahtavistara. 

31. The visit of Asita 

At that time there lived on the slopes of the Himalaya, the king 

of the mountains, a great rsi, named Asita, learned in the fivefold 

knowledge, with his sister’s son Naradatta. Now this Asita saw at 

the birth of the Bodhisattva many miraculous and supernatural 

apparitions. He. rose up with his sister’s son Naradatta into the air 

as a royal swan and flew to the great city of Kapilavastu. 

And Asita, the mighty i^i, spoke thus to king ^uddhodana: “Unto 

thee great king is bom a son, and I am come hither desirous to look 

upon him” ... Thereupon king ^uddhodana took up prince Sar- 

vSrthasiddha gently and carefully in both hands and brought him 

to Asita, the great i^i. And when he saw that the Bodhisattva 

was marked with the thirty two signs of the Great Being, he wept, 

‘) A.G.B. I pag. 310—314 and fig. 157—160 On the contrary the journey to LumbinI, 
(No. 27 of this series) has not yet been found in GandlOra. 
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shedding tears and sighing deep. King ^uddhodana_ spake unto 

Asita, the great r|i: "Wherefore, o r§i, doest thou weep and shed 

tears, and heave deep sighs? Is there any danger for the prince?” 

At these words spake Asita, the great r§i, to kingC^uddhodana: „I do 

not weep for the prince and no danger threatens him. Nay I weep 

for myself. And for what cause ? Great king, I am old, full of years 

and worn with age.... This prince shall without doubt attain the 

highest and most perfect Wisdom and save a hundred thousand mil¬ 

lion koti's of beings from the ocean of life’s circle to the other coast and 

help them to attain immortality. And we shall not see that jewel 

of a Buddha. Therefore I weep, great king. (101; 1; 102:1; 103:1, 8, 

21; 104:3; 105:3). 

Asita points out the thirty-two chief signs and eighty additional signs 
of the future Buddha, he is feasted and departs. 

The fulness of detail with which the text relates this Simeon episode, 
compels me to curtail the quotations and refer the reader to the text for 
the whole tale. 

The king and his visitors are sitting in a pgndapa on the left of the 
relief with a dish full of wreaths between them, on a wide seat with 
cushions. The king has his son upon his knee, the child holds a stem, 
probably of a flower in his hand ; behind him some female servants are 
standing and sitting. The bearded r§i Asita sits in front making a s6m- 
bah ; behind him Naradatta without a beard. Both have their hair in the 
usual fashion of r§i’s fastened up in a large coil, and both wear the 
necklace customary for rsi’s as well as ascetics. The rsi is evidently lost 
in contemplation of the Bodhisattva; no trouble has been taken to 
shew his sadness, as for instance is done on a Gandhara-relief by putting 
him with his hand to his head *). On the right of the pSndapa three 
female attendants are coming with garments etc. as gifts for the 
guests, but this part of the relief is not very distinct. Further, there is a 
building in the background, possibly a guard-house, the usual guard 
seated, and finally on the extreme right three horses and an elephaiit, 
with his mahout holding the angku9a. These animals have nothing to do 
with the Asita episode, so they must have been put in as decoration. 

The representations of Asita's visit in the Gandhara art*), differ in 
so far from those on Barabu^ur, that the queen is also present and 

*) A.G.B. 1 fig. 161 p. 305. 
•) A.G.B. I fig. 160 p. 313, 162 p. 131, 165 p. 323, and the one already mentioned. 
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Asita, not the father, is holding the child. The last is also the case on 
the painting at Aja^ta, of which only the one r?i figure with the child is 
known to us^), so that we can form no idea of the further design of the 
scene. The old Chinese art gives only Asita with the child *); on the 
contrary at Pagan the king holds his son, that is if the interpretation 
of the relief is correct. *) 

32. Mahefvara and other gods sons do homage to the Bodhisattva 

As soon as the Bodhisattva was bom, the gods son Mahe9vara 

turned to the ^uddhavasakayika gods sons and spake thus: "The 

Bodhisattva, the Great Being, has appeared in the world and will 

in a short time attain the highest and most perfect Wisdom. Come, 

let us go and greet him, do him homage, honor and praise him”. 

Then the gods son Mahe^vara surrounded and followed by twelve 

hundred thousand gods sons, after filling the whole great city of 

Kapilavastu with radiance, came to the place where king Quddhoda- 

na’s palace stood ... and after saluting the Bodhisattva’s feet with 

his head and throwing his upper garment over one shoulder, he walked 

round him some hundred thousand times, keeping his right side 

towards him, took the Bodhisattva in his arms and spoke encourag¬ 

ing words to ^uddhodana. After the gods son Mahe^vara with the 

^uddhivasakSyika gods sons had thus performed the ceremony of 

the great homage, he returned to his own dwelling. (112:3,13; 113:1, 

4,11,13). 

On this relief too the royal pgndapa is on the left, here with tri^ula- 
omements on the roof, king ^uddhodana still sits with his son on his 
knee on a cushion with some female attendants behind him. The gods 
also sit on cushions, three of them; the nearest, making a sSmbah, 
must be Mahe9vara. Nothing is to be seen of the homage to the feet of 
the Bodhisattva or of a pradaksiut; the gods son is sitting just like the 
r§i on the last relief. The right is occupied by the king’s suite, servants 
standing, some of them with the usual bowls of flowers, and seated ones, 

*) Fergusson-Burgess, The cave temples of India (1880) p. 308; Burgess, Notes on the 
Bauddha rocktemples of Ajanta, Arch. Surv. West. Ind. 9 (1879) pi. 14; Griffiths, Paintings, 
pi. 45; Foucher, Lettre p. 224. 

*) Chavannes, Mission, fig. 432, p. 590. 

•) Seidenstttcker, abb, 20 and p. 31 and 91. For Cambodia see A.G.B. II fig. 518 p. 589. 
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the front ones only bearing swords and shields, while in the background, 
as well as the king's umbrella, bows and arrows are to be seen ^). 

33. The Qdkya’s request that the prince may he brought to the temple 

Then the oldest ^akya’s, men and women, gathered together, 

came to king ^uddhodana and spake thus: “O king, this thou 

should know, the prince must be brought to the temple”. And heans- 

wered and said; ‘ ‘ It is well, let the prince be brought there. "(118:3). 

Here again the king is sitting with his son on his knee, he is placed 
quite in front because those with whom he converses are outside the 
pgndapa. Behind him and inside the building, some female attendants 
are kneeling; the front one who has nothing in her hands and on whose 
hip the king rests his hand, might be Gautami, but according to the 
text, she was not present at the conversation, as the king informs her 
later, on his return to the palace, of his commands for the procession 
to the temple. On the right, outside the pgndapa, are sitting servants and 
guards. On the left stand and sit a number of persons, men and women, 
whom we must consider the Qakya’s and their followers ; the front one, 
who has a vase in the hand, seems to be a brahman. This group is very 
much damaged ; but it is still clear that in any case those sitting at the 
back, as well as the three figures standing, the last ones with a fly-whisk 
and gifts in their hands, belong to the staff of attendants. In the back¬ 
ground there are some trees. 

ZA. The procession to the temple 

Thus, while praise and rejoicing sounded everywhere and the 

streets, crossways, markets and gateways were dressed with innume¬ 

rable adornments, king ^uddhodana set forth after decorating the 

carriage of the prince within the palace, accompanied and followed 

by brahmans, teachers of the veda’s, chiefs of the guilds, heads of 

families, councillors, rulers of the frontier, guardians of the gate¬ 

ways, followers, friends and relations, with the prince along the road, 

that was sprinkled with perfumes, strewn with blossoms, filled with 

') Perhaps this homa^ is also represented at Pagan, Seidenstttcker abb. 21, p. 32 etc., 81 
and 92. According to the latter, the passage, not preserved in the Avidflrenidana, might be 
brntowed from the Lahtavistara. 
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horses, elephants, carriages and troops on foot, where umbrellas, flags 

and banners were planted and all kinds of music resounded. A 

hundred thousand gods drew the carriage of the Bodhisattva and 

many hundred thousand millions of koti’s of the gods sons and 

apsaras scattered showers of blossoms in the air and made melody 

upon instruments of music. (119: 11). 

Comparing the text with what is represented on the relief, it is inter¬ 
esting to notice the way in which the Barabudur sculptors worked. 
Here they had to depict the procession of ^uddhodana and his son with 
attendants, and that the sculptor has given, but he has passed over all 
the details in the description. To begin with the gods are left out, those 
who were to draw the carriage as well as those who enlivened the jour¬ 
ney with music and flowers. No notice has been taken of the selection 
of the king’s company according to the text, or of the appearance of the 
road. What remains is as follows: A large four-wheeled carriage and 
four, with canopy, in which are sitting the king, the Bodhisattva, with 
his usual crescent omement, and two female attendants. The driver 
is seated on the shaft, behind the carriage crouches a soldier. In front 
and behind are servants and guards, the last of whom in the front group 
carry bow and arrows, in the back one, swords. In this way the sculptor 
carried out the instructions. 

35. The gods of the temple do honor to the Bodhisattva 

Then king ^uddhodana and the prince entered the temple, with 

great royal ceremony, great royal splendor, and great royal mag¬ 

nificence. As soon as the Bodhisattva placed the sole of his right 

foot upon the floor in that temple, the lifeless images of the gods, of 

^iva, Skanda, NarayaDa, Kuvera, Candra, Surya, Vai9^ava^a, 

^akra, Brahml, the Guardians of the world and other images, stood 

up each from its pedestal and threw themselves at the feet of the 

Bodhisattva. And all the gods of whom these were the likeness, 

shewed their own shape and spake these verses. (119 : 19; 120:7). 

The text places the doing homage, inside the temple but the relief gives 
it outside the building. The temple is on the left side of the scene. It is of 
two storeys, a double door with a ksla-makara omement, next to that 
panels of so-called wallpaper-design and pilasters; above, the same pilas¬ 
ters and windows omemented with a reversed tri9fila. The roof slopes 
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straight up; in the centre it is crowned with a cakra between two ban¬ 
ners ; on the right side of the temple a porch projects supported by 
columns, and here sits a rak§asa as temple-guard with the usual short 
sword. Two persons look out of the window, probably gods; a third is 
coming out of the half-open door. Four gods are already outside the 
temple ; three are kneeling, one standing, all make a reverent s6mbah to 
the Bodhisattva advancing on the right. Among the gods the one stan¬ 
ding and not wearing the usual style of high hair-dressing, but merely a 
tied-up coil of hair, is probably Brahma, who is also represented else¬ 
where as ^ikhin. The Bodhisattva is standing next to his father, both 
with haloes and an umbrella over their heads ; behind them the suite, 
sitting and standing servants with the ordinary objects and soldiers 
armed with swords or bow and arrows. It is curious that the Bodhisa¬ 
ttva here all at once has no halo, which he was given in the last relief in 
the carriage. Observe that here he is for the last time represented as a 
child, that is to say with a low diadem on his head: on the following 
reliefs he wears the ordinary royal headdress. 

36. The offering of jewels and their loss of brilliance 

Then king ^uddhodana caused five hundred omements to be made 

by five hundred ^akya's, namely, omements for the hand, the feet, 

the head and the neck, omements with seals, rings for the ear and 

arm, girdles, silk-stuffs woven with gold, gauze woven with bells 

and jewels and omemented with the mani-stone, shoes embellished 

with all kinds of precious stones, pearl necklaces, bracelets and 

diadems. 

And when the night was past and the sun had risen, the^Bodhi- 

sattva went to the park called Vimalavyuha, and there was received 

into the arms of Mahaprajapati Gautaml. Eighty thousand women 

came there and beheld the face of the Bodhisattva, and ten 

thousand girls came and five thousand brahmans. Then the ome¬ 

ments that the fortunate ^akya-king had caused to be made were 

placed upon the Bodhisattva’s body. As soon they were put on, they 

were dimmed by the radiance of the Bodhisattva’s body, they 

glittered no more, sparkled no more, they ceased to shine. 

Whereupon Vimala, the godess of the park, appeared in heavenly 
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person, stood before them, and spoke to king ^uddhodana and the 

great company of ^akya’s, these verses: "He shines with his own 

glory, and is adorned by a hundred virtues; on him whose body is 

without blemish, jewels will lose their lustre; the radiance of the 

sun and moon, the stars and the glitter of the maiji-stone, the 

brightness of ^akra and Brahma grows dim in the effulgence of his 

splendor. He, whose body is embellished with tokens, the signs of 

his former good deeds, what should he do with worthless adorn¬ 

ments made by the hands of others ?” (121 : 5,16; 122 : 10, 21). 

Two episodes of the above-quoted story are depicted on this relief, the 
offering of the omements and Vimala’s explanation of their loss of 
brilliance. In the middle of the relief and giving the mise-en-sc6ne for 
both pictures, are the trees of the park. On the right, on a throne in a 
pgndapa sits the Bodhisattva, to be recognised by his nimbus; contrary 
to the text he is not shewn on Gautami’s knee; she herself is not there, 
and the many thousand women are represented by one solitary atten¬ 
dant with a fly-whisk standing quite on the left, the brahmans are no¬ 
where to be seen. Here too the sculptor has neglected the circum¬ 
stantial details. In front and behind the Bodhisattva sits a servant, quite 
to the right, an armed soldier. On the left the ^akya's are advancing with 
the omements to be presented, they ^xe dressed like ordinary courtiers, 
the front one is holding a headdress, those following, trays with rings 
and other trinkets. 

On the left part of the relief, also a pSndapa in which is seated a 
person in royal robes. The space behind him is filled with standing 
women, sitting servants and soldiers. In front of him sits a courtier and 
just under the last tree of the park, the female figure, who by her atti¬ 
tude must be addressing the seated royal personage. This woman can be 
no other than Vimali, the godess. The chief figure according to Pleyte 
(p. 59) should be the Bodhisattva and though it is not impossible, as 
proved by the relief following, that the same person is depicted twice 
on the same panel, I am not able to agree with him about this, not only 
because the figure in question in contrast to the Bodhisattva wears no 
halo (compare foil, relief), but because the text states expressly that it is 
C^uddhodana to whom the godess speaks. In my opinion the figure in the 
left hand pSnd4p& is the king who is being told the cause of the mira¬ 
culous occurrence. 
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37. The arrival at school 

When the prince had grown up in this way, he was brought to 

the school with hundred thousands of good wishes, surrounded and 

followed by ten thousand boys and ten thousand carts filled with 

delicious food and things good to eat and filled with gold and 

silver. 

As soon as the Bodhisattva had entered the school, Vi9vamitra 

the schoolmaster, fell with his face to the ground, for the majesty 

and radiance of the Bodhisattva was greater than he could bear. 

When a Tu§itakayika gods son named ^ubhangga, saw him lying 

thus, he took him by the right hand and raised him up. {123: 

15 ; 124 : 9). 

We have ventured to omit the further description given in the text 
of the procession that escorted the prince to school, the instruments of 
music, the strewing of flowers, the young girls on the balconies and 
galleries of the houses, the gods daughters and other demi-godlike beings 
who joined the troop; because the relief shews nothing of all this. 
Instead, the sculptor gives him a rather misplaced military escort, the 
more unsuitable, because he leaves out the boys with the carts of good 
things for distribution etc. that are mentioned in the first place by the 
text. The procession advances from the left. In front come two men in 
full dress, one with an umbrella over him, doubtless the king and his son, 
who has no halo. Behind them, kneeling and standing servants with the 
usual objects and soldiers with sword, bow and arrows. In front of the 
royal persons kneels the schoolmaster and behind him stands a second very 
much damaged figure. This reception takes place before the entrance 
to the school: just behind the master the school gateway can be seen 
next to which a palissade begins. On the gateway a pair of peacocks are 
perched; a third is flying towards them. Inside the palissade a pgndapa 
can be discerned, which according to the next relief is used for a school 
building. At the door are two figures, one holding a book, who will be 
a pupil, while on the extreme right the schoolmaster has sunk down over¬ 
come and is being assisted by the gods son in brahman dress who holds 
his right hand. This part is very much damaged and worn away. On 
this relief we see represented two consecutive episodes showing the 
same person twice. 
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The teaching in the school 

When the Bodhisattva had taken a writing-tablet made of 

uragasara-sanddwood of a rich color edged with gold and encrusted 

with jewels, he spake thus to the master Vi9v5mitra: “Well, 

teacher, what kind of writing wilt thou teach me ? Brahm! or 

Kharoiti or .? etc. And Vifvamitra the master replied smi¬ 

ling with a cheerful countenance and without any pride or self- 

conceit; “Marvellous it is, how the pure Being, having come to the 

world follows the world’s uses ; learned in all gastra’s, yet he comes 

to the children’s school. Writings of which I know not even the 

name, learned in these, yet he comes to the children’s school.” 

And there, ten thousand boys learned writing with the Bodhi¬ 

sattva, While the boys spelled the alphabet, whenever the letter 

A was spoken, by the power of the Bodhisattva the sound was 

uttered :“A-11 appearance is transitory” etc. (125:17; 126:13; 127:3). 

The teaching goes on in two adjacent pgndapa’s. In the largest, on the 
right, sits (left) Vi^vamitra, here, for some curious reason, beardless 
though bearded in the last relief, and on the right the Bodhisattva with 
his knee held in the sling like a real prince, and just behind him two 
attendants in brahman-dress very much dilapidated; the rest of the ser¬ 
vants and soldiers are next to the pSndapa quite to the right. In the 
left-hand p€ndap4, on the roof of which four doves are perched, and at 
the side of it under a tree, the schoolmates are sitting, many with palm- 
leaf rolls in their hand. This writing material commonly-used in Java 
has taken the place of the writing tablets found, according to the text, 
on the Gandhara-reliefs ^). On one of these tablets fragments of one of 
the verses known from the text, that was uttered at the spelling of the 
alphabet, could be recognised; so the Gandhara sculptor will have had 
the same passage from the Lalitavistara in mind. On these GandhSra- 
reliefs only the Bodhisattva is sitting, the others stand round him. The 
school is also to be seen at Ajauta®), and in Serindia*). 

39. The journey to the village 

When the prince had grown older, he went once with other 

youths, sons of councillors, to see a village of farmers. (128 : 15). 
') A.G B. I fig. 156—167 and pag. 322—326. 
•) Foucher, Lettre p. 224, Griffiths, Paintings pi. 45, 
») Stein, Serindia II p. 856 and pi. LXXVI (Tun-Huang). 
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The procession that accompanies the prince to the coimtry begins 
with a horseman armed with bow and arrows, whom Pleyte (p. 62) 
thinks to be the king. Considering that in the text the king does not 
accompany the expedition and that the horseman in question is followed 
by a troop similarly armed, it seems more probable that he is only the 
captain of the body-guard. Next comes the prince in a carriage-and- 
pair of the ordinary covered four-wheeled sort. The coachman is 
mounted on one of the horses (though probably meant to be on the 
shaft); a soldier at the back; in the carriage, the Bodhisattva with a 
lotus in his hand and three companions. Next to the horses walk a 
couple of servants, behind the carriage another troup of soldiers, armed 
most of them with sword and shield. 

So as we see, the text does not describe the manner of the journey; 
and for want of other representations we cannot find out whether the 
sculptor followed his own fancy or some actual tradition in making this 
a carriage-expedition. 

40. The Bodhisattva under the jambu-tree; homage by rsi’s 

While the Bodhisattva roamed about here and there aimless, 

alone and without a companion, he saw a lofty and splendid jambu- 

tree and sat down, his legs crossed, beneath its shade. Sitting there, 

he fixed his thoughts upon one subject. 

About that time five strange rsi’s skilled in the fivefold know¬ 

ledge and possessed of supernatural power, flew through the air from 

South to North. When they came above that part of the forest, they 

became as it were held back and could go no further. Filled with 

anger and impatience, they spoke this verse: “We, who have been 

able to fly through the air, above the city of the immortals and over 

the dwellings of yak§a’s and gandharva's, are held back at this part of 

the forest. Whose is the might that can destroy our supernatural 

power ?’’ And there answered the deity of that part of the forest 

and spoke to the jr§i’s this verse: “The offspring of the race of the 

king of kings, the son of the ^tkya-king, radiant with the brilliance of 

the morning sun, shining with the color of the unfolding lotus flower, 

lovely as the face of the moon, the lord of the world, the wise one, 

has come here into the forest, his thoughts given only to meditation, 

honored by gods, gandharva's. naga-princes and yaksa’s, having 
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accumulated his merit in hundreds of koti’s of lives; his might 

destroys your supernatural power”. And when the r§i's heard these 

words of the deity, they flew down to the earth and saw the 

Bodhisattva in meditation, pure of body and glittering like a 

heap of brilliance. Turning their thoughts towards the Bodhisattva, 

they praised him with verses. 

When the i^i’s had praised the Bodhisattva with these verses 

and walked three times round him turning their right side towards 

him, they vanished through the air. Meanwhile king ^uddhodana 

found no content, not seeing the Bodhisattva. He said: “Where 

is the prince gone to? I see him not”. Then many people went out 

on all sides to seek the prince. And a councillor not belonging to 

them, saw the Bodhisattva sitting in meditation in the shade of 

the jambu-tree, his legs crossed. By that time of day the shadows 

of all trees had shifted, but the shade of the jambu had not 

deserted the person of the Bodhisattva. 

(128: 18; 129: 12, 19; 131 : 1, 19). 

Though in some of the well-known events in the life of the Buddha, 
the sculptors have followed certain ancient traditions from the conti¬ 
nent, as well as the text,this is not the case with the equally well-known 
scene of the “first meditation” under the jambu-tree. In the old-Indian 
art, the lak^a^a that distinguishes this event, is the presence of a farmer 
behind his ox-drawn plough, to make it clear that the meditation 
is the one of the village and no other ^). On the Barabudur there is no 
sign of the farmer-ploughman. The Bodhisattva sits in the prescribed 
attitude with crossed legs in dhyana-mudra, on a slope between two trees. 
To the right are more trees, and to shew that this is a forest and not 
a pleasure-garden or suchlike, two deer are lying near the Bodhisattva. 
We can appreciate the impossibility of doing justice to the faithful 
shadow, in sculpture! The episode of the r§i's is represented. With hair dres¬ 
sed in the knotted fashion usual among ascetics and the accustomed neck¬ 
lace, all wearing beards, they are kneeling on the left of the relief making 
a respectful sfimbah ; the front one bows so far forward that his hands 
rest on the ground. Two heavenly ones are hovering above the |^'s, also 
making a s€mbah, according to Pleyte (p. 63) the wood-god and a 
companion; in my opinion more probably (why should the wood-god be 

‘) A. G. B. 1 p. 346. 
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floating in the air, and whence comes the never-mentioned companion ?) 
a couple of not-specially described heavenly beings who witness 
the miracle. Also rather obscure is the identity of the large group 
sitting on the right under the trees, that consists of servants and 
soldiers. Here too, I cannot agree with Ple5de, who looks upon them 
as the minister and his suite, who when the king had become anxious, 
found the prince (p. 63). The text distinctly states that the councillor, 
as soon as he discovered the Bodhisattva, hastily informed the king, 
who at once set off for the jambu-tree to do homage to his son. There is 
no accommodation here for the councillor and his (nowhere mentioned) 
suite; it would be more likely that this is the king doing homage, as in 
fact is to be met with on GandhSra-reliefs. ^) But on the Barabudur scene, 
the objection to that is, besides the difficulty of the mi’s having taken 
flight before the king arrives, that the figure sitting in the foreground 
is an umbrella-bearer, and that this umbrella, judging by the attitude of 
the bearer, belongs to the Bodhisattva, while nowhere in the group is 
a person in royal robes to be found. The simplest explanation seems to 
be that it is after all only the Bodhisattva’s ordinary retinue, that the^ 
sculptor can not resist inserting even where the suite is not present in 
the text. 

The representations of this episode in other Indian art are recogni¬ 
sable, as ^ready mentioned, by the figure of the farmer ploughing. The 
ancient relief of Mahabodhi ®) shews him next to the empty throne 
under a tree, on which the Lord is supposed to be sitting; in GandhSra 
he is never omitted*) and in the same way he is found at Ajapfa *). 
The r§i’s on the contrary are nowhere pictured *). Points of similarity 
with Barabudur are therefore not found elsewhere, except of course the 
Bodhisattva himself seated in dhyana-mudra ®). 

The next chapter begins with a conversation between ^uddhodana 
and the ^Skya’s who warn the king that, according to the prophecy, 

*) Foucher, Sikri pi. 10; A.G.B. I fig. 175 pag. 342; II fig. 353 p. 96; cf. fig. 434 p. 251. 
•) Cunningham, MahAbodhi or the great Buddhist temple at Buddha-GayA (1892) pi. 8, 

11: as weU as A.G.B. I fig. 177 p. 347. 
*) Besides the already-mentioned, A.G.B. fig. 176 p. 345; J.I.A.I. 8 pi. 25. On this last, 

the companions are present on the right. 
‘) Foucher, Lettre p. 224. 
•) Maybe perhaps A.G.B. II fig. 489 p. 521 (MathurA). 
*) On the relief at SamAth, Joum. Roy. As. Soc. 1.1. pi. 4, if rightly recognised for the same 

scene, the farmer and his plough omitted. Wholly different is the scene at PagAn; Seiden- 
Stocker, abb. 23 and 24; p. 35 etc. and 92. 

Barabudur 10 
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the prince will become either a Buddha or a ruler of the world, and 
that as the latter is the more desirable, it would be well to bind him to 
this world by marriage. 

41. The QSkya’s request the Bodhisattva to marry 

Then spake king ^uddhodana and said : “If that is so, then look 

aroimd which maiden would be suitable for the prince”. Thereupon, 

the five hundred ^akya's said each to himself: “My daughter is 

suitable for the prince, my daughter is worthy of him”. And the 

king answered: “The prince is not easy to please. Therefore we 

must inform him and ask: which is the maiden that finds favor in 

your eyes ?” 

Then they assembled all together and explained the matter to 

the prince. And the prince answered them and said: “In seven days 

shall ye know my answer”. (137 :5). 

The Bodhisattva sits, leaning against the cushions and with his right 
leg in the support, in a pavilion-shaped niche with a pfindapa adjoining 
it on both sides. Above the roof of the p6ndapa, trees can be seen. On 
the right, behind the Bodhisattva, sit his servants; left, where there is 
more room, the ^akya’s are placed. The nearest who has a beard and 
is clearly a brahman, is their spokesman. 

The tog then orders all tods of omements to be made for the prince 
to distribute among the maidens on the seventh day. 

42. The Bodhisattva offers the ring to Gopd 

Then all the young maidens of the great city of Kapilavastu 

gathered together in the assembly-hall where the Bodhisattva was 

seated, tp be looked at by him and receive the magnificent ome¬ 

ments. The Bodhisattva gave imto all the maidens, that had come, 

the magnificent omements; the maidens could not endure the 

majesty and radiance of the Bodhisattva and hastened away as 

soon as possible after receiving the magnificent omements. Then 

came the daughter of the ^akya Da^dapS^i, the ^£kya-maiden 

GopS., surrounded and followed by a retinue of slave-girls, to the 

assembly-hall, to the presence of the Bodhisattva and stood next 

to him; and she looked on the Bodhisattva without closing her 
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eyes. By that time the Bodhisattva had given away all the magni¬ 

ficent omements. Then she came to the Bodhisattva and spoke 

with a merry look: “Prince, what have I done that you despise 

me” ? And he said: “I despise thee not but thou comest last of 

all”. And he took from his finger a ring of many hundred thousands 
value and gave it to her. (142 : 1). 

In the middle of a pavilion with two wings, the Bodhisattva is sitting 
on a throne, holding in his hand the ring which he offers to GopS 
kneeling before him and making a sSmbah. On the right, behind the 
Bodhisattva, inside and outside the pavilion, sit his servants and quite in 
the comer even two horses with their groom. In a pgndapa adjoining 
the pavilion on the left Gopa’s slaves might be sitting, if the sculptor 
had here followed the text; but as they are far too well dressed for 
slaves and none of them hold anything in their hands, it is much more 
likely that they are meant for the QSkya maidens who, in spite of the 
text, have not yet quitted the apartment. Outside the p6nd4pa two 
guards are seated. The roof of the pavilion is decorated with flowervases, 
and peacocks perch there as well as on the pSndapa; a dove is flying 
out of the left comer. 

Gopa therefore is the bride selected for the Bodhisattva, but her 
father objects to give his daughter to a man who has never shewn any 
skill in learning or athletics. 

A^. The Bodhisattva proclaims himself 'willing to shew hisproficiencyin 
learning and sport 

The Bodhisattva heard what was going on, he went to king 

^^uddhodana and spake unto him thus: "King, why art thou so 

sad of heart ?” And the king replied: “Young man, say no more.” 

The prince spoke: “King, yet is it better we should speak”; and 

the Bodhisattva repeated this question to king (^uddhodana three 

times. Thereupon the king told him of the matter. Then said the 

Bodhisattva: “King, is there here in the city any man who can 

compete with me in skill ?” At this king C^uddhodana spoke to 

the Bodhisattva with a cheerful countenance: “Art thou able then 

to shew thy skill, my son?” And he answered: "That I am, king; 

therefore let all those exercised in all skill assemble together, that 
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I may shew my skill in their midst”. Therefore king Quddhodana 

proclaimed in the great and beautiful city of Kapilavastu, with 

ringing of bell*: “In seven more days shall the prince shew his skill. 

Let all those exercised in all skill assemble together”. (143 : 13). 

On a seat in a p6ndapa with a projection on both sides, sit father and 
son, a bowl with undefineable contents between them. Both wear 
haloes, to which as regards the king there is not the least reason. In the 
projections of the pSnddpa, on the roof of which are peacocks, both 
inside and outside the retinue of both princes are seated; in the back¬ 
ground, on each side, a tree. 

44. Devadatta kills the elephant 

Now on this occasion prince Devadatta set forth first from the 

city. And there was being brought into the town a white elephant of 

great size, intended for the Bodhisattva. Then prince Devadatta, 

beside himself with jealousy and proud of his f akya strength, laid 

hold of the elephant by the trunk with his left hand and killed it with 

one blow of his right. (144:10). 

The elephant advances on the left, and his komak with the angkuga 
in his hand is kneeling behind it; then follow a number of men, probably 
those who conduct the animal, perhaps only spectators. Devadatta, to 
be known for a ^akya-prince by his lofty headdress, comes from the 
right, followed by several servants, part of them armed with swords, or 
bow and arrows. The prince is on the point of giving the death-blow, 
the right hand raised and open; his left arm is broken off, but enough 
is left to shew that it was stretched towards the animal’s trunk. Both 
hands are thus in agreement with the text; what is not mentioned there 
is the position of the left leg, which is lifted pressed against the elephant's 
tusk. Also oh the rather damaged Gandhara-relief with this episode ^), 
Devadatta stands opposite the elephant, his right hand raised, and 
seizes the animal by the trunk with his left. The elephant there appears 
half out of the gateway and there are no onlookers. 

45. The BodhisaUva hurls the elephant away 

Then after him came prince Sundarananda out of the city. He 

saw the elephant lying dead by the gateway and asked: "By whom 

>) A.G.B. I fig. 169 p. 331. 
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was it killed”? Then the multitude answered: "ByDevadatta”. 

And he said: "It is an evil deed of Devadatta”. And laying hold of 

the elephant by the tail, he drew it outside the gates of the city. 

Immediately after that came the Bodhisattva out of the gate, in a 

carriage; he saw the dead elephant and asked: "Who has killed it” ? 

And they answered: "Devadatta”, and he said: "This is an evil 

deed of Devadatta. And by whom was it dragged outside the gate?” 

They replied: "By Sundarananda.” Then said the prince: "This is 

a good deed of Sundarananda. Yet this beast hath a great carcase 

that when it rots will fill the whole city with stench”. Then stan¬ 

ding on the carriage, he put out one foot to the ground and with 

his great toe lifted up the elephant by the tail cind hurled it over 

seven walls and seven moats, till it was a kro9a distant beyond 

the city. (144 : 15). 

This relief is unfortunately very much damaged and the Bodhisattva 
as well as the elephant are missing. On what is left of the right side, 
we can see a fragment of the carriage particularly mentioned in the text, 
with some of the retinue armed like those of Devadatta in the preceding 
relief. As the next scene brings us into the midst of the trials of skill, and 
as it is hardly likely that Devadatta’s wicked deed should be depicted 
and the still-mightier show of strength given by the Bodhisattva left 
unrecorded, the left half of the relief must surely have pourtrayed the 
hurling away of the elephant. Both episodes are shewn on the before 
mentioned Gandhara-relief; and there the incident of Nanda dragging 
the animal away, is inserted between them. In Tun-Huang the scene 
is different, the Bodhisattva lifting the elephant on his hand^). If we 
may trust our eyes, two of the elephant’s feet can be descried on the 
lefthand lower corner of the dilapidated Barabudur relief. 

46. The arithmetic competition 

Then five hundred young ^akya’s journeyed out of the city and 

came to another place where they exhibited their accomplishments. 

King ^^uddhodana and the oldest ^akya’s with a great multitude 

of people came also to the place, desirous to see how the Bodhisattva 

') Stein, Serindia II p. 856 and plate LXXVI. This incident and other contests are not 
connected with the prince’s betrothal. 
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and the other young ^^ya’s excelled in accomplishments .... And 

the ^akya’s said: "Let the prince be the best in calligraphy, he must 

now shew his skill and knowledge of arithmetic”. Now there was 

a cipherer among the ^5kya‘s named Arjuna, a great arithmetician, 

a master of calculation ; he was chosen as judge : “Examine which 

of the young men here excells in arithmetic.” Then the Bodhisattva 

gave a problem, one of the young ^Slkya’s calculated it, but he could 

not solve it, etc. Then spoke king ^uddhodana thus to the Bo¬ 

dhisattva: "Can’st thou, my son, compete with the great calculator 

Arj una in skill of the calculations of arithmetic? "and the Bodhisattva 

replied: "I can, o king”. Then said the king: "Well then, begin” — 

And when the Bodhisattva explained this chapter of arithmetic, 

Arjuna, the great reckoner, and the whole company of the^akya’s 

were satisfied, delighted, cheerful, full of joy and great admiration”. 

(145: 15; 146:8; 147: 14; 150: 19). 

The extensive description the text gives of the arithmetic competition, 
allows only a fragmentary quotation from the passages referring to it, 
but the relief requires little explanation. On the extreme right sits the 
king on a high seat wearing a halo, with another nearly-vanished figure 
beside him, evidently holding a fly-whisk in the hand, therefore a female 
servant. Below the seat are a number of attendants; and near the 
king three more maid-servants. Then, more to the left, the unpreten¬ 
tious seat of the Bodhisattva, and under his chair a chest. The prince, 
of course with halo, by his gesture is explaining something, to which 
the ^akya’s listen respectfully; they sit on a platform, some of them 
making a s6mbah. Their position is to be recognised by the lofty head¬ 
dress of the mighty ones, worn by the whole group. The scene is closed 
on the left by some sitting and standing guards. 

47. Continuation of the contests {no tex£) 

Here we have one of the very rare instances where the text followed 
by the sculptor differs from that of the Lalitavistara. We can only 
state that the scene must belong to the contests, for we find on 
No 49 the archery tournament, and that in any case the wrestling-match 
is not depicted, though separately described in the text and not unknown 
in sculpture ^), so that its omission on Barabudur is the more noticeable. 

•) A.G.B. Ifig. 171 and 172, p. 334 etc. Neither do the other contents, jumfdng, swimming, 
running get any notice. On p. 156 of Lefmann’s edition the full list will be found. 
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On this relief we see the ^aJcya's on the left in a group under a roof 
in a sort of p6ndip4, while in front of it one of them stands making a 
sgmbah to the Bodhisattva. On the right are the king and his suite ; 
the king is now sitting alone on his high throne and has a halo; two 
female servants with fly-whisks stand next to him, some attendants are 
kneeling near. In the centre of the relief the Bodhisattva stands on 
what looks like a cushion; two followers, one with an umbrella, stand 
behind. He holds with his right hand the stem of a large knob-shaped 
lotus, which grows out of a decorative plant ^). This part of the relief is 
very much wom-off so that the figure we think is the Bodhisattva seems 
to have no halo, and we can’t be quite sure about him, though he looks 
so likely, in the middle of the picture, taking an active part in the procee¬ 
dings, in contrast to the figure looking on from his right-hand throne. 

48. Continuation {no text) 

This relief joins on directly to the preceding one. The chief business 
is the same, though the details vary a little. The principal person who 
by accident has lost both his headdress and aureole, still stands on his 
cushion in the centre, with his umbrella-bearer; he now has the lotus- 
plant on the other side and holds it with his left hand. The haloed king 
is again on a throne to the right, but this time in a pSndapa ; there are 
also a pair of kneeling attendants and the handmaidens standing, only 
more of them. On the left too are the Qakya’s, now all on their feet; the 
furthest left, holds a large padma. Above this group, clouds are intro¬ 
duced. Althrough the presence of the Qakya’s was to be expected, these 
figures as far as their costume is concerned, might as well be gods, who 
the text says *) were also present at the contests. 

49. The archery-tournament 

Then Daudapluispake to the young Qakya’s and said: "This is 

what we desired to know and we have seen it; come now and shew 

us the shooting with the bow”. Then Ananda put up an iron drum 

at two kro9a’s as target and Devadatta at four kro9a’s, Sundara- 

nanda at six krona’s, DaudapSjji at two yojana’s. The Bodhisattva 

set up an iron drum at ten kro9a's, behind that, seven tala-trees 

*) The lotus plant, on this as well as the following relief, prevents me agreeing with Speyer 
(Onze Eeuw 1902, III, p. 89) who explains these scenes as the moment when the Bodhisattva 
wins fame in further arithmetical problems, and the one where he proclaims himself ready 
for the wrestling match. 

^ 151:9; 153:4. 
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and an iron boar on a pedestal. Then Ananda hit the drum at two 

krona’s but could not get further, Devadatta the one at four, etc. But 

the Bodhisattva broke each bow that was handed to him. Then 

said the Bodhisattva: “Is there here in the city, o king, any other 

bow suited to my reach and power of body ? “ And the king replied : 

"There is, my son”. “Where is it, o king”?, asked the prince. The 

king answered him: “Thy grandfather, my son, was named Simha- 

hanu ; his bow is preserved in a temple, honored with perfumes and 

garlands, but never has another man been able to bend the bow, 

let alone to draw it”. The Bodhisattva said: "Let the bow be 

brought, o king, let us make trial of it”. And the bow was brought 

immediately. Then the young ^Skya's, though they put forth their 

utmost strength, were none of them able to bend the bow, let alone 

draw it.... At last the bow was brought to the Bodhisattva; and 

he took it with his left hand, and without rising from his seat, or 

uncrossing his legs, he drew it with the point of one finger of his 

right hand. 

When the Bodhisattva had drawn the bow and fixed the arrow, 

he shot it off with the same strength. The arrow shot through the 

drums of Ananda, Devadatta, Sundarananda and Da^dapSlpi, all 

of them, and beyond that, at the distance of ten krona’s, his own 

iron drum, the seven tala’s and the iron boar on the pedestal, then 

pierced the ground and vanished utterly. (153:20; 154:10,22; 155:14). 

On the right, the king still sits on a throne under an awning, watching 
the contests ; a servant, here too, kneels before him and there are two 
attendants maids with fly-whisks. Quite on the left are the seven ttla- 
trees in the rocky ground, the other objects used as targets are not 
shewn ^), while it is noticeable that on the corresponding Gandh3ra- 
reliefs, the targets figure prominently in the foreground *). Between the 
king and the trees are the ^Skya's, standing, nearly all armed with 
bow 2ind arrows, with some kneeling and sitting servants holding more 
arrows. The QSkya furthest to the left is drawing a bow; in the fore- 

*) We xnight suppose that the rock closing in on the extreme left is a target, but this i$ 
not very likely. 

■) A.G.B, I fig. 170 p. 332, 171 p. 334; J.I.A.I. 1.1. pi. 11. The fragmentary Serindian 
representation (Tun<Huang; Stein p. 857) is recognisable by the row of drums. 
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ground stands another one, perhaps the Bodhisattva, with the bow in 
his right hand and the left in the attitude of having just shot, and we 
can see the arrow speeding in the direction of the trees. It does not 
agree with the text, that one ^Slcya is just bending his bow and a 
second stands in the pose for shooting at the same time as the Bo¬ 
dhisattva; for it is written that he took his turn last of all. It is of course 
possible that the sculptor may have had a variation of the text for this 
scene, and still more probable that the Bodhisattva is not the figure 
actually shooting, described here above, but the one with an arrow in 
one hand and the bow in the other, who is waiting his turn more to the 
right, and over whose head an umbrella is being held. Yet it seems 
strange that the sculptor did not prefer to depict the Bodhisattva 
giving his decisive shot, rather than the archery trials in general. The 
GandhSra reliefs shew only one person shooting, of course the Bodhi¬ 
sattva ; while the old Chinese art of the rock-temples at Yun-Kang 
gives a version that resembles this of Barabudur : on the left, three men 
shooting 2) at the same time, and right, three or more trees to which 
here the metal drums are attached. The scene at Ajauta, that is to 
represent the archery-trials^), gives only one man bending the bow; the 
surroundings are not to be seen. The series of reliefs at PagSn shew 
too, only the Bodhisattva with bow and arrows in the midst of 
spectators^), while another scene also depicted at Pagan from the 
Sarabhangga-jataka shews four more competitors®). 

50. Gopd defends herself against the reproach of going unveiled 

At this same time the ^ikya Daudapapi gave his daughter the 

^)akya-maiden GopS to the Bodhisattva and she was accepted by 

king ^uddhodana for his son. 

The Qakya-daughter GopS did not veil her face in the presence of 

anyone, not for her mother-in-law, nor for her father-in law nor 

for the people of the palace. And they condenmed her for this and 

spoke their disapproval: "This young woman is surely not modest 

for she remains always unveiled”. Then whenGopa, the ^akya- 

') Chavaimes. Mission fig. 204 and p. 306. 
*) As all three are wearing a halo, Chavannes supposes that the Bodhisattva has tripled 

himself to hit the three targets at once. 
•) C.T.I. p. 308 and Burgess, Notes pi., 14. 
«) Seidenstttcker. abb. 29 and p. 37 and 93. 
*) To be found as fig. 8 in Seidensttlcker, p. 36. 
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daughter, became aware of this, she stood before all the people of 

the palace and spoke these verses: “Though those whose mind 

knows no covfsr, who have no shame or decorum, who have no 

such virtues and do not speak the truth, should cover themselves 

in a thousand garments, yet do they walk the earth more naked 

than nakedness. While those who veil their minds, have always their 

senses under control, are satisfied with their spouse, having no 

thought for anyone else, whose unveiled countenance is as the sun 

and moon, why should they cover their faces” ? 

King Quddhodana, when he heard these verses of Gopa the ^akya- 

daughter and understood the discernment thereof, was pleased, 

cheerful, satisfied, delighted, happy and joyful in spirit and gave 

unto Gopa, the ^^Skya-daughter two pieces of wearing-apparel sewed 

with many jewels and worth a hundred thousand koti's, with a 

necklace of pecirls and a golden wreath set with genuine red pearls. 

(157:3, 10; 158: 19; 159: 10). 

It is very strange that neither the wedding nor the bridal procession 
are pourtrayed ; subjects elaborated elsewhere by the sculptors ^), and 
we are all at once plunged into an episode, that according to the text 
comes after the marriage. In addition to this the sequence of the Lalita- 
vistara and the monument do not quite agree, as the text gives the 
scene following this, before the episode of the veil-wearing. 

The king sits on his throne, right, under a canopy; on the left a 
pgndapa adjoins it, beneath which Gopa is seated on a cushion on a dais, 
making a s6mbah towards the king. In the right hand comer of the relief 
sits a man with a moustache, his hair under a wreath, bmshed smoothly 
back and twisted up, he has a flower in his hand. Two similar persons sit 
between Gk)pa and the king. They are rather like brahmans; if they 
represent the "people of the palace” {antarjana) on this relief, it is 
not easy to make out why they are so unlike the usual members of the 
royal household; probably the version has been followed that the plaintiffs 
were brahmans. Behind Gopa some handmaidens are sitting, the nearest 
one has a lotus flower, the next one a garment, another holds a wreath, 
evidently the gifts Gopa is to receive from her father-in-law. Quite on 
the left is another remarkable figure, a man whose face has been knocked 
off, and whose hairdressing is in the brahman style; he stands dipping 

>) A.G.B. I fig. 172—174, pag. 335—337. 
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a brush into a bowl held in his left hand. This fignre makes us 
inquire, if our reading of this rehef is correct and if this scene may have 
something to do with the wedding ceremony; then it might be the 
giving-away of the bride to her father-in-law (or perhaps to the unhaloed 
bridegroom) and the man with the brush would remind us of the sprink¬ 
ling with holy water as part of the ceremony. All the same it would 
be very queer if the sculptor in depicting the marriage, should omit the 
joining of hands and the walking round the fire and be satisfied with 
representing a ceremony of secondary importance. For this reason I 
have kept to the episode of the veil-wearing as title for this relief on 
account of the elaborate description in the text, while the actual 
marriage ceremony is treated of in a couple of lines. Finally, it is not 
impossible that this might have something to do with the passage 
quoted below i.e. the installation (abhiseka) as principal spouse. 

51. Gopd as spouse-in-chief 

Then came the Bodhisattva in the midst of eighty-four thousand 

women, and showed himself occupied, according to the usage of the 

world, with amusement and play. Among the eighty-four thousand 

wives, Gop5, the (^akya-daughter, was installed as spouse-in-chief. 

(157:6). 

The explanation of this relief too is very uncertain. It consists of 
two parts, that apparently have to be taken separately. The left 
half is clear. Gopa we recognise by her lofty headdress as chief spouse, 
leaning on the shoulder of a attendant; she is going towards a p6ndapa 
where a number of other women, by their attitude and attire not ser¬ 
vants, but fellow-spouses, wait for her. This must be her first appearance 
as chief spouse of the Bodhisattva. But we are not able to explain 
clearly what happens on the right. The scene plays out-of-doors, there 
are trees in the background. The Bodhisattva is there on a throne in 
the middle, with his halo, the left leg in the sling. On the left some men 
sitting on the ground, not servants in appearance, some of them making 
a s6mbah. On the right, three female attendants with the usual trays 
and a fourth, with a fly-whisk in her hand, next to the Bodhisattva. 
I can not agree with Pleyte’s idea (p. 79) that this last woman should 
be Gopa being presented by the Bodhisattva to the ^lakya’s as his chief 
wife; the idea of the first of all the spouses holding a fly-whisk, the 
emblem of servants, seems to me absurd; but I have no better explanation 
to offer. 
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52. The gods visit the Bodhisattva in the women’s apartments 

Then there came, proclaiming the satisfaction of their hearts 

with cries of joy, to the Bodhisattva who was in the midst of the 

women’s apartments, ^akra, BrahmS. and the Guardians of the 

world, among other gods, nSga’s, yak§a's, gandharva’s, asura’s, 

gamma’s, kinnara’s, mahoraga’s and shewed their desire to honor 

the Bodhisattva. 

They greeted the Bodhisattva with respect and devotion, with 

hands held in sfimbah, gazing intentionally upon him and with this 

wish: “When shall the time come that we may behold the most 

perfect Pure Being set forth and afterwards having placed himself at 

the feet of the king of the great trees and vanquished Mira with 

his hosts, attain the highest and most perfect Wisdom?” (159:19; 

160 : 10). 

This scene closes on the right with a gateway. Immediately adjoining 
comes the interior of the women’s apartments. First under an awning, 
a wide bench; at the end, left, the Bodhisattva on a throne (without his 
halo) and in the space between a concert being given by women seated 
on the bench and some in a row, lower down, who are probably women 
too, but the relief here is rather damaged. The viua, a cither with tassles, 
hand-drum, flute and cymbals are clearly to be seen; the music is quite 
in accordance with the text that alludes expressly to the concert in the 
women's appartments in reference to something else (163:6). In front 
of the Bodhisattva, two women are standing, one of whom offers him 
something, then comes a pfindapa in which the gods are seated; the 
front one makes a sSmbah. Outside the plndapa, left on the relief, we 
see a row of standing and a row of sitting attendants with the usual 
accessories, and guards with swords. Most of them smrely belong to the 
Bodhisattva’s suite, but one figure in the front, with a sword and his 
wild yak§a-locks and moustache might be one of those semi-divine 
creatures whose presence is mentioned in the text. This supposition 
is not quite probable, as we see on No 53 and 55 a kind of yak§a 
doing duty as gate-keeper. 

This scene of the Bodhisattva in the women’s apartments, agrees 
with representations elsewhere of the same episode ; the great difference 
is that there the aim of the sculptors was a picture of life in the zenana 
giving not only the Bodhisattva in the midst of his wives but also 
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Gopa; while at Barabudur, the combination of this scene with the visit 
of the gods required Gopi to be left out and the other ladies pushed a 
bit to one side. It is not certain whether a relief at Amaravati can 
be accepted as the scene in the women’s apartment; we see an eminent 
personage with a lady on a large throne under a canopy, with women- 
musicians and other attendants next to them and in front on the ground. 
But the identification of a couple of Gandhara-reliefs *) is certain, where 
this scene forms a pendant to that of the women asleep before the Great 
Departure; a couch with the Bodhisattva and his spouse, surrounded 
by slaves, many with musical instruments: a drum and cither are to 
be seen. On the Chinese relief at Yun-Kang*), on the contrary, the 
Bodhisattva is first alone in a pavilion, then with his arm round a 
woman, and finally, lying on the ground beside a woman, maybe in¬ 
tended for Gopa, maybe for one of the others. 

The text follows with a long passage about the adjuration to the 
Bodhisattva by the Buddha’s of the ten winds, who remind him of his 
great deeds in former lives, and about a lecture he holds in the women's 
apartment. 

53. Hrideva rouses the Bodhisattva to fulfil his destiny 

At that time, about when the Bodhisattva should depart, there 

came a Tusitakayika gods son named Hrideva, one who was given 

to the highest and most perfect Wisdom, in the soundless night, 

surrounded and followed by thirty two thousand gods sons, to the 

palace where the Bodhisattva dwelt and spoke out of the air to the 

Bodhisattva, these verses: “What death is, has been set forth, o 

radiant one; and what birth is, has been expounded, o lion among 

men. In giving instruction to the women’s apartment, thou hast 

followed the custom of the world. Many in the world of gods and 

men have become ripe and have attained the Law. The time is 

now come; consider well thy resolve to depart.” (183; 16). 

The palace of the Bodhisattva on the right of the relief, is surrounded 
by a pdissade, going first round the bottom edge of the relief and then 

•) T.S.W. pi. 65. 
•) A.M.I. pi. 127 or J.I.A.I. pi. 12; A.G.B. I fig. 178 p.350. In the same way the scene 

is treated at Tnn-Hnang (Stein p. 857). 
Chavannes, Mission fig, 205 and p. 306. 
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turning upwards, where there appears a gateway. The Bodhisattva sits 
on a throne in a pavilion, the right leg in the sling ; next to him on a 
cushion three women very much damaged, yet evidently asleep. Out¬ 
side the pavilion left, and still inside the palissade are three peacocks; 
above that Hrideva hovers on a cloud, making a sfimbah, with the other 
heavenly ones. Outside the gate sits the armed guard; some of the 
soldiers are asleep too and help to shew that it is nighttime. The one 
nearest to the gate wears his hair like a yak§a. In the background rises a 
p6ndap4 with doves perched on its roof and the foliage of some trees 
shews above. 

54. The Bodhisattva's three palaces 

And while the Bodhisattva was thus roused by the gods son, he 

caused king ^uddhodana to behold this dream in his sleep. He saw 

the Bodhisattva going away in the dead of night, accompanied by 

an escort of gods, and afterwards being a wandering monk in a 

russet garment. 

Whereupon he thought: “Without doubt, never must the prince 

depart (not even) to the pleasure-garden, he must amuse himself 

here, cheerful in the company of his wives, then he will not depart." 

Then king ^uddhodana caused three palaces to be built for the 

prince’s pleasure, according to the seasons, summer, rain season, 

and winter. The one for the summer was only cool, that for the 

season of rains had the qualities of both the others and the winter 

one was naturally warm. (185:18; 186: 7). 

The three palaces are here, in a row, a brilliant proof of the sculptor’s 
artistic skill in giving variation to what might have been three uhiform 
buildings . The two side ones are open in front and, owing to the inmates 
taking up most of the space, look rather like a large decorated niche. 
To the right the Bodhisattva is seated with two wives, his right leg in 
the sling. On the left we see five women sitting on a bench, one of whom, 
also with one leg in the sling, is at her toilet assisted by the others. She 
looks at herself in a mirror held in the left hand while arranging her hair 

with the right. A large dish with wreaths is under her bench. The middle 
palace is closed, probably it is the winter-palace. It has a base decorated 
with rosette omement, steps up to the door, in front of which stands a vase 

>) At Pag&n three separate scenes are given to the palaces, with the Bodhisattva in each. 
See Seidenstticker, abb. 25—27 and p. 36 and 92 etc. 
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with flowers, latticed windows and a roof decorated with niches and 
little pinnacles at the comers. Take notice of the outlines of cloud behind 
the roof of this building; they shew that it is a great mistake to take it for 
granted, when the same appear elsewhere on other reliefs, that the scene 
takes place in the heavens. 

55. The Bodhisattva is guarded in his palace 

On the steps of each palace five hundred men paced continually 

up and down. And as they stepped up and down, the sound thereof 

could be heard half a yojana away. Impossible it was for the prince 

to leave the palace unnoticed. Soothsayers and diviners had decla¬ 

red : “The prince will depart by the Gate of Salvation”. Then the 

king caused great double-doors to be made at the Gate of Salvation; 

each door opened and closed by five hundred men, the sound of 

which was carried half a yojana away. There the prince enjoyed 

the five incomparable kinds of love and the young women were 

always near him with music, song and dance. (186 : 12). 

The same as on No. 53, the palace of the Bodhisattva, on the right, 
is enclosed within a palissade that runs first along the bottom edge of 
the relief and then bends upwards, where a gateway is inserted. In a 
hall of the palace, the upper edge of which is indicated, the Bodhisattva 
is sitting with a woman also wearing a halo, of course Gopa. Behind 
them, right, sit three women and left, stand three more, the front one with 
a fly-whisk. Exactly in front of the gateway, outside the palissade, is a por¬ 
ter armed with a sword, shewing a beard and hair-dressing like a yak§a 
(see No. 53). Opposite to him a curious group of sitting and kneeling men ; 
in front, some with rather high headdress, behind, three in very plain 
clothes; these three and one other wear swords. We might think they 
are guards, but they look like people who come from outside and ask 
for admittance. In the background on the left, is an elephant, its mahout 
with his angku^a on its back, while nearer the centre three men in fine 
clothes are standing, one with a large red lotus in his hand; possibly they 
are gods. It seems to me, something not given in the text is here re¬ 
presented. 

56. First Encounter. The Bodhisattva sees an old man 

And the Bodhisattva said to his charioteer: “Hasten, charioteer, 

get ready a chariot, for I will go to the pleasure-garden”. 
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Then a fourfold guard was formed to do honor to the ladies of 

the prince’s harem. And when the Bodhisattva set out in great 

splendor through the Eastern gate of the city to the pleasure-gar¬ 

den, by the might of his own power and the action of the Qud- 

dhSvSsak^yika-gods sons there appeared on the road an old man, 

aged, worn-out, with swollen veins on his body and broken teeth, 

wrinkled and grey-haired, bent, crooked as a roof, broken, leaning 

on a stick, feeble, without youth, his throat uttering inarticulate 

sounds, his body bent and supported by a staff, trembling in all his 

limbs and parts of limbs. (186:21; 187:17). 

The coachman informs the Bodhisattva that this is old age such as 
awaits all human beings, and afterwards explains the next appearances 
(relief No. 57—^59) in the same way. The Bodhisattva turns round and 
goes home again. 

The old man is quite on the left, in the form of a beggar holding out 
his hand; he wears nothing but a loin-cloth, leans on a staff and is led 
by a child, so he is probably meant to be blind as well. The rest of the 
relief is occupied by the suite of the Bodhisattva, but the ladies of the 
party are left out altogether. The military escort is there as a number 
of soldiers armed with swords and small shield, marching in front. Then 
comes the carriage and pair, an open fourwheeler, rather small, with 
the Bodhisattva on a seat. Above the horses we can see the head and 
shoulders of the coachman, making a sSmbah to his master. After the 
umbrella-bearer follow some persons in princely robes who may be the 
Qakya escort of the Bodhisattva, but are more likely the gods who are 
responsible for the apparition. Here on the ground two or three servants 
are sitting. Along the upper edge of the whole relief clouds are indicated, 
to shew that the scene takes place in the open air. In the Indian Buddhist 
art at Aja^ti^ and PagSn, scenes of the Four Encounters are known and 
the Chinese in the rock-temples of Yun-kang gives this episode as well, 
and does not refrain from repeating it four times like the sculptors of the 
Barabudur *). The design differs from that on our monument; on the 
left each time is a palace, more like a gateway, out of which the Bodhi¬ 
sattva is coming, on horseback, followed only by an umbrella-bearer, 

*) According to Foucher, Lettre p. 224 (coll. Burgess, Notes p. 6and pi. 4, Ckiffiths, Biintings 
pi. 49). I agree with him (A.G.B. I p. 348) that the relief at S&nchi No. 33 is not to be constdered 
a representation of one of these encounters. 

■) Chavannes, lifission fig. 207-^210 and p. 307. 
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while the god who is arranging the apparition, hovers above. Away 
to the right, the apparition itself is found. At Pagan each time nearly 
the whole relief is taken up by the Bodhisattva in his carriage, and 
the apparition is given in small size on the right ^); at Tun-Huang 
the first three encounters are condensed into one scene, but the monk 
and the Bodhisattva himself are absent *). 

57. Second Encounter. The Bodhisattva sees a sick man 

And when the Bodhisattva another time set out through the South 

gate of the city, in great splendor to the pleasure-garden, he saw 

on the road a man sick of a disease, overcome by hot fever, his body 

exhausted, soiled by his own excrements, without any to help him, 

without shelter and breathing with difficulty. (189 :8). 

The style of this scene resembles the preceding one. On the left, 
under a tree, is the sick man, horribly thin, his belly all sunken, ribs 
sticking out, the muscles of the neck prominent, and with hollow cheeks; 
arms, legs and face made to look as diseased and thin as possible 
without much regard to anatomy. The miserable wretch has his hands 
crossed over his head and the whole figure is well suited to give the 
Bodhisattva a nasty shock ; a realistic bit of sculpture. The retinue is 
arranged in the same way as on the preceding relief ; first the armed 
escort, then the carriage with the Bodhisattva and the coachman salu¬ 
ting, then the umbrella-bearer and finally the group of gods. By way 
of variety, the horses turn their heads back. Cloud-outlines along the 
top of the whole relief. 

58. Third Encounter. The Bodhisattva sees a dead man 

And when the Bodhisattva another time set out through the West 

gate of the city, in great splendor to the pleasure-garden, he saw a 

dead man, laid out on a bier under a linen sheet, surrounded by a 

troop of his relations all weeping, lamenting and wailing, with stream¬ 

ing hair, with ashes on their heads, beating their breasts and cr5dng 

as they followed him. 

The Bodhisattva spoke and said: "If there were no old age, no 

') Seidensttlcker, abb. 30—33 and p. 37 etc., 86 and 93 etc. 

•) Stein. Serindia II p. 8S7 and pi. LXXIV. 
Barabu^ur 11 
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disease and no death, neither would there be the great misfortune 

that has its root in the five skandha's. But wherefore should man 

always be bound by age, disease and death ? Behold, I will return 

and meditate on the Salvation”. (190 : 8; 191 : 1,6). 

From the text we naturally expect to see the corpse being escorted 
by its funeral train, but on the rehef we find it lying in a tent under 
a tree, nothing better than a few boards with a saddle-shaped covering 
on sticks. The corpse looks quite as unattractive as the patient in the 
preceding relief but is not so distinct. Three persons, two of them 
certainly females, are busy Avith the dead man, kneeling round him ; one 
supports his head on her arm, they are all much damaged. The Bodhi- 
sattva’s soldiers are at the head of his escort again; the carriage is rather 
larger and has a handsome shaft omemented with a lion rampant, upon 
which the coachman sits, his face turned to his master but now without 
the sSmbah. Another servant is sitting on the back of the carriage; the 
Bodhisattva here and in the next scene wears the halo that is missing 
on the two preceding reliefs; he is now making a gesture of aversion. 
The figures of the gods are quite dilapidated, for not much is left of the 
right hand side of the relief; according to WUsen's drawing there were 
two of them, one holding a lotus. The clouds are here, as before. 

59. Fourth Encounter. The Bodhisattva sees a monk 

And when the Bodhisattva set ont another time through the North 

gate of the city to go to the pleasure-garden, the gods sons, 

through the might of the Bodhisattva, caused a monk to appear 

by the roadside. The Bodhisattva saw the monk standing on the 

road, quiet, tranquil, full of discretion and self-control, not allowing 

his glance to wander, nor looking further than the length of a yoke, 

having attained the Path that brings peace of mind and honor, 

shewing that peace of mind in his forward and his backward steps, 

peace of mind in the looking and the turning away of his eyes, 

peace of mind in his bending and his stretching, peace of mind in 

the wearing of his coat, begging-bowl and monk’s frock. 

And the Bodhisattva spoke and said: “The life of the wandering 

monk has always been praised by the wise, therein is salvation for 

himself and salvation for other beings, the happiness of life, the sweet 
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draught of immortality and the fruit of existence”. (191 : 12; 

192:8,10). 

The monk is here also quite on the right, on a little rise of ground; his 
right hand against his chest, the left hanging down. He has no bowl 
but of course the monk’s frock. Some of the soldiers are sitting on the 
ground; those standing behind point to the monk. The carriage resembles 
that on the preceding relief and the shaft here too is omemented with a 
lion ; there are now two persons sitting on it besides the coachman, i.e. 
another servant with a torch or an incense-bumer; both look towards 
the Bodhisattva, behind whom another servant sits on the carriage. 
The gods, specially mentioned by the text in this scene, again appear 
on the right hand side of the relief, whose upper edge has no clou(k this 
time, as were given on the three preceding scenes. 

60. The Bodhisattva in the women’s apartments. Gofd comforted after an 
evil dream{?) 

Now king Quddhodana gave this command in the women's apart¬ 

ment : “Let music never cease; let all kinds of play and amusement 

be provided simultaneously. Let the women use all their powers of 

attraction and bewitch the prince so that his spirit is dimmed by 

pleasure and he wUl not go away to wander as a monk”. 

Now while Gopa lay on the same couch with the prince, at night, 

when the night was half spent, she saw this dream: this whole earth 

trembled, the mountains with their tops, the trees were ravaged by 

the wind and fell to the ground tom and uprooted; and the sun 

and moon with all their star-oraements fell down from the heavens. 

She saw her hair cut off by her right hand and her diadem drop to 

pieces etc. 

Then when he heard this, he spoke with the voice of the kala- 

vingka-bird, like that of a kettle drum, the voice of a god, a 

melodious voice, unto Gop5, saying : “Rejoice; no evil shall befall 

thee. Those only dream these dreams whose former existence has 

been virtuous .... Be comforted, and have no care ; fear not, but 

be full of joy. Soon shall joy and happiness be given unto thee. 

Sleep, GopS, these tokens are favorable to thee.” (192:22; 194: 7; 

195 : 5; 196 : 9). 
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It looks to me rather doubtful if this relief depicts Gopa being com¬ 
forted by her husband, as the sequence of events in the text requires. 
The Bodhisattva appears in the middle of a pavilion on a seat with his 
right leg in the sling ; women are sitting on both sides, the front one of 
both groups seems to hold a utpala ; possibly on the left it is a fly-whisk. 
None of the women are in any way distinguished from the others so 
as to be identified as Gopa, and if the sculptor intended to illustrate the 
above conversation between husband and wife, he has taken no trouble 
to make it plain to the looker-on that anything more is intended than 
just the Bodhisattva among his wives, in the same style as on No. 52 ^). 
Next to the pavilion, on both sides, is a partition, made up of boxes, 
trays and dishes; then, again on both sides in the background, a 
small building, in front of which a few men are sitting. Among those on 
the left some are armed, so they may be the ordinary palace-guard; 
on the right, only the last has a sword and the three others have the 
high headress of eminent people, so they may be ^akya's or gods who 
come and take an interest in the proceedings. 

61. The Bodhisattva asks his father’s permission to depart 

Then this thought came to the Bodhisattva: "It would not become 

me and would shew ingratitude, were I to depart without informing 

king ^uddhodana and without my father’s consent”. Thereupon 

in the soundless night he came out of the palace where he dwelt 

and entered the palace of king Quddhodana. As soon as the Bo¬ 

dhisattva entered it, that whole palace was filled with radiance. 

The king was startled and looking round he saw that lotus-eyed 

Pure Being ; and he would have risen from his couch, but he could 

not. And he who had a perfect pure spirit, was full of respect 

towards his father, he came and stood before the king and spake ; 

"Hinder me no more, and be not sorrowful thereat; for the hour 

of my departure, o king, is come. Therefore be content, o prince, 

thou and thy people and thy realm” .... 

And when he heard these words from the best of men, he endea¬ 

voured to turn him from his purpose and fought against his son’s 

») We might compare this with abb. 34 at Pag&i (Seidensttkcker p. 39, 82, and 94 etc.), 
which is much better explained as the Bodhisattva in his harem after the four encounters 
than as the scene it is supposed to illustrate according to the text. 
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desire. (Yet in the end he spake:) “It is thy desire to bring by re¬ 

demption salvation to the world; let the aim thou hast set before 

thee, be achieved”. Thereupon theBodhisattva returned to his palace 

and lay down on his couch. And no man had knowledge either of his 

going or return. (198:1,18; 200:8). 

The king and his son sit in a pgndapa in the middle of the scene 
talking together, both leaning against large cushions, one on a seat, the 
other only on a dais. In Wilsen’s time it seems, the now wom-away halo 
was visible round the Bodhisattva’s head and indeed it would not do to 
be without it just in the scene that describes the radiance he diffuses. On 
the right next to the pSndapa is a door leading to the adjacent palace of 
the Bodhisattva; in the righthand corner is a guard with yak§a style 
of hair fast asleep. A few birds on and near the roof. To the left of the 
large pfindapa there is a smaller one, under which the king’s guard are 
sitting, partly armed with swords. This group too is asleep. The sculptor 
shews clearly that it is night and that the Bodhisattva, as the text 
describes, is not seen by anyone. The design of this episode in the caves 
of Yun-kang is a little different^). Father and son are quite alone; 
^uddhodana sits on a raised couch, the Bodhisattva kneels beside him 
and makes a sSmbah, evidently just uttering his request. 

62. The Bodhisattva is guarded in his harem 

At the end of this night, king ^uddhodana called together the whole 

company of ^akya’s and told them of the matter: “The prince will 

depart, what must now be done?” The ^akya’s answered: “We will 

keep guard over him, o king. For why ? We are a great company of 

^akya’s, and he is but alone. How shall he be able to force a way 

to depart ?” 

MahSprajapati Gautami spake to the many female slaves: “Light 

up bright lamps, place all sorts of jewels upon the stands, hang 

necklaces about and illuminate the whole dwelling. Cause music to 

sound and keep guard this night, unceasingly; keep watch over the 

prince so that he cannot depart unseen. Armoured and with quiver 

in your hand, with swords, bows, arrows, spears and lances, must you 

all strive your utmost to guard my beloved child”. (2CX): 15; 201:9). 

‘) Chavannes, Mission fig. 206 and p. 306 etc. 
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The last sentence is remarkable when compared with the relief. It 
seems that, even where the text expressly demands it, the sculptor 
cannot get himself to depict armed women. In Hindustan such figures 
of female slaves in armour and with weapons, in the retinue of a king are 
quite common; they are not found anywhere on the Barabudur, or on 
any other Javan monument. The omission of these figures even where 
the text mentions their presence, can only be explained, I think, by the 
custom of the country, the sculptor hesitating to represent something 
quite unusual among the Javanese, the public for whom he was working. 

The Bodhisattva sits with the right leg in the sling, on a cushion in 
the midst of kneeling women in a pavilion, that is quite on the right 
of the relief. It has a porch on the left, under which two guards armed 
with swords and large shields are sitting, it is enclosed in a palissade, 
going along the bottom edge of the relief and then turning upwards. 
Outside this, quite on the left, sit another group of men on the ground, 
bearers of the royal insignia and soldiers. According to Ple5de (p. 94) 
the foremost figure is the king himself, but this person is not to be 
distinguished from the others by the usual royal dress. I consider it 
much more likely they are either the retinue of the crownprince, or 
guards sent by the king and if the latter, they would be the ^akya’s 
mentioned in the text, though their garments are not those of the 
highest circles. At Pagan can be seen on the relief immediately before 
the scene of the sleeping women, the Bodhisattva lying on his couch, 
with the female slaves making music i). 

63. The sleeping women 

Then at that moment the women’s apartment was changed in 

aspect and put in disorder by the gods son Dharmacarin and by the 

^uddhavasakayika-gods. When they had changed it and given it a 

loathsome appearance, they spoke from out the air to theBodhisattva 

in verses. Thus spake the gods sons, the high and mighty ones, to 

him with his long-shaped eyes like budding lotuses: “How canst 

thou find pleasure herein? Thou dwellest in the midst of a graveyard!” 

Urged by the divine rulers he looks for a moment at the company 

of women; he gazes and the sight moves him to loathing: “I do in 

truth live in the midst of a graveyard”. And the Bodhisattva 

*) Seidenstacker, abb. 37 and p. 40 tod 95. 
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looked round upon the whole gathering of women and gazing at 

them, really saw them. Some with their garments tom away, others 

with disheveled hair, some whose oraements were all fallen off, 

others with broken diadems; some whose shoulders were bruised 

and others with naked limbs, and mouths awry and squinting 

eyes and some slobbering, etc. etc. 

And meditating on the idea of purity, and penetrating the idea 

of impurity, he saw that from the sole of the foot to the crown of 

the head, the body originates in impurity, is compounded of im¬ 

purity and exhales impurity without end. At this time he spoke this 

verse: "O hell of living beings, with many entrances; dwelling-place 

of death and age, what wise man, having looked thereon, would 

not consider his own body to be his enemy ?” (205:17; 208:10,21). 

A large pavilion with p6ndap4 adjoining, represents the women’s 
apartment. The Bodhisattva sits in the middle leaning on a cushion on 
his couch ; the sleeping women are lying or leaning against it on both 
sides all in confusion. The sculptor has succeeded in giving a vivid 
impression of the unattractive appearance of this company of females 
in the most unbecoming attitudes, without degenerating into a rather 
indecent exhibition; on this point Barabudur is as respectable as 
the GandhSra-reliefs ^). This whole portion is enclosed by a palissade 
in the usual manner. On the left, outside the fence is another small 
pfindipi in which the guards are seated who, like the women, are all 
asleep. 

Here too it is remarkable how the sculptor, faithful in the main, 
pays little attention to details. The following is an instance; the text 
(p. 206) says that the instruments of music had dropped out of the 
women’s hands. On the Gandhara-reliefs, these are to be seen lying on 
the floor as described. The Barabudur sculptor takes no notice of this 
detail; he depicts the Bodhisattva awake among the more or less 
indecorous crowd of sleeping females. This is of course the main thing 
the text describes | and he does not mind about the rest. 

Besides the musical instruments, dropped or still in the hand, and 
the presence of one or two female slaves armed with lances, the Gan¬ 
dhara-reliefs differ again from the Barabudur by not forgetting to put in 
Gopa; in one case *) the sculptor considers it sufficient to represent her 

‘) Besides the two quoted on p. 157, A.B.G. I fig. 179 p. 351; II fig. 447 p. 297. 
•) A.G.B. fig. 180 p. 353. 
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all by herself and leave out all the other women ^). In the matter of Gopa 
and the music-instruments, Yun-kang®} agrees with GandhSra. The 
artist of Barabudur by leaving out Gopa, keeps faithfully to the Lalita- 
vistara that describes the sleeping harem and makes no mention of the 
prince’s chief spouse. At Pagan Gopa is not there either ®). 

(A. The Bodhisaitva's horse is brought to him 

Now the Bodhisattva whose mind was made up, much moved, 

yet firm of purpose, rose quickly, without hesitating, from his 

cross-legged position and turning to the East in his music apart¬ 

ment, pushed aside with his right hand the curtains set with jewels 

and stepped on to the terrace of the palace.... When he saw that 

midnight had come, he roused Chandaka and said: "Quick, Chan- 

daka, delay not, bring me my prince of horses decked with all his 

omements. My salvation is about to be fulfilled; this day will it 

surely be accomplished”. When Chandaka heard these words, he 

was heavy of heart and said: "Where wilt thou go”, etc. 

Thereupon, the gods sons ^Sntamati and Lalitavyuha, aware of 

the Bodhisattva’s intention, caused all the women and men, youths 

and maidens in the great city of Kapilavastu, to fall into deep sleep, 

and they silenced all sounds. When the Bodhisattva became aware 

that all people in the city were asleep and the hour of midnight was 

come, and that Pu?ya had risen to be lord of the constellation and 

that now the hour of departure had arrived, he spoke to Chandaka: 

"Discourage me now no more, Chandaka; bring me Ka^thaka capar¬ 

isoned without further delay”. As soon as the Bodhisattva spoke 

these words, that same moment the four Guardians of the world who 

heard the words of the Bodhisattva, hastened each to his dwelling 

and returned with his own preparations to honor the Bodhisattva, 

as soon as possible to the great city of Kapilavastu. 

*) On the contrary a scene at Tun-Huang (Stein p, 868) gives only four sleeping women, 

musicians and dancers, in the palace-court below, when in the air the Bodhisattva is 

already escaping on his horse. 

•) Chavannes, Mission fig. 211 and pag. 307. 

*) Seidenstiicker, abb. 38 and p. 41 and 95. 
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Also ^akra, the king of the gods, came with the three and thirty 

gods, with heavenly flowers, and perfumes, garlands, ointments 

powders, garments, umbrellas, banners, streamers, diadems and 

omements. 

A thousand kofi’s of gods spoke joyful of heart unto Chandaka : 

“Come, Chandaka, bring out the splendid Kanthaka, grieve not the 

Leader”. When Chandaka heard these words of the gods, he said 

to Kanthaka: “Here comes the best driver of all beings, neigh thou 

to him !” And when he had omemented the rain-colored hoofs with 

gold, weeping and sad of heart, he led the horse to that Ocean of 

merit. (209: 11 ; 210; 2; 217: 5 ; 218; 15 ; 221:7, 15). 

The Bodhisattva is depicted standing on a lotus-cushion, outside the 
palace railings. This palace is quite to the right; in front sit the sleeping 
guard and a couple of large pots with lids stand on the left. The whole 
is enclosed in a palissade with a gateway inserted in it; at the side of 
the palissade is the Bodhisattva, stretching out his hand to Chandaka 
who kneels before him making a s6mbah. Behind the coachman is the 
horse, with a tree in the background, its haunches are hidden by the 
group of gods standing quite on the left of the relief. The whole design 
is such that in my opinion it does not allow the scene to be titled as the 
command given to Chandaka to saddle the horse (Pleyte p. 97), as in the 
Lalitavistara the order was given while the Bodhisattva was still on 
the terrace of his palace. Here he has already come down and it is 
evident that the horse could not be brought up on to the terrace so 
that if the animal was to appear on the relief, that was reason enough 
to place the scene out-of-doors. The conception of the Barabudur 
sculptor is, at any rate, far more rational than that of the GandhSra- 
relief just mentioned, on which the horse is brought inside the room 
where Gopa is asleep. What the Barabudur relief illustrates is, I think, 
the moment when Chandaka yields to the persuasion of the gods and 
brings the horse to his master, the moment that is immediately before 
the Great Departure in the following relief. It is noticeable that at 
Pagan two separate reliefs appear, the first shews the orders given to 
Chandaka (where the horse is already present), the second the moment 
the animal is going to be mounted; in the first, the scene is in a palace, 
while the second is given out-of-doors ^). 

Seidenstiicker, abb. 39 and 41 and p. 41 etc. and 95 etc. 
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65. The Great Departure 

And the four Great Kings, after entering the royal palace 

A^kavatl, spoke to the great assemblage of yak§a’s: “To-day, o 

worthy ones, shall the Bodhisattva make his departure, this he 

must do while the feet of his excellent horse are held fast by you”. 

All the earth trembled in six kinds of ways, when risen from 

his couch, he mounted that excellent king of horses, resembling 

the circle of the full moon. The Guardians of the world placed their 

hands, stainless as the pure lily, beneath the excellent horse, ^akra 

and Brahma went before, both shewing the way. A pure immaculate 

radiance shone out from him and the earth was illuminated; all those 

beings doomed to destruction, gained rest and happiness and were 

no longer subject to the torments of the kle^a’s. Flowers were strewn 

and thousands of musical instruments sounded, gods and asura’s 

praised him. After making the circuit of the excellent city, keeping 

their right side towards it, they proceeded, all filled with joy. 

When this Bodhisattva, lord of the world, departed, the apsaras 

glorified him as he passed through the air: “Behold he must be 

highly honored, he who is the great field of virtue, the field of those 

who strive after virtue, the giver of the fruit of immortality”. 

(202: 13; 222: 1; 223:7). 

In the procession of the Bodhisattva's Mahibhini^krama^a through 
the air, two figures of gods are in front, one carrying an umbrella, while 
flowers fall upon him from above. These are most likely ^kra and 
BrahmS showing the way. Then comes the Bodhisattva himself squat¬ 
ting on his horse whose hoofs are put two and two on lotus-cushions 
supported by three floating figures, the first one in any case a yak$a to 
judge by his hairdressing. It is yak§a’s who, according to the first passage 
of the text quoted above — a passage that appears a good bit earlier 
in the text than the description of the journey — support the hoofs of 
Kai^thaka. It appears that the Lalitavistara here contradicts itself; 
not only in the two passages quoted, but also later on when Chandaka 
tells the tale of the journey, he mentions twice that it was the four Guar¬ 
dians of the world who did this service (233: 14 and 236: 14). Chandaka 
follows his master with the sword under his arm as on the |M:eceding 
relief, he has hold of the horse's tail. Then comes the company of gods> 
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in two rows one above the other, some with fly-whisks and flowers in 
their hand. Though not very easily distinguished, several persons below 
on the right, seem to be women, therefore apsaras; the clouds 
sketched under this last group and quite to the left, indicate that the 
procession is moving through the air. Take notice of the, tree on the 
right growing on a rise with the rays of light coming from its side to¬ 
wards the Bodhisattva; a means of shewing the radiance, the text 
speaks of, which he spreads over the earth. 

Comparison with other representations of the Great Departure is 
specially noticeable for what Barabu^ur does not depict of details to be 
found elsewhere. The figure armed with a bow, to be seen on the Gan- 
dhSra-reliefs, who is most probably Milra, is not here, but then at this 
moment he is not playing any part in the Lalitavistara. And we can 
look in vain for the godess of the city of Kapilavastu who appears 
elsewhere and who, the text says, brought a farewell greeting to the 
Bodhisattva (222:9 etc.). I will here mention also that his companion 
Vajrapapi who is of such importance on the Gandhara-reliefs and 
makes his first appearance at the departure without leaving the Bo¬ 
dhisattva after that, is quite unknown on the Barabudur. 

The representation at Sanchi which of course may not depict the 
Bodhisattva himself, shews a riderless horse coming out of a town, that 
in spite of it being night and the inhabitants asleep, seems to be crowded 
with interested spectators. Chandaka holds an umbrella over his invisi¬ 
ble master ; four gods hold the hoofs of the horse and others accom¬ 
pany the procession. On another relief at AmarSvatl *) we see the horse 
alone with the umbrella coming out of the gate, with two gods in front 
and two in the air. The umbrella in this kind of scene has more signi¬ 
ficance than elsewhere as indicating the presence of a person worthy to 
be honored, but it also asserts itself on the scenes where the Bodhisattva 
himself is depicted, in spite of there being no practical use for it at that 
time of night. It is usually yak§a’s, not gods, who support the horse in 
GandhSra ®), — we need not notice the instances where they are replaced 
by one or two women *) — also at Amaravatl *) and Tun-Huang*); the 

*) Foucher, La porte orientate du atdpa de S&nchl (1910) pi. 7. See also Bharhut pi. 20. 
■) T.S.W. pi. 98. of. 96. 
•) A.M.I. pi. 80. 129. 130; A.G.B. I fi*. 180. p. 353; 181 p. 355; 182p. 357; 183p.359; 

184 p. 361 ; 187 p. 366; II fig. 404 p. 201; J.I.A.I. pi. 19 and 22. 
‘) See A.G.B. I p. 358—360. 
^ T.S.W. jd. 49 or 59. Burgess fig. 22 on p. 80; also Burgess pi. 16. 32. 38. 40. 41; A.G.B. 

II fig. 506 p. 563. 
*) Stein p. 858, where other representations are compared. See also p. 168. 
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escort of gods is always present, but there are nowhere two flying in front 
that should be ^kra and Brahma. Chinese art at Yun-Kang') gives 
^akra holding the umbrella ; and the Bodhisattva is alone except for 
the horse-supporters. At Pagan there are two figures with torches fl)dng 
in front, as well as the gods in the air and at the feet of the horse, 
Chandaka too holding on by the tail ®). 

66. The Bodhisattva takes leave of his escort of gods 

When the Bodhisattva departed he went through the land of the 

^akya’s, the Krodya’s and the Malla’s, and was in Anuvaineya in 

the land of Maineya six yojana’s away, at daybreak. Then the 

Bodhisattva dismounted off Kaothaka and standing on the ground 

he took leave of that great company of gods, naga’s, yak§a's, gan- 

dharva’s, asura’s, garuda’s, kinnara’s and mahoraga’s. (225:5). 

The Bodhisattva is still in royal robes, but already stands on the 
lotus cushion that appeared for the first time on No. 64, when he had 
taken his decision and will support the feet of the future Buddha from 
now on; he is turning to the group of standing gods that fills the whole of 
the right side of the relief. The three figures furthest to the right are 
yak§a’s with wild hair and moustache, the other demi-gods mentioned 
in the text are not given. Next to the Bodhisattva a figure kneels with 
an umbrella and a second with a sword. Perhaps these are Qakra and 
Brahma, one of whom carried the umbrella on the preceding relief, 
while the other has the same headdress on both reliefs ; or to be more 
careful: they are probably the two advance figures of the procession 
(maybe ^akra and Brahma, maybe not). The man with the sword 
might be Chandaka who would then be depicted twice: on the left as 
well, separated from this group by a tree, he is sadly leading off the 
horse while the faithful beast turns its head round to its master *). 
As Pleyte correctly remarks (p. 99), it gives the impression as if the 
sculptor here intended to illustrate the parting from horse and groom — 
so that we are rather surprised to meet them both again on the next 
relief. 

‘) Chavannes» Mission fig. 212 and p. 307 etc. 
•) Seidenstiicker, abb. 42 and p. 42 and 96. 
») On two of the Gandhara-reliefs (A.G.B. I fig. 184 and 185 p. 361 etc.) Kai(^fhaka licks his 

master's feet (compare Buddhacarita VI, 53), and the same is adopted by the Serindian and 
old»Chinese art. See Stein p. 858 and pL LXXV (Tun-Huang), and Chavannes fig. 220 
p. 304 (Yun-kang) and fig. 1738 with p, 556. 
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67. The Bodhisattva takes leave of Chandaka and Kanthaka, and cuts off 
his hair 

After these were dismissed, he thought to himself: “These ome- 

ments and Kanthaka I will put into the hands of Chandaka and 

send them back”. Then the Bodhisattva turned towards Chandaka 

and spoke: “Go, Chandaka, return with these ornements and with 

Kanthaka”. 

Then again the Bodhisattva thought this thought: “How can 

the wearing of long hair be combined with the life of a wandering 

monk?” And after cutting off his hair with his sword, he threw 

it into the air. It was gathered up by the three and thirty gods 

to do it honor and until this day the feast of the locks of hair is 

kept by the three and thirty gods. (225 ; 9, 15). 

On both sides of the relief the style of the landscape is shewn by the 
conventional rocky scene with trees and plants. The Bodhisattva stands 
in the middle wearing only a loincloth and sacred thread, he is cutting off 
his hair with a sword. On the right is Chandaka, who holds in his right 
hand the headdress just received from the Bodhisattva and in his left the 
sheath of the sword. Kanthaka stands just behind him; here, the animal 
has no saddle on, as it had on the preceding relief, and neither bit or 
bridle: another instance of the sculptor’s indifference to detail. On the 
other side of the Bodhisattva are some figures of gods, two kneeling, the 
first of whom revently holds up a dish of flowers; the large elephant ears 
of the figure behind him in s6mbah, make it clear that this must be ^akra's 
servant Airavata, and the one with the flowers will be ^akra himself; 
Airavata’s headdress has been knocked off. Behind these two stand three 
other gods, two of whom make a sSmbah. Up above, on a cloud, on each 
side of the Bodhisattva, is a heavenly being; the left one holds a ribbon, 
probably the hair ribbon, the one on the right has a dish with the coiled- 
up mass of hair; this seems rather premature for the owner thereof is 
still busy cutting it off. In the note on p. 172,1 mentioned a couple of 
GandhSra-reliefs on which the parting from Chandaka is shewn; there too 
he receives his master's tiara with the other ornements. This is worth 
noticing because, in the old-Indian art, the gods are seen carrying away 
the tiara with the hair coiled up inside it; representations of the adora¬ 
tion of it frequently appear and the dismissal of Chandaka so as 

•) Bharhut pi. 16; Sanchi T.S.W. pi. 30; AmarSvatl T.S.W. pi. 59. 
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depicted at SSnchi agrees with it; here we first see the kneeling ser¬ 
vant and the horse, opposite the large footprints that take the place of 
the Master, and Chandaka has nothing in his hand, while below, where 
he is going home, he takes garments and omements with him, but not 
the tiara. The GandhSra art is inconsistent, for sometimes it depicts the 
tiara being honored by the gods *) and at other times puts the tiara 
into Chandaka’s hands. Barabudur’s idea is better, Chandaka gets the 
tiara and the gods only carry off the hair. Here the sculptor has broken 
away from the tradition of the adoration of the tiara. The art of Campa 
also sends away the horse and tiara together*). The cutting off of only 
the hair, has also been found on a relief at Samath *) as well as in 
Turkestan ®). Haircutting and leave-taking are treated in the same 
way as two separate scenes at Ajanta *) and Tim-Huang ’). At Pagan 
no less than eight reliefs are devoted to the events immediately following 
the Great Departure up to and including the parting from Chandaka*). 
Even at the offering of the monks dress he is still to be found. 

68. The Bodhisattva receives the russet monks frock 

And again the Bodhisattva thought: "What has the life of a 

wandering monk to do with k§9ika-clothing ? It would be well 

that I got russet garments suitable to wear in the forest”. There¬ 

upon the thought came to the ^uddh§v&sak^yika gods: “The Bodhi¬ 

sattva is in need of russet garments.” Then one of the gods sons 

put off his divine form and stood, in the shape of a hunter in russet 

dress, before the Bodhisattva. Then said the Bodhisattva unto him: 

"If thou, worthy man, givest me thy russet dress, I will give thee 

these ka9ika-garments”. He answered: "Those garments suit you 

and these suit me”. The Bodhisattva said: "I implore thee.” Then 

the gods son in hunter’s dress gave the russet clothes to the 

*) Foucher, Porte or. pi. 7. 
*) For instance A.G.B. 1 fig. 166 p. 365. 
•) Dong Duong; see A.G.B. II fig. 522 p. 603. 
*) A.M.I. pi. 67. 
•) See A.G.B. I p. 364. 
•) Foucher, Lettre p. 224. 
*) Stein p. 858 and pL LXXV. Two divine attendants are about to perform the hair-cuttings 
•) Seidensthcker, abb. 43—50 and p. 42—44 and 96—^98. The handing over of the ome* 

ments is on 46, the haircutting on 47, the offertngof the monk’s dress etc. on 49, the actual 
parting on 50. 
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Bo4hisattva and received the ki^ika-robes. And the gods son 

respectfully, with both hands, placed the garments upon his head 

and departed to the world of gods to adore them. Now this was 

seen by Chandaka. (225 : 20). 

The sculptor has taken no notice of the last statement. On one of the 
GandhSra-reliefs we can see Chandaka present at the exchange of 
clothes ^). He is not given a place on this Barabudur scene, nor do we 
find further on, any trace of the lengthy episode, related in the text, 
of his return to ^uddhodana's court (p. 229—^237). It is just possible 
that the words "Now this was seen by Chandaka”, may have been added 
later to the text *) and we might suppose that this addition did not 
appear in the text used for the Barabudur reliefs. However this con¬ 
clusion is not necessary, for the sculptor makes free too with another 
detail in the exchange of clothing ; the text speaks expressly of a gods 
son in the shape of a hunter and the GandhSra-relief actually lays some 
game at his feet, while at Barabudur the artist has not taken the trouble 
to disguise him and he hands over the garment in his ordinary divine 
costume. 

The righthand side of the relief is taken up by scenery; rocks and 
trees, animated with a pair of birds and a den in which two tigers lie 
asleep. On the left of them stands the Bodhisattva, rather dilapidated 
and headless ; he is of course in his undergarments, just receiving the 
monk's frock from the hands of the god’s son who stands opposite to 
him, separated by a large incense-stand. Behind him kneels another 
god with some object that is broken off, on Wilsen’s drawing a 
flower ; behind stands a third with a bowl of flowers and then comes 
a whole group seated, many of them with gifts of honor in the hand, 
up to the edge of the relief, and a tree or two in the background. As 
seen above, the text makes no mention of all this godly company. 

69. The gods express their approval 

When the Bodhisattva had cut off his hair and put on the russet 

garment, at the same moment himdreds of thousands of the gods 

sons, delighted, satisfied, gay and cheerful, with the greatest hap- 

pines, joy and transport, gave utterance to their rapture with all 

*) A.G.B. 1 fig. 187 p. 366; J.I-A.I. pL 22. 
■) Foucher, LL p. 367. 
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kinds of sounds and melody: “Behold friends, prince Siddhlrtha has 

become a wanderer. He will attain the highest and most perfect 

Wisdom, and set the wheel of the Law in motion”. (226 : 14). 

A rocky landscape with trees, on both sides of the relief ; on the left, 
are two hares sitting on the rock, on the right several gazelles, while 
in a cavelike hollow in the ground are placed two round pots with 
lids, possibly for the use of the Bodhisattva, who stands next on his 
lotus-cushion. This is the first time we see him in the appearance he 
will retain for the rest of the series of reliefs : in the monk's frock and 
the hair dressed in small curls following at the top of the head the 
from of the usnisa. He is rather damaged, as also the incense-stand 
that is next to him. The remaining space is occupied by the adoring 
gods, kneeling, sitting and standing, many with their hands in s6mbah. 
We may notice that the words of the text give no idea that the ex¬ 
pressions of joy by the gods over these events, had the character of 
an adoration of the Bodhisattva as depicted here by the sculptor. 

70. The Bodhisattva at the hermitage of a brahmani 

And when the Bodhisattva had thus given his ka^ika robes to the 

gods son in hunter’s dress and received from him his russet garment, 

he made himself a wandering monk, for the sake of the world, in 

pity for its living beings and to achieve their ripening. 

The Bodhisattva then went to the place where was the hermitage 

of the brahmai;ii ^aki, who asked him to stay and partake of food. 

He then went to the hermitage of the brahma^! Padma; and there 

also he was asked to stay and take food. (238 : 1). 

It is not possible to make out which of these visits may be here 
depicted. The dwellers of the hermitage sit under a group of trees ; on 
the rocks to the left is a water-jug. They wear their hair done in a plait, 
held together by a band round the forehead, the same as their masculine 
colleagues, with necklace, bracelet and a cloth fastened roimd the 
waist by a plain belt. They also have a brahman thread and some of them 
hold a rosary as well. On the right stands the head of the hermitage 
with a dish of food and an incense burner on the ground in front of her, 
opposite to the Bodhisattva who approaches, with his right hand raised 
towards her, holding his garment with the left.' There is stUl room on the 
right for a tree and a deformed sort of animal sitting on the rocky ground. 
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it looks like a calf with ears too long, and might be a hind or perhaps 
after all, a hare. 

71. The BodhisaUva comes to Raivata or Ara^ KMSpa 

After that he came to the hermitage of the brahmarsi Raivata, 

and he also gave the same invitation to the Bodhisattva. 

Thus the Bodhisattva came gradually to the great kingdom Vai^SlI. 

Now at that time Arada Kllapa had fixed his dwelling in VaigSlI 

and lived there with a great company of 9r§.vaka’s, three hundred 

scholars. And he taught them a creed that enjoins poverty and the 

subjugation of the senses. When he saw the Bodhisattva from afar, 

full of wonder he said to his disciples: “Behold! see the noble appear¬ 

ance of that man”l And they said: “Truly we see it. It is very 

marvellous”. Thereupon I went^) to the place where Ar5<^ KSlapa 

was and spoke thus to him: “I seek to become a brahman-scholar 

of ArS^ Kalapa”. He answered: “Do so, Gautama, according to that 

teaching of the law by which a devout son of good family may acquire 

the knowledge with little trouble”. (238 : 9, 14). 

It is not possible to make out if this relief is the visit to Raivata or 
the arrival at Arada Kalapa's hermitage, it might do for either. In favor 
of the former, it may be said that in design this relief very much resem¬ 
bles the one preceding, described in the same manner in the text and 
besides that the scenery here differs from that in the following which 
we can certainly be sure takes place at Ara^ Kalapa’s. In the second 
case we can plead that such variations of scenery are not at all un¬ 
common with the Barabudur sculptors, who are careless about details, 
while on the contrary the arrival at Ara(Ja Kalapa’s is treated with some 
importance in the text and its representation here seems more appro¬ 
priate than the casually-mentioned visit to Raivata’s establishment. 
A Gandhara-relief probably also depicts the arrival ®); the ascetic is 
sitting before his cell as the Bodhisattva advances with VajrapaiiH. On 
Barabudur the Bodhisattva is coming from the right holding a tip 
of his garment in the left hand; as on the preceding relief he appears 
out of a rocky landscape with trees and a den with two wild animals, 
apparently apes. In front of him, with an incense-burner on the ground 

*) The tale hcie alips suddenly into the 1st person. 
•) A.G.B. I fig. 191 and p. 377 etc. 

Barabudur 12 
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between them, stands the head of the hermitage, welcoming the visitor 
with a lotus in his left hand. Behind them under the trees are some 
scholars. The front one holds out a water jug towards the visitor; a 
second jug can be seen on the left on the rocks that are on the same side. 
The costume worn is the usual one ; hair done up in plaits, necklace 
and loin-cloth. One of them has a rosary. 

72. The Bodhisattva with Ardda Kaldpa 

Alone and quiet, living in i)enance and solitude, I pondered over 

this doctrine with little trouble and acquired insight therein. Then 

I went to the place where ArSt^ Kalapa was and said: “Hast thou 

till thus far, Arada, pondered over this doctrine and acquired insight 

therein?” And he said: “That is so, Gautama.” Then said I unto 

him: “I also have pondered over this doctrine and acquired insight 

therein”. He spoke and said: “Then, o Gautama, thou knowest the 

doctrine that I know, and I know that which thou knowest. Let us 

then together instruct this company of scholars”. Thus ArSda KSlapa 

honored me with the highest honor, placing me in the midst of his 

scholars for a common purpose. (239 : 4). 

In agreement with this last sentence, the Bodhisattva is sitting on a 
seat of honor, a round bench on feet with his lotus cushion on top, so that 
he sits higher than the others ; to judge by his right hand held in vitarka- 
mudra he is busy lecturing. The Bodhisattva is put quite on the right 
between two trees ; next to him on the left is Arada Kalapa on a stone, 
turning towards him, he sits higher than the pupils but not as high as 
the Bodhisattva. The scholars fill up the rest of the relief to the left; 
they are not sitting under trees as they do in the preceding scene, but 
against a background of rocks, with trees, among which each is set in a 
small niche ^). They wear the same dress as those on the last relief and 
have rosaries; the one furthest to the left is turning away. Also at PagSn 
the Bodhisattva's stay with Ara(^ Klllpa is to be seen ; there it 
follows after the visit to RSjagfha ®). 

As ArSda’s doctrine does not entirely satisfy the Bodhisattva, he 
moves on, first to Magadha and then to RHjagrha where he settles on 
the slopes of the PS^^va mountain. 

*) A similar scene from the paintings of Ming-Qi (Kara Shahr) is to be found in Stein, 
Serindia pi. CXXV. 

') Seidenstflcker, abb. 56 and p. 46 and 99. Both are busy talking, while three scholars 
are inesent. 
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73. The Bodhisattva at Rdjagrha 

Then one morning, having clothed myself, I entered with begging- 

bowl and monk’s frock through the Tapoda-gate into the great city 

of Rljagrha, to beg, with peace of mind in my forward steps and in 

my backward steps, in my looks, in the bending and stretching 

of my body; with peace of mind in the wearing of my coat, begging- 

bowl and monk’s frock, not allowing my senses to become excited, or 

my mind to contemplate exterior things, as an automaton, as he 

who carries a cask of oil, seeing no further than the lenght of a yoke. 

When the dwellers in Rajagrha saw me, they marvelled. 

People ceased buying and selling, the drunkards no longer drank 

strong drink, and people amused themselves nomore in their houses, 

or in the streets, but gazed only on the person of the most perfect 

of men. One man came quickly to the palace and spoke joyfully to 

king Bimbisaxa: “O king, behold the greatest of favors hath fallen to 

thee, Brahma himself walks here in the town to beg”. And others 

said, etc. While others again said thus; "This is he who lives on 

Paudava, the king of mountains”. On hearing these words the king 

standing before a roimd window in the highest cheerfulness of mind, 

saw the most perfect of men, the Bodhisattva, shining in his radiance 

as the purest gold. King Bimbisara gave alms and said to this man: 

“Look where he goes”. And seeing that he went towards the excellent 

mountain he spoke thus: “King, he has gone to the mountain-slope”. 

(240: 1, 19; 241:4). 

The Bodhisattva is coming again from the right, still holding the 
tip of his garment with the left hand; he has no begging-bowl, as 
mentioned in the text, but stretches out his empty right hand 
towards a woman kneeling before him with hands on the ground. 
On his other side sit three of the citizens looking on, and above on a 
cloud are two heavenly ones, who bring their homage. In our text, we 
hear nothing about them or about the incident with the woman, so 
that on this relief possibly some other version of the tale has been 
followed. On the left side of the relief we see a palace and between 
that and the kneeling woman, a group that is quite clear but does not 
coincide with the text. Foremost, on the right, is the king in royal 
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robes and with a globular gift, probably the bowl just filled with food, 
in his hands, which he evidently comes to offer to the Bodhisattva. 
Next to him stands the queen, behind them sits the suite, some kneeling; 
they carry the wellknown royal insignia. Thus while the text describes 
the king looking through his "oeil de boeuf” at the monk who is in the 
street, sending him a gift — that the "give” really means "sent” is 
seen by the context — and then ordering the monk to be followed 
(which would not be necessary if he had spoken to him himself), the 
sculptor of Barabudur brings the king in direct contact with the 
Bodhisattva. Possibly this is the result of a deviating text. At AjautS in 
agreement with the text, the Bodhisattva is begging in the market-place 
opposite the palace and the king is not present ^), at PagSn the Bo¬ 
dhisattva is standing between two almsgivers ®). 

74, King Bimbisara visits the Bodhisattva 

Now when king Bimbis ra saw that the night was past, he went, 

with a great concourse of people, to the foot of the king of moun¬ 

tains PSudava and saw that mountain shining with radiance. 

After dismounting and proceeding on foot over the ground, he gazed 

with the greatest respect on t he Bodhisattva who, after spreading 

grass on the ground, had seate d himself with legs crossed, immov¬ 

able as the Mem, After saluting the feet of the Bodhisattva with 

his head, and having discoursed of several matters, the king spake : 

"I will give thee the half of my whole kingdom; disport thyself here 

with the various kinds of things desirable and cease from begging”. 

And the Bodhisattva answered him with a gentle voice: "O king, 

may thou live long and rule thy kingdom I As for me I have depar¬ 

ted from a desirable kingdom and putting aside all thought thereof 

am become a wandering monk in order to find peace”, (241 : 9), 

The whole left side of the relief is taken up by the rocky landscape 
with the Bodhisattva, On the left are the rocks with trees growing on 
them that give shelter to a variety of animals ; a cockatoo, a peacock, 
a pair of doves billing, and some squirrels playing in the branches; then 
a tiger or jackal in a den and a couple of deer on the ground. On the 
right of all these, a sort of niche has been made in which the Bodhisattva 
sits with a waterjug on one side of him and an mcense-bnmer on the 

Foucher, Lettre p. 224; Griffiths, Paintings pi. 60. 
*) Seidenstttcker, abb. 63 and p. 45 and 98. 
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other; he is sitting not on grass but on a lotus cushion on a mat, with 
an ordinary cushion at his back, in conversation with king BimbisSra 
on his right, who makes a sSmbah. The king with one servant is on a 
piece of rock, his other followers are sitting under the trees on the right- 
hand of the relief, the umbrella-bearer is of course among them. This same 
episode is also found at AjaijtS combined with the preceding one, 
and is probably the subject of a GandhEra-relief *) where the Bodhi- 
sattva sits under a tree with a king kneeling before him, who also has a 
group of followers with him. At PagSn we see him first alone, partaking 
of his food and again in conversation with BimbisSra *). 

75. The Bodhisattva with Rudraka 

At that time Rudraka, the son of Rama, had set himself in the 

great city of R jagrha and dwelt there with a large company of 

scholars, seven hundred in number. He gave them instruction in a 

doctrine that taught of the not conscious and yet not unconscious by 

the suppression of the senses. The Bodhisattva saw this Rudraka, 

son of Rama, the leader of the community, the teacher of many, 

well-known, celebrated, honored by many people, valued by learned 

men.... 

Thus spake the Bodhisattva to Rudraka, son of Rama: 'T too, 

my friend, have meditated on this doctrine that thou hast attained”. 

And he said: "Come let us instruct this company together”. Then 

with a common purpose he placed the Bodhisattva at the teacher's 

place. The Bodhisattva said: "This path leadeth not to aversion*), 

neither to freedom from passion, nor to prevention®), nor to peace, 

nor to knowledge, or wisdom, neither to the state of 9ramaQa or 

brahman nor to nirvai;^”. (243 : 15 ; 245 : 8). 

Mountain scenery in the same style as the last relief decorates the 
right hand of this picture; rocks and trees with birds and squirrels, a 
lizard, a den with two tigers and a hollow with a couple of deer. On the 
left of the rocky part sits the Bodhisattva, again on his lotus cushion, 

*) See note 1 on p. 160. 
*) A.G.B. I fig. 188 p. 373. 
*) Seidenstflcker, abb. 54 and 5$ and p. 45 etc. and 98 etc. 
*) From worldly things. 
*) 01 reincarnation. 
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with a mat under it, but not otherwise raised above the ground ; he is 
talking to the front one of four persons dressed as hermits who fill the 
left part of the scene akemately with trees growing on the rocks. The 
first man is certainly Rudraka. The one furthest to the left has a water- 
jug and a covered pot beside him ; in the left hand bottom comer again 
a hollow with a deer. The visit to Rudraka is also given at PagSn^), 
as well as the instruction of the five first scholars corresponding with 
relief no. 76. ®). 

76. The Bodhisativa with his first disciples on the Gayd~mountain 

At that time, the five men of the blessed company *) were brahman 

scholars with Rudraka, son of Rama. They bethought them¬ 

selves of this: “That which we give ourselves so much time and 

trouble to attain, what we strive without end or pause to discover, 

even that hath the grama^a Gautama with small effort pondered 

over and acquired. Yet this did not satisfy him, therefore he sought 

higher things; without doubt he will become the teacher of the 

world. The knowledge he acquires for himself, he will surely share 

with us.” After consulting together, the five men of the blessed 

company, went away from Rudraka, the son of Rama, and attached 

themselves to the Bodhisattva. Now when he had dwelt in 

Rajagj-ha so long as he thought well, he set out for Magadha with 

the five of the blessed company. 

When the Bodhisattva journeyed through Magadha, he went 

towards that part of the land where Gaya is and arrived there. 

There dwelt the Bodhisattva in order to meditate on the Gaya9ir§a 

mountain. (245 : 16 ; 246 : 6). 

The Bodhisattva sits in a niche among the rocks, on the left, on his 
lotus cushion in the dhyana-mudrS attitude ; he is occupied as the next 
passage of the text tells us, in meditation on three resemblances. 
There are trees round the niche, with peacocks and other birds. The 
mountain scenery stretches further to the right; on the upper part of 
the relief are roc^ with trees and doves perched in them while squirrels 

‘) Seidenstttcker, abb. 57 and p. 46 and 99. The representatioD is the sante as that of the 
dispute with Ard4a Kai&pa. 

•) Ibid. abb. 58. In design the reliefs at PagSn differ entirely from those at Barabu^ur. 
>) In this interpretation of bhadravargiySh I follow Foucher, A.G.B. I p. 380. 
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and armadillo’s run about; below, the five are seated, in ordinary 
ascetic costume. It is plainly to be seen here as well as on the adjacent 
reliefs that the sling is not omitted in spite of all the scarcity of clothing. 
On the right, a river runs between the rocks and trees, with some fish 
swimming in it. 

77. The Bodhisattva by the NairaHjand 

,And when the Bodhisattva had dwelt at Gaya upon the GayS- 

9irsa mountain as long as he thought fit, he went forth walking in 

the direction of UruvilvS, a village where a captain of soldiers had his 

post, and arrived there. There he saw theriver of Nairanjana, with 

clear water, good landing-places, beautified with fine trees and 

thickets and set on all sides with meadows and villages. Then the 

mind of the Bodhisattva was greatly pleased: "Behold, fair is this 

land, pleasant and suitable to dwell in; it is most fitting for a man 

of good family, who desires to meditate; and as I do so, here will 

I remain" .... 

And when the Bodhisattva had considered this, he undertook for 

six years a heavy penance most difficult of the difficult and hard to 

exercise. (248:6; 250 : 9). 

We shall not dilate on the account of the Bodhisattva’s penance here 
and later on, for the sculptor, mindful of the fundamental rule to 
avoid all painful scenes, sees fit to omit shewing us the Bodhisattva 
with the emaciation of his superhuman privations upon him. He does 
look slightly thinner on the next relief but not much, and only by chance, 
for on No. 79 and 80, also in the years of privation, he has recovered his 
usual contour. We have therefore no chance of comparison with the 
remarkable images of the emaqiated Gautama during those six years 
that are found in the GandhSra art ^). 

This relief somewhat resembles the last one ; the Bodhisattva on the 
left, a river on the right, the five in the middle. The scene is no longer 
a rocky landscape, but the peaceful region of the river banks shaded 
by trees. Rocks come into sight only here and there, especially on the left 
where the Bodhisattva is sitting, not now on a lotus cushion, only an 

*) A.G.B. I fig. 192. 193, 200; II fig. 439, p. 296; fig. 440 p. 273; Journ. As. 8 : IS 
(1890) pl. 2; Spooner, Handbook to the sculptures in the Peshawar Museum (1910) pl. 
opposite pag. 67. The sculptors of Pag^ have also no objection to such kind of portrait; 
see below No. 80. For Serindia (Tun-Huang) see Stein II p. 859 and LXXV and LXXVII. 
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ordinary mat. He is talking to the front one of the five towards whom 
he makes a gesture with the right hand. The two front ones of the five 
wear their hair on this rdief done up very high with a flower at the top. 
Beside the one most to the right, stands a peculiar jug, much more like 
a Greek lekuthos than a Javan gSndi. The river is wellsupplied with 
fish; on the opposite bank we see trees and birds. 

78. Mays, as godess, visits the Bodhisativa 

And when they saw the condition of the Bodhisattva ^), some of 

the gods spake thus: "Alas, prince SiddhSrtha is surely dead”. 

Then these gods sons betook themselves to the three and thirty 

gods and told MaySdevI thereof: “The prince is dead”. Then 

MayadevI accompanied by a following of apsaras came at the hour 

of midnight to the place, on the banks of the Nairanjana, where 

the Bodhisattva was and saw him with his body all withered away. 

And when she saw that he was like dead, she began to weep so 

that her tears choked her. 

Then spake the Bodhisattva to her and comforted her; "Fear 

not for love of thy son; thou shalt pluck the fruits of thy labor. 

Not in vain doth a Buddha renounce the world. I shall fulfil the 

prophecy of Asita and make plain the prediction of Dipangkara. 

Though the earth should fall into a hundred fragments, and Meru 

droop with his radiant brow into the waters, though sun, moon 

and stars should be smitten to the ground, yet I, the only human 

being, should not die. Therefore be not sorrowful, for soon wilt thou 

behold the Wisdom of a Buddha”. (252:5,13; 253:13). 

Quite to the left on a mound of rock, within a niche of the rocky 
wall planted with vegetation as usual, sits the Bodhisattva, again 
only on a mat. He addresses his comforting words to MSy£ seated on the 
same eminence in the scene, she is in the attitude of sSmbah and has 
evidently brought the offering of flowers and wreaths that is between 
them on a large dish. Above the dish, a flame can be seen, as elsewhere 
indicating the incense smoke ; though here we might take it for a lamp 
placed behind the dish, it being midnight. The figure of the godess is 
very much wom-away. Behind her on the groundfloor kneel the apsa- 

Le. that of complete exhaostioi^ brought on by exceesive penance. 
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ras of her suite; the front one with incense-burner and fan in her 
hand; among the others, some carry a tray with garlands or some loose 
flowers or a fly-whisk and others a lotus stem. The godess still wears 
the halo assigned to her during her mortal life. 

79. The gods honor the Bodhisattva 

All those gods, nSga’s, yak§a's, gandharva's, asura’s, garuda’s, 

kinnara’s and mahoraga's, who had witnessed the virtues of the 

Bodhisattva, stayed with him by day and night, shewed him honor, 

and gave him service. There through the Bodhisattva while he 

underwent the six years of penance so difficult to endure, full twelve 

tenthousands of gods and men were brought to maturity by means 

of the three Vehicles. (257:13). 

Here too, the Bodhisattva sits on the left in his rocky niche, with 
foliage round him, and now once more upon his lotus-cushion. With 
the right hand he makes a gesture to the gods, sitting in a large company 
before him; they fill up the rest of the relief to the right. The back¬ 
ground is again trees. The attitude of the gods at this moment is not 
that of paying honor ; they evidently are listening to the Bodhisattva's 
lecture, that is to bring them to "maturity”. The sculptor has not 
thought worth while to give us anything of the demi-gods the text 
speaks of. 

The text continues with a passage not illustrated on the monument, 
where Mira, the Evil One, tries to tempt the Bodhisattva to forsake 
his life of penance. This suggestion is of course dismissed with scorn. 
Meanwhile the Bodhisattva begins to see the uselessness of his fasting 
and penance, and to look round for something to eat. 

60. The gods request the Bodhisattva to absorb nourishment through his pores 

The gods sons who felt compassion for the exhausted one and who 

with their minds had knowledge of my mind, came to the place 

where I was and said unto me : "Most noble being, thou needest 

not partake of such abundance of food; we will infuse the strength 

thereof through thy pores.” Then I thought in my mind: "I can 

give myself the air of not taking food, and my neighbors, the 

people of the villages near by, would believe that the ^ramaua 

Gautama did not eat. And meanwhile the gods sons who have com- 
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passion with the exhausted one would infuse the strength of the 

nourishment through my pores. But it would be a very great lie to 

do so”. Thereupon the Bodhisattva to avoid this lie, refused the 

offer of the gods sons and turned his thoughts to taking abundant 

food. (264:4). 

The fact that there are five equally-important persons all dressed 
in divine costume conversing with the Bodhisattva, is my reason for 
not agreeing with Pleyte’s opinion who considers this to be the above- 
mentioned conversation between MSra and the Bodhisattva (pag. 116). 
I think it can be nothing else but a collective appearance of gods and 
then only the above-quoted passage can be intended, which as immediately 
connected with the Bodhisattva’s decision to stop his fast, in every 
case deserves to be represented in the sculptured text. The Bodhisattva 
still sits on the lotus-cushion in his niche in the rocks with the trees 
round it, on the left of the relief ; he is in the vitarka-mudrS pose. The 
five divine visitors are seated more to the right, and come into the 
middle of the picture with a tree behind them. The right hand side of 
the relief is taken up by the conventional rocky landscape we have 
had already several times: rocks and trees with squirrels and birds 
and other creatures. On the ground a couple of pigs, and some birds 
in the air. We must not think of reproaching the sculptor for placing 
us here among a mountain scenery, while the Bodhisattva is still, 
as in the preceding reliefs, on the banks of the NairanjanI or in its 
neighborhood. Let us rather praise him for the skill with which he did 
introduce variety into scenes that are so very much alike. The visit of 
the gods will also be found at Pagan, where the Bodhisattva shews 
distinct signs of emaciation^). 

As soon as the Bodhisattva declares his intention of breaking his 
fast, the five disciples are very much shocked ; they lose faith in their 
master, take leave of him and retire to the deer-park at Benares. 

81. The Bodhisattva receives food from the maidens of Uruvilvd 

Now from the time that the Bodhisattva began his penance so 

difficult to endure, there came to him ten young maidens, daughters 

(if the village chief, to look at him, greet him and offer their services. 

These maidens prepared all kinds of pap and offered all to the 

») Seidenstttcker, abb. 59 and p. 46 and 99; on the following relief he is seen recumbent 
and wholly exhausted. 
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Bodhisattva. And when he had eaten thereof, gradually while he 

was going through the village to beg, his color, his beauty and his 

strength returned to him. Since that time the Bodhisattva was called 

"the beautiful ^ramaija” or "thegreat 9ramaua”. (265: 1,6). 

A handsome building, on the left, shews that the scene is changed 
to the village; it is built on a high foundation, has a niche with a 
monster’s head, a vaulted roof towards which a pair of doves are flying 
and a wing on the right, so richly decorated, that it would do for a 
palace if on another relief ; here it is used for the dwelling of the village 
chief. One of the maidens stands in the left comer behind the building 
with a flower in her hand ; the others sit right in front under a palmtree ; 
the first one of these also has a flower. Their spokeswoman is offering 
a bowl of food to the Bodhisattva facing her. Between the two on the 
ground is a large dish of flowers above which is an umbrella, a detail 
not given by the text; there is a single lotus next to it also on the 
ground. The Bodhisattva is reaching out his right hand towards the 
dish of flowers and holds the tip of his garment with the left; he has 
come from the right where the scene closes in with the traditional 
rocky landscape and trees; a squirrel is climbing up one and a lion 
looks out of his round den. 

Perhaps this episode is to be found on a Gandhara-relief that other¬ 
wise differs entirely from Barabudur; the Bodhisattva sits quite alone 
in the appearance of an ascetic and a female figure with a bowl stands 
next to him. There are two gods present beside Vajrap5ni, it may be 
^akra and BrahmS, as his usual companions in the Sambodhi-cyclus, 
but there may be a special reason for their presence in connection with 
the request, recognised on the preceding Barabudur scene. 

82. The Bodhisattva washes the hempen-garment 

Now while I continued these six years, my msset garments had 

become threadbare and I thought: "It would be a good thing had 

I something to cover my privy parts”. At that time, a slave of 

SujStS, the daughter of the village chief, had died, her name was 

RSdhS.; she had been wrapped in a hempen cloth, carried to the 

grave3rard and left there. Then I saw that rag and drew it towards 

me with my left foot, stretched out my right hand and bent to 

pick it up. 
*) A. G. B. I fig. 193. pag. 381. 
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Thereupon the Bodhisattva thought thus: 'T have got a piece 

of rag; now it would be good if I had water”. Then the gods struck 

c«i that place with their hands on the earth and a pond appeared. 

Again the Bodhisattva thought: “Now have I water; if I could 

obtain also a stone wherewith to wash the cloth, it would be well”. 

Then at that moment on that place ^akra caused a stone to appear 

and the Bodhisattva began to wash the cloth. Thereupon spake ^Akra, 

king of the gods, unto the Bodhisattva thus: "Give it unto me, 

noble being, that I may wash it”. Yet the Bodhisattva, to show 

that a wandering monk does his own work, gave not that ragged 

cloth to ^akra, but washed it with his own hands. Heavy and faint 

of body after stepping into the pond, he would have stepped out 

again. But Mara, the Evil one, possessed with the sin of envy, caused 

the banks of the pond to increase greatly in height. At the side 

of the pond grew a great kakubha-tree; and the Bodhisattva spoke 

unto the godess thereof to please her according to the custom of the 

world: "Let a branch of thy tree bend towards me, o godess”. And 

she let down a branch of the tree and holding it fast the Bodhisattva 

came up out of the water. When he was come out, he made under 

that kakubha-tree a coat of the ragged cloth and sewed it. (265:16; 

266: 12,16). 

The Bodhisattva stands nearly in the middle of the relief on the 
large flat stone the text speaks of. He has the cloth in his left hand, 
evidently about to wash it in the pond shewn on the left, surroimded 
by trees and adorned with lotus flowers and plants, some of them with 
waterfowls on them. Behind the Bodhisattva kneels an umbrella-bearer; 
further to the right stand a group of gods, the front one makes a sSmbah 
to the Bodhisattva who holds his right hand in vitarka-mudra: so this 
is clearly the moment when the Bodhisattva refuses the offer for wash¬ 
ing his cloth. The god who makes the request should be ^kra, and 
here the sculptor has been good enough to confirm the fact, for the 
first of the four followers of the god wears a headdress arranged in the 
style of a trunk, has elephant ears and holds the angku^ in his hand; 
so he can be no other than Airavata, ^kra’s faithful companion. Quite 
to the right we see a rocky landscape with trees and some animals, and 
on the extreme left next to the pond is the kakubha-tree that plays its 
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part at the end of the episode. The godess of the tree is already kneeling 
under the tree and makes a respectful sSmbah to the Bodhisattva. 

83. The Bodhisattva receives the russet monk’s dress 

A QuddhavSsakSyika gods son named Vimalaprabha offered the 

Bodhisattva divine monks’ garments reddish of color, fitting and 

suitable for a ^ramaija. The Bodhisattva took them and having 

dressed himself betimes in the morning and having put on the coat 

went his way to the village. (267:9). 

Both sides of the relief shew a wooded landscape, but of a milder sort 
than in several preceding reliefs; the rocks are reduced to mere surface 
projections in the ground. Some animals are included to enliven the 
scene, especially to the left, two elephants, two monkeys in the trees 
and one peacock. The Bodhisattva advances from the wood on the left, 
holding out his right hand to accept the present. In front of him stand 
three gods, the first of whom is handing over a garment of small size 
while the third holds a larger garment, the two pieces needed to com¬ 
plete the three-piece dress of a monk, with the coat that has just been 
made. On the ground, behind these standing figures, are three gods 
sitting. 

84. Sujata entertains the Bodhisattva 

Then the gods, in Uruvilva, the village where a captain of soldiers 

was posted, made known to Sujata, the daughter of the village 

chief Nandika, at midnight: "He for whose sake thou makest a 

great sacrifice, is about to make end of his penance and partake 

of good and abundant food. In former time thou hast prayed: May 

the Bodhisattva after accepting food from me, attain the highest 

and most perfect Wisdom. Do then what thou hast to do". On 

hearing these words from the gods, Sujata, daughter of the village- 

chief Nandika, hastened to take the milk of a thousand cows, and 

after taking off the cream seven times obtained cream of the best 

and strongest. Then she set that milk with fresh rice in a new pot 

on a new stove and cooked it. 

And when the pap was ready, Sujata placed it on the ground, 

strewed it with flowers, sprinkled it with perfume and placing and 
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preparing a seat, she said to a slave named UttarS: "Go, UttarS, 

fetch hither the brahman, I will care for this sweet pap”. 

Then came the .btodhisattva to the house of SujatS, daughter of 

the village chief, and set himself down on the seat prepared for him. 

Then Sujata offered him a golden bowl full of the sweet pap. And this 

thought came into the mind of the Bodhisattva: 

„ When such food has been offered to me by Suj5t§, I shall surely 

this day after partaking thereof attain the highest and most perfect 

Wisdom”. And after partaking of this food the Bodhisattva then 

spake to SujatS, daughter of the village chief: "Sister, what is to 

become of this golden bowl?” And she answered: "It is thine”. 

Then said the Bodhisattva: “I can make no use of such a bowl”. 

Sujata spake: "Do with it what thou wilt; I give no one food without 

the dish”. (267:13; 268:6, 18). 

When we compare this relief with No. 81, we might suppose that the 
sculptor has made a mistake. At that point in the text, a meal is spoken 
of prepared by ten maidens collectively, while on the relief only one 
dish appears offered by one maiden. Here on the contrary the text 
mentions specially one bowl, offered by Sujata, while the relief gives us 
several dishes in the hands of several women, and still more food is 
being prepared. It is not easy to find out if this is merely the sculptor's 
carelessness, or if there is more in this than meets the eye; anyway 
it is noticeable that our text too shews signs of disorder: the communi¬ 
cation that the gods make to Sujata, in the beginning of our quotation, 
that the Bodhisattva will break his long fast, is here rather misplaced, 
for the Bodhisattva has already taken food a few pages earlier and 
besides, Sujata was one of the young ladies who provided the meal 
on which he breakfasted. I can offer no elucidation but merely call 
attention to this coincidence of irregularity in the text known to us, 
with what, according to that text, is an inaccuracy on the momunent. 

We find the Bodhisattva, quite in agreement with the text, on a 
throne, one that consists of a pedestal with a triangular roof resting on 
columns, on the left of the relief. Next to that is a roomy ptod&p4, and 
adjoining that again on the right of the scene a building on which is a 
heavy roof with an upper-storey, but where the ground-floor is left 
open to show the persons sitting in it. Inside the p6nd<ip4 in the fore¬ 
ground, next to the Bodhisattva, is a large covered dish placed on a 
slab on the ground, with steam rising out of the flower-b^ecked lid. 
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Next to that stands Sujttt, offering a round dish to the Bodhisattva; 
it too has a lid but is not decorated with garlands. He reaches out his 
right hand to take it. This is surely the golden bowl of the story and the 
vessel on the ground is probably the new cooking-pot. Behind SujatS 
kneel some women, of whom the front one holds a fan and probably 
used to have an incense-bumer now knocked off as well; two others are 
holding dishes. The background of the pgndapa is adorned with flags. 
In the building, on the right, we see first, some more women with a fifth 
dish and finally in the comer a larger pot on a wood-fire with two 
women busy over it, one with a large spoon in her hand, the other with a 
short stick, probably, in agreement with other cooking scenes, a blow 
pipe to rouse the fire, possibly only something to stir with. Perhaps 
this is the new pot bn the new stove, but what are we to think then 
about the large dish next to the Bodhisattva ? Also at Ajapt& the 
Sujatt episode will be found as well as at Pagan *). 

85. The Bodhisattva goes to the Nairanjana 

Then the Bodhisattva went out of UruvilvS with that bowl and 

came in the morning to the river of the nSga's, the river NairanjanS, 

laid that bowl and his monk's dress on the bank and stepped into 

the river Nairanjana to refresh his limbs. (269:9). 

The river is well-supplied with fish, it flows to the right between 
rocky banks planted with trees; on one side we see a couple of deer, 
on the other two squirrels. To the left of the river is the Bodhisattva 
with Sujata's offering in his right hand. The wooded scenery is conti¬ 
nued on the other side, to the left a couple of birds are flying. Four gods 
are kneeling on this side of the relief, in front of the Bodhisattva and 
do him homage; on Wilsen’s drawing, the second is a nSga but at this 
moment he has lost his headdress and we have little chance of judging 
the correctness of the drawing. A naga would not be out of place beside 
this nSga river, but on the following relief we find no ntga among the 
kneeling figures. 

86. The Bodhisattva takes a hath 

And while the Bodhisattva bathed himself, many hundred 

thousands of the gods sons filled the river with divine aloe-and 

*) Foncher, Lettre p. 224 etc. 
Seklenettksker, abb. 63 and p. 49 and 100. 
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sandalwood-powder and ointments and threw divine flowers of 

various colors into the water to do honor to the Bodhisattva. At 

that moment thd river Nairahjan& was filled with divine perfume 

and flowers and where the Bodhisattva had bathed in that sweet¬ 

smelling water, there hundred thousand millions of koti's of the 

gods sons scooped up the water and carried it each to his dwelling, 

there to make a caitya for it and adore it. (269:13). 

A good part of the lower part of the relief is taken up by the river. 
On the right, the rocky bank rises steeply up with only an occasional 
tree; on this side a pair of snakes push up their heads out of the water, 
adorned with the traditional jewel, and on the edge is the food-bowl 
of the Bodhisattva. His clothes are not laid beside it, for the sculptor 
has decorously kept them on and he is not in the water but appears on 
a very narrow flat lotus cushion in the middle of the river with, as 
usual, the tip of his garment in his left hand^). Left, and separated from 
him by some trees on the bank, some figures of gods are kneeling on the 
water, scooping it up with small bowls. StiU more to the left, the other 
river-bank is depicted with bushes growing on it, where are a pair of deer 
grazing, a tree with a peacock in it and in the comer a rock, in front 
of which glides a snake. In the river can be seen not only fishes but many 
flowers floating and still more blossoms and garlands are falling from the 
sky, dropped by the gods who hover on the clouds with bowls of flowers, 
one on the right and five on the lefthand; the two last of this group are 
evidently inhabitants of the BrahmS-heaven in the dress of earthly 
ascetics and hermits. The relief is very well-executed but unfortunately 
some of the heavenly ones are rather damaged. The bathing scene is also 
to be found in the Serindian art*). 

87. The Bodhisattva acupts a seat from a ndga-maiden 

Now when the Bodhisattva had stepped out of the river, he 

looked about along the bank desirous to be seated. Then appeared the 

nSga-maiden of the river NairanjanS from out of the earth and offered 

the Bodhisattva a stately seat made of precious stones. (270 : 1). 

This relief too has suffered a good deal but is still quite distinct. 

*) The artist at Pagan has taken still less trouble and seats the Bodhisattva sln^pty on his 
lotus cushion in dhyana-mudra without any water, in the scene which the insdiption des¬ 
cribes as a bath t See Seklensthcker, abb. 64 and p. 49 and ItX) etc. 

■) Stein p. 859 and pi. LXXVII (Tnn-Hnaag^. 
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The throne is in the centre, wide, the back carved at the sides with 
makara-heads; it has a large oblong cushion on it, nothing else. On the 
right next to it under a tree kneels the nSga-maiden with her hands on 
the ground in front of her, before her stands the Bodhisattva with the 
food-bowl in his right and the tip of his garment in the left hand, still 
on the same flat lotus-cushion of the last relief. The water still ripples 
round it and in front of the nSgi and the seat; the Bodhisattva has 
evidently not yet stepped out of the water as the text required him 
to do, although the rocks next to the cushion shew that he is near the 
bank. On the left of the seat some more nSgi's are kneeling with 
flowers in their hands, evidently the servants of the one who provides 
the seat. The whole background here and behind the throne is decorated 
with banners. 

88. The Bodhisattva partakes of the rest of the milk-food 

Then the Bodhisattva seated himself and partook of the sweet 

pap, as much as he desired, for the sake of SujUtS, daughter of the 

village chief. (270 : 3). 

Here we have a striking example of the little that can be expected 
from the Barabudur sculptor’s accuracy in details. The throne that 
plays an important part in the tale, and therefore in this episode has 
more meaning than the thrones and seats elsewhere, is quite a different 
one on this relief to the one before, where it was presented. It is much 
lower, the panel-decoration on the front of the base is gone and the 
back has a different shape. The Bodhisattva now sits on it, not on 
the round cushion that was put ready, but on a lotus-cushion. Next 
on the right is a rocky scene with a lion in his den, a peacock, and the 
usual trees; on the left on a small pedestal the food bowl, to which 
the Bodhisattva reaches out his right hand and next to that a vase of 
flowers; still more to the left kneel three n^lga-maidens imder the 
trees. Behind these, the left of the relief is occupied by rocks with an 
armadillo and trees in which a pair of apes are sitting, in the left 
hand comer some bamboo-plants. Between these rocks flows the river, 
wdl-stocked with fish ^). 

69. The food-bowl is carried away by Sagara and then by Qakra 

When he had finished eating he threw that golden food-bowl in 

*) Th« corresponding relief at Pagan again gives no adornment in the mise-en-scane, see 
Setdenstttcker, abb. 65 (comp. 66) and p. 49 and 101. 

Barabudur 13 
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the water without looking at it. And when it was thrown away, 

SSLgara, the nSga king, respectfuly canying out his thought, took it 

up and turned towards his dwelling thinking "this is worthy to 

be honored”. Thereupon the thousandeyed Puramdara (Qakra), 

assuming the form of a garuda, tried with the lightning in his 

beak to take the golden foodbowl from Sagara, the nSga king, but 

when he was not able to do that, he begged courteously for it in 

his own person and carried it away to the heaven of the three 

and thirty gods, in order to make a caitya for it and adore it. (270:5). 

Two consecutive episodes from this tale are represented on the relief; 
the throwing away of the bowl and its being handed over to ^akra. The 
first scene is on the right; the Bodhisattva still sits on his lotus-cushion 
on the rocky bank, but his throne has been still more reduced and has 
a back of the plainest style. He has just thrown away the food-bowl 
with his right hand into the river flowing past the chair, the precious 
object is already in the hands of the kneeling Sagara, who has lost his 
headdress but unmistakenly preserves his identity by his attitude and 
the company of the two naga’s kneeling behind him. Just behind these 
two the second scene begins. A pgndapa quite on the left, enclosed 
in a palissade ; there inside a female nSga is sitting with two servants ; 
this will be the naga dwelling. On the right, outside, is another seat 
with a row of jewel-pots underneath it that also indicate the domain 
of the nSga’s. On this seat is S§,gara with a servant behind him and the 
bowl in his hand that he is on the point of handing over to the god 
sitting opposite, who holds out his hands for it. Behind this god sits 
also a companion ; no other than Airavata with his elephant-ears, the 
trunk-headdress and (indistinct) the angku9a. So his master, in accord¬ 
ance with the text, is the god Qakra, already in his own person again 
to receive the bowl. 

90. The Bodhisattva, on the way to Bodhimanda, receives grass from 
Svastika 

After the Bodhisattva had bathed in the river Nairahjani and 

had renewed his strength of body with food, he set forth to the land 

of sixteen forms, to the foot of the great king of trees, the Tree of 

Wisdom. And from the river NairahjanS to Bodhimau*^, there be¬ 

tween, was all cleared by the gods sons of wind and clouds and 
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sprinkled with perfume and strewn with flowers by the gods sons 

of the rainclouds.... From the river Nairanjana to Bodhimau(^, 

there between, the road was decorated after one model for the 

distance of a kro^a by the KamSvacara gods sons. On the left and 

on the right side of this road an altar of seven kinds of precious 

stones was made to appear, seven tala’s high, and adorned above 

with j eweled gauze and heavenly umbrellas, banners and pennons etc. 

Then the Bodhisattva thought: “On what did the former 

Tathagata's^) who attained the highest and most perfect Wisdom 

seat themselves” ? And he remembered: "On grass that was spread”. 

Then the Bodhisattva saw on the right side of the road the 

grass-cutter Svastika, who was cutting grass, green, soft, young, 

pleasant grass, growing in tufts, bent to the right, like the necks of 

peacocks, agreeable to the touch as kacilindi-stuff, sweet-smelling, 

bright and making glad the heart. And when he saw that, the 

Bodhisattva stepped off the road, went to the place where Svastika 

was and spake to him with a sweet voice: "Quick, Svastika, give me 

grass, to-day I am greatly in need thereof ; when I have overcome 

the Evil One with his army, I shall attain the perfect rest-giving 

Wisdom” .... And when he heard the gentle and sweet words 

of the Leader, Svastika rejoiced and was cheerful, full of joy and 

gladness, he took up a handful of grass, pleasant to the touch, 

soft, fine and bright, he stood before the Bodhisattva and spoke to 

him glad of heart. (272:8; 273 : 9, 16; 285:17 ; 286:3; 287:3, 13). 

The first part of this quotation accounts for the presence of the great 
number of gods on this relief : they are the gods who prepare and adorn 
the route. We can’t suppose them to be anything else, though this scene 
does not shew them hard at work and there is no sign of the altars 
with umbrellas etc. spoken of in the text; the further description of the 
road decoration does not in the least correspond either, so that I have 
not quoted the whole of the elaborate passage. We do not see any result 
of the divine labor until the following relief. The important episode for 

') The word Tath&gata, not yet satisfactorily explained, I leave untranslated. Chalmers 
came to the conclusion that it means „who has come at the real truth." (Actes du onzidme 
Congrds intern, des carient. Paris 1897, p. 150); Kern gives:the infallible one" (Gesch. v.h. 
Buddh. I, 1882, p. 77); Foucher translates it as „Pr6destin6" and compares it with the 
Greek „Erchonienos" (A.G.B. II p. 567), 
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the moment is the conversation between the Bodhisattva and Svastika. 
This passage occurs in the text after the homage by BrahmS. and 
KSlika given on the fofiowing relief. Arbitrary alteration seems of course 
improbable; the sculptor has evidently had a text before him with 
another sequence, the more likely as we know of another text with the 
same alteration i.e. the Chinese translation of the Mahabhini^kramaija- 
sutra ^). Nor is the inclusion of the gods in this incident an3d:hing 
original; it is found as well on the Gandh5ra-reliefs ®), where the 
Bodhisattva, accompanied by VajrapS^i, stands opposite the grass- 
cutter with his bundle. At Pagan we see, first the Bodhisattva on the 
road between two gods with banners, and then the offering of the grass 
by the grass-cutter on the left, but no witnesses *). On the Barabudur 
scen^ we have, on the left, the field shaded by trees and Svastika on 
his knees; with his right hand he plucks a bimdle of grass, the left has a 
sort of stick, to the end of which the Bodhisattva stretches out his 
right hand (that is broken off), while he stands holding the tip of his 
garment with the left hand, on the lotus cushion, in the road that is 
indicated by a bit of rock with a bush on each side of the cushion. The 
text is thus deviated from by the Bodhisattva here not leaving the road 
for the conversation; that Svastika kneels instead of standing as on the 
Gandhara-reliefs need not be a divergence but may merely be the result 
of Svastika not having yet risen from his knees to give his answer. 
The meaning of the object in his left hand is not clear; it does not look 
like the bamboo that is used by the natives to beat the grass. The roimd- 
shaped little object in the lefthand bottom comer is probably a bird’s 
nest in the grass from which the birds hovering above have flown; by 
looking carefully another little bird can be seen inside it. The scene 
between the Bodhisattva and Svastika does not occupy more than a 
third of the relief; the remaining two thirds is all gods with a background 
of trees, in four groups: one standing, one kneeling, another standing 
and then one kneeling. Some carry flowers. There are no attributes to 
distinguish one sort from another. 

91. The Bodhisattva honored hy Brahmd and KSlika 

During the night in which the Bodhisattva became desirous to 

attain the Wisdom, in that night the Va^avartin-named lord of 

Beal, The Romantic Legend of ^4kya Boddha (1875) p, 196 etc. 
») Foucher. Sikri pi. 7; A.G.B. I fig, 197 and 198, p. 391 etc. 
*) Seidenstiicker, abb. 68 aud 69 en p. 50 101* 
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three thousand great thousands (worlds) BrahmS Sahipati turned 

to the brahma-congregation and spake thus: “This, o worthy ones, 

ye must know. This Bodhisattva, the Great Being, will go forth to 

Bodhimau^s- to conquer the armies of Mara, desiring to attain the 

highest and most perfect Wisdom. Therefore must ye all, o worthy 

ones, hasten to honor the Bodhisattva respectfully.” 

By the radiance that shone from the body of the Bodhisattva the 

dwelling of the nSga-king Kalika was illuminated. He rose up accom¬ 

panied by the female nSga’s, and looked out towards the direction 

of the four winds. There he saw him, resembling the Mem, shining 

in his own radiance, surrounded by a multitude of gods and da- 

nava’s, by Brahma, Indra and yak§a’s, who delighted to honor him 

and shew him the way. And the nagaking glad and joyful of mind, 

honored the best one of the world, fell at his feet and stood hum¬ 

bly before the Monk. Also the nagamaidens enraptured and jo3dul, 

came to do honor to the Monk, strewed flowers, perfume and oint¬ 

ments, and did resound instraments of music. (274:16; 275 : 9,14; 

281 : 9; 282 : 9). 

What caused the sculptor to unite the homage by Brahma and 
that by Kalika on one relief, is unknown to us ; but the result is that 
the naga’s only get a very small place in the scene, much less important 
than the popularity of this episode in the Buddhist world leads us to 
expect and very much less characteristic than the curious scene on the 
Gandhara-reliefs^) with which Barabudur has no other similarity than 
that Kalika and his spouse appear on the same scene with some 
figures of gods, among whom in Gandhara is Brahma too, not however 
as the chief figure in a company but only as one of the two more or less 
passive gods who accompany the Bodhisattva on the whole of his journey 
from the Nairanjana to BodhimaD<^. Possibly this may account for the 
appearance of a group of unemployed gods on No. 90 and for the fact 
that on the relief we are now describing, besides the group with Brahma, 
several other gods are to be seen who apparently do nothing but form 
a sort of guard of honor for the Bodhisattva. According to the passage 
quoted above, the text also makes mention, though incidentally, of this 
divine escort. On the relief it quite gives the impression of being the 

‘) Sea A.G.B. I fig. 194—196 p. 384—387, II fig. 400, p. 193. Also given A.M.I.pl.99. 
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Bodhisattva's company. He stands, with the right hand in vitarka-mudrS 
and ^he tip of his gaijnent in the left, on a lotus cushion ; the suite is 
on the right, all standing, except a kneeling umbrella-bearer. On the stick 
of this is attached only the usual pennon, while the umbrella itself 
for want of space is pushed a bit to the right and in that way gets a 
curious tend in the handle. On the left, separated from the Bodhisattva 
by a vase of flowers, kneels BrahmS, to be recognised by his tied-up hair; 
he makes a sSmbah and his followers carry flowers. In the background 
we have here, besides an umbrella, three flagstaffs with cakra’s and more 
to the left, many more banners and pennons, pnjssibly brought by the 
company that comes to do homage, but maybe intended for the road- 
decoration, mentioned on page 195 ; of this decoration there are more 
traces in the garlands with pendant lotus-flowers all along the top edge 
of the relief. On the left, behind the group of Brahma, the nSga's are 
sitting; Kalika with a company of three, two of them maidens with 
flowers. The nSga-king himself holds a stick fixed in a knot-shaped 
pedestal, with a large jewel at the top and the usual pennon fluttering 
round the staff ; this is certainly meant for a mark of honor to the 
Bodhisattva. On the before-mentioned reliefs at GandhUra the design 
is quite different; there the naga and one spouse rise up from behind the 
balustrade that is supposed to surround their lake. 

92. Decoration of the Bodhi-trees 

And as the Bodhisattva came near to the Bodhi-tree, eighty thou¬ 

sand Bodhi-trees were decorated by the gods sons and the Bodhisatt¬ 

va's : "While here seated, shall the Bodhisattva attain the Wisdom 

and become Buddha”. At the foot of all these Bodhitrees suitable 

lion-thrones were placed covered with all kinds of heavenly stuffs; 

beneath some a lotus-throne was prepared, under others a perfume- 

throne and again under others a throne made of various precious 

stones. The Bodhisattva fell into the meditation called La^itavyuha 

and as soon as he had attained this Bodhisattva-meditation, he be¬ 

came visible under all the Bodhi-trees, sitting on the lion-throne, 

his body shewing all the signs and tokens. And every Bodhisattva 

and gods son thought: "On my lion-throne sits the Bodhisattva and 

not on another's”. (288 :11,20). 

») Entirely wrong in Wilsen's drawing, see Plcyte p. 129. 
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Although this relief very plainly indicates the adornment and honoring 
of different trees, there is very little else that agrees with the passage 
in the text. Not because there is nothing to be seen of the various 
appearances of the Bodhisattva, for that is a later phase of the story 
to the actual decoration; but because there are no thrones at all 
depicted to give the spectator any notion of what the decoration is for. 
In the foreground we see three trees and in the background |some more ; 
they are richly decorated with an umbrella, bells and jewels and of 
course in a stylisated design. The three first ones have an incense-bumer 
on each side, and in front of the left and righthand one is a shell filled 
with flowers, on a pedestal; the middle one has a pot with a lid. On 
both sides of each tree sits or kneels a god in various attitudes, either 
making a sfimbah, or with a water jug or bowl in the hand, or looking 
after the incense-bumer. It is noticeable that these figures are 
alternately male and female, while the text speaks only of gods sons 
and Bodhisattva's. 

93. The Bodhisattva seated under the Bodhi-tree 

Now the Bodhisattva betook himself with the bundle of grass to 

the place where the Bodhi-tree stood and walked round it seventimes 

keeping it on the right, spread out himself an excellent layer of grass 

with the points inwards and the roots outwards, and set himself 

thereon with legs crossed, turned to the East, the body upright, 

holding his memory active and made a firm resolve thus: "May my 

body wither on this seat, my skin, bones and flesh decay; until I 

have attained the Wisdom so hard to achieve in many aeons, my 

body shall not be moved from this chair I” 

And while the Bodhisattva was seated at Bodhimapda, at that 

time he spread a radiance called the Bodhisattva-stimulation. 

From out the East, that part of the universe called Vimala, from 

the Buddha-field of the TathSgata Vimalaprabh5sa, came a Bodhi¬ 

sattva, a Great Being called Lalitavyuha, roused by that light, 

surrounded and followed by Bodhisattva's without number, to 

Bodhima^^A where the Bodhisattva was, etc. (289:11,16; 290:5,9). 

In a most diffuse description we are told how similar companies of 
Bodhisattva’s gather together from the nine other points of the com- 
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pass and how they render homage in various superhuman ways. We 
will not follow the text any further, any more than the sculptor has 
done, who has lightened his task by just representing Bodhisattva's 
coming to do honor to the Bodhisattva seated under the Bodhi-tree. 
We shall merely notice that the Bodhisattva is already sitting and 
therefore the well-known scene of the spreading of the grass in the 
GandhSra art is not here given. In the middle of the relief the Bodhi¬ 
sattva now sits in dhy3na-mudr5 on a plain seat, the back omemented 
with makara-heads, above which a triangular space is left out for back¬ 
ground to the head and halo. On both sides of that space leaves and 
branches of the tree appear. On the right of the throne is a vessel with 
high lid on a pedestal, left, a dish of flowers with smoke rising from 
it. Further, right and left, we see the Bodhisattva’s; one standing in 
front on the right makes a s6mbah, the left one has probably had an 
incense-stand and fan (now knocked off) and behind, the rest of them 
is seated, some holding flowers. In the background as well on both sides 
a staff with pennon and a tree. The woman who puzzled Ple5d;e (p. 
131) is only a mistake in Wilsen’s drawing of one of the two standing 
Bodhisattva's. 

94. Mira’s unsi*ccessful attack 

Then while the Bodhisattva was seated at BodhimaD^a, he 

thought as follows : “Here in the kingdom of desire, M3xa, the Evil 

One, is lord and ruler; it would not become me to attain the highest 

and most perfect Wisdom without his knowledge. Let me then 

provoke Mira, the Evil One’’. 

And Mlra,.the Evil One, made ready a great army of four weapons, 

by great strength strong in the battle, fearful of aspect, causing the 

hair to rise, such as never before were seen or heard of by gods or 

men, who could alter their faces in many ways and change into other 

forms a hundred thousand ten thousand koti’s of ways, their per¬ 

sons surroimded with a hundred thousand serpents twisting roimd 

A.G.B. I fig. 199 p. 393 and 200 p. 397* At Pag&n, not less than fonri^llele are given 
to the ascending of the throne on each of which the Bodhisattva holds the grass in his hand; 
see Seidensthcker, abb. 70—73 and p. 50 and lOl etc. On the following reliefs he is then 
seated to take the vows. 
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their arms and legs, and armed with sword, bow and arrows, spear, 

lance, axe, pike, blowpipe, bat, stick, noose, club, quoit, lightning 

etc. etc. 

All kinds of missiles they hurled at the Bodhisattva, and rocks 

as big as the Meru, yet when they were thrown on to him, they were 

changed into pavilions with a roof of flowers. And the masses of 

fire that they blew out of their eyes, of their snakes and from their 

breath, these became a circle of fire like an aureole round the 

Bodhisattva. Swords, bows, arrows, spears etc. as soon as they were 

hurled, became various garlands of flowers, as it were a tent of 

flowers ; like fresh flowers strewn upon the ground and like wreaths 

that were hung up they adorned the Bodhi-tree. 

The Bodhisattva spoke in a firm, deep, serious, gentle and sweet 

voice to Mara, the Evil One: "By thee, o Evil One, the kingdom of 

desire was acquired by one voluntary sacrifice, but I have offered 

many million koti's of willing sacrifices, arms, legs, eyes, the best 

limbs cut off and given to those who desired them, houses, riches, 

grain, couches, garments, pleasure gardens, many times given to 

those who asked for them, because I strove for the Salvation of 

aU beings”. Then said Mara, the Evil One, to the Bodhisattva: 

"That I have made a sacrifice, willing and unimpeachable in a 

former life, thou art here my witness; but for thee, here is none as 

witness even with a single word ; thou art conquered” ! Then said 

the Bodhisattva: "I appeal to this mother of creatures, O Evil 

One”. And as soon as she was touched by the Bodhisattva, this 

mighty earth trembled in six manners. Then the godess of the great 

earth named SthSvara appeared, surrounded by hundred koti’s 

of earth-goddesses, and while the whole earth shook, having split 

the surface near to the Bodhisattva, half of her person rose up, 

adorned with all her omements and bowing to the place where the 

Bodhisattva was, making a s6mbah, she spoke to him thus : "It 

is so, great being, it is so as thou hast declared, we all are witnesses 

thereof” (299:19;305:4;317:6,15;318:1,20;319:3). 

Both the two consecutive chief incidents of this episode, the attack 
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of MSra’s army and the appeal to the Earth for witness, are put into 
one scene on this relief. The Bodhisattva, on whose throne the grass 
is plainly visible, sits in the middle of the relief in bhumispar9a-mudr5 
and immediately on the left the upper part of a female figure appears 
out of the ground with a vase in her hand; though not strikingly divine 
to look at, this can be no other than the earth-godess. The pose of the 
hand above-mentioned being assumed beforehand, during the attack, is 
not unusual; but the appearance of the earth-godess is a logical conclusion 
that has very seldom been depicted; for instance on a relief at Cam¬ 
bodia ^). Behind the Bodhisattva, a round piece is left open ; the upper 
half of which is surrounded by the foliage of the Bodhi-tree, the lower 
half is outlined by flames as the text describes. The enemies’ arrows 
come on both sides, their points already changed into flowers — just 
like the Cambodia relief — and above hover more loose flowers, the 
metamorphosed projectiles. The sides of the relief are filled in with the 
armies of the Evil One. Above we see, on both sides, a many-armed 
figure, carried on the shoulder of another figure and holding many and 
various weapons ; the many-armed figure is most unusual at Barabudur, 
The other warriors have a fearful and warlike aspect, although there is 
hardly any actually monstrous figure (above, right) ; they mostly wear 
swords and shields, but also bits of rock and other weapons and even a 
blowpipe can be seen. Two are seated on mis-shapen horses; and a hog’s 
head is there too. On the left below is Mara, seated on an elephant — 
this occurs too on the representations elsewhere as we shall see — in the 
dress of a god, just shooting off an arrow. Probably the Evil One is put 
in a second time, he may be the figure in god’s dress below on the right, 
sitting with head on his hand in dejection and surrounded by male and 
female followers, one of whom stands with both hands on his master’s 
headdress, to put it on or take it off. According to Ple5d;e (p. 135) this 
is Mara defeated and though a little previous while the battle still rages, 
this is not improbable, as there is a corresponding scene at Ajaijta. 
Also I may call attention to a remarkable detail that proves how the 
sculptor in famous scenes like this, follows not only the text but some 
actual tradition as well. I refer to the three small figures that support 
the throne as atlantes. The text does not mention them and their 
presence is only to be accounted for by the imitation of a motif known 
on the continent. The famous vajrSsana of MahSlbodhi is supported 

*) A.G.B. I fig. 205 p. 407. According to Foucher (l.l. p. 402) it is one of MAm's daughters. 
Comp. II p. 628. 
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by these little figures as well as lions ^), and the later Buddhist icono¬ 
graphy, as appears from a sidhana, requires their presence. There is 
no reason here to trace the history of these supports, we can refer to 
Foucher’s explanation *); its interest for us is in the proof it gives of 
the dependance of the Barabucjur sculptors on the traditions of the art 
of Hindustan, in conjunction with what the text gave them. 

We find elsewhere fewer representations of Mara’s onslaught than 
might be expected, that is to say of the attack by itself. The reason is 
that the artists who were depicting the defeat of the powers of evil, 
preferred to combine the military attack with the defeat of the allure¬ 
ments of Mara’s daughters. These combined scenes will be discussed 
with the following relief. The attack alone, is found in the Gandhlra- 
art *) and in connection therewith in some of the reliefs at Amaravatl *) 
as well as in the Serindian art and in the Chinese caves of Yun-Kang*). 

95. The daughters of Mara attempt to seduce the Bodhisattva 

Then Mara, the Evil One, spake unto his daughters: “Gonow, 

ye maidens, to Bodhimanda and tempt the Bodhisattva, if he be 

subject to passion or free therefrom, if he be wise or foolish, blind 

or quick sighted, faithful to his resolve, weak or strong”. Hearing 

these words these apsaras betook themselves to Bodhimanda, 

where the Bodhisattva was, and they came before him and dis¬ 

played the two and thirty kinds of female allurement. And what 

are those two and thirty ? These following: some veiled the half of 

their face, others uncovered their firm round breasts, others etc. etc. 

But not with all their ten thousand arts of rousing desire could 

they tempt the Sugata with the mien of a young elephant. Then 

spake the daughters of M^a these verses unto their father : “The 

female allurements, father, that have been spread before him, that 
*) Cunningham, MahAbodhi, pL 13. 
•) Iconographie bouddhique II (1905) p. 19 etc. 
•) A.G.B. I fig. 201 p. 401, fig. 202—204 p. 405; II fig. 306—307 p. 15, fig. 402 p. 197, 

fig. 403 p. 201, fig. 498 p. 539, fig. 500 p. 545. 
*) See Burgess pi. 32 (monsters in front of the throne ; Mara on the elephant on both 

sides, the righthand one turns away); same pi. 36 and 38. 
•) Grtowedel. Altbuddh. Kultst. Turk. fig. 383 (A.G.B. II fig. 523 p. 605). 
♦) Chavannes, Mission, fig. 228 and p. 311. Single warriors of Mara*s army are found at 

PagAn; compare Huber, Bull. Ec. fran9. d'Extr. Or. 11 (1911) p. 4. The female figure is de¬ 
picted on an earlier relief, of the taking seat on the throne, see Seidenstiickcr abb. 74 and 
p. 82 and 102. 
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should have bent his heart to passion, not one moment on seeing 
these was his mind moved; as the king of the mountains he 

remained firm. (320; 1; 329 : 11 ; 330:9, 18). 

The Bodhisattva is still sitting in bhumispar9a on a plain seat with 
makara-back and the tree spread above him; the grass is not there, 
he has a lotus cushion again. On both sides, MSra’s ^ughters are dis- 
pla3dng their enticements. On the right two are dancing, while as is 
often the case, an old gentleman dressed like a brahman beats time 
with a pair of bells; several other women are here standing and kneeling, 
some of them with similar bells, and one in the corner has some drums 
to make up the music. On the left, in front, one of the daughters seated, 
makes a respectful sfimbah; still more stand behind with flowers in 
their hands. The Bodhisattva, as behoves him, takes no notice of it all. 
Quite on the left the defeat of their efforts is being announced; MSra in 
ordinary godlike costume sits quite dejected under a tree, his sitting- 
mat laid on the knees of some of his daughters who kneel there, evidently 
telling him their tale of disappointment ^). 

As I mentioned by the last relief, the temptation scene is often com¬ 
bined with the attack of MSra's army. Probably representations like 
that at Amaravati belong to this same sort, where according to what the 
Old-Indian art dictated, the throne under the tree is empty and only the 
footprints of the Master indicate his presence ; what is going on seems 
quite clear from the female figures next to the throne and the misshapen 
monsters coming and going in front of it *). At other places the Bodhi¬ 
sattva himself is depicted but the design remains the same*). SamSth 
gives the same combination in a rather different form. The example 
at Ajapt«i is remarkable *); while the future Buddha sits in the middle, 
the upper part of the scene is given up to the attack; the monsters 
advance from the left (most of them with heads of animals and faces 
on the belly) with Mara on his elephant, and they disappear with their 
master on the right. Below this stands left the Evil One with bow and 

>) My explanation therefore differs from Ple3rte*» (p. 136); the lefthand group according 
to him is the giving directions for the temptation. Misled by the drawing he considers the 
dance to be the retreat of the maidens after their attempts fail. On the photo the dance is 
quite distinct, and my explanation of the left group is grounded on the very dejected aspect 
of all the persons, see further p. 209 here below. 

*) T.S.W. pi. 98, 67. 
•) Burgess, pi. 16,41, prob. also 31; A.G.B. II fig. 508, p. 565. Maidens only on fig. 506 p. 563 ? 
«) A.G.B. I fig. 209, p. 413, II fig. 507 p. 563; A.M. I. pi. 67,68. 
*) C.T.I. pi. 51 ; Burgess, Notes pi. 20; Griffiths pi. 8 and fig. 64; Foucher, Lettre p. 

225; A.G.B. II fig. 503 p. 555. 
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arrows, giving instructions to his daughters, and more to the right, they 
are standing and dancing, but in the righthand comer Mara sits van¬ 
quished and dejected on the ground just as at Barabudur, with some 
of his daughters round him after their defeat. On a South-Indian relief 
at Ghai3ita?ala the same scene can be recognised ®); the throne has 
only a cushion on it and the old tradition is so far followed; but for the 
rest we see just as at Ajan^a in the upper half, Mara and his troops 
attacking and retreating, while below on the left, Mara is encouraging 
his daughters and the dancing is going on on the right. The disheartened 
figure of Mara is hot there, so it is important to notice that Ajarita 
and Barabudur in contrast to others, agree in this point. At Pagan 
only the dance is given®); in Gandhara the scene is represented too with 
Mara and his daughters already present when the Bodhisattva arrives®). 

The Bodhisattva’s reflections that follow in the text are of course 
passed over by the sculptor, who at once comes to their conclusion. 

96. The Bodhisattva attains the highest Wisdom 

In the late watch of the night when the day began to break, 

the Bodhisattva with such lofty comprehension, according to an 

insight that absorbed in unity of thought and time all that could 

be known, thought, achieved, seen and contemplated, attained the 

highest and most perfect Wisdom, and acquired the threefold 

knowledge. 

Thereupon the gods spake : "Strew flowers, o friends, Bhagavtn 

hath attained the Wisdom”. Then the gods sons strewed divine 

flowers over the Tathagata till a knee-deep layer of the blossoms 

was formed. (350 : 8, 12 ; 351 : 3). 

The Bodhisattva, now become Buddha, is still seated on a throne 
with lotus cushion in bhumispar9a-mudr5; the back of it is here lower 
but still has the makara-oraement, and above like a round niche the 
tree bends over him. On the ground on both sides is a flowering plant 
on a pedestal hung with garlands and covered by an umbrella, placed 
between two shells with flowers, also on pedestjJs. Right and left sit 
the gods, some with bowls of flowers in the hand and above in the clouds 

Rea, South Indian Buddhist Antiquities, Arch. Surv. New Ser. 15 (1894) pL 28. 
*) Httltasch in Joum. Roy. As. Soc. 1912 p. 409 etc. 
•) Seidenstiicker, abb. 78 and p. 55—^57, 83 and 102 etc, 
*) A.G.B. II fig. 401 p. 193. 
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hover more of them, also with flowers and vases to honor the Buddha 
with a rain of blossoms. 

No ^cial importancsfr need be given to the plants and shells, not 
mentioned by our text ; they will be intended merely as omement to the 
relief on which the attainment of the Buddha-ship is depicted, the zenith 
of the Buddha’s life. It is in fact very difficult to bring any special 
distinction into this fact, so unfitted for plastic representation, and to 
distinguish it from the other scenes of meditation and predication. 
The Barabudur sculptor had his task made easier by the long chain of 
previous scenes that enlighten the spectator and prepare him for the 
climax of the supreme moment; to give an idea of it on one separate and 
complete relief would be almost impossible. We know in other places 
of the great difficulty there was in giving any distinctive character to the 
Abhisambodhana so that as equivalent, MSra’s attack, the temptation- 
scene or the offering of the four bowls was given (here below No. 
104). The representation in older Indian art with the empty throne 
under the Bodhi-tree, cannot of course be compared with that of Bara¬ 
budur 2). 

97. The Buddha honored by the apsaras 

For the first seven days the TathSgata remeiined seated in that 

same Bodhimanda. 

All the Buddha’s testified their approval to the Tathagata who 

had attained the Wisdom and sent the dharmSchada's, who shaded 

this whole complex of three thousand great thousands of worlds 

with many umbrellas made of precious stones. 

Then when the KSmavacara-apsaras became aware that the 

Tathagata, who was seated at Bodhimapda, had attained the Wis¬ 

dom, they turned to Bodhimapda and praised the Tathagata with 

these verses; “At the foot of the king of trees, after vanquishing 

the army of Mara, he sits, unshaken as the Meru, knowing no 

fear and in silence etc.”. (351 ; 15 ; 352 : 4 ; 353 ; 9, 17). 

The text does not say positively that the apsaras went to Bodhi- 
In other sources the flowering of plants at the moment of the Saipbodhana is 

specially mentioned (Kem 1.1. p. 72). 
*) Mahibodhi pi. 8 (A.G.B. 1 fig. 206); Bharhut pi. 30 ; also S&nchi (Foucher P. or. p. 65) 

and Amaravatl (Burgess pi. 18, 38, 45 etc.; A.G.B. II fig. 475 p. 391). At Pag&n we see the 
Buddha in bhumi8par9a-mudr& under the Bodhi-tree; Seidensthcker, abb. 80 and p. 55and 
103. 
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mauda, but that they turned in that direction; the sculptor however 
has brought them there and they are kneeling on both sides of the scene, 
the front one on the right with incense-burner and fan, others with 
flowers and dishes in their hands. Between two vases with a spout and 
lotuses, sits the Buddha still in the same bhumispar9a-attitude, on his 
lotus cushion ; the throne is again altered, has no back but small pillars 
on which the makara-heads rest that form the beginning of a sort of 
garland-like niche over the Buddha’s head; the tree projecting over 
the niche has very little resemblance to the ficus religiosa. The objects 
floating in the air are very peculiar. First, on each side, five umbrellas; 
the gifts of the other Buddha's whose number has been reduced to ten 
in accordance with the ten directions of the wind. Below these on both 
sides, four large lotus flowers or lotus cushions, according to Pleyte 
(p. 140) an indication of the other Buddha’s ; but that seems to suggest 
more than the spectator can be expected to understand. Better leave 
the meaning in abeyance as also that of the flower-figures that appear 
on each side of the tree, consisting of one flower in the centre and four 
others crosswise round it. It may possibly have some symbolical 
meaning, but then one unknown to us, as the text says nothing about it. 
The whole does not look as if it had accidentally got into this shape 
(no less than the vi9vavajra) without signifying an3^hing more than 
ornement; so I cannot consider it merely a fancy of the Barabudur artist, 
but think that in the text he used, the umbrella-incident was put more 
in the foreground than in ours and that the more elaborate edition 
made mention of other such apparitions. 

98. The gods bathe the Buddha with perfumed water 

Then when the week was past, the KSmavacara gods sons took 

ten thousand vases of perfumed water and came to where the 

TathSgata was, also the Rupivacara gods sons came with ten 

thousand vases of perfumed water. When they had come there, they 

bathed the Bodhi-tree and the Tathagata with perfumed water. 

With thousands of jewel-pots and all kinds of perfumed water 

did the company of gods bathe the Friend of the world who had 

attained with tenfold powers the perfection of the virtues; and from 

all sides ten thousand kofi’s of gods in company of ten thousand 

apsaras honored him with thousands of instruments of music, 

in an incomparable way. (369 : 12; 376 : 17). 
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The Buddha in bhumispar9a-mudr3. still sits on his throne that 
ag^n has the makara-omement; the tree is now reduced to very small 
dimensions. The gods stand right and left; the front one on each side 
holds up with both hands a vase with a spout to water the Buddha 
and the tree. A few of the other gods also hold vases, without spouts, and 
of the ordinary gSndi-shape. Behind the gods, on the extreme right and 
left, stand some apsaras with flowers and gifts of honor but without 
any music instruments. In the prose portion from which the first 
quotation is made, the apsaras are not mentioned at all, the verses of 
the second passage speak of them, as is seen, but very casually. The 
two quotations are separated by what follows on the next relief. 

99. The Buddha replies to Samantakusuma 

Then a gods son named Samantakusuma descended among 

the company and falling at the feet of the Buddha said thus to 

him, holding his hands in s6mbah: “O BhagavSn, what is the 

name of the meditation, absorbed in which the TathSgata remains 

for seven days without changing the crossed position of his legs?” 

Then answered the TathSgata this gods son and said: “PrityS- 

hSravyuha, o son of the gods, is called the meditation in which 

absorbed the Tathagata remained seven days without changing 

the crossed position of his legs”. Thereupon the gods son Saman¬ 

takusuma praised the TathSgata with verses. (370:3). 

As it appears above, text and relief in some details are not quite in 
accord; so we might expect to see in this scene the homage of various 
sorts of gods as it is given in the 23rd chapter of the Lalitavistara, though 
it proceeds in the text the bath of perfumes. We should be all the more 
inclined to think this because otherwise this whole chapter would be 
passed over by the sculptor. Still I think we must reject such an 
explanation because the Buddha on this relief not only is receiving 
homage, but according to his attitude is occupied in making some decla¬ 
ration to one of the company who evidently shews that he is asking or 
declaring something. For this reason I believe that the sculptor again 
follows the usual sequence of the text and gives the question of Sa- 
lliantakusuma after the episode of the perfumes. 

Hie Buddha for the first time has relinquished his bhfimispar^a- 
attitude; he sits in abhaya-mudr& on his lotus cushion, stUl on the 
vajrSsana under the Bodhi-tree; by way of variety a triangular space 
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is left out behind his head. On both sides is placed a flowering plant or 
bouquet on a pedestal, next in the background is an umbrella and after 
that under some trees sit the gods in various attitudes. The front one 
on the right is the one with whom by his gesture the Buddha is talking, 
therefore Samantakusuma. 

100. The Buddha takes a walk and then returns to Bodhitnanda 

In the second week the Tathagata took a long walk that included 

the complex of three thousand great thousands of worlds. 

In the fourth week he took a short walk for the distance that 

is between the East and the West sea. (377 : 3, 7). 

So as to make clear that the Buddha is taking a walk, but not leaving 
Bodhimauda for good, the sculptor has chosen the moment of his 
return to depict the events of the second or fourth week. The empty 
throne stands under the tree in the middle of the relief; a lotus cushion 
put ready on it, above which is a kind of niche. The throne has here 
become a real simhasana; two small lions on four legs support the seat on 
which are two lions rampant, their heads touching the back of the seat. 
The Buddha advances from the right, he stands on a lotus cushion, holding 
the tip of his garment in the left hand and making a gesture of dismissal 
with the right. The sculptor has considered it beneath his dignity to be 
alone on his walk, so there is an umbrella-bearer (whose umbrella has a 
crooked stick for want of space) and a company of gods. Left of the 
throne is another umbrella and some one sitting on the ground, probably 
another gods son, who is fanning an incense-bumer. The rest of the 
space on the left is fitted up with woodland scenery; trees with birds 
perched therin, and underneath dcCT couching. 

Now in the text follows a repetition of the temptation scene; three 
of Moira’s daughters, not discouraged by the warning of their father, 
who considers it a hopeless case, make another attempt to captivate 
the Buddha. He transforms them into old women, but later on relents 
at their request and pardons them. This scene is not given on the 
monument, maybe it was not in the text the sculptor followed, or he 
did not feel inclined te repeat the incident of No. 95. According to Ple5^e 
(p. 136 and 143) the sculptor did give a combination and No. 95 would be 
typical for the second temptation scene. His argument is founded mainly 
on his taking the weatherworn dancers for the maidens changed into 
old women (relying on Wilsen's drawing), and this comes of comse in 
the second, not in the first temptation scene. The drawing has also led him 

Barabu^ur 14 
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astray in another detail: MSra sitting in the left comer seems to be 
tracing patterns in the sand and this too is only spoken of in the second 
temptation scene, but in reality there is nothing to be seen of it on 
the relief. I have already given in No. 95 my explanation of this scene 
and how it corresponds to the first temptation scene, there quoted. 

101. The ndga-king MucUinda fays homage to the Buddha 

Now in the fifth week the TathSgata stayed in the dwelling of 

the n5ga-king Mucilinda. In that week as it was very bad weather, 

the nSga-king Mucilinda came out of his habitation and wound 

round the Tathagata’s body seven coils and protected him with his 

hood: "let no cold winds reach the body of BhagavSn”. And from 

the East came naga-kings in great number and wound round the 

body of the Tathagata seven coils etc. etc. Then when at the end 

of the week the naga-kings saw that the bad weather was passed, 

they unwound their coils from the body of the TathSgata and 

after honoring his feet with their heads and walking round him three 

times with their right side turned towards him, they returned each 

one to his dwelling. Also the n5ga-king Mucilinda honored the feet 

of the TathSgata with his head, walked rould him three times with 

his right side turned towards him and entered his dwelling. (379:15; 

380 : 5). 

There is no sign on the relief of the principal incident of this episode, 
that is only possible if the nSga’s are represented in serpent form, 
but on the Barabudur they appear only in human shape, merely 
distinguished from ordinary people by their hood with cobra-heads. 
The sculptor has made no attempt to do an5rihing more, he omits the 
protecting of the Buddha and gives only the homage of the serpent- 
king ^). The Buddha sits in a p6ndap& left on the relief, in vitarka- 
mudrt on a weather-worn lotus cushion. On the right, still inside 
the p6ndap4, behind the cushion, appears the head and front legs 
of an elephant, with a little fellow mounted on it and bending over to 

At Amar&vati (T.S.W. pi. 76 ; Burgess pi. 31) the Buddha sits on the coils of the nfiga 
and is shielded by its hood. See also Sam&th (Ann. Rep, Arch. Surv. 1904—5 pi. 30). In the 
modem Buddhist art Mucilinda is also in 8eipent*shape, for inst. the Siamese fig, in 
Frankfurter's ,,The attitudes of the Buddha", Joum. of the Siam Society 10 (1913) pi. 9 
and the Tibetan in Hackin, 1.1. pi. 9. 
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his left, holding his right hand above his head, with a flower in his left. 
Why this small person and the elephant are put there next to the 
throne, I can’t imagine. Outside the p€nd&p4 is an incense-burner, 
behind which Mucilinda is kneeling with his hands on the ground in 
front of him. Next to him an umbrella is set up, on the right stand his 
male and female naga-suite, most of them carrying gifts of honor; 
flowers and a vase are distinctly to be seen, but the large object held 
by the front one is damaged beyond identification. 

102. The Bt4ddha meets with other ascetics 

In the sixth week the Tathagata went away from the dwelling of 

Mucilinda to the banyan-tree of the goatherds. Between these two 

places along the banks of the Nairanjana the TathSgata was seen 

by caraka’s, parivrajaka’s, old 9ravaka’s, gautama’s, nirgrantha’s, 

ajivaka’s and others who said unto him: "Has the Bhagavan 

Gautama passed this week of bad weather according to his desire?” 

Then spoke the Tathagata these cheerful words: “According to his 

desire is solitude for the contented one who hath heard the Law and 

obtained insight; according to his desire is compassion in the world 

and devotion to living beings, according to his desire is freedom from 

passion in the world and victory over sin; this is according to his 

greatest desire in this human world”. (380: 10). 

There is here nothing to shew that we have returned to the banks 
of the NairanjanS. On a path hewn out of the rock the Buddha stands 
on his lotus-cushion ; the left hand holds the tip of his garment, the 
right is raised towards the persons he addresses. Behind him on the right, 
against a background of foliage, follow the gods who form his escort, 
the front one holding an umbrella. On the left hand of the relief on a 
space with trees and low rocks stand four representatives of the ascetics 
the text mentions, hermits and monks of other sects. Two of them 
have smooth hair and plain clothing somewhat in the style of brahmans, 
the front one salutes with flowers in his folded hands; the second, hold¬ 
ing a parasol, wears a beard. On the extreme left are another pair of 
the hermits who appear on so many reliefs, with hair twisted up in a 
knot, necklace and loincloth. The front one of these also seems to be 
giving the flower salute; the relief is here very much wom-away. Above 
the Buddha some flowers are falling from the sky. 
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103. The merchants Trapusa and BhaUika approach the Buddha 

In the seventh week the Tath&gata tarried at the foot of the 

tSrSyaiiia-tree. Now at that time there were two brothers from 

the North named Trapu§a and BhaUika, wise and skillful mer¬ 

chants, who journeyed with much stuff and many sorts of mer¬ 

chandise from South to North, with a great caravan of five hundred 

laden wagons. They had two excellent bulls named Sujata and 

Kirti who had no fear of obstacles; and when the other buUs 

would draw no longer, these two were put in front. Near to the 

tSrSyaua, by reason of the enchantments of a godess who lived 

in a k^rika-wood, aU their wagons came to a stand and could go 

no further. They were seized with fear and wonder: "What can 

be the reason and what is the hindrance that causes the wagons 

to stand stiU upon this level ground ?" Then they put in the two 

bulls Sujata and Kirti, but these too could go no further. Then 

they thought: "Surely there is something ahead of us that causes 

the bulls to fear, so that even these fail.” And the godess after 

making herself visible, comforted them sajidng: "Have no fear,” 

then both bulls drew the wagons to the place where the Tathlgata 

was. When they saw him there, radiant as the god of fire, they 

marvelled saying: "Is Brahma descended to this place, or ^akra 

the king of the gods, Vai9ravaua, Surya, Candra or some moun¬ 

tain- or river-god?” The Tathagata then showed them his russet 

garments and they said: "It is a wandering monk in russet clothing, 

we have no cause to fear.” Then taking comrage they said one to 

an other: "It will be time for the monk to eat. Is there anything?” 

And others replied: "There is honey cake and peeled sugarcane”. 

And taking the honey cake and peeled sugarcane, they came to 

the place of the TathSgata and did homage to his feet with their 

heads, walked three times round him keeping the right side turned 

to him, stood aside and spoke: „Bhagav&n, receive these alms 

from us in friendliness to us.” (381 : 3, II, 15, 18, 21; 382 : 4). 

It was of course impossible to depict all the various consecutive 
phases of this whole tale, and the sculptor has chosen the moment when 
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the merchants, reassured by the godess, are approaching the Buddha. He 
sits in dhyana-mudrS on a throne with makara-omement and triangular 
back, from the sides of which as from the tarSyai^a-tree that pro¬ 
jects above it, rays stream out to indicate the shining of the Buddha 
that made such an impression on the spectators. On the ground on both 
sides are sitting gods, a group of three and four; the front one on 
the right has an incense-burner, others have flowers. On the right we 
see three of the merchants coming, very much damaged, we can only 
say they are plainly-dressed, without headdress, and have beards; 
they carry an umbrella. The godess is under a tree opposite to them, 
her hand raised; between her and the front merchant, above the ground, 
is some half-obliterated rock-scenery in which only two birds above, 
and another below in a nest in the rock, can be distinguished. In the 
left comer of the relief there is another landscape with rocks and trees 
and a pair of dilapidated gazelles adorn it ^). 

104. The four Guardians of the world offer a howl 

Then thought theTathSgata: “It would not be right for me to take 

this with ray hands. In what way did former TathSgata's, who had 

achieved perfect Wisdom, accept it?”. "In a bowl” he remembered. 

Then, having noticed that it was time for the TathSgata to partake 

of food, the four Great Kings came from the four points of the 

compass with four golden bowls and offered them to the Tathagata: 

"Bhagavln, accept these golden bowls out of friendliness to us.” 

But the Tathagata, considering that these were not suitable for a 

^rama^a, would not accept them. The same with four silver bowls 

etc. Then thought the Tathagata: "In what kind of bowl was it 

received by the former Tathagata's, the arhat’s who had attained 

perfect Wisdom?” "In stone bowls” he remembered. 

The four Great Kings, each with his followers round him, offe¬ 

red these bowls filled with divine flowers to the Tathagata. Then 

he thought: "These four Great Kings, devout and pure, offer me 

four stone bowls, yet I can not make use of four. If I take one 

from one of them, the other three would be displeased. Therefore I 

shall take the four and make them into one.” Then the Tathagata 
‘) niey are certainly not the two bulls so as Heyte suggests (p. 146), nor should we expect 

to see them on the 0|^>08ite side of the relief to where their masters are standing. 
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accepted the bowls from the Great Kings Vaifravaija, Dh|:tara§tra, 

Virhdhaka and Virupak^a out of friendliness and made them into 

one, by the power of his friendly disposition. {382 : 15 ; 383 : 5, 

18, 21 ; 384 : 10, 15, 20 ; 385 ; 3). 

On each side of the Buddha who sits in varada-mudrS on a plain 
throne under the tree, stand two Guardians of the world, each with 
his stone bowl in the hand; this is the usual arrangement for this 
scene also in Gandhara ^), where as was mentioned, the offering of the 
bowls is often substituted for the attainment of the Buddha-ship. There 
is still more public present, sitting right and left, with some trees in the 
background. Among the much-damaged group on the left, probably 
the gods here also present, one strangely enough is holding a fifth 
bowl. The persons on the right with plain headdress will be the mer¬ 
chants, two of them ready with a dish of food. 

105. The Buddha receives milk food from the merchants 

At that time the herd of cows that belonged to the merchants 

Trapu?a and Bhallika was at a neighboring market-place. At that 

moment the cows were giving instead of milk, cream of melted 

butter. The cowherds came to the merchants Trapu§a and Bhallika 

with that cream of melted butter and told them thereof. At that time 

there was a brahman ^ikhaudin, in his former life a kinsman of the 

merchants, reborn into the brahma-heaven. He took the form of 

a brahman and spoke to the merchants these verses: "Fermerly 

ye made the vow; "May the Tathagata when he has attained 

the Wisdom, after eating of food offered by us, cause the wheel 

of the Law to revolve”. Now is the vow fulfilled; the TathSgata 

hath attained the Wisdom. Offer him food; after eating thereof 

he will cause the wheel of the Law to revolve.” After putting 

together the milk of a thousand cows without leaving anything 

over and taking from it the finest cream, full of respect they pre¬ 

pared a dish of food. The bowl made of precious stones that bore 

the name of the moon and held a hundred thousand pala's, was 

*) Foncher, Sikri fig. 13 and A.G.B. I fig. 208 p. 412 and 210 p. 417; J.I.A.I. U. pi. 14; 
B.A.L pi. 98. In the cave of Yun-Kang on the contrary they are shewn kneeling, seeChavan- 
nes, Mission fig. 227 and p. 311. 
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filled up to the brim with the food, after being cleaned, purified 

and made spotless. With honey and this bowl, they came to the foot 

of the tarayaua, to the Master: "Accept and receive this food 

which we bring thee in devotion, and partake of it.” (386 : 3, 

11,22). 
Although the Buddha is supposed to be sitting in the same place, his 

throne has undergone important alterations and now has a very fine 
and richly-omemented lowerpart. The tree as well for no apparent reason 
has been altered ; instead of the ordinary foliage, there appears in the 
air a large lotus flower turned forwards and surrounded on both sides 
by flowers and flower branches. Small trees are placed on both sides 
of the throne, next to which on the right is a very dilapidated ornamen¬ 
tal plant on a pedestal; left, the bowl decorated with flowers and gar¬ 
lands and also on a pedestal, now knocked off. The gods sit on the right, 
one standing in front with a lotus in his hand; one of those seated 
holds a bowl of flowers, another an oblong covered dish. On the other 
side of the Buddha, who is in abhaya-mudra, are the merchants. The 
front one is standing, lifting up the dish of milk food with both hands; 
two others sit behind him. On both sides the relief is finished off with 
rocky scenery and trees with some animals, especially birds on the left. 
The same episode is found at Ajapta^) and perhaps too in the Gandhara 
art 2) where the two merchants stand one on each side of the Buddha, 
but the identification is not certain. 

106. The gods request the Buddha to reveal the Law 

The great Brahm^ with hair high-twisted, lord of ten times 

three thousand great thousands (worlds) was by the power of the 

Buddha in his mind aware of what passed in the TathSgata's mind: 

that the spirit of BhagavSn, being not cheerful, was inclined towards 

not revealing the Law. Then he thought; "Let me go myself 

to the TathSlgata and request him to reveal the Law.” Surrounded 

and followed by sixty eight hundred thousand brShmapa's he betook 

himself to the place where the TathSgata was, did homage to his 

feet and spoke to him with hands held in sSmbah: "This world 

goes completely to ruin, Bhagavin, if the Tathtgata after attaining 

*) Foucher, Lettre p. 225. cf. Griffiths, I^ntings pi. 50. 
•) A.G.B, I fig. 192 p. 379; AJ4.I. pi. 139. See Foucher. A.G.B. I p. 415. 
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the highest Wisdom, being not cheerful inclines his mind towards 

not revealing the Law.” 

Therefore the great Brahmi with hair high-twisted, betook 

himself to the place where ^akra, king of the gods, was and said 

unto him: "This well thou shouldst know, Kau9ika, the mind of 

the TathSgata is inclined (etc. as above). Why should we not go 

together to the Tathlgata, the arhat who has attained the perfect 

Wisdom, to request him to reveal the Law?” "It is good, o worthy 

one.” Then ^akra and BrahmS, the earth-gods, the heaven-gods 

etc. etc. came to the place where the TathSgata was and placed 

themselves aside, (^akra, king of the gods, went up to theTathagata, 

bowed before him with hands held in sSmbah and praised him 

in verses etc. 

When the great Brahma with hair high-twisted and Qakra, king 

of the gods, became aware that the TathSgata kept silence, they 

went away sorrowful and dejected with those gods sons(393 : 20; 

394: 8; 396:4,5, 11, 13, 18,21 ; 397 : 20). 

Between two incense-bumers is placed the once more plain throne 
of the Buddha, who sits in dhySna-mudra. The tree is in the same 
style of hovering flower-arrangement, and now covered by an umbrella. 
The gods sit on both sides with trees in the background; some are 
making a s^mbah, others hold gifts of honor. None of them has his 
hair dressed high so as to be Brahma, nor is ^akra to be identified 
by the presence of AirSvata in the usual way. It seems to be more a 
deputation of the gods in a body, not Brahml or ^akra in particular. 

107. The Buddha agrees to reveal the Law 

Towards the end of the night the great BrahmS. with hair high- 

twisted, caused on ail sides of the foot of the ttrS3raQa a divine 

radiance to shine with matchless colors and going to the place 

where the Tathtgata was, did homage at his feet with his head, 

and after throwing his upper-garment over one shoulder and pla¬ 

cing his right knee on the ground he bowed to the TathSgata with 

hands m sSmbah and spoke these verses unto him: "In former 

lives didst thou resolve; "When I myself have passed to th^other 
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side, then will I be a helper to others.” Now without doubt thou 

hast passed to the other side, therefore fulfil thy promise, o hero 

of the truth.” 

Being then conscious of his own complete knowledge and 5delding 

to the request of the great Brahm§ with high-twisted hair, the 

TathSlgata spoke these verses : "The doors of immortality are open 

for those who strive ever earnestly after the highest, they enter 

who are faithful, with no evil in their minds, they hear the Law, 

the beings of Magadha”. And when the great Brahma with high- 

twisted hair was aware that the Tathagata agreed, he did homage 

to his feet and went away satisfied, cheerful, gay, delighted, full 

of joy and gladness (398 : 9, 11 ; 399 : 17 ; 400 : 15). 

As this relief also depicts a conversation of the Buddha with the gods, 
among whom no one can be selected as Brahma, nor is anyone in a 
kneeling posture such as the text describes for him, we could easily 
believe that this scene does not represent the above-quqted conversation 
with Brahma at all, but for instance the visit of ^akra and Brahma 
together, quoted at No. 106, while No. 106 itself would be the first 
unsuccessful effort of Brahma alone. In support of this argument we 
might add, that the text does not mention the fact that Brahma on 
his last visit to the tarayana was accompanied by other gods. There is 
really something to be said for this and I shall not ignore the possibility 
of its being correct. But I consider it more reasonable, in spite of the 
disagreement in various details, to think that when two scenes are 
allowed for the visit of the gods, we are more likely to find first the 
unsuccessful attempt and then the successful one, rather than only the 
two attempts that failed, whereas the most important, where the repeated 
request is at last successful, should be considered not worth depicting. 

The tree has now quite disappeared and is replaced by an umbrella with 
waving ribbons above the head of the Buddha, who sits on a throne with 
makara-omement in vitarka-mudri. On the right is a large stand, with 
wreaths or what looks like them, the relief being rather damaged. Left, a 
vase with lotus-flowers. Then on both sides, again with a background 
of trees, the figures of the gods; the front one right making a sSmbah, 
in the left group mie or two with flower bowls. On each side of the 
Buddha two heavenly ones come fl3dng and flowers are falling down. 

') At least one of them is a female; so they aie not the four Guardians of the world 
(Pleyte p. 151). 
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It may be useful to compare therepresentationsof the request of the 
gods found elsewhere, Iiot it appears that it is not always thought necess¬ 
ary to distinguish Brahma and ^akra; see for instance the relief of old 
Indian art at Mahtbodhi ^), nor does one of the GandhSra representations 
known to us indicate the two gods; though another one shews them 
plainly. The two Gandh^a reliefs are also remarkable in another way: 
on one, the Buddha sits with the same gesture of the hand as on our 
No. 107 and the tree is omitted as well; on the other, he has the attitude 
of dhySna-mudra and the tree is there, just as on No. 106. Whether this 
is mere chance, or if a certain tradition required both phases of this 
episode to be distinguished in this way, or that perhaps, as Foucher 
suggests, the Javan sculptors have taken two traditional forms of the 
same episode, with the idea of making two separate incidents, this I 
should not venture to decide. It is quite likely that an accepted tradition 
will have existed in sculpture as well, concerning such an important 
moment that was depicted already in the oldest Indian art. 

108. The Buddha deliberates to whom he shall reveal the Law (.'^) 

Then thought the Tathagata: “To whom first of all shall I reveal 

the Law?” And he considered: “Rudraka, son of R^a, is pure and 

good by nature.Where doth he dwell at the present day ?” 

Then he became conscious that Rudraka had died seven days ago. 

Also the gods falling at theTathagata’s feet said: “So it is, BhagavSn, 

so it is, Sugata; to-day Rudraka, son of RSma, is dead seven days.” 

Then thought the TathSgata: “ArS^a KSlSpa too is pure and 

such a one as would put no hindrance in my way of teaching the 

Law”. And he mused: “Where is he at the present moment?” And 

while he mused he knew that ArSda had died three days before. 

Also the ^uddh3.vasakt3dka gods told him: “So it is, BhagavSn, so 

it is, Sugata; to-day ArSda Kll^pa is dead three days.” 

Then thought the Tathagata : “The five of the blessed company 

are pure and good by nature.... to them will I first reveal the 

Law.” And he mused: "Where do they live at present, the five 

of the blessed company?” He looked round the whole world with 

‘) Cunningham, pi. 8 (= A.G.B. I fig. 214). 
■) Foucher, Sikri fig. 4; A.G.B. I fig. 212, 213, and p. 420—427. That here the gods are 

standing, does not matter. 
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clearseeing eyes and saw the five of the blessed company dwelling 

at Benares, at R§ipatana in the deer park. (402 : 19; 403: 3, 8,11, 

20; 404 : 7, 12, 14). 

It seems to me very doubtful if this relief represents the episode of 
the above-quoted text. Quite to the right, the Buddha is seated on a 
throne with makara-omement; an umbrella is there too above his head. 
He makes a gesture of argument with his right hand. Next to him is a 
vase with legs, there are lotuses in it and the smoke of perfume rising 
from it. The uncertainty is about the persons who occupy nearly all the 
right of the relief, with a background of trees. In the front, nearest to the 
Buddha, sits a figure in royal or divine costume making a s6mbah, a 
little further are three men in much the same dress, two of them 
holding a bowl of flowers. Then come some kneeling figures in plainer 
clothes with the umbrella and other royal insignia and finally, away 
on the left, some more persons are sitting very plainly-dressed, some 
armed with sword and shield. The four front ones might be gods, but 
the rest of the company look much more like the ordinary royal suite 
than part of a heavenly crowd. Although we have quoted above a 
passage that according to the text ought to follow, and which is possibly 
the one represented, I am much more inclined to think that the sculptor 
has here followed a deviating text and depicts the visit paid by a king 
with a distinguished escort and ordinary suite, to the Buddha. This 
view seems the more probable because we have no explanation for the 
following relief. 

109. The Buddha on the way to Benares (?) 

Having thus mused, the TathSgata rose up from Bodhimanda, 

and made tremble a complex of three thousand great thousands 

of worlds; he went forth gradually further through Magadha and 

came on his journey to the land of K59i. (405: 1). 

As mentioned before, the text says nothing about what this relief 
represents; at any rate the Buddha has begun his journey to Benares 
and has not yet encoimtered the 5jIvaka-monk, whom we shall see 
on the next relief. I have therefore only quoted the few lines of the text 
that describe the beginning of his journey. The Buddha is coming from 
the right where some trees cut off the scene; he has the tip of his 
garment in the left hand and holds out the right. Next to him an um¬ 
brella is fixed up, there is a stand fitted with flowers or suchlike. 
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and on the ground a heap of something that looks too like flowers; on 
top is a large lotus froni which a flame rises. Then we see three persons, 
not very well-dressed, who are paying homage to the Buddha, the two 
front ones stand, one with a dish of food and the second (a woman ?) 
with a lotus in her hand, the third is kneeling and holds a rather 
indistinct bowl. Still more to the left, between two trees, is a building 
on a high foundation, it has a niche with k^amakara-omement, and a little 
tower on the middle of the roof looking just like the usual style of small 
temples. Quite on the left we can see under some trees another group 
of worshippers sitting with a tray of garlands from which a line of 
perfume rises, a dish of food and a bowl of flowers. Though the meaning 
of this scene in hidden from us, I must mention that according to Ple3de 
(p. 153), this might be the homage of king BimbisS-ra, a suggestion I am 
not able to contradict, but that rests only on the supposition that this 
prince would not let the Buddha pass by unnoticed. 

110, The meeting with a djtvaka-monk 

Between Gaya and Bodhimanda another 3.jIvaka-monk saw the 

TathSgata approaching from afar, and he came to the place where 

the TathSgata was and stood aside. Standing there the ajivaka 

held pleasant converse with the Tathagata over various matters 

and spoke thus: “Thy senses have been wholly subdued to calmness, 

o worthy Gautama_By whom hast thou been brahman-scholar? ” 

And when he had spoken, the Tathagata answered this ajivaka in 

a verse: “No teacher have I had, nor does any man exist equal 

to me; I am the one perfect wise being, calm by nature and free 

from all corruption”, etc. 

He said: “Whither goest thou, o worthy Gautama? ’ ’ The Tathagata 

answered: “To Benares shall I go and when I am come to the city 

of the Ka9i's, I shall set going the wheel of the Law, that never yet 

has revolved in the world.” “That shalt thou do, Gautama.” And 

having so spoken the ajivaka set forth to the South and the Tatha¬ 

gata to the North. (405 : 3, 17 ; 406 : 8, 14). 

The meeting takes place on a space planted with trees; by putting 

This is according to the drawing; it is not distinct on the photograph. 
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several trees behind and above one another, the sculptor has given 
some idea of perspective. On the right a hind is couching under a tree 
with a pair of squirrels climbing in it, on the left we see a bird and two 
hares. The ajlvaka^) is coming from the same side accompanied by 
two colleagues; the first and the third make a sCmbah, the middle 
one holds up a flower on his open hand. They are not naked, as might 
have been expected *), but wear a monk’s frock reaching to the ankles, 
a girdle with a clasp in front, an upper-garment, rolled-up like a ban¬ 
dolier over the left shoulder and under the right arm, bangles on the 
upper arm and the hair brushed up smooth from the forehead and 
twisted up on top of the head with one lock hanging down. The Buddha, 
approaching from the right and walking on a lotus cushion, lifts his 
right hand towards them; he is followed by a god as umbrella-bearer. 
Notice the urija, distinctly worn by two of the Sjivaka’s, probably 
meant as token of their sect. 

111. The Buddha is entertained by the ndga-king Sudargana 

The Tathagata was invited at Gaya by the naga-king Sudar^ana 

to remain and partake of food (406:18). 

As we shall see by this and the three following reliefs, the sculptor 
has not restricted himself to what in the text and the life of the Buddha 
is most important, but takes the opportunity that occurs to give us some 
scenes very unimportant in themselves, but suitable for a fine relief. 
It would make no difference to our knowledge of the life of the Master 
or the contents of the Lalitavistara, if No. 115 followed direct on No. 
110; but we should miss some scenes that are well worth attention on 
their own account. 

The throne offered to the Buddha is very curious ; the lotus cushion 
is laid on an octagonal seat omemented with lions, the back is plain 
and above it is a canopy on four columns. The Buddha is seated, 
the right hand stretched out on the right of the relief, so that there 
is only room for one nfiga umbrella-bearer to stand there. On the 
other side of the throne are two umbrellas, a pair of pedestals, a vase 
with lotuses, a pair of large gems and a very indistinct object, that 
seems to be a sort of dish or flowerstand with incense rising from it. 
The rest of the relief is all niga’s in two rows, one standing and one 

For this sect see Hoernlc in Hastings' Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics I p. 259—268. 
■) Compare Laufer, Dokumente der Indischen Knnst I (1913) p. 6—8. 
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sitting in the foreground, males to the right, females to the left. Most 
of them hold a gift, among which besides the usual dishes and flowers 
we see a conch shell and several gems. One of the nSga’s is sitting with 
his back to the spectator and we can see how the sculptor imagined the 
snake’s hood fastened to the body at the back. 

112—114. The Buddha is received in various cities 

Then the TathSgata went to Rohitavastu, then to UruvilvSkalpa, 

then to Anala and then to the city of SSrathi. In all these places 

the TathSgata was invited by the heads of families to partake of 

food and to stay. Thus he came gradually to the banks of the river 

Ganges (406: 19). 

The Buddha, according to the text, is entertained in four cities and 
we are given a picture of no less than three receptions. Unrestricted by 
the text, the sculptor is free to use his own taste in the manner and 
design of his scene. He gives us three quite distinct reliefs, finely con¬ 
ceived and var3dng in detail. 

112. On this relief the Buddha sits on a plain throne quite to the right 
under a canopy supported by columns. Near to the left is a p6ndap4 
decorated with flowers and garlands, in which on a bench a copious 
meal is set forth, the large ball of rice in the centre with numerous small 
dishes round it of sambalans and other delicacies. An umbrella is fixed 
up in the middle of the pfindapa ; on the other side of it three men are 
seated, two of them with a dish of food or gifts, maybe money bags 
and fruit for dessert. Then outside the p&ndapa three women approach, 
a fourth is kneeling, the front one has a dish with a cake or a wreath, 
the second an object broken off a stick, perhaps a fly-whisk, the third 
has a small dish from which something has been knocked off, perhaps 
a jug. Quite on the left, just to shew it is a city, we see a small building 
in the simplest style of temple with fly-whisk-omement on the top. 

113. The banquet has not yet begun but the invitation is being given 
to the Buddha approaching from the right; he stands on the lotus 
cushion, while a naga kneeling further on the right holds an umbrella 
over him. The hosts are on the other side of the Buddha, separated from 
him by an incense-bumer ; they are two men in handsome clothes 
accompanied by an umbrella-bearer, the front one kneels with his hands 
on the ground, the second sits, making a sSmbah. Behind stand two 
women, one with what looks like a mirror, the other with a fly-whisk. 
Next we see the throne ready for the Buddha, large and wide, the legs 
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with small standing lions, and the back with little rampant lions on 
an elephants head at the sides, on the seat a large cushion with smaller 
lotus cushion on it, the back of the throne omemented with arabesques 
terminating in a makara-head; the canopy spreads above it all, waving 
with pennons. On the other side of the throne some male and female 
followers stand and sit; one of the latter holds an incense-burner 
and fan. 

114. This last scene is very simply designed. The Buddha in the centre 
on an ordinary kind of chair with back, his right hand in vitarka-mudra; 
on the left a standard with a perfume homage piled up in a pyramid 
shape, then the citizens who receive him, men to the right, women 
to the left, in a standing and a sitting row. Among the men is an 
umbrella-bearer; the front one sitting holds an incense burner with a 
handle, the front standing one, a bowl and brush. Several others, especi¬ 
ally women ^), have the usual dishes with food, flowers and other gifts. 

115. The Buddha crosses the Ganges 

At that time the mighty river, the Ganges, flowed full to its 

banks. The Tathagata went to a boatman to be put across, who 

said to him: “Give me the fare, Gautama.” And with the words: 

“I have no fare, my good man”, the Tathagata flew through the air 

from one bank to the other. When the boatman saw this, he was 

dismayed: ‘T have not set across a man so worthy to be honored. 

What a misfortune !” and with these words he fell senseless to the 

ground. Thereupon the boatman told the same to king Bimbisira: 

“The monk Gautama, o lord, said when I asked him for the fare: 

“I have no fare” and flew from this bank to the other through 

the air.” And hearing that, king Bimbisara from that moment freed 

all wandering monks from paying for the ferry boat (407 : 1). 

In the middle of the relief we see the river with many fishes and some 
tortoises in it. On the right bank is a landing-place of stone, where the 
boatman is sitting holding his right hand to his face, either as a gesture 
of despair or else for looking across the river better. The boat-hook is 
next to him pushed into the rocky bank; a second person sits behind 
him, a third and fourth are coming from the right. The two last have 

*) He5rte {p» 156) is mistaken in thinking there is a yak^i present. 
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beards and one leans on a stick; they all wear the clothes and hair¬ 
dressing of the poorest class. The Buddha has already flown across 
the river and now stands on the left on his lotus cushion, ready to con¬ 
tinue his journey. The edge of the river on that side is planted with 
trees, it stretches further into the background and gives shelter to a 
pair of gazelles and pigs, many birds, especially hamsa's and a couple 
of fowls. In the river is the boat, made fast with a rope to the forked boat¬ 
hook already mentioned, it is a flat boat witlr simple rudder on both 
sides of the stem and an awning on four poles for the shade, with another 
similar boathook laid ready on the top of it, 

116. The Buddha at Benares 

Thus went the Buddha gradually through various lands towards 

the great city of Benares and when he had dressed himself at break 

of day he entered the great city of Benares with his bowl and monk's 

frock to ask for alms. And after passing through the city begging, and 

having done what he had to do to get food and at last having eaten 

what he had collected in his bowl, he betook himself to R^ipatana, to 

the deer park where the five of the blessed company were. (407 :12). 

This is one of the few reliefs that might cause us to suspect that the 
sculptors worked perhaps more with fixed models than the variety every¬ 
where introduced seems to imply. This relief is remarkably like No. 73; 
both shew us "a mendicant Buddha in a great city”, first Rajagrha, 
now Benares, and in both cases the composition is exactly the same; the 
Buddha or Bodhisattva, coming from the right, stands on a lotus cus¬ 
hion holding the tip of his garment in the left hand and stretching 
his right towards a woman kneeling before him touching the ground 
with her hands ; behind her stand a man and woman well-dressed, the 
first offering a food bowl, further we see several men sitting and then 
a small building on the left. Only the details vary; instead of the three 
spectators in the right hand comer of No. 73, here there is a sitting 
umbrella-bearer of the Buddha, and the hovering heavenly-oneshave 
disappeared. The woman standing, who holds nothing on No. 73, now has 
a bowl of. food; the seated figures on No. 73, the king’s suite with his 
insignia, are now a group of citizens seated under the trees. Finally the 
building differs in style and here looks like a large rice-shed quite in 
keeping with the well-known stone models, but with a penthouse built on 
columns at the right, beneath whidi sits a guard with a beard and a 
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dub. In spite of these certainly not unimportant differences of detail, the 
composition of the whole is remarkably similar. 

117. The Buddha approaches his five former pupils 

Then the five of the blessed company saw the Tathagata coming 

afar off and agreed when they saw him as follows: “Here comes 

the worthy monk Gautama, the lazy one, the glutton, spoiled by 

his indolence. Let no one go to meet him or rise when he comes or 

relieve him of his bowl and monk’s frock, or give him food or 

drink or a footstool, but let we only put ready the remaining seats 

and all together say: “These seats are left, worthy Gautama, seat 

thyself if thou wilt". (407 : 17 ; 408 : 1). 

We see here again how casually the sculptor treats the details, though 
the main point is cleair ; the Buddha is not holding a bowl, of which 
he could be relieved and there are no seats, where the five of the blessed 
company are. But the main thing is all right; the Buddha is coming 
from the right on a lotus cushion into the deerpark indicated by a 
gazelle couched at his foot, his left hand holds the tip of his garment, 
the right is in vitarka-mudra. A thick bed of rushes with birds flying 
above it separates him from that part of the wood where the five are 
seated on the rocky ground, all dressed in the costume of ascetics 
or hermits, as we saw them last (on No.77), hair brushed up high and 
twisted into a loop, beard, necklace and loincloth. They are talking toge¬ 
ther ; the one nearest to the right is turning to look at the approaching 
Buddha, but according to their agreement none of them give any sign 
of salutation. 

118. The five do homage to the Buddha as bhiksu’s 

And the nearer the TathSgata came to the place where the five 

of the blessed company were, the more they felt uneasy in their 

seats and were compelled to stand up. And the nearer the Tatha¬ 

gata came, the less could the five of the blessed company endure 

his majesty and radiance, but becoming uneasy in their seats, 

one rose to meet him, another advanced and relieved him of his 

bowl and monk’s frock, a third offered him a seat, another a 

footstool and another brought water to wash his feet, sa5dng: 

“Welcome, worthy Gautama, welcome and seat thyself on the seat 
Barabu^ur 15 
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prepared for thee.” Thereupon the TathSlgata placed himself upon 

the seat prepared-and the five after discoursing with him on several 

agreeable and joyful subjects seated themselves apart. There seated^ 

the five of the blessed company spoke to the TathSgata: "0 worthy 

Gautama, thy senses are wholly subdued to calmness” etc. After 

these words spake the TathSgata to the five: "Ye bhik§u’s, address 

the TathSgata no more as "worthy one”.... I am a Buddha, ye 

bhiksu’s, omniscient and all-seeing” etc. 

And when he had spoken, all signs and tokens of false doctrine 

fell away from them and the threepiece monk’s dress and the alms- 

bowl appeared and their heads were shorn.... At the same time 

the five of the blessed company fell at the feet of the TathSgata 

as bhiksu's, confessed their fault and recognised him as their Master, 

to love, honor and respect him. (408 : 6, 14 ; 409 : 5, 8, 17, 21). 

The Buddha has seated himself on the chair provided for him, with 
his lotus-cushion in the middle of the relief, his right hand held in 
vitarka-mudra, probably discoursing; streaks of flame all round him 
indicate the radiance spoken of in the text. Next to him is, left, an 
incense-bumer, right, a stand but what it held is wom-off ; further, on 
the right, three, and left, two of the five scholars who have already 
assumed the appearance of Buddhist monks. The front one, right, 
holds a lotus. Trees in the background indicate the situation; in the 
right hand comer sits a hare and two monkeys are sporting in the tree 
farthest to the left. Under the same tree sit four spectators, some 
with flowers in their hand ; their headdress has partly ^appeared but 
as far as we can see it was simple in style. Gods or suchlike beings, 
for instance the Bodhisattva's present at the first preaching, they 
are not likely to be, more likely citizens of Benares who have come to 
look on; at any rate the text does not mention them. It is worth noting 
besides that on this relief as well, the almsbowl positively mentioned 
in the text is omitted; we might almost think that the Javan bhik$u’s 
made no use of this article in their outfit. 

119. The pupils bathe the Buddha 

Full of respect they performed in a beautiful pool the ceremony 

of bathing the Tathagata. (410 ; 1.) 

*) Playte (p. 160) considers them to be so. 
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There is no doubt about this being a lotus-pond, we see lotus plants 
growing under and near to the lotus-cushion, on which the Buddha 
is seated in dhyana-mudrS in the middle of the relief, they are to be 
found too in the background and sprouting up between the various 
figures. The five bhiksu’s stand on a small eminence, two on the right, 
three, left. Those next to the Buddha hold up with both hands a 
waterpot pouring out a stream on to him; one of the others holds 
the Master’s clothes on a tray and the last two, bowls of flowers. In 
spite of the clothes held ready, the Buddha is of course not naked in 
the bath but wears his ordinary monk’s garment. Some four other 
persons are present, recognisable as nSga’s who belong to the pond, here 
quite appropriate, through not spoken of in the text. Two stand on the 
right, a male with an umbrella, a female with lotusflowers; on the left a 
pair is seated, the nSga holding a perfumestand and the nagi making 
a s6mbah. 

120. The first preaching 

After coming out of the bath the TathSgata bethought himself: 

“Where did the former Tathagata’s, the arhat’s who attained perfect 

Wisdom, cause the wheel of the Law to revolve ?” At the place where 

the former Tathagata’s had set the wheel of the Law in motion 

there appeared a thousand thrones made of seven gems. And when 

the Tathagata out of respect for the former TathSgata's had paced 

round three thrones turning the right side, he seated himself on the 

fourth like a lion without fear, his legs crossed. And the five bhiksu’s 

after paying homage to the Buddha’s feet with their heads, sat down 

in front of him. 

At that same moment came from the East, South, West and North, 

from the zenith and the nadir, ever3Avhere from the ten points of the 

winds many koti’s of Bodhisattva’s who had attained the fulfilment 

of a former vote, they fell at the feet of the Tath§gata and besought 

him to set the wheel of the Law in motion. And whatever other gods 

there were in this complex of three thousand great thousands of 

worlds, ^akra or Brahma or the Guardians of the world, or whatever 

other gods sons, mighty of the mighty, they all fell at the Tatha¬ 

gata’s feet bending their heads and besought him to set the wheel of 

the Law in motion. 
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In the first watch of the night, the Tathagata kept silence, in the 

second he held an exhalting discourse. In the last watch of the night 

he addressed the five of the blessed company in these words.... 

(410:3; 413:8; 416: 13). 

It is of course useless to quote the first preaching that now follows, 
any more than what in the second part is addressed specially to Mai- 
treya. Besides among the audience on this relief there is none to be 
distinguished as Maitreya, so the sculptor evidently intends to depict 
the preaching to the disciples, the first revelation of the new doctrine 
of salvation for mankind in this world. The Buddha here sits on his 
lotus-cushion on a richly-ornemented throne, the high back of which 
terminates in makara-heads resting on small columns. Above his head 
hovers an umbrella, the only remnant of the decorations put up in the 
air by the gods, flags, banners etc. mentioned in a passage of the text we 
have not quoted as it was for the rest unnoticed by the sculptor. (413:4). 
The right hand has been knocked off, but we can see by the left one 
which rests on his lap, that the pose of the Buddha has not been dhar- 
macakra-mudrS, and this is strange when the text specially mentions 
the offering of a "dharmacakra” (415:9 etc.), but in agreement with 
the GandhSra tradition. ^) The attitude was probably vitarka-mudrS. 
Next to the Buddha’s throne, on each side, is a stand, on the left with 
wreaths and a lotus flower, the right one being quite indistinct. 

The audience sits on both sides. On the left in the front are the five 
bhiksu’s, the first one holding a lontar-leaf, and furthest to the left 
one of the Bodhisattva’s and gods, the rest of whom all sit on the right. 
Some make a sSmbah, a few carry a flower. On clouds in the air 
heavenly ones come flying from both sides, partly very much damaged, 
but the front ones are going to pay their homage with a dish of wreaths. 
Naturally this relief omits the pair of gazelles or the small wheel that 
on separate representations in the Indian art as well as at M6ndut ^) are 
thought necessary to indicate that the first preaching at Benares, not 
any ordinary one, is meant; a distinction not here needed, where this 
relief is the last of a whole series and cannot be taken for an3^hing but 
the first sermon. 

We may pass over the numerous representations of the first preaching 
in further Buddhist art, in which the conception is symbolic and the 

*) See Foucher A.G.B. I p. 432. The whole argument (p. 427—435) is very important, also 
where it has no direct connection with the Barabu^ur representation. 

•) The author’s Inleiding Hindoe-Javaansche fcunst (1923) I p. 318. 
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Master replaced by cakra, tri^ula or vardhamana, a peculiarity that 
made its way even into GandhSra. i) But the Buddha himself also 
appears in GandhSra ^), Amaravati *), Samath ^), Magadha ®), and 
Serindia *) ; his audience consists sometimes of gods only, other times, 
the same as at Barabudur, there are monks and gods together, very 
occasionally we find only a couple of bhik§u’s. Naturally in all cases 
we find the Master in the middle with the seekers after salvation grouped 
around him. 

“Here endeth ^ri-Lalitavistara, the sutra of the Mahayana, king 
of jewels” ’). And with this, as regards Barabudur, the life-story of 
the Master, for it is a remarkable fact, which I shall refer to later on, 
that nothing more ®) of the Buddha’s further life nor the parinirvana 
appears on the monument. 

■) Mahabodhi pi. 8 (A.G.B. I fig. 221); Sanclii T.S.W. pi. 29, A.G.B. II fig. 475p. 391; 
Gandhara A.G.B. I fig. 218 p. 431 ; Amaravati T.S.W. pi. 71, Burgess pi. 12,38,46,48, 
A.G.B. II ibid. 

•) A.M.I. pi. 80, 96, 147; A.G.B. I fig. 220 p. 433 ; J.I.A.I. pi. 10; B.A.I. fig. 96. 
•) Burgess pi. 16. For Ajapt^ see Foucher, Lettre p. 225. 
*) A.G.B. I fig. 209 p. 413, II fig. 498 p. 539, fig. 507 p. 563; A.M.I. pi. 67 and 68; Joum. 

Roy. As. Soc. 1907 1.1. pi. 4. 
•) A.G.B. II fig. 500 p. 545. 
•) Grttnwedel, Altbuddh. Kultst. Turk. fig. 383 (A.G.B. II fig. 523 p. 605). 
') Last “words of the text (444: 18). 
*) The Avidnienidana at Pagan ends already with the Saipbodhi; see Seidensthcker p. 18. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE AVADANA’S AND JATAKA'S 

Part I 

{First gallery, chief wall, lowest series) 

Immediately below the life-history of (^akyamuni a series of edifying 
tales begins, avadana’s and jataka’s, stories of great deeds, especially 
deeds of faith in general, and of the Buddha’s former lives in particular; 
the same kind are also found on the balustrades of the first and second 
gallery. Here again the spectator is taught to see and consider, how every 
deed bears its own fruit and how even the Great Being himself was sub¬ 
ject to this law; yet at the same time he can observe how through the 
course of various forms of existence he, who was at last to bring salva¬ 
tion from the eternal circle of life, knew how to prepare himself for this 
task, by his numberless acts of self-sacrifice as god and king, as laborer 
and slave, even as animal. 

It is obvious that the arrangement of all these tales was not left to the 
fancy of the sculptors, but followed some actual text, and this was con¬ 
firmed when the Russian savant S. d'Oldenburg discovered the JStaka- 
mala in the first third part of the balustrade of the first gallery, top 
series. We might have expected this to be quickly followed by similar 
discoveries, but that did not happen, though several of the tades have 
been identified by various experts (as I shall explain later in treating the 
differentseries) and though among them were some forwhose identification 
the same collection of tales could be used, but even in the case of the Ava- 
dSna9ataka in which eight, or the DivySvadina in which three (or per¬ 
haps four) were found, the sequence of these tales is quite different to 
that on the monument. My first work was to examine if we should be 

See below, descriptioii of this balustrade foil, chapt. 
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able to find on the Barabuqlur in one consecutive series the whole or part 
of a jataka- or avadSna-coUection from the literature known to us. 

The result was not successful. There would be no reason to give any 
relation of this attempt if it were not that by giving account of my resear¬ 
ches others may be spared some useless pains. I first examined the two 
Sanskrit texts which had already been sucessfully searched for the 
identifications of some tales, the DivySvadSna^) and the Hinayanistic 
AvadSna^ataka *), both famous and authorative holy scriptures. The 
next two I examined are also celebrated documents, SutrSlahkara 
and Karma9ataka *), known to us respectively only from the Chinese 
and Tibetan translation, thus second hand, a fact that might have 
brought complications if we had come to compare the text with the 
actual reliefs, but having only to consider the general contents and spe¬ 
cially the sequence of the tales, I am able to state that there was no 
trace of agreement to be found between the series of the tales in the 
writings and those on the monument. Nor does anything in the series of 
reliefs correspond with the sequence in those documents partly reaching 
back to the Avadana^ataka but remodeled to the Mahayanistic idea, 
the KalpadrumavadanamiQa, Ratnavadanamala and A^okavadana- 
mala, nor either in the also later Dvavirn^atyavadanamSla or Vici- 
trakar^ikSvadana ®). The sequence given by K§emendra in his Bodhi- 
sattvavadanakalpalata was of no use, as it is known that this poem is of 
later date than Barabudur; in so far it proved useful that it had pre¬ 
served in a certain tale a point that had been lost elsewhere. The 
Bhadrakalpavadanamala *) is of still later date. Two other collections 
known to us from Tibet threw no light on my researches, neither the 
so-called Damamuka’), nor the collection of 101 jataka'smade known by 
Ivanovski, of which I shall speak later on (Chapt. VI). It was not 
likely that we should find the sequence of the jataka’s from the Maha- 
vastu^) on the Barabudur and that too proved useless. This same text 

>) Edition CoweU and Neil (1886). 
•) Edition Speyer in Bibl. Buddhica III (1906, 1909); trans. Peer in Annales Mus6e Guimet 

18 (1891). 
■) Trans, by Huber (1908). 
*) Table of contents by Peer in Journ. asiat. 9 : 17 (1901) p. 53—100, 257—^384 and 

410—486, 
*) As regards the mutual relations of these avadana-coUections, here of no importance, con¬ 

sult Peer in Ann. Mus. Guim. 18 (1891) and the preface of Speyer’s Avadana9ataka-edition; 
literature will be found in last-mentioned ed. on p. XIII seq. 

*) Oldenburg, Buddiskia Legendy I, Bhadrakalpavadana, jatakamaiS. (1894) p, 10. 
') Trans, by Schmidt, Der Weise und der Thor( 1843). The name Damamuka is not original. 
•) Edition Senart (1882—1897); about the j&taka's, compare Barth, Joum. d. Sav. 1899 

p.625. 
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besides the jStaka's spoken of, also gives a list of the former existences of 
the Buddha ^). To this the sequence on Barabudur does not correspond 
in any single detail, and it is the same with similar lists in the Lalita- 
vistara ®), Ra§trap3lapariprccha’) and in Fa Hien^). 

As regards the further tradition of the Southern church there is not 
much to be said. It was already known that the arrangement of a part of 
the noted collection of 547 Pali-jataka’s ®) is not followed anywhere; 
and the smaller collections give us no clue, neither the Nid5nakath5 
nor the Cariylpitaka or the Buddhavamsa®). This was proved directly 
in the case of the two first mentioned collections, from the existing 
lists of parallels with the (smaller) JatakamSla, which lists give 
various tales from the last-mentioned text which has been followed 
on the Barabudur, in a totally different arrangement in the two Pali- 
writings’). Nor do the tales in Buddhaghosa’s works correspond to what 
is found on the Javan monument ®). The other jataka’s, distributed in the 
commentaries on the various books of the canon and elsewhere, could 
be set aside on account of their being quite separate from each other 
without forming any connected body and were useless for questions of 
sequence *). 

With the exception of any possible finds among the Tibetan or Chinese 
writings, our only hope is in the great Jatakamala of 565 tales that 
Hodgson met with in Nepal and that may perhaps appear again. But 
we must not expect too much from this, for the large number of 565 
could not possibly be worked in to the space available, seeing that most of 
the tales of these series of reliefs that have already been identified take up 

*) I 91—95 of above edition. 
*) Chapt. XIII; p. 164—172 Lefmann’s edition. 
») Ed. Finot, Bibl. Buddh. II (1901) p. 21-—27. 
*) On page 105 seq. of Legge*s translation (1886). 
») Ed. Fausbdll (1877—1897); trans. Cowell (1895—1907 with index 1913). 
•) Ed. Morris (1882). In a collection of fifty jataka’s (Pafifiasa-jataka) treated of by Peer 

in Joum. as. 7 : 5 (1875) p. 417—422 nothing appears about the sequence. 
») For instance Oldenburg p. 117—119(trans. Joum. Roy. As. Soc. 1893 p. 328—330). 
•) At least as far as I could consult the tables of contents. That of the Visuddhi-magga by 

Warren is published in Joum. Pali Text Soc. 1891—93 p. 76—164, that of a part of the 
Dhammapada-commentary by Burlingame in Proc. Americ. Acad, of Arts and Science 45 
no. 20 (1910). 

*) The same was the case, as was easy to be seen, with the series of tales describing a special 
sort of*persons, such as Petavatthu, Theragatha etc., also not followed on the monument. 
(Compare p. X of Speyer’s Preface over the thera- and therl-avadana’s from the Khtiddaka' 
Nikaya). 

*«) Essays on the languages, literature and religion of Nepal and Tibet (1874) p. 17 sq. 
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several panels. Nevertheless it is possible that part of this Jatakamtla 
has been represented. 

Although I was not able to find a text or portion of a text in which the 
sequence of the tales coincided with that on the monument, the reading 
of these various jSltaka- and avadana-collections made it possible to 
identify a tale here and there on the Barabudur. With this small result 
I had to be satisfied for the present; the information gained will be 
noted in my explanations of the separate series of reliefs. I will here just 
call attention to the peculiar difficulties that arise at the identification 
of such tales, when the text followed by the sculptor is not available and 
in consequence the agreement of the reliefs with the version of the tale 
known to us can be incomplete. 

Take the first tale on the chief wall of the first gallery as an example, 
the SudhanakumaravadAna, which as will appear later on, has been 
identified, small details excepted, with the help of the Divyavadana. 
Foucher has very rightly noted at the end of his examination concern¬ 
ing it, that while it has been possible to establish how the famous tale 
of prince Sudhana has been followed from the text mentioned, the result 
would have been entirely different if we had been obliged to make use 
of the version of this same legend that has been preserved in the not 
less ancient and authentic Mahavastu *). In that case we should only 
have found the explanation for two or three of the reliefs, yet we should 
have been fully justified — as is now proved by the Divyavadana — 
in identifying the whole story of prince Sudhana from those two or 
three scenes. 

Both the importance and the danger of Foucher’s argument is 
evident. The importance is that it teaches us not to despair of finding 
the key to the solution of some particular tale depicted on the monu¬ 
ment, even when only some of the reliefs coincide with the description 
in our text, for there is always a good chance that we have really got hold 
of the right tale, only another version of it. But the great danger is in 
making us inclined to put faith in very slight resemblances between text 
and rdiiefs and to ascribe the deviations to a difference between two 
versions, while it is quite possible that the tales judged as a whole, differ 
entirely from one another and only shew resemblance in some slight 
detail. In such cases it is impossible to gain any certainty of knowing 
whether we may rejoice over the slight resemblances in expectation of 
the discovery of another version, or on the contrary, judging by the 

’) Notes d’arch^dlagie bouddhiqae, Bull. £c. fr. d’Extr. Or. 9 (1909) p. 18. 
*) 1194—115. 
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much greater difference between the written and the sculptured story, 
are obliged to ascribe the resemblance to a chance common detail in both 
tales hnd look for the main point and real substance elsewhere. For in¬ 
stance we examine the tale following the SudhanakumAr^vadShiaonthis 
monument, a tale that begins with the exchange of large portraits 
between the hero and heroine. There is a tale told us by Chavannes from 
the Chinese Tripitaka ^), in which the two chief persons find each other 
by means of portraits (here actually images). But with this fact all the 
resemblance ends; the Chinese story continues to relate that the man 
later on discovers how the spouse he had obtained in this romantic way 
was not inclined to be faithful, but he was willing to overlook this when 
he noticed that even the queen carried on a love-affair with a groom. The 
monument gives no sign of this story; not the least trace appears to 
connect it with the reliefs, where, among others, one scene shews the 
Bodhisattva in the wilderness in the company of a lion and an elephant; 
nor do the other details coincide. Are we in such a case to say, because 
of the two reliefs with portraits, that this is the same tale but another 
version than the one known to us ? Or is the incident of the portraits 
an accidental detail, common to a tale of the Chinese Tripifaka and a 
wholly different one of Barabudur? 

Another very great difficulty for the explanation of the reliefs in such 
cases, where we have no acess to the original text, consists in the often 
very superficial manner in which the second-hand material we have to 
work with relates the contents of the stories. If, keeping to the same 
SudhanakumSravadana, the Divyavadana was missing, we could still 
recover the tale to the smallest details by means of the version in the 
Tibetan Kanjur, that follows the text of the DivySvadSna. This can be 
traced because this avadana happens to be among those translated by 
Schiefner from the Kanjur ®). Now suppose this tale had not attracted 
Schiefner’s attention and we turned to the table of contents of the 
Kanjur, then we would find in Csoma’s Analyse, under Dulva II p. 390 
only*): „Histoire de Nor-Bzangs, prince royal et de Yid-Hphrog-Ma 
(ravissant le coeur, en Sanskrit: Manohara), sa maitresse. Episode oil se 
trouvent plusieurs descriptions po^ques et des vers ing^nieux exprimant 
la passion: c’est une sorte de roman ou conte deiees.’* It is self-evidait 
that such a description of contents ia of no use and yet it is actually the 

') Cinq cents contes et apologues extraits du Tripifaka chinois I (1910) no. 107 p. 374. 
•) Tibetan Tales (1882) p. 44—74. 
*) According to the adaptation by Peer, Analyse do Kaodjour, Annales Mua6».Gaimet 2 

(1881) p. 168. 
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story we are looking for, on which the twenty scenes following each other 
on the Barabudur are founded. Who knows what treasures maybe hidden 
under the „plusiers anecdotes” and the ..apologues et contes moraux” 
that are given as contents of the rest of the same portion of the Dulva! 

The possibility that the texts used by the sculptors may turn up in due 
time for our enlightenment as soon as the Tibetan and Chinese writings 
have been carefully examined, is not much consolation to us because for 
the moment these tales are not available, even if the version we are in 
search of is not lost. In such cases we might be inclined to start on our 
own responsibility and try to explain these very graphic reliefs from 
their own lifelike action. The way in which one can be deceived by setting 
to work in this manner is so clearly set forth by Foucher, that I cannot do 
better than quote the arguments of this expert with which I entirely agree. 

He begins by calling attention to the enormous spaces that the sculp¬ 
tors had to fill and continues^): 

„I1 leur etait materiellement impossible de s’en tenir uniquement aux 
episodes pittoresques ou path^tiques, c’est-k-dire aux seuls qui eussent 
chance d’etre aussitot compris du si)ectateur et qui fussent capables de 
reveiller imm^diatement chez le fiddle de jadis le souvenir de quelque 
tradition, chez I’archeologue d’aujourd’hui le rappel de quelque lecture. 
Tout incident leur est bon, pourvu qu’il se laisse docilement representer. 
On peut meme se demander si les motifs les plus incolores ne sont pas les 
meilleurs a leur gre. Ils affectionnent vraiment trop les scenes ou tout se 
passe en visites et en conversations entre des personnages dont les gestes 
discrets, et tels qu'ils conviennent a des gens de bonne compagnie, ne 
nous apprennent absolument rien sur la suite des dvdnements. Et si cet 
abus est k la rigueur excusable, ils n’echappent pas de notre part au 
reproche d'avoir plus d’une fois esquive la difficult^ en omettant de 
parti-pris, pour les remplacer par d’insipides receptions la cour, des 
sujets plus dramatiques et par consequent plus propres d. nous faire 
ressaisir le fil du recit *). 

*) Same p. 40—42. 

') II est blen entendu que nous parlons ici au point de vue special de I’identification de ces 
bas-reUels. II faut d’autant moins oublier que nous avons affaire k des images de pi6t£ que les 
sculpteurs eux-mtoes s’Bn sont mieux souvenus. Leur Evident parti-pris d'6carter toutes les 
sctees de violence (sacrifices sanglants, suppUces, meutres, parricide, etc.) que leur offraient 
leurs sujets se justifie de soi, tout comme leur irr^prochable chastet6, par le d6sir de n’6veiller 
dans r&me des fiddles que des impressions calmes et recueillies, en un mot vraiment bouddhi- 
ques. C'est 4 quoi ils avaient parfaitement rdussi, et nous sommes assez mal venus 4 leur en 
faire nn reprodie. Co n'est pas entidrement de leur faute si notre goftt occidental, corrompu 
par one redierche excessive do I'expression et du mouvement, sent davantagelamonotoniede 
ces suites, dont le caractdre ddifiaat reste lettre morte pour nous. 
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„Non seulement les Episodes caract^ristiques sont ainsi noy6s sous un 
flot monotone et teme de tableaux sans mouvement, mais dans chaque 
tableau mSme le motif principal est souvent submerge sous une veritable 
d^bauche d’accessoires et de details. La seule excuse des artistes reside 
ici dans la forme du cadre, trois fois au moins plus large qu’il n'est haut . 
Par suite il n’est pas de grand personnage dont le cortege ne s’aligne pour 
faire tapisserie, parfois sur plusieurs rangs. Si la presence de ces nom- 
breux comparses est bien conforme aux moeurs javanaises autant qu’in- 
diennes, il va de soi qu’il ne jouent le plus souvent aucun r61e dans Tac¬ 
tion : ils se boment I’alourdir de leur repetition stereotypee que rach^te 
tant bien que mal la variete des gestes, toujours traites 4 main lev^e. Ce 
n’est pas tout: les sculpteurs se sont fait une sorte de point d’honneur de 
ne laisser vide aucune partie de la surface disponible. Pour achever de 
meubler leur panneau, ils vont jusqu’a remplir le dessous des sieges avec 
des coffres ou des vases; dans le haut, ils entassent selon les cas des edifi¬ 
ces ou des arbres, naturellement figures k une echelle reduite; ou encore 
des rochers, traites selon la vieille convention indienne; ou enfin des ani- 
maux de toutes sortes, d’ailleurs spirituellement croques sur le vif, k la 
seule exception des chevaux, qui sont mediocres ®). On se doute que la 
clart6 de Thistoire ne gagne pas grand-chose k cet encombrement, d’au- 
tant que rien n'avertit, par exemple, si les animaux y jouent, ou non, un 
rdle: car le pis est que parfois ils en ont un. Ainsi les oiseaux representes 
dans le ^ibi-j4taka [Ib 56] ou sur telle sckne du M4ndh4travad4na [Ib 
40] font partie integrante du recit, tandis que ceux qui s’envolent avec 
Manohari [Ib 11] sont de decoration pure. Enfin il ne faut pas oublier 
que les artistes de Boro-Budur ne se sont nuUement interdit les vieux 
moyens de T^cole indienne, juxtaposition de deux ou trois episodes dis- 
tincts et repetition d’un personnage dans le meme cadre. Aussi peut-il 
arriver — et la lecture des descriptions de Leemans est particulierement 
edifiante sur ce point — qu’au milieu d’un tel fouillis on prenne le 
change sur les seuls acteurs ou objets dont la presence importe r^elle- 
ment k Tenchainement des faits. 

„Mais le capital et plus sensible, d^faut de ces bas-reliefs est Tincapa- 
cit6 oh sont rest^s leurs auteurs, malgr6 leur habilet6 de main, de cr6er 
des figures ayant une individuality caractyristique. Assuryment il serait 
excessif de faire tm crime aux artistes de ces iles lointaines de ne pas 
s’eti:e yievys k im comble d’art qui fut toujours inconnu de I’ycole 

») This refers of course only to the reliefs of the chief walls, not or only partially to thoee 
of the balustrades. 

*) This applies also to the lions. 
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indienne, et auquel Tart grec lui-meme n’a atteint qu’aux meilleures 
4poques: mais le fait est patent. Ils sent capables de representer des 
types, non des individus. Ils possMent un modMe de roi, qui leur sert 
aussi indistinctement pour les dieux, comme celui de reine pour les 
dresses, un modye de moine, qui, k la coiffure prks, vaut egalement pour 
les Buddha; un module d’homme de cour, d’anachor^te, de brahmane, de 
guerrier, etc. Cette maquette unique, ils I’emploient en toute occasion. 
Elle est susceptible, selon les circonstances, par le jeu des gestes et meme 
des traits du visage, d’exprimer des etats d’kme diff^rents: elle ne Test 
pas de revetir une physionomie qui la distingue de ses congenkres. C’est 
ainsi par exemple que, dans une meme legende, nous avons vu le meme 
personnage princier s’appeler tour a tour ici Dhana, Sudhana ou Druma, 
Ik Rudrkyaija, Bimbiskra ou ^ikhandin. A cinq panneaux de distance 
[Ib 72 et 77], un roi et un moine s’entretiennent pareillement ensemble: 
rien n'avertit que, dans I’intervalle, ils aient chacun change de persona¬ 
lity. II n’y a pas d’apparence que jadis le pklerin, qui faisait la pradaksi^ik 
de ces gaieties, ait pu mettre des noms divers sur des figures aussi sem- 
blables sans I’aide du commentaire local de quelque moine cicerone : nous 
pouvons encore moins, k present que la tradition locale est complfete- 
ment eteinte, nous passer d’un commentaire ecrit. II est permis d'affir- 
mer que nous n’identifierons sur les murailles de Boro-Budur que les bas- 
reliefs dont nous aurons d’abord lu quelque part la legende: et encore 
I’exemple du Sudhanakumkrkvadkna nous prouve qu’il faudra que nous 
I'ayons lue dans le meme ouvrage que le sculpteur”. 

To this consummate argument I can add nothing, being absolutely 
convinced that every attempt to explain the reliefs which is not 
founded on a text, is doomed to failure. As therefore no consecutive 
texts have been found to coincide with these relief series, and as it is 
useless to try to read them without the help of a text, all we can do 
for the present is to try as far as possible to account for such separate 
tales as can be identified among the extensive jataka- and avadkna- 
literature that is known to us. There must still remain a good deal of 
uncertainty especially where differences of more or less importance 
appear between text and reliefs. This was a part of my work, where 
it was evident beforehand that the result would prove unsatisfactory. 
It means so little to solve these small puzzles, while the whole still 
remains a great mystery. Besides, it becomes such a thankless task to 
examine the hundreds of tales one by one for the sake of identif5dng a few 
but never mastering the whole, when at any time the text followed by 
the sculptor may be discovered to make the way clear at one stroke 
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and everything comprehensible. But we can nevw be sure if this text or 
texts will ever be recovered and so we are bound, each one for himself, 
to a^ist the explanation of the separate tales. Meantime let us not forget 
that the great importance of these relief series of j Ataka’s and avadSna’s 
is not so much the fact whether one or another particular tale is repre¬ 
sented or if some more or less remain unidentified, but especially the 
manner in which they are arranged and connected and what their con¬ 
nection and sequence can teach us of the tradition followed by the Bara- 
budur sculptors. 

Let us now examine the various series of reliefs separately, beginning 
with the lowest row of the chief wall in the first gallery. 

A connected text of consecutive tales has not been found for the whole 
or for a part of this series of reliefs. But more than twothirds of the 
reliefs have been explained by means of the texts of separate tales; tales 
some four of which are found in the larger collection of theDivyavadSna, 
but in such a way that it is certain the Divyavadana we know can in 
no case be the one followed here by the sculptors, not only because 
no more than four of the 38 tales (not reckoning the smaller tales 
introduced into these 38) have been discovered, but also because these 
four do not even follow each other in the text, have a different order 
of arrangement on the monument and are separated by other tales of 
which no trace is to be found in the Divyavadana. I must here call 
attention to this fact because the agreement of these four tales in text 
and reliefs has been used in answering the question to which Mahayanistic 
sect the Barabudur must be ascribed. When the time comes (in Chapt. 
XIII) to examine this question I shall explain this more fully, for the 
present let us notice that it would be of the very greatest importance if 
a close connection could be established between the monument and the 
source of the Divyavadana, but till now the matter is that only four 
of the avadana’s have been identified, in a different sequence, other 
surroundings and above all — as will appear later — partly with rather 
important divergences. 

A review of the literature that is connected with the identification of 
this series of reliefs will be short and not include jnore than five names. 
The first to fix his attention on one of these tales was I Jzerman who 
already in 1886 shewed us that on two of the reliefs (no. 89 and 90) 
a kinnara-jttaka is depicted^) and at the same time (^ed attention 

Bijdr. Kon. Inst. S : 1 (1886) p. 577—579; see also Grttnwedd, Buddbktische Studien, 
Veraffentl. K6n. Mas. f. VdUc. V (1897) p. 92—94. 
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to a similar kinnara-relief among the fragments of the railing of the 
stupa at Bharhut. It proved later that another tale was meant than 
the one I Jzerman thought, but the honor of being the first to notice the 
presence of a tale about kinnara's, remains with him: It was 1895 before 
a couple of the longer stories were recognised and that was by S. d’Ol- 
denburg in his ZamStki o Buddijskom iskusstv6, translated into Dutch 
by Kem and into English by Wiener . With only the help of Wilsen’s 
drawings Oldenburg recognised nos. 3—20 as depicting the 30th tale 
of the Divyavadana, the SudhanakinnaravadSna, as he calls it and 
ascribed no. 108—112 to the story of Maitrakanyaka. This last-mentioned 
avadilna was subjected to a comprehensive examination by Speyer in 
1906 ®) in which he compared the several versions ef this tale, collected 
resemblances from elsewhere and concluded with some remarks on the 
meaning and sources of the legend. The text of the Divy5vad§.na proved 
to be only a rhetorical paraphrase of that preserved in the Avadana^ataka 
no. 36; in neither case do we find exactly the text illustrated by the 
sculptor. In addition to those already identified by Oldenburg, Speyer 
could assign no. 107 as also belonging to this tale. In the same year, 
1906, there was another attempt made by Huber *), by means of the 
trained cats on no. 80, to trace this and the adjacent reliefs to the tale 
of Rudraya^a; this attempt, though later proved to be in the right 
direction, was frustrated at the time by inaccuracies in the drawings, 
that were the only means at his service. 

At last in 1909 great impetus was given to the identification of these 
reliefs by Foucher who published the results of his travels and investiga¬ 
tions in Java ®). What Foucher achieved is owing greatly to the fact 
that in contrast to his predecessors (except IJzerman) he was able to 
examine the reliefs themselves, but there is no doubt that this advantage 
would have been of little value without his remarkable sagacity. Foucher 
began by examining the SudhanakurnSravadana on no. 1—^20 in all 
particulars (Div. No^ 30), recognised in No. 31—50 the Mandhatra- 
vadana from Divyavadana No. 17 by the help of the version of the 
Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata No. 4, further in No. 56 the Qibi-jataka 

*) Bijdr. Kon. Inst. 6 : 3 (1907) p. 49—56, now reprinted in Verspreide Geschriften IV 

(1916) p, 226-^1. 
•) Joum^ Amer. Orient. Soc. 18 (1897) p. 196—^201. 
•) Hjdr. Kon. Inst. 7 : 5 (1906) p. 181—206. 
*) Given by Foucher on p, 23 in the article quoted here below note 6. 
*) Notes d*ttFch6ologie bouddhique, Bull. Ec. fr. d'Extr. Or. 9 (1909) p. 9—43. The same 

article from which the quotation is taken here above on p. 235. 
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and in No. 64—88 the RudrSya^avadana, as it is found in Divya- 
vadana No. 37. He proved that the kinnara-tale of No. 89 and 90 
did not coincide, as it was thought, with the Candakinnarajataka 
(No. 485) but much more resembled the Bhallatiya-jataka (No. 504) 
and finally he reexamined No. 106—112 in connection with the 
Maitrakanyakavadana. The work of Foucher in my opinion has laid 
the foundations on which further research can be built though in a 
few details I may differ from him. 

Let me now give a short review of what is represented on this series. 
Reliefs 1 to 20 illustrate the Sudhanakumaravadana and, with the 
exception of a few details, quite agree with the version known to us from 
the Divyavadana. The beginning as well as the end are just as in the 
text mentioned and the sculptor has evidently not used a more elaborate 
or a shorter one but a version with just the same contents as the Divya¬ 
vadana tale. With reference to the slight variations of text and scidp- 
tures I refer to the description of the separate reliefs here below. The 
story of Sudhana takes a special place as first of the whole series, that 
agrees with the popularity this tale enjoyed elsewhere ^). 

It is evident that No. 21 begins a new tale, not yet identified, an episode 
of which has been described on p. 234, being the story of a hero and 
heroine who find one another by means of their portraits (No. 22 and 
23) *). It looks as if the same tale continues up to No. 30, but of course we 
can not be certain of this. I call special attention to the more striking 
reliefs we can pick out from among the usual receptions and court-scenes 
because these must supply the key for eventual identification. On No. 25 
the hero is sitting with a rosary in his hand next to an incense-altar, 
quite alone in a building enclosed by a palissade, while the rest of the 
people present on the scene, chiefly a princely retinue, are outside. On 
the next relief the chief person, to judge by his halo the Bodhisattva, 
is sitting in a wilderness indicated by rocks and trees, on the banks of a 
river, opposite a lion and an elephant. A lady of high rank is approa¬ 
ching from the left with her suite; she too wears a halo and is protebly a 
godess. May be it is the same woman, now with a great retinue, who 
brings an offering of flowers and incense in a temple on No. 27. The other 
reliefs are of the ordinary commonplace kind, oidy to be explained if we 
know the text, and not always then. 

*) In Tibet it has been the subject of a mysteryplay that is still given; seeWadddl, T.atnaism 
(1895), p. 551—553. 

‘) According to Van der Tuuk, Kawi-Balineesch-Nederlandsch Wotwdenbodt III (1901) 
p. 725, there is also a portrait ejHsode in the Sipat iman akung, of which the further contents 
is unknown to me. 
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It is rather doubtful if this tale ends on No. 30, that is separated from 
the reliefs following by a gateway, and a new one begins on No.31. Foucher, 
though rather cautiously, ascribes the whole row from 31 to 50 to the 
MandhatravadSna that he identified for certain in the middle scenes of 
this portion; to account for this he follows for the first scenes the pro¬ 
logue of Mandhatar’s story that is preserved only in Ksemendra’s 
Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata No. 4 ') and for the other scenes the 
Divyavadana. It seems quite natural that after the doorway a new tale 
should begin with No. 31 and we can easily allow for Ksemendra altering 
or putting variations into an old tradition, so that we need not be 
surprised if the reliefs do not exactly correspond with the poem; but all 
the same we must not close our eyes to the fact that very evident diver¬ 
gence exists. The two first reliefs shew us the exercise of charity, that 
is not mentioned in the text; this is quite excusable, the same as the 
visit to a hermitage unknown to the text, on No. 33. But the two scenes 
given on No. 34, that should represent what happens to kingUposadha in 
the hermitage, disagree entirely with the text as will be seen in my expla¬ 
nation that follows. Again, the following scenes shew so little reliable 
correspondance that I can hardly feel much confidence in the interpre¬ 
tation offered. On No. 35 a child appears and this might of course be the 
new-born Mandhatar; so we might be willing to accept No. 36 and 37 as 
the usual prophecy about the fate of the youthful prince and the no less 
usual reward for the astrologers, even if all this is not given in the text. 
But I am at a loss to know how to fit in No. 38; it is quite unmistakeably 
a visit of ^akra, yet there is nothing given of this important event in the 
Divyavadana. Finally I am not convinced either that the identification 
of No. 39 is correct, Foucher here sees the consecration of Mandhatar as 
king, and is able to find the “seven jewels” that I cannot discover; so 
for the present I dare not venture to call it anything but the homage 
and presenting of gifts to Mandhatar or some other royal personage. 
For further details I refer again to my description of the separate reliefs. 
To conclude, though I am not willing or able to deny that Nos. 31—39 
belong to the Mandhatravadana, I do not think they are in the least 
proved to be so, and must in any case declare that if this is really the 
story of Mandhatar, the sculptor must have followed a version entirely 
different to the one known to us ®). Not until No. 40 do we come to a part 
that agrees altogether with the Divyavadana text, and this continues 

Bibliotheca Indica, New Series No. 730, p, 123 etc. 
■) The versions of the Kafijur (Schiefner, Tibetan Tales p. 1—^20) or J^ltaka no. 258 throw 

no light on this. See also Journ. Buddh. Text Soc. 2 (1894) 3, p. 15. 
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Up to No. 47, the battle of the asura’s. The closing scenes too, in my opi¬ 
nion, are very doubtful. On No. 48 we find a conversation between a 
king and a brahman and on No. 49 between the (same?) king and an 
eminent personage, while a third person with a halo, quite on the left, 
has turned away from them and goes off. The first would depict the 
moment when Mandhatar inquires, who is actually the conqueror; the 
second when Qakra turns away from him. Possibly; but who then is the 
woman seated beside MandhStar in both scenes ? Who is the brahman ? 
Who is the person to whom the king is speaking on No. 49 ? Must we 
ascribe all this to a different version ? Besides, in the text nothing at all 
is said about the king of the gods turning away; the catastrophe follows 
instantaneously when the human king forms the intention of dethroning 
^akra. The conclusion I come to is that I cannot positively deny that 
this is the end of Mandhatar’s story, but neither can I accept it to be so 
without further proof. If the battle onNo. 47 was not too strange an ending, 
I should be inclined to consider No. 48 as the beginning of a new tale. 

Whatever we may think of No. 48 and 49,1 am not able to agree with 
Foucher about No. 50. In a space surrounded by a palissade and closed 
by a gateway, sit a man and woman with some rather damaged object 
between them, it looks round or shaped like a gem, ornemented at the 
top and laid on a dish with a foot. According to Foucher, this would be a 
stupa containing Mandhatar’s remains; I cannot imagine how this can be 
taken for a stupa, that is represented everywhere on Barabudur resting on 
a lotus cushion with a pedestal and covered by a pinnacle, sometimes 
with an umbrella. Whatever this thing may be ^), it is in my opinion not a 
stupa, so cannot be the stupa of Mandhatar. The tale that now follows is 
not known to us and we can only guess at the meaning; it is therefore of 
no use in explaining the curious object on No. 50. On No. 51 we see a 
king and queen sitting with a small prince; the king holds a small kin- 
nara in his hand and several persons in his suite do the same. Unfortu¬ 
nately we can’t tell if they represent living kinnara’s or may be intended 
as playthings for the young prince, which looks rather likely judging by 
a man sitting among the retinue, holding one of the kinnara figures on 
the palm of his left hand and touching it with a pointed thing he has 
in the right hand as if he were working on it. However it may be, 
these little kinnara figures are remarkable enough to attract our atten¬ 
tion, even if they seem to play no further part in the tale. Besides it is 
impossible to tell if the following scenes belong to the same tale or that 

*) In shape it somewhat resembles that placed in the middle of a temple( ?)-building on 
III 22. 
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one separate story is told on a single relief, as will prove to be the case 
on No. 56. 

The next-following reliefs too are striking enough for separate notice, 
on the chance of being recognised. On No. 52 we find first, quite on the 
right, a man in full-dress, with a sword in his hand, and a woman holding 
a flower, fl5dng above a rocky landscape with a large water; more to the 
left we see the same, or another couple, he lying on his side, she sitting 
next to him, in a cave in the wilderness; quite on the left is a yaksa on 
guard with a drawn sword. The next scene is of quite another sort: some 
men have landed from a ship we see on the left of the relief and are 
respectfully approaching a woman who stands on the right, they appear 
to be asking for something, probably help or hospitality. On No. 54 we 
must be looking at the fulfilment of their wishes; a two-storied house now 
shelters the sailors who are being feasted, while their hostess is sitting 
quite on the left surrounded by her women in a separate building. On a 
panel in the guest-house we see the same flying pair of No. 52; perhaps 
it is the picture of a former adventure, exposited by the heroine to 
the view of foreign visitors in order to find her lost partner, an 
episode well-known to Indian and Javan literature. 

No. 55 is again of the usual meaningless kind, but No. 56 brings us to 
something we know of, the ^ibi-jataka identified by Foucher; though 
we have no Indian Buddhist version to compare with, and can only 
depend on translations from Chinese or Tibetan versions ®), it is quite 
evident that no other story is depicted than the well-known jataka of the 
king of the ^ibi’s, who to free a dove from the falcon that persues her, 
gives an equal quantity of his own flesh, weighed out for the ravenous 
bird of prey. Nothing appears of the rest of the tale, the appearance 
of ^akra, king of the gods, who has only assumed the form of a falcon to 
put the virtuous king to the proof; though the following relief No. 57 
probably represents homage being paid to the ^ibi monarch. 

No. 58, on which a king with a halo, curiously-dressed strangers, 
a locked box and a jug appear, will probably belong to what follows 
immediately. On No. 59 we see a king, here also wearing a halo and 
standing with a lotus flower in his hand next to a altar with a high 
flame, on the other side of which crouches a wild yak§a. This is 
possibly a tale like No. 38 of the Avadana9ataka®), in which a virtuous 

‘) See for instance Vreede, Catalogus Jav. Handschr. Leiden (1892) p. 203. 
•) SfltralaAkara no. 64; Der Weise und der Thor,p. 120; in the publications mentioned 

onp. 23L 

•) Pag. 213—^222 of Speyer's edition. Compare Avadanakalpalata No. 2. 
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king is put to the proof by ^akra: the king of the gods in the form 
of a yak§a causes the monarch to jump into a burning altar. If the 
sculptor had intended to depict this story, we should certainly expect to 
see a scene like this on No. 59, on which the king, a flaming altar and the 
yak§a appear; the actual spring into the fire is naturally omitted. Accord¬ 
ing to the version of the Avadana^ataka the burning altar changes into 
a lotus pond and I think it not improbable that this is signified by the 
lotus flower in the king’s hand. There is a similar case in a JatakamalS- 
story (No. 4) where a hell appears before the feet of the hero, but when he 
shews no fear at the sight of it, a lotus rises to carry him away; now we see 
in the same way on the relief (IBa 17—18) only the hell depicted but in 
the hand of the chief person is a lotus suggesting what is to follow. No. 60 
may then easUy agree with my explanation of No. 59, as the usual closing 
scene to this kind of tale, where ^akra resumes his own form and does 
honor to the victim. Qakra’s identity as we know, is generally indicated 
by the presence of his follower Airavata with the elephants tusk in his 
headdress, elephant ears and with or without the angkuga. The follower 
sitting front in the retinue of the person alluded to in this relief, has lost 
his headdress altogether and he carries no angku^a, but it does not look 
unlikely that the large elephant ears are there, though I can not be 
certain about this identification. 

A doorway divides this relief from the next one, so that it is probable 
we shall find there begins a new tale; possibly, as Foucher remarks ^), a 
prelude, till now unknown, to the Rudrayanavadana that begins with 
No. 64. Two of the unknown prelude-reliefs are rather insignificant; 
the middle one No. 62 has quite a romantic character. On the right, a 
man and woman are sitting on the bank of a river in a wilderness indi¬ 
cated by rocks and trees; on the left a man (the same ?) is kneeling before 
^akra who is not only plainly to he recognised by Airavata with 
elephant ears and headdress, but holds in his right hand his emblem, the 
double vajra. I refer to the Sambula-jataka, No. 519 of the Pali collection, 
where a prince and princess appear in the wilderness and Qakra also 
plays a part, though there is not much resemblance to be found in the 
details. Only for want of any better explanation and with the greatest 
caution do I suggest any connection between these reliefs and jataka519. 

Beginning with No. 64 we can follow the Rudraya^^avadana from 
the Divyavadana, with the exception of a few deviations of slight impor¬ 
tance that are shewn here below and prove in any case that the sculptor 

>) 1.1. p. 24. 
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did not have before him the version that we know of the story. According 
to Foucher this avadSna goes on till No. 88 and at any rate I can entirely 
agree with him up to 83. The latter reliefs, if they prove to belong to the 
story of Rudrayapa, shew that here too the sculptor must have followed a 
version differing in many ways. What these differences are I shall explain 
later; though not unimportant, they shew nevertheless enough agree¬ 
ment with the RudrayanSvadana to make it appear that we have to do 
with the same story. 

Both reliefs No. 89 and 90 give us the tale of the kinnara’s. Foucher 
has quite rightly observed ^), that among the various kinnara-tales the 
Takkariya-jataka (No. 481) is not to be taken into consideration, be¬ 
cause it plays in a royal garden, where the kinnara’s are shut up in 
a cage, while both reliefs place the scene in a wilderness. The attitude of 
the persons concerned also excludes the Candakinnara-tale (No. 485) — 
which IJzerman had thought of—because in that story a king kills the 
man-kinnara in order to get possession of the woman, while on the 
monument nothing of that kind appears to be going on between the 
kinnara people and the king there depicted. The story illustrated can 
then be no other than the Bhallatiya-jataka {No.504); therefore by means 
of that I shall explain them 2). 

In the last quarter of this series of reliefs only seven are identified; I 
shall briefly review the most striking among the rest. The first. No. 91, 
could easily belong to the story of the kinnara’s if the intervening door¬ 
way did not make it seem unlikely. On No. 93 we see a king on horseback 
with a large retinue riding through a forest. No. 95 is very curious; quite 
on the right are several servants or guards, some with weapons, more to 
the left is a large party of small figures, probably children, evidently 
amusing themselves in the water. Three grown-up women stand in the 
background, two of them with a child in her arms; a fourth person is 
holding one of the children in the water by the arms as if helping it to 
come out. Then quite on the left is a child standing alone in the fore¬ 
ground; the water flows past and behind him but not just under his feet 
and it is difficult to decide if he stands in the water or on the bank. In 
the first case it would be remarkable, that nobody in the company 
seems to take any notice of this miracle. Then No. 96 is divided into two 
by a palissade; on the right, a conversation in a palace with a woman in 

•) p.35. 
•) By way of curiosity I mention the opinion of Axon in Ind. Antiquary 10 (1881) p. 291 

etc., that the kinnara’s (celestial gandharvis) depicted in „the paintings at Bdrd Boedoer’* may 
be connected with the Sirens I 
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a halo, on the left eleven similarly-dressed men sitting under a penthouse 
on which some birds are perched. No. 97 gives a conversation between a 
king with an armed guard and a naga on the banks of a lotus pond, that 
is of course the nSga's dwelling place. Then comes No. 98 with two 
scenes, first a couple of workmen busy with their craft and then the 
visit of the same men, still in their working-clothes, to a person of impor¬ 
tance. No. 99 too has a romantic style; a monarch with a large company 
of armed men is on the right, while on the left we see two men in wordly 
garments, so no i^i’s but possibly heavenly beings, flying off through the 
air. Finally we must notice on the righthand part of No. 102, a woman 
adorned with a halo, sitting all alone in a wilderness thickset with trees 
and rocks. 

In No. 106—112, the only part that has been identified, we are 
able to follow the Maitrakanyakavadana in the footsteps of Speyer 
with the oldest known version, that of the Avadana9ataka No. 36, 
even though the sculptor has not had this same version before him; 
for the last scene, as Speyer has indicated, we can turn to the Mahabhi- 
ni§kramaDasutra and the gatha’s of the Pali tradition, the latter being 
also useful in the prose-commentary, to shew how Maitrakanyaka gets 
away from his travelling-companions. To avoid repetition I refer the 
reader to the detailed description of these reliefs. 

Among the remaining reliefs we may notice No. 114, where a king on 
horseback with a large retinue rides into a forest; as the monarch has an 
arrow in his hand and a bow is carried behind him and most of the com¬ 
pany carry the same weapons, we may take this for a hunting expedition. 
With 116 begins a story or an episode in which a number of similarly- 
dressed men in robes of ceremony, first six, later seven and eight appear; 
we find them in a group on four consecutive scenes. Otherwise these 
reliefs are not striking, except No. 119, where a bow is being shot by 
only one figure; ,probably this is not a contest but more likely an archery- 
practice, in which some one is to shew his skill. Finally on No. 120 the 
whole series closes with the honoring of a stupa. 

The story of prince Sudhana 
(DivySvadana No. 30, p. 435-^1) 

In the land of Pahcala there reigned two kings, one over North-, the 
other over South-Pancala. The first-named kingdom enjoyed great pros¬ 
perity, owing to the justice with which the king ruled Ws subjects, com¬ 
bined with the presence of the ntga Janmacitraka who lived in a lake 
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near the capital and supplied a regular rain-fall. The condition of South- 
PaficJda was very different indeed, the monarch ruled his people with 
cruelty andinjustice, for which reason no god troubled himself about the 
water-supply; the inhabitants were forced to leave their dwellings and 
go to settle in the North. Once when the king of South-Pancala went on 
a hunting-expedition through the land, he noticed the deserted villages 
and neglected temples and inquired the cause thereof. After begging to 
be excused from punishment, his ministers told him the reason; the king 
promised to rule justly and sought for a means of bringing Janmacitraka 
to the South. To achieve this the best means was enchantment, so the 
king made a proclamation that whoever should bring Janmacitraka to 
South-Paficala would receive a basket of gold. At this a snake-charmer 
appeared who undertook the task and after taking a look round the lake, 
declared he would be able by his enchantments to capture the naga in 
seven days. Meanwhile Janmacitraka became aware of what was going 
on and believing that he would not be able to withstand the enchant¬ 
ments, sought the help of a hunter named Halaka, who found a living 
along the banks of the lake. They agreed that the hunter should hide 
himself and let fly an arrow at the enchanter when he began with his 
magic, but should not kill him until he had forced him to destroy the 
enchantment. Thus it happened. The nSga after the death of his decoyer 
rose up out of the lake, embraced his rescuer and invited him to visit 
his parents. Of course the naga-parents received him with delight and 
the hunter returned loaded with gifts. Not far from the lake was the 
hermitage of a r?i, to whom the hunter told what had happened, and 
who advised him, instead of the jewels, to ask for the never-failing lasso 
that was in the possession of the naga’s. This was done at once, the 
hunter returned to the naga-dwelling, received the lasso from his friend, 
and returned home joyfully. 

After relating with some fulness of detail the birth and youth of 
Sudhana, the crown-prince of North-Pancala, the text returns to the 
hunter Halaka and tells how in pursuit of his calling he came to the foot 
of a mountain, where a r§i lived beside a great lake; the r§i told him that 
ManoharS, the daughter of the kinnara-king, often came with her women 
to bathe in the lake. The hunter determined to try and capture her, and 
with the help of the magic lasso he succeeded without much trouble, 
while her attendants flew away terrified. So as to save her life, she sub¬ 
mitted to her fate and offered him the jewel from her forehead that would 
give him power over her person. At that same moment appeared prince 
Sudhana with his hunting-party and the hunter, fearing that his lovely 
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prisoner would be taken from him, thought it better to offer her to the 
prince. As soon as the prince set eyes on the young beauty his heart was 
consumed with love and he returned to the court enraptured, where the 
young couple were married and spent their days happily. 

Meantime two brahmans had appeared in the city, one of whom applied 
to the king who made him purohita, while the other attached himself to 
the crown prince. This brahman persuaded the prince to promise to 
make him Ids purohita when he should ascend the throne; this came to 
the ears of the other brahman who, in order to keep his position, sought 
means to get the prince put out of the way. He therefore advised the 
king to send the prince to quell a dangerous rebellion, against which 
seven expeditions had already failed. Sudhana then set out, but he went 
first to his mother, gave her the precious gem from Manohara’s forehead 
and begged her to take care of his wife. While he was seated under a tree, 
not far from the rebellious country, he unexpectedly received help from 
an army of yaksa’s, sent to him by the yak§a-king under the command of 
his general Pancika. In this way he managed easily to crush the rebellion 
and hastened to prepare for the return journey. That same night the 
king dreamed a dream that filled him with anxiety, which he asked the 
brahman to interpret. Although the purohita knew well that the mean¬ 
ing was only that the prince had been successful, he told the king that 
the dream predicted evil, which could only be averted by a solemn cere¬ 
monial sacrifice, and that the victim must be a kinnari. At first the king 
would not hear of Manohara being offered up, but at last he yielded. 
The intended victim came to hear of her fate; she fled to her mother-in- 
law and begged her to save her. The queen found no other way of rescue 
than to give back the magic jewel so that Manohara could take flight 
through the air. In order to make that her husband would find her, Mano¬ 
hara first went to the i^i near whose dwelling she had been captured; 
there she handed him a signet-ring to give to Sudhana when he should 
try to trace her, and told him the way to the land of the kinnara’s. 

After paying his respects to his father and presenting the treasures of 
the conquered enemy, Sudhana hastened to his palace to see his beloved 
Manohara. Here, to his horror, he heard what had happened; he then 
went to his mother who told him the truth of the matter. Now life was 
nothing to him without his beloved, so he began to search for her every¬ 
where, until it occurred to him to inquire of Halaka in what way he had 
met with her. Halaka directed him to the i^i by the lake, and although 
the king tried to prevent the prince from getting away by setting guards 
on the walls of the city, he managed to escape and reach the f§i’s dwell- 
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ing. With the help of the ring, and following the directions given by 
ManoharS, he reached the kingdom of the kinnara's after long travelling. 
At some distance from the capital he saw a number of kinnari’s 
fetching water and was told it was for the bath of the king’s daughter 
Manohara who could not get rid of the human smell. To announce his 
presence, he threw the ring into one of the water jugs; so it was recognised 
by Manohara in her bath and she at once questioned her servant whe¬ 
ther any man had been seen outside the city. Sudhana was then secretly 
brought into the palace and Manohara went to her father, king Druma, 
to find out what he would do with Sudhana. At first the king threatened 
to have him chopped into pieces, but soon changed his mind and became 
friendly; he received the prince graciously but all the same required him 
to give some proofs of his ability. The prince brilliantly proved his skill 
in the use of the bow and then he was required to pick out his beloved 
from a number of kinnari’s who exactly resembled her. Needless to say 
he selected the right one. There was now nothing in the way of the young 
couple’s happiness, and they passed their days pleasantly at the court of 
king Druma. After a while the prince began to long for his own country, 
and gaining the consent of Druma to depart, they returned to Paficala 
where they were received with rejoicing. Sudhana was enthroned king 
by his father and lived in great happiness with his beloved Manohara, not 
forgetting to shew by charity and virtue, that he understood how human 
happiness depends only on the virtuous conduct of former lives. 

1. King and court of prosperous North-Pdncala 

Although Foucher rightly observes that what is represented does 
not itself indicate if we have before us the king of the North in all his 
glory, or the king of the South consulting his ministers about the un¬ 
happy state of his country, I think there is reason to fix on the first 
being the case. As the text begins with the account of the Northern 
kingdom, it is probable that the sculptor does the same, besides the con¬ 
sultation of the Southern king must come after his journey through the 
land that we find on the next relief, and not before it. Any special striking 
event is certainly not depicted. In the middle of the scene sits the king 
with his right leg in the sling and the queen holding a lotus-bud, on a 
large couch with a back, in a p6ndap4. Under the couch are two boxes 
and a dish filled with flowers; on the right two handmaidens are sitting 
on the ground, a third stands. The right-hand side of the relief is a palace- 
building; it has a vase-shaped top and is omemented with a banner and 

*) p. 12. 
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a shell filled with flowers in the niche facing the spectator. A wing, 
where the entrance may be, is on the left, turned towards the pSndApA. 
On the left of the pSndapA is grouped the royal retinue, among whom are 
the military guard armed with swords. In the background are the usual 
royal emblems, umbrella, feather-fan, leaf-fan, and right in the comer 
is a tree with a couple of squirrels at play. 

2. The king of South-Pdncdla journeying through his kingdom 

Quite to the right is the traditional woody wilderness represented, 
rocks, trees with birds and a pair of deer. The king’s procession is coming 
from the right and here also trees indicate the forest. No sign is to be seen 
of it being a hunting-party. The king is mounted on a horse with his legs 
drawn up till the soles of his feet rest on the saddle. The umbrella-bearer 
walks just behind him; the rest of his company, some with weapons, are 
on foot, in front as well as behind the king. The foremost and the very 
last person do not belong to the royal retinue, but can be recognised by 
their plain dress and the absence of headdress as villagers probably com¬ 
mandeered to shew the way. The one behind has some indistinct object 
under his arm with two long points or teeth to it, the front one looks 
rather like a brahman with his carefully trimmed beard and hair bmshed 
back and twisted up; he leans with the left hand on a stick and holds up 
a square knife in the right. To cut a path through the forest even now is 
quite an ordinary thing, but perhaps the sculptor intended in this to call 
attention to the poor and neglected state of the country. However it may 
be, the meaning of the whole scene is quite clear and cannot be an5dhing 
else than the journey of the king of the South through his deserted land. 

3. The enchantment and rescue of Janmacitraka 

Three consecutive incidents are put together on this one relief, the 
middle one occupying the most space with the other two treated as sub¬ 
ordinate episodes. The scene on the right, the first one, shews two per¬ 
sons against a background of trees; one plainly-dressed, sitting on a slope, 
has an arrow in his hand and a bow next to him, the other, a n^a evi¬ 
dently by the cobra’s in his headdress, is kneeling before him in suppli¬ 
cation, his hands raised in a s^mbah. This will be the moment that 
Janmacitraka asks help of Halaka. 

The middle scene is the enchantment. In a lake profusely decorated 
with lotuses and surrounded by trees, the upper part of a nSga appears, 
the right hand pressed to his forehead, evidently forced by the enchant- 
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merits against his will. On the left an altar is erected, where on a stone 
pedestal great flames are rising up from the piled-up blocks of wood; 
behind that, quite to the left, the magician sits against the rocks, in a 
loin-cloth, moustache and beard and his hair brushed back smooth and 
twisted up at the back of his head. His arts are to be annihilated, for 
Halaka stands behind a tree, ready with his bow in one hand and the 
arrow in the other. 

The small scene on the extreme left presents difficulties. On a couch 
with a back, and a couple of boxes under it, is seated a man in the dress 
of the upperclass under a canopy supported by columns; to the right on 
the ground, conversing with him, is a person, the very image of the snake- 
charmer; he can hardly be taken for anyone else. The most likely 
explanation would be that the magician after the attempt comes to in¬ 
form his employer that it has failed. This is however contrary to the 
text, where it is expressly stated that the enchanter gets killed by Halaka. 
Another explanation is suggested ^), namely that this may be the moment 
when the snake-charmer receives his instructions. The strange thing is 
that a scene which must happen before the middle one should be repre¬ 
sented after it. This might be necessary for the composition of the scene, 
that required the large centre picture to be flanked with the two less- 
important episodes even at the cost of their proper sequence. We might 
also think that the sculptor was only concerned about the middle scene 
and added the accessory episode as explanation of the events happening 
to the chief persons; on the right to Halaka and Janmacitraka who are 
on the right, on the left, to the snake-charmer seated left. Such expla¬ 
nations are not quite satisfactory, considering the precision shewn 
elsewhere on the monument with regard to the sequence of events. We 
had better leave a loophole for the possibility that the adventure did 
not end fatally in the version of the tale here used by the sculptor, and 
that in contrast to the DivySvadana text the magician lived to tell his tale. 

4. Halaka entertained by the ndga's 

The sculptor here too seems to have allowed himself a little freedom. 
Two groups are depicted on the relief; these are not consecutive, but 
in my opinion intended to represent events happening at the same time. 
On the righthand a nSga couple are seated on a couch under a canopy, 
undoubtedly Janmacitraka's parents; the father holds up his right hand, 
evidently tal^ng to the nearest of the two nSga’s sitting in front of him. 

*) Poucherp. 13. 
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the first one making a sfimbah, the one behind holding an indistinct 
bowl. It is very possible that the front one is the rescued Janmacitraka 
himself, telling his father what has happened, rather than only a servant 
receiving orders for the entertainment of Halaka. The group on the left 
gives us the actual banquet; two nSga's kneel in front of a small, richly- 
decorated pgndapa in which the guest sits leaning at ease; one holds with 
both hands a large dish of wreaths (or cakes), the other has a bowl probably 
containing the jewels spoken of in the text. The guest of honor reaches 
out his hand to receive the gifts. So far it is all right. The queer part, to 
begin with, is the fine clothing of the guest, more suitable for a prince 
than a hunter. We might overcome this difficulty by thinking that 
among other presents the grateful parents had given a splendid costume 
which the hunter had put on immediately. But this will not do away 
with the second inexplicable mystery; the presence, to the extreme left 
behind the p€ndapa, of a second handsomely-dressed man (no nSga) who 
sits there with a blue lotus in his hand. 

Considering the progress of the story, it is really quite certain that 
here the entertainment of Halaka and nothing else is depicted, and the 
second man is impossible to account for from the text. In my opinion 
this peculiarity gives us an insight into the Barabudur sculptor’s man¬ 
ner of working and we again have an instance, such as I have already 
noticed, as regards the composition of the scenes. I mean this: it is not 
that the sculptor, knowing the whole story, has depicted from it this 
actual scene of the reception of the hunter Halaka by the parents 
of Janmacitraka, but the man whose work it was to carve this relief, 
received instructions to make a picture on that relief of a man being 
received by a naga king and queen. This he did, the receiving nSga’s, 
the attendants, the guest, all came into suitable places on the scene; 
the guest of course was dressed for the occasion and naturally had his 
own attendant with him. Whether the scene in this way quite coincided 
with the story, was not much considered. I believe that in this case we 
have an indication of the manner in which the reliefs were executed by 
artists, who received instructions to design a certain kind of scene, but 
who did not think much about the story as a whole, perhaps even did not 
know all the details. Notice that there is no sign of the lasso. 

5. Th^ hunter captures Manohard 

In the midst of some fruit-trees, right of the scene, sits the f§i with his 
waterjug near him; he is extremely thin (one can count his ribs), wears 
nothing but a loin-apron, an indistinct necklace and his hair in r^-fashion 
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twisted up in a large knot on top of his head, not plaited in the well- 
known loops as we continually see the ordinary ascetics wear it. On the 
left against the trees sits the hunter, here again in the ordinary clothes 
belonging to his despised caste; in the left hand he probably held the 
lasso now disappeared (the coils of it are just visible) with which he has 
captured ManoharS. She stands on the edge of the lake more to the left, 
and above her attendants are fl5dng away through the air. The princess 
as well as her retinue are shewn in ordinary human form, quite beco¬ 
mingly, for it would be very unsuitable to unite Sudhana to a spouse in 
the traditonal shape of the kinnara’s with a bird's body and make his 
love for her seem abnormal — besides the text, as far as we can judge, 
means to represent them in the shape of human beings. The last of the 
flying kinnari’s turns to look at her captured mistress; the right hand is 
raised, perhaps a gesture of despair, but not very effective. Quite on the 
left of the relief some rocks with trees, birds and wild beasts shew the 
mountainous scenery of the drama. 

6. Manohard is given to prince Sudhana 

The real action of the scene takes place on the left, while most of the 
remaining space is taken up by the prince’s retinue. The left hand group, 
the actors, consists of four persons; Manohara is quite in the comer, the 
prince more to the right, his right hand outstretched towards two men 
plainly-dressed, sitting on the ground under a tree between him and the 
kinnari; one of them makes a s6mbah and the other seems to be holding 
a large round object with a wide edge. They are rather indistinct, but 
there are certainly two of them and that is one more than we should have 
expected. The hunter is in the right place, his presence is a matter of 
course, but who the other person is, we can only guess at. Toucher’s 
suggestion seems rather unsatisfactory; he thinks it might be the 
same hunter twice represented, first when he makes the offer and then 
when he receives his reward. Judging by what the Barabudur sculptors 
have done everywhere else in designing their scenes, I feel sure that such 
kind of combination is quite contrary to their usual custom. If they 
had intended to depict the offer as well as the reward, they would 
surely have made two groups, each with a prince and a hunter, and never 
so stupidly confronted one prince with a two-fold hunter. In my opinion, 
nothing else can possibly he meant than one scene, in which another man 

‘) 1.1. p. 14. 
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as well as the hunter appears. The one making the s6mbah is of course 
Halaka; might not the other be a servant of the prince with the reward 
in his hand, whatever it may be, perhaps a basket of valuables ? It does 
not seem unlikely that it was intended to shew an actual reward given to 
the hunter, because it was not possible to depict the gift spoken of by the 
text, a present of five villages. Behind the prince to the right sit part of 
his retinue, among whom the umbrella-bearer, while the rest are shewn 
standing, more to the right. Most of them are armed with sword and 
shield, a suitable royal guard, but not what is usually taken on a himting 
party, where the attendants are always seen with bow and arrows. Trees 
in the background indicate that the scene is still in a forest. 

7. The purohita advises the king to send the prince out on a fighting- 
expedition 

In a small pendap4, on a throne with a back to it, the king sits in the 
middle of the relief; his retinue, with all the insignia of royalty, are 
placed on the left. The king turns towards the purohita who is seated, 
slightly raised, and makes a sfimbah to the king. The purohita has of 
course the ordinary appearance of a brahman, but a very distinguished 
one, with a rosette on his forehead,, an ornemented band round his hair, 
earrings and bracelets, such as we might expext the court-chaplain to be. 
Behind him, against a background of a few trees, are several armed guards, 
part of the kings attendants. This is again one of the pictures impossible 
to explain without knowledge of the text that was followed, and that 
nevertheless in spite of the quite ordinary situation it gives, is of great 
importance to the course of the tale. 

8. Sudhana takes leave of his mother 

The two chief persons are sitting in a pavilion, the queen on a large 
cushion placed on a dais, the prince on the floor opposite her. He makes 
a s6mbah while he asks her to take care of his beloved wife. The pavilion 
is left on the relief so that there is only room for a couple of the 
queen's women, one standing with a fly-whisk and one crouching with a 
tray. Most of the relief is taken up by the retinue seated behind the prin¬ 
ce; four standing, two of them holding a flower, and a whole row sitting, 
soldiers armed with sword and shield and the bearers of the royal insig¬ 
nia. The same as on No. 6 we can remark how large a space is given to 
these puppets, compared to the actors of the scene pushed away to the 
left of the stage. 
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9. Sudhana receives help from the yaksa’s 

In the forest and, as the text requires, at the foot of a tree, sits the 
prince on a slight eminence with a cushion on it; behind him on the left 
of the relief are some attendants of the ordinary kind, no sign of any 
soldiers: no-one would ever imagine this to be a military expedition if 
it were not stated in the text. On the right, opposite to him, are first five 
yaksa’s with the usual wild eyes, rough curly hair and large round earrings; 
only one wears a beard; they therefore belong to the so-called raksasa 
type. The front one, as spokesman making a sfimbah to the prince, is of 
course Paficika. Behind these yaksa's some persons sit with bundles and 
trays and in the background there is a row of them standing, the front 
one of whom is carrying on a tray a tiara and other adornments, the 
others a quiver and other weapons and the last holding with both hands 
a box on his shoulder. Only this last one is undoubtedly a yak§a by the 
hairdressing, the others have, as far as we can see, the ordinary human 
coiffure. Their position makes it unlikely that they belong to Sudhana’s 
company, but either they are servants of the yak§a’s, bringing suitable 
gifts — quite in keeping when one of them is represented as a yaksa — 
or the sculptor has thought fitting to indicate the successful end of the 
expedition so that these might be the rebels bringing in the tribute. If 
the latter is the case then the whole scene would not positively be the 
offering of assistance by the yaksa's, but might be their departure after 
the completion of their task. In any case this relief shews the help given 
by the yaksa's in Sudhana's campaign. 

10. The king is advised to sacrifice the kinnart 

To bring a little variety into a scene that would otherwise be too much 
like No. 7, the sculptor has unfortunately replaced the single purohita 
mentioned in the text by a group of six brahmans. The pavilion, in which 
the king and queen and two attendants are seated, is placed quite on the 
left. Under their seat is a waterjug and a servant. The king is making 
a gestme with the left hand that looks more like one of hesitation 
than protest against what he hears ^). The queen on the contrary is 
quite upset and being supported by her women. To the right of the 
pavilion is the group of six brahmans, the advisers, three sitting and three 
standing. The first one sitting is evidently by the gesture of his hand the 
spokesman, so he must be the chaplain; the others, one making a s^mbah 

‘) Foucher p. 15. 
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and two more holding flowers, respectfully await the king’s decision. 
Separated from this group by a tree, the guard is sitting on the right, 
armed with swords and shields, while the royal insignia are fixed up 
in the background. 

11. Manohard’s flight 

The palace, from which the flight takes place, is on the right. It is in 
the usual style and has a vestibule on the left with steps to the ground. 
In front on the entrance Manohara is already on the wing, against a back¬ 
ground of clouds; two other clouds can be seen higher up. Some birds fly 
after her and flowers are dropping to the earth. On the left we see the 
spectators, some shew astonishment but most of them take no notice of 
the princess’s flight, they are in a row both sitting and standing; the 
front one has a dish filled with wreaths next to him, some are armed 
with swords, one holds a flower, most of them have nothing. They are 
probably courtiers and guards; at any rate neither the king nor the 
purohita are present, which is rather strange for the text tells how the 
king saw his daughter-in-law flying through the air and turned to his 
chaplain to ask what should be done now the victim had escaped. 

12. Sudhana brings the tribute of the rebels to his father 

The king is sitting on a cushion on a seat with back under a canopy 
supported by columns, with the necessary dishes and bowls under his seat. 
The throne is on the left of the relief and leaves just enough space on that 
side for a couple of female attendants standing and servants seated. The 
king is here accepting the tribute brought by his son, who sits on a dais 
just on the right of his fathers throne, holding up with both hands a 
bowl of valuables. Just behind him stand three persons with the rest of 
the booty. Further on the right sits the prince’s retinue under the trees, 
first some courtiers, then the armed guard, represented by one figure 
with sword and shield and two with bow and arrows, then behind, are 
the bearers of the princely insignia. In the midst of these sits one bearded 
man, without a headdress; has the sculptor meant something particular 
with this or is it only to bring a little variatidn into the group ? It mig^it 
represent the well-known brahman of the tale whose desire for the chap¬ 
laincy was the cause of the whole expedition and whose presence would 
be appropriate among the prince's party. But we might be completely 
mistaken in this to judge by the following relief, where the same Mnd of 
person is seen in the humble position of umbrella-bearer. 
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13. Sudhana hears from his mother what has happened 

Although the design of this scene is the same as that of No. 8 and the 
prince with his mother is placed in a pavilion on the left, and Sudhana's 
retinue on the right, the sculptor has managed all the same to bring in 
variation by the arrangement of the details. Here too the queen sits in 
the highest place, as is her due, on a throne with a back and legs and with 
a box under it; her son sits opposite leaning in a seat with back, but very 
slightly raised. Between the two is a dish filled with something, behind 
the queen kneels an attendant. It is quite plain that the queen is speak¬ 
ing, the prince sits with arms crossed on his breast listening, respectfully 
bending forward. Outside the pavilion, behind the prince, sit his follow¬ 
ers, those in the centre of the group being damaged. In the front some 
people with bowls, behind, a couple of soldiers with sword and shield, 
with the bearers of the prince’s insignia, the above-mentioned umbrella- 
bearer being one of them. There is an elephant in the background with 
only a cloth on its back, therefore it cannot have been ridden by prince 
Sudhana. Its presence is probably by way of decoration to the scene. 

14. Manohard relates her adventures to her father 

While the other reliefs by means of the text can be identified with the 
tale except in trifling details, this is not the case with No. 14. Owing to 
Foucher’s penetration however this scene has been correctly placed. 
The text gives no mention of ManoharS’s adventures from the moment 
when she leaves directions for her husband with the i^i, to the time when 
she recognises his ring in her bath. Foucher has discovered that in this 
case the sculptor has not followed the text, but thought it better not to 
leave the spectator in doubt about what becomes of the heroine of the 
tale. The king who is the centre of the relief, wears a halo and by com¬ 
paring him with No. 17 and 18 we see that he is Manoharl's father, 
Druma, king of the kinnara’s. He sits in a pavilion in the middle of the 
relief on a cushion, listening to what his daughter, seated on his left hand, 
is telling him of her stay among human beings. At his other side 
another woman is sitting. The courtiers sit right and left, outside the 
pavilion; of course when the kinnari’s were given human shape the men 
kinnara’s had to do the same; and though we may note a peculiar curl 
at the side of the headdress on some of them, it does noff appear later 
on the other kinnara-reliefs. On the left sits the umbrella-bearer; fur- 

1.1. p. 15. 
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ther on both sides courtiers and armed guards, who in no way differ 
from those of earthly rulers. Behind both these groups is an elephant, the 
left with only a cloth on, the right one bearing a now empty howdah 
with a cushion in it. This use of elephants is of course only possible 
for kinnara’s in human form. 

15. Sudhana receives information from the rsi 

Trees are planted all over the relief to indicate the change of scene, 
as well as the rocks and deer quite on the right shew the wild character 
of the landscape; away on the left appears the lotus-pond, former 
bathing-place of the kinnari’s, as on No. 5. In the middle of all this the 
prince is sitting on the right on a elevated cushion, questioning the r§i who 
is seated on a skin in the middle of the relief. The r§i is just as thin as 
he was on No. 5, but he has now grown a beard and his costume — if we 
can call it such — is improved with a forehead-band and bracelets on 
wrist and arm. The sculptor has taken the liberty of giving him some 
company not mentioned in the text; though it is not expressly stated he 
was alone, the whole tone of the scenes in which he takes part makes it 
clear that only one hermit living by himself is meant, not one of several 
dwellers in a hermitage. However the sculptor has chosen to insert, 
between the r§i seated alone and the lotus-pond, three more ascetics 
together, all with beards and their hair twisted on top of their heads into 
a knot. They are not quite so thin as their colleague or rather their 
superior, for the artist has evidently intended the first r§i as head of the 
hermitage where the others are pupils. 

16. Sudhana and the water-drawing kinnarVs 

In the middle of the scene against rocky background and surrounded 
by trees, is the lotus-pond that provides water for the princess's bath. 
Quite on the left, its door and steps turned towards the spectator, is a 
building, perhaps the palace of the kinnara-king, or it may be only 
an indication that the kinnara-city is near to. In the opposite comer of 
the relief the prince sits under a tree. The water-canying attendants 
approach from the right with empty vessels, round and oblong ones with 
a handle; to the left of the pond we see the filled water-pot's held in the 
hand or carried on the head towards the city; one maiden on the same 
side is just lowering her vessel into the pond. In front of the prince a 
kinnari kneels, giving him the required information. She has set down 
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the pot in front of her, and Sudhana has evidently just dropped the ring 
into it with his right hand. As Foucher has observed^), the sculptor has 
not kept to the text which tells us that this was done without its being 
seen; the kinnari here must know all about it. 

This relief is a fine work of art; the sculptor must have worked at it 
with great pleasure. We can see with what care the pond has been carved, 
the lotus flowers and leaves, the birds disporting themselves in the water 
and especially the little delicate plants on the edge of it in front. Above 
all, we admire the graceful figures of the maidens to which he has given 
such charm. As regards composition and the execution of details, this 
beautiful relief is certainly one of the best on the Barabudur, undoubtedly 
the work of a great artist. 

17. The archery-contest 

As regards the chief point, this scene is perfectly clear, though perhaps 
for technical reasons the particulars of the manner in which the prince 
displays his skill, do not quite coincide with the text, any better than 
in the case of the famous contest of the historic Buddha (see p. 153). 
The prince stands on the left, ready to shoot, his bow is bent and the 
arrow fixed on the point of shooting through the seven tala-trees set up 
in a row in front of the golden post that is fixed on a pedestal, more to the 
right. Between this post and the prince sit a number of interested kin- 
nara’s, one or two of them also have bow and arrows. The space to the 
right of the post is reserved for the king and his suite. Druma, with a 
halo round his head, is sitting on the right on an elevated seat, under¬ 
neath which three servants are placed. Through some carelessness in the 
execution, the legs of the seat are hardly to be seen, so that it looks like a 
square board partly supported on the heads of the servants, the rest 
hanging in space. Other attendants are placed opposite the king, with 
their backs to the gilt post; respect for their sovereign deprives them in 
this way of any sight of the interesting scene. One of them cannot resist 
turning round to look. This touch of nature does not blind us to the 
defects of the design as a whole, 

18. Sudhana recognises Manohard from the group of kinnari’s 

In my opinion this is the only scene about which Foucher is mis¬ 
taken. He sees here only that Druma gives the hand of his daughter to 
the prince ^). On the contrary I think it much more likely that a second 

•) 1.1. p. 16. 
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test is meant for Sudhana to undergo, as described most elaborately 
in the text; i. e. that he was to select Manohari out of a group of kin- 
nari's exactly resembling her ^). In a pfindipionthe lefthand of the relief, 
next to which two seated and one standing waiting-maids are seen, 
there are a large number (seven) of maidens, dressed and adorned exact¬ 
ly alike, just what the text leads us to expect for Sudhana's choice, 
whereas if this must represent a princess with her attendants, the entire 
absence of all distinction between mistress and maids would be incompre¬ 
hensible. The details of the p6ndapa are not complete, the sculptor has 
only put in a few points and left the rest in the rough. On the right, next 
to the pfindapa, stands the prince looking at the maidens; he wears here, 
and nowhere else ®), the hiJo belonging to him as Bodhisattva. On the 
right of the relief sits the king, also with a halo, on a high throne with a 
back and a woman beside him holding a flower in her hand; under the 
throne and opposite the king some attendants are seated; behind the 
queen is a waiting woman. Notice the standard with a winged shell, set 
up between the king and the prince. 

19. The youthful pair enjoying themselves at Dmma’s court 

On a wide throne with a back to it and spread with cushions, the re¬ 
united couple are seated in the middle of the scene. Under the throne are 
two large square open boxes with lotus-flowers and heart-shaped leaves 
hanging out of them. These flowers are not met with on any other relief, 
their meaning is not clear. A couple of servants with umbrella and leaf- 
fan are sitting on the right and on the same side, in front of two trees, are 
two horses decorated with bells, and an unharnessed elephant. The 
prince and his wife are admiring the performance of a dancer on the left. 
The accompanying music is next to her quite on the left, it consists of 
seated men playing the flute, the pot-shaped drum and the cymbals, 
while behind them stands a row of women in the same costume as the 
dancer and the same sort of jeweled diadem in their hair; they all hold 
the usual two little bells in their hand. It is noticeable that three of the 
musicians have the sect marks in the middle of the forehead. 

20. Sudhana and Manohard distributing gifts in Pdhcdla 

Sudhana and ManoharS stand in the middle of the relief; she has a 
parcel of clothing, he a tray of jewels in his hand from which he distri- 

») Oldenburg rightly describes this scene as “the test with the giiis’’. 
■) Perhaps one is faintly to be seen on No. 20. 
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butes gifts to the suppliants on the left, one of them kneeling, the rest 
standing. Both the front ones hold out their hands to receive the gifts, 
the two next ones make a s6mbah; behind are two more with umbrellas 
over their heads, already with a gift in their Imnd. All are plainly-dressed 
and seem to be brahmans. On the right behind the royal pair the ordinary 
attendants are kneeling, among whom we see again the umbrella-bearer 
without a headdress and some armed guards seated; there is an elephant 
caparisoned with a howdah, probably intended for the further journey 
of the ro3^1 couple. 

No. 21—30 not identified^). 

The story of Mandhatar 
(The beginning Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata No. 4 p. 123; the rest, 

Divyavadana No. 17 p. 210—224) 

It came to pass that King Uposadha made a journey to visit the 
various hermitages in his land. And it happened that he came to a place 
where the r§i’s had just prepared water to produce pregnancy; tired and 
thirsty with his long journey, the king drank it all up before any one 
could prevent him. The result was that on this return to the city, it 
appeared that he was pregnant. 

Upon his forehead there was a soft, painless swelling that increased 
in size, at last it burst open and a little prince was bom marked with all 
the signs of an eminent man. He was given the name of M3ndh5tar. 
When he was grown up and had been declared crown-prince, Mandhatar 
set out on a journey through the land. There he received the news that 
his father had fallen sick, but when advised by his councillors to return 
and take possession of the kingdom, he gave no ear to them and even 
when soon after came the news of his father's death, he determined not 
to return to the city amd declared that if he had a right to the succession, 
the coronation could take place just as well where he was. By the aid 
of the yak§a Divaukasa who acted as herald to the prince, various mate¬ 
rials were brought together and at Mandhatar’s urgent wish even a royal 
residence appeared, for a coronation must take place in the capital of the 
kingdom. A^en all this magic performance was completed only by the 
utterance of a wish, Mandhatar was crowned king with the seven jewels 
of a ruler of the world — disk, elephant, horse, gem, general, wife and 
householder‘j. 

*) For detailed description see p. 235—238 of the Dutch edition. 
•) Elsewhere: minister. Comp. p. 90. 
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In the neighborhood of Vai^tll, there lived in the forest five himdred 
i^i’s and their devotions were very much disturbed by the clatter made 
by the herons who nested there. This made them so angry that one of the 
l^i’s uttered a curse that the wings of the birds should break and they 
could only make use of their legs. When the king on his journey saw the 
birds walking about like this, he asked the reason and was so infuriated 
at the cruelty of the r§i’s that he ordered them to quit his kingdom. This 
they did and knowing that MSndhatar would become lord of the four- 
quarters of the earth, they settled far away on the Sumeru. Then the 
king began to exercise his power of wishing for the benefit of his subjects. 
When he saw the land being tilled and heard the reason, he immediately 
caused grain to fall from heaven. The same with the cotton, when he saw 
it being cultivated to provide them with clothes; afterwards, noticing 
that they began to spin the cotton, he wished for a rain of spun threads 
and at last when he saw them weaving, he obtained a shower of ready¬ 
made garments. When he inquired of his ministers, by whose merit they 
thought all this happened, to his astonishment they replied; "By that 
of your Majesty and our own.” In order to shew them that he alone had 
the power, he arranged a shower of gold for seven days, to fall only in his 
own apartments, not a bit anywhere else. 

Now the king became filled with ambition and inquired of Divaukasa 
what lands there were not yet under his rule that he might conquer. 
Divaukasa mentioned Purvavideha, and Mandhatar set out with his 
army to subdue it, not by the ordinary road but through the air, and every¬ 
where he went he was preceded by the seven jewels. He conquered the 
country and again asked Divaukasa the same question — which was 
again answered by the name of another country and with the same result. 
The text then describes over and over again and with the same words 
various countries, till nothing remains to be conquered and the yak?a 
suggests a visit to the heaven of the three and thirty gods. This is accom¬ 
plished. As the sculptor gives us nothing of this j oumey, it is useless to give 
any details and we need only notice an episode of the five hundred r§i's, 
now settled on the Sumeru, who try to stop the prince’s expedition, but 
are told they have not to do with the herons of Vai93ll and whose attack 
fails. This episode too is not pictured, although the first encounter of the 
king with the r§i's was given. Thus MAndhStar approached the city of the 
gods, his army being often hindered by the guards but, at last he himself 
appeared and forced them to precede him like heralds to announce his 
arrival. The gods understanding that his great power was the result of 
virtuous deeds, decided to receive him hospitably. The now-fdlowing 
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description of the city of the gods has had no more attraction for the 
sculptor than the previous journey. MihidhSLtar entered the council 
chamber and formed the wish that ^akra, king of the gods, should offer 
him half his throne. This was done, both sat on the same throne and 
were not to be distinguished from each other, except that the eyes of the 
mortal king blinked, while those of the god were fixed. 

Soon after this, war broke out between the gods and the asura’s, 
which was first indecisive. Mandhatar however succeeded in raising his 
chariot above all the asura’s and they rightly ascribing this to his pre¬ 
vious exercises of virtue, became dispirited and were conquered. King 
Mandhatar exclaimed: “Whose is the victory?’’and his ministers replied 
“Your majesty’s.” At this the king was beside himself with pride and 
presumption. The fatal wish entered his mind to throw the king of the 
gods from his throne and reign himself over gods and men. But no sooner 
had this thought taken shape than Mandhatar fell, and great was his 
fall! Hurled down to the earth he knew that death was at hand. His fol¬ 
lowers gathered round him to hear his last words and he told them he 
saw too late how all those things he had striven ceaselessly to attain had 
never given him any satisfaction, even though he had achieved more 
than any man before him. Here ends the real story of Mandhatar; what 
the text gives further, is of little importance to us. 

31. King Uposadha exercises charity 

As we have seen already above (p. 241) it is not certain that the first 
four reliefs really belong to the story of Mandhatar; but for want of 
further explanation it seems to me better for the time being to include 
them in tMs tale. No. 31 and 32 would then be the charity, nowhere 
mentioned in the text, exercised by king Uposadha. In these two scenes 
it is to be noticed that on the first the monarch causes the distribution to 
be done by others and on the second he gives the gifts with his own hand. 

On the first relief the king is sitting in a p6ndapa set up on the right, 
on a wide couch with cushions, with two women sitting next to him; on 
the right two female attendants are kdeeling. He is just giving orders to 
a maid-servant who stands on the left of the pfindapa, separated from him 
by a box and some bowls and trays, she has a large dish in her hand with 
rings and jewels on it. Behind her is a bearded man in the same sort of 
dress as the royal servants, holding one of the ornements in his right hand; 
if his dress was different we should consider him one of those receiving 
gifts, but it looks as if he must belong to the royal servants. In the back- 
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ground of this group is another maid-servant and a male attendant is 
carrying a large box on his shoulder to the left, where the distribution is 
actually going on. One of the servants takes with both hands from a large 
tray held before him that is full of moneybags, while a second standing 
behind bitn hanHs over a valuable piece. The receivers of the dole are 
away to the left, men and women in a standing and kneeling row; the 
last of them, one a woman with a child in a slendang, have already been 
served, the front ones still have their hands raised. According to their 
dress all these people belong to the poorest class in contrast to those on 
the following rdief. 

32. The king distributes gifts 

With all its resemblance in design—building on the right, distribution 
in the centre and the recipients on the left, — this differs very much from 
the last relief. The receivers of the dole, here also in a row, kneeling, 
sitting or standing, are mostly different in appearance, some wear much 
better clothes, and in the top row, where one or two have umbrellas, there 
are some brahmans, one of whom, farthest to the left, has already turned 
to go away. There is more variety in their attitudes, we see one busy tying 
up his share in a cloth and another holds out a cloth or the hem of his 
garment instead of his hand and has already four things in it. The king 
himself is distributing, his hand is in a large bowl of rings that a bearded 
servant holds before him, supporting its weight with his left knee. Behind 
and next to these a number of other servants are standing and walking, 
one has a fly-whisk, others a tray with rings, a large pot and a dish with 
bags of money. The queen is busy too; she sits on a throne with a back, in 
a pavilion with two side-wings. A person with a large tray of valuables 
kneels before her to receive instructions about them and a second with 
the same kind of tray is behind her; another servant bent under the 
weight of a large box is approaching. In the right hand wing of the build¬ 
ing two more of these boxes and a pot filled with jewels stand ready. 
The pavilion is decorated with fly-whisks and a banner. 

33. The king visits the hermitages 

The ro3ral procession approaches from the left, on the right is the her¬ 
mitage enclosed in a fence. Inside it part of a large building can be seen 
with richly-omemented columns, comice and roof-ridge; there is a porch 
resting on pillars above the entrance, where a person stands making a 
s6mbah with his hands raised, to welcome the ro}^ visitor. More to the 
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left we see the gateway that gives entrance to the enclosure; it has two 
storeys, the first surrounded by a smooth sloping roof, whereas the 
second has a roof with a ridge. On the top are two birds and two more 
have just flown up, startled by the noise. The decoration of these buildings 
is rather too handsome for a hermitage, although we do know of large and 
important establishments of the kind in Hindustan as well as in Java 
itself. The kings procession is headed by some footsoldiers with sword and 
shield in very war-like, but here inappropriate attitudes. Next comes 
the standard-bearer and an elephant with his mahout holding a large 
angku9a, the animal whose head only is visible holds something in his 
trunk. Then come three men with swords, handsomely-dressed, there¬ 
fore no ordinary attendants, perhaps princes. The front one is mounted; 
the two others, who are only just to be seen, we might also believe are on 
horseback because their heads are at the same height as the first man, 
but quite out of all proportion there is a leg and a foot to be seen on 
the ground between those of the horse. At last comes the king himself, 
not as the text relates, on horseback, but in a palanquin. This is not im¬ 
portant, the horse may just as well be an invention of K§emendra and 
not belong to any older tradition. The palanquin is of simple design, no 
more than a rectangular plank with sides, resting on the bamboo-poles. 
The king sits inside leaning against a cushion with a flower in his hand. 
Attendants, some armed with bow and arrows, surround the palanquin, 
those walking on the side of the spectator are made small and put away 
under the kings vehicle, so as not to prevent our view of his majesty. 

34. The king drinks the holy-water of pregnancy{?) 

It is very difficult to explain what this relief represents by K§emen- 
dra's text. This may not be of such importance in itself, for the poet may 
of course have modified the information from the source he made use of, 
and it is possible that what we see on the monument may be nearer the 
original, yet in this case the difference seems rather too much. The whole 
relief is taken up by forest scenery, trees, rocks with birds, deer, mon¬ 
keys etc. In the mi^t of all this some space is left open on the right and 
left for the actors, but we must leave it an open question if the right hand 
scene is simultaneous or previous to that on the left. On the right we see 
on an eminence of stone, beneath which birds are nestling, a very-plainly 
dressed person, adorned only with a flower on his forehead; he is talking 
to a brahman standing on the left with an umbrella over his head, who 
evidently gives some information. The plain-looking style of the person 
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sitting makes it seem unlikely that this is the king; this scene can then 
only be either something that is imknown to the text or a conversation 
between some of the hermits without any other intention than to depict 
the king’s present surroundings. In neither case is it much good to us, as in 
the first we cannot tell how it must be explained, and in the second it has 
no importance for the text and could merely illustrate the sculptor’s style 
of work. We will turn to the lefthand scene; here sits on the extreme left 
a man with a moustache: though the king does not wear this elsewhere 
and this person’s dress is not ceremonial and besides the hairdressing 
incorrect — brushed back smooth on both sides of the head and then 
hanging down in locks adorned with flowers — he looks far more worldly 
and elegant than the figure sitting on the right, discussed above. We 
might, with an effort, accept him as the king. A maiden approaches him 
from the right, her hair hanging in plaits being adorned with flowers, evi¬ 
dently a hermitage-maiden such as we are familiar with in works like the 
Qakuntala. In her hands she has a large waterjug with a spout that she 
appears to offer him. It is quite possible that this is the important jug of 
holy-water; though not at all in agreement with the tale that says he saw 
it standing and drank it all up before any one could prevent him. Here 
the water is brought to him. This deviation added to the different appea¬ 
rance of this figure to the king seen elsewhere, makes it impossible to say 
anything more about this scene than that it is not quite unlikely the 
king is here shewn drinking the holy-water, but if this is really depicted, 
the sculptor must have followed some other version of the tale than 
K§emendra in the BodhisattvavadanakalpalatS. We can now turn 
back to the clearer source of the Divyavadana. 

35. The birth of Prince Mdndhdtar 

In a pSndapa with a smooth unomemented roof, on the right of the 
relief, the royal family is seated, first the king, the queen next to him, 
both on cushions, with two female attendants on the floor, one holding 
a large box. Between the king and queen, and standing on her hip, 
is the small prince with some traces of the crescent-omement, usual for in¬ 
fants, behind his head but without the band crossed over the breast often 
seen with it. It is curious that king Upo§ada has a halo here and on the 
following relief, owing probably to the sculptor’s carelessness. It is quite 
another thing that MandhStar has one, later on, he is of course the 
Bodhisattva, On the right of the p^nd^pi there are some more female 
attendants sitting and standing. On the left seated, is a man in royal 
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dress conversing with the king. The text gives us no idea who this may 
be, so till some other version enlightens us, he may be considered as a 
visitor come to congratulate. Behind him is his suite with a umbrella- 
bearer and guard armed with a sword; in the background is a fruit-tree, 
a horse and groom and an elephant with saddle-cloth on. Notice these 
animals in connection with the description of No. 39. 

36. Prophecy concerning the new-horn son{?) 

Although the text says nothing about a prophecy or rewarding of the 
brahman prophets, I can agree with Foucher ^), that this and the follow¬ 
ing relief may be assigned to the prophecying-episode that so often 
brings an intermezzo into this kind of tale, and is so customary that the 
writer of the DivySvadana may not have thought necessary to mention 
it. Its appearance on the Barabudur allows us to think that this epi¬ 
sode was actually recorded in the original tale, for it is far more likely 
that the compiler of the DivySvadana might omit it as of slight impor¬ 
tance, than that the sculptor of the temple should have imagined it 
when not found in the text. At the same time I shall not disguise my 
opinion that possibly these two reliefs, in spite of all this, represent some¬ 
thing that does not occur in our text; and this becomes more probable 
when we see that No. 38 certainly does not coincide with the Divya- 
vadana story. 

The king, as already mentioned, has a halo, he sits with the queen on a 
bench in a pavilion, behind the queen kneel a couple of waiting-women. 
One of them now holds the prince; here too he is standing. His crescent 
can be seen here as well and in his hand he has some toy with a long 
handle, looking like a large rattle with a ribbon hanging from it. Next to 
the pavilion on the right some guards are seated, with sword, bow and 
arrows; on the left opposite the king is a beardless brahman on a stool. 
It is plain that he and the king are busy talking. Behind him the peacock- 
feather fan is fixed up and more to the left we see a damaged wom-off 
group of three armed men seated, with swords and shields, and behind 
them a horse, here too with a groom. 

37. Reward of the prophet {?) 

The scene is somewhat changed. On the right there is now a royal 
palace enclosed by a palissade, a solid building of two storeys, without 
windows or much omement except on the roof; the covered entrance is 

*) 1.L p. 20. 
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on the left. In front of this is the king with some attendants standing 
and kneeling, an umbrella-bearer, an armed gfuard and just behind the 
monarch a handmaiden holding a tiara, probably intended for a gift. 
The king himself holds in his right hand a vessel with a spout, usual at 
gift-givings, out of which sticks a lotus, while he is pouring water on the 
outstretched hand of a brahman who sits under a richly-decorated pent¬ 
house supported by columns. Quite on the left behind the brahman are 
some royal attendants and the peacockfeather fan is set up as in the last 
scene. The front one of these persons is not armed but the others all have 
swords or bow and arrows. Notice the enormous and well-filled quiver 
of the man sitting right at the back; this object is evidently of a size 
suitable for filling up the empty left-hand top comer. 

38. Visit of Qakra 

This scene at any rate is quite outside the course of the story as we 
know it from the Divyavadana. Foucher is inclined to think this the 
moment when the young prince takes leave of his father when setting 
out on a journey^), but this can not be accepted as the explanation, be¬ 
cause it is evident that the “leave-taking prince” is no other than 
Qakra, king of the gods. His appearance at this point of the story is a 
complete surprise, but the enlightenment may come to us from some 
other version of the Milndhatar tale. 

The king, of whom we cannot be sure if he is Upo§adha or already Man- 
dhttar, sits on a wide couch with a back, in a pSndapa; on this same seat 
is the queen and between them a rather-damaged tWrd figure, possibly a 
second woman or it might equally well be Mandhatar grown into a youth. 
Next to the throne some female attendants stand and kneel. Outside the 
p€ndapa we see the king's guard armed with sword and shield, and in the 
background the royal umbrella and an elephant with his mahout. On 
the left of the p6ndipa opposite the king a figure kneels on a bench, 
dressed in royal or godlike garments, and judging by the flowers in his 
hands, offering homage. His retinue are sitting on the ground behind 
him, first the umbrella-bearer and next the unmistakable figure of AirS- 
vata, with the elephant’s trunk in his headdress, elephant ears and the 
angku9a on his shoulder. This makes it certain that the kneeling visitor 
can be no other than Qakra*). The rest of the attendants are armed with 

») 1.1. p. 20. 
•) This remark is also made by Joclum in Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 55 (1913) p. 204. 
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sword and shield or bow and arrows, while in the backgrotmd a standard 
and a fruit tree are to be seen. 

39, MSndhStar honored as king{?) 

As regards this scene too, I cannot accept the explanation given by 
Foucher, without qualification. He first relates how according to the 
text the “seven jewels” appear and continues "therefore we here see a 
disk, a gem, a horse, an elephant, a woman, a general and a minister 
represented near the prince now become king” ^). I do not see anything 
of this. There is of course a large company of men and some women on 
the scene but I cannot find the three above-mentioned distinctly 
represented or placed together. In the left comer there is a horse and 
an elephant quite in the way of decoration; just the same as we have 
seen these animals on No. 35. And what there is no sign at all of, are the 
most typical of the seven jewels, the disk and the gem. This defeats the 
only argument for identifying this scene as the coronation of MAndhatar 
and it seems wiser, considering the last relief as well, to state that the 
correct meaning remains uncertain. 

A very large pavilion with a wing at each side and a centre-apartment 
with a roof resting on columns, takes up nearly the whole relief. Here 
sits the king, now wearing a halo, in a seat with a cushion at his back. 
He turns to a person kneeling before him in ceremonial robes, rather 
damaged, but who appears to be offering something. The other figmres on 
this scene seem to be all attendants and servants. On the right, behind 
the king, are one standing and some seated female attendants; the first 
has a fly-whisk, the last one holds an oblong parcel. Quite in the right 
comer, in the wing at the very edge of the relief, sits an armed guard. Be¬ 
hind the kneeling figure paying homage are seated a long row of per¬ 
sons, in the pavilion, the side-wing and outside up to the edge of the 
relief, many of them holding gifts of honor, dishes of flowers, a folded 
garment etc. The elephant behind with his mahout on his back and deco¬ 
rated with bells, and the horse have already been noticed; next to these 
we see an umbrella and a large burning torch that is sure to be of scented 
wood and not meant for giving light. This relief has suffered a good deal 
of wear and tear, but the meaning is clear on the whole: the offering 
of homage and gifts to a king, who is probably MSndhtltar because of 
the halo. 

Same p. 20. 
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40. MdndMtar with the herons and the rsi’s 

We are now again on the firm foundation of the DivySvadSna-text, 
the scene of the crael r§i's. This is as clear as possible. In the middle of 
the relief is a rocky plateau with a large tree and the unhappy herons 
walking about, unable to use their wings. The tree serves as partition 
between the two scenes here depicted, and is designed in such way 
that the herons belong to both and also figuratively connect the 
right and left episodes. On the right, the king inquires the cause of the 
birds’ strange behaviour. He has approached from the right with his 
retinue and stands in front of the person who is giving him information 
and kneels with the hands in sfimbah next to the rocky plateau. Behind 
the king stands the bearer of the folded tray, the umbrella-bearer kneels 
and the military escort are seated, all armed with sword and shield and 
one with bow and quiver as well. On the left hand scene we are shewn 
the rest of the episode and the departure of the r§i’s. On the extreme left 
are some trees; between these and the plateau a pair of r?i’s are flying 
away. They wear a loin-cloth and necklace and a frightful coiffure, a 
brushed up and twisted mass of hair. Their light luggage is slung over 
the left shoulder and looks like a bundle at one end and perhaps a jug 
at the other end of the cord; both objects are swinging behind in their 
rapid flight. The text does not mention that the rsi’s travel through the 
air to their new domicile, but it is of course the simplest means of loco¬ 
motion for such holy persons and allows the sculptor to make their 
departure unmistakeable. 

41. The shower of grain 

The miracle takes place on the left, while the king stands on the right 
with his retinue. The full ears are raining down from a mass of cloud, 
probably it is rice but it looks also somewhat like maize. The delighted 
laborers are gathering in their easy harvest; they are binding it up and in 
the backgroxmd some is already being carried away by the help of a car¬ 
rying-pole. In front of the king on the right and outside the shower of 
grain, three men are sitting, they are not helping with the harvest and 
are better-dressed than the farmers, one of them makes a sSmbah to 
the king; these are undoubtedly the councillors who answer the kings 
question and take part of the credit to themselves. On the right of the 
relief the royal suite are kneeling and standing, among them the usual 
bearers of the umbrella and folded bowl and the armed escort with 
sword and shield or bow and arrows. 
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42. The shower of garments 

The same as the last, the miracle is shewn on the left, the king and 
attendants on the right of the scene. But this time the monarch is placed 
seated on a cushion, and under an awning supported by columns, to the 
right of which are the usual attendants sitting or standing. Here too 
there are a couple of persons opposite who are not helping to collect the 
clothes. We see these falling from the clouds in profusion and the 
people capturing them in the most life-like attitudes; they seize them, 
clasp them or hang them over their arm; not satisfied with one apiece 
they try to get hold of as many as they can; one is busy tying some up 
into a bundle. 

43. The shower of gold 

In contrast to the two last miracles, we here have the shower on both 
sides of the king seated in the centre. The king sits on cusl^ions under 
a canopy supported by columns. On the left the two covmcillors again 
sit opposite him; on the right behind him sits the servant with the 
folded bowl; the others on the scene are women and they are collecting 
the gold. This quite agrees with the text that tells us the miracle was 
not out of doors and not intended for the public, but was performed in 
the king’s private apartments. It is not actually a shower of gold coins, 
but chains of jewels, gold rings and such like valuables. Except two royal 
waiting-women who stand with fly-whisks on the right of the throne, all 
the women present are busy collecting the falling treasures into dishes 
of all shapes and cloths spread out on purpose. 

44. Mdndhdtar sets out to conquer the world 

The sculptor has plainly emphasized two particulars of the text i. e. 
that the royed journey was made by air and that the king was preceded 
by the royal jewels. To shew the first he has not chosen to depict them all 
hovering in flight through the air, but gives the whole company in the 
attitude of walking with their feet only a few centimetres above the 
ground. This must have given a curious look to the nearly-wom-away 
umbrella-bearer who is either kneeling or sitting just off the ground. Only 
the first of the jewels that precede the procession have a flying attitude. 
In the left top comer we see first the disk on a lotus-cushion and the 
gem and below, partly overlapping each other, the elephant, horse 
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and woman, the last in the real attitude of flying. Then immediately 
following, a yak§a recognisable by his wild erect curling hair, undoub¬ 
tedly the kings herald S.nd adviser, Divaukasa. As this figure is armed 
with sword and shield, it might possibly do for the seventh “jewel”, the 
leader of the army. If not, we must consider that not all the jewels are 
depicted. This group ends with the umbrella-bearer who holds his 
umbrella over the yaksa. Then comes the king, whose head has an aureole, 
with a flower in his right hand; we have already noticed his umbrella- 
bearer. Some servants, then last the royal army; a few have bows and 
arrows but most of them swords and shields, 

45. The king asks what there is yet to be conquered 

The sculptor gives us only one of the many times the king asks Di¬ 
vaukasa what is left for him to conquer and the yak§a shews him another 
part of the world; of course the scenes would have been too much alike 
and besides the sculptor seems to have been restricted as regards this 
part of the story, for not one scene is given shewing the journey to the 
dwelling of the gods. A large hall of the palace takes up more than half 
the relief; the king, still wearing his halo, sits on a throne with a back, 
and turns to Divaukasa sitting on the floor on his lefthand. The latter 
is rather damaged, but plainly to be recognised as a yak§a by his wild 
curly mass of hair ; he has too the large round earrings worn by yak§a's. 
He wears a beard that he did not have on the last relief; this is only 
carelessness of the sculptor, such as we often meet with. It is as well to 
notice this, as an example for cases of dubious identification, so that we 
need not always be led astray by the different aspect of the same person 
on various reliefs. Behind the king a large number of women are kneel¬ 
ing in the hall, thus the king is evidently in the women's appartments. 
On the left of the scene, outside the building, are some courtiers, with 
empty hands and unarmed; in the background, an elephant and a horse. 

46. Mandhatar as Qdkra's eqtuU 

In the middle of the relief, on a throne with a canopy, we see the two 
figures in robes of ceremony, each with a halo, Qakra and M&idhStar. 
The head of one of them has been knocked off, but even if that had not 
happened, we could certainly never distinguish the god from the human 

‘) Faucher's remark (1.1. p. 21) »,le acolpteur a d’ailleurs dami6 au yak^a rordinaire aspect 
d*un mioietre brahmaaique'* must evidently be a mistake. 
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being, as the text tells us that there was no difference to be seen, only 
that ^akra’s eyes did not blink. Then on the right, where a few trees 
appear in the background, a number of other gods are sitting on a stone 
platform, making a sfimbah, and quite in the comer a few figures are 
placed lower, only one of whom is not damaged and shews us that they 
were more plainly-dressed and must be gods of lower rank or some sort of 
divine servants. To the left of the throne there are two more rows, one 
standing with dishes and flowers in their hands, and one sitting, many 
of them armed with sword and shield. As this is quite unusual in a hea¬ 
venly scene it is possible that the above-described are not dwellers of the 
heavens but the retinue of Mtndhttar who have accompanied him here. 
In that case the figure seated on the same side of the throne, the one who 
has lost his head, would be the human king and the sculptor has, after 
all, indicated which is Mandhatar. 

47. The batlle between the gods and asura’s 

This relief is terribly worn away so that we can only guess at many of 
the details. Two groups are fighting opposite each other, both occupy 
about half the space. The left one is on the defensive and partly in retreat, 
the right are attacking; undoubtedly the first are the asura’s, the other 
the gods. On both sides the composition is much the same, a kneeling 
or sitting row of combatants below, a second standing or hovering above 
it; behind, we find the leader whose rank is indicated by the umbrella 
held over him. We cannot see on what the chief of the asura’s is seated, 
sword in hand; the leader of the gods, of course MSndhatar, is on a sort of 
square board that appears to rest on nothing but the heads of the war¬ 
riors beneath it. The chariot mentioned in the text is not to be seen any¬ 
where, although according to the tale it was raised right above the enemy. 
Both parties fight chiefly with sword and shield; the attacking army 
have a good many archers among them in the top row. Just as in other 
battle scenes, what the sculptor has achieved does not seem very suc¬ 
cessful; although we allow for the damage the relief has suffered, the 
design remains rather poor and not very lifelike. 

48. Mdndhdtar claims to be the only victor 

As mentioned above (p. 242) there is some doubt whether the three 
last reliefs belong to the story of MSndhatar; therefore I only keep to 
the identification given by Foucher, of which he himself is not certain, 
because I have no better to offer. 

Barabu^ur 18 
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On no. 48 a king with a halo sits with a queen on a wide seat in a 
pavilion placed on the right; two female attendants crouch behind the 
queen, two more are standing outside the building on the right. On the 
left, opposite the king and conversing with him, sits a brahman with a 
beard and the usual appearance of such people; he is making a sSmbah 
towards the king. The rest of the space on the left, up to the edge of the 
relief, is planted with trees, under which, behind the brahman, sits a 
whole row of men in ordinary clothes, not actually servants (for they 
hold none of the objects always seen in the hands of servants) but more 
likely courtiers. The whole scene might be entitled: the king conversing 
with a brahman. According to the story of MandhStar the king ought to 
be demanding, whose is the victory and to hear the reply: "your maje¬ 
sty’s”. It is plainly to be seen that this relief might represent any other 
sort of discourse between any king and brahman. 

49. Qakra turns away from Mdndhatar{?) 

Here too, the king and queen sit in a pavilion on the right; this build¬ 
ing has a wing at each side. In the one on the right, that does not come 
entirely on to the relief, we see a small kneeling figure, its hands raised 
above the head in s6mbah, on which the queen’s gaze is fixed. In the 
wing on the left is a man richly-dressed, making a sSmbah while the king 
speaks to him. Behind this person but outside the pavilion we see again 
a row of important men sitting, surely no servants but perhaps the com¬ 
panions of those in front; as far as their appearance goes, they might 
quite well be gods. A tree and the royal insignia can be seen in the back¬ 
ground. On the extreme left is placed a god or king with a halo — the 
only halo there — standing with his back to the whole scene, evident¬ 
ly turning away from the king and the assembled company. This should 
be f akra, who after Mandhatar’s audacious last wish is leaving him 
and on the point of hurling him down to earth. Meanwhile the presence 
of the queen on this and the last relief, as well as the identity of the 
distinguished person to whom the king is speaking, remain unexplained. 
It seems very probable that no. 48 and 49 belong together and we might 
be inclined to take them for the beginning of a new tale. But then the 
story of Mandhatar would end with the battle between the gods and 
asura's and it is surely unlikely that the moral of this tale would be 
omitted. 
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50. Stupa of Mdndhatar{??) 

It will be better to mention this scene here, though as noticed above 
on p. 242, I am not able to agree with Foucher’s identification. This is 
entirely fotmded on the fact that a stupa is to be seen here ^), which in 
my opinion is not the case. Trees are spread over the whole scene, so this 
takes place out of doors. The actual scene is acted on the right within 
an enclosed space; a palissade runs along the lower edge of the relief 
from the right nearly up to the middle, where we can suppose it turns at 
right angles, though the rest is not visible because of the gateway that 
rises into the centre of the picture; it has a panel with pillars at the 
side turned towards the spectator, a roof supported by columns, sloping 
straight up, and a small storey with a ridged roof. On the right, inside the 
enclosed space, are seated a richly-dressed woman on a elevation, who 
makes a sfimbah and a man with a high tiara, certainly of high rank, who 
touches with his hand some object placed between them. It is an oblong 
affair, omemented at the top with a sort of flower and hanging ribbons, 
laid on an open dish that rests on a pedestal; it is certainly not a stupa 
any more than a vase or um, and looks rather like a large jewel, though of 
most unusual shape. What it really is I cannot teU. On the left outside 
the palissade several persons are seated, who evidently belong to the 
retinue either of the woman sitting inside or of both the chief persons. 
They are several women with dishes and a fly-whisk, the first of whom 
wears a kerchief on her shoulders, and behind her, quite to the left, are 
three guards with sword and shield. Notice just between the women and 
the soldiers the head of a fourth guard who holds his hand before 
his face. This curious attitude seems too much in the background to 
be of any importance to the story. 

51—55 not identified *). 

The story of the ^ibi-king 
(Sutralahkara no. 64 *) 

Qakra, king of the gods, was much grieved by the false doctrine com¬ 
municated to him by a heretic teacher, but Vi9vakarman told him there 

*) 1.1. p. 22: ole no. 20 nous montrerait ses fun6railles, et, comme il sied 4 un cakravartin, le 
d6p6t do SOS cendres dans un stdpa’'. 

•) Description in the Dutch edition, p. 249—251. 
*) According to Huber's translation of the Chinese version by Kum4raj!va, p. 330—341. 
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was no cause for his sadness, while there lived upon the earth a king of 
the Qibi's who was so virtuous that it was believed he would soon be¬ 
come a Buddha. Both the gods then decided to convince themselves if 
this king was really so firm in his faith and put him to the proof, ^akra 
took the shape of a falcon, Vi^vakarman that of a dove. The dove, pur¬ 
sued by the falcon, fled in fear to the ^ibi-king who, as the guardian of 
living creatures, took it under his protection. The falcon demanded that 
his prey should be given up to him, but the king refused and said his 
compassion should be given to all living creatures. If that is true, ans¬ 
wered the falcon, then you ought to give me the dove so that I need not 
die of hunger. The king thought over this and inquired if there was no 
other food as good, but the falcon could only feed on flesh and blood. 
Then the king thought of a way by offering his own flesh to the bird of 
prey, and the falcon agreed to accept an equal weight of the monarch's 
flesh. The scales were fetched and because a servant could not bring 
himself to cut off his master’s flesh when ordered to do so, the king cut a 
lump out of his thigh with his own hand. Everyone turned away their 
eyes; and the gods and demigods came rushing to the scene. Once more 
the falcon asked for the dove, but the king remained firm. The scales 
continued to weigh down on the side of the dove and the king added 
more lumps of flesh till at last he threw all his flesh on to the scales in 
the hope of obtaining the bodhi by this means. The earth trembled, the 
two gods resumed their own shape and praised the Bodhisattva. When 
^akra asked him if he had done his deed without regret, the king replied 
that as truly he had felt no regret, so truly his body might recover its 
former condition. Immediately all signs of mutilation disappeared and 
the king was himself again. After doing homage ^akra and Vi9vakarman 
took leave. 

56. The king, the dove and the falcon; the weighing of the flesh 

Here we have one of the few instances, where consecutive episodes 
appear on the same relief without any distinct separation; it looks ^ like 
one scene, especially as the king is only once depicted. The king sits on the 
extreme right in a seat with back, placed in a large niche; under the 
seat is a dish with wreaths on it. The dove is perched on the chairback. 
The king is making a gesture of refusal with his right hand, either to the 
falcon who asks for his prey or to the courtiers who beseech him to alter 
his intention. The bird of prey sits in a tree opposite the king; the retinue 
is seated beneath it with the umbrella and bow and arrows in the 
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background. Without any transition, a little to the left, we see the scales, 
a large rack to which the beam is tied, of a thicker sort than that seen 
in the specimens in the museum at Batavia. On the round flat scales, is 
the dove on the righthand side and some lumps, of course the royal flesh, 
on the left one. The presence of the dove for the second time and the 
flesh in the scales, shews that the weighing is taking place already, thus 
a later episode in the tale than the discussion between the king and the 
falcon, pictured on the right. We need not mention that the king is not 
represented in his mutilated condition. Under the scales and quite 
on the left, some more courtiers can be seen sitting as witnesses of the 
virtuous deed. 

In older Buddhist art this story, so popular according to the Chinese 
pilgrims, is specially represented at AmarSvati and found there in three 
reliefs (see Fergusson pi. 60,82 and 83). It can easily be recognised every¬ 
where by the scales in the kings palace, but in contrast to Barabudur the 
sculptors have not hesitated to picture the kings' sacrifice in a realistic 
manner; first on no. 60 where he is cutting flesh off his thigh with a long 
sword, then on no. 82 where we see it is a servant, not the king himself, 
who holds the sword. No. 83 is rather different, the king has his foot 
on the scales, while one of the attendants holds the dove in his hands. 
At Aja^ta we find in Cave I the dove on the kings knee as well as the 
monarch putting his foot on the scale. The old Chinese art also gives 
the ^ibi story; in the caves at Long-men *) there is a scene that repre¬ 
sents, on the right the king with one servant, on the left the scales, 
and above, the two birds. 

57. Homage to the Qibi-king 

The king, distinguished as Bodhisattva by the halo round his head, sits 
in robes of ceremony on a richly-decorated throne with a back in the 
middle of the relief, the right leg resting on a footstool, the (knocked off) 
right hand raised in the gesture of teaching. On both sides there is a row 
of standing and one of seated listeners, all men and all in the dress of 
princes, gods and persons of rank. Some carry flowers or bowls of flowers, 
others make a s6mbah; the whole evidently represents paying homage. 
The presence of ^akra is not indicated. 

*) Foucher, Lettre Joum. Asiat. 11:17 (1921) p. 211, with reference toGiriffiths, 
Paintings pi. 9. 

’) ChavaimeSi Mission fig. 1737 and p. 556. Comp. p. 306. 
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The story of the Dharma-seeker 
(Avadana^ataka No. 38; I p. 213—^222) 

When the virtuous prince Subha§itagave§in ascended the throne after 
his father’s death, his chief desire was to acquire the true faith. He there¬ 
fore ordered his ministers to seek out a man who could teach him the 
Law and they offered a great reward through the whole of India. But 
no one appeared. Then ^akra, king of the gods, decided to test the 
integrity of the king’s desire. He assumed the form of a yak|a, appeared 
before the king and delivered a first gatha. The king asked for more and 
the yak§a replied he would only continue on condition that the king 
would do what he required of him. This was that for seven days and 
seven nights he should keep a fire burning and at the end of that time 
should throw himself into it; then the yaksa would continue his lectures. 
The king agreed to this and preparations were made. On the day fixed 
all kinds of earthly and heavenly beings assembled to witness the deed; 
the yak§a rose into the air and encouraged the king to fulfil his promise. 
After crowning his son as his successor and taking leave of those belong¬ 
ing to him, the king sprang into the fire, which at the same moment 
turned into a lotus-pool. Whereupon Qakra resumed his own form and 
uttered another gatha that the king caused to be written down and 
distributed through the whole of his kingdom. 

58. The king offers a reward 

On the right the king sits on the cushions of his throne under a 
canopy supported by columns; he wears a halo and has a woman 
beside him, imder the seat are a couple of dishes. The rest of the relief 
up to the edge on the left, is occupied by strange-looking men, who all 
wear a flat headdress with a round brim, only one with a somewhat 
higher crown; they have earrings rolled up flat and most of them pointed 
beards, drooping moustache and a visible row of teeth. All except three 
are seated; the one nearest the king has both hands on the ground in 
front of him. The first of the three standing ones turns towards the king 
with a jug (partly disappeared) in his hand while the two others are 
bringing a heavy shut-up box. This box we imagine contains the valua¬ 
ble reward offered by the king for a teacher of the true doctrine. On the 
background are the royal insignia and a tree. 

59. The king and the yaksa by the eUtar of fire 

The altar is seen flaming on a square pedestal in the middle of the 
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relief. On the left, with some trees in the background, sits the yak§a, 
his left leg in the sling; he has the usual appearance of these beings, wild 
eyes and heavy eyebrows, thick beard and moustache, a great mass of 
erect curling hair and round earrings. Behind him are two men of the same 
sort as we have seen on the last relief, with flat headdress, moustache 
and beard and rolled-up flat earrings. Their presence seems to connect 
this relief with the last one. The king stands on the other side of the altar 
with a halo as Bodhisattva and royal robes; he has a lotus in his left 
hand, that as noticed already on p. 244 might be accepted as an indi¬ 
cation of the miracle of the lotus-pool, not represented, but nevertheless 
important to the tale. A round object with a little circle in the middle 
can be seen under his left arm; perhaps this is a lotus leaf (unfinished), 
if not I am unable to account for it. The royal retinue is seated more to 
the right with umbrella and featherfan fixed up in the background. 

60. Homage offered by Qakra 

The Bodhisattva with his halo sits in the middle of the scene on a 
large throne of honor with a nicheshaped back, he is very much dam¬ 
aged. On the right on a lower seat is the king of the gods, also very 
much worn-away, he too has a halo and an umbrella over him as well. 
He turns to the king with a flower in his left hand. Two servants are 
sitting behind him, the first with a bowl, the second with an incense- 
stand and fan; both have lost their head-dress, but the first shews traces 
of the large elephant ears that would identify him as Airavata and thus 
his master as Qakra, though they are not very distinct. On the left are 
seated more of those who pay homage, with trees behind them; they 
have a diadem-shaped headdress, the front one holds an incense-burner 
and fan, the next a large lotus-bud, the third a whole bouquet lifted up 
in his hands. It seems to me these are not earthly courtiers but more like 
a group of heavenly beings; they may be the witnesses of the deed, men¬ 
tioned in the text or perhaps the version followed by the sculptors trans¬ 
ported the demonstration of homage to the heavens. The entire absence 
of an earthly kings' retinue makes this look probable. 

The story of Sambula(?) 
(Jataka no. 519) 

Prince Sotthisena, when he came of age, was appointed viceroy by 

*) As there is a great difference between this text and the reliefs, I give only a very slight 
review of the j&taka. 
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his father the king; his chief spouse was named Sambula and she was 
exceedingly beautiful. After some time signs of leprosy appeared on the 
prince; then the disease increased and in despair he determined to leave 
the court and retire into solitude. Sambula could not be persuaded to 
leave her husband; the faithful spouse accompanied the unhappy prince 
and they settled in the wilderness together in a well-watered district in 
the forest, where she ministered lovingly to his wants. One day when 
she had just been bathing, a yaksa caught sight of her and became 
enamoured of her, but the virtuous wife resisted his persuasions and his 
violence. Her virtue made the throne of Qakra hot, the king of the gods 
hastened to the earth, stood with the vaj rain his hand over the yak§a and 
ordered him off. When she returned, her spouse was suspicious about 
her long absence and refused to believe her tale, till she convinced him 
by declaring that as surely it was true, so surely she would be able to 
cure his disease. With these words she sprinkled him with water and 
behold, his terrible sickness disappeared. They returned with joy to the 
court where the king entertained them royally and withdrawing himself 
from the throne he crowned his son in his place. The young king soon 
began to neglect his wife until his father, who was aware how this grieved 
her, recalled his son to his duty. 

61. The prince and princess at court 

This meaningless relief might represent any royal pair in their sur¬ 
roundings just as well as Sotthisena and Sambulel. They are seated to¬ 
gether on a wide couch, each leaning against a separate back, in a pavilion 
just in the middle of the scene; the prince (very much damaged) lays his 
hand on his wife’s knee. Next to the pavilion are the attendants on both 
sides, among them two with swords. The right hand group sits under a 
tree; on the left, next to the pavilion, is a waiting-woman with a fly- 
whisk, next to her a bearded man with a rosette on his forehead, not 
enough left of him to see if he is a brahman; the others present are ordi¬ 
nary courtiers. On the left in the background, besides a pair of birds 
flpng, can be seen an elephant, an umbrella and a leaf fan. 

62. The stay in the wilderness; the rescue by Qakra 

Most of the relief on the right is taken up by the wilderness. The royal 
pair are sitting next to each other on the bank of a river flowing through 
the foregroimd, there are plenty of fish and a decoration of trees with 
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conventional rocks. A couple of deer on the left, a pair of tigers in a den on 
the right, indicate the forest scenery. The royal persons still wear royal 
robes, not very suitable for camping in the forest, but easy for the specta¬ 
tor to see that the chief actors are a prince and princess. 

The scene on the left is not as easily identified. The rock and forest 
decoration is here too, with deer and other creatures in the trees. Qakra 
stands in the middle with a halo and holding up in the right hand his 
emblem, the double vajra. In addition, there is his faithful companion 
AirSvata in the left corner with elephant ears and headdress adorned 
with elephant trunk. On the right is a well-dressed man making a 
respectful sfimbah to the king of the gods; we had better look upon 
this figure as the prince. The episode of the yak§a does not appear at all; 
if this representation is really principally the same as the story in the 
Sambula-jataka, then the version followed by the sculptor has ascribed 
the curing of the leprosy to ^akra himself instead of to Sambula’s decla¬ 
ration of truth. This is of course not impossible but all evidence is want¬ 
ing. When we notice the very important differences between text and 
reliefs even in a tale like the Mandh5,travadana, discussed above, in which 
the chief points have been established with absolute certainty and where 
a version of the story was available according to the Northern Church, 
then a difference like the case in question where we have only a PSli- 
jataka, need not discourage us very much. I do not mean to say that 
the deviation is unimportant and the identification is clear; but until 
the contrary is proved from some new text, I think we may accept the 
partial recognition here offered. 

63. Conversation between king and prince 

In a large p6nd4pA the two ro5ral persons are seated opposite to each 
other; the one on the left has a woman sitting beside him; the other is 
alone and it might be difficult to make out which is which, if the sculptor 
had not given the one sitting alone a halo: so that must be the prince, as 
Bodhisattva. It is quite natural that the father is placed on his right 
hand. The rest of the company on the relief are evidently secondary figu¬ 
res, in the righthand comer sit two servants, behind ^them rises the 
roof of a building that indicates the further palace and left we see the 
seated retinue of the king in ordinary court-dress, with a round¬ 
shaped standard and the umbrella behind them. The difficulty is to dis¬ 
cover which conversation between father and son is meant, that is, in 
case the story in our text has been followed. It may be the reception on 
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the return from the wilderness of the warning given at the end of the 
story. In the first case it seems impossible that SambulS. could be left 
out. On the other case it seems out of place to represent the old king, who 
has become an ascetic, in royal robes with a queen beside him. Here too 
the sculptor's version deviates; jjerhaps he had reason for not put¬ 
ting SambulS. into the picture as on the last relief too she plays a 
smaller part than the text we have relates; or is it more likely that the 
whole episode of the neglect and the repentance comes in before the king 
abdicates ? Finally we must not forget the possibility Foucher suggests 
that this might belong to some prologue to the RudrSyaijavadSna. 

The story of Rudrayapa 
(Divyavadana No. 37, pag. 544—581) ®) 

During the time that the Buddha dwelt in Rajagrha, and in that city 
king BimbisSra ruled with justice, in the far-distant city of Romka 
reigned king Rudraya^a, whose mle was no less beneficent. Now there 
came merchants from Rajagrha with their goods to Romka; the king 
was eager to hear news of the land where they came from and the mer¬ 
chants had many good things to tell about their country and their king. 
This caused Rudrayana to long for intercourse with BimbisSra, so he 
gave them a letter and a chest of jewels for their king. The merchants 
soon returned with a letter from BimbisSra and a chest filled with rich 
garments. It was now RudrSyaDa’s turn to send a gift and he dispatched 
his famous cuirass which not only had miraculous powers but was ome- 
mented with priceless jewels. Embarrassed by the magnificence of this 
present, BimbisSra sought counsel of Buddha who advised him to get his 
(Buddha’s) likeness painted on to a cloth. At first the painters could 
not succeed in this, but at last the Buddha himself threw his shadow on 
the cloth and caused it to be outlined in color, the space left being 
filled in with suitable words and verses. Then BimbisSra wrote a letter 
telling RudrSya^a that he was now sending him the most precious thing 
the world contc^jned, which he must receive with due honor. And so it 
was done; RudrSyaipia escorted the treasure with troops along decorated 
roads into the city. When the cloth was unrolled, some merchants who 
happened to he present, shouted “HailBuddha!” The king at once made 
inquiries as to who or what Buddha might be, and was told his story. 

*) See above p. 244. 
») A table of contents by Huber can be found in Bull, Ec. fran9. d'Extr. Or. 6 (1906) p. 

12—17. Compare Lulius van Goor, De buddhistiache non (1915), p. 236 and 241. 
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He pondered over the writing on the picture then and meditated further 
on these principles, finally attaining the rank of srota-Apanna. He now 
desired greatly to obtain the presence of a bhik^u and dispatched ano¬ 
ther letter to Bimbis3.ra whereupon, selected by the Buddha himself, 
the venerable MahakStySyana appeared and was received with respect. 
His preaching made numbers of converts among the population. Chief 
among these were two heads of families, T4ya and Pu§ya, who attained 
the grade of arhat and whose remains after death were honored and 
preserved in two stupa’s. 

The king’s approval of Mahak5ty3.yana’s preaching roused also in 
the women’s apartment a longing to hear the doctrine; the bhik|u how¬ 
ever declared he was not allowed to enter therein and advised that a 
bhik§u^i should be sent for from Rajagrha. Then a nun named ^aila was 
sent, whose words made a deep impression, especially on queen Candra- 
prabha. When she received warning of her approaching death (on the 
occasion of a dance), she asked and obtained her husband’s consent to 
her becoming a nun, in hope of reaching the arhat-ship and reincarnation 
as godess. This came about and according to her promise she appeared to 
the king as godess and urged him to follow her example which would 
make their reunion in heaven possible. The king followed her advice, he 
resigned the kingdom to his son ^ikhandin, whom he counseled to govern 
justly and act on the advice of the wise ministers Him and Bhim; he 
then retired to RAjagrha where he was ordained monk by the Buddha 
himself. When the venerable Rudraya^a was begging in the streets of 
Rajagrha, an impressive meeting took place between him and Bimbisara 
who could not understand the renouncement of his former colleague and 
tried with various inducements to persuade him to return to the plea¬ 
sures of life; but RudrAyacia remained firm. 

Meanwhile things had been going wrong in Romka. King ^ikha^din 
had started to mle unjustly and oppress his subjects and when the two 
ministers had wearied him with their repeated warnings he dismissed 
them and took bad coimcillors in their place. Merchants related all this 
to RudiHya^a, who thought it his duty to return to Roruka and set his 
son again in the right path. His plan became known to the two evil 
ministers, who, fearing their downfall, wished by all means to prevent 
RudrAyaDa's return. They made the king believe that his father intended 
to take the government again into his own hands and persuaded him to 
consent to the old king being put to death. The murderers encountered 
Rudr&3ra9a on his way; before being killed, he gained permission to with¬ 
draw himself and seated beneath a tree he attained the grade of arhat. 
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Pronouncing with his last words that his son was doomed to hell for the 
murder of his father and of an arhat, he willingly allowed himself to be put 
to death, ^ikhandin realized too late the crime he had committed, when 
the ministers brought the murderers to him. In his despair he began by 
recalling Him and Bhim and so the evil councillors endeavoured to con¬ 
vince him that his remorse was misplaced. The queen-mother undertook 
to assist them by telling her son that RudrSyaija was not his father, and 
then to shew him that the arhat-ship was worthless, they made a hole 
under the stupa’s of Ti§ya and Pusya, put two young cats to live in it 
and trained them to appear at a certain sign, take a bit of meat and then 
perform the pradaksiua of the stupa and return to their hole. The two 
ministers requested the king to go with them to the stupa’s and repeated 
the adjuration; as sure as ye, Ti|ya and Puiya, have always deceived 
people and are now changed into cats dwelling in your own stupa, I 
adjure ye to fetch this bit of meat, to walk the pradaksinS round the 
stupa’s and then return to your hole. The cats performed what had been 
taught them and the king was quite convinced that the arhat-ship was 
an imposture. He continued his evil ways, deprived the monks and nuns 
of their nourishment so that they deserted the city, and at last meeting 
once outside the city Mahakatyayana who endeavoured to avoid him 
by going another way, on the evil advice of his ministers he caused all 
his followers to throw handfuls of sand on to the monk, until he was 
buried under a sandheap. Fortunately Him and Bhim soon arrived and 
with the help of some cowherds rescued MahSkatyayana. The holy man 
then prophesied the end of the evil king and his city; for six days it 
would rain precious things, but on the seventh a storm of sand would 
annihilate the whole city. The two ministers must get ready a ship and 
on the sixth day load it up with the showers of jewels and then sail away. 
This advice was followed and they, with their treasures, became the 
founders of new cities Himka and Bhimkaccha. 

Not until the rain of sand began to fall, did MahSkStySlyana leave the 
city doomed to min and he was acccompanied by ^ySmSka, the son of 
Him, and the godess of Romka, who had asked to follow them. They flew 
through the air and came to Khara. Here the godess was obliged to 
remain, because one of the citizens in order to secure her beneficent pre¬ 
sence for his town, made her promise to take care of his stick and key 
till he returned and then made away with himself so that she could not 
go away. The saint left behind as a remembrance his bowH) for which a 
stupa was erected and a festival founded. Then he continued his flight 

*) According to Huber’s reading kaip^iki. See Bull. Ec. fran^. d’Extr. Or. 14 (1914) p. 16. 
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with ^yamSka and came to a land where the young man was offered the 
title of king because they were in need of a good monarch and noticed 
the miracle, that when he sat under a tree the shadow of the tree never 
left him. So Mahtkatyayana came alone to Vokkaija. Here he presented 
his staff to his former mother and a stupa was also built over this object. 
Finally after giving at the Sindhu his shoes to the godess of the North to 
be honored in a stupa, he arrived at ^ravasti, where he related what had 
happened to the interested bhik§u’s. 

64. RuArayana asks the merchants about Rdjagrha and Bimbisdra 

The first seven scenes are taken up with the introductory events, the 
exchange of presents between the two kings. It is often rather difficult, 
by the way it is depicted, to make out whether the receiving or the dis¬ 
patch of a gift takes place, for instance on No. 68 the chest of garments 
being sent away or arriving. Foucher thinks it is impossible to distin¬ 
guish a regular change from one court to the other. It seems to me on the 
contrary quite discernible, only we must take into consideration that a 
more elaborate version of the tale has evidently been followed than the 
one known to us from the Divyavadana. Two points make this evident. 
According to our text Rudrayaija’s first present was a letter with a box 
of jewels. On the Barabudur however we see the letter on No. 65 and the 
jewelbox not until No. 67; so we might gather from this that two diffe¬ 
rent consignments were meant. This looks the more probable when we 
see the intervening No. 66 with its richly spread table. I cannot agree 
with Foucher that this may be a farewell or reception banquet for the 
amateur ambassadors; it seems evident that the feast is spread for the 
king himself. The importance of the richly-spread table is accounted for 
only when, as in the adjacent reliefs, the presenting of a gift is intended 
and the one king offers the other a feast of his national dishes. If this 
is correct then the alternation of the two courts appears; first Rudra- 
ya^ia interviews the merchants (64) and sends a letter that Bimbislra 
receives (65), Then we have always the receiving of the gifts; the banquet 
by RudrSyapa (66), the jewelbox by BimbisSra (67), the garments by the 
first (68), the cuirass by the second (69) and finally the arrival of the 
Buddha’s portrait at Romka (70). 

No. 64 gives as follows. In a handsomely decorated pavilion with 

1.1. p. 24 note. The same savant remarks in his Lettre p. 221 on the resemblance between 
the introductoty scenes of this tale on Barabudur and a representation at Aja^t^. 
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makara-heads on the top of the columns, king RudrSyana sits with his 
queen on a couch ornemented on the back with makara-heads; he is con¬ 
versing with three men seated on the floor to the left, the first of whom 
is repl5dng to him with hands in s6mbah; these are of course the mer¬ 
chants giving the desired information about their king and country. On 
the right next to the pavilion are a few of the kings retinue. On the left 
is a larger group; three men standing with garments and a bowl of valua¬ 
bles in their hands, which they are evidently offering to the kneeling and 
standing persons in front of them; they have already received many 
kinds of objects and some of them hold out their hands for the rest. This 
group resembles the ordinary representations of charity. As these 
persons do not look poverty-stricken but very well-dressed, we might 
think the sculptor intended to give us a picture of bujdng and selling 
to make it clear that here are merchants doing business. Nevertheless 
the kneeling attitude of most of them is more suitable for the receiving 
of gifts, so that taking all together we may conclude this is what the 
scene represents. 

65. Bimbisara receives the letter 

The king with two women is seated in a small pavilion, on the right of 
it is just room for a couple of attendants. On the left next to the pavilion 
is a large group of men, in which we can recognise the ambassador-mer¬ 
chants as well as the courtiers. In the background is a tree and the ordi¬ 
nary royal insignia, besides a standard with a winged shell. One of the 
men sitting in front has unrolled a large oblong letter, the contents of 
which are being or have just been read to the king. Of course by itself 
this might just as well represent king Rudraya^ia getting the letter 
written and handed to the merchants to take with them, but taken with 
the whole series I prefer to explain it as above. 

66. A banquet is offered to Rudrdyana 

A spacious pgndapa occupies most of this scene. A table and a seat are 
placed within. The table takes up a very important place, it is loaded 
with viands; a large ball of rice surrounded by a number of dishes of ac¬ 
companying foods, sambalans and sayurans and among them the small 
fish still to this day so much liked, are to be seen. The king and queen on 
the couch are in my opinion, as remarked on the last page, the persons 
for whom the feast has been arranged; if this were not the case then we 
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ought to see raoreof the guests. A couple of waiting-women with fly-whisks 
stand on the right of the pSndapa. On the left are two men with other 
dishes, one kneeling and one standing; the latter has a plate in each 
hand and the first holds a dish on what looks like a square tray; as the 
sculptor could not put this in to advantage quite flat, he has let it slope so as 
to be seen plainly, but the dish is sure to fall off. The rather irregular shape 
of this tray makes us wonder if it may be intended for something else, per¬ 
haps a letter, but the unnatural way in which the dish hangs above it 
remains incomprehensible. Behind these figures, above whom a pair of 
birds are flying, some men are sitting on the left under a tree, they 
may belong to the merchant-ambassadors or to the king’s retinue; the 
last one behind is armed with a sword. 

67. Bimhisdra receives the box of jewels 

The king of Rajagrhais sitting with his spouse, who holds some flowers 
in her hand, on the right of the relief on a couch under a canopy that 
rests on pillars. A closed box is under the seat. Next, on the left, in a 
group are some members of the king's household, behind whom the 
umbrella and the peacock-feather fan are set up. The first of the courtiers 
raises his hands in s6mbah but holds up something to the king at the 
same time, something now quite indistinct. The last of the group turns 
round and holds up both hands to receive the box of jewels offered to 
him by a kneeling man more to the left. This man wears a beard and 
with the three just behind him differs from the other figures on the relief 
by not wearing their hair in the usual high style, as they have only a wreath 
on their smooth hair, brushed back and twisted together in a knot. As 
the same style of hairdressing is found on No. 69 on the men who there 
come to present the cuirass, it may be this has been done to distinguish 
the men of RS.jagrha from those of Roruka, and if onlyithadbeendonecon- 
sistently it would have saved much trouble in explaining the reliefs. 
Three of these four men are armed, one has a short sword, the second the 
usual long straight sword and shield, the third a curved sword. Quite to 
the left behind this group some persons are sitting in ordinary dress, 
they probably belong to the king’s suite. In the background are a few 
trees. 

68. Rudrdyana receives the chest of garments 

This scene more or less ressembles the last; we see here too, from right 
to left: the king, some persons seated who turn towards him, those who 
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present the gift, and then attendants. The king sits with the queen in a 
pavilion; he leans his head on his right hand that holds some 

flowers, and is sunk in thought, evidently cogitating over the gift to be 
sent in return. On the left, next to the pavilion, three men are sitting, 
two of whom make a sfimbah; they might just as well be Rudriyana’s 
courtiers as members of the merchants’ party. In the background we see 
the royal umbrella and a cakra-standard. Just behind those seated men 
are two standing, the front one is holding up a box with both hands: this 
will be the gift from Bimbisara. The second holds in one hand a small 
spherical object, such as we noticed in the last relief in the hands of one 
of the persons who are presenting the gift. The space between these two 
standing figures is occupied by a row of seated men, with trees in the 
background; some of them are armed with swords, the attendants maybe 
of the ambassadors or of the king himself. 

69. Bimbisara receives the cuirass 

Here again the king sits on the right with the queen on a couch with 
a back, under a canopy supported by pillars; a waiting woman with a 
fly-whisk stands next to him and another with a bowl in her hand sits be¬ 
hind the queen. On the left we see again a group of courtiers behind 
whom the umbrella and peacockfeather-fan are fixed up; the same as on 
No. 67, the front one makes a s6mbah; his hands however have been 
knocked off so that we cannot see if he held something in them as he does 
on that relief. Not the very last, but the last but one it is here, who turns 
round with outstretched hands to receive the gift. On the left under some 
trees sit the bringers of the present; here they are not accompanied by 
a group of followers or courtiers. They all wear moustaches and the 
curious wreath on their heads already mentioned on No. 67. The front 
one is just about to hand over the cuirass. This object has remained 
uninjured; its shape is not that of armour or coat of mail, but like a 
jacket without sleeves, with opening for head and arms, and worked up 
into thickness along the edge, probably as a way to indicate its jewelled 
ornamentation, not easy to represent in stone. As we here see it in the 
arms and hands of the person who presents it, it is far too small for any 
figure on the relief, but these sculptors everywhere do as they like with 
the proportions. 

70. The portrait of the Buddha is received in state at Roruka 

BimbisS.ra’s last and most precious gift is escorted into Roruka with 
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full honors. The text relates that the roads were decorated and that king 
RudrSyaija himself with a military escort of the four weapons brought 
the gift into the city; but the sculptor gives us none of these details. All 
sign of decoration on the road is wanting, there is no indication of the 
road at all; nothing but the procession is given and in that neither the 
king nor the military escort is to be seen. As the procession reaches across 
the whole relief, we can only imagine that the monarch and his soldiers 
belong to another part of the train that either preceds or follows this. 
What we see is, turning to the left, first three standardbearers and then 
a number of the king’s household attendants, three of whom carry res¬ 
pectively a pole with a round cushionlike top, a large padma on a long 
stick and an umbrella. The place where the umbrella is carried might 
make us think the man with the lotus is the king, but this figure too 
much resembles the others in dress and is not conspicuous enough in the 
procession. The train ends with two conch-shell trumpeters. Then comes 
an elephant wearing a large bell; in the howdah on its back sits a man 
with the wreath on his hair, noticed before, holding in both hands a large 
oblong rolled-up parcel, of course the cloth on which the image of the 
Buddha is painted. To give this figure its required importance, the ele¬ 
phant is made quite small; in proportion to the figures on foot it is 
about the size of a calf. Behind the elephant comes another escort of 
men with empty hands, most likely courtiers. None of the company 
bear arms. 

71. Rudrdyana makes inquiries about the Buddha 

To the extreme right on a large couch the king is seated with two wo¬ 
men, underneath is a wrapped-up oblong parcel and a flower; the usual 
canopy supported by columns is over their heads. The rest of the relief 
on the left is taken up by a number of seated men, among whom at any 
rate, we can suppose the merchants giving information and perhaps part 
of the king’s retinue. Two of the foremost by their gestures, are the 
spokesmen. The king listens, thoughtfully staring in front of him. In the 
background on the left are a pair of birds in flight, a tree and the royal 
umbrella. 

72. Mahdkdtyayana preaches at the court 

In a hall of the palace with side elevations, right and left, sit the two 
chief persons, the monk and the king.The latteris onathrone withmakara- 

Barabu^ur 19 
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carved back and an attendant sits behind the throne with a bowl. The 
monk is on the left in the place of honor at the king’s right hand, while 
his seat indicates the reverence paid him, for it is higher than that of the 
monarch and has a curious niche-shaped cover resting on columns. Mah5- 
katySyana’s right hand is stretched out in the attitude of preaching; 
the gesture of the left seems to me suited to argument, although possibly 
Foucher may be right in thinking it one of refusal, in answer to the 
request for him to preach in the women's apartment. Two of the royal 
attendants are sitting in the right wing of the building; the rest of the 
seekers after salvation, the courtiers, are in the left wing and outside the 
hall, in the open air to judge by the trees. The royal umbrella is also here 
set up. The king himself, it seems by his attitude, is pondering over what 
he hears; as to the rest of the audience, some shew their interest in the 
sermon by making a sSmbah, others hold up a hand and others again 
have flowers; all listen with great attention. 

73. ^aild preaches in the zenana 

Here it is a nun who preaches. She is seated in a kneeling attitude on a 
low couch with a back, in a large palace hall with side-wings, a couple of 
waiting-women behind her. Separated from her by a vase of lotus-flow¬ 
ers with a spout, the audience is sitting on the ground; it consists of the 
king, holding an utpala in his hand and some four of his wives, like the 
nun, kneeling. An armed guard surrounds the palace, represented by one 
figure in the side-wing on the right and several others sitting quite out¬ 
side the building on the left. Opposite these last stands a waiting-woman 
in the left wing, possibly, as Foucher *) suggests, she is giving orders to 
the guard not to let any one enter while the sermon is going on. For the 
rest, it does not seem to matter much if any one was let in to the side 
wing, where on the other side of the hall the military escort apparently 
is permitted. It is also quite possible that no order is being given but the 
attendant is merely leaning with her lifted hand against the doorpost 
while, for some reason or other, she is just stepping outside. Notice that 
the bhik^unl, the same as on the relief following, wears the tip of 
her garment over the left shoulder of her otherwise quite-clothed body, 
while the monk when he appears, sits in the usual way with bare right 
shoulder. 

>) L. 1. pag. 26. 
•) Ibidem. 
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74. Queen Candraprabha is ordained nun 

The hall, in which the ceremony takes place, reaches across the whole 
relief so that no figures appear outside of it. The wings are not shewn in 
section but in elevation against the large centre-hall on both sides. A 
peacock is perched on each of them. On the right inside the hall, is a 
wide bench with a back and the usual vases under it; on this two nuns 
are seated, the front one of course is ^aila and the second, as Foucher^) 
very correctly perceived, serves as the needful quorum for the solemn 
ceremony. A couple of attendants, one with a lotus in her hand, sit far 
on the right behind the bench. In front of the women to the left are 
placed a dish of lotuses and a stand, with a bouquet on it between two 
incense-burners, and on the other side of this kneels a third woman with 
folded hands, shorn head and dress without any omement; this of course 
is the new bhiksu^ii, the ex-queen Candraprabha. Several attendants 
fashionably-dressed are standing behind her and fill up the rest of the 
hall; the front one makes a s6mbah, at the same time holding a large 
lotus 2), the second holds a folded garment in both hands, it may be the 
royal raiment just laid aside by the queen or, what seems more likely, the 
nun’s dress she is about to assume. The royal figure has suffered a good 
deal of damage, but it really looks as if the ex-queen does not yet wear 
the same dress as the two nuns seated on the bench. 

75. The godess Candraprabha appears to her former husband 

In the text we read that the apparition of the queen as godess took 
place while king Rudrayana was lying alone on the upper terrace of his 
palace. The meeting happens quite otherwise on the monument in a 
closed pavilion and, to judge by the trees outside, on the ground-floor. 
The king sits on the right on a bench with a back, the usual vases under¬ 
neath it; the godess stands in front of him on the left and by her gesture 
seems to be telling him how he may attain the same beatific condition. 
Candraprabha wears no heJo but is splendidly dressed, though there is 
nothing to shew whether she appears as queen or godess, if the text did 
not enlighten us. Outside the building we see the royal attendants; three 

•) L. 1. pag. 27. 
*) Lulius van Goor, 1.1. p. 238, thinks it is an almsbowl in the hand of this attendant, but 

it is not at all the same kind we see elsewhere. This author also suggests that the woman 
furthest behind holds the lid of the bowl; I can only see a basin with a lid, so often carried 
by the attendants. 
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men on the right, the rest on the left. Among the latter, behind whom the 
royal insignia are fixed up, are some arlhed ones, as shewn by the swords 
above them; some are carrying vases. There is nothing to account for 
the figure of a yak§a sitting away on the left, he is unmistakable with his 
rough mass of cvurly hair and large round earrings. The text says nothing 
about him and if he had some special part in another version of the tale, 
he would surely not be pushed away into a comer. I believe the presence 
of this figure is due merely to the sculptor’s fancy and has no more im¬ 
portance to the tale than the gatekeepers in yaksa-shape we found in the 
court-scenes of the Buddha-story. They are a proof of how misleading 
such figures on a relief are, when we have no text as guide; just such 
unusual persons as this yak§a may be seized upon as starting-point in 
the search for a corresponding text and probably with results as dis- 
asterous as would here be the case, if we set out to discover the text of 
this tale with the yak§a as guide. 

76. Rudrdyana announces his intention of abdicating 

In a spacious pendipa, against the same kind of back, the king and 
the crownprince ^ikhapdin are sitting with the so often seen folded bowl, 
placed in a vase between them. They are having a lively conversation, as 
the text alone can tell us. On both sides of the pSndapa that takes up the 
middle of the scene, the attendants are seated, nearly all of them armed. 
The two persons without weapons sitting on the right we must not recog¬ 
nise as the ministers Him and Bhim, though they are mentioned in the 
text as taking part in the ceremony; these figures are sitting too far 
away to be such important persons, for ministers would never have been 
put at the back of the king's bodyguard. On the left we see men with 
swords and one with bow and arrows; on the right, some with sword and 
shield, quiver and a large shut-up case. Trees appear behind both 
groups; on the right is the royal umbrella as well as a leaf-fan and an 
elephant without saddle or trappings. 

77. Rudrdyana the monk and king Bimhisdra 

Here too, the sculptor has taken some liberties with the mise-en-scfene. 
We read in the Divylvadana that when the monk Rudraya^a was 
begging in the streets of Rajagrha, king BimbisSra heard of it and 
went to him; therefore the famous conversation took place in the 
street. The relief evidently removes this meeting to the palace. Both 
figures are seated in a p€ndapa, the monk in the place of honor on 
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the righthand of the king; he sits on a cushion with a back, whereas the 
monarch is humbly sitting on 4he floor. They are in eager discourse, 
the monk seems to have his right hand (now knocked off), raised in the 
gesture of refusal suitable to the result of their conversation. The king’s 
retinue surrounds the pfindapa, three on the left, among them the one 
with the folded bowl; on the right, first two standing with flowers in 
their hand, the rest sitting. There is a bearded brahman and a couple of 
men armed with bow and arrows and sword and shield. In the background 
the umbrella and some trees. Away on the right there is a horse and ein 
elephant with his mahout on his back. 

78. Rudrayana hears of his son's misconduct; Qikharidin gives the order 
for his father’s murder 

A tree divides the relief into two unequal parts. The smallest, on the 
right, shews the conversation between Rudrayana and the merchants 
who tell him of his son’s misgovernment and to whom the old king 
announces his intention of taking the matter in hand. The monk is sit¬ 
ting on a pedestal between two trees, his right hand lifted in surprise and 
disapproval, his waterjug is beside him. At his feet sit three merchants, 
the front one as spokesman making a sgmbah, the two others holding 
flowers. 

On the other side of the dividing tree Qikhaijdin is devising his evil 
plans. The king is seated in an chair with back, leaning easily on his right 
hand under a canopy supported by columns. The men with whom he takes 
counsel sit in front of him to the right, where an umbrella is set up. Both 
the foremost ones are unarmed and no doubt represent the two bad 
ministers, the others have swords and shields. But this is not all. Quite 
on the left is a separate pavilion and in its niche-shaped opening appears 
the figure of a woman of high rank seated with flowers in her hand; this 
lady, Foucher recognises as the queen-mother. On the right a man 
kneels before her holding up his hands. This attitude is too humble for 
the king interesting his mother in the plans for his father’s murder, so 
that this lefthand bit of the relief might be a separate incident consecutive 
to the one in the centre. It is however quite comprehensible that even 
though the text does not mention her at this moment, the sculptor has 
thought fit to introduce this figure as a sort of prologue to the important 
part she plays later on in the drama. If this is the case, we see the queen- 

*) L.l. page29. 
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mother with an attendant sitting in a separate part of the palace, while 
in another part her son is being persuaded to consent to his father’s 
murder. 

79. Qikhandin is informed of the murder; his conversation with the 
queen-mother 

Here too the relief is divided in two and more distinctly than in the 
last scene; the left part is now taken up by a space enclosed in a palissade, 
and the gateway giving entrance to it together with the adjacent tree, 
forms the partition between the two scenes. On the right the king is 
receiving the news that his orders have been carried out. He is seated on 
a large throne with a back richly-omemented by makara-heads, under the 
seat is the closed box wound round with bands, that is also present in the 
last scene and need not be mentioned every time. A servant with a 
plaited basket sits behind the monarch on the right. On the left, where 
the royal umbrella is fixed up, sit the four persons with whom the king is 
talking; the two front ones with their grand headdress are certainly the 
wicked ministers, the first one making a sembah is the spokesman. The 
third has a gigantic sword in his hand, he must be one of the murderers 
from whom the king hears his father’s last words. 

The result of this appears on the lefthand scene, where the now-remor¬ 
seful king converses with his mother, who tells him that the murdered 
man was not really his father. The place as already mentioned, is sur¬ 
rounded by a palissade. Inside this, on the extreme left, is the pavilion 
where the queen sits in the niche-shaped opening comforting her son. 
The king sits with one companion, not a servant but one of the ministers, 
between the pavilion and the gateway on the right, in an humble atti¬ 
tude, his hands in sfimbah. His rank is indicated by the umbrella and 
the two fly-fans fixed up behind him. A pair of birds are flying in the 
air. This representation of the scene differs from that of the text, where 
we are told that the queen visited her son, while on the contrary here 
the king is visiting his mother. 

80. The performance of the trained cats at the stupa’s 

Under a large penthouse supported by pillars we see the stupa’s on 
the left; they are round, with a band of garlands round the middle, each 
standing on a separate lotuscushion but placed together on the same 
pedestal. In the pedestal two cats are sitting; this is not what the text 
relates, each cat in its own hole under its own stupa. Both the monu- 
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merits are crowned with an umbrella pinnacle, while right and left an¬ 
other umbrella is set up and flowers are falling from the sky; this latter 
miracle is misplaced and would surely have roused some doubts in 
the king’s mind. Next to the pedestal of the stupa’s on the left, two men 
are seated, on the right, one; this one makes a s6mbah and the two first 
are pointing with their hands to the monuments; these are surely the 
two wicked ministers again. The royal spectators are seated to the right 
on a wide seat under a canopy. The queen has the place of honor, on the 
king’s right hand; she sits higher and has a back while the king is sitting 
on the bench itself without a back. Notice his headdress, so well-preser¬ 
ved and finely-executed. Under a tree on the extreme right sit a few 
attendants, among them an armed guard; on the left next to the queen 
are her waiting-women, two kneeling, one of whom holds the folded 
bowl, and one standing with the fly-fan. 

81. The king returns after his vengeance on MahdkMydyana; the monk 
foretells the destruction of the city 

Like on many others of this series, we here find two episodes on one re¬ 
lief. The first scene shews the king entering the city and although there is 
nothing to indicate what the occasion may be, we need not doubt it is the 
return after his vengeance on the saint, described in the text. It was too 
difficult for the sculptor to depict the actual deed, the monk being buried 
under the sand, therefore we are shewn the return of the king, comprehen¬ 
sible enough to those familiar with the course of the story. The city is 
indicated by a building on the right, a temple or a palace with pillared 
niches, comer-towers and a tri9ula on the roof-top; some birds are flying 
above it. As the double-door and the staircase face the spectator and the 
royal procession is not turning in that direction, it is evident that no palace 
is intended, but only the buildings of the city in general. Pushed away 
into the righthand comer is a man in fine clothes who may have been put 
in only to decorate the space, but might be considered as belonging to the 
head of the king’s train that is partly hidden behind the building. At any 
rate the king with his retinue approaches on the left of the house; he is 
seated in a palanquin and this fact has caused the most extraordinary 
lack of proportion between the various servants and attendants. The 
king himself with the attendants behind the palanquin are of normal 
size; the bearers, in order to place the monarch becomingly on the relief, 
are about two heads shorter and the third class of servants, who walk at 
the side of the train, are fitted in as dwarfs just below the seat of the 
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king. The vehicle is a plain square of boards on which the king leans 
against a cushion and makara-back. Peacockfeather-fan, umbrella and 
fly-fan are carried beside him. 

The second scene is quite out-of-doors as we see by the trees; those most 
to the right serve as partition. On the left, on a low bench with a dish 
under it, MahakStySyana is seated on a cushion, recovered from the 
sand-heap and uttering his prophecy to his rescuers sitting on the 
right; the front one makes a s^mbah and the last one wears a sword. 
There are three of them; two of course should be Him and Bhim, so 
we might consider the third as one of the helpful cowherds. None of 
the three however are dressed for this humble occupation, it looks more 
likely that they belong together, one being possibly the son of Him 
who plays a part in the tale later on; so the cowherds have been for¬ 
gotten. It is quite plain that the monk is speaking and the others 
listening to him. 

82. The shower of precious stones 

Along the whole length of the topedge of the relief is a border of clouds 
with overturned pots in front of it. Out of these the precious stones are 
raining down and as the miracles of the other days are not separately 
depicted, the sculptor has here given rein to his fancy with necklaces, 
gold rings and coins in a shower of riches. A temple or palace, seen on the 
right, indicates the city doomed to destmction. Next to that sits the 
king with a woman on a pendapa-seat with a wide back, watching 
the miraculous shower, a servant with the folded bowl is opposite. Under 
the seat are the usual vases etc. On the lefthand remainder of the relief 
the delighted populace are gathering up the treasure, all poorly-dressed, 
undoubtedly lower class. We see one standing and one sitting row, every 
one busy with a dish or cloth or their hands collecting the valuables 
or carrying them away. Below on the left is a boat being loaded up 
with the treasures. The text makes us expect the ship in which Him 
and Bhim will presently set sail, but the sculptor has thought other¬ 
wise. There is no sign of water, the vessel is high and dry among the 
jewel-collectors, it is nothing better than a sloop, certainly not fit for 
a successful escape and then so overloaded with treasure that no place 
is left for the crew. Nor has any attempt been made to distinguish Him 
and Bhim by their costume as prominent men. In fact the sculptor has 
merely put in a boat to be loaded with treasure and neglected all the 
other circumstances. 
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83. The erection of the stupa at Khara 

The sacred edifice rises in the centre of the relief; it is under a wide pent¬ 
house supported by columns, with a bell hanging on each side of it. The 
stupa is of the usual round shape with a band of garlands round the 
middle, it rests on a lotuscushion and that on a pedestal with projec¬ 
tions at the four comers. A pinnacle with an umbrella crowns the monu¬ 
ment ; want of space has obliged the umbrella to be placed in front of the 
penthouse instead of underneath. Flowers are falling from the sky; two 
columns of incense-smoke rise on each side of the pedestal. On the right 
stands a bearded man representing the citizens of Khara, with a pointed 
headdress but otherwise plainly-dressed; a vase of lotuses is seen on the 
ground in front of him and he bears in his hands a dish of flowers. Other 
citizens are kneeling and sitting behind him, the front one making a sem- 
bah, the others carrying bowls and a dish of flowers. Four standards are 
fixed up in the background by way of decoration; two with a shell and 
two with a clasp-omement at the top. On the other side of the stupa as 
pendant to the old man, is a female figure with an incense burner and 
fan in her hand; this is of course the guardian-godess of Romka who was 
presented with the sacred relic for which the stupa was built. Her atten¬ 
dants are kneeling behind her with an offering of a flower and a dish. 
On the extreme left is the music representing the yearly festival^), a 
couple of men who are beating oblong drams with sticks and one who 
plays the cymbals. The fourth lifts up a small dram that is only partly 
visible. Neither Mahakatyayana nor his companion ^yamaka are present, 
for according to the tale the monk gives his bowl as a farewell gift, and 
after that follows the erection of the stupa. 

84. Qydmdka is offered a kingdom 

This rather damaged relief would hardly be intelligible without the 
text. The events here depicted take place near a city, as we see by the 
building on the right; it is of simple construction, one storey on a foimda- 
tion with rosette omement, large double-doors between panels of square 
wall-paper pattern and a smooth sloping roof with top decoration. On 
the left of it stands ^ytmaka with an attendant; the monk is not present, 
for the miracle of the motionless shadow and the offer of the kingdom 
took place in his absence. ^yamSka stretches his hand down to the people 

This was noticed by Huber LI. pa^. 16. 
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who kneel before him making their offer. The trees in the background 
shew that the scene is out-of-doors; the tree, under which^ySmSka was 
seated, is not specified. The deputation that kneels before the chosen 
king is headed by someone holding up a very indistinct object in both 
hands, to judge by the shape probably a dish with flowers. Behind these 
people stand a couple of bearded men leaning on sticks, with rolled-up 
loincloth and hair twisted in a knot, probably brahmans. Quite on the 
left another barely-clothed man with no headdress is going away, he 
leans on a stick and carries another stick over his right shoulder with a 
bundle on it. There are several things we cannot very well account for on 
this relief, like the figure on the left and the now here mentioned attend¬ 
ant of Qyamaka, so that it is only on the authority of the text that this 
scene can be entitled the offering of a kingdom. 

85. Erection of the stupa at Vokkdna 

Here again if the sculptor has followed the text, and this is the stupa 
for the monk’s staff, we can at once discover a mistake; it was a woman 
to whom Mahakatyayana left his staff and there is no woman to be seen 
on the relief. The scene naturally resembles that of No. 83. Here too the 
stupa is in the middle of the relief and the monument is round with a 
centre-band of garlands; it is crowned by a pinnacle with an umbrella 
and stands with a lotus cushion on a pedestal with projections, from 
which on each side rises incense-smoke from a lotus omement. A brah¬ 
man, as chief-worshipper, stands on the right with a flower in his hands 
in the gesture of sembah, while next and behind him three men are kneel¬ 
ing, one with an incenssory and fan, another with a bowl of wreaths 
and flowers; finally quite to the right some more men stand with a 
flowering branch and a dish of flowers, against a background of waving 
banners; on this side too is a decorative tree with an umbrella above it 
and garlands and bells hanging on it. On the left in front kneels a man 
in royal robes with a pot of incense in his left hand and a lotus with a 
long stalk in his right. Behind him sit and stand his servants and attend¬ 
ants with all the customary emblems of honor and sacrifice for the 
occasion, in the shape of flowers, dishes and a jug, in their hands. The 
oblong object in the hand of the front sitting one is not to be recognised. 
Among those who stand is one whose headdress looks like that of a nSga; 

») Compaxing the curious dress worn by Mah&kSltyayana on No. 87 with this, we might 
think perhaps that it is the monk going away. But this figure has too little of the bhikfu 
about him. 
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the presence of such a being would seem strange when the text makes no 
mention thereof, but on the other hand, homage paid to a stupa by a 
naga is in itself nothing unusual. The headdress is not distinct enough to 
authorise a positive statement. 

86. Hifu lands at Hiruka 

As may be seen in the contents of the tale given above, the text relates 
the further history of the two ministers before that of Mahakatyayana and 
immediately after their flight from the city; the sculptor seems to have 
had a different sequence of events in his text, or for some other reason 
has altered their order. We must not accept this scene as one whole; the 
voyage is on the right and the landing of the passengers on the left of the 
relief. The ship is not anchored near the coast while the passengers go on 
shore; quite otherwise, the vessel is depicted at full speed as can be seen 
by the sails and the water at the bow. It is not on the point of foundering 
on the coast at the left, but is in the open sea with fish in the water 
and clouds in the sky: the scene of the landing is another quite separate 
episode. We can form some idea of the vessels used at that time, by 
this and the one on No. 88; notice the broad stem and the way 
in which the sails are hoisted, the appearance of the hull and how the 
ship is given more stability by the side-wings still common in the Archi¬ 
pelago with smaller vessels. 

On the left we see the emigrants on land again. Standing and kneeling 
they turn with outstretched hands to the family, man, woman and child, 
who are ready to receive them into their dwelling on the extreme left of 
the wooded landscape. The man has a dish with something in it, the 
woman an indistinct square object in her hand, both evidently intended 
for gifts. The house is remarkable; we can see a portion of it on the left, and 
it gives a better idea of the ordinary dwellings of the time than the richly- 
decorated palaces on other reliefs. It stands on piles, so there is room 
under the floor for some of the servants. The construction is plainly to 
be seen, with the beams and cross-beams; there is a window in the long 
side while the short sides project upwards and outwards, just as the 
houses are now still built, for instance in the Padang Highlands. A 
ridged roof projecting at the sides covers the structure. On top of the 
roof can be seen (as well as a pair of birds) a pot, next to which hangs a 
small ladder; these pots are stiU in use in various parts of the Archipelago 
(Celebes for instance) as an ordinary roof-omement. The text says nothing 
about this reception; it would be interesting to know if the sculptor intro- 
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duced it himself or if he had a more elaborate account of Hiru's adven¬ 
tures at his disposal. 

87. Mahdkdtydyana returns to Qrdvasti 

This relief as well gives the impression of not quite agreeing with the 
text. There we read that bhiksu’s came to the monk and inquired about 
his adventures, while here the only bhiksu is the chief person himself. 
A large building stands on the left of the scene, it has a double-door, 
niches on both sides and a wide roof decorated with small stupa’s on 
which some birds are perched. It is enclosed by a palissade that runs 
first along the lower edge of the relief and then bends round upwards, 
where a small gateway is inserted that has the same smooth ridged roof 
so often seen on the rice-sheds; a pair of peacocks are sitting on it. The 
monk has come inside the palissade which must be the city walls ^), he 
holds a water-jug in his left hand hanging down; what he has in the right 
hand is very indistinct, but looks like a lotus-bud. Just below this hand 
we see the head of a person standing much lower down with his back to 
him, turning round his head to the monk and evidently speaking or 
shewing him something. Mahakatyayana’s dress, if he is meant, differs 
noticeably from that of the ordinary bhiksu’s: he has a girdle tied round 
his loins with the ends hanging to his knee, and over his left shoulder a 
cloth that hangs down in front and behind, quite another thing than the 
tip of the monk's garment we have so often seen depicted. Outside the 
palissade on the right of the relief a number of people in fashionable 
dress are approaching with flowers, bowls of flowers and a fly-fan; 
these may be the citizens of ^ravasti coming to greet the returning 
monk. It looks rather as if one man is the most important of the group 
and the rest attendants; this rouses the question whether the whole 
picture may not be intended to represent something else, unknown to 
our text. 

88. Bhiru lands at Bhirukaccha 

Naturally this relief a good deal resembles No. 86. It is divided in the 
same way into sea and landscape, and the ship is very much the same. 
This vessel does not seem to be sailing at such speed as the other one and 
is not quite so well-finished. Its build is however the same; the crew are 
of a larger size, so there are fewer of them. 

>) Foucher l.L p, 33. 
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The scene on land however is quite different to that of Mini's arrival 
and again makes it look as if there might be some reason for this differ¬ 
ence; the scene depicted has too many characterictics to be consider¬ 
ed only the representation of "landing”. Under some trees on the right 
several men are sitting, surely sailors from the ship, in front of a bearded 
person seated comfortably in a small pSndapa or couch under a canopy 
on a dais, apparently speaking to them; he wears his hair with a band 
round it, twisted high with hanging locks. He looks as if he lived there 
and is conversing with the persons just landed. The front one of the 
group who, like the one most behind, has a beard, holds a sort of bottle 
with a stopper that he either is presenting or has most likely just receiv¬ 
ed. Our text, as we know, gives no information about this. 

At the end of these Rudraya^a scenes I will call attention to the 
representation of this same tale in the newer Tibetan art; not of course 
that this of itself might jdeld efficient material for comparison, but be¬ 
cause of the fact that apparently almost the same version of the avadana 
has been followed. It is most instructive to see how the Tibetan artist 
has made nearly the same kind of selection from the material for his 
scenes as the sculptors of the Barabudur and wherein their choice differs. 
We find consecutively depicted : the presentation of the cuirass; jewel¬ 
ers come to value it; the portrait of the Buddha being made; the por¬ 
trait arrives at Romka; it is received with honor by Rudrayana; the 
preaching of Katyayana; Candraprabha’s dance; the preaching in the 
zenana (by Katyayana himself, not ^aila); Candraprabha visits her 
spouse as a godess; Rudrayana becomes a monk; he goes to Romka; his 
last meditation; his death; his head is brought to ^ikhandin (these 
artists did not shrink from horrors!); Katyayana rescued from the 
sandheap; the flight of the ministers; Katyayana's journey with his 
companions through the air; the stay at Khara; erection of the bowl- 
stupa; ^ySmaka hanging to his master’s garment; Qyamaka and the 
miracle of the shadow; Vokka^a, Katyayana's mother and the staff- 
stupa; the sandal-stupa. 

The story of Bhallatiya 
(jataka No. 504) 

The king of Benares wished to go hunting; he departed from the city 

' Hackin 1.1. p. 43—51 and pi. XI. 
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with his dogs and went towards the Himalaya, first along the Ganges 
and then following a tributary of that river. When he had climbed to a 
great height, he observed on the bank of the river, that was full of fish 
and tortoises, shaded by trees bearing blossom and fruit, and frequented 
by birds, bees and many kinds of deer, a pairofkinnara's who embraced 
and kissed one another and then fell to weeping and wailing. Curious to dis¬ 
cover the cause of their grief, the king left his dogs behind, laid down his 
bow and other weapons beside a tree, and walking quietly along the 
ground, he inquired of the kinnara's the reason of their tears. The male 
kinnara was silent, but his companion answered the king. It had happen¬ 
ed once that they had been separated for one night; while she was gather¬ 
ing flowers, a sudden rise of the river had separated her from her beloved 
who on the opposite bank was prevented from rejoining her. Not 
till the following morning did the water sink down and were they able to 
embrace one-another again. They still grieved for that one lost night in 
their life of a thousand years, although it had happened 697 years ago; 
for the separation of loving hearts, however short, seems to last for ages. 
Moved by this story, the king lost interest in his hunting and returned 
to the city, where he related the adventure to his courtiers. 

89. The king overhears the kinnara’s 

The scene is a wooded landscape with rocks high and low, the whole 
relief being filled in with trees. Below on the left flows the river in which, 
just as the text tells us, fishes and tortoises are swimming, there are 
birds in the trees and a deer lying on the rocky edge of the river to the 
left. It is all in accordance with the text; but it does not follow that the 
version of the Northern Church represented here, coincided with the 
Pali-jataka known to us, for even without that the sculptor would natur¬ 
ally depict a scene on a mountain side with a river in this way. The pair 
of kinnara’s stand to the left on the other side of the river, an actual 
embrace or expression of woe is not to be detected, but they are holding 
each others right hand and looking at one another and in the left hand 
respectively they have a monochord cithern and a flower. They have not 
the human shape of the kinnara’s in the Sudhanakum^IvadSna, but 
the shape usually given elsewhere to these creatmres, a human body 
on bird legs, behind which the wings spread out. In this tale wings are 
rather out of place, for by using these they could have flown across the 
river into each others arms on that fateful night. Separated from the 
pairby the foliage of a tree just to the right, the king stands listening, his 
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right hand before his breast, his face turned towards the spectator and so 
with his right ear listening to the loving pair. The royal retinue, not 
mentioned in the text, is sitting on the ground on the right; it consists of 
three rather damaged figures; the one most to the right has in his hand 
what seems to be an arrow. The dogs are nowhere to be seen, as weapon 
of the chase the king seems to have held a bow in his hand, of which not 
much remains. 

90. The king conversing with the kinnara’s 

The mise-en-scene is very much the same, though some variety is in¬ 
troduced in the arrangement of rocks and trees and animals. The rocks 
on the left across the river, rise to the top of the relief and serve as back¬ 
ground to the kinnara’s; there are more birds fluttering all about, and as 
well as the couching deer away on the left, there are two more grazing on 
the right near the royal attendants in company with some fat-tailed qua¬ 
druped. The kinnara-couple stand on the same spot, now no longer hold¬ 
ing each other by the hand, and only the kinnari has a flower, an utpala, 
in her left hand. Both turn towards the king who is sitting on the right, 
his hands in sSmbah, listening attentively to their words. Contrary to the 
text that relates how the man was silent and the woman answered the 
king’s questions, we here see the man in the front and there is nothing to 
shew that it is only the woman who tells the tale. The attendants are 
put away into the corner on the right, separated from their lord by a 
wide space of wooded ground and the king, as was to be expected, is 
having a private interview with the kinnara’s. Two of these servants are 
armed with sword and shield, while the front one is taking care of the 
bow which the king was holding on the last relief. 

With this conversation of king and kinnara’s we must compare the 
corresponding scene at the stupa of Bharhut, pi. 27 ; 12 of Cunningham; 
that is if Warren is correct in ascribing this scene to the same jataka ^). 
In any case identification as the Candakinnara-jataka is here as mistaken 
as on Barabudur, as we have seen above. There is not much to compare 
in it: the medalion at Bharhut gives no details and shews only the king 
on a throne in conversation with a kinnara couple. So we find here 
nothing of any importance to Barabudur; on the contrary the picture 
on the Javanese monument, where the quiet conversation in the wil¬ 
derness leaves no doubt of the identification, should help towards the 
recognition of this tale at Bharhut, though there is no forest, the manner 

') Warren, Two bas-reliefs of the stQpa of Bharhut (1890) p. 8—14. 
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of conversation with no sign of force such as the Candakinnara-jStaka 
suggests, will probably turn the scale i). If we put more emphasis on the 
entire absence of forest scenery and the fact that the king is seated on a 
throne, then as suggested by Hultzsch *), the Bharhut representation 
should be ascribed to the Takkariya-jataka and will have no connection 
with Barabudur. 

91. The king relates the story to his courtiers{?) 

By way of completion I must suggest the possibility that a third relief 
belongs to this story. No. 91 might surely serve as closing scene, where 
the king relates what he has heard and seen to his court. At the same 
time it would do just as well for any conversation with a monarch, and 
as we have no knowledge of the tale that follows, it is not possible to 
judge if this belongs as opening scene to it. A reason for not attaching 
this relief to the story of the kinnara’s is of course its position, it being 
separated by a doorway from the kinnara-tale. 

92—105 not identified ®). 

The story of M a i t r a k a n y a k a 
(Avadana9ataka No. 36; I p. 193—205) 

In the city of Benares lived a merchant and leader of a caravan, whose 
wife was about to give birth to a child; his friends advised him, in case a 
son should be bom, to give him a girl’s name. *) 

It so happened; the son received the name of Maitrakanyaka and grew 
up without mishap. While he was still young, his father died on a voyage. 
When Maitrakanyaka was a man, he asked his mother what trade his 
father had followed, intending to take up the same work. But his mother, 
fearing that her son too might travel across the sea, told him that his 
father had been a shopkeeper. Then Maitrakanyaka set up a shop and 
earned four karsapa^a’s the first day; this money he gave to his mother 
to be spent in charity. Then some one told him that his father had been a 
dealer in perfumes, inunediately the young man closed his shop, started 

‘) See Foucher 1.1. pag. 35, where more references axe given. Foncher himself agrees with 
Warren. 

•) Hultzsch insists Joum. Roy. As. Soc. 1912 p. 407 on his former (Ind. Ant. 21, p. 22S) 
identification. 

•) Described in the Dutch edition p. 272—^276. 
*) According to another version, this was suggested because till then all Jons born to him 

had died at their birth. 
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as perfume-dealer, and earned directly eight kar^pa^a's, which he dis¬ 
posed of in the same way. Then again he was told that his father had 
been a goldsmith, so he at once started that trade; the first day he earned 
sixteen kariapa^ia’s and the second thirty-two; both sums he gave to his 
mother for charity. His success made other merchants jealous of him 
and in order to get rid of a tiresome rival, they told him that he followed 
a trade unsuited to him, for his father had been a great merchant and 
caravan-leader. Maitrakanyaka then asked his mother if this was true, 
which she could not deny, but begged him to stay with her. This he 
refused and gave out that he was about to fit up a caravan for a trading- 
voyage overseas. Five hundred merchants accompanied him. Again his 
mother besought him not to depart and threw herself in despair at his 
feet, but her son, furious at her opposition, kicked her on the head and 
departed. 

Arrived at the harbor the caravan went on board but the voyage turn¬ 
ed out unfortunate. A sea-monster upset the vessel, Maitrakanyaka saved 
himself on a raft and was washed ashore. He went inland and reached a 
city called Rama^aka, where four beautiful apsaras met him at the 
gate and bade him welcome. In their company he lived a life of pleasure 
for several years, but at last the longing to travel drove him further 
South. There he came to the city of SadAmatta, where eight apsaras 
welcomed him in the same manner. After some pleasant years passed 
among these, he departed and came to Nandana, where there were six¬ 
teen apsaras and these too he forsook in the same way and came still 
farther South to the palace Brahmottara, where thirty-two ladies received 
him. But here again the longing to depart laid hold of him and he left 
this pleasure-city and came at last to Ayomaya. No sooner had he enter¬ 
ed this city than the gates closed behind him. When he came into the 
middle of the place, he saw a man of lofty stature, who carried a revolv¬ 
ing iron wheel on his head; this wheel, all in flames, tore open his head 
and the unhappy man was forced to feed himself with the blood and 
matter that dripped off. Maitrakanyaka inquired who he was and receiv¬ 
ed the answer: “A man who has ill-treated his mother.” Then Maitra¬ 
kanyaka remembered his evil behaviour to his own mother. And a voice 
was heard saying: "Those who are bound, are free and those who are free 
are now bound”; immediately the wheel sprang off the man’s head and 
fastened itself on to the head of Maitrakanyaka, who began to feel the 
most horrible pains. He asked how long the torture would last and 
was told sixty thousand and sixty himdred years; then again he 
£^ed if another would come to undergo the same torment and the 

Barabtt^ur 20 
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man replied: "One who has committed the same sin as yourself/' 
Though he was overcome by the pain, yet Maitrakanyaka did not lose 

his compassion for htinmn kind. He said: "I am willing to wear this wheel 
for ever on my head for the sake of my fellow-creatures; may there never 
come another who has committed such sin." No sooner had he uttered 
these words than the wheel was lifted from his head and remained 
floating in the air. And at the same moment the Bodhisattva Maitra¬ 
kanyaka died and was bom again into the heaven of the Tu§ita- 
gods. 

106. Maitrakanyaka gives his mother the money he has earned 

The dutiful son and his mother are sitting together in a p6nd4pa; she 
is on the right on a raised seat with a back, her hand stretched out to 
receive the bag of money that is laid between two flowers on a tray in 
front of her. To the left of this, Maitrakanyaka sits on the floor offering 
his earnings with a respectful sfimbah. Next to the bench on which the 
mother is seated, there are four pots with some balls sticking out of 
them; perhaps these indicate Maitrakanyaka’s business and belong to 
his shop or else they are filled with perfume. On the right behind the 
merchants widow her servants are standing and sitting, some with dishes, 
others with flowers in their hand. Behind her son, on the left under some 
trees, is a group of men, some very much damaged; the front one holds 
a small round object in his hand, one of the others a large oblong some¬ 
thing, neither of them recognisable; two of the men look like brahmans 
and have beards and their hair in a knot on the top of their heads; one 
of these last makes a sSmbah. It might be that these, because of the s6m- 
bah, are the people who are about to receive alms, but their dress does 
not look suitable for beggars and they have a lot of things in their hands 
already, before the distribution begins. Perhaps they are customers of 
the shop or friends of Maitrakanyaka or merely spectators. In the left- 
hand comer is a small building, probably to shew us we are in the town; 
it is an ordinary little temple with steps up to the entrance that is decora¬ 
ted with kalamakara-omement, and has a roof with a story to it on a 
rich comice with antefixes. 

107. Maitrakanyaka as goldsmith', his departure 

The two scenes given on this relief are divided by a large building of 
two storeys, the one with staircase and entrance, the second with a niche, 
both decorated with ksiamakara-omement. The roof is finisdied off with 
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a row of pots. On the right of this building we see Maitrakanyaka as gold¬ 
smith in a shop with a wide double roof. Under the roof some clothes 
hang over a rail. The goldsmith himself sits on the right on a cushion 
negociating with a woman sitting opposite; his right hand is raised and 
she is weighing something with a small pair of scales that she has in her 
hand, evidently some omement. Between them on the ground is a tied- 
up bundle of small bars, perhaps gold( ?), and a large moneybag that surely 
contains the thirty-two kar^Spa^ia’s. The woman is very indistinct, just 
as the one sitting behind her, and as the man with a beard standing 
more to the left, his hair twisted up; possibly he is a brahman and he 
leans on a stick. These persons are probably not of much importance, 
where the whole scene represents the goldsmith doing business. 

The scene on the left shews Maitrakanyaka ready to depart, he stands 
out- of -doors among some trees with another man similarly dressed but 
very much damaged, who of course represents the company of merchants. 
On the right is a woman prostrate at Maitrakanyaka's feet, she is kneel¬ 
ing with her left hand on the ground and the right touching his leg. This 
is no doubt the mother imploring her son not to set out; we can see plain¬ 
ly the one plait of hair, the ekave^i, shewing her to be a widow; the 
same can be seen too on the last relief but not as clearly. The son holds 
his right hand above her head, and if we were not better informed, this 
might be taken for a beneficient gesture; but the text shews us it is an 
angry dismissal that will be followed by the fatal kick, not of course to 
be depicted. 

108. The voyage and arrival at Ramanaka 

This relief is also divided. On the right sails the ship that carries the cara¬ 
van ; it is of the same build as those on No. 86 and 88 in the Rudrayai?5- 
vadana, noticeable only for the flags and pennons that decorate its stem 
and stern and the mast. The crew here too are hard at work but the ves¬ 
sel is too much damaged for us to see what they are doing; the man lying 
on his back on the sidewing looks very queer. There is no sign of the 
coming shipwreck or the sea-monster that is to cause it; the vessel 
seems all right, there are fish and other creatures in the sea but no sort of 
makara in sight. To the left of the ship is a small boat in front of the 
stem and going in the same direction, its sails are spread and it has a 
crew of several men. Some are looking at the big vessel, but it is not clear 
what is going on. It is not likely that the big ship is being boarded by the 
small one considering their position, but we might think that the small 
boat will be run down or that it is a sloop belonging to the larger vessel. 
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in which the passengers are saving themselves or perhaps only about to 
land. There may be some explanation to be found in the Pali-tradition 
of the Catudvara-jStaka (no. 439) in which it is not a shipwreck that 
causes the hero of the tale to land among the nymphs, but during a calm 
he is pointed out as the cause of the delay, and is thrown overboard, 
after which he comes to land among the apsaras ^). Perhaps the strange 
figure on the side-wing is Maitrakanyaka, or perhaps he does not get 
thrown overboard but is put on land by a sloop. The latter seems most 
probable. However it may be, text and monument agree in so far that 
Maitrakanyaka is alone for the rest of the tale, cut off from his com¬ 
panions, shipwrecked, marooned or whatever it is. 

The partition is made by a piece of ground with trees and rocks, with 
a pair of birds on it belonging to the scene depicted on the left. 
Nothing is to be seen of the city, not even the gateway where according 
to the tale the apsaras awaited the young merchant. Maitrakanyaka 
stands on the right, his right hand raised in salutation; separated from 
him by some bushes the four asparas stand on the left in a row, in 
charming attitudes, richly-dressed with flowers in their hands, interlaced 
and leaning against one another. They form a very pleasing group, only 
they turn quite to the spectator and take no notice of their guest. 

109. Arrival at SadamaUa 

A city or a gateway is not to be seen any more than on the last or the 
two following reliefs; Maitrakanyaka meets the nymphs out-of-doors in 
the forest. There are trees all about the scene, on the right with a couple 
of deer, while on the left a wide piece of the relief is entirely filled up with 
forest scenery, birds in and above the trees, among them a parrot and a 
pigeon, and some wild pigs on the ground with a snake just appearing 
out of his hole in the rock. Maitrakanyaka is coming from the right, he 
has a red lotus with a long stalk in his left hand and his right stretched 
out towards the nymphs; a halo is round his head. This is of course quite 
natural, for Maitrakanyaka is no other than the Bodhisattva, but it is 
strange that he wears an aureole on this scene only, nowhere else. The 
apsaras, eight in number, as they should be, are all depicted sitting; 
we see most of them in profile as they turn towards the approaching 
Bodhisattva. Nothing can be distinguished of the objects they hold, 
because the group is so damaged. 

*) See Speyer 1.1. p. 195. 
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110. Arrival at Nandana 

This relief too is set in trees, fruit- and flowering trees instead of the 
jungle on No. 109; everything looks better cared-for, something like 
a pleasure-garden, though we see a pair of wild animals in the right hand 
lower comer. Maitrakanyaka is coming from the same side; he is looking 
towards the side from where he comes, evidently to bring a little vari¬ 
ation to the repetition in these scenes. The apsaras are not all sixteen 
present, only eleven of them, four standing separated by trees, the 
rest seated. Three carry an utpala, one a padma and another one a dish 
of flowers. The rest of the group that takes up the rest of the scene are 
empty-handed. 

111. Arrival at Brdhmottara 

Here again as in the other three cities Maitrakanyaka visits, there is 
no sign of the palace in which he was to meet the thirty-two apsaras. 
The scenery is even wilder, with trees growing out the rocky ground on 
the right. Our hero again approaches from the right, his head has been 
knocked off, but the flower is still visible in his right hand. He is now 
not alone, one of the thirty-two is walking behind him and has hold 
of his left hand. Thirteen others await their arrival on the left hand of 
the relief. They are in two rows as they were on the last scene, but now 
in much more natural attitudes. Some of them hold a bowl or a flower 
in the usual manner, but others have their arms raised or hold one 
another's hand; one has her hands clasped above her head with an 
imploring gesture, another lays her hand on her breast. Inthis way there 
is much variety in attitude and gesture, a freedom and cheirm that is 
surely intended by the sculptor to form a climax to these episodes, and 
in this he has succeeded. His last group of apsaras must have proved 
irresistible in loveliness as well as number. 

112. Maitrakanyaka with the man of the wheel and in the Tusita-heaven 

The sculptor continues with his forest scenery; like the cities and the 
palace of the apsaras, now the Iron City where Maitrakanyaka is to suffer 
his well-earned punishment, is also depicted by means of trees. Only the 
gateway that is to shut behind him is here and forms the partition be¬ 
tween the two episodes on this relief. A palissade as usual, represents the 
city walls and runs straight up from the lower edge of the relief, against 
the gateway that has a double smooth-sloping roof without any oma- 
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ment. On the right of the gate squats a rtk§asa, leaning on his club with 
both hands. He wears the ordinary large round earrings, but the tangled 
hair is hidden under a cap or else left unfinished. Next to his foot a snake 
is raising its head. Besides this gatekeeper there are two men standing 
between the trees, one, with nothing particular about him, evidently by 
his gesture is speaking to the r5k§asa; the other, quite on the right, 
catches hold of the wheel revolving on his head. This man might of course 
be Maitrakanyaka and the other his predecessor just relieved of the tor¬ 
ture; it might of course also be the other way about, and on this point 
I agree entirely with Foucher whose opinion is^) that we are not allowed 
to see the actual punishment of the Bodhisattva, any more than the kick 
earlier in the story. Therefore I follow him in rejecting the idea that both 
these figures might be Maitrakanyaka, with and without the wheel, and 
believe too that the man with the wheel is the one just about to be released 
from the torture, and that it is Maitrakanyaka who is speaking to the 
gatekeeper. In our text this gatekeeper plays no part, though he appears 
in the version of the MahabhiniskramaDasutra given by Beal from the 
Chinese translation and in the gatha’s of the Pali-tradition ®). In the 
Chinese text it is a yak§a gatekeeper who himself places the wheel 
on Maitrakanyaka’s head and tells him the reason and length of the 
punishment; this he tells in the Pali gatha’s as well, though the reason 
of his presence is not given. As it appears, the Chinese version has not 
been followed on the monument, for here they speak to each other be¬ 
fore the wheel gets on to the head of the Bodhisattva and the tale ends 
further happily in the Tu§ita-heaven, which is in accordance with the 
Avadana9ataka but not with the Chinese text; therefore the Mahabhi- 
ni$kramaDasutra and the Pali gatha’s are only of value to us because they 
shew that the gatekeeper is not an invention of the sculptor’s, but belongs 
to a reading of the t^e unknown to us. 

On the left of the partition *) we are shewn the reward of Maitra¬ 
kanyaka’s compassion, the life as a god in the Tu§ita-heaven. The Bodhi¬ 
sattva sits on a throne with a back omemented with makara, while a 
woman kneels on his left holding his right arm that he rests on her thigh. 
On the other side stands a waiting woman with a fly-whisk and there is 
an umbrella, really too small to be of any use. Behind her, still more to 

«) L. 1. p. 38. 
•) Beal, Romantic Legend p. 345, and for the P&li*redaction Speyer 1. L p. 192—196. 
•) 1 think it improbable that this scene belongs to the following tale, as Foncher suggests 

on p. 39. A partition between two tales in the middle of a relief, is only to be found in the 
small jsLtaka's of the balustrades, but nowhere in the more important tales. 
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the right, more women are sitting ready to serve their lord and above this 
seated group we see hanging in the air on a separate foundation, a deco¬ 
rative tree between two kinnara’s. In describing the reliefs on the covered 
base I have already shewn that this kind of tree with kinnara’s is often 
used to indicate a heaven, where it would otherwise be difficult to distin¬ 
guish between earthly and heavenly joys ^). 

113—120 not identified *). 

•) The man with the wheel, as described in the P3li-jd,taka, is represented in PaglUi; 
see Griinwedel, Buddh. Studien, Verdffentl. K6n. Mus. f. Vdlkerk. 5 (1897) abb. 3 p. 3 
and abb* 75 p. 97. A modem Siamese representation of the whole tale in the Trai Phum 

is also to be found Grdnwedel abb. 78 p. 99. 
•) Their description will be found in the Dutch edition p. 281—284, 



CHAPTER V 

THE JATAKAMALA 

(First gallery, balustrade ; top series, first part) 

The moral tales described in the last chapter, which are depicted on 
the lowest row of reliefs on the chief wall of the first gallery, belonged 
chiefly to the avadSna’s; on the balustrade of the same gallery we come 
to the real genuine jataka’s. For the explanation of the first 135 there is 
a consecutive text at our service, the JatakamalS of the poet ^hra that 
was published in 1891 by Prof. Kem ; a translation by Prof. Speyer 
appeared first in the Bijdragen van het Kon. Instituut v. d. Taal, Land- 
en Volkenkunde van Ned. Indie ®), later as first volume of the Sacred 
Books of the Buddhists®). It is to the Russian scholars, d’Oldenburg we 
owe the identification of the Jatakamala on the first balustrade of the 
Barabudur, a discovery published in the article quoted on pag. 239 *). 
He has identified most of the jataka’s, though he had at his disposal 
only the drawings by Wilsen and this portion of the album of plates is 
rather inadequate. It has been possible to supplement Oldenburg’s iden¬ 
tifications beyond what is given by Wilsen’s drawings, in the Oudheid- 
krmdig Rapport of 1910 ®), and a complete list of the J2takam^£-scenes 
is given in the Appendix of the „Short Guide to the Boro-Budur” with 
which my present view as will appear, differs only in a few instances. 

Let us see how the reliefs fit in with the text of jura’s poem that is 
known to us. They do not completely coincide; even if only in details, 

•) The J&taka-M&Ul or Bodhisattv&vadana-m31& by Arya ^ura, edited by Dr. Hendrik 
Kem, Harvard Oriental Series Vol. I (1891). 

•) 5: 8 and 10 (42 and 43, 1893—1894). 
•) Edited by F. Max MfUler ,London 189^ 
*) See also Brandes in Not. Bat. Gen. 1896, p. 106 sq. 
^ Pag. 6—10. A supi^ment is given in Rapp. 1911, p. 26, an amendment in Oud- 

heidk. Versl. 1912 p. 58. 
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still there exist as becomes apparent in the description of the separate 
reliefs, a marked difference in some points. Judging by the way in which 
the sculptors worked with other texts known to us, we can not allow for 
imagination on their part, so we are forced to ask if another version of 
^)fira’s work has been followed at Barabudur or if an older jStaka-collec- 
tion may have existed, from which ^ura as well as the text used at Bara- 
bu^ur originated. 

This question may not be of great importance for the identification of 
the reliefs, for in any case the Jatakam^a of Qura remains our only avail¬ 
able material for comparison; all the same it will be worth while to take 
it for a moment into consideration and find out what we can learn about 
the text used on the monument. To answer this question in the first 
place, we can not bring forward any argument from the presumed date 
of ^)ura’s life; Oldenburg gives the end of the seventh century as 
certain terminus ante quem, because I-tsing then mentions our Jataka- 
m§l§., but Kem thinks that he flourished between 550 and 650 or earlier 
and Speyer, following the lead of Zachariae, considers it not unlikely that 
he lived before 434 in which year a work ascribed to him was translated 
into Chinese ^). Therefore as regards the date it is quite possible that his 
JStakam^S. is represented on Barabudur. Secondly, a close resemblance 
between text and reliefs does not necessarily enforce the conclusion 
that the sculptors entirely depend on f ura, for he states himself in 
the opening verses that he intends to keep to those facts recorded in the 
sacred writings and preserved by tradition; this he seems faithfully 
to have done, as we see wherever comparison has been possible, for 
instance with the Pali jStakas ®). 

This is so striking that where the facts of the jataka’s are related, a re¬ 
markable resemblance is often to be noticed between the gathS’s of ^ura 
and those from the canon of the Southern Buddhists, so much so that 
they have been of mutual help in the interpretation and criticism of the 
texts. There seems thus no doubt at all that ^ura both in subject and in 
form has borrowed from an older jttaka collection or collections. It now 
only remains for us to decide if his work must be regarded as a sort of 
anthology from the tales he found, or as a new adaptation of an existing 
collection, retaining its sequence. In the first case the resemblance in 

*) Oldenburg in Joum. Roy. Asiat. Soc. 1893, p. 308 etc; KeminDerbuddhistischeDichter 
C^tlra, Festgniss an Otto von Bdthlingk (1888), Verspr. Geschr. IV (1916), p. 182; Speyer on 
p. XXVIII of his Introduction; Zachariae, G5tt. gelehrt. Anzeig. 1888, p. 850. 

•) Wherever his account differs from that preserved in other sources, we may infer that he 
followed some different version (Speyer, Introduction p. XXV). 
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sequence of the J&takam&l3. and Barabudur would prove the monu¬ 
ment to have followed the poem,in the second case the possibility re¬ 
mains that both can be referred to some common source. 

Now there is a tale to be found in Taranatha ^), who for the rest does 
not appear to be well-acquainted with ^ura, that the poet began to write 
ten times ten jataka’s, that were to illustrate the attainment of the ten 
paramita’s by the Buddha, but that he died when he had finished thirty- 
four. This tale may not be credible in itself because, according to Kem, 
thirty-four is the official number of jataka’s among the Northern Bud¬ 
dhists who also give the epithet catustrim9ajjatakajna to the Buddha*); 
so the thirty-four we now have before us would make a complete 
whole. But we must understand from this piece of information that Ta- 
ranatha, or casu quo his source®), might consider the thirty-four jataka’s 
known to us through ^ura, as the first of a larger collection of one hun¬ 
dred teiles. This view is certainly confirmed by what we see on the monu¬ 
ment, where the last story of the Jatakamala is followed without any 
interval or transition by the same kind of animal story, after which others 
follow, all treated in the same manner and clearly giving the impression 
that they illustrate some jataka-collection that nms from No. I without 
intermission. The top row of the first gallery shews just what T5ran5- 
tha’s statement makes us suppose, a collection of birth-stories of which 
those known to us from jura’s work are the first. 

However it would not be correct on account of this, to conclude that 
^)ura has not made an anthology, but restricted himself to a poetic 
adaptation of the first part of an existing whole of considerable size, 
which TaranStha has referred to and that would appear on the Barabu¬ 
dur. Speyer has already drawn attention *) to a couple of verses in 
Somendra’s introduction to the AvadSnakalpalata of his father K§e- 
mendra; he there gives the characteristics of the "garlands from birth- 
stories of the Jina”style of art; a type that seems to agree entirely with 
our JltakamSla, and then states that the authors collected their tales 
here and there without regard to the usual sequence. The JStakamSlS it¬ 
self points in the same direction: the first story, that of the tigress, vras 

Upraised by his guru, says Qura and as Speyer observes ®) that will be 

•) Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien, (ib. Schiefner (1869), p. 92 {— 73). 
•) See p. VII of the Preface of Kem’s edition. Oldenburg (J. R. A. S. 1.1. p. 307) tbinlu that 

this epithet has been given on the authority of our collection. 
•) According to Thomas (Album Kern, 1903, p. 405), T&ranfttba has perhaps taken his idea 

from the jatakamaiapafijiki of Vajrasiipha, included in the Mdo (CXXXIII fol. 286—330). 
«) Introduction p. XXIII. 
•) Ibid. p. XXV. 
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the reason, as mark of honor to his guru, why the tale of the tigress and 
no other has been chosen to open the JSLtakamalt. 

If we must consider these two probabilities, first that jura’s work may 
be an anthology and secondly that it nevertheless on the monument 
forms the first part of a larger whole, then these two data, in my opinion, 
can be imited only in one way and that is by assuming that an elaborate 
jataka-text has been followed on the Barabudur, in which the al¬ 
ready-existing Jatakamala of Qura was incorporated and formed 
the beginning. As this work had gained such fame that it was received 
into the holy scriptures ^), it is easy to understand that on making a 
larger collection, it was included without alterations; that something of 
the kind was actually done is proved by the existence of a Tibetan collec¬ 
tion of 101 jAtaka’s in which our Jitakamala is also included ®), and to 
which I shall refer later on. 

If my supposition is correct, it then follows that we can regard Qura’s 
work of art as the primary source for the explanation of these reliefs 
and this view is confirmed by the fact that at Ajanta too, as will appear 
further on, it is the text of (^ura that has been illustrated, as we can see 
by the quotations on some of the jataka-pictures. Slight variations must 
therefore be ascribed to the difference of version. The Jatakamala takes 
up rather more than a third of the whole series on the monument; of the 
other two-thirds a few stories have been identified from other sources, 
but no text with the same sequence has been found. 

It is remarkable that while the thirty-four jataka's of ^ura occupy 
135 reliefs, the 372 reliefs of the whole series would accommodate just 
about a hundred, in this way indicating a text of the size Taranatha 
seems to mean. The existence of such a text must be the foundation of 
his statement, and that our JatakamSla is treated as a portion of a 
whole of ten times ten, may appear from the uddana (list of contents) 
placed just after the 10th, 20th and 30th jStaka in the manuscript ®). 

As regards the manner in which I have treated it, let me say that for 
practical reasons it was not possible to give the corresponding portion of 
text with each relief; not only because Qura’s work is so entirely un¬ 
suitable for bits of quotation and it is equally unpleasant for reader and 
editor to assist at the mutilation of a fine piece of literature, but what 

*) IhW. p. XXVII. 
*) Sm IvUiovtld in Zapiski 7 (1693), p. 265—299. A French translation can be found in 

Revue de I'Hiet. d. ReUg. 47 (1903), p. 299—335. 
•) Oldenburg Up. 307. 
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makes it unfeasible is the very different way of composition followed by 
the poet and the sculptor, so that what the poem relates at the begin¬ 
ning has been brohght into sculpture further on and vice versa. 
Therefore the text would have to be tom asunder to correspond with 
the separate reliefs. 

The best way will be to give a summary of the tale at the beginning 
of each j&taka, as I have done with the separate stories in the last 
row of reliefs, laying emphasis of course on the details that are of most 
importance for expression in sculpture, while the descriptions, maxims, 
meditations and such like drop out of sight. In this manner we get a 
review of the story, but a very inadequate idea of jura’s great art of 
enhancing these simple tales, and what is still more to be regretted, the 
moving eloquence, the religious fervour that despite all differences of 
time, place and philosophy still enthrall the reader. Though it is no 
part of the task in explaining reliefs, to rouse enthusiasm, it grieves me 
to be obliged to treat this masterpiece of Buddhist Sanskrit literature only 
as a unit for archaeological research. Fortunately this poem of jura's is 
within the reach of those interested through Kem's excellent editio 
princeps and Speyer’s no less successful translation. 

I. The story of the Tigress 
(text p. 1—6; translation p. 2—8) 

The Bodhisattva was bom into an eminent brahman family. Purified 
by thejStakarman and other sacraments in the order prescribed, he grew 
up and attained great skill in arts and science. He gave no thought to 
earthly pleasures and shaking off the householder's state as a disease 
he withdrew himself into a retreat among the mountains, where he was 
visited by many who recognised him as Salvation in human shape and 
became his disciples. Once while he was walking with one of his pupils, 
he saw a yoimg tigress in a rocky cave who had just whelped, and being 
exhausted and hungry was on the point of devouring her young. The 
Bodhisattva immediately sent off his pupil to seek food for the animal, 
but this was only a pretext, for he had at once decided that he would 
give his own impure body to the tigress to save her from the unnatural 
deed, to give an example to the world and seize the occasion to sacrifice 
himself for the sake of others. Thereupon he threw himself down off the 
rock and the tigress rushed up and began to devour him. When thedis- 
ciple returned empty-handed, he saw what had happened and his gri^ 
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was subdued by respect and admiration for his master's good deed. He 
and his companions together with gandharva’s, yak§a’s, naga’s and gods 
covered the ground, that held the treasure of the master's remains, with 
wreaths, garments, jewels and sandal powder. 

1. The Bodhisattva purified by the usual sacraments 

The Bodhisattva, as a child, is sitting on the lap of a nurse on the 
left; he wears the double band round the breast fastened with a clasp, 
usual for children, and though the head has been knocked off, a bit of 
the crescent-shaped omement that is also often given to children can be 
seen behind the head. 

His left foot rests on a small lotus-cushion. Two figures in brahman 
dress stand in front of him, they are evidently performing the ceremony; 
the front one, behind whom sits a pupil, is pouring the contents of a 
jug, held up high in both hands, over the Bodhisattva, the second is 
ready for the sprinkling with scallop and brush. The rest of the company 
are in worldly dress, a servant with a fly-fan, some one with a partly- 
damaged round object on his shoulder and then quite to the right a per¬ 
son sitting, with some omements, a tiara and two bracelets, on a tray. 
Behind this figure a banner is set up to shew the festive character of the 
ceremony. 

2. The Bodhisattva receives instruction 

On a large seat, with a water-jug and a bowl placed underneath, 
sits a bearded brahman on a mat with a style in his hand, against 
a back omemented with makara's. He is discoursing with a youth 
on the right who is seated on a small dais and dressed in fashionable 
garments; the hands which probably held the book are entirely 
damaged. A couple of figures in brahman dress are here standing in 
the background, and two scholars, one sitting and one standing, are 
behind the brahman first-described. Though a scene of the Bodhisattva 
with his pupils would here be quite appropriate, this explanation is 
not quite satisfactory; not only would the Bodhisattva wear a beard 
that he has not retained on the scene following, but this takes place in¬ 
doors, when an outdoor scene is required for the Bodhisattva's teaching. 
Probably we have before us an episode in his youth and the Bodhisattva 
is the young man sitting on the right, who receives instruction from 
a guru. To this viewit may be objected that this la3mian shews no sign of 
beka^^ to the brahman class, but then in the 7th story and elsewhere 
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we shall come upon the young son of a brahman family in the ordinary 
dress of the upper-classes. 

3. The Bodhisattva and the tigress 

Conventional masses of rock, give the background to the moimtain-scene 
where the great deed is to take place. The Bodhisattva in the dress of 
an ascetic, necklace and hair twisted up into a knot, is sitting in a sort 
of niche in the rock, under which his water-jug stands on a pedestal; he 
turns towards the disciple sitting on the groimd before him with his hands 
in sfimbah. Afigure standing behind this one, alsodressed like an anchorite, 
we might take for a second pupil, which would not correspond with the 
text, where only one is spoken of. When we notice that this person is not 
joining in the conversation on the left but has fixed his attention on what 
takes place below on the right, we are much more inclined to con¬ 
sider that the right half of the relief represents a later phase of the tale 
and the standing figure may be the Bodhisattva depicted for the second 
time and now on the point of sacrificing himself. Below on the right the 
tigers have evidently been put in, there are still traces of them, though 
the relief is so much damaged and a large piece of it has disappeared. 
Quite at the bottom one of the whelps can be seen and above it some- 
tiling of the dam’s body. How exactly the performance took place, it is 
now impossible to find out, but we can be sure that anything so horrible 
as the devouring of the Bodhisattva's body would never have been repre¬ 
sented. 

4. Honoring of the Bodhisattva's remains 

Not much is left of this relief, still less than the last one, only just 
enough to allow us to discern its subject. Below on the left we see some 
one kneeling, who is in worldly dress. Some other persons in similar 
costume are sitting behind him, and above three ascetics are discernible, 
standing. These latter are of course the disciples and as the only 
occasion on which they were brought into the company of other persons 
was, according to the text, at the homage shewn to the master after 
death, this relief we may consider gives the final scene of the story. The 
figures in full-dress must of course be the gods, while the other super¬ 
human beings of the text are not depicted or belonged to the piece that 
has disappeared. Just to the left of the kneeling god has been the 
column that closed in this relief, so there was no space for a st&pa or 
anything of that kind, but perhaps the kneding god was holding a 
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funeral um. Or is it possible that all these figures are only intended as 
spectators of what is happening on No. 3 ? 

II. The story of the king of the ^ibi’s 
(text p. 6—14; trans. p. 8—19) 

Reincarnated as king of the ^ibi's, the Bodhisattva ruled his subjects 
as if they were his own children. Noble and virtuous as he was, his chief 
aim was the exercise of charity. Almshalls were set up where every¬ 
thing the indigent desired was to be had, so that beggars from all parts 
poured into his kingdom like elephants go to a lake. 

When the needs of all were satisfied, and there was almost nothing 
more to ask for, the king seeing no more chance of satisfying his passion 
for charity, began to think of something else more valuable to give away, 
for instance his own limbs. At the thought of this, the earth trembled 
and ^akra, king of the gods, understanding the cause of this emotion 
decided to put the king of the ^ibi's to the proof. In the shape of a blind 
old brahman, he appeared before the monarch who had issued a proclama¬ 
tion, summoning all those who were in need and had made ready gifts of 
every possible kind; he then asked the king to give him one of his 
eyes. The king acceeded joyfully to this request in spite of all the protes¬ 
tations of his ministers, and what is more, presented the brahman 
with his other eye as well. Sometime later when the wounds were 
healed, the king was sitting with legs crossed, in his park. Suddenly 
^£tkra appeared to him and expressed his surprise that after all that had 
hapi)ened, the monarch was still interested in his beloved beggars. "As 
surely as the supplications of the beggars then as now sound like bene¬ 
dictions to my ear, so surely may one eye be returned to me”, said the king, 
and at the same moment one of his eyes was in its place again. "And as 
surely as, when giving away my eyes, I felt nothing but the greatest 
joy, so surely may I obtain also my second eye.” This at once took place. 
Then the Idng returned into the city with his councillors in joyful 
procession, received the congratulations of his delighted subjects and 
preached unto them the Law, making it clear by his own example that 
there is no greater blessing than charity. 

5. The Bodhisattva as king of the Qihi's 

There is not much to be said about this very much damaged relief. 
On the lef sits a distinguished person on a dais, with his leg in the sup¬ 
port, in the company of two women; he is conversing vrith an important 
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person seated opposite on the ground, next to whom can be seen 
the pole of an umbrella or standard and behind whom sits a servant 
with a fly-fan and there are the remains of another with a sword. The 
rest of what has been on the relief it is impossible to discover; at any 
rate there seems to have been a king represented, so that this relief 
cannot form a part of the story on the last, but most probably will belong 
to the second jStaka about the king of the ^ibi's. 

6. The exercise of charity 

The king is sitting with a servant (male or female) to the left, on a 
throne that is omemented withmakara-carving on the back; under the 
seat is a tray of money-bags ready for distribution. On the right we see 
the beggars standing and sitting, rather too well-dressed to be poverty- 
stricken, though their stretched-out hands shew plainly enough why 
they are there. 

7. Qakra asks for the king’s eye 

The sculptor takes no trouble to give the surroundings described by 
the text, but restricts himself to the chief figures. The king sits on a 
small dais with two waiting women, one of whom holds a lotus in her 
hand; in front of him stands ^akra as a brahman, old and bent, blind and 
leaning on a staff. He makes his request with right hand outstretched. 
The deed itself, which in the text too is only described in a few words, 
is not depicted. Both ^ura and the sculptor shew their good taste, 
in contrast to the disgusting details exhibited by the Pali-j£taka (No. 
499). 

8. The king and ^akra in the park 

The similarity of ^akra’s attitude on this relief compared with the 
last one, caused me at first to take it for the giving of the second eye. 
This was a mistake. The king now sits quite alone on a throne, his eyes 
blind, with hands in his lap, his legs crossed; underneath the seat is 
a wateijug. The plants pictured next to him shew it is not in the 
palace, but out-of-doors where the scene is enacted, ^akra stands 
in the same pose as on No. 7 on the right, in converse with the king 
who is going to receive back his sight. Behind ^akra are some more 
plants. The god is still shewn in the form of a brahman; {Hobatdy the 
sculptor wishes to make it plain that it is the same QaJaz of the last 
relief. The text says nothing about Qakra changing his appearance cm 
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his second visit so that it would have been natural to have depicted 
him as king of the gods. The form of brahman is here quite out of 
place, for in the first place the king cannot see at all and then ^akra as 
soon as he appeared, disclosed his identity. This unnecessary disguise is 
a mistake on the sculptor’s part. 

9. The king receives congratulations and preaches the Law 

This uninteresting relief might just as well serve for the first scene of 
the following story, if it were not that a queen is required there, who is 
here wanting, and that the offering of gifts to the king, that is evidently 
taking place, is most suitable to the court scene of rejoicing over thefibi 
king’s recovery. The king sits on the left on a throne with makara car¬ 
ving and by his gesture is clearly preaching to his delighted subjects. 
These fill up the rest of the relief, sitting and standing, while most of 
them hold in their hands the gifts of honor usual on such festive occa¬ 
sions, in the shape of dishes and trays with wreathes etc. 

The ^ibi-jataka is also found among the wall-paintings of AjarifS, a 
fact requiring special mention, because, as we shall see later, it is at 
Ajapta where in a few cases of tales from the Jatakamada the actual text 
of ^ura is quoted. Among the paintings in Cave IX is a scene that possib¬ 
ly depicts this jataka; there we see only a king with his retinue and the 
figure of a god flying down to him; that this might be ^akra descending 
to the king of the Qibi’s to put him to the proof, could only be surmised 
by Burgess on the strength of a similar scene among the clear pic¬ 
tures, moreover distinguished by inscriptions, in Cave XVII. 

First of all we see there the king, with his name written below, seat¬ 
ed on a throne; besides the figures evidently belonging to his retinue, 
there is a man with a dish standing, while a god entitled Indr a comes 
flying through the air. This must be the moment when the king is 
exercising charity, and ^akra comes to put him to the proof. On the 
next scene we see the king (inscription Qibirdja) on his couch touching 
his eye with his left hand. A woman next to him raises her arm as if to 
prevent him doing something; a second weeps, holding a handkerchief 

Notes on the Bauddha rock-temples of Ajanta, Arch. Surv. West Ind. 9 (1879) p. 7; 
Foucher, Lettre d'Aja^iita, Journ. Asiat. 11: 17 (1921) p. 211, considers the identification 
doubtful. The representation of the similar P^-j3.taka (499) at PagS.n, reproduced in Ann. 
Rep. Arch. Surv. 1906—7 pi. 9 is only to be recognised by the inscription; we see nothing 
more than a king on a throne* a man standing opposite and three kneeling women, 

*) Burgess 1.1. pag. 75 sq.; Griffiths, Paintings pi. 82; Herringham, Ajapf^ Frescoes pi. 
XVI, 18 and XXXIX, 47; Foucher, Lettre 1.1. 
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to her face, a distinguished courtier also turns towards the monarch. In 
front of the king an old man is standing, inscribed Indrah, making a re¬ 
quest. This is clearly the moment when the king of the gods asks for the 
eye. The scenes at Ajanta can therefore be compared with No. 6 and 7 at 
Barabudur; they are rather more elaborate but shew no fundamental 
difference from the Javanese. It is noticeable that while, as we have seen, 
panel No. 5 on Barabudur represents a conversation between two per¬ 
sons of rank not further explained, at AjapfS as well the two scenes just 
described are preceded by a conversation between two important per¬ 
sons who are there seated near a pool. 

* 

III. The story of the portion of gruel 
(text p. 14—18; trans. p. 20—25) 

The Bodhisattva, reborn as the just and noble king of Ko9ala, one 
day recollected his former existence. As the result of this he set himself 
more vigorously to perform charitable deeds and those who were near 
him heard him continually reciting two verses, that related how all his 
power and glory was derived from a small portion of coarse gruel. No 
one dared to ask for an explanation of this, vmtil at last the queen 
in full audience found an occasion to request the king to satisfy her 
curiosity. The monarch then related how in his last existence he had 
been a servant in this same city, and one morning when he was setting 
out to work, he saw four gramana’s approaching who begged for alms. 
Although he hardly knew how to keep himself and his family alive, 
he never hesitated to bring the four holy man into his house and offer 
them a small portion of gruel. The consequence of this pious deed was 
that he was now reborn as a mighty monarch. The queen heard this 
with delight, when suddenly the king saw her transfigured with a divine 
radiance and asked the cause thereof. It appeared that she too had re¬ 
covered knowledge of her former life, when she had been a slave and 
had given the remnants of one dish to a monk; it seemed as though she 
had fallen asleep and was now awakened into royal splendour. These two 
striking examples did not fail to make a deep impression on the com¬ 
pany assembled and the king seized the occasion for a suitable discourse 
urging them to lay to heart the immense importance of charity. 

10. The entertainment of the four framana’s. 

While the text brings the king and queen on to the stage first and lets 
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them tell the tale of their previous existence, the sculptor first shews us 
the two chief persons in their former condition and then gives us the re¬ 
sult of their actions. On the first relief we have the king’s previous his¬ 
tory. The four ^ramaija's, dressed as ordinary bhiksu's, approach from 
the left; they carry large alms bowls. Two almsgivers are on the right, 
one stands just on the point of putting an oblong object, possibly a fruit 
or lump of sugar of the shape seen to this day, into the bowl held out by 
one of the monks. The other kneels down and touches the feet of one of 
the pramana’s with both hands; this will surely be the servant inviting 
the four holy men to his house to partake of the gruel. 

11. The slave-girl gives the remnants of a dish 

It is only the first half of this panel that shews the queen's previous 
existence; a very simple but perfectly intelligible scene. The monk, who 
has lost his head, stands on the right, the slave girl on the left. She holds 
in her hands the bowl of remnants that she is offering him. The 
right-hand half has nothing to do with the left. Here, turning to the 
right, are some persons sitting with an umbrella and two bamiers in the 
back-ground; the one furthest away is a bearded brahman, the others 
are in court dress. These people turn towards what is happening on the 
next relief and form the retinue of the king depicted there. 

12. The king and queen recall their previous existence 

As the retinue has already been shewn on the last relief, we are here 
given only the king with three women opposite to him. Of these the one 
at the back is a servant; there is very little difference to be seen between 
the two others, but the one sitting in front will of course be the queen. 
This scene has very little individuality and can hardly mean anything 
more than the conversation, when the two chief persons tell their 
former lives. 

13—14. The king preaches the duty of charity 

It is rather disconcerting that while the text gives no suggestion of 
any change of scene, on the monument the king's sermon is given out 
of doors, to judge by the trees that are to be seen behind the audience on 
these two connect^ reliefs. The king is sitting with the queen on a 
couch to the left on No. 13; his gesture shews that he is preaching. On 
the right the councillors etc. listen attentively, the front one making a 
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s6mbah. The rest of the auditors are placed on No. 14; first a couple 
of women standing and then some members of the royal household 
sitting, a rather damaged group, among them several armed with shield 
and sword or bow and arrows, represent the king's body-guard and a 
few are holding a flower; the front one carries a banner. The composition 
of the whole, with the chief persons pushed away into the comer and the 
elaborate execution of the audience who are of no importance to the 
story, is anything but successful. 

IV. The story of the head of a guild 
(text p. 19—22; trans. p. 25—30) 

As a rich and virtuous head of a guild, the Bodhisattva lived respected 
by all; moreover he was known as the benefactor of the poor and needy. 
One day, as he was about to sit down to the table where a plentiful meal 
was spread, a Pratyekabuddha appeared begging alms. 

Meanwhile Mara, the Evil One, who could not bear that the Bodhis¬ 
attva enjoyed the blessings of almsgiving, by his power of magic caused a 
wide deep hell to appear near the threshhold, full of horrid sounds and 
shooting flames, where hundreds of people were struggling in the agonies 
of death. The Bodhisattva had requested his wife to give the holy man 
a plentiful portion of food, but at the sight of these hellish horrors she 
started back in fear. Without listening to what she said, the Bodhis¬ 
attva took the food, afraid that the holy man should leave his house with 
empty hands and went to the door, where he too caught sight of the hell 
that barred his way. While he was wondering what could be the mean¬ 
ing of this, Mara appeared to him in the air in divine shape and told 
him that this was the great hell Maharaurava, the dwelling-place of 
all those wh6, desirous of being praised by beggars, had given themselves 
over to a vicious passion for benevolence and warned himjto renoimce the 
exercise of charity and be saved from their miserable fate. But all this 
could not restrain the noble being from his virtuous action, he stepped 
forward and behold, out of the middle of the hell there rose up a lotus 
by means of which he reached the Pratyekabuddha and filled his bowl 
with food. To testify his approval, the monk ascended up to heaven 
glittering with majesty like a cloud that flashes lightning. 

15. The head of the guild requests his wife to give the saint food 

On this relief nothing more is to be seen than the Bodhisattva and his 
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wife. He is sitting with his left leg thrown over his right knee, on a 
handsome throne, the back of which is carved with makara while under¬ 
neath are placed a couple of dishes; the woman stands in front of him 
on the right. Her hands have disappeared so that we cannot see if she 
already held a bowl of food. As on the next relief she has made her 
fruitless attempt, it is equally possible that on this first scene she is 
receiving directions from her husband, or that she has already been at 
the door and comes to tell him what has happened. 

16—17. The Bodhisattva goes to the Pratyebuddha 

These two reliefs must be taken together as they complete one another 
and are evidently separated only for want of space; we should expect 
to find this on one relief. On No. 16 the Bodhisattva is coming out, going 
to the right with a bowl of food in his hand; his wife is following him as 
we can fancy she would, though it is not so stated in the text. She carries 
a larger dish and a spoon. In the background we see a part of the house 
they come from; for we must understand the situation to be that they 
come out of their house and cross the courtyard to the gate where the 
Pratyebuddha is standing. We see him on No. 17, to the right, standing 
on a lotus cushion, the almsbowl in his left hand, the right stretched 
out over the hell. It is placed between him and the figures on No. 16 
and consists of a large cauldron on legs, from which the upper part of 
human bodies emerge with hands above their heads in a beseeching atti¬ 
tude. The flames, never omitted under hell-cauldrons elsewhere, are not to 
be found here unless, what is not unlikely, the legs are really intended 
as flames. Above the hell floats a heavenly being on a cloud, making a 
sSmbah to the saint. 

18. The Pratyekabuddha ascends into the air 

The sculptor has evidently found it too difficult to depict the further 
course of the tale and therefore not attempted to shew the passage across 
the hell by means of the lotus, but restricted himself to the final scene. On 
the left of the relief stands a man in fashionable dress with a lotus in his 
right hand. Who this is we can only guess at; perhaps it is intended for 
Mara though he does not here appear in the air; possibly it is only the 
Bodhisattva we see before us and the lotus is meant to remind us how 
he achieved his task. The rest of the scene shews the saint ascending into 
heaven with his almsbowl, on a cloud to the right. On another cloud in 
the middle of the relief, is a group of heavenly beings who do him homage. 
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while below both clouds the dwellers on earth are sitting and standing, 
respectfully watching the miracle ^). 

V. The story of the head of a guild Avifahya 
(text p. 22—27; trans. p. 30—37) 

The Bodhisattva was no less virtuous in another existence as head of 
a guild; he was rich as Kubera, noblest of alsmgivers, and it was his 
greatest happiness when beggars carried off the most valuable goods 
from his house. His extraordinary generosity astonished the king of the 
gods who decided to test his endurance, ^akra began by causing what 
the Bodhisattva prepared every day for distribution, to disappear imme¬ 
diately. But a new supply was brought and the distribution went on as 
before. Then the king of the gods deprived him in one night of all his 
possessions so that his house was bare; nothing was left behind but a 
coil of rope and a sickle. But this was no reason for Avi§ahya to lose 
courage; his only trouble was that he could no longer satisfy the needs 
of the poor, and to help his fellow-creatures as much as possible, 
he took the sickle and the rope and went every day to cut grass and 
gave his scanty earnings to the poor. Then ^akra appeared to him in 
person, as a god in the air, telling him that this poverty was only the re¬ 
sult of his own wastefulness, and that the only way to recover his riches 
was to give up his habit of prodigality, at any rate it would be better, 
if he wanted to resume his charity, to begin by putting an end to 
unnecessary almsgiving. As may be expected, this good advice 
made no impression on the Bodhisattva who was not to be persuaded 
from his belief in the duty of charity under all circumstances. In 
the end of course ^akra rewarded his constancy by returning him his 
possessions. 

19. The head of a guild Avisahya 

Here we have again one of those insignificant reliefs that seem to have 
no other intention than to introduce the chief person to the spectator 

The jataka corresponding to this in the Pali-collection (no, 40) is represented at Sukho^ 
daya in Siam and Pagan in Burma, the first-mentioned is very insignificant (see Fournereau, 
Le Siam ancien, Ann. Mus. Guim. 31, II, 1908, pi. 29), the second shews three persons, left the 
Pratyebuddha, right the guildmaster with his alms bowl, under whose feet a flaming mass can 
be seen and behind that his wife^Griinwedel, BuddhistischeStudien, Verdffentl. a.d. KdnigL 
Mus. f. Vdlkerk. 5, 1897, abb. 32 on p. 23). 
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without any actual incident of the story. The head of the guild is sitting 
on a bench with two women, holding in his hand some round object that 
has become quite indistinct; under the seat is a dish of money bags to 
shew his riches. On the right is a female servant holding the stem of a 
lotus, not a loose flower, but one that grows from a plant at her feet. 
This rouses the question whether we may here have to do with a 
feature not spoken of in the text, but put in by the sculptor from another 
version known to him, or if perhaps this relief may belong to the last tale 
and the lotus is the one that rose up out of the hell and was of such assis¬ 
tance to the former head of a guild. The text of that story however 
gives us nothing more after the saint disappears up into heaven and 
Mara is frustrated. 

20. Avisahya’s charity 

The left hand top part of the relief is missing with the upper part of 
the chief persons body and that of his companion. They stood both on 
the left; one was certainly Avisahya, still holding a dish in his 
hand, the other must have been a servant who was assisting him. The 
receivers of charity are on the right, two of them kneeling before the 
giver and the front one just holding out both hands to receive the 
dish already mentioned; behind them stand two others who look like 
brahmans. 

21. ^akra and the poor Avisahya 

This scene is one of the few that are in actual opposition to the text. 
The bearded brahman standing on the right, leaning on a stick, can be no 
other than ^akra of whom Qura relates expressly that he revealed him¬ 
self standing in the air. I do not think that this variation shews that 
the sculptor used another version of the text, but that probably only 
to make it more clear to the spectator, ^akra is represented as a brah¬ 
man. The king of the gods we have seen in the same form in the second 
j§taka and we shall find him again as brahman in the following one; 
therefore there is something to be said for not giving him here quite an¬ 
other shape, but keeping him distinguishable by making a slight devia¬ 
tion from the text. On the left is the bench whereon the Bodhisattva 
sits with his wife, listening toQakra’s words; the seat has a handsomely- 
carved makara back and the Bodhisattva is indicated by a halo and 
wears his ordinary well-to-do costume. To make it plain that he is in re¬ 
duced circumstances however, the sculptor has taken care to depict un- 
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der the seat, the sickle and bundles of grass tied with rope, that he made 
use of to continue his acts of charity. 

22. The head of the guild recovers his riches 

Very little is left of this relief and that little is badly damaged. A large 
tray of money-bags that can be seen in the middle shews us that this 
scene does not belong to the following story, and assures us that Avi§a- 
hya is rich again. What else there may be it is impossible to discover. 
A person to the right of the tray, who has lost his head, seems to be 
pointing to the money bags; more to the right some more people are 
kneeling and standing, among them more brahmans. Perhaps the 
Bodhisattva, now rich again, is already following the dictates of his 
heart with deeds of charity. 

VI. The story of the hare 
(text p. 27—33; trans. p. 37—45) 

In a pleasant part of the forest, among flowers and fruits, on the bank 
of a river, the Bodhisattva lived as a hare. His noble and kindly beha¬ 
viour made all the forest animals his friends, in particular an otter, a 
jackal and an ape, who were his faithful companions and whom he always 
reminded of their duties, especially that of hospitality. Yet the Bodhis¬ 
attva was grieved to think that when a guest should come among them, 
the others would be able to bring him food while he himself could give 
nothing, until the idea came to him that he could sacrifice his own 
worthless body. When this thought reached the heavens, ^akra deter¬ 
mined to find out if this intention was genuine. The next day he 
went to the forest in the form of a brahman and not far from the spot 
where the four animals lived, he cried out for help like one who has lost 
his way and is hungry, thirsty and exhausted. The four friends rush¬ 
ed up and offered their services. The otter fetched seven fishes, the 
jackal a lizard and a basin of sour milk, the ape some ripe mangoes; but 
the hare had nothing. 

So he came to the brahman and offered hirh his own body; but of 
course the brahman was forbidden to kill any living creature, least of all 
one that had shewn him such kindness. The hare b^an to think of some 
means of sacrificing himself and ^akra, who understood his intention, 
caused a fire of glowing charcoal to appear. The hare sprang into the fire 
jo3dully, as a swan into a lotus-pool. Moved to admiration, the king of 
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the gods resumed his own shape and praised the great deed, he took up 
the body of the hare and shewed it to the heavenly beings. In memory of 
this selfsacrifice, the image of a hare was placed on the tops of the 
gods’ palaces as well as in the moon. 

23. Qakra enters the forest 

On the monument neither the beginning nor the aetiological end of this 
jataka are depicted. We see nothing of the life of the four friends in the 
forest, but the arrival of the king of the gods is given as first scene. He 
enters the forest on the right, in the form of a brahman, his right hand 
leaning on a stick, the left holding an umbrella on his shoulder from 
which a water-jug hangs down. The forest is indicated on the left by some 
trees and plants and a few wild animals, placed above one another for 
want of space, so that below, we see a lion standing and above, a couple 
of deer. 

24. Qakra and the four friends 

The brahman stands again on the right, but now has nothing but the 
stick in his left hand, while with his right he makes a friendly gesture to 
his hosts. These too are placed one above the other, each with his gifts. 
In front at the top is the jackal with the basin of sour milk, on top of it 
is a saucer wdth the lizard on it; this animal is not quite true to nature. 
Below this is the otter, next to whom we see the seven fishes distinctly 
one above the other. In the lefthand corner sits the ape holding some 
mangoes in his paw and above him is the hare who of course has nothing. 
Some conventional rocks and a tree in the background here too give the 
style of the landscape. 

25. ^akra and the hare 

For the last scene the sculptor has selected the moment just before the 
great deed. Now the brahman is sitting in the righthand comer; he is 
talking to the hare who sits opposite to him on a slab of rock and has 
just been announcing his intention. Behind we can see the outlined char¬ 
coal fire that looks more like a sort of altar. The charcoal is laid on 
a square slab with rocks in front, and a large pear-shaped flame rises 
up from it. There are trees here too, a squirrel is climbing in one of 
them. 

The sacrifice itself of course is not depicted any more than the praise 
given by the king of the gods, and the tale is therefore cut off suddenly. 
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VII. The story of Agastya 
(text p. 33—40; trans. p. 46—55) 

Bom into a brahman family, the Bodhisattva became a learned and 
prosperous man, respected by everyone; he strove continually to bene¬ 
fit those around him with his riches, as rain refreshes the fields. But he 
soon became convinced that the life of the world is a source of pain and 
only renunciation can bring happiness; therefore he forsook this life and 
retired as a hermit to a remote and picturesque island. There the ani¬ 
mals of the forest knew how to appreciate his virtuous conduct and to 
imitate it as far as they were able. When visitors appeared, he regaled 
them with roots and fmit and himself ate only what was absolutely need¬ 
ful. The fame of his abstinence spread abroad till ^akra, king of the gods, 
wished to make trial of his constancy. To begin with, he caused all the 
edible roots and fruits to disappear; the Bodhisattva fed himself with 
fresh leaves. Then he made all the leaves fall off the trees and bushes, 
but the hermit boiled those that were still fresh and so kept himself 
alive. Then the king of the gods did more; at mealtimes he appeared in 
the form of a brahman as guest and ate up the whole portion of boiled 
leaves, and this he did for five days. But nothing could shake the con¬ 
stancy of the hermit so that at last ^akra gave it up and appearing to 
the Bodhisattva in his divine shape, asked him for what reason he was 
leading so abstemious a life. His reason was no other than to redeem 
human beings from repeated incarnation. The king of the gods offered him 
the choice of a gift and first he asked for freedom from all covetousness 
and hate; then that he might never suffer the company of fools but always 
find himself among wise men; further, that he might always have im¬ 
perishable food from the gods to distribute among the destitute who 
were pure of mind, and finally that ^akra should never appear to him 
any more to interrupt his penance with his radiant presence. 

Then the heavenly king disappeared, but the next morning the 
Bodhisattva found a large consignment of divine victuals with hundreds 
of Pratyekabuddha’s and also many gods sons ready to serve them. 
The hermit experienced the most exalted pleasure in distributing the 
heavenly viands. 

26. The Bodhisattva living in the world and as a hermit 

This tale is rather curiously treated by the sculptor. First, two ^i- 
sodes are squeezed on to one relief and then a double relief is given to the 
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final scene, but with all that the chief point, the repeated visits of Qa- 
kra as a brahman, and his appearance in divine form, has been entirely 
left out. The manner in which this jStaka is represented shews plainly 
how necessary it is to have the text at hand for such stories. If it were 
wanting here, we should not be able to understand anything of the three 
reliefs of this tale; however clear what is really depicted may be, we 
should remain in the dark about what has been omitted. This ought 
to serve as a warning for the treatment of relief-series, for which there 
is no text available. Such experiences are rather depressing. 

Here we see on the left the Bodhisattva during his sojourn in the world. 
He is standing by the steps of his house which can be seen to the left; 
one of his hands has been knocked off, in the other he holds a round ob¬ 
ject that he is on the point of giving away. The poor are pressing to¬ 
wards him from the right, standing and kneeling; they hold out their 
hands for alms and at the back is a woman imploring with arms raised. 
The Bodhisattva is evidently exercising his charity. 

On the righthand part of the relief he has retired from the world 
and is settled on his island. We find him seated with legs crossed on the 
rocky ground between two trees; in front of him a hare or deer to shew 
how the wild animals have learned to trust him. He wears the usual 
dress of ascetics, hair twisted up high, moustache and beard, necklace 
and loincloth. There is a water-jug next to him and as the trees are 
still in full leaf, it is evident that ^akra’s second test has not yet taken 
place. 

27—^28. The feeding of a Pratyekabuddha 

We now come at once to the end of the tale, the feeding of the many 
hundreds of Pratyekabuddha’s, here represented by only one, who wears 
a halo and sits on a lotus cushion that rises out of the ground on a stem. 
This figme is on No. 28; in front of him is a dish of food and more 
dishes are being brought by kneeling and standing gods sons on the 
right. Still more heavenly food is coming from the left, where on No. 27 
as well several angels are bringing viands. Two of them are here seated 
on the ground with the Bodhisattva, who of course wears the same her¬ 
mit's dress as on the last relief and has besides a broad band over the 
left shoulder. A small figure is sitting next to the stem of the Pratye- 
kabuddha's lotus, in the place where so often a niga is to be found. 
Here there is no reason for a naga, but it seems that the sculptor feels 
something is needed. 
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29—30. Qakra pays homage 

This scene, that also takes up two reliefs, shews only a royal per¬ 
sonage striding along with his retinue. This king, a Bodhisattva or god 
according to his halo, walks left at the head of the procession; behind’ 
him on No. 29 are several women, two of whom are carrying a bowl with a 
lid, possibly gifts. On No. 30 we find the rest of the suite, in front the 
umbrella-bearer, the others walking behind. This umbrella-bearer seems 
to have lop-ears on both sides of his head^), elephant’s ears of course, 
that would identify him as Airavata and his master as the god ^akra. The 
other attendants are wearing grand clothes, one or two of them hold a 
lotus, the last of all has a tray with flowers or jewels. The procession 
ends up with some women, one of whom is also holding a large lotus- 
flower with both hands. 

VIII. The story of Maitribala 
(text p. 41—51; trans. p. 55—71) 

The Bodhisattva, now the just and virtuous king Maitribala, ruled like a 
father over his land. One day there came to his kingdom five yak§a's 
who had been banished from their own land, and seeing how thriving and 
prosperous his subjects were, they began to devise, as was their way, how 
they might take away the people’s vigour. To their surprise they found 
themselves powerless to do any harm at all and in order to discover the 
cause of this, they put on the shape of brahmans and went to a cowherd 
who was sitting under a tree with shoes on his feet and a wreath on 
his head, twisting a rope. They asked him if he was not afraid of goblins, 
yak§a’s and such creatures; he laughed heartily and said he felt per¬ 
fectly safe for he and all the other inhabitants were protected by the ex¬ 
traordinary virtues of their king, and he praised their ruler so much 
that the yak§a’s were filled with fury. They went off to the city and 
presenting themselves to the king, asked for food. Whatever was set 
before them, they pushed it away, offended as tigers would do with grass 
and when the king asked them what he should give them to eat, they re¬ 
plied that nothing else could satisfy them but human flesh and blood. 
Thereupon they revealed themselves in their real shape. The king was filled 
with pity for these unhappy creatures, and as he could not allow others 

*) As the ears are not quite distinct, this scene might possibly be the beginning of the 
Maitribaia-jataka, where without representing any special incident the chief person is 
brought on to the scene. 
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to be killed, but at the same time believed it was his duty to satisfy the 
hungry yak§a’s who had appealed to him for food, he decided to sacri¬ 
fice his own body. Disregarding all the remonstrances of his council¬ 
lors, he caused his veins to be opened and gave the yaksa’s his blood to 
drink as well as pieces of his flesh cut off with a sharp sword. Overcome 
by such magnanimity of soul the yaksa’s could not endure the sight, 
they cried out that it was enough and that they repented of their evil- 
doings and only begged for help from him whose endeavour was to 
save all beings from the ocean of existence. And they departed resolving 
to walk in the paths of virtue. The king’s selfsacrifice did not fail to 
attract the attention of the king of the gods, who hastened to the city and 
expressed his admiration for the monarch’s behaviour, bringing herbs 
with him that healed the wounds. 

31—32. The yaksa’s and the cowherd 

The cowherd is sitting on the left, he is under the tree described in the 
text but quite without the shoes or the wreath; he has the usual appea¬ 
rance of people of the lower-classes and wears a small beard. Opposite 
to him, also under the trees, sit the five yaksa’s, two on the first and 
three on the next relief. An actual deviation from the text is that they 
here appear not as brahmans but as yaksa’s; this difference of course 
shews the spectator at once who they are, but does not improve the tale 
as we see by the unconcerned manner in which the cowherd is answering 
their questions. The yaksa’s have the wild eyes and hair, moustache and 
beard and large round earrings with which they are usually depicted, but 
the sculptor seems not to make any distinction between the bearded 
yak§a- and the beardless raksasa-type, for the two furthest behind are 
shewn just like those we are used to call raksasa’s. The identity of the 
cowherd is rather curiously specified; in the tree above the front yak§a 
three cows’ heads appear, one above the other, the two lower ones with 
unnaturally stretched necks, but it was not possible for the sculptor to 
get the heads above each other on the available space in any other 
way, without being obliged to bring their bodies into sight. The result 
is rather funny. It looks almost as if a fourth head could be discovered 
right in front of the cowherd, who would be holding the rope attached 
to it in his hand; but this head would then be hovering in the air. As 
this part of the relief is damaged and wom-away, it is quite possible that 
no fourth head is intended but that the cowherd is busy with something 
like rope twisting, as the text says. 
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33—34. Maitnbala and the yaksa's 

On the first relief we see the king, on the second the yak§a's. The trees 
above their heads are rather out of place, for the scene should be set in 
the king’s presence-chamber, not out of doors. Of course the yak§a’s are 
shewn in their own shape, it may be accidental that their appearance is 
so much milder or perhaps they are already moved by the king’s words. 
He is seated on the lefthand relief in the company of a woman, on a seat 
with makara arms, underneath which is a large dish; judging by the ges¬ 
ture of his left hand, he is speaking. Between him and the yak^a’s is a 
tree at the foot of which a large jewel is lying on a lotus cushion with 
big flames rising up from it. The meaning of this object is quite unknown; 
the text says nothing about it. Perhaps the sculptor attempted to sym¬ 
bolise something that would be more comprehensible to his contempo¬ 
raries than to us, or this may be a sign that he followed another version 
of the story, where the king may have performed some miracle. 

35. <^akra pays homage (?) 

Although I have ventured to assign No. 35 to the jataka following 
where it will be explained, I must here draw attention to the possibility 
that it may be intended for the end of the Maitribala story, the homage 
of ^akra. Two royal persons appear, one sits on a throne and the other, 
surrounded by his retinue, is in front of him. As both of them look like 
earthly kings and the one not seated has with him the retinue usually 
accompanying royal persons on earth and as there is nothing to shew 
that ^akra is intended, whereas elsewhere when he appears in this series 
of reliefs in divine shape he is plainly indicated by the presence of 
AirSvata — except in the fakra-jataka where mistake is impossible—I 
have come to the conclusion that this must be the first scene of Vi9vam- 
tara’s story. 

Let us here give special attention to the representation of the 
same jataka at Ajapfl because there we see not only a similar tale but 
just as at Barabudur the JttakamSLlI itself has been followed. It is there¬ 
fore disappointing that at AjaritS we find nothing more than the single 
figure of the king without any sign of the way in which the sculptors 
treated the further representation of the text. In the left outer room of 
Cave II we find on the right wall, a king seated on his throne ^). The sub- 

Burgess and Bhagvanlal Indraji, Inscriptions from the cave-temples of Western India, 
Arch. Surv. West Ind. 10 (1881) p. 82. 
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joined inscription, as deciphered by Liiders, gives not only the name 
of Maitribala but traces of Qura’s verses were also discovered^). There¬ 
fore certainly at AjantS an illustration of the 8th jStaka of the jSta- 
kamSla was intended and although further comparison is impossible, 
the fact of this coincidence is remarkable enough. As will appear later, 
the KsSnti-jataka (No. 28) is also depicted at Ajanta in the Jatakamala 
version. 

IX. The story of Vi^vamtara 
(text p. 51—67; trans. p. 71—92) 

At one time the Qibi’s were ruled by king Sanjaya who performed his 
royal duties excellently and was above all distinguished for his justice. 
Next to him, and his equal in virtues, was the crownprince Vigvamtara, 
no other than the Bodhisattva, whose fame was far-spread and who al¬ 
ways endeavoured to satisfy the wants of the poor and suffering. On 
sabbath days he used to mount his beautiful white elephant and visit 
the various alms-houses that he had set up. It was not long before his 
extraordinary generosity brought him into difficulties. A neighboring 
king took advantage of this and sent some brahmans to ask the prince 
to give him his elephant. This was directly acceded, the brahmans 
had only to ask for the animal and the prince at once dismounted, 
came and stood before them with the golden water-jug held up and 
poured the ceremonial water of gifts over their hands. Though both giver 
and receivers were delighted over this, the Qibi’s could not approve of 
the transaction. They hastened to point out to the king that a man who 
was capable of such irresponsible acts was quite unfitted to rule the 
kingdom. They demanded that the prince, who was much better suited 
for a hermit, should be sent into retirement and the king was obliged to 
agree to this. 

Vi9vamtara prepared himself to depart, quite determined not to 
renounce the pleasures of charity. He therefore distributed his posses¬ 
sions among the poor and set out on a chariot with his wife who would 
not desert him, and their two children. On the way some brahmans came 
and asked him for the horses which were given to them, then four yak§a’s 
appeared in the shape of deer, to draw the chariot until they met another 
brahman who received the chariot as a present. At last they reached 
their place of banishment and settled into a hut made of branches, where 
for half a year they lived a happy life in spite of their punishment. After 

1) LMers, Arya S'iira's Jatakamala und die Fresken von Nachr. d. Kdnigl. Ge- 
d. Wisaenflch. z. Gdttizigen, phil.-hist. Kh 1902, p. 761 sq. 
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a while another brahman came along, stiff and weak, with his stick and 
water-jug on his shoulder. He was hospitably received by the hermit 
and told them thai the reason of his visit was to ask for the Bodhisatt- 
va’s two children as servants for his wife. Whatever it cost the prince 
to part with his children, he could not refuse this request and they 
were carried off as quick as possible before their mother, who was not 
there at the moment, should return. To hurry their departure, the brah¬ 
man tied their hands and dragged the poor children along by force; the 
Bodhisattva was obliged to suffer the sight of this as well as the difficult 
task of accounting to the mother for their disappearance. At this act of 
self-sacrifice the earth began to tremble and Qakra, seeing the cause 
thereof, decided to put the Bodhisattva still further to the proof. The 
next day he came himself as brahman and requested the prince to give 
him his wife. Without any hesitation this was granted. Then the king of 
the gods resumed his divine form and returned the Bodhisattva his wife, 
praising him highly and assuring him of the safety of his children. In 
consequence of ^akra’s power the brahman had taken them to the 
land of the ^ibi’s, where their grandfather and his subjects had ransom¬ 
ed them. Touched by the story of the prince’s noble conduct, they 
recalled him. 

35. The king and the crown-prince 

On the left two thrones are set up against a background of buildings. 
On the right hand one the king is seated against the back, on the 
left throne the queen against a cushion; under the seat of the royal 
pair are a couple of dishes. Both of them are headless. They are evi¬ 
dently sitting outside the palace, for we can see plenty of trees behind 
the other figures. On the right there is a large group with a royal person¬ 
age in the middle, seated on something like a mattress; next to him sit 
the umbrella-bearer, an attendant with the usual folded tray and others 
of the retinue, one of whom has a sword; those most to the left are 
kneeling to present their homage to the king. I have already stated 
above that the identity of this relief is uncertain, but jt consider it most 
likely to represent a conversation between king Sahja3ra and his son the 
crownprince; it seems to illustrate not exactly any particular incident 
but more to introduce the chief persons of the tale to the spectator. 

36. Vigvarntara and the brahmans (?) or the instructions given to the brah¬ 
mans (?) 

The prince is sitting with his wife on a laiige throne. He is talking to 
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three persons in front of him, two seated and one standing behind 
them. The latter is evidently making some statement, he wears brahman 
dress. The front one of the two seated has his arms crossed on his breast; 
these persons have their hair brushed back with a band round the fore¬ 
head, they are beardless, and though we might think they are not brah¬ 
mans it is quite possible they may be, considering their likeness to the 
two men who are given the elephant on the next relief and who the text 
says are brahmans. They are certainly not ordinary beggars and they 
receive no dole. In my opinion this is not a picture of the prince’s 
charity in general; possibly it is the moment when the brahmans are 
asking for the elephant which scene then takes place indoors and not as 
the text says in the street. I consider it not impossible either that this 
may be the neighbouring king giving instructions to the brahmans to 
ask for the elephant. 

37. The gift of the elephant 

This picture is quite clear. The two brahmans stand on the 
right beardless, with only a moustache and their hair smooth under 
a band round the forehead. The prince is opposite them, just pouring 
water out of his golden jug over the hands of the front one to seal 
the gift. The mahaut with his angkuga kneels at his feet; the head 
and front feet of the elephant himself are just to be seen behind his 
master. 

38. The giving away of the children (.■^) 

It is not easy to find a place in the tale for this relief. On a square dais 
to the right sits the prince with his wife and the two children, the young¬ 
est child on the mother's knee, the elder with hands in s6mbah, next to 
the father. Both have the crescent-shaped omement behind the head, we 
often see in these reliefs. On the ground in front of the prince sits a well- 
dressed man making a sembah. If we look for a scene in the tale where 
the whole family is present and the prince converses with some man of 
rank, we find only one and that is, the moment when the prince hears 
from the king’s chamberlain his father’s decision to banish him. Yet 
I think it highly improbable that the sculptor should select this un¬ 
important incident from the whole tale, while he takes no trouble to 
record the deputation of the Qibi’s to their king, or the departure of the 
prince and his family or the incidents of the journey. We might even 
suppose that this represents a much later scene and the figure seated 

Barabu^ur 22 
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might be ^:akra; but when the god shews himself, the children have 
already been carried off and the prince does not see them again till 
he is reinstated in his fatherland. As I do not see any way to find 
an explanation that agrees with the text, the only thing left is to 
suppose the sculptor followed some other version. Seeing that the 
climax of the story is the giving away of the children, we must 
imagine that this scene represents something at, before or after that 
event, though not agreeing with the text known to us, where the giving 
away takes place in the absence of the mother and where a brahman 
receives them ^). 

39. The prince and princess return 

The subject of the last scene is the triumphant return of the 
prince. It has been left unfinished, but what is represented remains 
clear. Vigvamtara and his wife are seated in a palanquin surrounded 
by the delighted Qibi’s and are being carried away towards the left. 
In the left hand comer is a person in the costume of high rank, 
sitting with his hands on his knees, perhaps the same who appeared 
in the last relief. The fact that the scene is left unfinished, agrees with 
the carelessness appearing elsewhere in the treatment of this famous 
jS.taka. 

The circumstance that on Barabudur only the gift of the elephant was 
selected from the many striking episodes of this j ataka makes it impossible 
to gain much from comparisons with other representations of this tale, so 
popular in the Buddhist community. The corresponding relief at Bharhut 
has mostly disappeared^); at SSnchi, the tale is depicted on one relief in 
which the principal scenes missing at Barabudur are eaisily recognised; the 
family in the hut, the giving awayandill-treatmentof the children, while 
the motheris kept away from them by a couple of lions, the wife being hand¬ 
ed over and carried off etc. . In Gandhira too the same sort of sequence 
is followed, beginning with the gift of the elephant and the horses *), and 
at Amaravatl as well the gift of elephant and oxen — which the same as 
at Sanchi take the place of the horses—and then of the children while the 

*) Compare the scene at Pegu of the prince with four subordinate figures, Ann. Rep. Arch. 
Surv. Burma 1919 p. 23 sq. 

*) Cunningham, The stupa of Bharhut (1879), p. VI. 
•) Fergrusson, Tree and Serpent worship (1873), pi. 24. 
*) Burgess, The ancient monuments, temples and sculptures of India (1897), pi. 151; 

Foucher, L’art greco-bouddhique du GandhSra I (1905), pi, 144 p. 284. 
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mother is kept away by a lion, are all recognisable ^). At Ajaijtt, where 
Burgess had already identified this jttaka *), Foucher recognised con¬ 
secutively: the gift of the elephant, farewell of the prince, departure 
from the palace and journey with wife and children, gift of the chariot, 
the woman held back by a lion, giving the children away, their return 
to the grandfather, the mother's grief, giving the wife away, etc. until 
the reunion ®). Among all these we can find no explanation for No. 38. 
The representation in the oldest Chinese art in the caves at Long-men *) 
shews the j oumey of the princely couple, who after giving away the horses 
and cart are obliged to carry their children across the river, then the 
children being carried off by the brahman, and possibly too the prince 
taking leave of his father. Elsewhere we find the horse being given 
away and the crossing of the river, but there jStaka No. 547 is 
followed. 

X. The story of the sacrifice 
(text p. 67—73; trans. p. 93—104) 

A long time ago the Bodhisattva lived as a king who gave his whole 
mind to ruling his subjects justly and did not neglect any of his religious 
duties. Now it happened that there came a great drought with all its 
disastrous results. The king, convinced that this plague was due to the 
shortcomings of himself or his subjects, consulted the brahmans to find 
a way of causing the drought to end. Their reply was that only the great 
sacrifice of hundreds of living beings, such as the Veda demands, would 
be of any avail. The king on one hand could not refuse to follow this 
advice but on the other he was fully aware that there could not possibly 
be any justice in the killing of animals. After much thought he found 
the right way to act under these circumstances. He informed the brah¬ 
mans that he was prepared to offer up a thousand human victims and 
gave the necessary orders. Thereupon he called the citizens of the land 
together to tell them of the approaching sacrifice. The victims were to 
be those who had in any way misconducted themselves, and in order to 

*) Fergusson 1.1. pi. 65; Burgess. The Buddhist sthpas of Amar&vati and Jaggayyapeta, 
Arch. Surv. New Ser. 6 (1887) pi. 32. 

•) Burgess. Notes, p. 32. 
•) Foucher. Lettre p. 209 with reference to Griffiths, pi. 65 and Herringham pi. XXIV 26, 

XXXVII 41. XXXIX 48. XXXV, 39. XXIII 25 and XXXVI 41. 
*) Chavannes. Mission arch6ologique dans la Chine septentrionale, Publ. £c. fran^. d'Extr. 

Or. 13 (1915). fig. 294 and p. 329. 
•) Ibid. fig. 432 and p. 591. 
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find them, royal officials were to be appointed everywhere to observe the 
behaviour of the people. This was done; the royal command was pro¬ 
claimed with beating of drums and the inspectors appeared all over 
the kingdom. The result was that people were very careful not to do 
anything that might bring them within reach of the law, so that extraor¬ 
dinary good conduct prevailed throughout the whole land. When the king 
saw this, he gave orders that the riches collected for the great sacrifice 
should be distributed among the poor and needy. This encouraged the 
exercise of virtue so that all evil influences lost their power and great 
prosperity spread again over the kingdom. His wisdom was praised by 
all, by his subjects as well as the high officials, who on a certain occasion 
came to the king to express their gratitude for the way in which his 
sacrifice had brought prosperity to the kingdom. 

40. The sacrifice is suggested to the king 

The monarch is sitting with his leg in the support together with a 
woman, on a seat underneath which is a dish. His left arm is stretched 
out over his knee and his whole pose expresses indecision; he can hardly 
refuse but still cannot agree. Below on the right sit two beardless men, it 
is not clear whether they belong to the king’s retinue or are the brahman 
advisers, but the figure behind them is unmistakable a bearded brah¬ 
man, who is bending forward and by the gesture of both hands is plainly 
urging the king to offer the great sacrifice. 

41. The king informs his subjects of his decision 

We still see the king seated on the left and again in company of the 
woman, whose face is all that is to be seen of her. Under the seat, and 
intended to .be sitting in front of it, we see three servants, one with a 
sword. The king explains his orders to the people who are represented by 
four persons on the right, two sitting and two standing, all very plainly 
dressed. The one furthest away has a stick in his hand, all four are 
listening attentively. 

42. The proclamation 

A very simply-designed scene, not shewing more than five men stand¬ 
ing next to each other. The front one beats a small drum, the second one 
is waving a cloth high above his head. The three others seem to be order¬ 
ing silence with their hands lifted in front of them, but it is not clear if 
they belong to the heralds or are only interested spectators. 
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43. Homage to the king 

The same as on No. 40 and 41, the king is seated on the right, now on a 
square block of stone that was probably intended to become a throne; 
the back can already be seen. The woman is here too, holding a fly-whisk. 
The subjects who are bringing homage we see on the right; they are four 
standing and in front of them four kneeling. To judge by their plain 
clothes they look more like a deputation from the people than the high 
officials the text speaks of. The four in front are making a sembah and 
the two next ones hold a fly-whisk and a flower ^). 

XI. The story of Qakra 
(text p. 73—76; trans. p. 104—108) 

Once the Bodhisattva was born again as ^akra, king of the gods; he 
enjoyed this happy state without becoming arrogant and attained great 
glory. But because the demons could not endure him to be famous, they 
began to make war on him and attacked the gods with a large army. 
Then the king of the gods mounted his chariot of war adorned in front 
with a high waving banner that displayed an arhat, and surrounded by 
the whole army of gods he encountered the army of demons on the sea¬ 
shore. A terrible battle took place in which many were killed and at last 
the army of the gods began to waver, overcome by the fierce swords and 
arrows of the demons. Only Qakra made a stand until Matali, his cha¬ 
rioteer, judging that the moment for retreat had come, turned the cha¬ 
riot away from the battle. While they were ascending again towards 
heaven, ^akra suddenly perceived some eagle’s nests in a tree, with 
young ones in them not yet able to fly and this was right in their way. 
Even though himself in such desperate case, f akra was determined to 
save the lives of the young birds and ordered Matali to avoid the tree; 
the charioteer said this was impossible without turning the chariot 
back and then the enemy would be sure to overtake them. "All the 
same”, replied the king, “turn the chariot back, it is better to be killed 
by the clubs of the demons than to live a dishonorable life after murder¬ 
ing these poor timid creatures”. So the chariot turned its face again to the 
foes who, having seen Qakra’s courage, were startled by the unexpected 
manoeuvre and thrown into disorder. This pause was fatal to them, the 
gods, seeing that the ranks of the demon army were broken, renewed their 

') The possibility that this jfltaka is to be found at Aja^fA is suggested by Foucher, Lettre 
p.219. 
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attack and then gained a decisive victory. The glory of the battle was 
given to ^)akra alone and he returned triumphant to his heavenly king¬ 
dom. 

44—46. The Bodhisattva as Qakra 

The sculptor has required no less than three reliefs to give some idea of 
the beatific condition of the king of the gods, which he represents by a 
dancing party. On the first relief we see ^akra (who has lost his head) 
seated on a bench between two females. Under the seat three men- or 
women-servants are sitting while another woman stands next to the seat. 
Then No. 45 shews us the dancing. A dancing girl between two other 
women is performing on a sort of platform in the middle, swaying with 
the well-known curious motions of the arms and legs; she is adorned 
with a handsome belt and holds a narrow slendang in her left hand. The 
diadem is especially remarkable; she wears it on her hair that is twisted 
up in a large loop at the back of her head, and it has the shape of a 
rosette band ornemented with leaves, such as may still be seen in Bali. 
The woman most to the left, who has her hair brushed back smoothly 
with a band round the forehead, is probably a servant and the one most 
to the right with a high headdress adorned with ribbons, more likely 
belongs to the corps de ballet. On the third relief we see the orchestra 
that consists of four standing and four seated figures. Those standing are 
three women, probably more dancers, and one man, all richly-dressed, 
they all have those two cup-shaped objects on a stalk that I take to be 
some sort of bells; here they can be more distinctly seen than elsewhere. 
Those seated are all men in very plain clothes; one plays the cymbals, 
the second a big drum that has the form of a pot and the third and fourth 
are both pla5dng the flute. 

47a. ThehatUe 

Very little of this relief is left; it is so much damaged that we cannot 
distinguish the details. The chief point however is clear, a battle is going 
on and a tree is to be seen in the middle, though not with a nest of young 
eagles in it, but a bird exactly like the ham^a’s in the Hamsa-jtltaka. 
With the exception of one warrior above on the right with r3k$asa- 
hair, the soldiers seem to be all alike, so on the strength of the one demon 
we must decide that the army of the gods will be on the left. Qakra is ad¬ 
vancing from that side in his chariot preceded by a banner bearing a ca- 
kra and not the device of the arhat described in the text; the shaft is still 
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visible, but the place where the chariot ought to be has disappeared. There 
is nothing to shew that onearmyisbeingputtoflightby the other, we 
can only see that fighting is depicted with sword and shield, and bow and 
arrows as well as the battle-axe and one man is blowing on a conch- 
shell. This is all we can discover from the ruins of this relief. 

XII. The story of the brahman 
(text p. 77—80; trans. p. 109—114) 

No representation has yet been found of this curious tale of a brahman 
teacher who sets his pupils stealing; only the Bodhisattva, who is 
among them, is not willing to be a thief. The space for one scene (no more 
would be needed) is there, between No. 47a and 48. The four actual com¬ 
ers in this series have been taken up by double reliefs of large size, whose 
two parts, as can be seen on No. 233 and 326 (No. 140 is missing) are 
not connected but contain each a separate scene. Thus no. 47i must also 
have been a separate scene. 

XIII. The story of Unm5dayanti 
(text p. 80—87; trans. p. 114—124) 

The Bodhisattva reigned over the ^ibi’s, the very personification of 
righteousness; unimpeachable and unprejudiced he administered justice 
and guided others into the path of virtue in which he walked himself. 
One of the townsmen in his capital had a daughter of enchanting 
beauty; people could not take their eyes off her and all men were 
fascinated by her charms. The fortunate parent thought it his duty to 
inform the king of this jewel that had appeared in his kingdom and ask 
if he desired to have her to wife. The monarch sent some brahmans who 
were good judges of the marks of perfection in women, to examine if Unma- 
dayanti (she who makes mad) would be suitable for him. The brahmans 
went to her house, where they were to be waited on by the young beauty 
herself, but as soon as they set eyes on her, these reverend old men were 
completely overcome by her charms and could not recover themselves 
or partake of the repast, until the father had sent his daughter out of 
sight. After the visit they discussed the matter and came to the con¬ 
clusion that such a beauty who could even turn the heads of holy men, 
was in no case a suitable spouse for a young monarch who would live 
only for her and neglect all the business of government. They therefore 
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drew up their report to say that although the young woman was certain¬ 
ly very beautiful, they had discovered signs that shewed even the sight of 
her would bring misfortune to the king. At this the monarch gave up all 
claim to the maiden and soon after she was given in marriage to one 
of the officials of his court. Now it happened at the time of the Kaumudi- 
festival that the king wished to see the decorations and stepped into his 
chariot to make a tour of the city. In the midst of the rejoicings his 
attention was attracted by a charming apparition on the roof of the 
court-official’s house; this was Unmadayanti and one long look was 
enough to enslave him. The king returned to his palace quite overcome 
and learned from his charioteer that the lady was another man’s wife. 
However hard the virtuous monarch strove to put all thought of her out 
of his head, he did not succeed and his changed appearance soon shewed 
the cause of his trouble. The husband of Unmadayanti also noticed the 
king’s dejection and hastened to sollicit a private audience where he offer¬ 
ed to give up his wife to his royal master. In spite of all his entreaties, the 
king remained firm and chose the path of virtue instead of the satisfac¬ 
tion of his desires. 

48. UnmMayanti’s father and the king 

The Bodhisattva, who here again wears a halo, is sitting with one leg in 
the sling on a throne with a woman, in the left of the relief; in front of it 
sit a couple of servants. The father kneels on the right with both hands 
on the ground in front of him, a second person sits behind him. In the 
background stand two brahmans, the first one making a s6mbah; they 
are evidently placed here to indicate the task they are about to undertake. 

49. The brahmans and Unmddayantl 

As an instance of the freedom given to the sculptor or perhaps as a 
proof of his carelessness about details, we see that the two brahmans here 
are without beards, while on the preceding relief as well as the one 
following this, they do have beards, and in the case of No. 50 they 
must of course be the same men. They are both sitting on a bench under 
which is a large well-filled dish. The maiden is cdming from the right; die 
carries with both hands the jug of water to pour over the guests hands. 

50. The brahmans report 

The haloed monarch here sits on a wide couch with back that he shares 
with his two visitors. Under the seat are again some didies. The brah- 
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mans are plainly relating their experiences and the king makes a gesture 
of dissent. As is fitting, there are no members of the royal household 
present at this private audience. 

51. The king sees Unmddayanti 

A very crowded relief, as might be expected where the royal procession 
is making its way through the midst of the merrymaking; on account of 
the traffic the sculptor has taken liberties with the description the text 
gives. To begin with he could not find room for the royal chariot and 
horses, so he puts the king into a palanquin and there is not quite enough 
space even for that; only one side of the chair has poles and carriers and 
the other side hangs in the air. The same with the roof of Unmadayantl’s 
dwelling; the roof is there all right but there is no sign of any house 
under it; it hangs in space. The young woman is seated thereon with two 
attendants; she is not looking at the king and allows herself to be admir¬ 
ed without taking any notice; she sits in a charming attitude with a 
mirror or perhaps a fan in her hand. The roof is on the right of the relief, 
it reaches to about the waist of the king’s umbrella-bearer standing next 
to it. The king, whose vehicle turns towards the left, is turning round in 
the cushions to look at the lovely apparition (his face has been knocked 
off) and his right hand expresses his admiration. Across the whole width 
of the relief, vmder the palanquin as well as under the roof, we see num¬ 
bers of citizens, who will be the festive population, most of them 
talking to one another; on the left is one who also catches sight of the 
irresistible charmer and is saluting her with a sembah. 

52. The king and Unmcidayanil's spouse 

This relief is very much damaged. The king is sitting left, on a throne, 
underneath which are the traditional dishes; he is conversing with the 
obsequious courtier seated to the right and making a sfimbah. The 
privacy of the interview has not been maintained on this relief, for not 
only is some person sitting behind the visitor but in the background two 
figures have been standing, though now there is not much left of them. 
Maybe these were the two brahmans to whom the affair had been 
entrusted. 

XIV. The story of SupSraga 
(text p. 88—^95; trans. p. 124—134) 

It is in the nature of a Bodhisattva to excel always in whatever art or 
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science he may undertake. So was it when the Bodhisattva appeared 
on earth as the steersman Suparaga. He had knowledge of the stars and 
seas and knew navigation and thereby he was vigilant and unwearied. 

No wonder that when he grew old, the traders who hoped for a successful 
voyage still did their best to get him on their vessel. It happened once 
that some merchants wanted him to sail with them, and although he was 
nearly blind and had become too weak for this task, they would not be 
denied and assured him he should not be obliged to work, his company 
was enough to make their voyage prosperous. WTien after a time they 
came into the open sea, they were overtaken by a storm and the ship lost 
its bearings and was at the mercy of the tempest, but Suparaga kept the 
crew from losing courage. At last they saw creatures rising out of the sea 
who resembled men armed in silver; Suparaga, who himself could not see, 
hearing of this, knew them to be a sort of fish and at the same time un¬ 
derstood how far they had drifted out of their course. He at once ad¬ 
vised the ship to be turned, but the sea and wind made it impossible. 
In this way they drifted on through many seas, the description of which 
made Suparaga more and more anxious, until at last they heard a thun¬ 
dering noise and saw in the distance that the ocean was rushing down 
into an abyss; they had reached the entrance of the Vadavamukha- 
hell. In despair they called on all the gods for help, but the ship flew 
on. None but Suparaga could help. He knelt down on the deck, did hom¬ 
age to the Tathagata’s and spoke: “Ye merchants and ye gods be my 
witnesses, that never in my life have I injured any living being. By 
the power of this truth and the strength of my merit may the ship return 
in safety.” And behold hardly were the words out of his mouth, when 
the current and wind altered their course and brought the ship round. 
Suparaga ordered the sails to be hoisted and they were soon fl5dng home. 
In the far seas he had ordered the ship to be filled with sand and stones 
from the bottom; one day on awakening they saw that this cargo was 
changed into gold, silver and jewels, and that they were home again. 
Full of joy and gratitude they all praised their saviour. 

53. The merchants persuade Suparaga to sail with them 

Suparaga is standing on the left, behind him a servant holds up an um¬ 
brella ; he does not at all look like an old man, but seems quite as young 
as the others. The merchants come from the right, shewing by their 
gestures that they are pressing the matter; one kneels and makes a 
s6mbah, the other two are standing, one also with hands in sSmbahand 
the other with a garment, doubtless intended as a gift to the old seaman. 
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Suparaga does not look as if he had yet consented, but as if he were ex¬ 
plaining his objections. 

54. The voyage 

This relief shews us a ship at sea; at the top and on the left it is ra¬ 
ther damaged, so that the stern of the vessel with the mast and sails has 
mostly disappeared. Only on the right above the stem a puffed out sail 
can be seen on a yard, with a sailor who has gone up to set or furl the 
sails. There is not much more to be seen of the ship than the flat deck with 
the passengers on board, among them several women. Some of the 
crew are busy with a sail; several have packages of merchandize (?) or 
something of that sort in their hands, but there is nothing to shew what 
they intend to do with it. On the forecastle someone is standing with a 
water] ug with a spout to it in his hands, pouring water into the sea, 
evidently a ceremony for procuring them a safe voyage or possibly to 
save them from the sea-monster that is disporting himself just in front 
of the vessel^). For while the rest of the ocean is peopled with ordinary fish, 
away to the right a fearful sea-monster is opening its horrible jaws. 
The whole scene in this way exactly resembles those, where the sailors 
are attacked or wrecked by some makara. Our tale only speaks of 
a storm, discreetly suggested by the cloud in the left top corner; the 
leviathan is therefore quite out of place and its being put in here 
makes it look as if the sculptor had received some unspecified order for 
“perils by sea”. A more correct explanation is perhaps this: “Vada- 
vamukha” (the jaws of the mare), the dreaded entrance to the hell, is 
depicted as the actual "mukha” of the monster and so this scene 
represents the moment of the greatest danger. In that case the man 
with the water-jug must be Suparaga who is exercising his power in a 
different way to that described in the text ^). 

55. Thanksgiving on the return 

Suparaga sits on a dais to the right with two women standing behind 

him; here again he is not in the least like a weary old man, but one in 
the prime of life with carefully-dressed headgear. Next to him in rows 
above one another are the sacks and pots with valuables from the 
voyage, and then on the left the grateful merchants sitting and stand- 

*) The forecastle is still the consecrated part of the ship, where ceremonies take place; 
compare Hornell, Indian boat designs, Mem. As. Soc. Beng. VII (1920), p. 249. 

•) At Pag&n the corresponding Paii-j3,taka (no. 463) is represented simply by a boat with 
three sailors, the furthest one of whom is steering with an our, see Grtinwedel 1.1. abb. 63, p. 82, 
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ing in a row. Some of them have more of the precious cargo in their hands; 
the front ones are niaking a sgmbah towards him to whom they owe 
their prosperity. Suparaga himself is speaking, probably he is delivering 
the usual closing discourse, though here not mentioned in the text. The 
top part of the relief on the left is missing and with it the heads of 
some of the audience. 

XV. The story of the fish 
(text p. 95—98; trans. p. 134—138) 

Once upon a time the Bodhisattva was the head of a shoal of fish who 
lived in a small lake adorned with lotuses and waterlilies and where 
swans, geese and ducks had their home. He devoted himself entirely to 
the welfare of his fellow-creatures even in their fish-existence and by 
the exercise of mutual goodwill they achieved prosperity. Now it hap¬ 
pened that no rains fell for a long time and during the hot season the 
rays of the sun began to drink up the water of the pond and earth and 
wind absorbed it, so that it became less and less and gradually shrank 
into a puddle. The fish were in a very awkward position, while birds 
gathered all round them ready to snap them up as soon as they were left 
out of water. In this predicament the Bodhisattva debated what he 
should do. Any prospect of rain was hopeless and to leave the pond was 
impossible. He saw only one chance of salvation and that he seized on. 
Looking up to heaven he spoke thus: "As sure as I do not remember 
ever to have injured any living creature, even when I was in the greatest 
need, by the power of this truth may the king of the gods fill up 
this pond with the water of his rains”. As he spoke these words, a miracle 
took place. Rain-clouds rolled up on all sides of the heavens with thxm- 
der and lightning, they spread over the sky and poured streams of rain 
on to the earth like showers of pearls. Masses of water flowed down from 
the mountains on all sides and the pond was filled. And the Bodhisattva 
still urged Parjanya, the rain god, to further efforts. 

Hearing this, ^akra, king of the gods, appeared at the lake filled with 
admiration and with warm words of praise offered homage to the 
Bodhisattva, at the same time promising a continual water-supply for 
the perfect Being. 

56—57. Qakra offers homage at the refilled pond 

The lower part of both reliefs is taken up by the pond; we see in the first 
place lots of fish, then the lotus-flowers mentioned in the text, some water- 
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fowl and a couple of tortoises. Above the water gods hover on clouds, 
doing homage. The four on No. 57 wear the same kind of headdress as 
the hermits on earth, the hair first brushed back under a headband and 
then twisted up in a loop. On No. 56 there are two heavenly beings, the 
front one with a halo is ^akra, who is identified by his companion carry¬ 
ing an oblong tray, the well-known Airavata with his elephant-trunk- 
headdress and elephant ears. Just below the king of the gods we see in 
the water a ver}^ large plump fish, who of course must be the Bodhisatt- 
va. A pond with a large fish looking up to heaven, in cave XVII at Ajan- 
ta, is ascribed by Foucher to the same jataka ^). 

XVI. The story of the quails young 
(text p. 98—100; trans. p. 138—141) 

The Bodhisattva once lived in the forest as a young quail. He had just 
come out of the egg and could not fly, for he was still fledgeless. He lived 
with his many brothers in a nest on a creeper within a thicket. Even 
in this sort of existence he never forgot the precepts of the Law and 
therefore did not eat the living creatures his father and mother brought 
him but fed only on vegetarian food. In consequence of this he did not 
grow properly and his wings remained undeveloped. But the other 
young quails who ate everything grew up and had strong wings. While 
they were living there, a great fire broke out in the neighbourhood 
and came rushing towards their home with a terrible roar, clouds of 
smoke and fiery sparks. Flocks of birds flew about in terror and bewil¬ 
dered quadrupeds rushed away on all sides. When the fire reached 
the nest, all the young quails flew up in confusion, each trying to save 
himself without thinking of the others. Only the Bodhisattva was too 
weak to fly away. But he was not alarmed and when the fire was on the 
point of burning up the nest, he said; “My feet are not strong enough to 
be called feet, and my wings cannot fly and the confusion you bring has 
put my family to flight. Here, there is nothing valuable enough to offer 
such a guest as you, Agni, and it would become you to retire.” 

And when he had spoken these words sanctified by the power of 
Truth, the fire though swept along by the wind and fed to fury by the 
dry grass and trees, suddenly came to a stop as if it had reached a swol¬ 
len river. Until this day, in the mountains of the Himalaya every forest 
fire however furious will be brought to a standstil in that famous 
place. 

») Lettre p. 206. 
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58. The young quail stops the forest-fire 

This relief shews morfe a mountain- than a forest- landscape; the whole 
of the upper half is filled up with the usual conventional rocks, the trees 
are very sparely planted among them. Neither is there much display of 
animals; a monkey is sitting above on the left and a deer is running away, 
while a couple more deer are seeking shelter in the righthand lower cor¬ 
ner. There are many more birds, brothers of the Bodhisattva, flying off 
on all sides. The fire comes from the lefthand low'er comer, where the 
flames are to be seen and close to them the Bodhisattva is sitting in a 
round nest, that is supported by the bmshwood and in front of which 
is the dry grass the text speaks of. Unlike the other quails the 
Bodhisattva turns towards the fire, probably just speaking the decisive 
words ^). 

XVII. The story of the jar 
(text p. 100—105;trans. p. 141—148) 

Although the Bodhisattva in his existence as ^akra, king of the gods, 
enjoyed to the full the pleasures of his rank, his mind nevertheless was 
filled with compassion for the world and he continually occupied him¬ 
self with its welfare. Once when he was observing the human world, he 
noticed that a certain king, influenced by evil companions, had acquired 
the habit of drinking intoxicating liquors and his subjects followed the 
bad example. Seeing that the king did not consider this as a sin, and 
knowing that in reality it was a very great sin, Qakra devised a means of 
bringing the people back to virtuous ways and decided that if the king 
himself could be reformed, his subjects would then follow his good 
example. So the Great Being assumed the shape of a brahman, with 
matted hair, shirt made of fibre and deerskin and hung a jar with sura (an 
intoxicating drink) at his left side. In this form he appeared to the 
king who sat with his courtiers in the hall of audience, indulging in his 
bad habit. On the appearance of the brahman, the company rose and 
saluted him respectfully. Qakra began to speak, shewing them the jar, 
and asked who would buy this fine thing from him; it must be someone 
who was not afraid of misfortime in this world and suffering in the 

*) The j§taka no. 35 will also be found at Sukhodaya (Fournereau l.l. pi. 21); along the 
bottom edge are the flames and above on the right is a bird in a large tree and on the left 
another bird opposite to it. The representation at Pagto (Griinwedel 1.1. abb. 82, p. 102), 
is only a design consisting of a bird in a wreath of flames with three birds flying away on each 
side. 
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next. At the king’s request the holy brahman told them what the 
jar contained and took the opportunity of explaining fully the effect 
sura had on people and how everyone who used it degraded himself 
and fell into the greatest misery. He spoke so eloquently that the king 
became convinced of the sinfulness of his habit. He threw off his desire 
for strong drink and announced his intention of altering his conduct on 
the spot, offering the visitor a magnificent present. “I desire no gifts”, 
said Qakra, "know that I am king of the gods. He who gives wise counsel 
can only be honored by putting his advice into practice.” 

At this, the king of the gods vanished and from that hour the king 
and his people gave up the evil habit of drinking strong liquor. 

59. Qakra appears to the king 

The first is by far the most striking of the three reliefs given to this ja- 
taka and the only one that shews characteristics that would lead to its 
identification, even without any consecutive text. The king is sitting 
with a woman in a small pgndapa, listening to the words of Qakra 
who stands next to him. By the gesture of the god’s right hand we may 
say that it is ^akra who is speaking at the moment. In his left hand he 
holds the jar. Although his headdress has become rather indistinct, 
we can see by what is left, especially in the rest of his clothing, that the 
sculptor has not given us the brahman with the hermit’s matted hair, 
bark-garment and deerskin, but with a much more wordly costume. Then 
the god is not standing on air, as we might expect, but only on the ground. 
The rest of the relief, that is most of it, is occupied by the king’s riotous 
company, in whose behaviour the sculptor gives an awful warning of 
the effects of drunkenness. They are nearly all reverend brahmans with 
beards, which makes the orgy look still worse. They are standing, sitting 
and dancing, some of them in most extraordinary attitudes; most of 
them have wine-cups in their hands, either drinking themselves or offer¬ 
ing it to another. One couple is fighting, another dancing, one of them 
waving a spoon and his partner with a dog or suchlike animal on his 
shoulder. The sculptor has succeeded perfectly in creating a scene of 
drunkenness that gives a vivid picture of its degrading effects on human 
beings without exhibiting anything coarse or indecent ^). 

On two scenes of jataka no. 512 at Pagin (Gitinwedel 1.1. abb, 36 p. 31; Ann. Rep. Arch. 
Surv. 1906—7 pi. 60) the moment is depicted, when Qakra comes flying through the air with 
the Jar in his hand; on both the king is seated on the left with in one case the brandy- 
retort and on the other a large bottle in front of him. 
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60. The sermon 

At the same time the sculptor thinks it necessary to give us some more 
reliable foundation for the idng’s conversion than the impression of the 
moment; so he shews us a following scene, where the monarch is seated 
beside his visitor listening to his discourse. The text does not mention 
this and only gives the conversation of the king with Qakra in the air, 
in the midst of the jovial company. It might be possible to ascribe this 
scene to the following jataka, where also a conversation between a 
hermit and a man in worldly clothing takes place (the talk identified 
on No. 63) but in that case I do not know what to do with No. 61—63, 
which would have to be considered as another tale. Rather than that, 
I think the explanation will be that this tale is a bit lengthened and a 
second quiet conversation between the king and ^akra is depicted. The 
upper part of the relief has mostly disappeared, but the arrangement is 
still clear. To the right ^akra on a seat with a jar and a few flowers under 
it and the king sitting on a mat, surrounded by some attendants, one of 
whom makes a sembah; another seems to have carried the umbrella. 
The monarch has a flower-bud in his hand. 

61. The king after his conversion (.■^) 

Not much can be said about this badly damaged relief. On the left sits 
some eminent person with the left leg in the support and behind him sit 
a couple of men- or women-servants; on the right are two women stand¬ 
ing. It would be easy to ascribe this scene to the hero of the next tale 
before his decision to become a hermit, but as his existence in the world 
seems also given on No. 62, it is perhaps more likely that No. 61 belongs 
to the story of the jar. 

XVIII. The story of the childless one 
(text p. 105—108; trans. p. 148—154) 

The Bodhisattva was bom into a rich family known for their virtuous 
life and excellent behaviour. They shared their possessions and store¬ 
houses with 9ramaQa’s and brahmans, distributed alms among the poor, 
protected artisans and received even the king as guest. The Bodhisattva 
grew up in these surroundings, studied diligently and enjoyed universal 
respect. Yet no one was more convinced of the difficulties that a house¬ 
holder’s life brings and how it always hinders the exercise of religious 
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duties. He thus became used to the idea of renouncing the world and after 
the death of his parents he realized his intention. His house and goods 
he distributed among his friends, relations, the poor and the grama^a’s 
and brahmans; then he departed and after wandering through many 
lands he settled on a wooded hillside near to a city. He soon attracted 
attention, not only by his serenity and wisdom and the remarkable way 
in which he moved his hearers, but also because they knew how he had 
resigned great riches and pleasures to become a wandering ascetic. 
Now there was an old friend of his father, who heard where he was living 
and came to the place to visit him. After exchanging the usual inquiries, 
the old man told him who he was and expressed his opinion that the 
young hermit had acted very irresponsibly in forsaking his family when 
he might have led such a useful life, and he advised him to return to 
his own home. With all respect to this well-meant advice, the Bodhi- 
sattva was not at all willing to follow it and in return explained to his 
visitor, how the life of the world in so many ways was an obstacle to real 
happiness and that his choice was the right one. The demonstration 
proved convincing and the visitor testified his deep respect for the Bo- 
dhisattva by entertaining him with a meal. 

62. The Bodhisattva as a charitable citizen 

On the very much damaged panel that introduces this tale, we see 
the Bodhisattva on a seat with a dish underneath it and a woman 
standing beside him. The right half shews four persons kneeling, whom at 
first sight we might take for the ^ramana's mentioned in the text, if it 
were not for what we can see of their hairdress and the rosettes above 
the ears, the naked chest and shoulders and the rolled up loin cloth. 
Even if no monks are here intended, the relief at any rate gives the 
exercise of charity and the persons kneeling have already received gifts. 
The arrisii» of the front one are knocked off, but the others have, con¬ 
secutively, a money bag, a dish of food and a garment. The top part on 
the right of the relief has disappeared entirely. 

63. The interview with the old friend 

Still less remains of this relief, but it does not seem to have been a 
striking one. On the right we see with a piece of rock in the background, 
a portion of the Bodhisattva become hermit; to the left under a tree 
appears the upper part of the visitor’s person, who holds a flower in his 
hand and has a companion with him. 

Barabuijur 23 
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As No. 64 is altogether missing, we may consider that it will have de¬ 
picted the final scene, the offered banquet. This is not in itself such an 
important detail and as the following tale again shews us a person who 
renounces the world, and the sculptors always in this sort of tale first 
depict the hero so as he was living in society, it seems probable in my 
opinion that No. 64 represented some thing of that sort and so has 
belonged to the next jataka. 

XIX. The story of the lotus-stalks 
(text p. 108—115; trans. p. 154—164) 

Again the Bodhisattva was bom into a brahman family renowned 
for its virtue, and he had six younger brothers and a sister. After pro¬ 
found studies, he acquired a great reputation for learning, and it was he 
who instructed his brothers. In the course of time their parents died and 
some days later the Bodhisattva called his brothers together and inform¬ 
ed them of his resolve to seek the way of salvation before the time came 
for him to die. He concluded with some words of good counsel for their 
moral behaviour. With tears in their eyes his brothers replied that they 
could not live without him and if his mind was fixed, they would follow 
his example and go with him. A friend, a maid and a man servant joined 
them and they set forth into the forest. On the shore of a large lotuspond 
of clear blue water, they built each a hut of branches at a short distance 
from one another. There they lived, devoting themselves to self-imposed 
vows and on every fifth day they gathered round the Bodhisattva to 
hear his preaching, which always made a deep impression on them. Now 
the maid-servant continued to wait on them in the forest; every day she 
collected edible lotus-stalks out of the pond and put ready equal por¬ 
tions for them all on lotusleaves along the shore and each in turn fetched 
his share and partook of it in his own hut. In this way they avoided the 
sight of one another except at the fifthday sermon. Their manner of life 
and irreproachable behaviour made them famous ever3nvhere, till ^akra 
heard of it and decided to put them to the proof. He watched the time 
when their servant had placed the portions of lotus-stalk ready and 
having announced the dinner hour by beating two blocks of wood toge¬ 
ther, had retired. He then took away the first portion. The Bodhisattva 
came out and went to the first portion, but saw that the stalks had been 
removed from the leaf, and he thought “someone has taken away my 
share”; without taking any more notice, he went back to his meditation. 
The others coming later naturally thought that he had taken his portion, 
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and noticed nothing unusual. For five days ^akra did the same, but 
without any result; the Bodhisattva preserved his composure as always. 
On the fifth day they assembled for the preaching at his hut and were 
shocked by his emaciated and exhausted appearance. The Bodhisattva 
told them the reason; none of them could imagine who could have done 
the evil deed. The elder brother protested his innocence by sa5dng; “May 
he who has taken away the stalks be cursed with a luxurious house, a 
beloved wife and children and grandchildren”, the others made similar 
protestations calling curses on the evildoer such as would bring hap¬ 
piness to an ordinary mortal but were abhorred by the true hermit. The 
friend, the servant, the sister and the maidservant all testified the same, 
as well as three creatures of the forest who had come to hear the preach¬ 
ing, a yaksa, an elephant and a monkey. On hearing these remarkable 
protestations of innocence, ^akra appeared in his divine glory and de¬ 
clared that he himself had taken the stalks which he hereby returned. 
But the Bodhisattva reproved him for his undignified conduct. “We are 
not your friends nor your buffoons, o king of the gods! It does not 
become you to make sport of rsi’s in such a manner.” The god quickly 
removed his divine radiance and bowing before the Bodhisattva, rever¬ 
ently begged his forgiveness. 

64. Missing 

As mentioned at the end of the last story, I consider this relief will 
have depicted the brothers before their vows. 

65—66. The Bodhisattva and his brothers as hermits 

As all the hermits are here shewn together, this must represent one 
of the fifth-day preachings, not in the hut but out of doors, as we 
see by the trees in the background. They all wear the ordinary hermit 
costume, hair high up and twisted in a loop, necklace and loincloth. The 
Bodhisattva in addition has a wide band over his left shoulder and a 
rosary in his right hand; he is sitting on the extreme right on an eminence, 
preaching. The others sit on the ground listening, three on No. 66, the 
other three on No. 65. The one most to the left, sitting behind, is the 
sister, not the maid; she wears the hermits dress and the servant is 
shewn on the next relief in her ordinary clothing. 

67. The servant puts ready the portions of food 

The scene is now on the shore of the pond that occupies the upper half 
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of the relief and is fitted with lotuses, flowers and leaves, among which 
are a couple of waterfowl. The lower part shews us the shore, where the 
servant is setting out the food. Six of the portions wrapped in large leaves 
are placed on the left, to the right of them sits the servantmaid who, 
as noticed in the last relief, is not wearing hermit dress. Behind her sits 
the yak§a who plays a part in the rest of the tale, the only one of the 
three forest-dwellers represented by the sculptor, who quite forgets to put 
them into the next scene, where we naturally expect to see them. 

68. Qakra and the hermits 

The king of the gods stands on the right with his usual companion 
Airavata, who is rather damaged; the elephant trunk in his headdress is 
still distinct, and he holds the angkuga in his hand. Qakra is stretching 
out his hands over the portions of food on the ground in front of him, 
evidently just giving them back. The text is here not followed exactly; 
to begin with the portions are laid on the leaves though we are told that 
^akra each time took away the stalks and left the leaves, and then seven 
portions are here laid out, though he only stole five times. To the left of 
the food the Bodhisattva and his brothers are sitting inside the hut, as is 
shewn by the roof above their heads. They wear of course the same 
dress as on the first relief, only now a couple of the brothers can be seen 
wearing the broad band over the left shoulder. The same as on No. 65— 
66 there are altogether seven persons: the Bodhisattva, five brothers and 
the sister, who of course again sits behind ^). 

XX. The story of the treasurer 
(text p. 116—121; trans. p. 164—J72) 

Once the Bodhisattva was a royal treasurer, famous for his learning 
and virtuous conduct and his great benevolence. One day while he was 
occupied at the palace, his wife received a visit from her mother who 
anxiously inquired of her daughter, whether her husband paid her every 
possible attention, to which she replied by declaring that even the beha¬ 
viour of a mendicant, who had renounced the world, could not be more 

*) At Bharhut (Cunningham 1.1. pi. 48) a somewhat different version of the tale has 
evidently been given. The ascetic sits before his hut and in front of him we see the ape, 
the elephant and a female figure (servant or sister), all probably testifying that they are not 
the thief, and then a man in worldly dress who has a bundle of lotus<-stalks. We cannot be 
sure if this is ^akra giving back the stalks, or the tree-god who plays a part in the Pftli- 
jataka (no. 488). In any case the other brothers are not there. 
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virtuous than that of the noble treasurer. The old lady who was just a bit 
deaf and stupid, did not understand this rightly and hearing the words 
‘mendicant who renounces the world’, got hold of the idea that her son-in- 
law had become a wandering monk. She immediately began to weep and 
wail and her daughter, as is usual with women, was quite overcome and 
began to think that her husband had really forsaken the world and that 
her mother hearing of it, had come to console her. She began to wail with 
her mother and fell into a swoon. Other members of the family and ser¬ 
vants of the household hearing the sounds of woe, joined in, and the 
chorus soon attracted a large crowd of neighbours, friends and other 
citizens round the house. On returning home to his dwelling, the treasur¬ 
er saw the gathering and heard this woeful concert; he dispatched a ser¬ 
vant to inquire about it and was told that the demonstration was caused 
by the news that he had become a hermit. When he heard this, the 
Bodhisattva felt rather ashamed; he was honored that people were 
ready to believe this of him and decided that it would not be possible for 
him to continue his worldly life any longer; so he would at once adopt 
the holy life of which the people considered him worthy. He returned 
immediately to the palace and asked the king to grant him permission to 
become a religious mendicant. The king tried to persuade him to change 
his mind, but the treasurer remained firm. He then prepared to depart, 
while a great crowd of friends and relations assembled and with tears 
besought him not to forsake the world for thehardshipsof a hermit’s life 
and reminded him that he thereby neglected his family duties. It was of 
no avail, the holy man knew that his friends were not able to judge 
between the evils of the worldly life and the benefits of renunciation and 
assuring them that nothing could alter his decision, he departed. 

69. Conversation of the two women 

The first relief gives us the talk between the wife and mother-in-law. 
The mother is sitting left, on a cushion with a back to it; her daughter, 
attended by two maids, is seated on the ground, to the right. In the 
background can be seen the roof and pillars of a house, outside which the 
conversation is taking place; they are evidently sitting in the grounds in 
front of the dwelling. 

70. The treasurer hears the news 

Although we are told in the text that the treasurer sends off a 
servant to his house while he is at some distance, and on receiving the 
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news hastens back to the palace, we find him here on the relief sur¬ 
rounded by several persons, two of whom are making a s6mbah. We might 
almost think this was the attempt made by his friends and relations to 
change his mind, but as the treasurer does not appear with the king until 
No. 71, we are obliged to consider that either the Bodhisattva received 
the news in some other kind of way, or the sculptor has mixed up two 
scenes. The two s6mbah-makers are quite on the left, one kneeling, the 
other standing. The treasurer stands in front of them attended by two 
persons; the front one holds a blue lotus with a long stalk in his hand, the 
other wears a beard and is perhaps a brahman. Two more men plainly- 
dressed are squatting on the ground, to the right. The Bodhisattva is not 
speaking, but listens to what they tell him. 

71. The treasurer with the king 

The king is sitting on a throne to the right with two women; there is a 
dish underneath it. The treasurer with an attendant is seated on the 
ground making a sSmbah. The gesture of the royal right hand indicates 
argument; he is trying to persuade his valued servant to alter his 
decision. In the background stand three members of the household, 
bearded brahmans with a wreath on their heads. 

72. Not identified 

It is quite impossible to place this relief with this tale or the following, 
though we might expect the scene of the treasurer and his persuasive 
friends, or some introductory scene to the next tale. Two figures in 
royal robes are approaching, one of whom wears a broad band over his 
left shoulder. Both hold a lotus stalk in the left hand, one with a small 
bud on it and the other with a large padma. Each of these royal persons 
has an umbrella-bearer at his right side, and in the background two other 
attendants are standing. On the right of the relief we see four persons 
who are doing homage to this procession; two kneel, the first making a 
sSmbah and the other holding up a garment (or a book) with both 
hands; the two standing are perhaps brahmans, the left one also making 
a sfimbah, the other holding up some indistinct object. The one kneel¬ 
ing furthest away is ^ssibly a yak§a with large round earrings, but his 
hair that might have identified him, has disappeared. Some trees behind 
these figures shew that the scene is out-of-doors. 
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XXL The story of Cuddabodhi 
(text p. 121—127; trans. p. 172—180) 

The Bodhisattva grew up in a noble brahman family and became 
famous for his learning, but he gradually absorbed the idea of renouncing 
the world and grew dissatisfied with his home. Convinced that the plea¬ 
sures of the world are evil and sinful, he shaved off his hair and beard, 
put on the russet monk’s garment and began the life of a hermit. His wife, 
who was deeply attached to him, also cut off her hair, covered her beau¬ 
tiful person with the same penitential dress and followed her husband. 
When he was aware of her intention, he explained the dangers of life in 
the forest and tried to persuade his wife to alter her decision or at least 
to retire into a convent. But with tears in her eyes she protested that she 
could never live without him, so he made no further objection and she 
accompanied him in his wanderings through town and country. One day 
they sat meditating in a lonely part of the forest and in the afternoon he 
began to sew some rags together for a garment. It was spring; the trees 
were putting forth leaves, bees hummed and there was a gentle breeze. 
The king of the country appeared, he had come out to enjoy the delights 
of the season. He greeted the Bodhisattva respectfully, but when he set 
eyes on the charming apparition who was his companion, his heart took 
flame and he began to devise a plan for getting possession of her. He 
knew well that some of these holy men possessed supernatural powers 
and determined to prove beforehand to what degree the Bodhisattva 
might be gifted; should he prove still to cherish any passionate attach¬ 
ment for his wife, then he could not yet have attained much sanctity; 
if he were indifferent to her fate, then it would be well to be cautious. 
The monarch began by asking what the hermit would do, if any one tried 
to rob him of his wife. At once came the reply: “I should not give way to 
the man with whom I had to do.” This was enough for the king, and he 
ordered the woman to be taken, and brought to his harem. It was done and 
however loud she cried, she was put into a chariot and carried off. Though 
this took place before the eyes of the hermit, he went on with his sewing 
quite calmly. This seemed strange and the king asked the holy man how 
it was that he did not fulfil his threat. To this the hermit replied that he 
had certainly done as he intended, and explained: "the one with whom 
I had to struggle in this case, was no other than my own anger and that 
I have subdued entirely”. Then the king perceived how he had misimder- 
stood the magnanimity of the holy man; he ordered the woman to be 
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returned to him, threw himself at the feet of the Bodhisattva and offered 
to serve him. 

73. The king and the hermits 

For want of space, the Bodhisattva and his wife are placed one above 
the other on the left of the relief; he sits above and by his gesture seems 
to be speaking, but there is no sign of the needlework mentioned in the 
text. The woman sits below with the waterjug. They both look like 
bhiksu's, not hermits as we see elsewhere with plaited hair and little 
clothing. The sculptor has kept to the text that expressly mentions the 
shaving of hair and beard and putting on the russet garment, evidently 
describing the type of a Buddhist monk and nun. On the right against 
the background, where a couple of trees indicate the forest, the king is 
sitting on a low stool with three attendants round him who hold respec¬ 
tively the folded bowl, the umbrella and a bow and arrows. The last- 
mentioned seem rather out of place on a pleasure trip, but as seen in 
the relief following, they play a part in the version of the tale here 
used. 

74. The king with how and arrows 

It is not possible to explain the meaning of this scene either by jura’s 
text or the Pali-jStaka (no. 443) that corresponds to it ^). The king 
stands here with an arrow in his right and a large bow in his left hand; 
behind him are three attendants, two of whom also carry bow and arrows. 
On the left in the background is a man with his arms crossed and the 
same style of hairdressing as the king’s attendants, he probably there¬ 
fore belongs to their party; in the lower comer, besides the umbrella- 
bearer, a pkinly-dressed bearded man is kneeling, making a sSmbah to 
the king. What it all represents is a mystery. 

75. The wife is carried off 

The bhik§u^i is taken away, not in a cart but a very simple kind of 
palanquin made out of a carpet fastened to a couple of bamboo j>oles. 
Two bearers in front and two at the back hold the poles on their shoul¬ 
ders; all four are poor folk from the desa, not royal servants. We can 
imagine that some of the country-people round-about were pressed 
into the ro}^ service. A couple of trees in the background here too shew 

Another Paii-version, CaiiySpitalca II, 4 ia of no uae either. 
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US the forest. Under the palanquin but not mentioned in thetext.wesee 
the crouching figure of a rak§asa, with the usual unkempt hair and large 
earrings; he has a club in the left hand. In this too the sculptor’s text 
deviates from ours. 

76. The king sends hack the wife 

The same with this final scene. In the text the king changes his mind 
while still in the forest with the monk, and there sends for the wife to be 
brought back; here on the relief we see him with the bhiksuni at court. 
He sits adorned with a halo on the right with two women, under the roof 
of a pgndapa on a dais, his right leg is crossed over the left that hangs 
down and he seems to be thinking and hesitating about something. It is 
quite plain that some request is being made by the women sitting beside 
him as well as the group of subjects on the left, who are sitting and stand¬ 
ing, some in courtiers and some in brahman dress. Many of them make a 
sfimbah, all seem to be doing their best to persuade the king. In the 
centre of this group stands the wife of the holy man, her hands crossed on 
her breast and next to her someone sits with hair twisted up in a knot 
just as on No. 74 among the royal attendants; he rests his head on his 
hand and like the nun takes no part in the discussion. The course of the 
story must be here a little different; the wife has arrived at the court 
with the king and there he decides to send her back, perhaps at the 
request of his anxious subjects or something of that kind. Notice the 
king's halo, to which only Bodhisattva’s or gods have a right; no 
reason is apparent for it being given to the king, so it is possibly due 
only to the sculptor’s carelessness. 

XXII. The story of the swans 
(text p. 127—142; trans. p. 181—200) 

The Bodhisattva was once king of the swans and lived in lake Manasa 
with hundred thousands of subjects. He was assisted in his rule by the 
chief of his army, Sumukha, a wise and noble bird. United by mutual 
respect, they together instructed the tribe of swans in all things 
pertaining to the benefit of living beings. Thus the community lived 
in great prosperity and the virtues of the king and Sumukha, who in 
appearance shone like pure gold, were praised by gods and saints until 
their fame spread far and wide. In this way the king of Benares hearing 
of them, was seized with a desire to meet them face to face. His council- 
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lors advised him to endeavour to attract the swans by making a much 
fino" lake than the -one, where they now lived, and promising safety 
to all birds who should come there. The king followed this advice and 
soon there was a beautiful lake of clear water, full of lotuses and water- 
lillies and surrounded by trees. By chance a pair of the Bodhisattva’s 
swans came into that land and were delighted with what they saw, all 
of which they described to the other swans of Manasa on their return. 
The whole community longed to see the wonder for themselves and 
although neither the Bodhisattva nor Sumukha saw any advantage 
therein, they consented at last to go there to amuse themselves. When 
the king of Benares heard from the guards of their arrival, he gave orders 
to a skillful fowler to capture the two gold-colored swans. Snares were 
fixed at various points and it was not long before the Bodhisattva, who 
trusted entirely in the protection offered, became entangled with his leg 
in one of these traps. He at once uttered a warning cry and all the other 
swans flew up into the air, all but one, for Sumukha would not move 
from his master’s side and however much the king urged him to escape, 
the faithful creature was resolved to share his master’s fate. The bird- 
snarer approached and when he saw that only one of the two swans was 
caught and the other stayed of his own accord, he was very much sur¬ 
prised. With the voice of a human being, Sumukha then declared that 
the love which bound him to his master was stronger than the bonds of 
the snare and seeing this made some impression on the fowler, he begged 
as a favor that he might be taken instead of the king. Overcome by ad¬ 
miration and compassion, the fowler prepared to set both birds free. But 
they did not wish to get him into trouble, and suggested that he should 
take them with him to Benares quite free and unfettered, so that the 
king’s desire might be satisfied and he himself richly rewarded. So the 
two swans came to the court, where the fowler related the moving story 
to the king. The human king, delighted and full of admiration, offered the 
king of the swans a golden throne and Sumukha a ministers seat and 
they discoursed together for a while; after that the Bodhisattva and his 
friend flew up into the air and rejoined his subjects. Later on he returned 
with his swans to the king of Benares and discussed with him the law of 
righteous behaviour. 

77. The swans in the lake of Mdnasa 

The whole relief is filled up with lotus plants and flowers and the 
swans who live on the lake. The large bird perched above on the left, 
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separated a little from the others, is certainly the Bodhisattva and oppo¬ 
site him a little lower sits Sumukha. 

78. The king of Benares and his advisers 

The king sits on a dais against a cushion on the right, he is talking 
with his councillors who are on the left, discussing the plan for getting 
sight of the famous swans. There are four ministers, two sitting and 
two standing. The one sitting furthest back has very large earrings, 
the front one standing is a bearded old brahman, the second wears a 
sword and has a military air, he is probably captain of the guard. The 
face of the king as well as that of the front seated councillor has been 
knocked off. 

79. The swans and the fowler 

Another pond with lotuses. The upper half of the relief is taken up by 
the swans in flight, the chief persons are below. The fowler is sitting in 
the right hand comer and the two swans stand on the left, one with 
outstretched wings on a large padma, the other near him on the ground, 
with its head towards its companion. Neither of them have any snare 
round the leg, so this will be the moment when the Bodhisattva has been 
freed. The gesture of the fowler confirms this; he is not doing anything 
to capture the birds but seems to shew his admiration of them. 

80. The two swans at court 

This relief is badly damaged; of the Bodhisattva nothing is left but a 
piece of his back. The two swans are given the place of honor on the right 
of the scene; the Bodhisattva has been standing on a high pedestal sur¬ 
rounded by banners. Next to him, nearer to the spectator, is the faith¬ 
ful Sumukha on a lower pedestal; in front of him as mark of honor 
are placed an incense-stand, and a jug with a spout and a lotus. More to 
the left, just in front of the swans, kneels an umbrella-bearer and 
behind him kneels the king, or rather he has been kneeling, so little 
remains of him. The monarch holds an incense-bumer in his hand. Be¬ 
hind him are attendants more or less visible, kneeling and sitting, among 
whom are two women in the foreground, one making a s6mbah, the 
other with a flower in her hand. Then still more to the left some ser¬ 
vants standing, among them a waiting-maid with fly-whisk and a 
servant with a dish are uninjured. 

At Ajatiita the Ham$a-j£ltaka has evidently followed much the same 
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version in two of the caves. In Cave II we find round a doorway, 
first on the left a lotu? pond with swans and next to it a king seated with 
his queen. On the right at the side of a pond are two swans and two men 
in the water, next to that a man carrying away the two birds. Above the 
door much has been damaged, but we can still see a swan on a throne 
and a respectful audience. It is thus evident that the preaching as well 
as the capture are represented, with two fowlers instead of one. The 
lefthand scene as on Barabudur No. 77 and 78 may be the swans before 
their capture and the king making his plans, or is possibly a final scene 
of the king of the swans with his subjects visiting the king of Benares. 
Cave XVII gives the tale a second time ; a lotus pond with swans, 
then a man carrying two of the birds and finally a court-scene with two 
swans on thrones. The Jatakamala version has certainly been followed 
in the principal details ®). 

XXIII. ThestoryofMahabodhi 
(text p. 142—155; trans. p. 200—218) 

Once the Bodhisattva was a wandering ascetic named Mahclbodhi, very 
learned in the books of the law. His knowledge and wisdom made him a 
welcome guest everywhere he came on his travels, his only aim being 
the welfare of his fellow creatures. In this way he arrived in the country 
of a king, who rejoicing over the coming of the great man announced 
long beforehand, had prepared a dwelling for him in his own park. The 
Bodhisattva, who was received with great honor, went to live there and 
rewarded his host with daily discourse on religious matters. The king’s 
ministers grew envious of the great honor shewn to Mahabodhi and be¬ 
gan to insinuate to the king that he was a spy belonging to an enemy 
nation. At last their evil suggestions influenced the king’s mind and he 
began to neglect the holy man. At first Mahabodhi did not notice this, 
but when he saw that the courtiers shewed him no more attentions and 
that it was evidently intentional, he took up his staff and his waterpot 
and made ready to depart. Partly out of politeness, partly from some 
remnant of attachment, the king came to the monk and asked him to 
alter his decision; but Mahabodhi reminded him of his changed beha¬ 
viour that was proved even by his dog, who now barked angrily at him, 
while he used to be friendly like its master; it was better to go away like 

») Burgess, Notes p. 32, Herringham Frescoes pi. XXXIII, 36. 
*) Burgess p, 65 sq., in reversed sequence; Foucher, Lettre, p. 214 etc., with reference to 

Griffiths, pi. 64, 2 and Herringham, pi. XXV. 27 and XLI, 54. 
») A fragment with geese has also been preserved at Bharhut, see Cunningham LI. pL 27. 
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this than to stay and possibly in the end be sent off. Although the king 
begged his pardon, MahSbodhi departed, promising to return if there 
were any reason to do so. The reason became evident when living in the 
forest, the ascetic saw by the power of his spirit how several of the king's 
councillors were striving to draw him away after their respective false 
doctrines. Mahabodhi determined to save his former friend from the 
error of these false creeds. 

By his magic arts he created a large monkey with whose skin he appeared 
at the royal palace. In the presence of the king he sat down on it and 
the monarch asked many questions as to how he had procured the mon¬ 
key skin. He replied that he had killed the animal so as to get something 
soft to sit and sleep on. As was to be expected, much discussion began 
among the converts of the false doctrines, which gave Mahabodhi the 
opportunity to prove convincingly that according to the tenets they ad¬ 
vocated, no blame could be thrown upon him for killing an animal. Pro¬ 
ving in this manner their theories to be untenable, he turned to the 
king and declared that in reality he had never killed any living creature 
and only brought the skin as a proof of his argument; to shew this he 
caused the skin to disappear by the same magic.Then followed a preach¬ 
ing of the true creed; the king returned from the error of his ways into 
the path of true doctrine, and honored by them all Mahabodhi rose into 
the air and flew off into his dwelling in the forest. 

81. The king is informed of Mahabodhi’s expected arrival 

A very dilapidated relief like the next one. Left, on a seat with a dish 
and box underneath it, sits the king under a canopy that has been sup¬ 
ported by columns, with two maids-in-waiting holding fly-whisks; his ma¬ 
jesty has lost his head and upper part of the body and nothing is left of one 
maid but her one arm. Sitting on the ground on the right with a couple 
of trees in the background, are four men also very much damaged; the 
front one is giving information to the king, which must be of course 
about the arrival of the famous hermit. The upper part and right side of 
the relief have disappeared. 

82. Arrival of Mahdbodhi 

Still less remains of this relief. The hermit is approaching from the right, 
with beard and moustache, hair done up in a knot and necklace, all as 
might be expected. To the left are the people who receive him and bring 
the king's invitation; all that can be said is that there were four of them. 
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two kneeling and two standing. The first two we can see belonged to the 
ordinary sort of courtiers; the others we cannot identify as their heads 
and the upper part of the body have disappeared. 

83. Mahabodhi honored at court 

Quite on the right of this double panel, the holy man is sitting com¬ 
fortably under a penthouse, the dwelling prepared for him by the king 
in his park. Every one appears to be paying him attention, his clothes 
look well cared-for, and the fine headdress seems much more suitable for 
a court-chaplain than a wandering monk. There is a large dish (of food?) 
in front of him, a disciple — for such we may perhaps consider the figure 
with the hair twisted in a knot, even if the rest of him looks like a cour¬ 
tier — is busy fanning him. The five other persons are in any case people 
of the king’s household; one with a jug is still on the right half of the 
panel, the others are sitting under a roof on the left, two of them pre¬ 
senting gifts to the visitor and two listening reverently to his discourse. 
Notice the curious animal under the seat, with a big tail and long hind 
legs, that looks like a kangaroo. Can this be the king’s dog the text 
speaks of in a later episode? At any rate the animal does not appear 
on the relief where it belongs. No. 84, in the conversation between the 
king and the hermit. If this is meant for a dog, the sculptor has certainly 
not been very successful. 

84. Conversation between the king and Mahabodhi 

The ascetic is still sitting under his now rather dilapidated penthouse 
on the right, the king, accompainied by two women, sits on the left dis¬ 
coursing with him; this is certainly the conversation before MahSbodhi’s 
first departure. Under the monk’s seat is a dish as usual, but also on a 
stone to the left of that is a large dish between two pedestals under 
the place where the king sits. That this very much damaged block is 
really in its original position we can see by its fitting into the stones 
above it; all the same it is a fact that this dish does not seem to belong 
there and there is no dog ^). 

*) If the medallion at Bharhut (reproduced on pi. 27, 14 by Cunningham) represents this 
same jStaka, there the dog plays his part. The hermit is approaching on one side^ an umbrella 
in his right hand and his bundle on his staff over the left shoulder. Opposite to him we see 
first the dog and then a man and woman in robes of ceremony, probably the king and queen. 
It is of course possible that here the jS.taka found in the P2di collection as no. 52S is represent* 
ed, where a dog barks to warn the ascetic of approaching danger. Compare Hultssch in Joum* 
Roy. As. Soc. 1912, p. 399-~402. 
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85. The discussion on the monkey-skin 

Although a large slice of Mahabodhi sitting on the right, is missing, 
the most important part is still there: near his right knee the ape’s head 
can be seen on the skin the holy man was seated on. The hermit, whom 
the scidptor has carelessly deprived of the beard he has been wearing on 
all the previous reliefs, is holding his discourse, seated on the right under 
a canopy supported by columns. In front of him is a shell on a pedestal, 
next to that a dish of flowers, while a similar dish is held by a servant. 
On the left in a pendapa the king and his heretic councillors sit listening 
to the sermon. 

XXIV. The story of the great ape 
(text p. 155—162; trans. p. 218—227) 

In a salubrious district on the slopes of the Himalaya, theBodhisattva 
lived once as a large ape; he lived quite alone but in this condition was 
still conscious of the Dharma and retained his sense of compassion. One 
day a man wandered into that part of the forest looking for a stray cow, 
then he lost his way and grew hungry and thirsty. He found some fruit 
on the ground but not enough to satisfy his hunger, so when it was eaten 
he looked about to see where it had come from. It was from a tree grow¬ 
ing on the side of a waterfall, he climbed into it, but the branch he was in 
broke off and he fell with it into a precipice. He was not injured, for the 
branch had protected him, but looking round he could see no chance of 
getting out of the abyss. He lingered helpless and miserable for some 
days, living on water and the fallen fruit until the Bodhisattva heard his 
cries. He climbed down to the man asking in a human voice, what was 
the matter and filled with compassion kept him alive with fruit, then he 
exercised himself everyday in climbing with a stone of the same weight as 
the man until he felt able to carry him away. As soon as he could do this, 
he took the unfortunate man on his back and brought him up into 
safety. The ape was so exhausted that he lay down immediately to rest 
and asked the man to keep guard. This was promised, but as soon as his 
companion was asleep, evil desires laid hold of the man; this vegetarian 
food was not enough to restore his strength, he must have meat and the 
ape l3dng beside him would provide that. Forgetting all gratitude the 
scoundrel took up a heavy stone and dropped it on to the ape’s head to 
kill him, but his hand shook and the stone only bruised the victim and 
woke him up. The Bodhisattva saw the guilty man confused and asham¬ 
ed before him and understood what had happened; he felt no anger, only 
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compassion for the evildoer, who had injured his own happiness in such 
a way. Explaining the harm he had done to himself, he led the man out 
of the forest and took leave of him at the edge of the inhabited world. 
Then remorse began to prey on the wicked man's mind and in his mise¬ 
ry he became infected with leprosy. Everywhere he came, people were 
terrified of him and hunted him away as if he were a devil. At last he 
wandered into a forest where he was found by the king out hunting, 
who spoke to him and heard his story, how he suffered for his treachery 
to his benefactor. 

86. The ape and the rescued man 

A great deal of this relief is missing. There have been a couple of trees 
with a squirrel climbing in one; the ape has been saved and is sitting on 
the left; on the right, to be seen by his hand, the man was seated. The 
incident might just as well be the finding of the unfortunate one as the 
attack he makes later on. The ape sits curled up and seems to be asleep, 
so this looks like the attempted murder; the thing the hand is resting on 
might be a part of the stone, only that this oblong object looks so little 
like a stone. As the hand and this fragment of an object are all that is 
left of the man, it is quite impossible to identify anything more of the 
picture. 

87. The rescued man is led out of the forest 

The whole middle part of this relief has disappeared, and we can only 
conjecture the remainder of the scene. Two trees, in one of which are a 
peacock and a dove, shew us the forest. The man is walking towards the 
right; the ape, nothing of whom is left but his arms and legs, follows him. 
Evidently they are in company and the man is being escorted to the 
edge of the forest; he has a stick in his left hand, probably the handle of 
an umbrella the remains of which can be seen above his head. 

88. The meeting with the king 

The evildoer sits in a dejected attitude in the lefthand comer, his hair 
in the same fashion as on the last relief, twisted into a knot at the 
back of his head, and he is making a s6mbah to the king who stands in 
front of him, holding his right hand above the man's head. There are 
three attendants, one with a bow and arrows and another carrying a well- 
filled quiver. 
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89. The king and his courtiers 

It is impossible to decide whether this scene belongs to this or the 
following j ataka; at any rate it does not represent anything that is actually 
described in the text. A king with a halo is sitting on the right on a 
throne under a canopy with two ladies, one of whom makes a s^mbah 
and seems to be asking something. On the left are the courtiers in a stand¬ 
ing and a sitting row. Among the seated ones is a bearded brahman; 
the last of those standing wears a sword of ceremony, the nearest one has a 
bow. This is just as appropriate to this tale, where the king is returning 
from the chase, as to the next one where he goes out hunting. If the 
scene belongs to the story of the ape, then it might depict how the king 
on his return to the court relates his adventure and is sure to add a 
moral discourse. But this is not confirmed by the beseeching attitude 
of one of the queens or the pose of the monarch himself, that looks much 
more like considering about a petition than making a speech. It 
seems more probable that this relief belongs to the next tale and in con¬ 
nection with that I shall discuss it. 

The Mahakapi-jataka is also found in Cave XVII at Ajanta ^), and 
takes much the same course, though one scene is doubtful. Four scenes 
are shewn. First the man holding a heavy stone above the ape. Then 
the ape, sitting up and looking round with the stone next to him and the 
man opposite. This is quite in agreement with the Jatakamala. The third 
scene is the doubtful one; “beneath the sleeping monkey is another, stretch¬ 
ing up his hands and a man near him” is the only description Burgess 
gives of it; but in any case it is a scene of the ape and the evildoer. The final 
scene is quite clear, a large ape walking with a man following him; here 
just the same as No. 87 on the Barabudur, the rescued man is being 
escorted out of the forest back to the civilized world. The first portion of 
the tale has been preserved at Bharhut : on the much damaged left 
half of the relief the ape is seen looking down into the water; next to 
that he is climbing up with the man on his back; quite to the right the 
man is holding up the stone with both hands above the head of the ape 
to kill his benefactor. There is not much at Bharhut to correspond with 
the Barabudur scene *). 

») Burgess, Notes p. 67. 
•) Cunningham 1.1. pi. 33,5; Hultszch, Jatakas at Bharaut, 1.1. p.402—404. CompareFoucher, 

Lettre p. 207. 
•) It is of course quite possible that the story told at Bharhut ended with the ape being 

killed by the stone without the continuation it has at Aja^itS- and Barabudur. 

Barabudur 24 
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XXV. The story of the ^arabha 
(text p. 162—167; trans. p. 227—233) 

The Bodhisattva was once a 9arabhai) in a lonely part of the forest; 
he was strong, swift and kindly disposed towards all living creatures. 
Now it happened once upon a time that the king of that country went a- 
hunting. Mounted on his steed with bow and arrow in his hand, he gal- 
lopped away far from his attendants and when he saw the ^arabha he de¬ 
termined to kill it. The Bodhisattva took flight, not because he was afraid 
to attack his pursuer but because he hated deeds of violence. All at once he 
jumped quickly over a chasm in the ground, and when the king’s horse 
came to the same spot it stopped suddenly in fear, so that the king lost 
his balance and was thrown into the chasm. The Bodhisattva heard di¬ 
rectly that the sound of the horse’s hoofs had ceased, he looked back and 
saw it standing riderless at the edge of the cleft. He at once understood 
what had happened and was filled with compassion for the unfortunate 
man. He ran back and saw his enemy lying below, bruised and battered. 
With friendly words he offered his help which the king, full of remorse, 
gratefully accepted. After practising first with a stone of a man’s weight, 
he requested the king to climb on to his back and brought him safely out 
of the chasm; he then fetched the horse and shewed him the way to the 
city. Full of gratitude the king embraced his rescuer, placed all he pos¬ 
sessed at his service and besought him to be his guest in the capital. Al¬ 
though the Bodhisattva declined this invitation as unsuitable for a wild 
animal, he shewed the king how to please him in another way by never 
hunting any more and performing other good deeds. He then took leave 
and returned to his life in the forest. 

89. Introductory scene {?) 

This relief has been described in the last tale; it only remains to shew 
how it might fit into the story of the ^arabha. It is not unlikely that in 
some other version this tale might have begun in the style of our next 
story; a queen who sees in a dream the desired animal and persuades har 
husband to try and capture it. In that case the attitude of the king and 
one of the women on this relief is accounted for. But it is not impossible 
that some mistake was ma<ie in dividing the relieite and that this scene 

>) Speyer observes (p. 227) tiiat it seems as if not the ordinary deer of that name is meant, 
but the fabulous (arabha that has eight legs and is able to fight lions and el^[di8Slts. The 
reliefs shew that the Barabu^ur sculptors too intended it to be the fabulons creatnte with 
eight legs, not an ordinary d^, as at Aja^t^. 
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should have been placed several numbers further on, in the next jataka. 
Of course this is mere guess-work, and we must not forget that the relief, 
as it is, cannot be identified by jura’s text. 

90. The king goes hunting 

The king rides into the forest that is indicated by a tree on conventional 
rocks. He has the reins in his left hand and in the right something broken- 
off, probably an arrow. At any rate the first of the three attendants 
walking behind him carries a bow. The two others have long club-shaped 
things on their shoulders, perhaps they are bearers for the dead game 
or maybe only quivers are meant. The king’s right foot has accidentally 
been given six toes and the sculptor had tried to remove one. 

91. The king in the chasm 

Want of space and perspective has made this relief rather primitive¬ 
looking, The groundwork is outlined with rocks, all over; in the middle 
a smedl hollow has been made to represent the chasm, the sides of which 
are continued upwards in rocks. The king is concealed in this up to his 
waist, lifting his hands imploringly to the 9arabha, who stands on the 
edge at the right, but very little higher than his majesty, who to judge 
by the relief would have little trouble in getting himself out of the shal¬ 
low ditch on to level ground. The ^arabha is carved in such a way that 
his extra four legs are growing on his back, so that when his natural 
limbs are fatigued, he can easily turn over and proceed belly-upwards 
on the supernatural ones. On this relief the fabulous legs are not so 
distinct as on the two following. On the other side of the deft, the horse 
stands with saddle and collar of bells but no stirrups. In the backgroimd 
some trees indicate the forest; notice the peacock craning its neck to see 
what is going on. 

92. The rescue 

The king is now moimted on the garabha, holding on to its spare legs. 
The animal has all its legs off the ground, just making the jump out of 
the deft on the lefthand into safety. Here too we see the rocky ground 
with trees at the back; on the right a small deer or similar creature is 
looking on. 

93. The garabha‘s farewell 

The yarabha is standing on a rocky slope on the left with trees and 
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a serpent’s hole. He is talking to the king who stands respectfully 
on the right, probably making a sembah, but his hands have been knock¬ 
ed off. The king has not only recovered his horse but his retinue, not 
mentioned in the text, as well for behind him kneels the umbrella-bearer, 
then two attendants sitting, and beyond them is the horse. A couple of 
trees and some rocks are also put on this side of the relief. This jStaka 
is probably found at Ajapta too^). 

XXVI. The story of the rur u-d e e r 
(text p. 167—175; trans. p. 234—^244) 

In a remote part of the wilderness, thickly planted with trees and 
inhabited by many kinds of wild animals, deer, elephants, buffaloes, 
wild boars and others, the Bodhisattva lived as a ruru-deer with a skin 
like pure gold, spotted as if with precious stones. Knowing that his body 
was a great attraction for human beings, he avoided as much as 
possible, places where they lived and warned the other animals to do 
the same. Once however he suddenly heard cries for help; a man who 
had fallen into the river was being swept away in its rapid current. 
The Bodhisattva hastened to the scene of the accident and did not 
hesitate to rescue the victim at the risk of his own life; he went into 
the water, put himself in front of the drowning man, told him to climb on 
to his back and brought him to the bank with great exertion; there he 
restored him with the warmth of his own body. The rescued man, filled 
with gratitude, asked what he could do for his rescuer; then the ruru-deer 
begged him never to tell anyone that he had met with such a miraculous 
creature. Some time later, the queen of that country, who had the power 
of dreaming true dreams, dreamt that she saw a ruru-deer, a shining ap¬ 
parition, seated on a throne and expounding the Law to the king in a 
human voice. She told her husband this dream and the king issued a 
proclamation that whoever could shew him such a wonderful animal, 
should be rewarded with a village and ten wives. This prospect proved 
irresistible to the man once rescued by that creature, for he was now liv¬ 
ing in great poverty, and, though not without some struggle, he ignored 
the duty of gratitude and revealed to the king where the ruru-deer was 
to be found. The king went with him and after causing the forest to be 
surrounded, he and his guide went on alone to the place. Unaware of 
any danger, there stood the Bodhisattva. “That is that wonderful deer”. 

Foucher, Lettre p. 210. 
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said the traitor, pointing it out to the king, and at the same mo¬ 
ment his hand fell to the ground as if suddenly cut off by a sword. The 
king had his bow and arrow ready and went forward to shoot the deer, 
but the animal, realizing that flight was impossible, spoke in a human 
voice and asked how he had discovered the place. The king pointed to 
his guide and the Bodhisattva expressed his disapproval of such base 
ingratitude and at the king’s request related what had taken place. The 
evil-doer confessed his guilt and only at the request of the Bodhisattva 
the king refrained from putting an arrow through the wicked man’s 
heart; the noble creature even begged his majesty to give him all the 
same the promised reward. The king was moved to agree to this arid 
besought the Bodhisattva to return with him to the court. The ruru-deer 
was escorted into the city in the royal carriage, received in the palace as 
an honored guest and expounded the Law from the royal throne, setting 
forth the duty of mercy towards all creatures. 

94. The king orders the deer to he sought for 

The sculptor has somewhat altered the sequence and begins with a 
relief shewing the king and his court, before he gives us the rescue out of 
the river; we must therefore suppose either that the rescue is considered 
to have taken place after the king’s proclamation, or that some other 
version has been followed in which the dream etc. comes first, and the 
episode in the river is afterwards spoken of as the reason why the man 
who offers himself as guide, knows of the existence and dwelling-place of 
the ruru-deer. On the right on a seat beneath a canopy, with some dishes 
under it, a very much damaged group is sitting, the king with two ladies; 
it is not possible to see exactly what the king is doing, but evidently he is 
not listening to one of the women, so at any rate this is not the telling of 
the dream. He appears to be turning to the people sitting left on the 
ground with a cocoa-tree and another tree behind them. As the front one of 
these has his arms crossed over his breast and is not making a s6mbah, 
he cannot be intended for the ungrateful man offering his services as 
guide. The only possibility in my opinion is, that the king is discussing 
with his courtiers in general, the reward to be offered for the discovery of 
the miraculous apparition the queen dreamt of. 

95—^96. The rescue from the river 

The left of these two reliefs is not of much importance; it only gives 
some more details of the surroundings. Both shew by the trees in the 
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background that the scene is now in the forest, there are all sorts of 
birds in the trees, particularly peacocks and doves and an occasional 
squirrel. On the left some more rocks and several animals, witnesses of 
the mighty deed, an elephant, a deer, a buffalo and a wildboar. On the 
right hand relief the river is seen down on the left with some fishes 
swimming in it; the rescue has just been accomplished, because on the 
other side on the rocky bank couches the ruru-deer and opposite to it, 
rather lower, the rescued man is making a sfimbah in gratitude and giving 
the promise he is so soon to break. 

97. The king is brought to the deer 

On a rocky eminence to the left with a couple of trees in the back¬ 
ground, the Bodhisattva is sitting with his head turned away; below 
in the foreground a hind is running off.- The king stands on the right, 
pushed up against the deer for want of space; he has the bow in his left 
and an arrow in his right hand. Beside him kneels the traitor and behind 
is a servant with a quiver. Of course nothing is to be seen of the struck- 
off hand. The king seems to be hesitating, probably he has just heard 
what the deer has to tell. 

98. The Bodhisattva preaches at court 

The throne offered to the Bodhisattva consists of a very high pedestal 
with a canopy supported by columns. The deer is seated there on a 
cushion; an incense-bumer is placed below in front of him. The king is 
sitting on a low dais just to the right with one of his wives, of course the 
queen who had the wonderful dream; he is lifting his right hand and she 
makes a s6mbah. The rest of the space is occupied by the court. On the 
right, a row of standing women and kneeling and sitting men; some are 
bringing dishes and the usual gifts of honor. On the left, under the 
throne, some more listeners are sitting, by their dress of a different rank 
to those on the right. The front one of the women holds a fly-fan, two 
of the men have lotuses in their hand. 

There is a medallion at Bharhut of this same story . Below in the river 
the deer is swimming with the man on his back. Above, the rest of the 
tale appears; the deer is sitting with several more deer behind him, 
evidently as leader of a herd; opposite, the king is depicted twice; once 
on the point of shooting when the traitor shews him the deer, and again 

Cunningham 1.1. pi. 25, !. 
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in a respectful attitude listening to the animal’s words. Also in Cave II 
at Ajanta the rescue itself is to be found; first we see the deer on the 
bank of the river and again swimming in the stream with the man on 
its back. What was depicted above cannot be identified; only the deer 
is to be seen again, possibly in the episode with the king. 

XXVII. The story of the great monkey 
(text p. 175—181; trans. p. 244—^252) 

In a certain forest on the banks of a river the Bodhisattva once lived 
as the leader of a troup of monkeys, an example of all the virtues even in 
this state of life. They lived in an large banyan-tree that was laden with 
excellent and particularly luscious fruit. One of the branches of this tree 
hung over the river flowing near, and the Bodhisattva commanded that 
no fruit should grow on that branch. But once they overlooked a small 
fruit that was hidden under a leaf, it grew and ripened there unnoticed and 
then fell into the water. The fig was carried along by the stream until it 
came against some net-work that the king had caused to be stretched 
across to make a bathing-place and where at that moment he was 
disporting himself with his wives. The delicious smell of the fruit attracted 
the women’s attention, they saw it and told the king what they had 
found. He tasted it, its exquisite flavor made him long to find out where 
it came from and he understood that he must trace it up-stream. He 
then set out with a guard of soldiers and came at last to the Bodhisattva’s 
tree, where the delicious odour revealed the object of their quest. When 
they came up to the tree, they saw hundreds of monkeys eating the fruit 
and the king angrily ordered the beasts to be attacked and destroyed; so 
the soldiers immediately began to shoot with arrows and throw sticks and 
spears at them. When the Bodhisattva saw this, he thought of a way to 
save his subjects. He climbed into the top of the tree and from there 
jumped on to the top of an adjacent hill, a distance beyond the 
reach of the other apes, but just possible for himself. There he found a 
long cane, fastened that to his hind legs and jumped back into his tree, 
just able to lay hold of one of its branches. He then signed to his people 
to climb along his back and the cane and escape to the hill top, which 
they did in a wild rush to safety. The king watched this in the greatest 
astonishment as well as admiration. He could see that the king of the 

Burgess, Notes p. 38; Foucher, Lettre p, 208. Comp, the jdltaka there given as No. 23 
on p. 216. 
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monkeys was too exhausted to release himself from his dangerous posi¬ 
tion ; so he ordered a canopy to be held under the branch that the ape 
was holding on to, and the branch and the cane to be shot through at the 
same time. This was done; the ape fell unconscious on to the cloth and 
was laid on a soft bed and rubbed with salve. He gradually recovered and 
was able to answer the king’s questions, then he discoursed to the rever¬ 
ently listening king on the powers of virtue and vice. Thereupon he 
expired, and was carried up to heaven. 

99—100. The king eats the fig 

On the right hand one of these reliefs, the king sits in the midst of his 
wives. He is on a bench underneath which there is a dish, and has his 
right arm round the neck of the woman seated beside him; his left hand 
rests open on his knee. A second and third woman stand to the right and 
a fourth is sitting on the floor holding a shut-up box. One of the two 
standing women is holding the fig on her two open hands and the king 
seems to be debating whether he shall eat it or not. The left-hand relief 
shews the royal retinue, among them the umbrella-bearer and two guards 
armed with swords. In the background we see the head of an elephant 
with outstretched trunk. 

101. The king on his way 

The king is going to the right with a bow in one hand, an arrow in the 
other and followed by three attendants, two of whom carry an arrow 
over the left shoulder. There being only one arrow instead of the quiver¬ 
ful that might be expected and the way of carr5dng it on the shoulder, 
makes it possible, that these may be spears that have turned out too 
short, though for this kind of scene arrows seem always to be chosen. On 
the extreme right there are two more persons, one standing, making a 
s6mbah to the king, and one squatting, holding up his hands imploringly. 
It is difficult to conjecture what these people are up to. Perhaps, in a case 
where the text says nothing about it, no further notice need be taken of 
them and the sculptor only intended to represent the respectful greeting 
given to the king on his journey; if this is all, then this relief again is a 
proof of the dangers of explanation where there is no text as guide. The 
first glance at this scene would make anyone think the king was being 
petitioned about something. 

102. The escape of the monkeys 

Want of space has here prevented the sculptor from giving reality to 
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this otherwise clearly-represented scene. The tree of the monkeys is quite 
on the right, another tree that takes the place of the mountain given by the 
text is on the extreme left. The Bodhisattva is clinging with all four 
limbs to the foliage of the first tree; tied to his middle (not to his hind 
legs) and resting on his outstretched tail, the cane reaches to the 
other tree and along this bridge the monkeys are escaping. The space 
between the two trees is occupied by the assailants who are much too 
large in proportion and are attacking in the distance the animals they 
could, as here depicted, capture by hand. The king sits on a little emi¬ 
nence to the left and is lifting his left hand as if to stop the attack and 
save the ape; the umbrella-bearer and another attendant are beside him 
while the others are all busy with their bows and arrows, blowpipes and 
spears. A little more to the right, one of them already holds up the cloth 
into which the Bodhisattva is to fall and last of all at the foot of the tree 
sits a figure quietly leaning his head on his hand. The text tells us 
nothing about this person. 

On the medallion at Bharhut as well, we find the escape of the mon¬ 
keys from one tree to another, not to a mountain; the Barabudur sculptor 
may therefore have followed an existing tradition and not his own fancy. 
The king of the apes here too has hold of the first tree with his front limbs 
and a stick or rope tied to his hind legs makes the rest of the bridge. The 
small space between makes the whole incident look impossible, though the 
sculptor has done his best to give the impression of distance by putting 
a river with fish in it between the two trees. No shooting is going on; two 
attendants stand ready with the spread-out cloth. Below in the fore¬ 
ground the king sits talking to the ape, he is sitting on a stool and the 
monkey on another one; this is evidently a separate episode of the 
conversation between king and ape after the latter has been dropped 
out of the tree. According to Foucher this jataka is also found at 
Ajaitta in Cave XVII *). 

XXVIII. The story of K§antivadin 
(text p. 181—192; trans. p. 253—268) 

Once upon a time the Bodhisattva was an hermit who had renounced the 
world; he had gradually come to the conclusion that domestic life gives 
but little opportunity for the practice of righteousness. He preached 
most of all the virtue of forbearance, to the people who visited him in his 

Cunningham, LI. pi. 33, 4. 
») Lettne, p, 206. 
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pleasant dwelling-place situated in a forest beautiful as a park, with 
flowers and a clear lotus pond. One warm summer day the king of 
that country took a fancy to disport himself with his wives in the lake 
so they came there and amused themselves. At last becoming tired and 
sleepy, he lay down on a couch to rest. When his wives saw that, 
they took the opjxjrtunity of exploring the forest and wandered about in 
groups, gathering all the flowers as they went along. At last they came 
near to K§antivadin’s retreat and went inside, for the guards of the 
harem did not dare to prevent them for fear of displeasing them and 
losing the king’s favor at the same time. As soon as they caught sight of 
the holy man sitting under a tree with legs crossed, like the embodied 
Dharma, their frivolity was changed into reverent worship. They seated 
themselves round him in a circle and listened to what he preached to 
them about forbearance. Meantime the king awoke, eager to amuse himself 
again. Not seeing his wives, he was told by the slaves that they had 
strolled further into the forest; he set out in search of them, easily tra¬ 
cing their steps by the broken flowers and bushes. Thus he arrived at 
the hermitage and to his anger saw the young women sitting round the 
ascetic, listening attentively. In a rage of jealousy he rushed forward with 
a sword to attack the hermit, though his harem-guards tried to prevent 
him. When the ladies also tried to calm his violence, their attempt to 
save the hermit made him only more furious and the guards quickly took 
the females out of the way. Only the Great Being preserved his calmness 
and warned the king to think of his own salvation, but giving no heed to 
these words, the monarch struck off the holy man’s uplifted hand with his 
sword and then when he offered no resistance, the other hand, both 
arms, ears, nose and feet. The hermit did not trouble about his own 
pains but only grieved at the king’s fall from the ways of righteousness. 
As the king was leaving the place, the earth suddenly opened and swal¬ 
lowed him, a terrible noise was heard and flames burst out. In fear and 
trembling the councillors hastened to the hermit to whose wrath they 
ascribed this dreadful occurrence. He assured them that vengeance was 
far from his thoughts. And after once more preachingthe duty of forbear¬ 
ance, the holy man departed from this earth. 

103. The king asleep 

Resting his head on his right hand, the king lies asleep on a couch, 
a femcile slave is kneeling beside him. A couple of dishes are under¬ 
neath and a smaller one is just in front of him on the couch; a roof 
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resting on columns protects the sleeper from the sun, four parrots are 
perched on it. The slave is massaging him; we can see how unnaturally 
her legs are placed, there being so little room for the sculptor to get them 
in just about the same height as the royal legs. In accordance with the 
rule on this monument that every indecorous sight must be avoided, 
there is no representation given of the king disporting himself with his 
wives, or the terrible vengeance of the jealous monarch. 

104. The king goes in search of the women 

A double panel, with nothing else on it but the king with his attendants 
walking to the right. The king goes in front, foremost among the retinue 
is the umbrella-bearer, some of the others carry bow and arrows, here 
again one arrow at a time on the right shoulder. While in the text first the 
expedition made by the wives andthenthatof the king is given, the only 
way when following the course of the tale, the sculptor has altered the 
sequence of both scenes. The reason in my opinion is that as they are all 
going to the right, we can here actually see the king following the ladies. 
This may make it more comprehensible, but the reality of the scene is 
not improved, for when the king set out, the women of course were already 
at the hermits cell. 

105—106. The wives wandering in the forest 

On No. 106, the top edge of which is missing, we see the ladies walking 
to the right, most of them carr5dng the flowers they have gathered. 
There is no sign of the gaiety the text speaks of; they move as soberly 
as if it were a procession. One of them loiters behind on No. 105 and 
there too is another sitting under a tree that indicates the forest. 
No. 105 could easily have been omitted as regards both the tale and the 
representation. 

107. Ksdntivadin preaching 

As already stated, the melodramatic behaviour of the king in his rage 
is not depicted and the hermit’s sermon is given as closing scene. The 
relief is very much damaged; the hermit, at the right, has lost his head, 
but his lifted right hand shews at any rate that he is preaching. A dish 
containing something unrecognisable is placed beside him. In the middle 
of the scene the women sit turning towards the holy man, the front one 
is maldng a s&mbah; behind on the left of the relief are the harem- 
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guard and other attendants, a couple of them armed with swords. Trees 
in the background. 

As I have mentioned (p. 335), there is a representation of this jStaka 
according to the text of the Jstakamala to be found in Cave II at 
Ajanta, on the back wall to the right of the door, in the same lefthand 
outer-room where the story of king Maitribala is depicted. First we see 
a man in s5.dhu- or brahman-dress seated on a footstool (in bhadrasana) 
with a person sitting opposite to him. Below that we find again a brah¬ 
man or pa9upata in plain clothes on a footstool with a rudrak§a-ros- 
ary round his neck. Opposite stands another man and between them sits 
a woman, her hands clasped towards the first one, and speaking to the 
second man i). The first scene bears the name Ksdniivadih. It is 
Liiders who discovered verses from our ^ura in the inscription and 
he certainly identifies the scenes correctly, by judging the seated figure 
to be a woman and the first scene the preaching; while in the second 
scene we have the king with the hermit facing him and the woman im¬ 
ploring her husband to spare the holy man. The first thus corresponds 
with No. 107 on the Barabudur, and according to the other, Ajantt 
sculptors had no scruples like their fellow-artists in Java, about bring¬ 
ing the raging king and the saint face to face. 

XXIX. The story of the inhabitant of the Brahmaloka 
(text p. 192—^200; trans. p. 268—^280) 

In consequence of his accumulated virtue, theBodhisattva was born into 
the Brahma-heaven, but this blissful existence did not lessen his zeal for 
striving to procure the welfare of others. He therefore turned his atten¬ 
tion to this world, so much in need of compassion, and saw how the king 
of Videha was being led away from the true faith by evil thoughts and 
bad companions. This monarch was convinced that there was no life af¬ 
ter this and therefore no result of good or evil deeds and this made him 
neglect his religious duties and put no value on good behaviour or 
charity. This sad state of things roused the devar?i’s pity, so he des¬ 
cended from above and appeared to the king in all his heavenly glory, 
when the monarch was sitting in a lonely arbour. At the sight of this 
radiant being, the king rose from his seat and greeted him respectfully^ 

*) Bui^ess, Notes p. 81. 
•) Ltiders in the article quoted on page 335, p. 758—761. Comp. Foucher, Lettre, p. 205. 
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offered the water for guests and begged him to relate how he had been 
able to achieve such superhuman power. The reply was that this was the 
result of meditation, virtuous conduct and control of the senses in 
former lives. This led of course to inquiries about the life hereafter, the 
reality of which the Bodhisattva proved with powerful arguments. The 
king was still sceptical. "If that world exists”, he said, “just lend me 
five hundred gold pieces and I’ll pay you back a thousand in the next 
life.” But the devarsi argued that it was no use lending money to a 
man who led an evil life and would certainly be precipitated into heU, 
where he would not be able to pay back anything. A vivid description of 
the horrors that awaited unbelievers in hell then followed and at last the 
king was subdued, owned himself in the wrong and begged the saint to 
help him to return to the paths of virtue.The Bodhisattva gladly furnished 
him with rules for the good conduct that leads to happiness, and having 
thus achieved his task, he ascended again into heaven. The king remained 
on earth and with his ministers and all his subjects, passed the time in 
practising charity and self-control. 

108. The Bodhisattva descends as an inhabitant of the Brahmaloka 

This is merely the descent; in this way the sculptor stretches out this 
simple tale that could have been done in one, into three scenes. The 
devar§i is descending on a cloud in the attitude of flying, and with 
clouds at his back, his left hand is raised. The righthand and all the 
top of the relief on the left, has disappeared. His dress is much like that 
of earthly i^i’s, but with more adornment of head-band, necklace and 
girdle; his hair however is fastened in the usual way high up in a knot 
and hangs in locks at the back of the head. 

109—110. His visit to the king 

On the left hand relief, the upper part of which with all the heads of 
those present is missing, we see the Bodhisattva approaching on the 
left; his hands are raised in greeting and he wears the traditional broad 
band. The king sits with two women on a seat of which there is not 
much left but the usual dish under it. The right-hand relief shews the 
king’s retinue with umbrella and peacock-feather fan; one of the atten¬ 
dants makes a sfimbah, another holds a flower. 

111. Thefreaching 

The last relief gave the conversation on the devarsi’s arrival before 
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the king was convinced by the Bodhisattva; this one shews him after his 
conversion, as we see by his humble attitude. The heavenly being, who all 
at once here seems to be more plainly dressed (it maybe only that his ele¬ 
gance is worn away),is seated on a slight eminence, preaching. The rest of 
the relief is a pgndapa, where the king, his hands folded respectfully, sits 
listening with his retinue. These are not ordinary servants and none of 
them carry any of the royal insignia; they look much more like the king's 
councillors, officials, and important citizens, who according to the text 
also needed conversion. The king and the listeners sitting on the left, 
are carefully finished off, but those behind, the sculptor has only put 
in roughly without any attempt at completion, or may be this impres¬ 
sion is also the result of time’s ravages ^). 

XXX. The story of the elephant 
(text p. 200—^207; trans. p. 281—^291) 

Once upon a time the Bodhisattva was a great elephant and lived in a for¬ 
est. There were mountain-crags in it and a deep lake and it was surroun¬ 
ded by an extensive desert. Human beings never came there and the ele¬ 
phant lived a quiet though lonely life. Once, when the Great Being was 
strolling near the border of the forest, he heard sounds coming from the des¬ 
ert, not joyful sounds, but cries of distress and he knew that people must 
have lost their way or have been banished into the wilderness. Full of 
compassion, he hastened to the spot from which the sounds came. There 
he saw a crowd of men calling for help, seven himdred in all, exhaus¬ 
ted by hunger, thirst and fatigue. When they saw the elephant rushing 
towards them, they thought themselves lost and had not the 
strength to run away. Seeing their terror, the Bodhisattva called out to 
them from the distance not to be afraid and as he came up inquired how 
they had come to the place. Amazed to hear an elephant spealdng with a 
human voice, they bowed themselves respectfully before him and said they 
had been banished from their own country and three hundred of them 
had already died of privation; they were quite helpless and begged him 
to assist them. The Bodhisattva saw that without the necessary food 
they would never be able to reach the other side of the desert, and as the 
forest did not furnish suitable nourishment, the only way for him to 
help them was to sacrifice his own body; this the noble animal decided to do 
without hesitating. So he shewed them the mountain,ontheothersideof 

‘) Foucher, Lettre p. 219, thinks it probable that this j&taka is also to be found at 
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which they would be able to escape out of the desert, and told them how 
at the foot of the mountain they would find a lake of pure water to quench 
their thirst. Not far from there they would see the body of a dead ele¬ 
phant, whose flesh they must take with them for food and use the en¬ 
trails for water skins; in this way they would be able to get out of the 
desert. They went on to the place he told them of, but the Bodhisattva 
went by another way and got there before them; he climbed up and 
threw himself off the top of the rock, wishing in his heart that this deed 
might make him worthy to become the saviour of the world and free 
mankind from the eternal circle of existence. When the men reached this 
spot, they found the lake and also the dead elephant, whose striking 
likeness to their kind rescuer caused them to realize the great sacrifice 
he had made for them. Some of them thought they ought not to use his 
flesh for food, but bum it and do it honor, but others judged rightly that 
in such a way his noble deed would prove useless and its aim be fms- 
trated; after their escape they could perform the funeral rites to honor 
his remains. Sustained by the flesh of the Bodhisattva they came safely 
out of the desert. 

112. The elephant meets the exiles 

The sculptor has found room for only one of the banished seven- 
hundred; he considers that the best place must be given to the 
Bodhisattva. The Great Being therefore is placed in evidence, taking 
up most of the relief. On the right there is just room for one tree and 
the single representative of the banished ones kneels under it in front of 
the elephant. 

113. The wanderers on their way 

The banished men, now seven of them, are following the elephant’s 
advice and walking to the right. They are all poorly dressed in the style 
of the lowest class. Some carry an umbrella over their heads, others a 
bundle on a strap over the shoulder. One has a food-bowl, another a 
bag hanging in their right hand. 

114. The elephant goes to the rock 

Another simple scene. The elephant, whose quick pace can be seen by 
the action of the limbs, is coming rapidly from the left with trunk uplift¬ 
ed. Some trees in the background indicate the forest, and in the right- 
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hand lower comer are a couple of hinds, probably to shew the rocky na¬ 
ture of the scenery. 

115. Funeral ceremonies in honor of the elephant 

We are aware of course that the sculptor is not permitted to shew us 
the death of the elephant, or the way in which the wanderers make use 
of his body ^), so there was nothing much left for a closing scene but the 
last honors paid to the memory of their rescuer. 

In the text we are told beforehand of the plan for honoring the ele¬ 
phant as soon as they have reached safety, so here we might expect to 
find the exiles arrived at their destination — if only we did not see be¬ 
low on the right a lotus pond and above on the left a big rock. This surely 
seems to indicate that the travellers are still at the same place in the 
wilderness, on the side of the lake, near the rock from which the Bodhi- 
sattva hurls himself. Must we think that the grateful exiles are here 
carrying out their first idea of cremating their benefactor instead of 
using him for food? Not at all in my opinion; for, as the others say 
in the text, the sacrifice would be useless. I consider that the sculptor 
has made a compromise that enables him to shew the celebrating of the 
last honors, and at the same time the scene where the great deed took 
place. We must imagine that the exiles have followed the Bodhisattva's 
advice and used his flesh and entrails as he directed, but nevertheless 
felt impelled to cremate the remains, bones etc. and do them honor. On 
the right we see the stupa that contains the ashes, standing on a pedestal 
and crowned by an umbrella; below it, in rather small size, the pond filled 
with lotuses has been placed. 

On the left are the exiles, now much better dressed; a brahman 
stands ready with a vase of water and sprinkler for the consecration, 
the rest are kneeling, the front one holding a censer and a fan, the next 
one a shell and one of the others a round-shaped object. There are trees 
in the background and quite to the left a large rock, that surely repre¬ 
sents the one on which the Great Being sacrificed himself. 

XXXI. The story of Sutasoma 
(text p. 207—224; trans. p. 291-^13) 

As the son and crownprince of the reigning king of the Kaurava-race 
the Bodhisattva led a virtuous and blameless life. He bore the name of 

•) At AjaptA, on the contrary, according to Foucher, Lettre p. 2IS, the depbant can be 
seen lying on his side just expiring, surrounded by the rescued 
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Sutasoma and his thirst for knowledge made him eager after religious 
sentences. It happened once that in the spring when he was staying in the 
country with his wives, a brahman came towards him to bring him such 
wise sayings, but before he could utter a word, a terrible tumult was 
heard and news was brought to the prince that the cannibal Kalma§a- 
pada was coming and the army had already fled before him. The prince 
inquired who the cannibal was, although he knew about him already, 
and was told he was the son of a king and a lioness, who had inherited 
the thirst for blood from his mother. He had begun by devouring his own 
subjects, but as they were preparing to kill him, he had offered to give 
the demons a hundred princes if they would save him from this danger. 
Now was he coming to fetch prince Sutasoma. The prince was con¬ 
vinced that there must be a chance of bringing this evildoer again 
into the path of virtuous behaviour, so he gave orders not to offer any 
further resistance and went courageously to meet him. With soiled clothes 
disordered hair and beard, and armed with sword and shield, the 
ogre rushed into sight; as soon as he saw the prince, he took him up 
on his shoulder and carried him off to his den, that dripped with blood and 
was filled with the bodies of his victims. When he looked at his last 
capture, he saw the prince had tears in his eyes and in answer to 
his inquiries was told that he was not weeping for himself but out of 
pity for the brahman, who would have to go away unsatisfied. Then Su¬ 
tasoma requested to be allowed to return to his home for a short time 
to hear the gatha’s and reward the brahman; he promised faithfully 
to return into his enemy’s power. The man-eater, who had already 
collected the number of victims required, consented to the proposal 
just to test the prince’s love of truth and justice. The prince was 
allowed to go back, listened to the brahman and rewarded him generous¬ 
ly; then he returned in spite of the persuasions of his father, who advised 
him either not to go back at all or, if he was determined to keep his pro¬ 
mise, to take a strong army with him. Extremely surprised to see him 
come back, the man-eater prepared the fire for his victim and while 
waiting till it became less smoky, he made inquiries about the gatha’s 
the brahman had preached. Before telling him these, the Bodhisattva 
explained to the monster the excellence of righteousness, and made him 
rmderstand that as the result of virtuous conduct he himself had no 
cause to fear death. The cruel man was moved to tears and saw the 
error of his ways; then treating his victim as an honored guest he covered 
a stone with his garment and so prepared a seat for him. He then placed 
himself at the Bodhisattva's feet and entreated him to expound the 

Barabu^ur 25 
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Law. After hearing the four gStha’s, he promised the preacher four things, 
and these were: the vow of truthfulness, never more to injure any 
living being, to release his prisoners, and to give up eating human 
flesh. He naturally at first made some objecionst to this last clause, 
but finally gave way. Together they went and freed the imprisoned 
princes and accompanied by them and his new-made convert, Suta- 
soma returned to his own country and later on restored the princes to 
their thrones ^). 

116. The brahman comes to Sutasoma 

The prince is sitting with a woman in a seat with back, on the left side of 
the relief, a couple of dishes underneath it. He beckons with his right 
hand to the brahman, who sits on the ground to the right and holdshis 
hands in s6mbah. His face has been knocked off. There are no further 
indications of where the scene is taking place. 

117. Sutasoma is carried off 

The scene is very awkwardly designed. The ogre on the right, 
kneeling on his right knee and with his right hand raised, holds the leg of 
the prince who is sitting on the back of his neck. There is no reason for 
him to kneel, but the sculptor could not get both the man-eater and the 
prince into the limited height of his relief in any other way. Kalm5§a- 
pada has the large eyes, dishevelled hairandroundearringsoftheraksa- 
sa's, but not the beard spoken of in the text. His sword and shield have 
also been omitted, probably because he could not very well hold them as 
well as his victim; but that is no reason for leaving out his beard. On the 
left stands a person in fashionable dress, not at all like the brahman, with 
his right hand on his breast, watching the kidnapping of thjp prince appa¬ 
rently without paying any attention to what goes on. Perhaps he is a 
member of the prince's suite, but why is he put here? 

*) The story of Sutasoma, that has no special importance on the monument, some centuries 
later inspired a Javanese poet to make an elaborate poem, the Puru?&da9SntakaofTantular, 
in the reign of king Hayam Wuruk. For this poem see Kem in Versl. Meded. Kon. Acad. v. 
Wet. Afd. Lett. 3rd series, 5 (1888), p. 8—43 (Verspr. Geschr. IV, 1916, p. 149—177) and for 
the date, Brandes, Pararaton (1920) p. 161—163, and the author in Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 57 
(1916) p. 520. For the Sutasoma story in general, see Watanabe, The story of KalmSl^ap&da 
and its evolution in Indian literature, Joum. P&li Text Soc. 1909 p. 236--306 and Kern's 
article Kalma$ap&da and Sutasoma, in Versl. Med. 4th series, 11 (1912) p. 170—208 (Verspr. 
Geschr. Ill, 1915, p. 121—151). 
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118. The prince hears the gatha's 

The brahman on the right is seated in a chair with back on a thick cush¬ 
ion; his hand is lifted in argument, so he is expounding the maxims. 
Two dishes are on pedestals beside him, there is another under his 
chair. Sutasoma kneels on the left, making a s6mbah. Three attend¬ 
ants are also enjoying the discourse, one kneeling behind his master; 
the two others, evidently brahmans as well, stand at the back. 

119. Sutasoma preaches to the man-eater 

This scene is in the wilderness; to shew this, on the wide edge at the 
bottom of the relief there is a d^n on each side; on the right it has jackals 
or tigers in it, on the left two gazelles (?); then outlines of rocks and in a 
cleft in the midst of them, a snake. Above this belt, the real actors of the 
episode are seated against a background of trees. 

On the right, on the top of a stone which does not seem to have any 
garment spread on it, Sutasoma sits preaching, his right hand lifted 
warningly; just in front of him on the ground the monster is seated, hold¬ 
ing his handg respectfully in sgmbah, the same r^k§asa-type as before 
and beardless. Some more people sit listening behind him; they are very 
poorly dressed, therefore more likely to be Kalm5§apada's servants 
than, for instance, the captured princes; but these, even if their royal 
garments were removed during their imprisonment, were not present 
at the preaching. The furthest of these persons sits against a niche¬ 
shaped opening in the rock, possibly the entrance to the monster’s den 
or perhaps the prison, here rather appropriate i). 

XXXII. ThestoryofAyogrha 
(text p. 324—^232; trans. p. 314—324) 

The Bodhisattva was born again into a renowned race of kings. 
The birth of the young prince was celebrated amid the loud rejoicings 
of the whole population. Until this time, all sons bom to the king had 
died soon after birth and this was asoribed to the influence of evil 
spirits. For this reason the king had a building made on purpose for the 

In the representation at PagSln of J3,taka No. 537 (Griinwedel 1.1. abb. 39 p. 56), the dis¬ 
course between the Bodhisattva and the man-eater, kneeling in front of him, takes place near a 
tree on which the monster's victims are hung up by the hands. At Aja^itl too the story has 
now been found with the prelude (Foucher, Lettre p. 213 etc.); there too we see the meeting 
with the brahman, the capture of Sutasoma and the conversion of Kalma^apada. 
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child to live in till it should be grown-up; it was built of iron but of 
course splendidly decorated. In this the prescribed rites for keeping off 
evil spirits were performed, and the prince grew up after he had been 
subjected to the various rites, jatakarman etc., according to custom, at 
the times ordained for them. When he was old enough, he received in¬ 
struction from excellent teachers and distinguished himself in the vari¬ 
ous branches of knowledge, moreover his charming manners made him 
the darling of the whole nation. It happened once on the occasion of 
the Kaumudl-festival, that he was seized with a desire to look at the 
decorated streets of the city, so he stepped into the royal chariot with 
its swift horses and made the tour of the city. But the sight of all this 
merry-making only made him still more convinced of the instability of 
all earthly things. How soon the glory of this world will pass away! Sick¬ 
ness, age and death are always ready to destroy human beings; not only 
the life of man, but the most wonderful phenomena of nature are tran¬ 
sitory. Moved by such thoughts, he could take no pleasure in the festiv¬ 
ities and returning to the palace, he came to the conclusion that there 
was no other remedy than a life of virtuous seclusion. On the first oppor¬ 
tunity that occurred, he begged his father to allow him to retire into the 
forest for the exercise of penance. The king embraced his son and asked if 
there was any special reason for this request, or if he had anything to 
complain of. The prince denied this and said that he had arrived at his 
decision by thinking of the overwhelming power of death and how 
nothing but a life of self-denial and righteousness would achieve peace 
of mind sufficient to face the enemy withodt fear. In this manner the 
Great Being was able to gain his father’s consent and laying aside all the 
splendors of royalty he settled down in the forest, where after a life of 
meditation he died and ascended into the Brahma-heaven. 

120. The Bodhisattva is born a prince 

It looks as if the sculptor when he reached this tale, was seized with 
fright when he saw, how many reliefs would have to be filled to keep up 
with the division of the tales over the whole series, which naturally was 
roughly planned beforehand. Otherwise it is very difficult here to make 
out, why this quite unimportant tale has been given no less than eight 
scenes. As by the end of this tale we have reached to about one third of 
the reliefs available of the whole series and at the same time one third of 
the above (pag. 315) supposed number of hundred j§taka's, we might 
conjecture that relief No. 128 was intended for the one that be^ns the 
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second third of the tales and where perhaps another sculptor had begun the 
work assigned to him^). In this way we can understand why this tale is so 
spun out, evidently to fill up space. Naturally this is mere supposition, 
but this kind of conjecture is not altogether unimportant, where it may 
be of use for discovering the entirely unknown method of work followed 
by the Barabudur sculptors. 

On this first relief the Bodhisattva is being shewn to his father as an 
infant. The king sits on the left on a large cushion, with his left leg in 
the support; the nurse with the child on her knee is on the right, the 
infant appears to be holding a spoon or a rattle. Two servants are in 
the background, one with a blue lotus in the hand; all these persons are 
sitting on the same wide seat with a couple of dishes under it. There is 
no sign of the iron house on this or the next relief. 

121. The prince 

The prince is here a little bigger than on the last relief and is wearing 
the double necklace over the breast and the crescent-shaped ornement at 
the back of the neck; the first of these was certainly not depicted on the 
preceding relief and the other is not to be distinguished. He is still on the 
nurse’s knee and she kneels on a low seat. Behind her three other women 
are standing, the middle one with a fly-fan, the other two with bowls, 
in one of which flowers are to be seen. On the extreme left, in front of 
the prince and turning towards the child, stands a brahman, undoubt¬ 
edly the purohita, with hand uplifted, probably performing some 
rite. 

122. The prince and the king 

It i^ not quite clear what this scene is intended to represent in connec¬ 
tion with the text; if something was wanted to fill up another relief, we 
should sooner have expected to see the prince being educated. It is not a 
brahman teaching, but the king himself sitting with a woman on a seat 
to the left, with a dish as usual under it; by the gesture of the right hand 
he seems to be telling something to his son, who sits on the ground to the 
right with a woman behind him and is making a respectful s6mbah to his 
royal father. There is a tree in the background. 

It is also remarkable as regards the division, that relief 93 just completes jStaka no. 25 
at one fourth of the space available, and at the same time at one quarter of the supposed 100 

tales of the whole series. 
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123. The prince goes to see the festival 

The sculptor has not exerted himself very much for this relief. In the 
first place he shews nothing of the decorated town and nearly nothing 
of the festive citizens, but only gives us the prince’s procession; and here 
he has not kept to the text and put the prince into a carriage with fine hor¬ 
ses, but has actually placed him in the palanquin that is so much easier to 
depict. The procession moves to the right. First comes cin escort of sold¬ 
iers, three lines of them, armed with bo wand arrows as well as sword and 
shield. Next comes, after the umbrella-bearer, the palanquin carried by 
eight servants, in which the prince is seated on a cushion against aback, 
he has a headdress adorned with rosettes and large round earrings and 
holds an utpala with a long stalk in his hand. Another umbrella-bearer 
follows. Two figures are walking under the vehicle, that is of course 
beside it, and one of these is holding a bowl to his mouth. Maybe these 
persons are to represent the rejoicing populace, whose jollity is expressed 
in this low kind of way. 

124. The prince decides to become a hermit 

The prince sits to the left on a seat, looking rather thoughtful and 
dejected. Three ladies, two of them seated beside him, the third standing 
on the right, are tr5dng in vain to attract his attention; he only waves 
them off with his left hand and stares in front of him. The sciilptor has 
really given us a figure that expresses trouble of mind. To the right of the 
seat is an attendant (brahman?) and a second can be seen underneath, 
which of course means in front of it; the position forces him to make 
himself very small indeed. 

125. The prince asks permission to depart 

On this comer-panel we see, on the left half, the king sitting with two 
women on a seat with the usual dish under it. The king’s figure is rather 
bent backwards, he lifts his right hand and seems to be quite astonished 
at what his son is saying; the prince stands on the extreme right on the 
other half of the relief. The strange part of this scene, that is not account¬ 
ed for by the text, is the female figure that kneels between the king and 
the prince making a sSmbah to the latter, who stretches out his right 
hand towards her. We must think that she is entreating him to alter his 
decision. It is therefore possible there was another version of the tale in 
which the Bodhisattva’s wife added her persuasions to those of his father. 
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126. The prince on his way to the forest 

In this scene too we might think the sculptor has had a somewhat 
different text. The prince is going to the right, and as we see by the tree 
on a rock in the righthand bottom comer, is on the way to the forest 
where he is to do penance. Two women are walking behind him. The 
text says nothing about them, does not even mention the journey to 
the forest at all; he ought of course to go alone. It seems as if we might 
connect these ladies with the one imploring him in the scene before and 
suppose some slightly differing version has been followed. 

127. The prince as hermit 

This damaged relief shews us as closing scene the prince as a hermit, 
but the females in the scene before have not taken the vows as well, like 
the wife of Cuddabodhi did. He is sitting on a block of stone in the middle 
of the relief in dhyana-mudra with a necklace and wide shoulder belt; his 
face has disappeared but of course his hair was done in the usual hermit- 
style. Trees are growing on low rocks to right and left and in the middle 
of the left part a water-jug is placed. The righthand top part of the relief 
is gone. 

XXXIII. Thestoryofthebuffalo 
(text p. 232—235; trans. p. 324—329) 

The Bodhisattva lived in the forest as a wild buffalo of terrible aspect 
but noble disposition, continually occupied in the practice of virtue. 
There was a wicked ape who took advantage of these magnanimous 
qualities and knowing that the buffalo would never give way to anger, he 
teased the Great Being in all sorts of ways. Sometimes, when the buffalo 
was asleep, the ape suddenly jumped on him, another time he swung on 
his horns, got in his way while he was grazing or climbed on to his head 
and put his paws over the animal’s eyes when he wanted to bathe in the 
river; often he moimted on the buffalo’s back and rode about with a 
stick in his paw, like Yama. The Bodhisattva endured all these dis¬ 
agreeable pranks without shewing the least annoyance or losing his tem¬ 
per. Now there was a yak§a who was very much annoyed at the ape’s 
bad behaviour and once, when the monkey was seated on the back of his 
victim, he stood in their way and asked the buffalo what possessed him 
to allow himself to be tormented in that fashion. It would be easy 
enough to get rid of the ape for good by just making use of his horns or 
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hoofs. But the Bodhisattva answered that there was no virtue in shewing 
patience towards one stronger than ourselves, but to endure the insults 
of our inferiors gives us the opportunity of exercising virtue. No, he had 
more reason to be grateful for having the chance of practising the 
divine virtue of patience and therefore used forbearance against the mon¬ 
key, who did not realize theinjury he wasdoingto his own soul by such mis¬ 
conduct . “ But in this way how can the wickedness of such an evildoer ever 
be punished ? ”, asked the yaksa. The buffalo replied that by persevering in 
patience he might perhaps awaken the monkey’s conscience and if not, 
perhaps it would begin to tease someone of more irascible temper, who 
would teach him not to do it. Filled with admiration and resj>ect, the 
yak§a praised the buffalo’s sentiments and before withdrawing himself, 
he knocked the monkey off the Bodhisattva’s back teaching him a 
charm that would prevent any further torments. 

128. The buffalo in the forest 

Very little is left of this much-damaged relief and unfortunately of the 
middle piece, where the chief actors are sure to be, only the lower part 
has been left. On this bit we can see the legs of the buffalo, so that here 
in any case the Bodhisattva was represented, with several other quadru¬ 
peds. On both sides the upper portionof the relief is still there, with trees, 
especially fruit-trees, and low rocks well-peopled with various creatures; 
on the right, two monkeys in a tree, underneath on a branch three little 
birds, lower down a couple of wild boars, then on the left as well some 
pig-like animals, a pair of squirrels and a peacock. This is undoubtedly 
a picture of the buffalo in the forest, possibly his tormentor was here 
too though not on the ground; perhaps up a tree in the middle or on his 
victim’s back. 

129. The ape torments the huffalo 

A couple of trees in the background indicate the forest. The buffalo 
stands on the left, the ape is sitting up on a rock; he has his left paw on 
the buffalo’s neck and holds a branch of the tree behind him with his 
right. Though we cannot quite imagine what he is up to, this is evidently 
meant to shew his pranks. 

130. The yaksa speaks to the buffalo 

On the right stands the yak§a, who judging by his right hand is 
speaking; he has the usual wild hair and moustache and the large round 
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earrings but no beard; so he follows what is called the riksasa-type. 
The buffalo, in proportion rather a small one, is on the left and accord¬ 
ing to the text the ape is on its back with a stick in his hand. Behind 
them is a tree. 

131. The buffalo and the monkey 

Why the ape and the buffalo are depicted a second time is not to be 
explained by the text, unless we accept it as a kind of illustration to 
what the buffalo tells the yaksa about the ape’s tricks. Again the buffalo 
is on the left and the monkey sits on the right with a background of trees. 
The buffalo bends his head forward while the ape puts both paws over 
its eyes. This is one of the tricks spoken of in the text, though we are not 
shewn that the ape jumped on the animal’s head at the same time, just 
when it wanted to take a bath. Anyhow this scene would have been bet¬ 
ter placed before the yak§a appears. 

132. The yaksa honors the buffalo 

The scene with trees and rocky ground is still in the forest. The ape 
has disappeared altogether, so this is after the yak§a has sent him off. 
The buffalo stands on the left, the yak?a sits on the right, making a 
sembah. Perhaps he is busy repeating the charm, but it looks more like 
simply doing homage. Between the two figures a squirrel is climbing in a 
tree. 

The Mahi?a-jttaka is also represented at Ajanta in Cave XVII, in two 
scenes ^). On the first the ape is sitting on the ground opposite the buffa¬ 
lo, in the second scene it is on the animal's back, covering the victim’s 
eyes with its paws. Here too the last trick has been chosen and without 
shewing the jumping on the buffalo’s head *). It is of course impossible to 
make out if the sculptor has used the Jatakamala version of the tale, at 
any rate there is nothing to be said against this conjecture, which is not 
improbable on comparing this with other representations. 

Burgess, Notes p, 71. A reproduction taken from fig. 27 p. 13 of Griffiths is found in 
the Joum. of Ind. Art and Ind. 8 (1898) fig. 18 p. 15. Comp. Foucher, Lettre p. 207, where 
it is stated that the ape is finally killed by another buffalo. 

*) There is a curious mistake made by the artist of the representation at Pag&n of Jd.taka 
no. 278 (Griinwedel 1.1. abb. 40 p. 57), where the monkey is riding on the buffalo between two 
palmtrees, holding on to its horn with one hand, but in the other holding its own tail instead of 
the buffaloes 1 
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XXXIV. Thestoryof thewoodpecker 
(text p. 225—^239; trans. p. 329—335) 

In the shape of a woodpecker of beautiful plumage, the Bodhisattva 
once lived in the forest; he did not practice the habits of his carnivorous 
kind, but endeavoured with all his power to help others and instruct 
them in the principles of virtue. Once as he was flitting through the 
forest, he saw a lion lying in great pain as if struck by a poisoned arrow. 
Filled with compassion the woodpecker inquired what was the matter 
and heard that a piece of bone had stuck in the lion’s throat, so that he 
could neither swallow it nor spit it out and it caused him great suffering. 
The Bodhisattva’s intelligence soon devised a way of help. He asked the 
lion to open his jaws as wide as possible and fixed a piece of wood 
between its teeth thick enough to keep them open. Then he got inside 
and with his beak carefully worked the bone loose, till it came out and he 
carried it out of the lion’s mouth and removed the piece of wood. He was 
as delighted at his performance as the lion, who was now freed from pain. 
The animal then thanked him warmly for his assistance and they parted. 
Some time later the woodpecker was unable to find suitable food any¬ 
where and became exhausted with hunger. Then he noticed the same 
lion making a good meal of a newly-killed antelope. Although the 
woodpecker was the lion’s benefactor, he hesitated to ask him at once for 
food; so he walked about where the lion could see him, but the beast 
never offered him a share of his meal. He does not recognise me, thought 
the Bodhisattva, so he came nearer and uttering a blessing, asked for a 
little food. But the lion glared at him furiously and said:’’you may be 
thankful to be still alive after being once in the jaws of a beast like me; it 
is only an insult to interfere with me again.” At this very unkind 
refusal the Bodhisattva was filled with shame for the lion and flew 
straight up to heaven. A wood-god who had overheard this, also flew up 
and asked the woodpecker why he did not punish the lion,when he could 
so easily have suddenly made him blind or taken away his food. But the 
Bodhisattva replied that he had no reason to feel anger; a good deed 
must be performed for the sake of compassion, and not for your pyra 
benefit, for virtue is its own reward. Ingratitude shewn by the receiver of 
kindness should no further be punished than by leaving the ungrateful 
one to himself. The god praised the woodpecker for these words, did him 
homage and then withdrew. 

*) This tale is known in Java in the Tantri, see van der Tuuk’s Kawi-Balineesch-Neder* 
landsch Woordenboek IV (1912), p. 241 s.v. palatuk. 
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133. The lion and the woodpecker 

In a forest indicated by trees and rocks, the lion is busy devouring his 
prey; he is seen on the left with his claws in the back of the antelope that 
lies with its head turned away. A hind on the right is about to run off, but 
does not seem to shew the least sign of fear. The woodpecker is flying 
down, head forward. Though in the text the lion appears first in a pitia¬ 
ble condition, unable to feed at all, we see him here in all his strength and 
can only suppose that we are here first shewn the actors in their ordinary 
way of life, before the real drama begins. We may also conjecture the possi¬ 
bility of a mistake in placing the reliefs, seeing that the last relief of the 
story is here the removal of the bone and no closing scene is given. This 
scene would fit in very well as the end of the tale and would then repre¬ 
sent how the recovered lion kills the antelope as the text relates, and the 
woodpecker comes fl5dng in the hope of the lion giving him something to 
eat. 

134. The lion with the hone in his throat 

Trees and rocks give the same scenery as on the last and the following 
relief. Now the lion is sitting on his hind quarters on the left of the relief; 
he holds up his left forepaw as if in pain and his jaws are wide open. To 
shew that he is not dangerous, a couple of hinds are standing quietly near 
him. The woodpecker comes flying towards him. 

135. The woodpecker removes the bone 

The lion is now on his feet and holds his jaws wide open into which the 
woodpecker is just going to fly; but the bird is too large in proportion 
and will never be able to get inside. In front of the lion sits a jackal,whose 
presence might cause some different explanation, for which see the 
following story. On the rock to the extreme right, a couple of longtailed 
quadrupeds are looking on. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE AVADANA'S AND JATAKA’s 

(continuation and conclusion) 

{First gallery, balustrade, top series, second part; lowest series; second gallery, 
balustrade) 

The JatakamalS has come to an end; but the text represented on the 
monument is not finished. A new jataka follows without any sort of 
transition, which has been identified by van Erp as the Sigala-jataka 
(No. 152 of the Pali-collection) ^). As I have previously stated (p. 314), 
we must not consider this as the first of a new set, but as no. XXXV of 
the large collection of tales that were to be represented by the Barabu- 
dur sculptors on this series of reliefs. So our first task is to discover, if we 
possibly can, something about the probable contents of the rest of this 
large collection. 

I have already referred to the remarkable statement made by Tira- 
nitha, that the JStakamala consisted of the first thirty-four tales from a 
collection of one hundred and have called attention to the circumstance 
that if some such collection of 100 tales is depicted on the top row of 
the 1st balustrade, this seems to be confirmed by the space occupied by 
the JatakamSla tales: 135 reliefs are allotted to these 34 jataka’s, there¬ 
fore, roughly reckoned, it would require about 372 reliefs for the 100 
tales. We know nothing more about the collection Taranatha speaks of, 
only that the Jatakamala is the beginning of it and that the hundred tales 
of the whole collection relate how the Buddha attained the ten paramita’s. 

The number 100, ten times ten, is therefore probably not accidental. 
In any case, even if this information gives us some indication of the 
nature of the tales, we remain utterly ignorant of the contents of the 66 
tales that should follow at the end of the Jatakamala. It is not even 

*) Tijdschr. Bat. Gen. 52 (1910) p. 85-88. 
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stated in words that this collection of 100 actually existed, only that 
Qura, who intended to versify a hundred tales, completed 34 of them, and 
though we are inclined to believe, on the strength of TaranStha's men¬ 
tion of a hundred, that such a collection really existed, he does not make 
any positive statement about it. 

As regards this, it is of great importance that we have evidence from 
another source that a collection of this sort did actually exist. Its num¬ 
ber of tales however is not a hundred but 101; an unimportant difference 
compared to the striking coincidence that No. 1—34 are positively the 
jataka's of the Jatakamala in the same sequence. This is the Tibetan 
collection made known by Ivanovski in his article above noted in the 
Proceedings of the Imperial Russian Archaeological Society. 

The collection Ivanovski has brought to light being the only one 
that can give us positive data for the explanation of the reliefs, let us 
first consider one argument regarding the question of in how far the 
newly-discovered collection maybe the same as the oneTaranatha refers 
to; a question the solution of which is of no direct use for the explanation 
of the reliefs, but might throw some light on the scenes that are repre¬ 
sented on the Barabudur. It depends partly on the fact whether the differ¬ 
ence in number ICX) or 101 is of any importance. It might be argued as 
follows. On the Barabudur there is one tale not identified which is to be 
found in the Ivanovski collection (the story of the brahman, Jatakam. 
XII, see above p. 343); evidently there existed a version of the JStaka- 
mSla with and one without that tale; this may also have been the case 
with the complete collection; then T§ranatha was acquainted with the 
version that does not include the tale and Ivanovski has discovered the 
one where it does appear; the difference in number is thus accounted 
for and there is no reason to think they are not the same collection. 
Apart from the fact, that the tale referred to may not have been missing 
after all, — for at the very spot where we should expect it there is 
actually one relief missing —, this argument will not hold because if 
it were true, then the JatakamSla known to Taranatha would only 
consist of 33 tales, while according to his own words this was not the 
case, for he tells us that ^ura had completed just 34 of the 100. We see 
therefore that in case of comparing the two collections, the inclusion 
or exclusion of Jatakam. XII on the Barabudur is of no importance 
whatever. 

Let us now examine the contents of the collection discovered by 

») Page 315, note 2. 
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Ivanovski with more attention to see if it shews any resemblance to the 
reliefs. This is no very easy task, for the author only gives the titles of 
the tales and among them are a number where the Tibetan title had 
to be accompanied by a mark of interrogation and a great many others 
where the Tibetan word was translateable, but only with such a general 
meaning that it gives no clear idea about the tale, or is evidently nothing 
more than the name of the chief person. Fortunately there are enough 
left that are sufficiently reliable to support my argument. 

The first impression we get is that there are actually points of resem¬ 
blance between Ivanovski’s list of contents and the reliefs. The first 
scene that follows on the JStakamala reliefs seems to shew connection; 
there is a lion and tale No. 35 of the Tibetan collection, according to the 
title, has to do with a “king of the lions”. Among the titles we find twice 
(58 and 60) a nSga-king and in three different tales on the series of 
reliefs naga’s also appear (No. 169; 187—190; 273). Then there is one of 
the jataka’s entitled “Indra” (No. 64), the god who constantly appears 
on the reliefs (211—212; 230—232 ; 248—^253). Bhik^u's, brahmans, 
ascetics, appear in the scenes on the monument as well as in the titles 
of the list of contents. But with this superficial resemblance all con¬ 
nection ends and on closer examination I am obliged to state that not 
only the points of resemblance mentioned are far too weak to support 
any theory of connection, but there are even data that refute the 
possibility of identity between the Tibetan collection and the text 
followed on the monument. To make sure of this we must not rely on 
what is represented on the reliefs, to judge if their scenes are reflected in 
the titles of the tales; we know well enough how misleading the titles 
of the jataka’s often are, so that the absence of any indication in the title 
of some important point in a certain tale, does not prove that the impor¬ 
tant point is left out of the tale itself. The jataka may perhaps be called 
by the name of its chief person.To give an exemple from the J§takamSl2l: 
we see on some relief yak§a’s and cattle (relief No. 31 and following) 
but notice nothing of them in the list of titles, where that j9.taka is 
simply called “the story of Maitribala”. Only when we begin with the 
titles, it is of course quite a different matter. The meaningless ones 
and those with only a name as title, we leave as they are, but those that 
give an actual indication of the contents must, if the text of the tales 
belonging to the titles and that followed on the reliefs is really the same, 
shew resemblance some way or other: when we find such titles as “the 

*) Page 288—292 of his article. 
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story of the Garuda” or “the story of the shipwreck” then we ought to 
see on the reliefs a Garuda or a shipwreck (or at any rate a ship!) in 
order to prove the resemblance between the two texts. If we set to work 
in this way with the titles of the Tibetan collection, then we continually 
find that there is not the slightest trace on the monument of what is 
mentioned in the titles. The most distinct examples are those in which 
animals appear; they at any rate should be unmistakeable on the relief, 
while the chance of being wrong about persons is very great indeed. 
For instance, the title of No. 86 in the collection is “the lion” and what¬ 
ever the rest of the tale may be, we can surely expect to see a lion some¬ 
where on the reliefs. However, no lion appears after the already-men¬ 
tioned No. 136! No. 96 of the titles is "the camel”, but there is no such 
animal to be found on the reliefs. What seems conclusive is, — for in the 
cases just mentioned there is always the possibility that a man who is 
called the "Lion” or "Camel” is meant —, the case of No. 75, “the ele¬ 
phant with the six tusks” the famous Saddanta-jataka. This story is 
known to us and whatever version might be followed, we can be sure 
that the Bodhisattva in the form of an elephant must appear on the 
scene. As there is no elephant to be found anywhere (except quite at the 
beginning on relief No. 139, which of course can have no possible connection 
with story No. 75), in my opinion it can be considered proved that the 
Saddanta-jataka is not represented at the place Ivanovski’s list would 
lead us to expect it — there are no gaps in that part, so that the tale 
can not have disappeared — this fact, added to other similar indications, 
confirms my impression that the text followed on the Barabudur is not 
the same as the Tibetan collection of 101 jataka’s discovered by Iva- 
novski. Apart from this, the absence of the Saddanta-jataka is in itself 
a matter for consideration, for it is not to be found in any other of the 
series of reliefs representing the jataka’s, and this seems a very remark¬ 
able omission considering the great popularity this jataka enjoys in 
Buddhist literature ^). 

It thus appears that we must give up hope of explaining the reliefs 
that follow after the Jatakamala series, by any known text. So we only 
can attempt to consider what is here represented as a whole and in 
how far it can be identified by the help of tales from all sorts of other 
sources. As already mentioned, the first tale that follows is in no way 

*) See Fo^icher, Essai de classement chronologique des diverses versions du Sa^danta- 
j&taka, in Melanges d'lndianisme offerts k M. Sylvain lAvi (1911). 
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separated from the last of the jatakamSla scenes and the others follow 
m the same way. As regards this generally unbroken sequence it is worth 
while to notice, that in two different places a separation seems to be 
made. On No. 214 and 371 a whole relief is filled up with a wishing-tree, 
designed in the wellknown style with an umbrella above, jewel-pots 
round its trunk and kinnara’s on each side. As far as any conclusion can 
be drawn from the adjacent reliefs without any knowledge of the text 
followed, I should say that these reliefs have nothing to do with the 
wishing-trees, that give the impression of being placed there as an actual 
partition, that is a division between one series of tales and another. It 
appears plainly that they are in no way part of the architectural design, 
which might be the case if these wishing-tree reliefs were placed in sym¬ 
metrical position, in a comer for instance or in the centre of a part of the 
relief series. As their place in the architecture is quite casual, the separ¬ 
ation can only indicate something in connection with the text, it may be 
that a new, connected set of tales begins, or that in the whole collection 
of the series some portion ends and another begins, in any case it is most 
probably the indication of a new text or another chapter. If this may be 
tme — we must of course include the possibility that the trees may 
represent some heaven mentioned in the jataka there depicted — there 
is perhaps more chance of it being a separation of texts rather than of 
parts of a text, at least as regards No. 371. Only one follows on this relief 
and it seems just as improbable that after two portions of text consisting 
of more than 150 scenes the third should be only one short tale, as that 
this one relief should be the first of the tales on another series of reliefs: 
this last arrangement would shew too little care in the division of 
the texts on the space available. It is then simpler to consider that with 
No. 370 a certain group of tales comes to an end and that it was decided 
to use the open space left for one short separate tale that was worth 
depicting. Meanwhile it is not impossible that with No. 370 only the 
second portion of the text ended, and that the third part begins on 
a new series of reliefs. In this case as well No. 372 might be considered 
as an independant scene. 

In whatever way we may take the relation of that one separate 
scene at the end of the series to the rest of the reliefs. No. 214 can at any 
rate have separated two equally important texts or portions of texts 
from one another. It is therefore remarkable that the tales preceding the 
No. 214 mentioned, shew a somewhat different style to those that follow 
it. The first series as regards their subject, resemble in every respect the 
tales of the Jatakam5l5. There are stories in which animals play a chief 
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part as well as tales about people, on the other hand the Buddha himself 
does not appear anywhere. On the series that comes after No. 214 this is 
quite different; though from time to time some or other animal appears, 
there are no more real animal-fables given at all, while it is just 
only in this second part that the Buddha himself is depicted. Perhaps 
we ought to say “a” Buddha considering the possibility that Buddha’s 
before the time of ^akyamuni or even Pratyekabuddha’s may be meant. 
This fact of the appearance of a Buddha is something that distinguishes 
the series of reliefs mentioned not only from those before, but at the same 
time from all the other series that are given to jataka's and avadSna’s. 
As regards this point it has a quite individual character. Besides we do 
not find the Buddha's appearance spread over the whole portion of 
reliefs but in three consecutive groups reaching from No. 234 to 265, from 
301 to 329 and from 342 to 364, where in contrast to the adjacent portion, 
actual Buddha tales seem to be depicted. In the first of these groups 
^akra, king of the gods, appears in the same tale with the Buddha. 

Let us now examine the contents of both portions of the reliefs more 
carefully. The first, which as I have explained before does not start 
something new but is a continuation of the jatakamSlS-tales, begins, as 
mentioned on p. 396, with the story of the jackal and the lions, to be 
found in Jataka no. 152 of the Pali-collection. Only one relief, no. 136, has 
been given to this tale; no. 137 shews another animal fable. This panel is 
rather damaged, but we can still discern that the chief creatures, a mon¬ 
key, a bird and a jackal are in a forest; the other birds in the trees are 
probably only put there as decoration. The monkey appears to be 
holding the bird by its tail; there is no tale known to us in which these 
three creatures appear together. No. 138 is still more damaged, it shews 
again birds in the trees and a river with fish in it flowing between the 
rocks. As regards no. 139 I feel justified in making some suggestion. 
In the midst of a forest there are two elephants, a small one walking in 
front with a larger one, following it. This way of walking, the older 
behind the younger one, makes me think that this must be the tale a later 
version of which remains in the 32d tale of the BhadrakalpSvadana^), 
and is found in a more elaborate form in Jttaka no. 455, the M^tiposaka- 
jStaka; Hiuen Tsiang also mentions it ®). The tale begins by relating 
how the Bodhisattva as a young white elephant took care of his blind 

*) list of contents in Rdjendraldla Mitra, The Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal 
(1882) p. 46. 

•) Beal, Si-yu-ki, Buddhist Records of the Western World II (1884) p. 138 sq. Also, Ro¬ 
mantic Legend (1875) p. 366—368, in which the animal takes care of both parents, and Cha- 
vanneB, Cinq cents contes III (1911) p. 13. 

Barabufjiur 26 
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mother. The rest of the tale (described below in explanation of the re¬ 
liefs) must have been depicted on the following reliefs now missing. 
No. 140—142 as well as no. 144 have disappeared, while no. 143 shews 
only the spectators of what was happening on no. 142. 

What follows next may probably be identified when the text can be 
found, but at present the meaning is not clear. The subject of no. 145 is a 
woman of rank with her attendants, one of whom holds a child on her 
knee; on the next panel we see probably the same child, now grown 
older, on his nurse’s knee with some brahmans, evidently speaking to 
him. Then comes No. 147, very indistinct, with four men standing, one of 
whom has a curious flower in his hand. No. 148 gives us for the third 
time a child, now an infant; behind the women to whom it belongs is a 
lotus-pond with a duck swimming on it, and the whole group is separated 
by a palissade from two brahmans standing on the left, one of whom 
holds out his hand to receive something, while the other carries a long 
flower-bud. On no. 149 two brahmans, probably the same of the scene 
before, sit talking together under the trees; then on no. 151 we get a 
whole group of brahmans giving their attention to a richly-dressed man 
who sits in a small p6nd4pa with his attendants on no. 150. He looks 
quite young, so do his three companions, but this may only be accidental 
and may be owing to the sculptor’s manner of working. 

The next, very curious no. 152 and no. 153 require a little more atten¬ 
tion. Both are more or less wom-away and damaged; therefore less com¬ 
prehensible. No. 152 is quite filled with a crowd of people. The chief 
figure is an eminent man from under whose tiara a great mass of hair 
sticks out on both sides. In the middle of the scene we see some people, 
who wear their hair in short curls, wrestling with one another; more to 
the right a couple of dancers are displaying their art. This is evidently a 
gala-performance for some high and mighty spectator. No. 153 is not 
so full, although to get in all the figures they have been placed in two 
rows one above the other. Above we see a man with a sword and a number 
of women, one of them with a child on her knee; a person in the back¬ 
ground seems to be offering the man with the sword a very queer-looking 
object, that looks like two balls fastened together, the front one having 
eyes and nose like a face, perhaps some kind of a monster. The bottom 
row consists of a couple of men and an ox. Everything is rather worn and 
indistinct. 

Nos. 154 and 155 certainly belong together and make one scaie, a 
numbCT of poorly-dressed men joumejdng towards the right, some of 
those in the middle carrying a large tray of lotuses; the presence of some 
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people with an adse or some tool of that kind makes it look as if the 
tray of lotuses may have something to do with their work. On 156 we 
probably see the person to whom the procession is on its way. 

The two next scenes are very expressive and offer various points for 
identification with a text. To begin with, we find on no. 157 a man and a 
woman going towards a tree, at the foot of which are some pots of valu¬ 
ables with three guards sitting round. On no. 158, also rather damaged, 
the whole background is clouds, and the scene is in the air. A flying 
figure is bearing off on his shoulders a man and a woman magnificently 
dressed. What then follows I think can be identified. No. 159 takes place 
in the forest; beneath the trees lies a man in splendid vestments, while two 
pairs of deer are couched in the foreground on the rocky ground. Not much 
is left of no. 160; quite to the left is a mass of rock on which a bird perches, 
then comes a piece of a human figure with its hand near the bird's head and 
then the foot of a second person. More than half of this relief is missing. 
Both these reliefs I ascribe to no. 34 of the Avadana^ataka, in which 
king ^ivi offers himself up first to the mosquitoes and then to a vulture. 

After no. 160 too it seems possible to find some connection in the 
scenes, at least the same chief person holds the stage up to No. 168 and 
he is a man in official robes with a halo behind his head, therefore a god 
or the Bodhisattva. The rest of what is depicted is too meaningless to 
be understood without the help of the text. We find the chief person 
consecutively, surrounded by persons of importance and nSga's (161), in 
front of a plainly-dressed man and woman (162), with a man who 
seems to be offering him something and two women (163), then again 
with a man who makes a sSmbah (164), and finally in conversation with 
a woman holding her hands in s6mbah (165). The last three 166—168 
belong together; the chief person is sitting on a lion-throne in the middle, 
on the right and left are two standards and two persons sitting who 
listen to him. We see on the left (on no. 166) a standard with a shell, 
next to which sits a man in ceremonial robes, and a standard with a bird, 
next to which a Garu^a is seated. This seems to indicate, but of course it 
cannot be proved, that the ceremonial figure next to the gangkhastambha 
and in front of the Garuda is the god Vi§DU. On the right (on no. 168) 
both standards bear a jewel; here too nearest to the chief person sits a 
man in robes of ceremony, but the second, who makes a s£mbah, has 
had his head knocked off, so there is no chance of finding out if he had 
some special characteristic that might indicate the identity of the first 
and in this way affirm or dispute our conjectures about what is repre¬ 
sented on the left side. 
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In any case no. 169 does not appear to belong to those before it but 
shews us another story ^). Here we see a nS,ga king with his retinue and a 
p€ndapa behind them; he is making signs of greetmg to a human being 
standing before him with a horse and a servant. This is something that 
reminds us of the tale that forms the introduction to the Campeyya- 
jataka, no. 506 of the Pali collection; the story of the king conquered in 
battle, who springs on horseback into the river and is there hospitably 
entertained by the naga-king and afterwards with his help overcomes 
his enemies. Only this prelude to the Campeyya-jataka is repre¬ 
sented on the monument; it really is a tale by itself only slightly con¬ 
nected with the rest. The version followed on the Barabudur differs in 
so far from the Pali-version that the king is evidently joined by a servant 
in his jump into the water, though it is quite possible, just as we noticed 
in the Sudhanakumaravadana*), that the presence of the servant is due 
only to the fancy of the sculptor. 

In any case what follows on the monument does not take place in the 
naga-world. The three reliefs 170—172 belong together; on the first 
we see a man and woman of high rank both having a halo sitting on a 
bench, while another highborn lady kneels before them, behind whom 
on each of the two following reliefs, we see three well-dressed women. 
The presence of these seven women might lead us to look for points of 
resemblance to the story of the seven princesses, the Saptakumarikava- 
dana, but in the versions of this tale that remain to us they are at any 
rate not princesses at the beginning of the story and as we are not able to 
follow their adventures because no. 173 and 174 are missing, our search 
for resemblance is likely to be a vain one. 

Next we find on no. 175 a man in robes of ceremony in conversation, 
and in the background a standard with a little box on top and then come 
some scenes of a story about a yak^a. On no. 176 a well-dressed man 
and woman are standing before him; the first has a halo and is probably 
the Bodhisattva, he holds a sitting child in his arms which he appears 

‘) The fact of there being a Garu^a among the listeners in the scene before and that the 
naga-world appears on 169 may remind us of the Vidhurapa^ita-jataka, no. 546 of the 
Pali-collection. In that tale Vidhura, the wise man, gives judgment in t^ presence of the kings 
of the gods, garu^a's and naga’s and because the naga queen wishes to hear him, he is after¬ 
wards taken by a yak^a to the naga-kingdom. The scenes 166—168 might represent this 
(Vidhura is then not shewn as a pai(^4ita and the right hand figure on 168 would be a naga) 
and 169 be the arrival of Vidhura and his escort (here not a yak^a) among the ngga's. As will 
be seen, everything is very doubtful, and at any rate the further exciting course of the story 
in the jataka is wanting. Comp. Vogel in Versl. Cong, Cost. Gen. 1925 p. 37. 

•) Sec p. 252. 

•) In the A9okavadanamaia and as a separate text, KajendmiataMitra 1.1.p. !2aad22l. 
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to be offering to the yak$a. No. 177 shews the retinue of these persons. 
On no. 178 the 3^k$a is conversing with the Bodhisattva, who makes a 
sSmbah and listens attentively. It is curious that the yak|a as well as 
the Bodhisattva do not correspond with their figures on no. 176, for 
the yak§a now has a beard and the Bodhisattva has another sort of 
tiara and omements. The question is: is this intentional on the sculptor’s 
part to shew that we here have to do with another yak§a and another 
eminent person with a halo, or is it merely the result of carelessness that 
gives us another instance, here a very extreme one, of the liberties the 
sculptors took with the persons they depicted? In my opinion the latter 
is what has happened, because I consider this tale is to be found in no. 35 
of the Avad§na9ataka; then relief no. 175 will belong to it as well and 
the royal person there is the same Bodhisattva, although the sculptor has 
not allowed him a halo. Further details will be found in the description 
below. 

Now follow some scenes the meaning of which I must leave unex¬ 
plained. On no. 179 the chief person holds a branch with three buds in 
his hand, the attribute belonging specially to the Bodhisattva, who 
figures as principal character on the chief wall of the 4th gallery and 
whom I consider may be recognised as Samantabhadra (see Chapt. 
VIII). What the special meaning of this branch may be here is not clear. 
The next scene gives a conversation between a monk and two laymen. 
No. 181 although in itself rather inexpressive, only shewing some conver¬ 
sation between an eminent man with a halo and two ordinary men, 
might be connected with no. 182, which may easily belong to the same 
tale even if the chief figure now wears no halo. Surrounded by his court, 
this king sits with a small round object in his hand, while on the left a 
brahman holds up both hands with something unrecognisable in them. 
The king’s courtiers appear to be begging him to alter some royal de¬ 
cision. If this is so, we are reminded of the story of the king who in the 
time of famine gives his own food to fakra in the shape of a brahman, 
who has come to put his benevolence to the proof, a tale to be found 
in the version nearest to that on the relief, as the 32nd story of the 
Avad9na9ataka ^). At the same time there is the difficulty that both 

') Thougli it seems to me there is not sufficient reason for taking this tale as foundation for 
the identiEcation of the relief, I will give the story in short: — During the reign of a just 
and mighty king, a great famine fell on the land and his subjects implored his help. The 
monarch commanded the keeper of his stores to appear and examine the amount of their 
provision. It appeared that if every one took one mouthful a day and the king two^ there 
would be enough to go round. In this way the food«question was settled; but a brahman 
appesxed who had been overlooked when the census was taken, so the king gave him his 
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the king and the brahman on the relief are holding sometWng in then- 
hands; so I must r^trict myself to speaking of it asa/>oss*6tK^thatthis 
tale may be the subject of these scenes. 

Then again we get three scenes whose connection is doubtful, a haloed 
king with his retinue on no. 183 and next a man of high rank with a man 
before him, who is perhaps a monk, for he has the shaved head of 
the bhik^u’s and what is to be seen of his body wears no omements. 
An important part of no. 185 has also disappeared ,we can still see under 
a roof on a large couch a man or woman — the dress and style of hair 
look female and the flat breast like a male — lying on the knee of a 
seated figure. No. 186 has probably been removed to Bangkok ^), it 
shews a number of women walking who are looking at some indistinct 
object in the right hand lower comer. Perhaps they are n^^’s and this 
scene belongs to those following. 

No. 187 certainly depicts a nSga story. The scenes are not inexpressive, 
but I have found no text to describe them. No. 187 shews us a river with 
a naga king sitting in the water and in front of him some of his subjects, 
all men except the second who is a nagi. The scene is next moved to 
earth; on no. 188 a naga is sitting in dhySna-mudrS under the trees, while 
two brahmans are coming towards him; then on 189 we see a nSga and 
nagi on a dais, with a brahman holding his hands in s6mbah looking on 
and on no. 190 the actors are again only naga's, one of whom has a 
small round object in his hand. On no. 191 there are no naga's to be seen, 
perhaps this does not belong to the last one, but on the other hand it 
seems still more difficult to connect with no. 192. A man in robes of 
ceremony is sitting on a richly-oraemented couch; he has a halo behind 
his head and a vessel with a spout, with a large lotus-flower sticking out 
of it, placed next to him, he is talking to a man and woman who are in 
full-dress. 

Nos. 192—195 give us the tale of the Bodhisattva as a tortoise, that 
was already identified by Oldenburg in his article before mentioned 
(p. 239) by the help of the KacchapSlvadSna from K§emendra’s Bodhi- 

second mouthful and received himself the same ration as his subjects. In order to test the 
king's virtue. Qakra appeared as a brahman and complaining of hunger asked for the royal 
portion. The king gave it to him and went without any food that day. This went on for sue 
days. Then convinced of the king's fortitude and greatness of soul, Qakra resumed his divine 
form, did homage to the noble monarch, advised him to sow com and promised to send a 
copious rainfall after seven days. The king followed the instructions, the rain fell and prosper¬ 
ity returned to the country. 

») See above p. 42. It is given as plate 5 in Van Erp's article In Hjdr. Kon. Inst. 79 (1923) 
p. 504~-507. 
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sattv&vad&nakalpalatS. ; since which this avadSna has been found also 
in the Chinese Tripifaka ^). Next comes on 196—^200 the story of the 
ape who with his brother sacrifices himself for their blind mother, 
identified by Van Erp with Pali-jStakano. 222, the Culanandiya jataka*), 
at least as regards the chief points, for the version of the ^uthern 
Church differs in some details from that followed on the monument. 
Only the left hand part of no. 200 in my opinion belongs to this story; 
the warriors and courtiers seated on the right, about whom Van Erp had 
already remarked that the Pali jataka gives no account, have I 
think nothing more to do with it and are only the retinue of the king, 
who on no. 201 is sitting on a bench, speaking to an attendant seated 
before him in s^mbah. 

The scenes now following, very meaningless ones, I shall only just 
mention. On no. 202 a king is going round distributing alms to brah¬ 
mans and other needy persons, the front ones of whom are on the same 
relief, others on no. 203 and the rest on the left of no, 204; these last are 
separated by a tree from some attendants, who sit turned to the right, 
and belong to a king who is the chief person of the relief following, him¬ 
self seated on no. 205. As we shall see more often later on, the division of 
the scenes is not always the same as that of the reliefs but here and there, 
persons belonging to the same scene are distributed over two or more 
reliefs and then casually separated in some place or other by a tree or 
suchlike or simply by placing the figures back to back, from those who 
belong to the next scene. What we see on no. 205 is the same sort 
as on no. 201; on no. 206 the chief person is speaking to a couple of 
brahmans and there is a standard with a tri9ula to be seen. Then on no. 
207 the same or another man in robes of ceremony is sitting with his 
hands on his knees staring in front of him, with his retinue stretching out 
on to the following relief. 

No, 209 gives another scene of the same kind, the chief person with a 
halo, in conversation with two plainly-dressed persons. On no. 210 is a man 
with right hand outstretched in front of some women who, part of them 
kneeling and part standing, seem to be entreating him for something; 
this man has no halo and wears a lower tiara, though he may quite well 
be the same as on the last relief, especidly as the want of space is 
enough to account for the tiara being lower. At any rate on no. 211 he 
gets his halo back again, where two men both in full-dress and both 

•) Accotding to the list of contents in RAjendraldla Mitra, p. 75. 
*) Chavannes, Cinq cents contes III (1911) no. 402, p. 29. 
•) Tijdschr. Bat, Gen, 62 (1910) p. 93—96. 
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with a woman behind them, are sitting on a couch talking together. 
Under the bench are some servants, the one furthest to the right has lost 
his head, but seems to me to hold an angku9a in his left hand; so this might 
be AirSvata and his master C:akra, king of the gods. My impression 
gains ground because they must be the same men who, though without 
haloes and without heads, are walking together on no. 212, one with an 
utpala, the other with a padma in his hand. They are followed by a 
person carrying the umbrella, who has a worn out elephant’s trunk in his 
headdress but very distinct elephant’s ears; this in any case proves with 
certainty that one of them must be Qakra accompanied by his faithful 
AirSvata ^). The whole situation of some king on terms of equality 
with ^akra reminds us of the story found on the chief wall of this gallery, 
the tale of Mandhatar, though there are no other points of resemblance 
but this one episode. It is perhaps more like the SadhIna-j5taka,no.494 
of the large PSli-collection. The fame of the virtuous and benevolent 
king of Mithila spread to the heavens so that the gods desired to set eyes 
on him. Therefore ^akra ordered his charioteer to fetch the king for 
them to look at. After welcoming him, Qakra gave him half of the city of 
the gods and his palace and Sadhina lived with the divine ones until 
he began to long for the earth again. He was then taken back to the 
park of his own palace, where it appeared he had been away for 700 
years and his seventh successor was already on the throne. After 
receiving homage from the reigning monarch, Sadhina distributed alms 
for seven days and then died. Nos, 211 and 212 fit easily into this tale 
but there is no picture of the journey to heaven in the chariot or of the 
return or the interview with his descendant. Still less does this look like 
king Nimi, the hero of Jitaka no. 541, who was taken through hells and 
heavens in ^akra’s chariot, or Guttila the luteplayer, who played before 
the king of the gods in heaven (Jat. no. 243). Mandhatar, SadMna, Nimi 
and Guttila were the four mortals who were privileged to enter heaven 
and they are specially mentioned in the Milinda-pamha, in two places*), 
as the only persons, to whom such happiness was given. If none of these 
is meant in the tale on the monument, then we can certainly consider 
that the scene is not in heaven but on the earth. On no. 213 there is 
no more sign of the king of the gods; a king in royal robes sits talking 
with three men in the dress of courtiers. Finally on no. 214 we get the 

•) The same as on reliefs 230, 232, 248, 249 and 253 indicated by Jochim, Tijdscia-, Ba*. 
Gen. 55 (1913) p.206sq., partly in the steps of IJzermaninTijdschr. Aaidr. Gm. 2d aeries, 16 
(1899). 

•) IV. 1,37 and 8, 7. 
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above-mentioned wishing-tree with kinnara’s, which possibly forms the 
division between two texts or represents a heaven. 

The first scenes of the next set of tales are not very expressive. A 
man sitting in full dress, surrounded by courtiers, we see on no. 215; on 
the next relief is a royal personage evidently musing over something in 
the company of women and brahmans; one of the latter stands ready 
to perform some ceremony, with a brush in one hand and a bowl in the 
other. It may also be a brahman, with whom the lady of rank on her 
throne is in conversation on no. 217. In front of the throne, a seated 
waiting-woman is holding ready a vase with a spout, it may be for an 
oblation or perhaps for the guests. Onno. 218amanisapproachingholding 
up a vase with a foot to it; in front of him a number of men are kneeling 
and standing, the front ones of whom hold out their hands to receive 
something. The same sort of people appear on no. 219 before a man in 
robes of ceremony, who has a piece of cloth in his hands; it is not easy to 
see if he is only shewing it or if he is going to present it to the others 
or if they have just given it to him. The way in which the front one is 
kneeling and holding up his hands makes it look as if he might be just 
going to receive something. On no. 220 again we have some eminent 
man in converse with a number of brahmans. 

The story of a benevolent snake is depicted on no. 221, In the middle 
of the scene stands a large stone basin with lotus-plants in it, very likely 
intended for a lotus-pond, and the head of a snake appears from 
among the lotus plants. The whole space next to and round the pond is 
occupied by a crowd of village people, men, women and children, even 
infants, who come to fetch water out of the pond with pots and jugs of 
every shape and size. It is thus probable that the snake has endowed the 
water with some special healthgiving qualities. A text of this kind is not 
known to us except in quite another connection, and the adjacent reliefs 
shew nothing of the snake or the water. The three next reliefs belong 
together and represent one scene; in the middle is a man with a halo, a 
god or a Bodhisattva, between two women and on both sides two men 
turning towards him, also in full dress, with trees in the background. 
On the left (no. 222), the front one carries a bow and arrow, the one 
behind a cloth or strip of cloth, on the right (no. 224) the first has a 
flower, the second a sickle-shaped object. Perhaps they are the same 
men who appear on no. 225; here there are again four men in full dress, 
who sit on the ground in conversation with a fifth. The four having 
nothing in their hand and the fifth being without a halo is of course 
no raison fen: them not being the same persons. It may be doubtful if 
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no. 226 belongs to those before; the man in robes of ceremony with a 
halo who is chief fi^e, turns his head in the direction of no. 225. He 
is in the company of two brahmans who are either asking or telling him 
something. His attitude of turning away can also be explained by his 
refusal to listen to the brahmans; this will only become clear by the 
help of a text. 

Next come a couple of more characteristic scenes which, if they belong 
to the same story, ought to be of great use for its identification. On 
no. 227 are two heavenly beings flying through the air; the last one has 
an upturned pot is his arms, from which all kinds of valuables are 
falling. On the ground below, men and women are kneeling and gather¬ 
ing up the treasures, and part of them are put away into a vase. The 
front angel too has something in his hand, probably intending to throw 
it down, but it has become too indistinct for us to see what it is. No. 228 
is quite different; here the Bodhisattva with halo and uncia is lying on 
the ground in a forest. It is an extremely stiff figure that looks as if a 
standing figure had just been laid on its side, so that the legs stick up in 
a most unnatural manner and the hem of the garment is turned stiffly 
to one side. The forest scene is as usual enlivened with animals which 
seem only intended for decoration. 

A group of men standing on no. 229, all turned rather to the right, are 
probably meant to be the public that belongs to no. 230, and if we notice 
the number of people in robes of ceremony and the attitude of the king of 
the gods on the next relief, this is probably an assemblage of the gods. 
No. 230 shews two men in godlike or royal robes, one with and one 
without a halo, the latter offering the other one an egg-shaped object on 
an oblong cushion, perhaps a jewel. Behind the one who receives the 
offering kneels his umbrella-bearer, no other than Airavata with the 
elephant’s tusk in his headdress and his elephant's ears, so that his 
master must be ^akra. The chief person with a halo is seen again on no. 
231 on a seat between two women, also here attended by AirSvata as 
umbrella-bearer. The king of the gods is doing homage with an incense- 
burner to the Bodhisattva seated on the preceding relief. 

Relief no. 233, fitted into one of the actual comers of the monument, 
consists (as mentioned before on p. 343) of two quite independant scenes. 
The first is a dancing-party in a pSndipi; and no. 2^6, very much 
damaged, shews a vase on a huge pMestal in the middle with a canopy 
over it, supported by two columns and bearing the figure of a large 
cakra. On the lefthand we see some worshippers; to the right, first the 
remains of a child’s figure holding on to one of the pillars and st^ding 
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on the pedestal, then three men in ceremonial robes kneeling with their 
back to the vase; what they are actually worshipping cannot be seen, 
for there is nothing left of the righthand side of the relief but the lower 
parts of standards and part of a small human figure turned towards them. 
If it were not for this last figure, we might think that these worshippers 
belong to the seated audience of the Buddha on no. 234. We can now 
only consider that something, that they are adoring, has disappeared. 
Judging by the pieces left along the top-edge of the relief, the whole 
must have been covered by a large number of umbrellas. 

No. 234 gives the first scene in which the Buddha himself takes part. 
Here more than elsewhere the sculptor has given more reliefs to one 
scene for the purpose of placing the Master alone, or nearly alone in the 
middle, with his audience grouped around him. In these scenes of preach¬ 
ing it is especially in the arrangement of the audience, that we may 
find an indication of the particular episode of the Buddha’s career that 
is meant. It is very possible when a text can be compared, that clear 
and unmistakable points of identification will be found; but without 
that it is impossible to distinguish among aU the monks and laymen who 
sit at the Master’s feet listening to his words, to which of the numerous 
tales describing some preaching or discourse of the Buddha each relief 
may belong. We know the endless series of episodes all resembling one 
another, that appear in the tradition of the Northern as well as the 
Southern Church, in which an attentive audience is gathered round the 
Buddha, then on account of some incident or the visit of some king or 
god, merchant or monk, a question is asked which the Master answers, 
incidents that make this part of the Buddhist literature so monotonous. 
Perhaps we need not despair, as soon as the guiding thread has been found, 
of being able to discover actual episodes from church history, but in the 
absence of such proof we must not forget that we may find tales not 
of the historic Buddha but of one of his predecessors, in which a later 
Buddha may be playing the secondary part of a Bodhisattva. Though 
in the latter case I should have expected, more than is here apparent, 
that one of those present would have been brought to the front so that 
the spectator could easily distinguish him as the Bodhisattva; according 
to the manner of representation, these scenes where continually the 
Buddha is the chief person, and very seldom (for instance no. 244) any 
one in the Buddha's surrounding is distinguished by any special mark 
or sign or occupies a special place among the audience, may probably 
depict incidents in the story of QSk3ramuni himself. 

Chi the first of these scenes, that takes up no. 234—236, the Buddha 
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a gem in his hand and round flat objects, gold-pieces probably, are falling 
all round him. In both top-comers, an up-tumed pot on a cloud showers 
down chains of jewels, while the rest of these reliefs is filled with people 
picking up the treasures, all in the dress of plain citizens, men and 
women. Notice the person standing on no. 261 who holds up a crescent 
on the palm of his hand i). 

Another preaching of the Buddha follows on no. 263—^265, the last 
for a time. The heavenly beings are now four, two as before, the other 
two in the adjacent comers of the reliefs at the side. On the left (263) sit 
two monks and a king, behind them two attendants and an umbrella; on 
the right (265) a king and queen attended by an umbrella-bearer and an 
armed guard. It is not possible to decide if what is depicted on no. 266 
actually belongs to the one before it; though it is noticeable that the 
people who are here walking, move towards the left, therefore going 
back according to the sequence of the reliefs, towards the preceding 
scene. Although this relief is rather damaged, it is plain enough that it 
represents the festive procession of a large richly decorated chesty 
covered by two small stupa’s and carried on the shoulders of many 
bearers. Then follow some people with banners, next a group of impor¬ 
tant people, among whom a king in royal robes and a brahman can be 
discerned, finally a band of musicians with two dmmmers and someone 
with cymbals. This must mean that the chest is being escorted by a king 
with attendants, banners and music. 

No. 267 has large pots of valuables placed on the right; some yak?a's 
are standing and sitting beside them and there are a number of men in 
full-dress present, very much like the company of gods recognised on 
earlier reliefs. On no. 2^, which forms one scene with the last relief, sits a 
Bodhisattva or god with a halo, towards whom the yak§a’s are looking 
and who also turns towards them, while in the midst of his servants a 
vase with a spout is held up. 

The five or six reliefs now following each represent a separate scene of 
the same tale, whose hero is a monk. On no. 269 he is sitting with his 
hands folded in front of him under a tree, separated by a large vase with 
a spout from two well-dressed men turning towards him, or possibly 
— for this comer-relief is not so very distinct in the photograph — a 
man and a woman. At any rate on no. 270 it is a well-dressed man and 

•) The round flat discs that are falling on the next relief are sometimes meant fOr stars; here 
because of the marks we might rather consider them coins. Compare the nine different mimcu^ 
lous showers of which the Upalisutta-commentary speaks (Peer, in Revue de I'histoixe ded 
religions 13, (1886) p. 81) where there is a shower of small coins as well as of 
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woman with whom the chief person is conversing. On the so much 
damaged no. 271, the upper part of which is missing, the monk does not 
appear; a conversation between two laymen, as we see by their dress, is 
going on next to a building surrounded by a palissade; the building itself 
has ^sappeared, and we can only see that some small steps or a ladder 
gives entrance to it. On the next two scenes the monk reappears; on no.272 
he is seated on a bench with a large dish before him, while opposite a 
hermit kneels with hands in sfimbah and a woman with the same style 
of hair stands in the background. Finally on no. 273 the monk is dis¬ 
coursing with a naga and nagi crouching beside him. No. 274 might 
be the honoring of the ashes of the holy man; a couple of eminent per¬ 
sons are making a s6mbah before a small stupa. 

The next reliefs bring us into royal company. A king is sitting in the 
middle of no. 275, between a female attendant and a brahman, who holds 
the brush and bowl ready for a consecration ceremony: servants are 
kneeling on both sides of this group, one of whom brings a tiara that 
always plays a part in a consecration. No. 276—279 again make one scene, 
a conversation between two kings, one making a s6mbah to the other. 
Next, on no. 280—^281 we find a distinguished man, with a halo and a 
royal retinue, while by way of pendant no. 282—^283 gives a lady of 
high rank, also attended by a large number of servants. 

On no. 284—^287 appears more clearly the meaning of what is depicted, 
for we see the saptaratnani, at least five of the royal j ewels. No. 284 shews 
only the retinue; the king himself sits on a dais in no. 285, which dais, 
according to the sculptor, is suspended in the air and it is difficult for us to 
discover whether it is really meant to be so. Nor can we make sure if the 
person, who is making a s6mbah towards him in the left hand top comer, is 
hovering in mid air or only placed a bit higher than his majesty. The 
king holds a vase with a spout in his hand ready to pour out for the 
brahman — at least if this dilapidated figure is really a brahman —, who 
kneels before him. Above the latter hovers a disc on a lotuscushion 
shaded with an umbrella. On no. 286, also in the air, sits the queen on a 
lotuscushion and behind her we see the gem; the rest of this relief is filled 
up with her waiting-women. The male jewels belonging to the saptarat- 
n5ni are not separately depicted, unless we are to consider the kneeling 
brahman as the "minister” and the figure hovering behind the king as 
the "head of a family”, but this hardly seems likely. The horse and the 
elephant at any rate are depicted on no. 287, but they are turned away from 
the r^t of the scene towards the right, though of course they belong to 
the other gems, not to no. 288 which is only a conversation between a 
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king and two or more distinguished visitors; the right side of it is missing. 
On the scene no. 289—291 the saptaratnani are travelling through the 
air. Disc, gem, elephant and horse are in front on no. 291, then comes on 
no. 290, a king and queen in a four-wheeled carriage that goes through 
space self-impelled, and behind it three men in full-dress; under¬ 
neath them on the ground are an incense-bumer, a dish with a lid and 
a shell on a pedestal. On no. 289 the same objects on the ground 
are repeated, while four men in ceremonial dress, possibly gods or 
heavenly beings hover above them. In the next panel we see where the 
procession is going to; four men grandly-dressed and turning to the left 
are ready to receive them; they hold in their hands respectively, a small 
box, a stem with three buds on it, an oblong thick round object and a 
bowl with something like beads in it, perhaps precious stones. These four 
men are sitting on no. 292 and the left part of no. 293 shews too a large 
company of sitting and standing people; those sitting are certainly atten¬ 
dants, but among the standing ones are some in full-dress, even one with 
an umbrella-bearer, so that it is more likely a group of more or less eminent 
persons present at the reception, than the retinue of the four sitting in 
front. The right part with attendants seated and an elephant, belongs to 
the next scene that reaches into no. 297. The centre point of this is a 
king in royal vestments more splendid than usual, seated in the midst of 
a very elaborate court, some of whom are remarkably well-dressed. The 
right side of no. 297 with 298 gives a lady of high rank with her atten¬ 
dants. She is probably the same woman adorned with a halo and also 
surrounded by waiting-women, who sits on no. 299 watching the dancing 
performance that is displayed on no. 300. The female attendants belong¬ 
ing to this lady are sitting and standing on no. 301. 

On the other side of that relief, a preaching scene begins again, up to 
no. 304. The Buddha sits as we have seen him so often in vitarka-mudri 
with two heavenly beings offering homage in the top comers. On the 
left sit a couple of monks and persons in so-called dress of attendants (302) 
and then again some bhiksu's and laymen of the same kind, the latter 
unfinished (301). On the other side (304) are two men in full-dress, both 
making a s6mbah, and with attendwts. Then again, two men grandly- 
dressed, probably the same, though differing in some details and with a 
larger retinue, are sitting on no. 305—307 conversing with another emi¬ 
nent man. No. 308 gives us four plainly-dressed men; the ri^hthand 
upper part of the relief is unfinished. On no. 309 we have a company of 
men going to the right who probably belong to the preaching scene 
310—312, where the Buddha, in the same j^ce and pose of hai^s as 
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usual, is turned towards a couple of distinguished men and beyond them 
to an audience of only monks with the exception of one person in ordi¬ 
nary dress, seated behind on the left. The homage-giving angels here, are 
three. After the altogether-missing no. 313 comes the greatly-damaged 
no. 314 with men walking to the right, then no. 315—317 gives us the 
first scene where the Buddha is not preaching. The Master, who approaches 
from the left with a lotuscushion under his feet and the almsbowl in 
his hand, followed by a company of his monks also carrying almsbowls, 
is meeting with a woman who kneels before him and lays her hands 
in front of her on a cushion-shaped mound; a second woman with flowers 
in her hand stands behind and more are looking on, seated in an unfinished 
house to the right. It all looks like one of the homage-offerings that the 
Buddha so often received from pious women, as known from the 8th 
decade of the Avadana9ataka or, as regards the Southern Church, 
from the Therigatha-commentary ^). No. 318 resembles 299—301; an¬ 
other lady of rank watching a display of dancing. Then come three ela¬ 
borate scenes with the preaching Buddha, no. 319—322, 323—326a, and 
3266—329. The usual pair of angels is increased to seven on the third, 
some of them female; all three scenes are the same in shewing first on the 
left, that is on the righthand of the Master, only monks listening to his 
words. The hearers on the other side, vary somewhat; on no. 321—322 is 
a high-bom lady with a large company of female attendants; on no. 
325—326 is also a woman of high rank with a retinue, but here she wears 
a halo and between her and the Buddha is a dish on a pedestal with 
something round in it; on no. 329 they are all nuns on that side of the 
Master. It seems likely that these bhiksuni's may be the pious adorers of 
the previous scenes, here in the garb of nuns. 

On the other hand, we might imagine the previous female chief- 
person to be the same as the eminent lady with a halo sitting on a 
richly-decorated throne among a crowd of waiting-women on no. 330. 
After this scene come two rather meaningless ones: on no. 331—332 a 
conversation between two men in full-dress, one with a halo, both having 
a retinue; on no. 333—334, is also a royal personage with female attend¬ 
ants and distinguished visitors or courtiers. 

A monk is the hero of the four scenes from no. 335 to 338. On no. 335 
he receives homage from some admirers, one of whom makes asSmbah, 
while another brings a wellfilled dish. No. 336 shews us ploughing; two 
oxen are drawing a plough guided by a laborer. These animals seem to 

Pm' the letter see the edition E. Mttller in the publications ol the Pali Text Society (1892). 

Bacabu^ur 27 
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play a part in the tale, for on no. 337 the plainly-dressed man who is 
sitting in front of a monk, makes a sfimbah and has an ox beside him; this 
may be the man who was ploughing, though he is here rather better- 
dressed. Finally, the monk again receives homage on no. 338, now in the 
presence of brahmans; he receives a gift, for one of the men opposite 
to him, the one in front, is going to pour water on his hands from a vase 
with a spout. , 

A man in ceremonial dress in converse with some women sitting in a 
pgndapa on no. 339, a lady of rank giving orders to two servants on 
no. 340, and a conversation between a man in full-dress and a woman 
making a s6mbah before him on no. 341, are followed by another 
series of Buddha-tales. On no. 342 the Buddha sits on the right in 
vitarka-mudra on a lotuscushion, his worshippers are on the left, a 
distinguished man who offers a dish, with some companions, one of 
whom holds ready a folded garment. No. 343 shews a space inside a 
palissade, where a man in official dress is sitting with a woman and a 
waitingmaid; outside, against the fence, a man in court-dress is kneeling 
and a brahman or lower-class man (it is not easy to decide which), is 
standing, both with hands raised in s6mbah, holding a bud or fruit and 
turning towards the Buddha who is approaching, together with a monk. 
Both carry an almsbowl, the master has his right hand raised. On 
no. 344—345 the Buddha is again seen walking, followed directly by a 
man dressed like a king and holding a filled-up almsbowl to him; four 
bhik§u’s follow, all with bowls and the last with a fly-whisk, while 
a poorly-dressed layman kneels in the comer. On no. 3^ there is no 
human figure, only a temple building or a palace crowned with kfibfen 
and trigula omements. 

On no. 347 the Buddha appears again standing in the company of a 
royal personage with a halo, god or Bodhisattva. Most of the relief is ta¬ 
ken up by the worshippers. Above, there are a company of heavenly 
beings on clouds; below in the midst of a rocky wilderness, are animals, a 
monkey, a pair of birds in a tree and a deer, placed too much in the fore¬ 
ground to be intended for decoration; they are surely members of the 
audience; finally on level ground, some hermits and a yak$a quite in 
the comer. The hermits do not wear their hair in the usual twisted-up 
knot, but have it bmshed back smoothly and then fastened together. 
After no. 348, where a man in fulldress is talking to two women, we get 
the Buddha on no. 349 alone on the scene, seated on a lotuscusluDn but 
without any throne and quite surrounded by flames. Next to lam, as shewn 
elsewhere, is a vase with a spout and lotuses in it and anincense-^bumer. 
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On no. 350 between two trees, a monk sits on a lotuscushion in 
dhyana-mudrS; he has lost the top of his head, so we can not see if he 
wore a u^^Isa and is intended for a Buddha, but the outline where it is 
broken off looks as if there had been no u§Dlsa and besides there is no 
halo. On both sides of him sits a hare, while more to the right is a water 
jug and left an incense-bumer. Monks appear on no. 351 sitting on an 
elevation; the right side of this relief with whatever was opposite to 
them has disappeared. The next relief is perhaps not in its right place; 
no. 355 is certainly correctly placed, but possibly what is now numbered 
as no. 352—354 ought to be 356—^358, and then no. 356—357 would be 
really 352—353; in this case no. 354 is missing so as now no. 358 is 
supposed to be. If the sequence here given prove correct, then the very 
much damaged no. 352—353 shews a Buddha who is walking to the right, 
followed by a man in full-dress with a flower in his hand and a company 
of bhiksu’s; on no. 354—355 we see a couple of brahmans talking to a 
king. No. 356—358 is a preaching-scene, the Buddha seated in his usual 
manner; among the audience on the left, who were sitting in a pSndapa or 
some small building, only the front one, a monk, is left visible and those 
on the right have quite disappeared. No. 359, also damaged, gives a 
procession of men and women going to the right, preceded by a dwarf¬ 
like standard-bearer; they probably belong to no. 360, where men in 
so-called court-dress, standing and sitting, are doing homage to a 
wishing-tree with an umbrella above it, or it may be, to the Buddha 
in the next scene. Then comes the last preaching, reaching from no. 361 
to 364; here the Buddha’s angels are missing. The hearers on the left 
(361) are again monks, those on the right an eminent man kneeling 
with women and a large retinue; this reaches to half no. 364, where it is 
separated from the next scene by a wishingtree with a yak§a imder it. 
Next (no. 364—365) is a man in full-dress with a halo in the company 
of some women and attendants; overhead on a sort of shelf are 
piled-up treasures. 

Next comes another stupa-worship. The unadorned monument is 
seen on no. 366 with a man and woman standing next to it, the first of 
whom is pouring out of a vase with a spout over the small building. 
Male attendants are sitting on no. 367; female ones stand on the left 
part of no. 368. The right hand of this belongs to the last of these 
scenes, no. 368—370, some ro}^! personage with his court. 

We have now come to no. 371, the relief discussed above representing 
only a wiidiing-tree with jewel pots and kinnara’s. It may be important 
that a tiara is placed on the lotus which rises straight up out of the tree- 
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trunk and is shaded by an umbrella. However, exactly the same is to be 
found on the purely-^ecorative panels on the 2nd balustrade; so it is 
better not to give too much value to this. On no. 372 we get a rock and 
forest scene once more, with a hermit sitting in front of four animals, a 
dove, a deer, a raven and a snake. A story in which these four animals and 
a hermit appear, is found in the Chinese Fa-kiu-pi-3m-king and has been 
related by Stanislas Julien^). It is undoubtedly the one here depicted; 
the animals tell each other what they consider is the greatest cause 
of suffering and the hermit then gives them the right answer *). 

Now comes the description of the reliefs that have been identified. 

T h e s t o r y o f t h e j a c k a 1 
(Jatakano. 152) 

Once upon a time the Bodhisattva appeared in the world as a young 
lion, and lived in the neighbourhood of the Himalaya; he had six younger 
brothers and one sister, they all lived together in a golden cave. Near 
to them was a silver hill with a crystal cave, where a jackal lived. After 
the death of their parents, the lion-brothers used to go out himting for 
food, leaving the sister behind in the cave and bringing food to her. 
Now the jackal had seen the young lioness and fallen in love with her; 
as long as the parents were alive he dared not approach her, but when 
the seven brothers were out hunting, he quickly seized the opportunity, 
and pressed his suit with the most flattering words. The lioness was 
highly indignant that such a contemptible creature had the imper¬ 
tinence to address her in such terms, and she determined not to survive 
the shame of it. She decided to inform her brothers and then put an end 
to her life. The jackal, receiving no answer, understood that he was 
despised, went home and sorrowfully lay down in his crystal cave. After 
some time one of the brothers came back with his prey and offered a 
share of it to his sister; but she refused and related to him what had 
happened. “Where is that jackal?” roared the lion, and she shewed him 
the miscreant l3dng on the silver hill, in the open air as she thought, 
for she did not know that he really lived in aoave of crystal. Nor did the 
lion either, he sprang at the jackal to kill him, but hurled himself to 
death against the crystal rock. The same happened to the other five 

») Contes et apologues indiens I (I860) p. 37. 
») The same or a similar tale seems to be alluded to in the SHtrAlahkSm no. $2 (p. 2l3<^ 

Huber's translation) where we are told of five reborn as l^ds and quadiupede; one of 
them, a raven, describes thirst as the worst suffering. Fnrth^ details are wajiting. 
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brothers. At last came the Bodhisattva and also heard the tale. But he 
was able to see that the jackal could not be lying out of doors and sus¬ 
pected it was a cave made of crystal. When he saw the bodies of his 
brothers l5dng at the foot of the hill, he decided to make some other 
kind of attack. He went and stood in the path made by the jackal to his 
den and roared three times in a voice so terrible that heaven and earth 
resounded therewith. The jackal was seized with such a fit of terror that 
he was paralysed by the shock and died on the spot. 

136. The jackal, the roaring lion and the lioness 

The scene shews a rocky place with only one tree. Right and left 
there are caves, in the one on the right is the lioness, on the left, which 
is much smoother, of course to shew in some way that it is not rock but 
crystal, sits the jackal. Between the two and turning towards the jacked 
the lion stands roaring and lashing his tail. To enliven the scene, some 
birds are put in; a peacock on the left, a pair of doves on the right and 
in the middle, just above the lion, with its head lowered, a small bird 
rather like the woodpecker in the last tale. On the strength of this, Olden¬ 
burg in his often quoted article, assigned this relief to the last JStaka- 
mala tale. Van Erp very rightly observed that there is no reason for a 
lioness and jackal in that story, and gives the correct identity of this tale 
to the Sigala-jataka ^). 

137 and 138 not identified ®). 

The story of Matiposaka 
(Jataka no. 455) 

The Bodhisattva once lived as a magnificant white elephant, the 
head of a herd; when he found luscious fruit he sent it to his old blind 
mother. It soon came to his knowledge that the carriers ate it all up 
themselves; therefore the Bodhisattva decided to leave the herd and 
devote himself entirely to his mother. One day he met a man in the forest 
who had lost his way and he brought him into the right direction. As 
they generally do in this sort of tale, the miscreant proceeded to betray 
his benefactor to the king, who was at that moment in need of a white 
elephant. The Bodhisattva, who never gave way to anger, allowed 
hnnself to be captured and led away. The king welcomed him hospitably 

*) Hi© same (1.1. p. 87 fol.) shews too that Groneman's curious description „th© starving 
bird wmtddng th© lion who is devouring his prey** (Boeddhistische tempel-bouwvallcn 1907 
p. 62) mmi be founded on some mistake. 

*) Descdbed in the Dutch edition p. 363. 
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and gave him all kinds of nice food to eat, but the noble animal, sad and 
anxious about the fate of his lonely mother, could not touch any of it. 
The king inquired the reason of his refusal and hearing what it was, he 
set the elephant free immediately, who rushed back at once to the forest, 
found his mother and brought her water to refresh herself. Both of them 
were filled with gratitude to the king, who treated them with great honor. 
After the death of his mother, the Bodhisattva retired to a monastery; 
the king caused an image to be made of him and paid homage to it 
every year with his subjects at an elephant-festival. 

139. The elephant and his mother in the forest 

In a forest, represented by rocks and trees, two elephants are coming 
from the right, a smaller one in front and a larger one following with 
uplifted trunk. The smaller animal, we may suppose, is the son, the 
larger one the mother whom he is guiding. There are a pair of birds 
perched in the trees. This jitaka is also found at Aja^itS; it was identified 
there by Oldenburg ^). 

140—142 and 144 are missing. 
143 and 145—158 are not identified *). 

The story of ^)ivi 
(Avadana9ataka no. 34; I p. 182—186) 

Once upon a time there lived a king called Qivi, who was remarkably 
charitable; he bestowed food, clothes, and money on all the poor and 
needy as well as his soldiers and other subjects. When he had given 
away all his possessions except one garment, he was tormented by the 
thought that though he had now provided for his people, he had done 
nothing for the small animals. Therefore he decided to sacrifice his own 
body to them. He made incisions in his flesh with a sharp instrument and 
went to a place frequented by mosquitoes, feeding these insects with his 
blood as if he were nourishing his own son. When ^akra, king of the gods, 
saw this, he wondered whether ^ivi really did it all out of compassion for 
living beings, and he decided to put him to the proof. Assuming the 
shape of a dark-coloured vulture he came to the king and began to peck at 
him with his beak. The king never shrank away for a moment, with a 
glance of benevolence at the vulture he allowed him to pick off as much 

‘) In the article quoted above (p. 239); see furtherFoucher.Lettoe p. 207; reprodnctioitA by 
Griffiths fig. 20, and Herringham. Fresco's pi. XVIII—XXI no. 20—23. 

*) Described in the Dutch edition p. 354—366. 
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flesh as he liked, ^akra was delighted and at once invented a second 
trial; in the form of a brahman, he asked the king to give him both his 
eyes, to which the monarch willingly agreed ^). The king of the gods then 
resumed his divine shape and did homage to the noble ^ivi, predicting 
that he would soon attain his Buddha-ship. 

159. ^ivi offering himself to the mosquitoes 

The king is lying stretched out on the rocky ground, leaning his head 
on the right arm. He is in full-dress, so the sculptor has not kept to the 
statement of his having only one garment left; either that fact was not 
recorded in the version he used, or he ignored it in order to make it plain 
to the spectator that this is actually ^ivi. It being of course impossible 
to carve mosquitoes to scale, it would have been very difficult to find out 
why the king is reclining there, and if we took to guessing there is surely 
every chance of our being misled; we might so easily take the deer in the 
foreground for important actors in the scene. It is quite possible there 
are some points that might contradict my decision about this being 
the first scene of the ^ivi-story. I give my opinion with some hesitation; 
it depends principally on the fact that in the scene following the king 
appears in the company of a large bird, apparently the vulture. 

160. ^ivi and the vulture 

Not much remains of this relief, only the left half. There the vulture 
stands on a piece of rock, its body turned to the left, but the head 
looking round at the king, who is partly visible next to it, stretching 
out his right hand to the bird’s head. Then there is just one foot of one 
of the royal attendants to be seen. If these figures really are the king 
and the vulture, then most probably the missing part of the relief was 
only filled up with some attendants so that it can much easier be missed 
than the left part would have been. 

161—168 not identified *). 

The story of Campeyya 
(jStaka no. 506, beginning) 

Between the kingdoms of Angga and Magadha flowed the river 
Camps, in which nSga’s lived under the rule of the nSga-king Campeyya. 

») This second test that has also been represented in the jatakamlda (p. 319) is not 
depicted on the monument, neither is the homage by ^akra. 

■) I>e8ciibed in the Dutch edition p. 367 and fol. 
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The kings of both these countries were at war, laying hands in turn on 
each other’s possessions. Once a battle was fought in which the king of 
Magadha was beaten; he mounted his horse and escaped, pursued by his 
enemies .When he came to the river Campa, its stream was full, but 
the king who preferred death by drowning to dying by the hand of his 
enemy, sprang on horseback into the water. The jump brought him right 
into the middle of Campe3^a’s court. The nSga was moved to sympathy 
at the sight of the splendid king; he rose from his throne, offeredhiSseat 
to the visitor and inquired about his‘circumstances. On hearing the 
facts, he said: “Fear not, great king, I will make thee monarch of both 
kingdoms.” For seven days the king of Magadha was entertained in the 
n5ga-palace, then he returned to the upper world. With Campeyya's 
help he conquered his rival Angga and reigned over both kingdoms. 
Since that time there was great friendship between him and the nSga- 
king; every year he caused a pavilion omemented with jewels to be 
built on the banks of the river and placed gifts in it; then Campeyya 
came up with a large retinue and took them away. 

\ 69. The king of Magadha appears to the ndga’s 

On the right, where we see in the background the outlines of a pSndapa 
as the reception-hall of the palace, the naga-king is sitting with his 
court. Campeyya, who is larger than the others, sits in front holding his 
hands in sSmbah. Behind him are three female nSga’s; above the sitting 
row, a standing one can be seen, some of whom hold the customary gifts 
of honour. Opposite the group of naga’s, to the left, standsthe very much 
damaged king of Magadha, behind whom is a human servant squatting 
on the ground next to the horse that is saddled. The presence of the 
groom is not mentioned in the Pali-version, but as already noticed (p. 
404), it may easily be explained, for it is quite as possible that in some 
other version of the taJe, a servant jumps into the river with his master 
as that the sculptor here follows his own fancy like elsewhere. 
170—172 not identified *). 
173 and 174 are missing. 

The story of Suriipa 
(AvadSna^ataka no. 35; I p. 187—192) 

There once reigned in Benares a king named Surdpa, a mighty and 
*) The rest of the tale is of no importance; as noticed on p. 404 only the prcdogoe ie given 

on the monument. 

•) Described in the Dutch edition p. 369. 
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devout monarch; he had a wife of surpassing beauty and a beloved only 
son. The king desired greatly to hear the Law; he therefore called his 
ministers together and ordered them to set about finding some one, who 
was able to expound the Law. His ministers declared that this would 
be very difficult to arrange seeing that the Law was only revealed after 
the appearance of a Buddha. Then the king ordered a basket of gold to 
be placed on a pedestal and proclamation to be made everywhere, that 
whoever should be able to expound the Law would receive the gold and 
very great honour as well. Years passed and the king pined away. Seeing 
this, Qakra thought he would test the quality of Surupa’s desire. He 
assumed the shape of a yak§a, came to the king in the midst of his court 
and declared himself able to expound the Law. The king was delighted. 
Before beginning his discourse the yak§a demanded food; he did not want 
ordinary food, only flesh and blood would satisfy him and he asked for the 
king’s only son. The king was torn with doubts, but the prince himself 
fell at his father’s feet and begged to be sacrified to the yak§a, who there 
before the father’s eyes and in the presence of the court, tore the victim 
limb from limb and devoured him, drinking up his blood. This not having 
appeased his hunger, he demanded the beautiful spouse for a second 
course and she was given to him. Finally he requested the king to give 
him his own body. The monarch naturally inquired how in that case 
it would be possible for him to hear the Law after he had been eaten up, 
and suggested that he should first have the Law expounded and then 
give himself up to the monster. To this the yak|a agreed, took his oath 
and began to explain the desired Law in a gStha. On hearing the holy 
words, the king rejoiced and said: “Here is my body, do with it what 
you will”. Qakra, touched by such magnanimity and fortitude, resumed 
his divine shape and coming back to Surupa leading the son by one 
hand and the beautiful wife by the other, he did him homage and 
prophesied that he would soon attain the highest Wisdom. 

175. The king gives command for a teacher of the Law to he found 

On the cushions of a chair with a back the king is sitting with his leg 
si:q>ported in the band. He is speaking to the ministers, two of whom 
are seated on the ground to the right, their arms crossed over the 

while a third, who is a brahman, stands behind with a bowl in his 
ha]74. In the background we see the pedestal with a box on it that the 
teit speaks of, containing the gold to reward the man who fulfils the 
monsDsh’s wMies. This coincidence in text and rdief deserves notice; it 
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also identifies this otherwise not striking relief as certainly belonging to 
this tale. 

176—177. The king sacrifices his son and wife to the yaksa 

The sculptor is not so elaborate as the writer of the text, for he fits the 
offer of both son and queen into the same scene. The son is represented 
very young, so that we cannot believe him capable of beseeching the 
hesitating father to let him be devoured, as stated in the text. Possibly 
this detail was not given in the version followed on the monument. The 
yak^a is sitting quite to the left on a bench with a dish under it; he 
wears the traditional short thick hair with curled ends, large fierce eyes 
and round earrings of these wild creatures. He has no beard. The king 
approaches from the right, where there is a stand with an incense-bumer 
on it, he has a halo behind the head as becomes the Bodhisattva. The 
child is sitting on his arm; it has no double necklace across the breast 
so often given to children, nor, as far as is discernible, the crescent-shaped 
ornement behind the neck. The queen in royal robes follows her 
spouse. Behind them on the extreme right, are the courtiers; in front, 
someone with a beard, who may perhaps be a brahman, but wears the 
headdress usual for courtiers. In the background is the royal umbrella. 

178. The yaksa expounds the Law 

As it is proved by the text that the yaksa on this relief must be 
the same as the one on the last scene, we here get a good oppor¬ 
tunity, by comparing the two figures, of judging how far the sculptors 
dared to take liberties with the details of what they depicted. In both 
cases this is a yak§a, but there the resemblance ends and it looks as if the 
sculptor of the yak§a on no. 178 took absolutely no notice of what 
he or any one else has been doing on no. 176. Even in the details 
typical of yaksa’s there is divergence; the hair has thicker curls, the 
earrings are heavier. The headband, necklace, sling, arm and foot rings 
are all different. The chair is now one with a high back and solid seat, 
while on no. 176 the seat had legs. And most important of all, the ysdcfa 
now wears a beard. All this confirms the impression I have noted else¬ 
where (p. 252 for instance), that the sculptors only received a general 
order for the figures that were to be carved on each relief and that if they 
fulfilled the prescribed instructions, they could further do very much 
what they liked with the rest of the details. We can quite imagine that 
the orders for no. 176 were something like this: "Mt, a yak$a sesdiedtcn 
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a chair, right, a king standing, with halo etc.” and for no. 178 much the 
same: “left, yak§a on a seat in attitude of preaching” etc. In both cases 
the yak§a is actually seated there, but that is all. It looks just as if the 
carvers of the reliefs did not even know that the same yak§a was meant, 
and have taken no trouble to prevent the spectator’s ideas from going 
astray. It is no wonder that the explorers of modem times are faced with 
continual difficulties through this carelessness, in the very details that 
ought to supply the points for identification. 

The yak§a preaching is sitting on his chair. The king, here too 
with a halo, sits on a mat with hands in sSmbah on the right with 
three courtiers behind him. The monarch is in royal robes as in the last 
scene, but here also the sculptor has taken liberties with the shape of 
the king’s tiara and omements. 

178—191 not identified^); 186 is missing. 

The story of the tortoise 
(Kacchapavadana *)). 

Once upon a time, five hundred merchants on a voyage, were over¬ 
whelmed by shipwreck and found themselves left in the middle of the 
ocean in great peril. Then came the Bodhisattva to their rescue, in the 
shape of a great tortoise; he took the shipwrecked men on to his back 
and brought them to land, where he then fell asleep. The merchants, 
faint with hunger, were ready to kill him and feed on his flesh. The tor¬ 
toise awoke and understood what their plan was, and moved by com¬ 
passion for their hunger, he offered them his body for their nourishment 
and in this way himself attained the highest merit. *) 

192. The torUnse in the sea 

In the midst of the waves we see a number of sea-creatures and among 
them, very large, so as to shew it is the chief figure of the tale, is the 
tortoise. A little tortoise is climbing on his back, the other creatures, 
fishes, tortoises and a shark, swim around him. 

193. The shipwreck 

The ship, owii^; to want of space, is not a large one, or elaborately 
*) Described in the Dutch edition p. 371—373. 
*) According toR&jendrahUa Mitra, p. 75. 
*) The Chinese version related by Chavannes (Cinq cents contes III p. 29) has a different 

ending; the tortoise is killed while asleep imd the next night the merchants axe trodden to 
dnaih tsy elephants. 
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finished off. It has a large sail fastened to a bowsprit at the bottom; 
the helmsman stands on the high poop deck, where there is hardly 
room for him because, to shew something of the crew, the sculptor has 
made the sailors out of proportion to the vessel. The other passengers 
are clinging to the mast and ropes, one climbs up the side of the ship 
and is helped on deck by the others. The cause of the shipwreck is 
plainly the leviathan rushing in a sea full of fish towards the-vessel with 
wide-open jaws; the monster is called in the texts "makara”, but has 
little of the omemental makara which appears on Hindu-Javan temples. 
It is much more like a shark. 

194. The tortoise rescues the shipwrecked men 

The tortoise is swimming to the right. He is now still larger than on 
no. 192 and is busy rescuing the unfortunate merchants who are sitting 
on his neck and back, clinging to his feet and holding on to one another. 
In this way we get a good impression that a great many people are 
being saved. 

195. The tortoise preaches to the rescued men 

In the righthand bottom comer, a bit of sea is visible with fishes in it; 
above this the tortoise is seated on the rocky shore, turning to the left. 
Opposite to him are the rescued men, a brahman in front, evidently 
expressing their gratitude in respectful attitude. Trees along the whole 
background shew that they have reached terra firma. If we are to see any 
significance in the fact, that the merchants, who were very plainly- 
dressed on the last relief, now wear fine clothes, some of them even 
medium-sized tiaras, it can only be that after getting on dry land they 
put on their best clothes to come and offer thanks to their benefactor. But 
we know only too well that no precision in such matters can be expected 
from the sculptors; therefore it is just as possible that the shipwrecked 
men just arrived on land, are on the point of accepting the offer of the 
tortoise and are going to make a meal of him. The scene of course does 
not shew us what the subject of conversation may be, so we must leave 
it undecided if the version of the tale followed on the monument, ended 
with an expression of gratitude or a banquet of tortoise-flesh. 

The story of Cula-N andiy a 
(JJltaka no. 222) 

The Bodhisattva once appeared in the world as a monkey nam^ 
Nandiya; he lived with his blind mother and a younger brother iti the 
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neighbourhood of the HimSlaya; the two brothers were head of a large 
troop of monkeys, who all went out together in search of food. The 
mother stayed at home and messengers were sent to bring her all kinds 
of fruit for her food. But the messengers neglected to take it to her and 
the poor old mother-ape grew thinner and thinner. When the Bodhi- 
sattva made inquiries and discovered what had been done, he proposed to 
his brother that he should lead the troop alone, while he himself should 
take care of their mother. But the brother wanted to share this duty, 
so the three of them went together and settled in a tree near the edge of 
the forest. Now there was a brahman who had already been warned by 
his teacher against his instinctive cruelty, but who being unable to 
support himself in any other way, had become a hunter and lived on the 
animals he shot with bow and arrow. Once he was returning home with¬ 
out having secured any game and passed by the tree, where the three 
monkeys lived. The two brothers were just feeding their mother with 
fruit and they hid among the branches, hoping their poor old mother 
would be spared. When the hunter saw her, he was going to shoot her, 
though she was old and weak. To save his mother the Bodhisattva came 
down from the tree and offered himself in her stead. The hunter accepted 
this sacrifice, shot Nandiya dead and breaking his promise again took 
aim at the mother. Then the younger son followed his brother's exam¬ 
ple. He let himself be killed to save his mother; but the pitiless hunter 
after all killed the old monkey, hung the three victims on his carrying- 
pole and turned his steps towards his home. At that very moment the 
miscreant’s house was struck by lightning and his wife and children 
were burnt to death. On entering the village the hunter heard the news 
of his loss; in despair he threw down his canying-pole, his bow and his 
clothes and rushed home. At that very moment the ruins of the dwelling 
that were still standing fell in and smashed his head; the earth opened, 
the fires of hell flamed up and he was swallowed into its depth. 

\9(>. The monkey coUects fruit for his mother 

In the middle of the scene stands a large fruit-tree. On the left is a 
monkey who is gathering fruit and holds one in each hand; he is giving 
the one in his right hand to another monkey who kneels on the right 
holding up a full basket. If the version of the PSLli j&taka is being 
followed in these details — which as will be seen is not done in the rest 
of the tale — then the lefthand monkey who gathers the fruit is the 
Bodhisattva and the other is one of the faithless messengers; the basket 
is filled to be sent to the old mother, who never receives it. 
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197. The monkeys gathering fruit 

On the right of this comer relief is a large tree which grows out of a 
rise in the ground; on and around this little hill is quite a lot offmit. 
On the left part we see the three monkeys in the midst of other fruit- 
trees. One of them is on the back of another who walks on all fours and 
plucks a bunch of fmit from one of the trees, the third is behind, also 
busy gathering fruit. This scene Van Erp considers to represent the move 
from the Himalaya to their new neighbourhood, with the Bodhisattva 
canying the old mother on his back ^), but I think the unmistakable 
act of plucking of the monkey, who would then be the blind one, is not 
in keeping with his explanation. In my opinion this scene is nothing but 
the gathering of fmit that is piled up under the tree on the right. If the 
sculptor here depicts some episode from his own version of the text that 
is unknown to us, of course must remain an open question, just as the 
point itself, as to whether this may or may not be Nandiya on hands and 
feet with the mother on his back. 

198. The Bodhisattva taking care of his mother 

Under the trees on the right the old monkey is sitting on a rise of 
ground with her right hand to her head. Her son kneels devotedly before 
her, holding one of her knees and a hindleg, while further proofs of his duti¬ 
ful conduct are piled against her seat in the shape of bunches of bana¬ 
nas and other fmit. The scene is enlivened with other creatures, deer, 
squirrels and several birds. 

199. The hunters attacii the monkeys 

The tale as here represented, differs from that of the P5li-text in two 
important points, the presence of several hunters and a whole colony of 
monkeys. No less than three men are coming from the left, one just fix¬ 
ing an arrow to his bow and a second with his blow-pipe ready. On the 
right under the trees sit the monkeys. The two most to the right, placed 
rather higher than the others, are surely the Bodhisattva and his 
mother; he puts his arm round the old lady, looks round at the hunters 
and is sheltering her with his own body. The other monke}^ who are 
sitting below the chief figures in the foreground more to the left, among 
them a female figure with a young one, as Van Erp observed, are carved 
by the hand of a master; an example of fine broad plastic treatment, 

•) 1.1. p. 95. 
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the expression of the animals so simple and true to nature. The only 
fault seems to be their indifference to the coming danger; they sit quite 
calmly, though the hunters are already close to them. 

200 left. The hunters punished by fire 

A large piece has disappeared from the part of the relief belonging to 
this tale, so that the action is indistinct. Flames in the left hand bottom 
comer shew at least that there was fire, if not the burning of the house; 
the flames coming from below give more the idea of its being the hell 
breaking open to overwhelm the evildoers. The three men mshing off to 
the right, one of whom holds a branch though we cannot see what he is 
doing with it, I do not consider to be armed villagers ^), but the cmel 
hunters themselves; that they here happen to be armed with knives 
is of little consequence. Though the absence of the upper part prevents 
us from knowing if the house was put in, I think that the version here 
followed did not include that fire, but the tale ended with the earth 
opening immediately after the crime and the miscreants being seized by 
the flames of hell and drawn into its jaws. 

210 and following not identified, except the final scene ; 241 and313 
are missing. 

The story of the hermit, the dove, the raven, the 
snake and the deer 

(Fa-kiu-pi-yu-king ®)). 

Viryabala, the hermit, lived in a remote mountain district and sat 
beneath a tree absorbed in meditation. Four animals lived in the 
neighbourhood, a dove, a raven, a poisonous snake and a deer. In the 
da5rtime they went out in search of food; and in the evening returned to 
their dwelling. One night they consulted together as to what was the 
chief cause of suffering. The raven thought that it was hunger and thirst 
that makes you msh blindly into nets and neglect deadly weapons so 
that you get killed. The dove however thought it must be love, for when 
this feeling seizes us we are unreasonable and stop at nothing and often 
run into danger and death. According to the snake anger caused the 
ixiost suffering; when frantic with rage, we might attack our own parents 
or lay hands on our own life. The deer was of opinion that fear caused 

*) See Van Erp, 1.1. p. 96. 
Inscribed in the Dutch edition p. 376—^394. 

*) St. Julieii« Contes et apologues indiens 1 (1860) p. 37. 
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the worst suffering; she was always thinking she heard hunters or wolves 
and fear could make you spring down a precipice or even desert your 
own young ones. Then the hermit spoke and explained to them that 
all these were only results and they none of them had mentioned the real 
cause of suffering, it was the body. The burden of the body is the actual 
cause of suffering; that is the origin of all fear and pain. 

372. The hermit and the four animals 

The lonely mountain district is given as usual by conventionalized rocks 
and trees over the whole scene. In the midst of this the five actors are 
plainly visible. The hermit is sitting on the left; he wears the usual coarse 
necklace and ascetic hairdressing, twisted into a loop at the top of the 
head with loose locks hanging down. In spite of this part of the upper- 
edge being knocked off we can just distinguish the style of hair. The ani- 
mds are standing and sitting in front of him, all looking at him; first, a 
little in the background perched on a bit of high rock, the dove, then the 
couching deer, next on another piece of rock, the raven, and finally, 
rolled up in coils, the snake just on the threshold of her den. The hermit, 
judging by the gesture of his hand, is discoursing, so this is the moment 
he explains the difficult point in question. 

FIRST GALLERY, BALUSTRADE; LOWEST SERIES 

This lowest row consists of one hundred and twenty-eight reliefs and 
there are seven, actually only seven, of them that have remained un¬ 
damaged, but ‘undamaged’ only in so far that there are no pieces broken 
off, for several of the seven are worn- off and weather-beaten. Thirteen 
are entirely missing; the remaining hundred and eight all miss some 
more or less important piece, in some cases only a part of an upper ccff- 
ner, but of others nothing is left but the bottom edge with the legs of 
men and animals. The very sad condition of this series as a whole, makes 
the work of identification extremely difficult. 

However there are enough left among the salvage, especially some 
very characteristic scenes, to keep us from giying up all hope of thdr 
identification. As will be seen later on, a number of striking rdiefi^ 
depicting special events will afford clues to the search after the text 
represented, and when that text is fotmd they vrill probably throw Ujpit 
on the intervening less-expressive scenes, the constantly repeated pictures 
of receptions and court-functions. If only we could make smie that the 
first indispensable data for identification are not lost; but at preset 
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I am obliged to state that we have not yet reached that point. Even the 
groups of very comprehensible-looking reliefs that we should be in¬ 
clined to explain at sight because the course of the tale seems to be so 
plain, are not to be identified from any of the stories in the literature 
known to us. The state of our knowledge is just the same as what we 
had for the second part of the top row; with the help of some of the ava- 
d^a’s and jataka's known to the Southern or Northern tradition, a few 
of the tales depicted have been recognised, but a connected text with the 
tales in the same sequence is not in our p)ossession, therefore not only the 
intervening inexpressive scenes remain imexplained but also a number 
of the very typical stories are still unrecognised. 

The first question that confronts us is this: are there really indications 
that some existing sequence of tales has here been used ? Or may we 
consider that the sculptors have put together tales gathered from 
various sources ? 

There is a special reason for this supposition in the case of this 
lowest row of the first balustrade. In the top row it is obvious we 
should think that when the Jatakamala text was followed in the first 
part of the row, the rest of the jataka’s and avadSna's might also 
coincide with some special text. But the case of the series nowimder 
discussion is somewhat different. 

With reference to some of the photographs made by the Archaeological 
Commission of the decoration on Barabudur, Brandes in the Reports 
of this Commission in 1903 makes the following remarks about no. 401 
and 402 : 

“In the first gallery in the lower part of the balustrade, there is 
a series of reliefs that did not belong to the original plan of the building^). 
Between the scenes we see decorated omement constantly repeated, 
small panels with two or three standing figures as on 401 which at 
the same time shews a careless manner of work, for it has no right 
to appear in the place it occupies and makes a whole omemental 
panel too many. The inferiority of the execution is also apparent in 
the pilasters in the corners of this relief-series on photo 402, for these 
pilasters are quite out of keeping with the style of decoration found 
all over the Barabudur. Ever5nvhere else on the monument along the 
balustrades, the scenes continue over the re-entering angle forming a 
folded-panel." 

>) See page 2. 
*) The italics are mine. 
Barabudur 28 
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In this passage Brandes gives concisely his reasons for considering the 
series of reliefs on the lower part of the first balustrade to have been 
added at a later date and in another article, written probably about the 
same time, we find a much more detailed account of the same question. 
This article he did not publish but it was found among his papers and 
printed in the Reports of the Archaeological Dept, of 1913. His remarks 
referring to this matter I quote in full, for it is of great importance to 
form a correct opinion of the question whether these reliefs belong to the 
original plan or not, in comparing them with the other series of jataka’s 
and avadina’s. 

“The great monument Tja^di Barabudur so justly celebrated, has 
been adorned with a whole series of reliefs that are also a defacement. 

“This series will be foimd on the first gallery below on the parapet wall 
into which they seem to be sunk, because these reliefs lie in the same 
plane as the farthest projecting line of its cornice. 

“In the same way that much of the beauty of the base of the monu¬ 
ment was withdrawn from sight by the embankment built up against it 
to support the building, the graceful line of the parapet on the inside, 
which was the same as that on the outside, has been sacrificed, for in 
Indian art a parapet or upstanding wall is nearly always given the same 
profile on both sides, at least at the top; this has been here ignored for 
the sake of putting in more decoration, thereby spoiling the grace of 
the line and detracting from the beauty of the building as a whole. But 
this is not all. The execution too is inferior. Only the long stretch of the 
passage and the great length of the gallery combined with the fact that, 
because the stones forming this row of reliefs were all placed loose 
against the masonry of the actual building, a great many of them had 
fallen off, so that the better-preserved and more beautiful sculpture of 
the upper row attract more of our attention, can account for the unsightly 
faults of this part of the Barabudur having till now escaped criticism. 

“The first closer inspection of this series at once revejds how carelessly 
the omement is executed. 

“On both sid^ next to the gateway (thus on the inside of it) we see 
pieces rough-hewn, unchisled, without any apparent reason, for the 
omement of the doorway has not touched these pieces or coukl have 
reached them. 

“Then these blocks differ in length at each of the doorway with 9,33. 
68 and 85 c.M., no slight variation. The flat panels of which tins series 

*) Page 15—17 of the article referred to. 
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consists are 193 in number (besides 8 pilasters to be described later 
on), so there is one too many; there should have been an equal number 
on either side of the monument, i. e, 48, or 24 + 24. The part on the 
North of the West doorway has 25. 

"There we find one omement-relief extra that spoils the S3nnmetry and 
harmony of the whole. This can soon be noticed. As we walk through 
this gallery to examine the series of reliefs we see directly that the 
long pieces where they form a comer facing the spectator, should con¬ 
sist of two long pictorial panels, without any narrow oraemental panel 
between them such as elsewhere separates the scenes from one another 
on this part; thus, beginning at the doorways, first four pictorial panels 
including the comer one, with only two omemental ones, six pictorial 
panels with only four omemental ones and then again four pictorial 
panels with only two omemental ones. We see how by such distribution 
each time there must be found two pictorial panels abutting one an¬ 
other. On the North of the West doorway the long row has three, that is, 
one too many. 

“It is evident therefore that the length of the pictorial panels must also 
vary on the parts just as they do on account of the rough blocks being 
of different size; that is to say, we here see before us work unworthy of 
the builders and designer of the Tjandi Barabudur, who certainly pos¬ 
sessed the sense of harmony and proportion; compared with their work, 
this may justly be called bad. 

"This appears again with regard to other points in this series of re¬ 
liefs. Another obvious characteristic in Indian art is the S3munetry of 
their stractures and the systematic balance and harmony in the arrange¬ 
ment of the decoration. In corresponding parts we always find the 
same kind of thing. 

"What can be the meaning of what we see in this series, one, two, 
three, even four human figures put quite casually on the omemental 
panels? 

“The only explanation is that some inferior artist has inserted 
work, which proves to be far below the quality of the original design, 
where such faults are not to be found. Some meaner intelligence 
who attempted to imitate the great and splendid art before his eyes, but 
who was not capable of understanding ite aim or executicm, triM to do 
the same as the great master and failed utterly; not only by his careless¬ 
ness, but also by sinning against design and decoration, and against the 

Bnuodei of coam means the 126 reliefs with scenes as well as the decorative ones. 
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laws of Indian art. For it was a sin to put pilasters in the chief comers of 
this series (alluded to above) in the N. West, N. East, S. East and S. West 
of the bottom-row on the balustrade of this gallery. The Barabu^ur 
itself could have taught him that a relief in a re-entering angle (facing 
the spectator) ought to continue, he has even done so elsewhere, but in 
these comers instead of a scene, he has placed carved pilasters that are 
entirely out of keeping with the whole, and his work condemns him. 
Neither the designer nor the decorator of the Barabudur are injured by it. 
On the contrary, their noble work only shews up the more, for after 
realizing these faults, the grand decorative insight of the real artist is 
only the more apparent.” 

These remarks of Dr. Brandes about the decoration belong to the 
architectural part of this monograph; nevertheless it was important to 
notice here what his reasons are for deciding that the bottom series of 
reliefs did not belong to the original plan of the building. If this conclu¬ 
sion is correct it becomes clear directly that this bottom series on the 
first balustrade may not have been included in the distribution of the 
texts to be illustrated in the spaces allotted by the original plan of the 
building, but was added at a later date. In that case it is quite possible 
that when the “bungler” afterwards decided to put in this row he looked 
about here and there for tales of all sorts to fill it up with and did not 
illustrate some existing collection that was already there in its traditional 
sequence; we can consider that the founders of the Barabudm: would 
in their original plan have already portioned out the jttaka’s and ava¬ 
dana's included in the canonical sacred writings, and there would be no 
more orthodox texts available, which gave the new designer a more 
extensive choice than his predecessor. In deciding this question it 
must first be stated that Brandes’ arguments are founded on the exe¬ 
cution of the decoration and the neglect of architectural requirements, 
but not in any way touch what is represented on the reliefs. It can I 
think be stated to begin with, as regards the subject and manner of 
execution, that this coincides entirely with the top row of the same 
and with that of the second balustrade, where in the same way a large 
number of small tales follow each other on. a few reliefs or even only 
on one. Putting aside the peculiar position and the carelessness noted 
by Brandes, there is not the slightest reason for considering or treating 
this series differently to the two just mentioned. Even the fact that 
some of the reliefs shew signs of being unfinished is not of much wdl§^t, 
for the same thing can be found once or twice in the two other sades. 
It is quite probable that these edif3dng stories were ccmsidereid.c^ less 
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importance than the grand sacred texts on the chief walls and higher 
balustrades; the completion of the detail in this row of tales may have 
been left to the last and any trifle that was missing passed unnoticed. 
Whatever the explanation, the phenomenon appears in the other jS.taka 
series mentioned and not only in the bottom row of the first balustrade. 

Finally, to form some opinion of the character of these reliefs, I think 
we should try to find out what can have been the designer’s reason for 
making this addition, although the attempt will remain for the most 
part conjecture. One conclusion would seem very obvious if it did not 
turn out to be untenable, that is, when the necessity appeared for bank¬ 
ing up the base of the monument, a great number of subjects whose 
representation W£is included in the original design were withdrawn from 
sight and to bring these before the eye of the worshipper it would seem 
the most natural thing to have them depicted again elsewhere, for ins¬ 
tance, in the bottom row of the first balustrade. However plausible this 
argument is theoretically, it will not hold, for what the series under dis¬ 
cussion depicts has not the slightest resemblance to what we find on the 
covered base. 

Was the reason for the addition what Brandes suggests “a desire to 
make the temple more richly adorned and therefore as they supposed, 
more beautiful?” I do not think so. The Hindu-Javanese designers, 
sculptors and decorators, in all they imdertook shew such evident and 
continual proofs of their good taste that such a neglect of it cannot be 
ascribed to them. As much as we do, indeed far better, they must have 
seen that such an addition was an5^hing but an improvement. It can¬ 
not be denied that all monuments shew signs of carelessness — Brandes 
gives some striking examples thereof in his article above referred to — 
but they are partly workmen's mistakes, partly iniquities of detail, 
arrangement of decoration and suchlike; this does not touch the design 
or plan of the Hindu-Javanese art of temple-building; and here we 

'have to do with an offence against design. 
Then besides the want of good taste, the insertion of this ^ries of 

reliefs as Brandes has just explained, does violence to one of the funda¬ 
mental ideas of all Indian art. I cannot believe that the designer in 
spite of all this, could have looked upon his contribution as, an improve¬ 
ment, even if, among thc«e who assisted at the erection of the monu¬ 
ment, there was one whose ideas differed so much from those usually 
accepted, he would never have been allowed to do what he liked with 
tins graxid and important sanctuary. 1 do not in the least underestimate 
i&randes’ OfMon and quite agree that apart from the fact of the ad- 
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dition, the execution is inferior and that the mistake in number and the 
strange pilasters are all faults. But these shortcomings are not the chief 
thing; we can ignore them and imagine that everything was in order, but 
still the mere fact of inserting the row of reliefs is the worst of the 
whole business. I repeat that it is impossible to think that the artistic- 
minded Hindu-Javanese with their just sense of the beauty of their 
temples, would ever have conceived the idea of inserting this row of 
reliefs as an improvement to the building. 

And yet they did put them there. They could not have been blind to 
their misdeed, I think it is more likely they were well aware of what they 
were doing, but resigned themselves to the inevitable. Without any 
desire to improve their sanctuary, it was a sacrifice of their sense of 
beauty and the tradition of their architecture to a higher claim. 

Considered in this way, it stands clear what this claim must have 
been. Only two causes existed in my opinion that would justify such a 
sacrifice. First in case the whole temple was in danger, as was the 
reason for the covered base. We can imagine what it must have cost 
the builders to decide on the embankment by which not only a whole 
series of reliefs disappeared for ever but what was still worse and far 
more important than what happened to the balustrade of the first gallery, 
the original design of the stupa-shape and the effect of the silhouette was 
damaged irretrievably. No choice was left; in spite of ever5rthing the 
order was given to use the only means of saving the monument. It is 
very evident that no such reason existed for spoiling the balustrade of the 
first gallery. The second possibility, and the only one that can be applied 
to the balustrade under discussion is in my opinion this: that for some 
reason or other it was considered necessary to picture some particular 
text for which they could only find room in this manner. The demands 
of good taste and architectural tradition everywhere and always so 
faitMuUy respected, were here set aside for the higher aims of religion. 
Looked at in this way, the strange treatment of this balustrade becomes 
comprehensible. 

It is not of real importance to try and follow the details of this deddon, 
but we must of course not imagine that those engaged in the work of 
depicting the edif3dng stories on the reliefs suddenly found out that they 
had not sufficient space and dedded to put in a second row below that on 
the first balustrade. The design of the whole monumeat and the appor- 
tioiraent of the edifying tales to the walls and baiustxades shews that tiie 
designers had more insight than to have allowed anything dt riiatscnt to 
be done. We might believe that to b^in with, oei1aih tektsw«re 
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to certain walls whereby the lower half of the chief wall of the 1st gallery 
and the balustrades of the same and of the 2nd gallery, were intended for 
the jataka's and avadina’s and that when the available space came to 
be measured out for the separate tales it was found that they could not 
be squeezed in. Then the expedient might have been found in the double 
row on the first balustrade. This will at the same time explain why 
some of the tales seem to be unnecessarily spun out: by adding these 128 
extra panels a little too much space was obtained. A certain number 
of tales were assigned to a part of the available space and it was left to 
the sculptors to fill it up. It is not impossible that in the original design a 
certain number of texts were included but afterwards it was decided to 
take up other texts; in this case we must assume that the addition 
was decided on before the execution of the other series of this kind of tales 
was arranged, so that the new lot could be more or less fitted in with the 
original ones, because the bottom row has no special character and 
shews traces of connection with those on the balustrade of the 2nd gal¬ 
lery, a fact I shall refer to in treating the latter series. However the ad¬ 
dition may have come about, the new series at any rate is not a different 
kind but coincides with the whole collection of the jitaka and avadSna 
texts; they may be architecturally out-of-keeping with the original 
design but in subject and character they quite correspond. This appears 
not only in connection with what follows, but most plainly in the similar 
manner of depiction of details here and in the other series. The pictorial 
panels do not shew the same carelessness as the decorative ones, only the 
differences in measurement noticed by Brandes. They shew besides the 
same care in execution and the same method of work as those in the top 
row, so we must not consider them as ‘inferior' panels that were added 
years later to the original beautiful ones. On the contrary, these reliefs 
are quite equal to the others in every respect, they must have been 
executed at the same time and by the same sculptors according to the 
same plan. To sum up: this series of reliefs does not belong to the original 
building design, but it is executed according to the same method of 
decoration in which the other series of edifying tales were designed. 

The two questions under discussion point therefore in the same direc¬ 
tion. The o^y acceptable explanation of the addition in my opinion, 
depends on the supposition that for whatever reason it may have been, a 
I^Aoe had to be found for some text or part of a text. And the similarity 
between the relief-series in question and the others, makes it equally 
prolmbte that here as elsewhere, an existing connected text was follow¬ 
ed. II thecelore these reliefs have been placed in a position wbme accord- 
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ing to the design of the building there should have been none, it does not 
in the least foUoW that they have no connection with the rest of the 
reliefs; on the contrary their appearance in this place just shews that it 
was only the necessity of continuing some text that could have justified 
the use of this space. 

We must now see how this text fits into the surroimdings. Does it 
seem to continue one of the other series or to be itself the beginning of 
something new ? Can it be considered to be one whole or does it look 
like a chain of shorter tales? 

The first of these questions is soon answered. Should this series of 
reliefs be connected with anything, it would probably be the top row 
of the same balustrade, but when the last scenes of that row are com¬ 
pared to the first scenes of the bottom row there is very little sign of any 
actual agreement to be found. Only one thing is rather remarkable; we 
have noticed that before the last scene of the separate tale of the hermit 
with the dove, raven, deer and snake, comes a panel with a wishing-tree 
that I have already stated may probably not belong to the tales but is 
only intended for a partition. Such wishing-trees, we shall see, appear 
several times in the series now under discussion. There is no other resem¬ 
blance to be found between the end of the other and the beginning of this 
series; one of the last tales we could understand anything of was one in 
which the Buddha played chief part, but Buddha-stories do not appear at 
all in this bottom row. We need not think because there are no visible 
signs of connection that these two series had nothing at all to do with 
each other, for in the series where the Jatakamala is represented, many 
quite different sort of tales were placed together just as in the text, one 
after another without any transition, their only connection being that 
they were foxmd in the same order as in jura’s collection. Just in the 
same way the last story in the upper row may have been next door to 
the first of this row in some or other collection of jStaka’s. But this at 
any rate is not apparent; how the case stands on comparing the end 
of this series with the beginning of what is represented on the balustrade 
of the 2nd gallery, I shall explain later on. 

We now come to the wishing-tree and the second question of whether 
tlm row forms one whole or is a chain of shorter tales. Not only the 
wishing-trees can be looked upon as probable partitions, but the small 
buildings that occur here and there as well; the latter, especially in omi' 
nection with the fact, as I shall explain later, that on one of the higher 
balustrades the same little buildings seem to be used as partitions. We 
might be inclined to think that this too was the case when n 
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relief like no. 41, that shews plainly as the only animal story among 
human scenes; this panel is preceded as well as followed by a building, 
so that it looks as if the sculptor meant to shew that one lot ended 
with no. 40, no. 41 being put in as a single tale and no. 42 was the first 
of a new lot of stories. But on closer examination it turns out to be 
nothing of the kind. To the left of the building, on no. 40, we have a 
procession, that is flying through the air, something far too important to 
be intended as mere decoration for the separating panel, thus plainly shew¬ 
ing that the building plays a part in the story. And on no. 42, as far as we 
can judge, the same people are sitting near the building who appear after¬ 
ward ; so here too we seem to have the beginning of a new story. The same 
with the other little buildings; there are some which might at first be con¬ 
sidered as partitions but looked at closer they appear to find a place in the 
story ^). I only refer to this as a possibility, the question must be left still 
undecided. Now for the wishing-trees; there is only one like no. 371 of the 
top row that stands quite alone on a relief; all the others are next to or 
among other scenes. If the sculptor intended to use them as a partition, 
we might expect that he would have made a rule of it and not put them 
in sometimes as partitions and sometimes as part of the scenes. On no. 36 
it certainly figures in the story; the tree stands in the centre of a panel 
that is surely one scene, between a kinnara-pond and the persons who 
are turned towards it. From this it would be easy to conclude that we 
need not consider these trees as a partition; yet how far can we depend 
on the sculptors for anything like consistency ? As in the case of the reliefs 
on the covered base (p. 76) we might think that the wishing-trees here 
too are intended to signify that the scene is transferred from earth to 
heaven and in several places that may actually be the case. But the just- 
mentioned kinnara-pond would probably not be found in heaven and the 
further scenes of this tale do not agree with this possibility. It is certain¬ 
ly safer not to draw any conclusions about this but merely state that 
sometimes the kalpadruma seems to be intended as a partition but else¬ 
where quite the reverse, and that occasionally it might indicate heaven, 
especially where the tree as in the reliefs on the covered base, has a 
couple of kinnara’s with it. 

Let us now take a short survey of the subjects of these reliefs. We 
begin with an enigma. On relief no. 2, van Erp has discovered the Kan- 
canakkhandha-j£taka, no. 56 of the P£li-collection‘) and the chief sub- 

*) Only on no. 61 there aeons to be no connection between the preceding or following one. 
1*1. p. 03 sq . 
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ject of monument and text is undoubtedly the same; a labourer who while 
he is ploughing, finds a treasure. Of course there is variation in the 
details, it was not to be expected that the Barabu^lur would follow just 
the same tradition as that of the Southern church. But the difference is 
not only in the details; quite to the left separated by a rock from the 
ploughman, stands a figure without head and shoulders but whose 
remains, if I am not mistaken, resemble a monk and there is no monk in 
the Pali tale. Still stranger it is that we cannot tell what to do with no. 1. 
Here is a dancing-girl displa5^g her art to an interested spectator, a 
scene that can certainly have no connection with the man ploughing 
in the j§taka. Still less does it agree with the last scene of the preceding 
series, the one with the hermit and the four animals. Thus we are 
obliged to consider, either that this relief with the dancing-girl is a story 
by itself, — which is quite possible but rather unlikely with such a small 
scene and so ordinary a subject — or that this tale differs very much 
from the Pali-version and resembles it only in the one remarkable point 
of the man ploughing who finds a treasure. If the figure on the left in no. 
2 is really a bhik^u, this might have something to do with scene 4 and 
following, where a monk also appears. The intermediate one is only a 
conversation between two eminent men. 

The scenes 4—6 certainly belong together. The chief person is in 
monk’s dress, and seeing he dwells in a forest not an ordinary monk from 
a monastery, but one who is living in retirement. We see him first ab¬ 
sorbed in meditation, then again on the second part of no. 4, with his right 
hand touching the top of his head while some eminent person carrying a 
bow and arrow and attended by servants stands before him; apparently 
a king out hunting has discovered him. The third scene (no. 5) shews 
most likely the same persons, the monk preaching to the king who sits 
in front of him with hands in sSmbah. Finally on no. 6, we get the monk 
again preaching, this time sitting under a penthouse; only the last of his 
four listeners is visible, who as the snake headdress shews, is a nSga and 
I think the same can be said of the other three. The tale as we see is 
not difficult to follow, but the actual meaning cannot be discovered 
without a text. 

After two much-damaged reliefs, the first shewing a distribution and 
the second a procession with an elephant in the middle of it, comes no. 9, 
a little more striking; a man who has lost tl« upper part of his body, 
perhaps a monk, stands on the left, separated by a laige square diost 
from the group on the right, a woman on a throne in the midst of her 
attendants. Connected probably with this, at any rate very remarkable. 
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is no. 10. A woman is sitting in a p€ndap4 with several other women 
before her; between the first and last-mentioned group there is placed an 
object that seems to be a frame with 1^ to it and apparently a skein of 
threads wound round it; it may also be a table with a lontar-book 
on it. It would be foolish to waste time in guessing about this ciuiosity, 
for the object is so indistinct and can only be given its right name when 
the text tells us what it is meant for, but we can be sure it was not put 
there merely as decoration but seeing its position, has something to do 
with the story. The women are noticeable for wearing no omements but 
garments reaching to their ankles with the hem hanging over the left 
shoulder, they are probably nuns, but as none of them has a head to shew 
us if they were shorn or not, their identity remains doubtful. They might 
be the ladies of the preceding scene who have here taken the veil, but 
this idea is not confirmed by what follows where no more niuis appear, 
nothing but a couple of court scenes and then no. 12, an unfinished panel, 
where a square parcel twice wound round is being handed over. 

On no. 13 a bhik^u appears again or perhaps three are taking part in the 
scene, though quite possibly they are not three separate individuals but the 
same man in three moments. On the extreme left we see him in meditation. 
In the middle he sits next to two small stupa's placed on a rock under a 
tree ; a snake is coming out of a hole in the rock perhaps only meant 
to indicate the wilderness, but possibly of more importance when we 
see the large snake fom: reliefs further on, where it is certainly playing a 
part, though of course there it might be quite a different story. The 
monk, or whoever it is, — he has lost his head and been rather knocked 
about but certainly wears no omements and his right shoulder is bare, — 
holds a rather large flat object that is unrecognisable on the relief. 
Finally he appears again quite on the right, now kneeling with hands in 
sSmbah. Why he kneels there doing homage we can not see, there is only 
a mass of rock with a round stool with open work sides on top of it, the 
sort used by brahmans as a seat. On that is a square pedestal but un¬ 
fortunately just above, a large piece of the relief is missing, so that we do 
not know what has been on the pedestal, but just see there was a tree. 
The tale seems to be continued on no. 14; here besides the bhik§u, two 
other persons appear, a man with a beard and a woman. This scene too 
gives three episodes. First we have the two together seated under a 
penthouse that has disappeared, the man is making a sSmbah to the monk 

’) Tha custon of making small stupa's of sweet-scented material containing quotations 
from Hie antra’s {sometimes a large number of these were enclosed in a large stQpa, see Hiuen 
Taiang^ Beal II p. 146) will not here be meant. 
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who is coming with his almsbowl well-filled, it seems heavy to carry. In 
the centre episode'the man and woman are seated opposite to the mcmk 
who is going to pour the contents of the pot over the old man. On the 
right we see the three persons again, all seated; the monk holds a vase in 
both hands (it is a different shape to the one he had before), the man 
is without a beard but that does not necessarily imply that he is some 
one else. Apparently no. 15 has nothing to do with the one before. It 
shews us a banquet where a party of men in full dress are about to dine 
off a large ball of rice with fish and side dishes. Again a monk on no. 16 
that makes it almost look as if this might have some connection with the 
last reliefs. Here, a man in robes of ceremony is seated with his retinue in 
a pgndapa and above is a rather injured male figure fljdng through the 
air, he has no omements and from the shape of his head seems to be a 
Buddha or a monk; the u§:5i§a, special mark of distinction between the 
two, cannot be distinguished. No. 17 is remarkable, most of the relief is 
occupied by a man talking to two women but the right hand side of it is a 
square space filled with trees and rocks in which a big snake is raising 
itself out of a hole. The serpent ought to be able to give some clue for 
unravelling the plot, but unfortunately he appears no more. In contrast 
to this, no 18 gives two scenes separated by a wishing-tree; on the left a 

’ conversation between an eminent man and two women and on the right 
several men in full dress with flowers and wreaths in their hand, flying 
away on clouds to the right, thus in the direction of the next relief and 
perhaps sharing its events. There too someone is on the wing; only the 
lower half of his person is visible, but it appears that he wears no monk¬ 
ish dress and is not likely to be the monk of no. 16. The mein whom this 
being is going to visit is a king who lies stretched out on a couch sur¬ 
rounded by his retinue, some of whom are asleep. As a large piece is 
missing from the top of this relief, it is possible that there was more in 
the air than this one flying man. 

Still less remains of no. 20, all we can see is that it represents chests 
and pots with all kinds of valuables being offered to some eminent 
man. After the very-dilapidated no. 21 with some men walking, follow 
several reliefs that are partly very much-damaged and partty rathw 
inexpressive, they are the usual receptions and conservations ^wing 
nothing for identification, until the text of the adjacent rdiefs 
throws light on their meaning. I shall only mention that nos. 22 
and 27 have wishing-trees, the former with kinnara's in the branc^s, 
the latter without; on no. 24 of which only the bottom part isieft, 
there is an enormous pot on each side of the centre grotq), on no. 26 
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three small sthpa's are being worshipped. No. 30 gives the remains of 
several men, standing or walking, one of whom holds a drum in front of 
him; near him just in the middle of the scene, is an elephant. Perhaps this 
is a proclamation, but we can not tell from what follows, for no. 31—^35 
are all missing except a bit of no. 33. 

With no. 36 we again find a story that can partly be followed on four 
or five reliefs. On the first mentioned is a king with his retinue going 
towards a pond full of plants and flowers with rocks round it; on two of 
the lotus-flowers stands a kinnara, one is a female and on the edge is 
another one. Between the king and the pond is a wishing-tree, and 
however we look at it, he is certainly not conversing with the kinnara. 
After a very unimportant no. 37, two well-dressed men talking perhaps 
about the discovery of the kinnara pond, we see another journey 
thereto, the chief person now seated in a chariot and pair followed by 
an armed escort; he is going to the right where the dilapidated half of 
the relief shews traces of rocks and trees but no pond is to be seen; if this 
is an excursion to the pond then we have the journey into the wilderness 
but not the arrival. The righthand half of no, 39 gives us the pond again 
with rocks, lotuses and trees; the kinnara’s are on the extreme right, one 
pair to be seen on the ground and a second rather higher on the rocks. 
The last pair seem to have a jewel-pot between them and must have 
stood on either side of a wishing-tree, the rest of which has disappeared 
with the top part of the relief so that we cannot tell if there were any 
more kirmara’s. The left side of the relief, next to the pond without 
anything dividing, is not clearly to be assigned either as a scene on the 
shore of the pond or some incident taking place elsewhere and only put 
here because of the sequence of the tale; it shews a man in royal robes seat¬ 
ed in the midst of a company of women to whom he seems to be relating 
something. As the apartment is closed on the side of the lotuspond it 
looks as if the two parts of the relief have nothing to do with each other. 
Whether no. 40 belongs to this tale does not appear, but it has little 
connection with no. 41 and goes better with no. 39. On the left is a 
chariot and pair with some eminent man seated therein, flying through 
the jur towards the right attended by his hovering retinue; on the right 
with rocks and trees between stands a building with three kneeling 
worshippers, probably the destination of the fljdng party. 

No. 41 brings us suddenly into the animal-world. On the left, some 
cattle lying under the trees; in the middle separated by a gateway in the 
rock is a bull confronted by a lion standing on his hindl^s, evidently 
ready to attack; then beyond that to the right is a bull quietly grazing. 
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Tales of cattle and lions are to be found in Buddhist literature but noneof 
them fit in with this; such as the famous story of the friendship betweoi 
these two animals, or the one preserved in the Chinese Tripitaka of the 
man who sacrifices his whole herd because one is devoured by a lion •). 
It is not very likely that the three parts of the relief represent one scene, 
how can we believe that if one of the herd was attacked by a lion, the 
others would remain placidly resting and grazing as those on both sides 
of this relief are doing *) ? If I may venture for once to explain without 
the authority of a text it would be as follows: first the cattle are resting 
peacefully in their grazing groimd in the forest; next a lion attacks one 
of them, the Bodhisattva of course who persuades his assailant with 
edifying words to cease from his purpose; thirdly, when the lion has 
gone away tamed, the btill calmly continues his meal. This is mere 
supposition, there are no means of verification, only so much is certain 
that the whole tale is told on this one rehef and nothing is to be expected 
from the adjacent ones. 

The panels now following require no more than a rapid mention of 
their chief contents. No. 42, a building with several monks in a pgnd4p4, 
an eminent man who has commanded a dancing-girl to perform before 
him on no. 43, a company of men in full-dress, probably heavenly-ones 
flying through the air on no. 44; a temple building with a couple of 
worshippers, two monks and a layman, on no. 45; and an eminent man 
taking a journey in a chariot attended by an armed escort on no. 46. 
Then come three scenes of receptions at court or conversations of which 
no. 49 has an elephant with his mahaut and no. 48 a brahman with whom 
the king is discoursing. 

No. 50 shews something really characteristic that should be of great 
use in identifying the whole. In front of a figure in official dress sitting on 
the left, are several plainly-dressed brahmans on the right, some of 
them holding on to a duck with both hands. We are at once reminded of 
the tale in Avad2hia9ataka no. 60, where the king of PftiicSla sends a 
present of 500 geese to his colleague of Ko^ala *). This relief might depict 
the offering of the gift, but we cannot accept the idea that only one 
relief would have been given to this story, —it is hardly credible that the 
sculptor would have got off so easily — and it becomes evidrat directly 
that what follows does not agree with the Avad£na9ataka tak. In the 

<) Chavannes, Cinq cents contes II (1911) no. 273 p. 182. 
•) In the Chinese tale it is a tiger. 

») The monkeys on p. 431 however shew that aigntnent is not conclusive. 
•) Compare Der Weise ond der Thor no. 48. 
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text we are told how the king of Ko9ala received the birds jnst as he was 
going to the Jetavana and how he immediately gave orders for theirrelease, 
giving them the opportunity of hearing the Buddha preach and so being 
bom again among the gods. On the monument however the ducks do 
not appear again but on no. 51 we see that another well-dressed man is 
watcMng a dancer; on no. 52 comes a scene with bhiksu’s who are sitting 
in a pgnd&pi talking to some women; no. 53 shews a man in official dress 
next to whom sits a nurse with a small child on her knee, and no. 54 is 
the worship of a stupa. 

The worship of stupa’s appears several times on the following reliefs, 
so we must conclude the paying of homage to be important in this part of 
the text. In between we get inexpressive scenes, that is to say what 
we see of them, without knowing what fine things there may have been 
on the pieces that are lost; most of them shew a man in full dress 
with his retinue. Exceptions are no. 61, a monk near a building; no. 68 
where some men are going towards a building and no. 71 and 72 which 
I shall describe further on. The whole gives us not so much the impres¬ 
sion of one tale in which several instances of stupa-worship appear, 
something in the style of the StupSvadSna (no. 57) in K^emendra’s 
BodhisattvUvad&nakalpalatS, but something more like a series of similar 
stories in each of which homage to a stupa is the climax. As regards 
this point it may be useful to refer to the same phenomenon in the 
7 th decade of the Avadanagataka^). All these tales relate how a son 
is born into an eminent ^akya family with some or other marvellous 
attribute, such as beauty, odour, voice or suchlike, and when grown-up, 
he meets the Buddha, is consecrated and soon attains his arhat-ship. 
Then the Master explains this as the result of stupa-worship done by the 
young man in a former existence to the stupa of a former Buddha. This 
of course cannot be the series displayed on the monument for there 
is nothing to be seen of Buddha or monks, though that does not prevent 
there being resemblance with the stories in the Avad£na9ataka; we 
might reckon that in case text and monument could be traced to a 
distant common origin they are in one or in both cases altered beyond 
recognition.. One point of agreement is that the text relates nearly every 
time a different maimer of doing homage to the sthpa and the reliefs to 
shew various ways of worship, with perfume, flowers, music, dishes of 
offafi^ etc. Thk might of course be the sculptor’s longing for variety, 
but it may just as well be his picture of what the text describes. 

Alio ui the Dvftvii|i9at3ravadlliiamAl&. 
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The righthand side of no. 71 already referred to, gives a forest in the 
wilderness with four deer on the extreme right. On the left a troop of 
men are approaching, armed with bow and arrows, evidently a hunting- 
party just coming into the forest. There are tales enough about hunting 
the deer but it is also possible that these may be only decorative creatures; 
if so, this might be a troop of highwaymen in action that may be connected 
with no.72. This relief is divided into three episodes, the two first scenes 
are in the midst of rocks and trees. On the left sits a bhiksu conversing 
with a woman in fashionable clothes; in the centre they are walking 
together, surely the same persons, the monk in front, the woman with 
a flo\v^er in her hand following, both walking to the right. Possibly the third 
scene is their destination, where two monks are sitting beside a small 
temple-building, the one at the back with a book in his hand. Consider¬ 
ing everything it seems to me not unlikely that in no. 71 —12 we may 
have a different version of the story preserved in the CullanSrada-jStaka, 
no. 477 of the Pali-collection; another version, still more unlike the 
reliefs, we know in Jataka no. 348. For the story as given in J5t. no. 477, 
see below ^). No. 73 is the last stupa-worship for some time. 

The two reliefs 74 and 75 we can connect with the story on 76 of the 
great fish who sacrifices himself for his starving people. This tale is 
preserved in the Chinese Tripitaka*) and Sung Yun also alludes to it *); 
I shall give the version from the Avadana9ataka no. 31 that very much 
resembles the one in the Tibetan translation of “Der Weise imd der Thor", 

The Bodhisattva as well-to-do brahman, became a hermit after the death of his wife and 
carried off his infant son into the wilderness. Years afterwards a band of robbers came through 
the forest with a beautiful woman among their booty. She found a way to escape and reached 
the hut where the hermits lived; only the son was at home and she soon managed to turn 
the innocent young man’s head and even persuade him to forsake the life monastic and go 
with her to live in a village. But the youth first wanted to take leave of his father, so the 
woman afraid to meet the old hermit, went on ahead and the young man promised to follow. 
At the sight of female footprints the Bodhisattva on his return understood what had happen¬ 
ed and was able by wise counsel to convince his son that a hermits life is the best. So they 
continued in the ways of meditation until they achieved re-birth into the heaven of Brahma. 
Now we can accept no. 71 to be the robbers and no. 72 the meeting between the yotmg 
hermit and the woman somewhere in the forest, their journey to his hut and finally father 
and son at the close of the episode. But what about the Woman being absent on no, 71, the 
monk figures of the hermits, the book, the fine temple so unlike any hermits cell and the 
omission of the concluding discourse between father and son, for they are surely not in con^ 
versation on the righthand scene. Considering aI! this, the differences T are 

justify anything more than a suggestion of the possibility of some connection between the 
Barabudur story and the jataka. 

») Chavannes 1,1. no. 3 (second tale). 
•) Beal, Si-yu-ki I (1884) p. CII. 
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as given by Schmidt ^). I select this one because it relates something of 
the prologue, how theBodhisattva as king seeks a remedy for the threat¬ 
ened famine and decides to sacrifice himself in order to become a large fish; 
of course neither the suicide nor the fish-devouring is depicted, but as 
long as no other connected explanation is forthcoming for no. 74 and 75, 
we may suppose that they represent this prologue: on no. 74 the king is 
discussing the famine question, on no. 75 he is ready for the sacrifice and 
on no. 76 he has actually become a fish. 

After two reliefs that must be left unidentified, no. 77 a king strol¬ 
ling in a wood with several women, and no. 78 two kings in converse, 
both with attendants, we get no. 79, one of those that has been identi¬ 
fied by Van Erp *) as the story of the hare and the hermit, tale no. 37 in 
the Avad5na9ataka. The version there given has been faithfully follow¬ 
ed, in contrast to the way it is represented again on the balustrade 
of the second gallery. We shall discuss this question in explaining the 
reliefs; the story we are now reviewing I shall call the second ‘story 
of the hare' and that on the second balustrade, the third; as first one I 
take the ^a9a-j§.taka of the JltakamSlSL, though the same name does 
not include the same contents, for as we have seen (p. 328 sq.), besides 
the hare and the brahman who is ^akra, an otter, a jackal and a monkey 
appear. 

Just as on the balustrade of the second gallery, the whole story is given 
on one relief, for no. 80 is something quite different and very remark¬ 
able, not so much for the possibility of finding a text for it but as re¬ 
gards the customs of the Hindu-Javanese. The left of the two scenes 
on this relief is quite ordinary; an eminent man seated with a woman on 
a dais, holds out his hand to receive something that has become quite 
unrecognisable, from a man standing before him or, as is also possible, 
the man seated has just handed the object to the other. On the right are 
three men well-dressed sitting on a dais at both sides of which are some 
armed attendants. Between two of them we see a very curious object, 
a rectangular board set on end on which is drawn an oblong figure 
with the long sides curving inwards, and a rosette at the centre, while 
the whole figure is divided into spaces of equal width by one vertical 
line and several horizontal ones. In front of the person sitting on the 
left, are two small square blocks beside which are some disks, not round 
but wide at the base and going to a point at the top; there are some as 
weU in front of the other person and at the lower end of the board. 

page 216. 
•) In abd^ve-mentioned article, p. 96—^98. 

Barabti^nr 29 
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This in my opinion is the board for the game of dice and will be the only 
clear and authentic example of such an object as used in theHindu- 
Javanese period. We must of course imagine it laid horizontally be¬ 
tween the two men, but as in that position the spectator would see 
nothing of it, the sculptor, as usual in such cases, has turned it upon 
end to shew the whole thing and we must appreciate his ignorance of 
persi)ective. The two little square blocks will be of course the dice and 
the disks are to be placed on the spaces according to the throws of the 
dice just like the game of backgammon. The two men on either side 
of the board are the players, the third, sitting behind the man on the 
right, holds up both arms probably in astonishment at the throw just 
made, for we must consider this game of chance to be a very impor¬ 
tant one with some great issue at stake for the players; the sculptor 
surely means to shew this. We know of the famous game of dice by 
which the PaDdava’s lost all they possessed and curiously enough this 
too is represented on a temple in Java though not very distinctly. The 
same as on Barabudur it is no affair of pitch and toss to settle the mat¬ 
ter with one throw, but a game is depicted with a board on which small 
objects are to be seen, probably the stakes, but possibly some transition 
towards what the later Javanese wayang made, giving a game of chess 
instead of dice. The example referred to is found on the temple of Ja- 
jaghu relief no. 160—161 and was identified by Van Stein CaUenfels ; 
it is as I mentioned, very indistinct, especially because part of the board 
is hidden behind the pillars of the p6ndap4. We cannot be too grateful 
for the stroke of luck that on a damaged relief of a dilapidated series 
on the Barabudur, this scene of dice-playing has been preserved in such 
excellent condition, giving us a valuable document for the culture of 
that period. With regard to the fact that nearly all the tales of the 4th 
decade of the Avad3na9ataka appear on the Barabudur, it seems to me 
rather likely we here have no. 39 of that text, in which a game of dice 
is the chief incident. 

On no. 81 we see from left to right, an eminent man sitting with 
attendants, and a servant kneeling before him, a standing elephant with 
a flag in his headgear; three men standing and some seated attendants. 
This arrangement makes it look as if the elephant is of importance to the 
scene, not as generally, only put in as decoration to a royal court or 
procession. The next relief has completely disappeared and on no. 83 
the scene on the left, a conversation, is half gone and the right shews pots 

») SeeTijdschr. Bat. Gen. 58 (1918) p. 366 sq. 
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and bales like sugar bags, stored in a p^ndipA with some servants sitting 
beside them. No. 84 gives some monks in a pSndipA next to a small temple- 
like building, a scene such as we have had several times already and shall 
see more of, sometimes with one and sometimes with more monks. In a 
case like this where there are no adjacent scenes with monks, we may 
be inclined to wonder if we here have to do with a continually-recurring 
motif that does not really belong to the tales but is placed in between 
as a partition or an omement. The same can be said as I remarked (p. 
441) about the small buildings and wishing-trees; we can hardly think 
that the same picture should sometimes belong to the text and sometimes 
not; and as this kind of panel here and there does belong to the stories 
depicted, it is safer to make no distinction between the decorative and 
not-decorative bhik§u-scenes, but until the contrary has been proved, 
consider these panels as belonging in some way or other to the text. 

Among the conversations and receptions that now follow we see on 
no. 86 on the right, four men standing, one holding a padma of very large 
size, while one of the others has a flower stalk that is broken off; on no. 
87 at the extreme right at the back, a person with short curling hair is 
sitting, such style of hair as generally belongs to yak§a's and rAk^asa’s but 
without their large round earrings and with a face too damaged to shew 
if it had the required savage expression. On no. 88 behind, is an elephant, 
to judge by its position only put there as decoration. Then no. 89 is re¬ 
markable as the only Barabudur relief where the gambang is depicted. 
The instrument, not much decorated, is on the right, being played by a 
man with a high tiara, evidently a person of rank ; without the text, it 
is impossible to make out whether the gambang-players were really 
high-bom persons or perhaps only by accident in this story some lordly 
being is playing the instmment^). Two other players sit behind him, 
one beating with two drumsticks on an indistinct object, probably a 
gong, and one with the bell on a curved pole that also appears elsewhere, 
the sound being made by means of a small stick. This orchestra is play- 
ii^ for a party of dancers performing on the left, no less than nine per¬ 
sons; in other places we always see only female dancers, but here that 
appears not to be the case; though the loss of all their heads and breasts 
makes distinction very difficult, some of these figures can hardly be 
an3rthing but men. Besides the variation in dancers and accompaniment 
there is another difference to the usual dance-scenes, for here we find 
no king or important person who looks on at the performance, so this 

*) Something of the kind is related in NSgarakrtOgama 91:5 about king Hayam Wumk's 
mtber, at least if Kern's interpretation is correct. 
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scene must mean something more than the ordinary display of dancing. 
With no. 90 we hkv«, after a long interval, another stupa-worship. 

On no. 91 we see an eminent man with his retinue and a female ser¬ 
vant with a child on her knee. The presence of the child makes it pro¬ 
bable that this belongs to no. 92, where a man and woman of high rank 
are sitting in a pgndapd with a child a little older than the first one. On 
the right is a second p€ndapa with nothing in it but a large cushion laid 
between two incensories, on the cushion lies a large lotus with other 
lotuses around it, while smaller flowers are falling down from the sky. 
We should like to know what is the meaning of this cushion but the relief 
following tells us nothing, for no. 93 gives only some men who are going 
towards a small temple-building, some of them with flowers in their 
hands; next to it sits a bhiksu, also holding a flower. A monk too is chief 
person on no. 94, he sits in the place of honor preaching to a very 
distinguished congregation, a king with his retinue. The position of the 
monk on such a high cushion in a pSndapa might make us think that 
he is the person for whom a seat of honor was prepared on no. 92; the 
pfindapa is of another style and the incensories have disappeared, but 
that does not make it impossible, though without any means of identifi¬ 
cation this must remain mere supposition. 

On no, 95 a child appears again and the relief has another striking 
figure. In a pgndapa on the one side sits a man whose face is knocked off 
with a woman holding a very small child on her knee; the man does not 
wear the high headdress of highborn persons and seems to have had a 
beard, for which two reasons he is probably not the father of the child 
but more likely a brahman who is there to draw the child’s horoscope. 
On the other side of the scene is a palace within a palissade with a separate 
gateway. In front of this gateway stands the most remarkable figure of 
the relief, a woman holding in her right hand the stem of a red lotus 
growing out of the root next to her. Just above the lotus we see a cloud 
from out of which thick streaks of rain are falling only on to the 
flower, not on anything else in the relief. This phenomenon when found 
in some text or other, should undoubtedly lead to the identificaticm of 
this story. 

No. 96 a conversation and no. 97 a monk beside a building can be 
passed by and we come to no. 98. On ther%ht onadaisinap&addp&, a 
woman kneels with hands in sSmbah and there is a pot in front of her; 
to the left of this stands a second person opposite a bh^^u who is holding 
up his almsbowl, this second person has no head or bust so that we can 
not see if it is a man or woman who is just going to put some round ob- 
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ject into the almsbowl. Further to the left after the bhik$u, stands an 
elephant with its head towards the monk; the rest of the space on the 
left of the relief is occupied by some very poorly-dressed kneeling 
and sitting persons, that look like humble folk out of the streets where 
the monk is collecting alms. The front one of these has something that 
looks like a ribbon in his hands and as the elephant’s tail comes just in 
the same place, it seems as if he is going to wind the ribbon round the 
animal’s tail. Whether this is intention or it only appears so by chance, 
is altogether undiscemible, just as the whole scene has become incompre¬ 
hensible by the loss of the upper part in its whole length. The ele¬ 
phant does not appear again, only the monk. On no. 99 on the right, is a 
palace or temple-like building where there is just room enough in the 
righthand comer for a monk with a red lotus. From the other side an¬ 
other monk approaches also carrying a padma but a remarkably large 
one. As this is very near the top of the relief it cannot be intended as a 
cushion for something else. Some laymen come after the bhik§u, they 
are all headless, two of them carry a moneybag. After this scene comes 
another woman with a child on her knee, on the very badly damaged 
no. 100. On no. 101 two groups of men are going to the right, between 
which, in the middle of the scene appear two standards; one is planted 
in the ground and the other, that bears a cakra with a small jewel above 
it, is held up by a dilapidated dwarfish figure. Then comes no. 102, a 
stupa worship. 

No. 103 is terribly damaged, only the remains of a conversation are to 
be seen, next, no. 104, has some bhik§u’s and some men with hair fastened 
up in a round shape on top of their head, sitting next to a building; 
between two of the monks we can see a dish with something smooth in it 
and a flower Ijnng on top, hovering in the air; as none of them seem to 
notice this apparition, it may be that its attachment to the earth has 
been obliterated or perhaps the sculptor has forgotten to supply it. On 
no. 105 an elephant, followed by several men who have lost their heads 
as well as their headdresses, are meeting with two bhik§u’s. Among the 
men is one ihuch smaller than the others. Then no. 106 shews a scene 
of worshipping a monument, not a sthpa this time, but a building with a 
heavy comice above a middle part divided in panels, its roof being a 
ccme or p3a'amid in shape. It is possible something may have been on the 
pomt of this, yet it seems unlikely, for the relief was no highar, so the 
top could cmly be imagined. 

No. 107 os among the potters. Under a penthouse we see nine 
pots neftdy placed in three rows one above the other; a man and woman 
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sit beside them, the man holding a tenth pot. Some of the other people 
sitting on the refief have pots in their hands which they appear to be 
working at with some oblong flat tool. In the background stand two car¬ 
riers with lumps of clay or gourds on their carrying-poles, probably bring¬ 
ing material or water, unless it might be refreshment in the way that 
is still customary in Bali. There are a couple of pots again on no. 108 
put one above the other imder a tree. A man under a canopy, as far 
as we can see a brahman, sits conversing with another dressed much 
the same, who is sitting on the ground before him; behind this man are 
the pots and behind the pots two women who seem to belong to him. I can¬ 
not be sure if either or both of these men are brahmans, though there is 
nothing to shew they are not. The next relief gives stupa-worship and 
no. 110 several monks who with a couple of la3mien are sitting in a p€n- 
dApA near a building; several of the monks have large books (or what 
looks like them) in their hand. 

It will not be the sculptors fault that no text has yet been found to 
identify no. 111, for the principal figures are distinct enough. A deer is 
couching among rocks and trees, it faces the left with its head slightly 
turned away. Opposite to this stands a horse quite above the rocks, it 
is ready saddled and has reins and stirrups but no rider; the animal 
holds back with its feet put together as if refusing to go further, this 
may be only the result of stiffness in the execution, but on the whole 
this animal is a far better specimen than the inferior horses depicted 
elsewhere on the monument. Behind the horse two men are standing, 
both headless, but one of which seems to be adorned like a king and must 
be the royal owner of the horse. The other, more plainly dressed, stands 
beside him with upraised arms; the hands have disappeared with his 
head so that we cannot see his gesture. Then come some men stan¬ 
ding with bow and arrows, the king’s attendants on the hunting-party. 
The course of the tale will be most likely that the king goes hunting 
on horseback with his servants and so comes to the place where the deer, 
who is of course the Bodhisattva, lives in the forest. The rest of the tale 
remains unknown, because however many stories we have of kings who 
go deer-hunting, there is none in which the monarch's horse plays a part. 
No. 112 throws no light on the subject for it is merdy stfipa-worship. 
No. 113 and 114 are sorely damaged; no. 115 is entirely missing. On no. 
116 some lady of rank is receiving eight male guests all m full dress. Then 
on no. 117 we get some nuns; two sitting on a seat under a canopy, 
separated by a bowl of flowers from a third who sits cm a mat in fiptmt 
of them with some waiting-women with vases of flowers bdund faer^ 
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This resembles the scene from the RudrAya^SvadAna (p. 291), the 
consecration of a bhik^up!; the one seated on the ground will be the new 
sister, the other two under the canopy, the required quorum. On no. 118 
we get a stflpa-worship by women; on the damag^ no. 119 again a 
child on the knee of one of its nurses. On no. 120 only a large party of 
men seated, listening attentively to a preacher; no. 121—123are missing 
and a comer with a couple of women, is all that remains of no. 124. 

The last four reliefs are more or less complete. No. 125 is a procession, 
mostly women on the way to a building wWe a monk(?) kneels in sfim- 
bah. No. 126 has two scenes; on the left a brahman is in converse with two 
colleagues, on the right a woman seated under a canopy is addressing 
some other women sitting on the ground, their hair twisted up into a 
knot without any headdress. They have lontar-leaves in their hand and 
appear to be attending a lecture; the teacher has some indistinct sort of 
rod in her right hand. No. 127 is a kind of repetition of no. 117, but here it 
is on a larger scale. We see three nuns with a dish of wreaths with the 
smoke of perfume rising from it in front of them, opposite to a fourth 
behind whom several servants are sitting. This too is very likely the 
consecration of a nun. The last scene no. 128 shews us two nuns seated 
either side of an incense-bumer, each holding a kropak. 

We see plainly from all this, that this series of reliefs has a distinct type; 
there are so many tales of stupa-worship and scenes with monks and 
nuns among the stories. More than elsewhere, what is here found 
shews signs of a cyclus of tales depicting either the time after Buddha’s 
death or the time of some former Buddha, but certainly in the period 
of an established Buddhist creed. All the same there is not the least 
sign of any classification; just as among the series on the chief wall 
the RudrAya^Slvad^a is given, a tale from the time of the historic 
Buddha, we here find among all sorts of other tales, again animal-lives 
of the Bodhisattva. Though here and there it looks as if there were some 
intmition of putting those of the same kind together, it is never carried 
on out and the text as a whole remains heterogenous. 

I shall now describe the separate reliefs. 
1. not identified ^). 

The story of the Treasure-seeker 
(J&taka no. 56) 

Once upon a time the Bodhisattva appeared in the world as a labourer 

*} D«BCi!ibed in the Dutch edition p. 413. 
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in a village. One day he was ploughing in a.field on which there had once 
been a village, when the plough struck on a bar of gold which long ago 
had been buried there by a rich merchant before he died. Thinking it 
must be the root of a tree that had stopped the plough, the Bodhisattva 
dug up the obstacle and when he saw what it was he rubbed it clean. 
When his day’s work was done he put away his plough and tried to take 
the treasure home with him, but it was too heavy even to lift up. Then he 
considered how he might divide it into four portions, one piece would be 
enough for the cost of living, a second he would bury again, use a third 
to start a business, while the fourth should be spent in charity and good 
works. This he did; the bar was divided so that he could carry it home 
and after a life spent in benevolence he died. 

2. The finding of the treasure and the use made of it 

As I remarked above (p. 442) the difficulty about this is that although 
the finding of the treasure is most plainly shewn on the relief, the rest of 
the story according to the Southern tradition corresponds very little 
with the version followed on the monument. 

On the extreme left, separated from the rest of the rehef by rocky 
ground planted with trees, is a figure standing, without head or biist, 
who looks like a monk with the almsbowl held in his right hand. On the 
other side of the rocks comes the ploughing scene; the labourer behind his 
plough drawn by two oxen, has just struck on the treasure that here is 
not a bar of gold but a wellfilled pot with rings rolhng out of it. This 
difference, imimportant in itself, does not agree with the rest of the tale 
about the bar of gold that was to be divided in four'), though we might 
allow that the contents of this pot being too heavy for the ploughman 
to take home with him, could also have been divided. Further to the 
right is a quite unfinished figure of a man, pointing to a dish before 
him containing what appear to be moneybags against a round back¬ 
ground. On the other side of this dish two men are standing with indis¬ 
tinct objects in their hand and a third has a large pot. Whether this has 
an}rihing to do with the dividing into fom parts (on the dish and in the 
hands of the three men) is very doubtful; if what is here represented 
is meant to agree with what the text relates, then it is not made very 

The representations of this j&t&ka at Stikhodaya in Siam (Foomereati, Le Siam anclofii 
Ann. Mus. Guim. 31, II, 1908, pi. 27) and Pa^&n in Burma (Griinwedel, Buddh. Stud. Ver* 
dffentl. a. d. Kdnigi. Mus. ftbr Vdlkcrk. 5, 1897, abb. 27 p. 19) shew it plainly as a cyliiidrtod 
bar. 
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clear. It looks more likely that the text used on the monument was in 
this respect a different one to that of the jttaka. Meanwhile let us not 
forget that the absence of nearly the whole upper part of this reUef makes 
the explanation more difficult than usual; so we must not lay all the 
blame on the sculptor. 
3—73. not identified ; no. 23,31,32,34,35,57,58 and 64 are missing. 

The story of Padmaka 
(AvadSna^ataka no. 13; I p. 168—172). 

Long ago, there lived in Benares a just and powerful king, named 
Padmaka. Now it happened that a sickness broke out there which made 
all its victims turn yellow. The king at once called all the doctors in his 
kingdom together to study this disease and take measures to cure it with 
care and treatment, but all their efforts were useless. Then the monarch 
sent again for the doctors and inquired how it was his arrangements were 
not successful. The doctors replied there was only one thing that could 
help and that was to feed on the flesh of the great Rohita fish. People 
were at once sent out to catch this fish, but no one succeeded. The king 
while walking through his city was assailed with cries for help by his suf¬ 
fering subjects, but he was powerless to succour them. Moved by com¬ 
passion he came to the conclusion that life and government were of no 
value to him any more, when others were doomed to suffer and he could 
give no assistance. He decided to sacrifice himself, gave up his throne and 
all his possessions and mounted the terrace of his palace. After burning 
incense and strewing flowers and unguents, he uttered the wish that as 
truly as he sacrificed his life at the sight of such suffering, so truly he might 
be re-born as the fish Rohita. Thereupon he threwhimself down off the 
terrace and appeared again as the fish Rohita. The gods proclaimed it 
throughout the kingdom that the Rohita had appeared at last and soon 
numbers of people came with knives and sharp instruments and began to 
cut pieces off the fish to cure their sickness. In this manner he fed his 
people for twelve years with his own flesh and blood keeping his mind 
fixed on the highest Bodhi. When at last the plague had abated, he lifted 
up his voice and declared that he was king Padmaka who had sacrificed 
himsdf for them and in the same way when he became Buddha would lead 
thm to Nirvi^a as well. All the company present, king, ministers 

*) Described in the Dutch edition p. 415—430. 
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andcourtiers brought offeringsof flowers, incense, garlands and ointments, 
doing homage to their benefactor and uttered the wish that whenPad- 
maka had become Buddha they might become his hearers '). 

74. The king takes counsel over the sickness or famine 

The condition of the relief, the upper part of which is gone and the rest 
much worn, makes it impossible to state more than that a consultation is 
going on; according to theTibetan version this might be the moment when 
the Mng hears the prophecy or the episode of the great council when the 
fatal news of the food-shortage is brought and the organisation of the 
distribution becomes useless; if we follow the Avad5na9ataka tale then 
of course the conference with the doctors is meant. The king sits on the 
left between two women on a dais, while waiting-women can be seen in 
the lefthand comer. A dish is placed next to him on the other side of which 
sits a man who is conversing with the king, but we cannot see now if he is 
one of the brahman soothsayers or a consulting official of the one meet¬ 
ing or one of the doctors in the other conference. A good number of 
other men are sitting further to the right, these too may just as well be 
courtiers hearing the prophecy as doctors or officials. 

75. The king about to sacrifice himself 

Here we are not shewn the park with the slumbering retinue; nor 
is of course the king’s death actually depicted. If this relief belongs to the 
story of the fish it can only represent the king on the terrace of his pal¬ 
ace before he hurls himself down. It is a comer panel with a tree in the 
middle. Some courtiers are sitting on the lefthand part, the foremost 
makes a sSmbah. In the background there have been some trees, so these 
people must be somewhere out-of-doors. The righthand side gives only 
the king seated on a seat with a back in a niche, quite alone, his hands 

») The differences in the Tibetan story (Der Weise und der Thor, no. 26) are as fc^ows: 
first, the king is warned by soothsayers of a twelve years drought; so he gathers his vassals 
and high officials together to consult over the means for averting the inevitable famine, but 
it appears that their store of grain is insufficient, however carefully it is managed* Famine 
breaks out and the people are dying. The king retires with his retinue into a park and when 
the others have fallen asleep, he climbs into a tree and throws himedf down uttering the wish 
that he may be born again as a large fish, so large that it will feed ah his peof^e. This ixmm 
to pass; five woodcutters see him and he calls to them with a human voice to come and aatiity 
their hunger and tell their starving neighbours about him. In this way he feeds his 
subjects for twelve years, which so excites their sympathy and ih^votian that they themselyes 
attain the state of gods. 
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laid in his lap in the attitude of meditation. The upper part is missing; 
on the right we see just one flower falling down, siurely a sign of the 
homage and approval of the gods over the Bodhisattva’s heroic decision. 

76. The Bodhisattva as ihe great fish 

The water of a river is flowing among the rocks and trees on the right 
edge of the relief. In this the big fish is swimming to the left, he is almost 
on top of the water and one small fish accompeinies him. If this is meant 
for decoration then it is quite misleading, but if not, the sculptor must 
have had some other version of the tale than what we know of. Above the 
fish a cloud can be seen; flowers are falling from it and floating on the 
water. On the left are three persons, one stands up to his ankles in the 
water, the other two on the bank, kneeling and standing. It looks as if 
these men were doing homage and by the gesture of the kneeling one we 
might think he is offering something. Most probably this means the 
grateful homage of the people rescued from famine. We might even 
think that the man kneeling had already received a portion of the flesh, 
only this seems far too realistic for the sculptors, they would never draw 
the spectator’s attention to anything so painful, even though it was the 
easiest way of depicting the sacrifice. The relief on this part is so 
indistinct that we can only leave it undecided. 
77 and 78 not identified^). 

The (second) story of the hare 
(AvadSLna9ataka no. 37; I p. 206—^212). 

In a remote mountain district lived a j^i who fed himself on fruit amd 
roots, drank only water and brought offerings to the fire. This y§i had 
made friends with a hare who spoke with a hiunan voice, it came to see 
him three times a day and they discoursed about all kinds of things. 
Once there came a great drought in the land, the springs gave no more 
water, the trees bore no fruit. One day the hare noticed that his friend 
was preparing to go away and asked where he was going to. Their§i 
explain^ that he was obliged to settle in some inhabited part of the 
world, where he could ask alms to support himself. The hare was very 
grieved at the thought of their separation and begged the f$i to change 
his mind, for life in the forest was so much better than living in the world. 
The would not agree to this, but only promised to put off his depart- 

*) Described in Uie Datcfa edition p. 432. 
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ure for one day. When the day’s work was done and the time for thdr 
meal was near, the hare appeared as usual and making the pradak^iDft 
round the r§i asked his forgiveness if he had ever done him any wroi^, 
then he suddenly sprang into the fire. Terrified at the sight, the |^i laid 
hold of the hare and pulled him out asking him why he did that. The 
hare replied that he meant to give his body to his friend for food so that 
he could continue to live in the forest. Much moved by this the declar¬ 
ed that he would rather sacrifice his own life by remaining in the forest in 
spite of the scarcity of food. Then the hare raised his head to heaven and 
uttered a prayer; “As truly as while I have lived in this forest my mind 
has always been satisfied with the solitary life, so truly may ^akra 
let rain fall in this place!” At these words rain fell immediately and 
the hermitage was soon rich with plants and fruit. "For what reason,” 
asked the i^i, “do you consecrate yourself to compassion?” The hare 
replied; "So that I may at last become a Buddha in this blind world of 
suffering.” 

79. The rsi, the hare, the fire and the shower of rain 

The whole tale is collected into one relief in which, as tradition requi¬ 
red, the climax of the story, the spring into the fire, is not depicted but 
only suggested and the spectator is not shocked. The whole scene is of 
course a forest landscape with trees and plants, several animals and 
rocks here and there. On the left the two friends sit opposite one another, 
each on a slab of rock; the r§i in ordinary hermit costume, coarse neck¬ 
lace, loincloth, hair twisted in a knot above the headband and hanging 
loose at the back. Behind him are his trident, waterbottle and foodbowl. 
Besides the hare, whose unnaturally long tail van Erp has already re¬ 
marked on ^), there are other animals; a quadruped with a pointed snout 
and long bushy tail under the hermit’s seat, two deer couching in front 
of the hare’s seat and a squirrel climbing a tree. Some birds are perched 
in the trees. To the right of this group and in the middle of the relief, is 
the fire that indicates the sacrifice, flaming up from some blocks 
wo<^. Finally on the right we see the miraculous ^ower of rain. The hare 
again sits on a piece of rock, above, heavy clouds hang in tl» air 
and from them the rain streams down in thick lines. In front of the 
hare are two peacocks, birds that Indian literature always describes 
as longing most of all creatures for rain which they announce Iqr thesir 
screams. 

*) l.l.p.978q. 
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The story of AnAthapi9dada 
(AvadAna^ataka no. 39; I p. 223—^226). 

The Bodhisattva appeared once as the son of a just and powerful 
king of Benares and he assisted his father to rule the kingdom. In the 
spring, the prince with a retinue of the ministers’ sons set off to amuse 
themselves in the forest. One of his companions began a game of dice 
with someone else. The minister’s son lost and the other man won a sum 
of five hundred purSija’s. As the prince’s attendant was not able to pay, 
the prince stood surety for him. When asked to supply the money, the 
Bodhisattva refused because as son of the king he did not consider him¬ 
self obliged to do so ^). (For this reason when he had become the Buddha, 
his creditor, reborn as brahman demanded payment, which was made 
by the minister’s son reborn as Anathapi^dada). 

80. The game of dice 

For a detailed description of the remarkable object in this relief, a 
Hindu-Javanese dice game, the reader is referred to p. 449.1 shall here 
restrict myself to a concise review of the relief as a whole. It consists of 
two scenes placed together without partition, the one on the left has 
lost nearly the whole length of its upper part. On a decorated dais, left, 
a man and woman are seated with two waiting-women, one holding a 
small dish, in the lefthand comer behind their mistress. The man holds 
out his hand probably to receive something from another man who 
stands in front of him, without head and shoulders, and seems to be 
offering something with both hands outstretched. Behind him some cour¬ 
tiers are sitting, one of them holding a leaf-fan and the last with face 
turned towards the spectator so as to connect in a way the two scenes. 
On the righthand also on a dais, are seated two men with a back¬ 
gammon board between them; the dice are in front of one, both have 
stakes before them and there are some on the board as well. Behind the 
righthand player sits a third well-dressed man lifting his arm as if in 
astonishment. On both sides of the dais two servants are sitting on the 
ground, one of each pair has a sword. The servants on the left look very 
plain with only a cap on their heads with a broad band. If my suppos- 
iiioa is correct that the Avadfinagataka tale is here depicted, then there 
being three men at the game is accounted for; they are the two players and 

>) This particular is taken from the Tibetan version, mentioned in Peer’s translation, 
p. 150. 
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the prince who is to stand surety. The scene on the left however remains 
rather doubtful, either it is an episode unknown to our version of the 
tale, or it is something of slight importance, some scene shewing the 
Bodhisattva at his father's court, though this is not a very satisfactory 
explanation. 
81 and following not identified^); 82, 115, and 121—123 are missing. 

SECOND gallery, BALUSTRADE 

The series of short edifying tales, after taking up the first gallery, is 
continued on the second and there comes to an end; on the chief wall of 
this gallery as well as on the balustrade of the following one, we shall 
find tales of an entirely different sort. I have already stated that the 
text illustrated on the balustrade of the second gallery is also imknown to 
us, so we are just as ignorant whether we now have before us a new 
collection of similar stories or the rest of one and the same large body of 
avadana's and jataka's, portioned out to the various series, in which 
case the one we are about to discuss is a continuation of those on the 
balustrade of the first gallery and the division is merely the result of the 
peculiar conditions of the space available on the monument for these 
stories. However it may be, it is very plain that the nature and manner 
of treatment of the tales on both balustrades is quite the same: short 
stories of human beings as well as animals, and only a few reliefs given 
to each. 

Not many of the tales have been identified, there being no text that 
might have thrown light on the less-striking reliefs. We are not even able 
to lay hands on the clue that would explain such very striking incidents 
as appear in the story shewn on no. 39 and the following ones with tig¬ 
ers and hermits. What makes the task more difficult too is the damage 
this series has suffered. One quarter {26 of the ICX)) is entirely missing 
and the rest are many of them very much mutilat^. We must not be 
ungrateful, for it is astonishing, considering the state of this balustrade 
before the restoration, that three quarters of it are now before us. Its sal¬ 
vation was achieved principally by Van Erp whose unceasing efforts in 
search of reliefs supposed to be lost and whose skill in replacing them 
and piecing this series together cannot be overestimated. 

The great number of commonplace scenes has already been remarked. 
A second fact that catches the attention immediate^ is the presence 
of so many brahmans. Of course all those that look like brahmans, may 

>) Described in the Dutch edition, p. 434—444. 
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not actually be so, in the scenes crowded with figures their size is of 
necessity small, so that it is not always possible to find the distinctive 
marks of these persons; carelessness on the sculptors’ part must be 
allowed for and we must not forget that details were not of so much 
consequence to people who knew the story, as to us who do not and 
can be so easily led astray by some detail in what seems to be a chief 
point, while those who knew the text would understand at once that 
it was an accessory and therefore need not be so correctly depicted. 
Besides this, which of course refers to things in general as well, there 
are examples enough where brahmans are surely intended, to just¬ 
ify my observation that their number is far greater than in other relief 
series. 

This is not by chance; just as in that part of the bottom row of the 
balustrade of the first gallery where we saw so many scenes with stupa’s, 
I think we may draw the conclusion that a number of similar tales are 
placed together; the same as we can notice in the AvadSna9ataka for 
instance, where also in each decade tales with some special meaning are 
placed together. Besides the brahmans in this series, we notice a 
rather large number of children, while animal stories are decidedly 
fewer; those where animals play a secondary part as well as those 
where some special animal, of course the Bodhisattva re-bom, is the 
chief figure as in the story of the hare and the hermit or the one about 
the peacock. 

It will be of importance to inqiiire if there is any connection to be 
found between this series of reliefs and the last one and if so, whether 
it is the top or the bottom row on the balustrade of the first gallery 
which b similar. This examination is quite as important for the 
question of the order in which the sculptors depicted the reliefs, especially 
which of the two series on the balustrade first gallery should be read 
first, as for the question whether any indication exists of a continual 
large collection of j3.taka’s spreading over the several series, or of an 
entirely new kind of tales. Unfortimately our efforts are checked 
to a great extent by the fact that the first reliefs of the series now 
under discussdon are missing, no less than six of them. So we can 
not see how the series began, no. 7 may not even belong to the first 
tale. Yet I venture to state that if, even with such incomplete evidence, 
connection can be found, it is not doubtful to which series of the first 
galleiy balustrade this one shews affinity. On the very first scene after 
the tniseing ones on the series we are now discussing, we find a group of 
bhik$u's with books in their hand next to a building; then again a monk 
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who is lecturing with a book; On no. 10 an infant appears on its nurse's 
knee, a little further wer get a brahman. Let us now examine the end 
of the top row on the first gallery. The last scene we saw there was the her¬ 
mit with dove, raven, snake and deer. This is something entirely differ¬ 
ent to what would eventually follow, but perhaps we ought to pass it 
over because, as we saw above (p. 400) there is a possibility that the 
scene just before it, a wishing-tree with a pair of kinnara’s, is intended 
for a partition, so that the last relief as regards its subject, is not 
related to the one preceding it and was only put in there to fill the one 
remaining panel. I repeat that the intention of this partition is doubtful, 
perhaps it is not even meant for a division; if it really indicates the end 
of the text then we need not look further for any connection with what 
follows, but with reference to our present inquiry we shall do well to 
consider the abovementioned other possibilities, either that it is not a 
partition at all or that the division is only meant to cut off no. 372; in 
both these cases the result is that we may expect to find connection or 
resemblance in no. 370 and the preceding with what we suppose follows 
it. Then we see on no. 364 to 370 a not very characteristic tale in which 
the Bodhisattva appears as a king, but it gives nothing to help our exami¬ 
nation; but on no. 362 we get a Buddha for the last time who also 
appears on the preceding reliefs and evidently is the chief person 
of a Buddha-story reaching to and including no. 363. So any connection 
or resemblance with the balustrade of the second gallery is not to be 
found, even excluding the final scene no. 372, Buddha-stories do not 
appear at all in the series on the 2nd gallery. Let us now turn to the end of 
the bottom row of the same first gallery, bearing in mind that the second 
balustrade begins with bhik§u's, a monk with a book, a child and brah¬ 
mans. On the last scene of the bottom row we find no monks but there are 
nuns and they have books in their hands; bhik^unfs appear too in the 
preceding scene, and the one before that gives us brahmans; no. 119 has 
an infant in its nurse’s lap. It is unnecessary to go further back, I think 
we may safely say that as far as resembkmce and connection in this 
sort of reliefs is possible, it can here be foimd between the beginning 
the balustrade of the second gallery and the md of the row of the 
first, but not at all with the end of the tc^ row. In this we omie to the 
following conclusions: first that possibly the same connected text is sfHead 
over the end of the bottom row of the first and the begiimmg of the secbid 
balustrade, rather loosely connected however, for new stodes ate con¬ 
tinually being placed next to each other; secxmdly* that the sequesneelh 
which the reliefs of the balustrades must be viewed is as f<^ows: thpfOw 
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first gallery, bottom row of same, second gallery. The balustrades of the 
first gallery b^ins with the top row just in the same way as on the chief 
wall the Buddha's life-story is placed in the top row of reliefs, to be read 
before the bottom row of the avadSna’s and j&taka's. With regard to 
the settlement of the sequence of the reliefs over the whole monument 
this view may be of some use, though of no general importance to 
the arrangement of those unidentified. 

Let us now as usual give a short review of the contents of the whole 
series, drawing attention to the striking scenes that will be of most use 
for later identification. 

As already noticed, the series begins with the loss of six scenes, no. 7 
too is damaged. The first have already been mentioned. On no. 7 we 
see a building in the middle with monks, some of them holding books 
in the form of kropaks. There is a bhiksu too on no. 8, seated in a pfindipi, 
instructing some young men of good family from a large book on his 
knee; this group is separated from a king sitting with two ladies on the 
same reUef by a piled up treasure in pots and chests. For the third time 
we see a monk on no. 9, now evidently one who lives a hermit life, 
seated, with his waterjug beside him and a flower ip his hand, beside 
an empty seat with only a cushion on it, while on the other side four 
men in full dress with haloes roimd their heads, are pa5dng homage with 
lotuses from which rises an omement of flames; bhik?u's do not appear 
again for a time. No. 10 shews again two groups, each of them in and near 
their own pavilion; left, a king in the midst of his women; on the right 
a terribly-damaged queen with attendants, it is just possible to discern 
that she holds her left breast with her hand while next to her a nurse is 
giving the breast to a very large infant. 

Then comes on no. 11, next to a commonplace talk between a man and 
a woman in a separate pfindipi, a collection of pots and bales wound 
round with bands, whether treasure or not is not shewn; on the next 
relief, the reception of eight eminent handsomely-dressed men in ap6n- 
cULpi, with a ninth bearded one in front of them as spokesman. He has 
his hair rolled up on top of his head in contrast to the richly-ornemented 
tiara's of the others, which makes us think that he might be the god 
Brahma ^ikhin with a company of gods. 

No. 13 is a comer-panel of two scenes; first a couple of persons in a 
building surrounded by a palissade guarded by armed attendants, and 
then the respectful reception of a brahman coming with his umbrella 

Ids h^^, to a group of women. Both the following reliefs though 
not comer Ones, give each two scenes, which as far as we can judge are not 

Barabu^iur ^ 30 
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connected and must be considered as incidents, possibly not happening 
at the same time or place, but accidentally placed in the same frame. On 
no. 14 we see next to each other, a highborn lady and attendants in a 
pavilion and a p>6nd4p4 where a brahman is discoiusing with a person in 
full dress; jud^ng by his dress and retinue he is a royal personage, by 
the halo round his head, a Bodhisattva or a god and by the crescent 
just visible at the back of the head, a young man; so if we read the lan¬ 
guage of the sculptor aright, this will be the Bodhisattva as a prince. Two 
scenes again on no. 15, the first gives a conversation between two eminent 
men, the second resembles no. 13, shewing a building inside a palissade 
with guard, only now the building is empty and the guards who on no. 
13 had swords and shields, now with only one exception are armed with 
bow and arrows. Like no. 15 and no. 13, we see no. 16 resembles no. 14; 
here too comes a conversation between a royal person with a halo and 
a crescent, perhaps the same as on no. 14, and a brahman; though here 
it looks doubtful if a brahman is meant. This scene is remarkable for its 
pair of elephants, one of which holds up a vase with a spout in his trunk, 
the kind used at the presentation of gifts and such sort of ceremonies. 
Behind the brahman sits a second person and then comes a retinue, the 
front man holding a dish with a lid. 

Now comes some more action into the scenes. On the left scene of the 
corner no. 17 we see a king in a journey, still with a halo, but the cres¬ 
cent has disappeared. He travels in a palanquin and strangely enough, 
is preceded by a pair of horses and two elephants. On the right hand we 
probably have the object of the journey; it looks as if he might be the 
man, now without a halo, seated in the company of a highborn lady 
whose pavilion is protected by a palissade, but his sword and shield 
make this seem rather unlikely. Next, on the lefthand of no. 18, a 
characteristic scene, we see an abhi$eka. With loose-hanging undressed 
hair, the person about to be consecrated is seated on a bench; brahmans 
stand round him sprinkling him with holy water from a vase and a shell, 
while attendants sit ready with the garments and omements the king is 
to put on presently. The conversation on the righthand of this relief, 
like that on no. 19, is of no iconographic impminnce, unless the presence 
of two horses and an elephant on the last-mentioned might be a sign 
that the same tale as on no. 17 is still running. 

In no. 20 we seem to get something new, though of course this is not 
certain. A queen in her private apartment is lying cm a coiidi while her 
women are busy massaging her; outside the building is an armed guard 
Two of the women sitting on the end of the couch behave rather strange^ 
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ly, we hope the text, when found, will explain their conduct; one 
covers her face with her hands, the other bends right back, her arms 
stretched up above her head. We cannot see what has happened or is about 
to happen, but it is probably the same queen who has given birth to a son 
on no. 21. She sits there with her women, one of whom also appears 
to be overexcited, as if tr3dng to push away with her right hand and 
warning off with the left hand a woman who is coming towards the 
couch with a pot. Maybe we misinterpret the emotions of these figures, 
but their behaviour certainly attracts attention. On the right we see 
the new-born infant with his nurses. The next relief has lost the whole 
of its upper part and no. 23 is missing altogether, but the then following 
reliefs seem to continue the story of the infant son. No. 24 too is 
only partly preserved; besides two women with very large coarse 
necklaces we see some boys, four at least, two of them with the crescent 
shaped omement behind the head. On the next relief a group of bo5rs 
with books in their hands are being instructed by a brahman; again 
on no. 26 the lessons are continued but the teacher is different, he 
is now a monk. How profitable the instruction has been is shewn 
plainly on no. 27; a prince, that is to say, a small person in court dress, 
without the crescent, but wearing the band crossed over the breast 
that indicates the boy who has not attained his majority, is busy distri¬ 
buting handfuls of valuables among a large group of brahmans and 
other needy persons. Up to this point we may flatter ourselves we have 
been able to follow the young man's life history. Then comes an ordinary 
conversation on no. 28 that shews us nothing and no. 29 a scene full of 
rocks and trees enlivened with various animals, birds and quadrupeds, in 
the midst of which a bhik^u lies asleep, so fast that a bird has perched on 
one of his arms and legs. We are given to understand that the monk 
lives in this neighbourhood and has not fallen asleep there by chance; a 
couple of pots are placed neatly in a hollow of the rock and he has a 
couch; beyond this we can discover nothing in the way of connection. 
It is doubtless a new tale and as the next two reliefs are missing, there is 
nothing but imagination left and I shall not venture on any explanation. 

With no. 32 however we seem to have a tale that somewhat resembles 
the story of the youth above. Here too we see an infant in front of which 
three brahmans are seated, possibly those who foretell the destiny of the 
newborn child. The teaching scenes are here as well, no. 33 shews a brah¬ 
man teaching a class holding kropaks; but not children this time, several 
of them have moustaches. Notice outside the p6ndip& a curly-headed 
person sitting with a stick on his right shoulder, that may have had some- 
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thing fastened to.it. This is evidently a woolly-haired slave such as the 
jenggi’s mentioned on inscriptions, it is not clear whether we here have 
to do with a real negro slave or a Papua. The same or something simi¬ 
lar seems to have been on the badly-damaged no. 34; here too are men, 
at least one of whom has a kropak in his hand, who sit listening to their 
teacher’s words. The next two panels are only conversations; on the 
first we see a figure in royal dress with a halo who is of course the Bodhi- 
sattva again. Then no. 37 shews a procession going towards the right, 
but only the last part of it, the least important, remains for it is only the 
armed escort. The chief persons in front are represented only by their legs 
from which we can discover nothing more than that an elephant was 
walking in front of them all. No. 38 is entirely missing. 

Now comes a story easily distinguished from those aroimd it, very 
striking scenes that undoubtedly belong together. It is a tale about 
hermits and tigers, the text of which has not yet been discovered in spite 
of the indications the reliefs give. Beginning with no. 39 we see consecu¬ 
tively from right to left, first three hermits or perhaps two and a third 
person who wears his hair a bit differently; next a pair of tigers in 
their den and on the extreme left two spectators in plain ordinary 
dress, the one behind holds an umbrella over the other and is 
evidently his servant. All this is framed in a decoration of rocks 
and trees, the same as found on the three following reliefs. Then no. 
40 gives us the tigers on the right, one large and a young one, the three 
hermits in the centre and the two spectators on the left. It is rather 
difficult to decide if these are all the same persons; the front spectator 
now has a much finer headdress and the hermits who are sitting 
round a leaf with a flower offering on it, look rather different, one 
has another style of hair and they all three have beards, while on no. 39 
one of them was beardless. But this of course does not prevent them 
from being the same people. On the two next reliefs the spectators have 
disappeared; no. 41 shews us the whole family party of tigers, two old 
and two young ones, on the left and on the right the three hermits, one 
sitting on the ground and the other two fl3dng through the air; then on 
the comer panel no. 42 we first get in separate dens one of the old tigers 
then a pair of young ones and then only two of the hermits, both fl}dng 
over the trees to the right. It is quite evidently the same tale sd far. 
Perhaps no. 43 belongs to it as well, the homage pmd to a sthpa 

on the earth as well as hovering heavenly ones; the stUpa may 

*) Ferrand is of opinion that there were actually African negroes in Javn, Joum. Ariat. 
11 : 13 (1919) p. 330 sq; and 11 : 17 (1921) p. 164. 
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naturally contain the ashes of one of the chief actors in the foregoing 
tale — but of course we are not sure. 

At any rate no. 44 is something quite different. Two dancing girls with 
an orchestra accompaniment, are displaying their art before an emi¬ 
nent personage sitting in a pavilion with some ladies. Next on no. 45 
we have a distribution of clothes and money to all sorts of needy per¬ 
sons. Then comes no. 46 to 56 inclusive, a series of various conversations 
not striking enough for separate description. Three reliefs are missing, 
these may have had something more distinctive. Brahmans or people 
resembling them appear rather often on the remaining ones. No. 47 and 
50 may be remarked for one of the chief persons having a halo, who is 
probably the Bodhisattva, on no. 50 he is conversing with a badly- 
damaged person, certainly a brahman. There is one relief in this group 
that does not give us a conversation, no. 53 a comer-panel depicting a 
festive procession with a large chest. Some men with banners are in 
front, then comes the decorated chest borne on carrying poles by four 
men, followed immediately by someone beating a big drum with a small 
hammer. This man is turning partly round so that he faces the spectator; 
while those before him are waking to the right, the people more on the 
left of the scene seem to be looking at and listening to him. This is most 
likely a proclamation by the beating of drums, so the intention of the 
drummer is not only to escort the chest but at the same time to proclaim 
something of public importance; the persons standing further to the left 
do not I think, belong to the procession of the chest, but are some of 
the public hstening to the drummer. 

We now come to no. 57. The largest part of this relief is taken up by 
forest scenery, rocks and trees with a pair of deer, two pigs and several 
birds in the midst of it. A company of men are coming from the left. It is 
not possible to decide if the front one is a king; though the usual bowl is 
being carried behind him there is no umbrella-bearer. Behind him comes a 
man with bow and arrows, and because of this we can conclude this scene 
to be a hunting-party just entering the forest. Very little is left of no. 58 
but we can still see that the forest scenery continues with the addition of 
a river flowing out of the rocks on the left and well-stocked with 
fish. 

The first half of the comer panel no. 59 is missing, but the second shews 
us a tale that has been identified as the story of the hare who sacrifices 
himself for the hermit, and the next two relief belong to it. This is the 
third appearance of the tale on the Barabu4ur, if we reckon the one 
in the JlltakamSlS as well, where three friends of the hare appear also. 
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(see p. 449); in any case it is certainly the second, for in the bottom row 
of the balustrade of the first gallery we saw the Qa9a-jS.taka in nearly 
the same version as this, the hare and the hermit by themselves. There 
(p. 459 sq.) we could follow the story from the AvadSna^ataka version, 
here we find a slight difference in the end of it, for while the former 
concludes with a shower of rain produced by the hare's magnanimous 
conduct, we find here on no. 59 the hare and the hermit discoursing 
together, then on no. 60 the altar of fire ready for the sacrifice and on 
no. 61 the hare seated on a big lotus in a lotus-pond; the meaning of 
this we understand from other tales where the Bodhisattva throws 
himself into the fire that turns immediately into a lotus-pond. What in 
this case is remarkable is not the fact of the different ending, — we know 
well enough that variations existed of all kinds of stories — but here we 
can see convincingly proved, that the sculptors when representing the 
various series of tales, were supplied with a consecutive series of texts, 
just the same where we have no authority to depend on as in the cases 
where we have a text at hand. If the sequence of the stories on the reliefs 
had been selected by the sculptors, or let us rather say by the person who 
gave directions to the sculptors and arranged the whole design of relief- 
decoration for the monument, from the jatSka’s and avadSna’s known 
to him portioning them out over the available space, then we might 
expect that he would not give the same story twice over with only a 
slight difference in its ending, while it also appeared in the Jatakamill 
series in almost the same version. The fact that the hare’s sacrifice is shewn 
to us three times I think can only be explained by the fact that the story 
was given three times in the separate coUections which the sculptors were 
ordered to illustrate, and that it would not have been becoming to make 
alterations in a text that was regarded as more or less sacred, and where 
repetition was really of very little consequence. Yet we need not con¬ 
clude from this that three separate collections of stories must have been 
used, for it is well-known that the great PSli-collection, which forms a 
complete whole with a fixed sequence, often repeats the same tale in 
several places, sometimes with important but often with quite insig¬ 
nificant alterations. 

The story on reliefs no. 62—66, the tale of the peacock, has been iden¬ 
tified by van Erp from the Mora-jStaka, no. 159 of the Pili-coUection ^). 
We know the P§Ji-collection gives this story a second time in no. 491, the 
Mahamora-jataka, but it is quite plain that the latter version has not 

'} In the olten-qiioted article p. 88—^93. 
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been followed for that ends with a discourse between the peacock and the 
hunter who finally sets the bird free, so that it never appeeus at court; 
while jStaka 159 as well as the monument, gives the journey to the king 
and the preaching at court. Van Erp therefore is right in selecting no. 
159; he found it in reliefs no. 63—66, while 62 and 67 were missing. Some 
fragments meantime discovered giving a scene with the peacock at 
liberty he thought must be ascribed to the final scene in which the bird 
would have been set free. As he has since placed these fragments for no. 
62, the first scene, he has evidently changed his opinion, I think very 
successfully. It seems quite natural that the peacock should be shewn 
to us first in its own surroimdings before the king gives orders for its 
capture and moreover the moral sermon on no. 66 makes a very suitable 
ending to the tale, as we have seen in many of the stories inthe JStaka- 
mal9, about the Bodhisattva reborn as an animal. 

Although van Erp undoubtedly has correctly identified this story, I 
do not think the version here followed by the sculptors was exactly that 
of the Mora-jataka. There the bird is captured with the help of a trained 
pea-hen and then brought to court by the hunter; on the reliefe however 
we first see the peacock in a group of other peacocks, not with one hen- 
bird, afterwards he speaks, perched on a rock, to the h\mters without any 
sign of his going to be captured and finally he is carried in splendour on 
a chariot to the court, which is not recorded in the text. But this journey 
is quite in accordance with the version of the peacock-tale preserved in 
the Kahjur ®), entitled SuvanjaprabhSsa, translated by RockhiU *). I 
shall therefore use this Tibetan version for my description of the reliefs 
given below. 

After some conversations between brahmans on no. 68 and 69 comes a 
large gap of five reliefs; then we get no. 75, a story such as we have seen 
several times already, a queen surroimded by her women and next to her 
in a separate pavilion, an infant on the nurse’s knee. No. 76 too is not 
difficult, a brahman uttering the usual prophecies about the man-child 
which the father is presenting to him. Then after no. 78 (missing) follow 
another court-scene and discourses with brahmans. The person who 
receives the brahmans has on no. 79—80, himself the aspect of a brahman 
and moreover is seated on the open-worked stool often used by them; on 
the other hand he is attended by a large retinue more suitable to a king 
and on no. 80 he even wears a sword. This man in his two-fold character 

■) l.l p. 93. 
•) Mdo XVl, fol. 427—621. 
•) TUietao Buddlikt BirUi-Stories, Joum. Amer. Orieat. Soc. 18, 1 (1897) p. 12—14. 
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remains mysterious; if he is really a brahman then he must be one who 
exercises the authority of a king. 

No. 81 shews a king in his women’s apartment, he is Ipng on his right 
side on a couch surrounded by the women while there are more of them 
to the right, some entertaining their lord with music. This part of the 
palace is enclosed in a palissade with a gate-way at each side, outside it 
are the guard and other servants. Then come some very inexpressive 
conversations; on no. 84 we recognise the Bodhisattva with his halo. 
No. 85 is a very striking scene that surely holds the key for its own 
identification. On the extreme left, under a canopy, we see a square 
pedestal like a low altar with a fire flaming up from it; flowers from heaven 
are falling around it. Next to it are a couple of brahmans on their knees 
and behind them two women dressed like servants are standing, then 
comes a group of well-dressed men and women seated. The most remark¬ 
able thing on the relief is the collection of animals in the righthand cor¬ 
ner, pTished behind and above one another for want of space. Just here, a 
piece has been knocked off the surface of the reliefs but we can still see 
an elephant behind the group of seated persons, a goat, a sheep, a hare, a 
couple of cows, a deer and an animal rather like a camel but probably on¬ 
ly an attempt at a horse. There are no birds, no beasts of prey, no mon¬ 
keys or forest creatures, the whole flock looks domestic, save the hare 
and the deer; possibly they are meant to be a group of the animzils 
tamed by man, then hares (or rabbits?) or deer would not be at all out 
of place. On the strength of these creatures no. 87 appears to belong to 
this tale, they are only separated by a conversation. In a pavilion in the 
centre of the relief a man in full-dress, in the attitude of dhySna-mudra, 
is seated on a throne; his head has disappeared so we cannot see if he 
wore a halo or not. On each side of the pavilion two worshippers are 
sitting also in the dress of men of rank, then next to them, enclosing the 
relief on both sides, we see a group of animals arranged as far as possible 
symmetrically; thus on each side on the ground, a goat and a deer turning 
its head, with a hare above them; in the second row a cowandasheqp, 
then in the background a horse and an elephant. Here it is plainly a horse 
and as the animals in this group are the same as. on no. 85, the indistinct 
creature there will probably be a horse as well. 

The next relief is again a comer panel. On the left some emmoit 
person is being carried on a litter by no less than twelve men; an elej^iant 
and a horse precede him, but of these animals only fragmaits appear. On 
the right five men in brahman-dress are standing behind ope anotbeTin a. 
row on the left of the scene, while on the other part ram is streamiQg 
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down from a thick mass of cloud, knocking off a big branch from the 
trees with its force'). Nothing more can be seen of what is depicted, for a 
whole block of stone is here missing. On no. 89 nothing is visible that 
might be connected with the rain-storm. On the left a reception is going 
on, more in the middle is the retinue as well as the palanquin of the 
visitor, and separated by a small fence under a penthouse we see an 
empty throne with a bearded man sitting on guard. 

Next is a gap of two reliefs, then come two incomplete ones and then 
two more are missing. On the piece left of 92 is a reception by a man who 
perhaps only by a fault of the scvilptor is abnormally fat. Behind him 
is a woman coquetting with a mirror. On no. 93, divided into two scenes, 
a distribution of clothes and money is shewn on the left. 

No. 96 and 97 again give receptions, the first is not noticeable but 
the second shews a Bodhisattva with his halo receiving two highborn 
ladies. Finally we get on the remaining piece of the comer-panel no. 98, a 
meeting between two kings with their retinues, one is on his knees before 
the other. The king standing has lost his head, which prevents us know¬ 
ing whether he had a halo. 

The rest of the series is missing, the second part of no. 98 as well as 
all no. 99 and 100 which must have followed. Therefore we are imable to 
say in what way the relief series on the balustrade of the second gallery 
ended, and with this the whole complex of avadSna’s and jataka’s. 

1—6 missing. 
7—58 not identified*). 
23, 30, 31, 38, 48, 49 and 51 missing. 

The (third) story of the hare 

The story of the hare’s self-sacrifice as known to us from the AvadSna- 
^ataka no. 37,1 have described briefly in discussing the bottom row of 
reliefs on the balustrade of the first gallery (see above p. 459 sq.), it is 
therefore not necessary to repeat it. I will only call attention to the 
variation shewn by the tale here, after being given on the first gallery 
entirely in accordance with the text at our disposal. The comrse of the 
tate now is that the hare and the hermit are friends and that the hare 

A kter-date Hiiidu*Javaii€se rain-scene from Waleri is described Rapp. Oudh. Comm. 
1908, p- 146. 

Described in the Dutch edition, p. 454—170. 
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throws himself into the fire to give food to his companion, but is saved 
by the fire turning miraculously into a lotus pond. 

59. The hare and the hermit 

The left part of this comer-panel has disappeared but the two chief fig¬ 
ures apjjear on the right part; so we may conclude that the other was only 
filled up with some further details of the surroundings. Here too we get 
forest scenery with rocks, trees and animals. A cow and a couple of pigs are 
strolling about and a peacock perches in a tree. On a separate line of rock 
above the pigs, the hare is sitting, evidently not to place him on a dif¬ 
ferent level but only to make the best use of the small space available. 
The creature turns to look at the hermit sitting on the left, who makes a 
sgmbah to him and is holding a fly-whisk. The hermit wears a loin-cloth 
and necklace, his hair is dressed in the usual hermit style, twisted into a 
knot above a headband, the rest left hanging. Behind him is his staff 
ending in a trident with four bells just under it; moreover there is a 
waterjug on top of which is some object, that looks like a loop with a bag 
hanging to it. As the relief here has a piece broken off, it may be this 
is only part of some larger thing. 

60. The hermit, the hare and the fire 

The hermit is here put in twice, unless the tale varies so much that 
there are two hermits. On the left he sits next to the fire, his knee in the 
sling and a rosary in his right hand; the fire flames up high from the 
piled-up branches placed on a square pedestal. He is surroimded by 
birds and squirrels, on the left is a pair of deer and in a hollow of the 
rock we see an oblong round object not recognisable unless it might be a 
small lingga such as there are in that shape. This would not be out of 
place beside a hermit, but is rather singular on a Buddhist monument 
and it is too indistinct to be sure of. On the righthand side the hare 
is sitting on a small slab of rock in front of the hermit who has a seat 
under a penthouse supported by pilasters with his waterjug behind him. 
Where the little building comes from all at once, is incomprehensible, it 
probably indicates the holy man’s cell. He is talking to the hare. Quite on 
the right we see again trees and animals, a couple of pigs, a peacock and 
another bird. It would have agreed better with the tale as we know it, if 
these two scenes had been reversed, giving the fire last, just before the 
lotus pond in the next scene. It is possible of course that the story as here 
told, varies more than we suspect from the venfikm known to us, espe* 
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dally as the hermit does not appear at all on no. 61; but this is mere 
conjecture. 

61. The hare and the lotus pond 

This relief is also filled in with trees; in the middle is the pond, a 
rectangular space enclosed in a border, full of lotus flowers and leaves, 
and with fishes in it. A very large lotus is in the centre and on that sits 
the hare, so large in size that he is quite out of proportion, very evi¬ 
dently intended as the centre of attraction. As we have noticed, the 
hermit is not here, but there are all sort of animals, several birds in the 
trees and along the edge of the pond; in the forest are deer, cows, goats, 
pigs and others, all in couples. This picture does not shew the creatures 
listening to the words of a Bodhisattva reborn in the shape of one of 
them; the hare does not appear to be preaching or the animals listening to 
him as represented elsewhere. This fact makes it the more probable that 
the lotus pond is only to shew the way by which the hare was saved. 

The story of Suvari?aprabh§,sa, king of the 
peacocks 

(^riguptasutra, Mdo XVI fol. 427—521 i)) 

Long ago, when Brahmadatta ruled in Benares, a king of the pea¬ 
cocks named Suvar^aprabhasa was living on the Southern slopes of the 
KailSsa with five hundred subjects. One night the sound of his scream 
reached even to Benares and the queen who happened to be sitting on 
her terrace, heard it. She inquired of her husband who it was that uttered 
such a sweet and affecting sound and he replied that the sound could 
be only the voice of SuvarpaprabhiLsa. She begged him to let the bird be 
brought to her, otherwise she would die of longing. The king promised to 
do as she asked, and calling all his hunters and fowlers together he order¬ 
ed them to capture the king of the peacocks on pain of being put to 
death themselves. 

The hunters and fowlers set out forKailSsawith their nets and snares but 
however hard they tried they could not succeed in catching the peacock. 
Seven days they stayed there faint with hunger, till at last the peacock 
king himself, moved with compassion, asked them why they sat there 
starving. Hearing the reason, he e3q)lained to them that it was impos¬ 
sible to capture him by force, but if king Brahmadatta desired to see 

RoddiiU, Jotim. Americ. Or. Soc. 18, i (1897) p. 12—14. 
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him, then he must decorate his city magnificently, fit up splendid cha¬ 
riots and at the end pf seven days, come with ^ whole army to the 
KailSsa; then Suvanjaprabhasa would follow him to Benares of his 
own accord. 

The hunters brought this news to their master who at once carried out 
the peacock's orders. He went to the KailSsa with his army and the king 
of the peacocks placed himself on the splendid chariot uttering a scream 
that resounded through the whole assemblage. The king shewed his 
guest great honor and went to inform the queen of his arrival. 

Every day Brahmadatta paid homage to the peacock or when he was 
busy the queen took his place. Now it happened that her majesty had 
been faithless to her spouse, so to prevent the peacock betraying her 
guilt she gave him poisoned food and drink. But the more she gave him 
the more healthy and beautiful he became, till at last he told the queen 
that he was aware of her sin but she could do him no harm. The queen 
sank down overcome with fear, and falling sick she died and was 
reborn into hell. 

62. The peacock in the wilderness 

All that remains of this very damaged relief is a portion of the centre, 
the right top comer and one block below on the left. The middle shews us 
the peacock in the midst of rocks and plants, more flowers than trees. 
Other wild animals appear in holes along the bottom edge and in front of 
the Bodhisattva. In the upper righthand comer we see part of a kinnara- 
pair, evidently witnesses of the peacock’s way of life in the forest. On the 
block below on the left (its position being correctly identified by the 
comer of the garment-hem that comes into sight on the bottom edge of 
this relief) we see the arms and legs of a seated man plainly-dressed 
who turns to the other side, without paying attention to the peacock. We 
cannot tell now any more what else was depicted on this piece, perhaps 
some scene in Benares where the scream of the peacock was heard. 

63. The king orders the peacock to he captured 

This relief has suffered too, and the whole of the top edge has disap¬ 
peared. On the left the king sits with two women, only one of whom is 
distinct, in a p6ndAp4; he tiuns towards a group of attendants seated <m 
the grotmd in front of him, behind whom we see umbrdla, feather- ai»i 
fly-fan set up; one of them has a sword. These people are dr«»sedl^ 
courtiers, the front ones at least, those behind plaifief. As on Idle 
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next scene we find the hunters far better-dressed than becomes their 
calling, it seems very likely that here too we see the hunters and bird- 
snarers receiving their orders from the king and need not give too much 
importance to their costume. 

The righthand scene is again in the forest judging by the rocks and 
plants. A squirrel runs along the ground on the left, on the right is an 
elephant, out of all proportion to the peacocks seated above who are 
almost as large. In the middle is a big rock; on the left side one peacock 
is perched and on the other apparently five of them, turned in different 
directions. The peacock by himself is sure to be Suvar^aprabhSsa and 
those on the right hand his five hundred subjects represented by five. 

64. The aUempts to capture the peacock; he speaks to the hunters 

Here again we have two scenes on the one relief, both in the wilderness 
with rocks and trees and only one small animal. On the extreme left a 
fowler is setting a snare; he has fixed up four and is making the fifth, 
holding a sixth in his hand. The man is plainly dressed but yet has a head¬ 
dress ; an assistant with a sword sits behind him. On the righthand scene 
the peacock is sitting above on a rock evidently talking to the three 
men on a lower plane in front of him. Their headdress, earrings and 
necklace makes them look not much like himters, but that is certainly 
what they are for the second holds some snares and the third has a 
sword in his hand. The front one is speaking, so this is surely the moment 
when Suvanjaprabhisa has questioned them and hears what their 
intentions are and the reason of their perseverance. 

65. The peacock brought to the court 

The festive procession with the chariot is here depicted. It is a heavy 
kind of fourwheeled state carriage, the body of it solid in the middle 
with decoration at the comers, and covered by a canopy resting on richly- 
omemented pilasters with garlands hanging imder it. The peacock is 
seated quite alone in this chariot on a carpet that hangs down at the 
sides. It is drawn by two horses who curiously enough have nine legs 
between them, the charioteer rides on one of the horses and the courtiers 
^ walking at the side. The stick with the knob on it that we see above 
the head of the postilion is not a fly-whisk someone is holding, but the end 
of the shaft. Behind the chariot foUow a group of the king’s retinue with 
ttmhrella and By-whisks and a guard armed with a sword closes the pro- 
ceaskm. It is not of any importance that only one of the vehicles men- 
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ticmed in the text is shewn, but we see that the king himself is not them 
to escort his guest 'as was related. There is one person in the proces¬ 
sion who has nothing in his hand and therefore might be the king but he 
is not distinguished in any other way from the rest of the escort. 

66. The peacock at court 

In a p6nd4p4 hung with garlands that takes up the whole relief, the 
Bodhisattva is sitting on the cushions of a chair with a back and a mg 
hanging down from it. He turns towards the right where separated from 
him by an incense-bumer, the king is seated on the grotmd with hands in 
sSmbah. Behind the monarch are his wives, some with a lotus-flower in 
the hand. On the left hand of the throne of honor that is behind the 
peacock, the courtiers are sitting, some hold a flower and one a pot with 
a lid. The attentive and respectful attitude of the king and his court 
shews plainly that the peacock is preaching^). We can imagine that 
the Barabudur sculptors here ended the story, although the fact that 
no. 67 is missing leaves it possible that the queen's attempts to poison the 
peacock may have followed this scene. 

68—98 not identified«); 70—74; 78, 90, 91, 94. 95, 99 and 100 are 
missing. 

Worship of a peacock is also found ou pi. 8 cd !Hiirgess* AumatlMM in 
Arck. Smrv. New Series 6 (1887), but witiiout any conaecdkiU faring sfaewn. 

*) jpor description see Dutch edition p. 473—480. 








